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An improved version of the Ediswan Stabilised
power supply unit type R1103 is now available.
The R.1103A provides an additional fixed
unstabilised D.C. output of between 515 and
670 volts and its characteristics have been
improved in two ways:-

(1) Voltage range increased to 200V. -400V.
(Previous minimum 250 volts.)

(2) Full load current of 200 mA. can now be
taken at all output voltages. (Previously
limited to 150 mA. above 350 volts.)

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:

INPUT. -200-250 volts 40-100 c.p.s.

OUTPUT.-High stability D.C. output 200-400 volts adjustable in three
ranges. In addition, a fixed unstabilised output of 515-670 volts and two
unstabilised 6.3 volt A.C. heater supplies are provided.

LOAD.-Maxiruum 200 mA.

STABILITY.-A 10 volt change in mains input voltage results in an output
change of less than 0.15 volts. A change from zero to full load results in an
output change of less than 0.5 volts.

OUTPUT RESISTANCE.-Less than 3 ohms.

RIPPLE.-Approximately 5 mV. R.M.S.

OUTPUT CIRCUITS.-All circuits isolated from earth. Heater supplies can be
operated at up to 500 volts from earth.

MOUNTING.-The unit is designed for standard rack mounting or bench use.

Further information on this and ether Ediswan
Stabilised Power Units available on request.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 and Branches Telephone: Gerrard 8660. Telegrams: Ediswan, Westcent, London
S.P.1 16
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VALVES, TUBES E CIRCUITS
31. GERMANIUM DIODES FOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS (continued)

Advertisement No. 30 in this series compared the
germanium point -contact diode with the more familiar
thermionic type, and discussed the significance of its
characteristics. It was said that the main classifica-
tion of germanium diodes was into low and high
current types, which have, respectively, high and
comparatively low reverse breakdown voltages. In
the present advertisement typical applications of
these two contrasted types of germanium diode are
illustrated.

Reprints of these advertisements, supplemented
by data for Mallard diodes, are issued free.

High Current Applications
A typical application is given in Fig. 1, which

shows a video detector circuit using a Mallard 0A70.
The circuit operates at 30Mc/s, therefore the available
recharging time for the capacitor is short, and the
diode must have a low forward resistance which
will pass a substantial
charging current. The
reverse resistance re-
quirement is of rather
less consequence. The FIG. I.

value must be significantly greater than the 3.9kS1
resistor in order to prevent the capacitor discharging
back through the diode. A value of 20E2 is suffi-
ciently high.

The 0A70 fulfils these requirements. It has a low
forward resistance (a typical diode will pass about
8mA for a voltage drop of 1 volt); and its reverse re-
sistance is of the order of 100ka The 0A70 also
satisfies another requirement which results from the
high operating frequency: the completion of each
rectification action in the diode must be rapid. This
property (which is known as minimum hole storage)
is comparable with rapid deionisation time in a
thyratron. The 0A70 is rated for use at frequencies
up to 100Mc/s.

Fig. 2 shows a grid
circuit limiter which
is intended to pre-
vent overload of the

from
detector

diode

VIDEO OUTPUT
VALVE

receiver during the To catnode
of line

warming -up period.. output valve15012
The diode require-
ments are high for-
ward current, a cap-
acitance which is sufficiently low to avoid deterior-
ation of the video frequency response, and a reverse
resistance which is much greater than the forward
resistance. The 0A70 satisfies these requirements.
Low Current Applications

A low current type, such as the Mallard 0A71, has,
necessarily, a more negative turnover voltage and a
higher reverse resistance than a high current type.
This last characteristic is essential in some applica-
tions. For example, in a sound detector circuit the
3.9E-2 load resistor of Fig. 1 would be replaced by,
say, 47kS2, and the choice of diode lies between the
0A70 (reverse resistance 100k) S2 and the 0A71
(1M11), depending on the peak inverse voltage which
will be encountered and on the value of the load
resistor. H.T.

from sound
detector

0047
YF

FIG. 3.

The noise limiter shown in Fig. 3 requires a diode
with a high reverse resistance. A small current flows
through the chain of 11VISI resistors and holds the
diode in its conducting region. The diode therefore
provides a path for normal audio frequency signals.
Interference, however, drives the diode into its
reverse current region where the high reverse resist-
ance virtually open -circuits the signal path.

!M.O.

470
pF

FIG. 2.
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Reprints of this series of advertisements, with additional notes, may be obtained from the address below:-

Mullard Ltd., Technical Service Department, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2
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New Ideas in Electro-Acoustics 

IN spite of the fact that the B.B.C.'s new v.h.f. 
service so far covers only a small part of the coun- 
try, it seems the transmissions have stimulated a 
very wide interest in the whole field of sound repro- 
duction- especially high- quality reproduction. As 
the report printed elsewhere in this issue on new 
electro- acoustic products at recent exhibitions will 
show, the industry has gone a long way to meet the 
growing demand that has arisen. 

For sheer technical novelty, the new linear elec- 
trostatic loudspeakers are undoubtedly the high- 
lights among the recent introductions. If develop- 
ment proceeds along expected lines the loudspeaker, 
from being the weakest link in the chain, may be- 
come the component that sets the pace for the rest. 
But, although the electrostatic speaker has captured 
so much interest a great deal of steady work has 
been done during the past year on moving -coil types, 
and some highly developed versions have appeared. 

Tape recording is slowly gaining ground at the 
expense of the disc. In tape equipment the demand 
for automatic operation seems to be growing, and 
both beginner and expert will probably welcome 
devices such as those which allow the selection of 
either track without changing over the spools. It 
is a fact that many people's enjoyment of a record 
is lessened if complicated manual processes are 
needed for working the reproducing equipment. 
Unfortunately, extreme simplicity in operation can 
only be attained at the cost of greater mechanical 
and electrical complexity. Obviously a happy 
balance has to be struck between conflicting factors, 
and present -day gear will meet most reasonable 
needs. 

V.H.F. tuners or adaptors may at the present 
stage of development be legitimately regarded as 
electro- acoustic gear. Just as the user of a record 
reproducer objects to "fiddling" manual operations, 
so the listener to high -quality broadcasting objects 
to making constant adjustments of tuning. Fre- 
quency drift is quite a serious problem in all f.m. 
receiver design and its effects seem to go up in 
annoyance value in proportion to the quality of the 
associated amplifier and loudspeaker. Very few 
tuners appear to be entirely free of blame in this 
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respect and there is a pressing need for a cheap and 
effective solution of the problem of drift. Crystal 
frequency control has not yet, so far as we know, 
been used in commercially produced domestic gear, 
but it may yet be offered to those who are not satis- 
fied with anything short of the best. 

Lef ;t. I% Zed llt cortliitg 
ALTHOUGH the programme of the new Parlia- 
ment does not contain any proposals of direct radio 
interest, one legislative measure foreshadowed in 
the Queen's Speech may prove to be of considerable 
significance. It was stated that legislation will be 
introduced to reform the law of copyright; the 
reforms will be on the basis of recommendations 
made in 1952 in the Report of the Copyright Com- 
mittee. The present Act, dating back to 1911, is 
obviously out of date, at any rate in relation to such 
comparatively recent developments as broadcasting 
and sound recording. 

No doubt the proposed new Act will include the 
gist of a Bill which came before the last Parliament 
aiming at creating a special " right," called the tele- 
vision exhibiting right, in transmissions by the 
B.B.C. and I.T.A. 

As our readers know, there has been some con- 
troversy over the legal position of those who make 
records of broadcast transmissions in their own 
homes. It is generally believed that, so long as there 
is no element of public performance in the playing - 
back of the record, no infringement of copyright is 
committed. However, confirmation would be wel- 
come. 

On this question of recording " off the air," most 
of our readers will, we imagine, endorse the views 
expressed recently by Norman Leevers, president 
of the British Sound Recording Association. Mr. 
Leevers, speaking at the B.S.R.A. annual dinner, 
said the reasonable interests of home recordists 
must be watched. The Association, while respect- 
ing the rights of copyright holders, artists and 
others, would oppose legislation aimed at prevent- 
ing recording and playback of material within the 
home recordist's domestic circle. 
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Impedance and Admittance 
Reactance and Resistance in Series and Parallel on the Slide Rule 

By FRANCIS OAKES, M.Inst.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and E. W. LAWSON, A.M.I.E.E. 

CALCULATION of the more complex formulae 
encountered in the gentle art of electronics is a matter 
which involves us in lengthy labour, in the pur- 
chase of a book of nomograms, or in the memorizing 
of tricks enabling us to do it quickly by conventional 
moves on the slide rule. There is, however, yet 
another way of looking at the problem, namely, that 
of realizing that the fundamental operations of multi- 
pl.cation and division on the slide rule can be carried 
out in more than one fashion, and that by logical 
application of this elementary principle, considerable 
saving in time, and even improved accuracy, can be 
achieved -all without additional expense of money 
or of memory. In the following paragraphs, the corn- 

CURSOR LINE 

bination of reactance and resistance in series or parallel 
connection are used as examples to illustrate this. 

Looking at the slide rule set for the multiplication 
2 x 3=6, we have in front of us also a means for carry- 

ing out the division 
2 

= 3. It looks a little unfamiliar 

at first, but it will soon be quite natural for us to make 
use of the fact that the dividend and the divisor on the 
stock coincide with the quotient and the end -mark, 
respectively, on the slide -and, of course, vice 
versa! 

Armed with this knowledge (so obvious, once it is 
realized, that even a tired memory is not taxed by 

Fig. 1 

PARALLEL COMBINATION 

Set " C "I (or 10) over " D "X. (Fig. I, 
one arrow.) 
Set cursor over "D "R. (Fig. I, two arrows.) 

Vote cursor reading on "B" (Fig. 1, four 
arrows) and add I. 
Move slide to bring ("B" I) under cursor. 
(Fig. 2, one arrow.) 

Read impedance under " C "1 (or 10). (Fig. 
2, three arrows.) 

Read admittance above "D "I (or 10). (Fig. 
2, four arrows.) 

SERIES COMBINATION 

Set " C "1 (or 10) over " D "X. (Fig. I, 
one arrow.) 

Set cursor over "D "R. (F:g. I, two 
arrows.) 

Note cursor reading on "B" (Fig. 1, four 
arrows) and add I. 
Move cursor over (" B " 1). (Fig. 3 
one arrow.) 

Read impedance on "D" under cursor, 
(Fig. 3, three arrows) or move slide to 
bring " C "1 (or 10) under cursor. (Fig. 
4, one arrow.) 
Read admittance above "D "1 (or 10). 
(Fig. 4, two arrows.) 
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f alcdelations 
having to remember anything) and, further armed 
with the old trick of writing 

Z 
I 

R X 
as A- \/(R)2 

R 
A/122 + X2 

±1 
we can, for instance, find the impedance of a resistance 
of value R in parallel with a reactance of value X 
by the following simple operations : 

(1) Set the end -mark of scale " C " over X 
on scale " D," (Fig. 1, one arrow), and the cursor 
over R on scale " D," (Fig. 1, two arrows); the 

qu Dtient, 
X, appears under the cursor line on scale 

" C " (Fig. 1, three arrows). It need not be read off; 
2 

instead, (X) is found under the cursor line on scale 

3 " (Fig. 1, four arrows), then, mentally (with due 
.e for its decimal value) one is added. 

" 
ca 

\a 
:2) The slide is now moved to bring (X + 1, 

z 

instead of (X)' under the cursor line (Fig. 2, one 

/ R 
2 arrow). This, of course, also brings ( 1 + 1 

v 
/ X) 

(instead of the old quotient, X), on scale " C" under 

the cursor line (Fig. 2, two arrows). The original 
dividend R is still in place, thus (by the customary 
method of division), the end -mark already points to 
the quotient, our required impedance, on scale " D " 
of the stock. (Fig. 2, three arrows). There, without 
further work or worry (or feats of memory) it is ready 
for reading off, or, possibly more important, it is in 
the correct position for continuing with subsequent 
calculations. 

The impedance of a resistance of value R in series 
with a reactance of value Xis given by I Z I = VR2+X', 

z 

which can be converted to 1Z = X \/(RR) +1. A 

start is made as before. 
(1) Set the end -mark of the slide to X on scale 

" D " (Fig. 1, one arrow) and bring the cursor 
over R on scale " D " (Fig. 1, two arrows). Again, 

(X> 
z 

is read off (Fig. 1, four arrows). But this 

time; 
(2) Instead of moving the slide, the cursor is moved 

to 

(X)2 

+1 on the "B" scale (Fig. 3, one arrow). 

No further moves are required, for the slide end -mark 
is still in place over X on the stock (Fig. 3, two 

z 

arrows), the cursor is now in place over (X/ + 1 
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z 

on the slide (Fig. 3, three arrows), thus, X \./( X) +1, 
the required product, appears automatically under 
the hair -line (Fig. 3, four arrows) -again on the stock 
and ready for further use if required. 

Incidentally, some may hold that this method is 
a slightly more elegant alternative for solving the 
root of the sum of two squares -described in the 
February issue of this journal- requiring less resetting 
of the rule. 

As admittance is the reciprocal of the impedance 
(absolute values, of course), this is an easy matter 
to deal with. For the parallel combination, the 
admittance can be read off directly from the " C " 
scale above the end -mark of the stock (Fig. 2, four 
arrows), whilst for the series combination it simply 
means moving the end -mark of the slide under the 
cursor line (Fig. 4, one arrow), and reading the result 
on the slide, above the end -mark of the stock (Fig. 4, 
two arrows). Why ? -simply because if xy =1, then 

1 

y = x 
And there are still no tedious rules to be remembered 

-but for those who like afterthoughts it may be of 
interest to note that the series combination -to 
wit, the root of the sum of the squares-can be 
carried out by the same method, only with slide and 
stock exchanging their roles. The resulting impedance 
then appears on the slide and proud owners of a 
reciprocal scale can find the admittance thereupon 
-saving the extra move of the slide (with some slight 
reduction in consequent wear and tear). 

PLASTICS 
Some of the more interesting Radio Applications 

Seen at the Plastics Exhibition 

THE good adhesion to metal inserts by Epikote potting 
resin was demonstrated by Shell Chemicals at the Plastics 
Exhibition held at Olympia by British Plastics. A neon 
tube encapsulated in Epikote " 828 " had had its glass 
envelope broken by external squeezing yet the neon con- 
tinued to function as shown by the glow discharge when 
employed as a low- frequency oscillator. 

Epikote " 828 " is a pale amber -coloured liquid which 
on the addition of a curing agent solidifies at ordinary 
room temperatures. It is thus a useful potting agent for 
radio parts. Its good high -frequency qualities were 
exemplified by a 250 -Mc /s oscillator totally enclosed in 
Epikote " 828." Scott Bader were showing Marco potting 
resins which also solidify without either heat or pressure. 

The Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Com- 
pany demonstrated the ease with which metal parts can 
be coated with Telcothene using the special powder they 
have produced for the purpose. It is available in various 
colours and the procedure is to apply the powder to the 
pre -heated article and then to " cook " for about five 
minutes in an oven at about 160° C. The coating has a 
high -gloss finish and possesses all the insulating properties 
of factory- produced Telcothene. 

High -impact polystyrene, which is less brittle than the 
ordinary material, is being used now for radio cabinets 
and Ekco were showing examples produced by their 
plastics division. These cabinets have a smooth glossy 
surface, are tough, flexible and very resistant to impact. 

It would seem that about 35 Mc /s is the optimum fre- 
quency for welding thin plastic sheet and fabrics; Redifon 
use this frequency in their " Rediweld " series of electronic 
heaters, while 36 Mc /s is favoured for the " Radyne " 
series made by Radio Heaters of Wokingham. 
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ROOKS 
RE CEI VED 

Precision Electrical Measurements. Proceedings of a 
symposium held at the National Physical Laboratory in 
November, 1954, covering capacitance and dielectrics, 
inductance and magnetics, electrotechnics, high -voltage 
measurements and impulse testing techniques. Pp. 345; 
Figs. 147. Price £1 7s 6d. Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, York House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

The Physics of the Ionosphere. Collection of papers 
presented at a conference under the auspices of the 
Physical Society at the Cavendish Laboratory, Septem- 
ber, 1954. Pp. 406; Figs. 167. Price 40s. The Physical 
Society, 1, Lowther Gardens, Prince Consort Road, 
London, S.W.7. 

Defects in Crystalline Solids. Report of the conference 
held at Bristol in July, 1954, including papers on semi- 
conductors. Pp. 429; Figs. 324. Price 40s. The Physical 
Society, 1, Lowther Gardens, Prince Consort Road, 
London, S.W.7. 

Calibration of Temperature Measuring Instruments. 
Description of methods employed at the National 
Physical Laboratory, covering electrical and non -electrical 
instruments. Pp. 47; Figs. 27. Price 2s. Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, York House, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

Radio Research 1954. Report of the Radio Research 
Board on the work of the year, which included the appli- 
cation of back -scatter technique to propagation research, 
investigations of semi -conductors and ferromagnetic 
materials. Pp. 47; Figs. 8. Price 2s 6d. Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, York House, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

AIRCRAFT SUB- MINIATURE DIRECTION FINDER 

THE illustration shows the various units that comprise the latest 
Marconi sub- miniature automatic direction finder for use in air- 
craft. It weighs complete 23 lb only and is based on the well -known 
Bellini -Tosi system using fixed crossed loops, in this case wound 
on ferrite cores, and a goniometer search -coil embodied in the 
bearing indicator. The goniometer is motor driven and automatic- 
ally displays the radio bearing. Tuning -in of stations is manual 
and all control is carried out from a small unit. Alternative bearing 
indicators are available; both are shown here. The frequency 

coverage is 200 to 1,700 kc/s in three ronges. 
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Proceedings of the National Electronics Conference, 
Vol. X. Collection of papers covering a wide range of 
subjects including microwaves, servo -mechanisms, solid - 
state devices and information theory. Pp. 808+XIV; 
Figs. 447. Price $5. National Electronics Conference, 
84E, Randolph Street, Chicago, 1, Illinois, U.S.A. 

Technique et Applications des Transistor by H. 
Schreiber. Physical principles, methods of construction 
and circuitry of point and junction types, with an 
analytical appendix treating the transistor as a four -pole 
network. Pp. 157; Figs. 182. Price Fr.720. Editions 
Radio, 9, rue Jacob, Paris, 6. 

Principles for Television Advertising. Code of stan- 
dards based on recommendations of the Advertising 
Advisory Committee for the guidance of prospective 
advertisers on television. Pp. 15. Price Is. Independent 
Television Authority, 14, Princes Gate, London, S.W.7. 

Staging TV Programmes and Commercials by Robert J. 
Wade. Illustrated treatise on the stagecraft of television 
programme production. Materials and methods of scene 
painting and lighting. Pp. 216. Price 48s. Chapman 
and Hall, Ltd., 37, Essex Street, London, W.C.2. 

Specialized Tape Recorder Manual, Vol. 1. Collection 
of American manufacturers' service data on popular 
models made since 1950. Pp. 286, profusely illustrated. 
Price $4.50. John F. Rider, Publisher, 480, Canal Street, 
New York, 13. 

From the Electron to the Superhet by J. Otte, Ph. F. 
Salverda and C. J. van Willigen. Course of instruction 
for training servicemen, in 42 lessons, with questions 
and model answers. The authors are in the Service 
Department of Philips, Eindhoven. Pp. 700; Figs. 733. 
Price 55s. Cleaver Hume Press, Ltd., 31, Wrights Lane, 
London, W.8. 

Photo -electric Handbook by G. A. G. Ive. Practical 
guide to the installation, operation and maintenance of 
equipment incorporating photo- emissive cells. Pp. 152; 
Figs. 108. Price 17s 6d. George Newnes, Ltd., 
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. 

Zilveren- Jubileumboek K.V.I.V. Report of the Inter- 
national Technical -Economic Congress held under the 
auspices of the Royal Flemish Engineers Association at 
Antwerp in June, 1954, containing eighty-five papers on 
civil, mechanical and electrical engineering developments 
ranging from harbour works to automatic process control. 
Pp. 644; profusely illustrated. Price 1,000 Belgian francs. 
Technisch- Wetenschappelijk Tijdschrift, Torengebouw 
VIII, Schoenmarkt 31, Antwerp. 

VACATION COURSE FOR TEACHERS 
THE Ministry of Education, in conjunction with the 
Radio Industry Council, is to conduct a course for full - 
and part -time teachers of radio and television servicing 
and of radio in telecommunications engineering courses. 

The course, at Northampton Polytechnic, London, is 
from July 17 to July 27. Further details may be ob- 
tained from the Ministry of Education (Teachers' Short 
Courses), 36 -38, Berkeley Square, London, W.1. 

NEW MATERIALS HANDLING JOURNAL 
THE first issue of a new controlled -circulation quarterly, 
Materials Handling News, dealing with all types of labour - 
aiding machinery will be published on July 1 by Mechani- 
cal Handling, the journal which organizes the Mechanical 
Handling Exhibition. 

Materials handling, properly applied, can benefit all 
industries large and small, yet many firms are still not 
making the maximum use of the equipment available; it 
is to such people that Materials Handling News is 
addressed. 

The first issue will appear on July 1; those wishing to 
receive copies should write to Dorset House, Stamford 
Street, London, S.E.1. 
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Radioactive Aids for Industry 
Establishment of a New Research Group at Harwell 

THE problem of disposing of radioactive by- products 
from nuclear reactors is not likely to present any 
difficulty for many years to come, as the demand for 
sources of radiation by industry is at present greater 
than the supply. Many chemical reactions proceed 
with greater facility in the presence of radiation, e.g., 
the polymerization of ethylene, and the "vulcaniza- 
tion" of rubbers, particularly those of the silicone 
type. 

Improvements can also be effected in the end - 
products, and the increased heat resistance of 
irradiated polythene is already engaging the attention 
of cable makers. 

In our own field it has been found* that irradiation 
of transistors can reduce the recovery time and in- 

* Florida, C. D., Holt, F. R. and Steven, J. H. Nature, February 
27th, I954, Vol. 173, p. 397. 

crease the speed of operation under pulse conditions, 
as, for example, in calculating machines. 

To explore the widening field of application for 
radiation sources and to help users to make the best 
use of the supplies which will soon be available, a 
Technological Irradiation Group has been formed at 
Harwell by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Authority. Research will be carried out not only with 
the " gross fission products " (and specially extracted 
elements such as caesium 137 and strontium 90), but 
with the intense radiations which will be available 
from uranium fuel rods during the storage period 
after removal from reactors and before chemical pro- 
cessing to separate the uranium and plutonium. The 
Group will also be equipped with van de Graaff 
accelerators for general research into irradiation 
problems. 
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Reports received by Belling & Lee of reception of their experimental l -kW transmitter G9AED on the I.T.A. site at Croydon 
re summarized by the dots on this map. They indicate where properly "locked " pictures have been obtained, and at all such 
yoints it is expected that reception will be good on the future I.T.A. transmissions. A great many reports were naturally 
received from the central London area, but these have been omitted for the sake of clarity. The map is based on the I.T.A. one 

released earlier in the year (April issue, p.154) and shows the estimated coverage of the 60 -kW temporary transmitter now under 
construction in terms of a primary service area (white) and a secondary service area (shaded). Although there are dots beyond 
these areas, it must not of course be expected that everyone in the black " will get good reception. 
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WORLD or WIRELESS 
Organizational, Personal and 

Industrial Notes and News 

I.T.A. Northern Stations 
AS foreshadowed in our March issue I.T.A. has 
found it necessary to use two transmitters operating 

Band III to cover Lancashire and Yorkshire instead 
of one as is done by the B.B.C. in Band I. 

The first of the two sites to be chosen is on Winter 
Hill, Rivington Moor, some five miles north -west of 
Bolton. A 450 -ft mast, now under construction at 
Marconi's, who are also providing the transmitting 
equipment, will be erected on the site which is 
1,450ft above sea level. Coverage is expected to extend 
in the north to Barrow -in- Furness, south to Stoke - 
on -Trent and west to Colwyn Bay. Eastwards the 
coverage will be limited by the ridge of the Pennines. 

It is planned to have the station operating with an 
e.r.p. of 100 kW by the spring of next year. The 
e.r.p. will eventually be increased to 200 kW. 

The probable site for the Yorkshire station is Oven - 
den Moor, near Halifax, but no decision had been 
announced at the time of going to press. 

Northern Electronics Show 
OVER fifty exhibitors, including commercial firms, 
Government establishments, universities, hospitals 
and research associations, will be present at the tenth 
annual electronics exhibition to be held by the Insti- 
tution of Electronics (Northern Division) at the 
College of Technology, Manchester, from July 14th 
to 20th. The opening ceremony will be performed 
at 2.30 p.m. on the first day. Equipment to be shown 
ranges from colour television to location of thunder- 
storms, from computers and counters to electrostatic 
depositing of flock, from timing loom operations to 
measuring sound produced by fluorescent lighting 
chokes, and also includes a good deal of conventional 
test gear. A programme of forty lectures and sixteen 
film shows on electronic subjects will be running con- 
currently with the exhibition. 

Admission tickets can be obtained by forwarding a 
stamped addressed envelope to the Institution secre- 
tary, W. Birtwistle, at 78, Shaw Road, Thornham, 
Rochdale. Catalogues (2s including postage) and lec- 
ture and film show programmes (41-d including 
postage) are also available. 

Swedish Television 
THE Swedes hope to start up a regular television 
service on July 1, 1956. A total of some 50 trans- 
mitting stations is planned : one of 100 kW, 28 of 
60 kW, two of 10 kW, eight of 3 kW and 11 of 1 kW. 

A large demand is expected for foreign equipment 
such as studio and camera equipment, booster -station 
installations, coaxial cables, radio links and, at the 
outset, for receiving sets. The Swedes will use the 
625 -line system and 25- picture frames per second. 

At present there is a 5 kW station operating from the 
Technical High School in Stockholm with a weekly 
experimental programme. 

It is estimated by the Swedish committee planning 
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I.T.A. AERIAL. Part of the 8 -stack aerial array built by 
Marconi's for the I.T.A. Croydon station. 

the future of television that within 14 years of the 
inauguration of regular services there will be nearly 
a million licence -holders in Sweden. 

Thoughts on Broadcasting 
SOME points made by Harold Bishop, director of 
B.B.C. Technical Services, in his inaugural speech as 
president of the Radio Industries' Club: - 

V.H.F. Broadcasting. -We are delighted by the 
positive steps the industry has taken to get it started; 
already over 50,000 sets have been distributed. 

Interference. -There is danger in over -simplifying 
the design of television receivers. Interference from 
line time bases is a serious blot on the copybook of 
the industry. 

Colour. -We are going to do some experiments, 
but in my opinion it will be a long time before there 
is any colour television service in this country. 

Receiving Aerials seem to need a great deal of 
attention. An integrated design [for all broadcasting] 
is needed. 

Eurovision. -The number of television receivers in 
Europe outside the United Kingdom is under half 
a million. Bear this in mind when talking about 
programme exchanges. 

Manpower. -Not enough is being done to encour- 
age young chaps to join electronics; we want the help 
of science masters in schools. 
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PERSONALITIES 
Rudolf Kompfner, who came to this country from 

Austria in 1934 and since 1952 has been in the United 
States working on microwave valves at the Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, New Jersey, is to receive this year's 
Duddell Medal from the Physical Society. It is being 
awarded in recognition of his work in this country on 
the travelling -wave valve of which he was the originator. 
He described the valve in our November, 1946, issue. 
During the war he was a temporary experimental officer 
in the Admiralty (undertaking research in the Physics 
Department of Birmingham University), and in 1944 
went to the Clarendon Laboratory of Oxford University 
where he stayed until going to the United States. 

The degree of D.Sc.(Eng.) has been conferred by the 
University of London on Dr. A. Rosen, Ph.D., M.I.E.E., 
for his work in the field of telecommunication cables. 
Dr. Rosen, who has been consultant engineer (telecom- 
munications) with British Insulated Callender's Cables, 
Ltd., since 1953, was formerly chief engineer (telecom- 
munication cables) with Siemens Brothers. He has 
written a number of papers on r.f. cables, some of which 
have appeared in our sister journal Wireless Engineer. 

Robert L. Green, A.M.I.E.E., has joined Winston Elec- 
tronics, Ltd. (who have recently moved to Shepperton, 
Middx.) as senior development engineer responsible for 
telecommunications research and development. Born in 
Holland, Mr. Green, who is 33, came to this country 
during the war and was with the General Electric Com- 
pany at Shaw, Lancs, before joining Standard Telephones 
and Cables in 1943. During his nine years with S.T.C. 
at Footscray, Kent, he was concerned with the design 
and development of machinery for the production of 
valves. 

The superintendent of the new Electronics Depart- 
ment of Metropolitan- Vickers, at Trafford Park, Man- 
chester, is E. T. W. Barnes, who has been, since 1953, 
superintendent of the radio department (which is incor- 
porated in the new department). He joined the company 
as a college apprentice in 1930. The assistant super- 
intendent of the department is D. E. Thornhill, 
B.Sc.Tech., Grad.I.E.E., who joined the company as a 
vacation apprentice in 1936. Dr. L. W. Brown, B.Sc., 
Ph.D., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., who has been chief engineer 
of the radio department since 1950, is chief engineer of 
the new department. He was with B.T. -H. from 1943 
to 1950, where he was responsible for radar develop- 
ment, prior to which he was for three years a scientific 
officer at T.R.E., Malvern. T. R. Goode, now assistant 
chief engineer of the electronics department, formerly 
held the same position in the radio department. J. L. 
Russell, A.M.I.E.E., who since 1947 has been in the 
company's electronic control engineering department, 
becomes assistant chief engineer (special applications) in 
the new department. L. H. J. Phillips, who is appointed 
sales manager of the department, was at one time during 
the war head of the radio department of R.A.E., Farn- 
borough, and subsequently became deputy director of 
communications development in the Ministry of Aircraft 
Production. He has been sales manager of the Metro - 
vick radio department since 1945. 

E. Cattanes, B.Sc., M.Brit.I.R.E., has joined the 
Solartron Electronic Group, Ltd., Thames Ditton, 
Surrey, as a senior commercial executive. In 1934 he 
started and managed in Paris the French subsidiary of 
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., and in 1937 he managed the newly 
formed Cossor Instruments Division in London, being 
responsible for introducing, in 1938, the double -beam 
oscillograph. After periods of service with Airmec, 
Ltd., and the English Electric Company, he went to 
Canada in 1952 and returned to this country at the end 
of last year. Mr. Cattanes has twice been a member of 
the Council of Brit.I.R.E. and from 1948 to 1952 was 
chairman of the industrial electronics section of the Radio 
Communications and Electronic Engineering Association. 
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D. H. W. Busby, whose article giving the design for 
a pre -amplifier appears in this issue, has been with 
Mullard for the past five years, prior to which he was 
for 21 years in R.E.M.E., where he was working on 
gunnery control equipment. While with Mullard he has 
been concerned with problems encountered in the pro- 
duction of cathode -ray tubes and more recently with 
valve applications especially on the audio side. 

F. W. Hollings, who has been with the Dubilier Con- 
denser Company for 36 years, has retired from the posi- 
tion of secretary and has been appointed a director. He 
is succeeded by H. S. Clemow. 

Victor G. Oastler, who has been in charge of the 
Marconi Marine Aberdeen depot since 1948, has been 
transferred to the main London depot (East Ham) where 
he will be deputy manager until the retirement in Sep- 
tember of the present manager, C. T. Sanders. Mr. 
Oastler joined Marconi's as a sea -going operator in 1929. 
The new manager at Aberdeen is Alexander P. Good- 
man. After sixteen years' duty at sea he joined the 
technical staff in Bombay in 1942 and became an in- 
spector there in 1949. The new manager of the company's 
Port Said service depot is George A. Dwyer. He joined 
the company in 1929 and after 12 years at sea was 
appointed to the shore technical staff. 

BIRTHDAY HONOURS 
A. baronetcy is conferred upon Sir George Nelson, 

head of the English Electric- Marconi group of companies. 
Harold Bishop, director of B.B.C. Technical Services, 

receives a knighthood. 
Appointments to the Order of the British Empire 

include: 
Hugh K. Grey, head of the communications depart- 

ment, Foreign Office (C.B.E.). 
F. Neil Sutherland, general manager, Marconi's Wire- 

less Telegraph Company (C.B.E.). 
Philip H. Spagnoletti, director and general manager, 

Kolster- Brandes, Ltd. (O.B.E.). 
Harold W. Cox, E.M.I. Engineering Development, Ltd. 

(M.B.E.). 
Richard W. Lewis, chief chemist, Burndept, Ltd. 

(M.B.E.). 
Robert J. Parker, senior telecommunications superin- 

tendent, Cable and Wireless (G.P.O.), Birmingham 
(M.B.E.). 

Recipients of the British Empire Medal include 
Sydney F. Alexander, technical officer, Post Office 
Research Station, Dollis Hill; William D. H. Lockerby, 
technical officer, Radio Telephony Terminal, G.P.O.; and 
Harold Robertson, radio technician, No. 20 Maintenance 
Unit, R.A.F. 

IN BRIEF 
The number of broadcast receiving licences current 

in the U.K. passed the Fourteen Million mark during 
April. At the end of the month the total was 14,017,447, 
of which 4,580,725 were for television -an increase of 
76,959 during the month. 

V.H.F. Demonstration. -Although the B.B.C. has at its 
disposal the means of propagating information to over 
95 per cent of the population, it cannot demonsttste to Its 
listeners the advantages of v.h.f. broadcasting. In order, 
therefore, to bring to the notice of listeners in the London 
area the benefits of the new v.h.f. service, a special 
demonstration using comparative recordings has been 
arranged at the Science Museum, which is open on week- 
days from 10 to 6 and on Sundays from 2.30 to 6. 

The report of the Institute of Physics for 1954 records 
that the membership was 4,749 at the end of the year. 
It also records that of the 54 candidates who sat for the 
newly established Graduate examination, only 19 were 
successful. The number of candidates taking the final 
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examinations for National Certificates in Applied Physics 
was 206 at the Ordinary level and 75 for the Higher 
Certificate, compared with 151 and 55, respectively, in 
1953. 

At the recent Diamond Jubilee celebrations of the Bir- 
mingham College of Technology a number of associate - 
ships of the College were awarded. Among those to 
whom associateships were presented by C. F. Partridge, 
head of the Department of Electrical Engineering, were 
John M. Beddoes, radar research engineer, Decca Radar; 
Trevor H. Robinson, graduate apprentice, Marconi's; 
Kenneth J. Adderley, graduate apprentice, G.E.C.; and 
Michael J. Hampton, student apprentice, G.E.C. 

In a statement summarizing the work of the Profes- 
sional Appointments Bureau (9, Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.1) it is recorded that in 1954 it submitted particulars 
of over 9,000 engineers for vacancies in civil, mechanical 
and electrical engineering. Incidentally, the majority of 
electrical vacancies called for experience in electronics and 
light current engineering. 

The annual report of the Radio Industries Club records 
an increase in membership of 33 during the year, bringing 
the total at the end of March to 874. Harold Bishop, 
director of B.B.C. Technical Services, who has been a 
member of the Club since 1943, succeeds C. O. Stanley 
(Pye) as president. Frank Jones (Marconiphone) and F. H. 
Robinson (Odhams) are respectively chairman and vice - 
chairman. 

Gift of Test Gear. -A complete set of 10 -cm test equip- 
ment was recently presented to the Kingston -on- Thames 
Technical College by Decca Radar, Ltd. It will be used 
as part of the normal laboratory programme for full -time 
Higher National Diploma and B.Sc. (Eng.) degree courses 
and for post -graduate courses in microwave and pulse 
technique. The presentation was formally made by 
S. R. Tanner, the company's director of research. 

Standard TV Set. - According to information published 
in the E.B.U. Bulletin, the German television set manu- 
facturers have agreed to produce, in addition to their 
own individual models, a standard receiver with a 43 cm 
(17in) tube, priced at about D.M.700 (£60). 

L.C.C. Mobile Radio. -Although in London few places 
are more than two miles from an ambulance station, the 
L.C.C. is introducing, experimentally, a radio -telephone 
service for its ambulances. Six ambulances and a staff 
car are to be equipped and a headquarters station set up 
at a cost of £2,975. 

1955 -56 Prospectus.- Details of full-time day courses 
in telecommunications engineering and servicing, one- 
day- per -week courses organized at the request of the 
Radio Industry Council and evening classes in telecom- 
munications engineering, servicing and one or two 
specialist courses are given in the new prospectus sent to 
us by the Northern Polytechnic, Holloway, London, N.7. 

B.R.E.M.A. Council. -We were misinformed as to the 
representative of English Electric on the Council of 
B.R.E.M.A. (see page 256 of our last issue). H. C. 
Timewell represents the company and not D. C. Spink 
who is no longer with English Electric. 

The aggregate attendance during the ten days of the 
recent Northern Radio Show, at City Hall, Manchester, 
was 90,385. 

Audio Convention. -The 1955 convention of the Audio 
Engineering Society of America will be held in the Hotel 
New Yorker, New York, from October 12th -15th and will 
run concurrently with the annual Audio Fair. 

At the end of its first year the India Institution of Tele- 
communication Engineers, New Delhi, had more than 
1,000 members. The publication of a quarterly journal 
has been started. 

A reader has a number of back issues of Wireless World 
(August, 1949, to June, 1953) which he is willing to give 
to a club. Requests should be addressed to B. F. H., care 
of the Editor. 
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IS THIS AN IDEA for the G.P.O. ? The Belgian postal 
authorities are now using the cancellation stamp to 
popularize television. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Abstracts of all new British Patents -whether of U.K. 

or foreign origin -are given in Patents Abstracts Journal 
which is published weekly by the Technical Information 
Company, of Liverpool. There is a subject index of short 
titles for each of the three main groups -general and 
mechanical; chemical; electrical -and it is claimed that 
the information is published within ten days of the patents 
being available for public inspection. The complete 
journal costs £26 a year but each of the sections is avail- 
able separately. 

Plastics Materials. -A new 62 -page booklet, which lists 
alphabetically, according to chemical type, plastics 
materials and their manufacturers, is issued by the British 
Plastics Federation. A short note on the outstanding 
properties is given as a preface to the section devoted to 
each type of material. The booklet, " Buyers' Guide to 
Plastics Materials and Machinery and Equipment for the 
Plastics Industry," is obtainable from the Federation, 
47 -48, Piccadilly, London, W.1, price 2s 6d. 

A proper system of book -keeping is essential to even 
the smallest business; we do not apologize, therefore, 
for bringing to readers' notice an authoritative book on 
the subject issued by our publishers. " Book- keeping for 
Small Traders," by J. Unett, is published by Riffe and 
Sons Ltd., price 12s 6d. (Postage 4d.) 

We understand from the R.S.G.B. that it is now able to 
supply from stock the 1955 A.R.R.L. Handbook 
(mentioned in our May issue, page 246). 

Appendices dealing with the Suppression of Interference 
caused by flasher signs are included in the revised edition 
of the British Standard "Electric signs and high -voltage 
luminous discharge -tube installations" (BS559, price 5s). 

INDUSTRIAL NEWS 
In his review of the year, Viscount Chandos, chairman 

of Associated Electrical Industries, Limited, of which 
B.T -H., Edison Swan and Metropolitan -Vickers are 
members, stated that a new factory designed specifically 
for the production of Ediswan cathode -ray tubes was 
being built at Sunderland. When this is brought into 
use later this year it will release space at the Brimsdown 
factory for advanced development of tubes for coloured 
television. Viscount Chandos also stated that a new 
electronics factory is planned for B.T -H. 

Another factory at Hove has been acquired by Mullard 
for the assembly of valves and cathode -ray tubes. At 
the present factory at Wilbury Villas, which employ 3 

about 175 people, and at the new factory at Cromwell 
Road, which will accommodate up to 350, the valves are 
made from sub -assemblies produced at another of the 
firm's thirteen factories. 

A. Jennings of Murphy Radio, Limited, has accepted 
an invitation to serve on the 16- member Statutory 
Advisory Committee of the Board of Trade concerned 
with the preparation of forms and instructions for a 
sample census of distribution and other services for 1956. 
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Marine Exhibition. -A number of manufacturers of 
radio communication equipment and electronic aids to 
navigation are participating in the Engineering, Marine 
and Welding Exhibition which is to be held at Olympia, 
London, from September 1st to 15th. 

In order to associate its name more directly with its 
specialized manufacture of high vacuum equipment, the 
title of W. Edwards and Co. (London), Limited, of Manor 
Royal, Crawley, Sussex, has been changed to Edwards 
High Vacuum, Limited. 

A model of the new laboratory planned specifically 
for developing colour television by Sylvania -Thorn 
Laboratories, Limited, was shown at the Summer Exhibi- 
tion of the Royal Academy in London. The laboratory 
will be built on the Great Cambridge Road, Enfield. 

A travelling display of cables and wires and various 
materials used for insulation has been put into service 
by British Insulated Callender's . Cables, Limited, and is 
touring the United Kingdom. During July it will be in 
London and the Home Counties. 

A hand -held underwater television camera and asso- 
ciated equipment has been supplied by Pye Canada 
Limited for the arctic survey to be undertaken by 
H.M.C.S. Labrador. 

Cossor Instruments, Ltd., formerly the instrument 
division of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., has been incorporated as a 
subsidiary company in the Cossor group. 

Sound Sales, Ltd., inform us that their application for 
the registration of the trade mark " A -Z " has been 
accepted by the Patent Office. 

The new headquarters of the General Electric Com- 
pany, Limited, Midland sales organization, was recently 
opened at Magnet House, Newhall Street, Birmingham. 
It has a radio and television service department. The 
G.E.C. has also opened new premises in White House 
Road, Ipswich. 

The Scottish Service Department of E. K. Cole, 
Limited, has been transferred from 26, India Street, to 17, 
Cadogan Street, Glasgow, C.2 (Tel.: Central 3633). 

Winston Electronics Limited have moved from 
Hampton Hill to their new factory and offices in Govett 
Avenue, Shepperton, Middlesex (Tel.: Walton -on- 
Thames 2732). 

Recent additions to the ever -growing number of 
organizations using mobile radio -telephone equipment 
include paper merchants and laundries. Pye are supply- 
ing the radio equipment for forty vehicles used by 
Phillips, Mills and Company for the col- 
lection of wastepaper in Greater London, 
for eight vehicles used on the 400 -acre 
site of the paper mills of Albert E. Reed 
and Co., at Aylesford, near Maidstone, 
and for three of the vans used by Wig - 
more Laundries, Limited, of Shepherds 
Bush, London. Pye have also received 
orders from the Dorset and Carmarthen 
county ambulance services for eleven and 
twenty mobile installations, respectively, 
together with a fixed station for each. 

I.T.A. MIDLAND TRANSMITTER. This is 
the Pye equipment to be installed at the 
I.T.A. Midland television station to be built 
at Common Barn Farm, Hints, some five 
miles south -east of Lichfield, Staffs. It is 
estimated that its service area will extend as 
far south as Gloucester, to Chesterfield in 
the north, Shrewsbury in the west and 
Market Harborough in the east. Initially 
the station will have an e.r.p. of 100 kW, 
eventually to be increased to 200 kW. The 
mast and aerial system are being supplied 
by Marconi's. 
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EXPORTS 
Increasing Radio Exports. -Provisional figures issued 

by the Radio Industry Council for exports during Aprii 
show a further increase. The month's figure was 
£2,969,213. This brings the total radio exports for the 
first four months of the year to over £10.5M which is 
an increase of more than 10 per cent on the same period 
last year. 

The Companhia Telephonica Brasileira (Brazil's tele- 
communications organization) has placed contracts for the 
supply of equipment for a cable and radio network for 
multi -channel telephony with Standard Telephones and 
Cables, Limited, through the associated company 
Standard Electrica S.A.; of Brazil. The network of radio 
links, operating on a frequency around 4,000 Mc /s, covers 
some 300 miles in thirty -mile hops. Seven radio 
channels in each direction are provided and each of 
these can carry up to 600 telephone circuits. 

Of the twenty -four British and foreign manufacturers 
who submitted tenders to the Egyptian Police Authorities 
for the supply of equipment for an extensive radio net- 
work, Marconi's have been awarded the contract. It 
provides for the supply of 221 v.h.f. mobile stations and 
132 transmitters and 139 receivers for fixed stations. In 
addition, an inter -city h.f. system has been planned 
involving the supply of twenty -four 500 -watt transmitters, 
associated h.f. receivers and receiving terminal equip- 
ment. Marconi's are also providing masts, aerials and 
ancillary gear. 

E.M.I. Electronics, Limited, of Hayes, have supplied 
to the Compania Shell de Venezuela, in Caracas, a con- 
sole control desk providing for four microphone inputs 
and eight line inputs and a transportable 4- channel 
mixer unit. The control desk will be used to feed pro- 
gramme material from various sources to a film recording 
unit and to tape and disc recorders. The Shell Company 
provides films and film material for regular programmes 
from two Venezuelan television stations. 

Representation of United Kingdom manufacturers of 
industrial and medical electronic equipment and television 
components and accessories is sought by B.I.B. (Belgium - 
Ireland- Britain), S.A., 21 rue Defacqz, Brussels, Belgium. 

United Motor and Electrical Company, of 387, Skinners 
Road South, Colombo, Ceylon, ask to be put in touch 
with manufacturers of a.c. and d.c. test and measuring 
instruments. 
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Developments in 

SO [[ lZ tl RprOduc(tOfl 
NEW PRODUCTS AND TRENDS AT RECENT EXHIBITIONS 

AT least two London exhibitions in the late spring - 
those organized by the British Sound Recording Asso- 
ciation and by the Association of Public Address 
Engineers -are devoted exclusively to sound reproduc- 
tion, and a third, the Radio and Electronic Compo- 
nent Manufacturers' Federation's show, can always be 
relied upon to include a substantial proportion of 
electro- acoustic components. The following notes 
are gleaned from visits to all three exhibitiohs and give 
some idea of the activities which have reached fruition 
in the development departments of the firms exhibit- 
ing. 

Microphones. -An interesting transmitter- micro- 
phone, operating without trailing leads, has been 
developed by Leevers -Rich for use in film production 
and broadcasting. It measures only 4;in x lin x Zin 
and can be clipped into the breast pocket, when the 
i -in diameter condenser microphone resembles the 
projection of a fountain pen top. (Alternative forms 
are available.) The transmitter, which has an output 
power of 5 mW, operates at 70 Mc /s and is energized 
from miniature batteries. The condenser microphone 
is omni- directional and the effective frequency range 
is 30 - 10,000 c /s. At the receiver, which is a.c. 

operated and takes the form of a 19 -in rack unit, a 

limiter controls the variations of r.f. level due to move- 
ment of the transmitter for input signals above 1µV. 

Another unobtrusive microphone, this time of 
normal direct -connected type, is the Model LFV59 
" Full Vision" made by Lustraphone. This has been 
designed for singers and other artists and measures 
only about lin in diameter. It is of the moving -coil 
type and is suitable for hand or stand use. 

The trend towards smaller physical dimensions is 
also seen in the M7 moving -coil and M8 ribbon micro- 
phones made by Film Industries. These measure 
respectively tin and 11in in diameter and make use 
of semi -flexible tubing instead of swivel joints for 
adjusting the angle of the head. 

The Reslo ribbon microphone is now available in a 

redesigned screen with matching transformer in the 
base. The ribbon is 2 microns in thickness and is die 
formed to a shape which gives visual indication when 
the designed tension has been applied. This micro- 
phone, and the Reslo miniature moving coil, are 
characterized by the ingenuity of the mechanical 
design, which combines a high electro-acoustic per- 
formance with ease of assembly and positive alignment. 

Pickups. -The Leak " Dynamic " (moving -coil) 
pickup has been retooled for mass production at a 

reduced price, with an improved performance over 
the original model. Playing weights are 2 to 3 gm on 
33+ r.p.m. records and 5 to 6 gm 78 r.p.m. shellac 
records. The damped high- frequency resonance is 
20 c /s ±5 c/s and a level response ±1 db is claimed 
from 40 c/s to 20 kc /s. A diamond stylus is standard 
on both the long -playing and 78 r.p.m. heads. 

In a new Cosmocord high- output turnover crystal 
pickup, replaceable flat strip cantilevers are used for 

Leevers -Rich "Radiovoyce" transmitter- microphone. 

New flat strip cantilever in the 
GPS9 -3 turnover crystal cartridge. 
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Leak "Dynamic' moving -coil 
pickup. 

Resio ribbon microphone. 
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Goldring transcription pickup arm. 

Underside of Garrard "301" transcription motor. 

each stylus. The type GP59 -3 has a Rochelle Salt 
element and a tropical version, GP61, is available with 
a barium titanate element. A special head, HGP55, 
has been introduced for the Burne -Jones pickup arm 
with the correct dimensions for minimum tracking 
error. 

Precise adjustment of playing weight with a cali- 
brated scale is provided in a new "transcription" pick- 
up arm developed by Goldring. No springs are used 
and the counterbalance is effected by variable leverage. 

A new record for the testing of fine- groove (334 
r.p.m.) pickups is available from the British Sound 
Recording Association, 295, Regent's Park Road, Lon- 
don, N.3. It carries fourteen frequencies between 
50c /s and 10kc /s and the lateral velocities conform 
within 0.5 db to the CCIR standard combining a 
450psec bass cut with a 50psec top lift. The recorded 
velocity at 1,000 c/s is 1 cm /sec. 

Gramophone Motors. -The Model 301 variable - 
speed a.c. mains transcription turntable is now in 
quantity production and the final design incorporates 
many detail refinements. In addition to resilient 
mounting of the driving motor, all controls, and even 
the mains leads, are spring- mounted to isolate the 
turntable from all sources of vibration. Speed varia- 
tion is by means of a magnetic brake. 

Designed for professional " dubbing " work, the 
Connoiseur (Sugden) variable 3 -speed motor, recently 
introduced, employs a synchronous driving motor 
running at constant speed, and a variable reduction 
drive gives a range of 2% on any of the three speeds. 

R.F. Tuners. -The establishment of the v.h.f. sound 
service has redirected the interest of high -quality 
enthusiasts to the potentialities of B.B.C. programmes, 
and a number of f.m. tuners suitable for connection 
to high -quality amplifiers are now available. 

Permeability tuning in conjunction with tempera- 
ture- compensating capacitors, and an i.f. limiting stage 
as well as a ratio detector to discriminate against a.m. 
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Astronic 40 -watt amplifier, 
Type A1267. 

interference are features of the Armstrong Model 
FM56. 

The Acoustical Manufacturing Company's f.m. 
tuner, in its redesigned form, incorporates a unique 
tuning indicator in which two small neon lamps show 
at a glance when the station is in tune, or whether it 
is mistimed to the right or left of the correct setting. 
A frequency error of 1 part in 10,000 is detectable. 
Adjustable station indicators are provided, and the 
frequency range of 87.5 to 108 Mc /s covers both 
British and American v.h.f. broadcast bands. 

In addition to the Type FM81 variable -tuned unit 
C. T. Chapman (Reproducers), Ltd., have introduced 
a three -station version (FM82) with switch selection 
of the "Light, Home and Third programmes of the 
B.B.C. Each pre- tuning trimmer has a range of 
88 -100 Mc /s. A tuner unit with facilities for both 
f.m. at v.h.f. and amplitude modulation on other 
wavelengths is also available from this firm for the 
many people who are interested in world -wide recep- 
tion. Two versions are made, Type S5 /FM, with 
medium, long and one short -wave range, and Type 
S5E /FM, with three short -wave ranges and the 
medium waves in addition to the 87.5 -100 Mc /s range 
for f.m. 

Amplifiers. The prototype of a transistor amplifier 
with an output of 10 watts was shown by Lustraphone. 
It uses two Mullard experimental power transistors 
in the output stage and is claimed to have a substan- 
tially flat response from 50 c/s to 10,000 c /s. A small 
12 -volt accumulator is recommended for the power 
supply and the current drain is 1.5 A at full output 
(0.25 A quiescent). The dimensions of the case are 
only 6in X 4in X 4in. 

The "Astronic" range of portable p.a. amplifiers 
made by Associated Electronic Engineers, Ltd., is 
notable for the convenient arrangement of the con- 
trols on a horizontal surface, and for the strength 
and rigidity of the steel carrying case. Model A1267 
is for mains or battery operation and has a built -in 
vibratory converter. The power output is 40 watts. 

The new Lowther amplifier (Type TP10) makes 
use of the latest Mullard EL34 output valves in a 
triode- pentode method of connection. The output 
impedance is less than 0.4 ohm and a damping factor 
of 40 is claimed over the frequency range of 7 c/s 
to 70,000 c /s. Another new Lowther product is a 
variable low -pass filter with a cut -off at 18 db /octave 
continuously variable between 2 and 20kc /s. It is 
designed to work with most high -quality amplifying 
equipments. 

Detail improvements in the Rogers range of ampli- 
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fiers include an "ultra- linear" output stage 
and provision for a radio input in the Mk. III 
version of the RD Minor. The RD Junior 
amplifier /control unit has a specification 
which meets most domestic requirements 
with an output of 8 -10 watts, and the RD 
Senior with 25 watts is suitable for schools 
and gramophone societies. An interesting 
detail of the RD Junior is the " impedance 
plug " loudspeaker matching arrangement. 
Three plugs for 2 -3, 6 -8 or 12 -16 ohms are 
provided and the correct value of feedback 
resistor is selected according to the plug in 
use. 

Whiteley Electrical were showing a new 
high -quality amplifier and control unit with 
an output of 12 watts. 

In the control circuit of the 
new Armstrong A10 amplifier, 
a worthy effort has been made 
to rationalize the chaotic pick- 
up equalization situation. Fou: 
principal response characteris- 
tics cover all the main British, 
Continental and American 
recording characteristics, which 
are listed and grouped. Minor differences are taken 
care of by the variable tone controls. 

Pamphonic have produced a robust 12 -volt " loud 
hailer " in which the amplifier and a rotary converter 
for h.t. are housed in a weatherproof metal case. 
Valve heaters are energized in the standby position 
and a microphone press- switch operates a relay to 
start the converter before speaking. The power out- 
put is 10 watts into a weatherproof re- entrant horn 
loudspeaker. 

Loudspeakers. -A vintage crop of new loudspeakers 
can be reported this year. Undoubtedly the develop- 
ment which has attracted most interest is the realiza- 
tion that the push -pull electrostatic loudspeaker can 
be operated in such a way as to remove what was 
thought to be its inherent non -linearity of transfer 
characteristic. Indications are that ultimately it may 
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Rogers RD Junior ampli- 
fier and control unit. 

Left: Whiteley Electrical 12- 

watt high -quality amplifier. 

set the standard for other items 
of sound reproduction equip- 
ment as far as harmonic distor- 
tion is concerned. H. J. Leak 
demonstrated a high- frequency 
electrostatic unit of the new 
type in conjunction with a 

15 -in moving coil with a cross -over at 700 c /s, and the 
prototype of a wide -range all- electrostatic reproducer 
(40 c/s to 20 kc /s) was shown working by the Acous- 
tical Manufacturing Company. 

An interesting new ribbon loudspeaker, which, like 
the electrostatic is driven over the whole of its radiat- 
ing surface, has been developed by Kelly Acoustics. 
By the judicious use of modern magnet materials a 
flux density of 10,000 gauss has been achieved in 
the gap, giving a force /mass ratio of 4 X 10' dyne /gm 
(the diaphragm weighs only 8 milligrams). A 
" potted " coupling transformer presenting an imped- 
ance of 15 ohms is included. The frequency range is 
3 to 20 kc /s. 

Reslosound, in conjunction with the B.B.C. 
Research Department, have made a moving -coil 
direct -radiator loudspeaker unit for the range 2 to 
20 kc /s. The spherical diaphragm is of metal and 
the coil is of self -supporting aluminium. The response 
is remarkably free from irregularities and the polar 
response is sensibly uniform over an angle of 90 °. 

A new 3 -in diameter moving -coil " tweeter " is now 
incorporated in the Wharfedale 3- speaker reproducing 
system. The cone and coil assembly, which is mounted 
in a cloth surround and incorporates a centre spheri- 
cal dome, weighs 11'- gm. The magnet system provides 
a total flux of 54,000 maxwells and a flux density in 
the gap of 13,000 gauss. This unit, known as the 
Super 3, is obtainable separately. 

Left: Kelly Acoustics ribbon loudspeaker, with de- mounted magnet 
system and coupling transformer. Centre: Wharfedale "Super 
3" tweeter. Right: Plessey 3 -inch inset loudspeaker. 
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To provide the essentials of the performance of the 
Guy R. Fountain " Autograph " loudspeaker in more 
compact and somewhat less expensive form, Tannoy 
Products have produced the " G.R.F." enclosure with 
dimensions of 48in x 38in x 29in. A 15 -in dual - 
concentric unit is employed with rear horn loading 
below 350 c/s and forward horn loading between 350 
and 1,000 c/s to preserve a realistic source size on 
solo vocal and instrumental music, and a spacious 
distribution on orchestral items with a wider bass 
response. Above 1,000 c/s the radiation is from the 
non -directional concentric horn. 

The Lowther TP1 corner reproducer, which has 
already established a reputation for good transient 
response, has had its performance in this respect still 
further enhanced by a new field magnet design giving 
a flux density of no less than 25,110 gauss. 

In the Truvox " corner diffusion speaker " internal 
baffles are used to give a " three dimensional " distri- 
bution of output, and the effect is to increase the 
apparent size of the source. 

For studio monitoring, G.E.C. have introduced a 
high -quality reproducer (BCS1865) consisting of two 
of their metal -cone units in an octagonal vented 
cabinet. The unit includes an auto -transformer for 
matching to 15 ohms. 

Two -speaker combinations of any of the units 
comprising the Goodmans range moving -coil loud- 
speakers can be arranged in a simple cross -over net- 
work using standardized 4.5 mH chokes. Pairs of 
these chokes for constructing the cross -over unit are 
available from Goodmans at 37s per pair. 

The Plessey 3 -in inset loudspeaker, developed in 
conjunction with S.R.D.E. for Service equipment, is 
designed to give maximum intelligibility of speech 
under conditions of high ambient noise, and has 
maximum sensitivity in the range 800 -5,000 c /s. The 
front of the diaphragm is protected by a perforated 
steel cover and the materials and finish are chosen 
to withstand extreme climatic conditions. The unit 
is available, without the sealed external housing and 
protective cover, for use in telecommunication 
equipment. 

Magnetic Recording. -An event of considerable 
importance, particularly to owners of portable 
recorders with limited spool capacity, is the introduc- 
tion by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
Company of a new thin tape (" Scotch Boy " Type 
190M) giving a .50% increase of playing time from 
any given size of spool. The polyester film base is 
only 0.001in thick and the coating thickness has also 
been reduced, but an improved coating material 
ensures that there will be no reduction in performance. 

Much attention is being given to the quality and 
uniformity of magnetic oxide coatings, not only from 
the point of view of sound reproduction but also for 
data recording in computers and for machine control. 

Special equipment has been developed by the 
M.S.S. Recording Company for routine examination 
of tape production and for the analysis of faults. The 
tape is driven at 30 in /sec and 10 kc /s is recorded 
and played back at the full width of the tape. After 
passing through a 2 -kc /s wide bandpass filter the 
output is rectified and applied as a d.c. component 
ro the vertical deflection of a cathode ray tube. Move- 
ment of the spot is photographed on paper travelling 
horizontally at loin /minute, giving a scale of 1 inch 
to 100ft of tape. Faults of duration more than 1 

millisecond are detectable and the general shape of 
the curve reveals the qualities of the tape transport 
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mechanism as well as of the tape itself. Tape in- 
tended for pulse data recording is tested by a different 
technique. The tape is modulated to saturation with 
square waves equivalent to a pulse density of the 
order of 200 per inch. On playback, any pulse failing 
to reach a given level causes a relay to operate and 

Collaro "Transcripter" tape recording mechanism with and 
without top cover. 

Equipment used by M.S.S. Recording for routine testing of 
magnetic tape. 
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Simon SP /2 portable tape 
recorder. 

the tape is stopped. Alternatively the tape can be 
allowed to run and " drop outs " (tape elements with 
reduced sensitivity) are then registered on a " Deka- 
tron " counting unit. Other demonstrations arranged 
by M.S.S. included the so- called Bitter technique for 
rendering the surface induction visible by applying 
a colloidal suspension of finely divided magnetite; and 
a sensitive tensile testing machine for observing 
changes in length of tape with changes of temperature, 
humidity, etc. 

Collaro break fresh ground with a tape mechanism 
with many unusual features. Two similar driving 
motors are employed which are used in turn to drive 
the capstan. Thus, in conjunction with duplicated 
erase and record /playback heads, either track of a 

Mc/s 
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8 

6 
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4 

reel of tape can be used without changing over spools. 
An unusually heavy 6 * -in- diameter capstan flywheel 
is used to give constancy of speed, and in addition 
the wind -on tape tension is held constant by a feeler 
arm which is coupled to a friction clutch driving the 
drum. Tension is also controlled on fast rewind. A 
subsidiary feeler is used to show the amount of tape 
on the spool. Control is by an interlocked push- 
button system. 

In the new Simon SP /2 portable tape recorder 
particular attention has been given to accessibility 
and valves can be changed and adjustments made 
through inspection covers at the back and side. Two 
EL84 valves in the output stage give an output of 
10 watts, which can be usefully applied to external 
loudspeakers for p.a. work. 

Grundig were showing a "Specialist" version of 
their tape recorder with a stated frequency range of 
50 -9,000 c/s at 3; in /sec and 40- 14,000 c/s at 72- 
in /sec. Track changing is by press- button without 
changing spools. Wide -angle distribution of sound 
on playback is achieved by a large elliptical moving - 
coil loudspeaker in conjunction with two small high - 
frequency units mounted in the sides of the case. 

All Wearite " Tapedecks " now employ syn- 
chronous capstan motors and have provision for 
1,750 -ft reels. Three types are available: A, with 
normal arrangement of heads; B, with separate record 
and playback heads for monitoring while recording; 
and C, with provision for simultaneous dual track 
recording. A wide variety of complete domestic, 
professional and industrial recorders incorporating 
the " Tapedeck " were shown. 

Leevers -Rich, who specialize in tape recording for 
the film industry, television and sound broadcasting 
and have evolved the " Synchropulse " system of 
synchronizing sound and film, were showing examples 
of fine workmanship which included the Model DB2- 
21C machine. This incorporates its own test equip- 
ment for checking frequency response, signal /noise 
ratio and tape speed constancy. The whole equip- 
ment operates from a 12 -volt battery, or from a.c. 
mains when available. 

SHORT -WAVE CONDITIONS 
MONTREAL --- 

30 
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Predictions for July 

JOHANNESBURG - 
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THE full-line curves given here indicate the highest 
frequencies likely to be usable at any time of the day or 
night for reliable communications over four long -distance 
paths from this country during July. 

Broken -line curves give the highest frequencies that 
will sustain a partial service throughout the same period. 
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Measllreillellt of 
ny 
M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., M.LE.E. 

Noii-Liiiearity Distortion 
Need for a Method Corresponding with Aural Judgment 

DESPITE television, interest in sound- reproduc- 
ing equipment was never greater. For evidence 
one has only to look at the advertisement 
pages of this journal. It can hardly be denied how- 
ever that present practice in specifying the non - 
linearity of such equipment is unsatisfactory. Out 
of a considerable number of specifications that were 
examined, one of them stated the percentage total 
harmonic distortion at a mentioned power output at 
two frequencies (40 c/s and 2 kc /s), one gave the same 
information at a single frequency (1 kc /s), one gave a 
curve of " total distortion " against watts output 
(frequency not stated), six gave the " distortion " 
or " harmonic distortion " or " total harmonic 
distortion " at a stated output but no stated frequency, 
two were " undistorted " up to a stated output, and 
the remainder were even vaguer. 

What is the information we really want? Presumably 
something that will tell us how much unpleasantness 
we may expect at the maximum output, or alterna- 
tively how much output is available up to the point 
at which unpleasantness does not exceed a specified 
amount. 

The basic principles of this matter have been 
reviewed so recently by " Cathode Ray "1 that the 
preliminaries can be abbreviated. As he says, 
unpleasantness is not measurable as such, so the only 
hope of obtaining quantitative information is to find 
some physical characteristic to which audible distor- 
tion is as nearly as possible proportional and measure 
that. There are of course various types of distortion. 
Of these, it can be assumed nowadays that frequency 
distortion can readily be brought under control. 
The other main type, to which the present discussion 
will be confined, is non -linearity. Unlike frequency 
distortion, the results of non -linearity in one unit of 
the audio chain cannot be compensated by opposite 
non -linearity in another. 

Simple Methods 
The problem is to observe and specify non -linearity 
so as to show how far it causes the reproduction to 
fall short of perfection. One common method is to 
apply a sinusoidal signal to the unit under test and 
to display the output waveform on an oscilloscope, 
using a linear time base. The fact that this is so 
often done can only be accounted for, surely, by 
the comparative ease of the procedure. The degree 
of distortion can be judged only by comparing what 
is seen with an invisible mental picture of a perfect 
sine wave, so the minimum that can be detected depends 
largely on the experience and skill of the observer and 
at best is not very small. A considerable improvement 
is to use a double -beam oscilloscope and compare 
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Fig. I. In this c.r.o. method of measurement the cause rather 
than the effect of the distortion is seen -the non -linearity of 
the transfer characteristic. 

the output waveform directly with the input, but 
even then the method is not sensitive enough for 
nearly linear units. It has its uses, but can hardly 
be classed as a method of measurement. 

Another oscilloscope method is to display the 
transfer characteristic -the graph of instantaneous out- 
put against instantaneous input -by connecting as in 
Fig. 1. The ideal pattern is a perfectly straight diagonal 
line. One can much more easily judge departure 
from a straight line than from a sinusoid, and also 
more easily distinguish the nature of the distortion. 
But even so, the method is effective only for what 
would nowadays be considered comparatively gross 
distortion. 

Need for a Single Figure 
Obviously distortion shows up much more clearly 
if the comparatively large undistorted component 
of the output is removed. Both simple' and elaborate3 
arrangements have been described for filtering out the 
fundamental output and displaying the remainder 
-the distortion products -on the oscilloscope screen. 
This can be a most effective way of investigating 
distortion. But although distortion oscillograms 
are extremely informative to any one who can interpret 
them, for general purposes they have serious dis- 
advantages. They cannot be communicated verbally. 
They are troublesome to reproduce accurately without 
photography. And they cannot readily be compared 
quantitatively with one another, nor enable the signal 
level to be set to a specific standard of distortion. 
So the need remains for some method yielding results; 
that can be expressed numerically, preferably as a 
single figure. 

Since the effect of non -linearity is to create signal 
components or products at frequencies not present 
in the original, the obvious solution is to compare 
the amplitudes of these products with that of either 
the whole output or the undistorted part of it. Stated 
in this way, the problem looks quite simple, but the 
more one examines it the more complicated and diffi- 
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cult it turns out to be. That is, if we have not for- 
gotten that our quest is a measure that corresponds 
reasonably well with aural judgment. 

The first complication arises from the division of 
distortion products into two classes -harmonics and 
intermodulation products. This division is a useful 
one for distinguishing products whose frequencies 
are multiples of the originals from those with sum and 
difference frequencies. But it is not such a basic 
distinction as is sometimes supposed. 

The other outstanding question is whether and 
how the distortion products, if there are more than 
one, can be combined into a single distortion figure. 

'There is no difficulty in combining as many as one 
likes, but again one must not forget the aim. Does 
the combined figure reliably correspond with aural 
judgment? 

Whatever their reasons may be, advertisers of 
high- fidelity amplifiers seem at present to be in com- 
plete agreement on these two matters. If distortion 
figures are mentioned at all they shall be (1) harmonics 
and (2) a single figure, viz., total harmonics expressed 
as a percentage of the whole output°. This total is 
the r.m.s. voltage of all the harmonics together, and 
the distortion figure is therefore 

loo / 
V22 +V22 +V42+ . 

4/ V12 +V22 +V,' +V42+ 
where V1 is the voltage of the fundamental, V2 the 
voltage of the second harmonic, and so on. Although 
this whole expression may look rather complicated *, 
it is perhaps the easiest distortion figure to measure, 
which is presumably the reason for its common use. 
The apparatus (Fig. 2) consists of an oscillator with 
substantially less harmonic content than any equip- 
ment to be tested, a bridge or other device for balancing 
out the fundamental, and an amplifier and meter 
(theoretically r.m.s., but often not so in practice) 
for reading the distortion and comparing it with 
the total output. Such combinations are available 
commercially and can be used by unskilled persons. 

When the distortion to be measured is of the 0.1% 
order, the requirement regarding purity of oscillator 
output is stringent, and filtration is likely to be needed; 
this in turn makes one anxious not to have to vary the 
frequency much. It is, of course, necessary to know 
the signal level or output power at which the distor- 
tion is read, and at a given level the distortion usually 
depends largely on the frequency. So unless the 
frequency also is stated, the significance of the reading 
is considerably reduced. If unmentioned, one would 
probably be safe in assuming it to be some middle 
frequency, such as 400 c/s or 1,000 c /s, and can only 
conjecture what it would be at 40 c/s ! 

" Weighted " Components 
There is general agreement that the unpleasantness 
of a given percentage distortion, as measured in this 
way, depends to a very large extent on how that 
percentage is made up. If 1% total distortion consisted 
of 1% second harmonic and nothing else, it would 
sound very much better than if the first 13 harmonics 
were all present to the extent of 0.29% each (making 
the same total r.m.s. value). Therefore in the absence 
of further information the " total harmonic distor- 

* But unless the distortion is more than about 10 %, the denominator 
VV,' +V; +V,' +V.'+ ... can be replaced, with negligible error, 
by V,. 
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tion " is a very unreliable indicator of unpleasantness. 
In order to bring the total harmonic reading more 

into line with aural impressions it was proposed as 
long ago as 19366 that the higher harmonics should 
be " weighted " in direct proportion to the number 
of each harmonic, by multiplying the nth harmonic 
voltage by n /2. The percentage, weighted in this 
way, can be written 

100 / V22-!-(}Vs)2+(2V4)2+ . . . 

III 
Via +V22+V22+Vy2-{- 

In 1950 D.E.L. Shorter' produced evidence to show 
that this linear weighting is not drastic enough and 
that aural assessment is fitted more closely by a square 
law: 

100 / V22+(iVa)2+(4V4)2+ . . . 

NN V12+V22+V22+V42+ . 

He admitted a practical difficulty, that high harmonics 
present in quantities insufficient to be accurately 
measured may nevertheless, when weighted thus, 
contribute significantly to the total. 

On a basis of musical harmony theory, one would 
not expect the unpleasantness of harmonics to conform 
to any simple law. For instance, the 15th is less 
discordant than the 13th. But Shorter suggests 
that the fact that his weighting gives a figure related 
to the sharpness of curvature of the waveform may 
be significant. Some further research on this would 
be helpful. 

Intermodulation Distortion 
It is not difficult to guess why weighted systems 
have failed to achieve popularity. In the first place, 
though it be granted that they are a closer approach 
to our ideal, they seem somewhat arbitrary and thereby 
lacking in authority. Perhaps more decisively from 
a commercial viewpoint, they give figures higher than 
the unweighted total, and so there is what in official 
jargon would be called a strong disincentive to use 
them. It is rather surprising that no one has thought 
of advertising on a system in which the lower harmonics 
would be divided by an appropriate factor ! Lastly, 
the apparatus is more complicated, though for simple 
proportional weighting not unduly so- details of a 
suitable instrument were given long ago °. 

Although one rarely, if ever, sees a weighted 
distortion figure, the more highly technical specifica- 
tions do occasionally reveal the separate percentages 
of the first few harmonics. Such figures can be 
derived from the output waveform or the transfer 
characteristics, but only with a good deal of effort 
and when the distortion is fairly large. For general 
purposes it is best to measure them individually 
with a wave analyser, of which more anon. 

So much for harmonics; how about intermodulation? 
It is sometimes regarded as quite a different kind of 
distortion. There is certainly general agreement that 
the unpleasantness of non -linear sound reproduction 
is due more to intermodulation products than to 
harmonics." 8. 8. Therefore, some say, intermodulation 
is inherently a more reliable index to distortion than 
harmonics. But this does not necessarily follow, and 
if intermodulation is chosen it should be for some better 
reason.' For basically they are the same, and theoreti- 
cally, given complete information about harmonic 
production, it is possible to calculate the intermodula- 
non products, and vice versa.'" 10. Or given the 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the usual arrangement for measur- 
ing total harmonic distortion. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a frequency characteristic in which wide 
divergences between different methods of estimating 
distortion are to be expected. 

non -linearity and input signal amplitudes, the ampli- 
tudes of both harmonics and intermodulation products 
follow, so that the ratio of one to the other is 
known 11, 13, 13 From this it seems reasonable to 
conclude that either should do almost equally well 
as a measure of distortion. On the other hand, however, 
many workers state that intermodulation data line 
up well with listening tests whereas harmonics do 
not. '', 14 -20 

From these many references let us take two examples. 
The first is by H. E. Roys.15 He compared the total 
harmonics with total intermodulation resulting from 
the playing of disk records of test signals (400 c/s 
alone and 400 c/s with 4,000 c /s), using styli of specified 
point radius. He repeated the tests with " masters " 
(electroplated " negatives " of original engraved 
disks) that had been excessively polished, resulting 
in shallow flat -bottomed grooves in the pressings. 
These tests showed a great increase in audible dis- 
tortion and in total intermodulation, whereas total 
harmonic readings were hardly affected. Roys con- 
cluded that whereas the intermodulation method of 
test corresponded with audible distortion, the harmonic 
test did not. And since he confined this conclusion 
to disk recording and reproducing, there seems to be 
no reason to question it. But it has been quoted by 
others'' as evidence that intermodulation can vary 
quite independently of harmonics in the circumstances 
generally assumed, viz., two or more signals being 
handled simultaneously by a non -linear unit, such 
as an amplifier or gramophone pick -up. The nature 
of Roys' experiment, however, was entirely different, 
involving intermediate mechanical processes not subject 
to the usual assumptions about non -linearity. On 
the information available, it seems likely that the 
polishing affected the 4,000 c/s ripple most at the 
peaks of the 400 c/s waves, which would result in 
400 c/s modulation of the 4,000 c/s in the reproduction 
without necessarily causing much distortion of the 
400 c/s reproduction. Roys' argument for preferring 
intermodulation tests, while justifiable for the particular 
chain of processes with which he was concerned, is 
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Fig. 4. A simple frequency- discriminating system, repre- 
senting a typical output stage, in which the ratio of inter - 
modulation to harmonic distortion is very different from that 
calculated for systems with level frequency characteristics. 

quite invalid for non -linearity as generally understood. 
The second example1s is one in which a particular 

form of intermodulation test on a deaf aid was found 
to correspond much better with aural tests than did 
the measurement of harmonic distortion. Examination 
of the distortion /frequency graphs obtained, however, 
shows that the frequency characteristic of the aid 
contained sharp peaks and deep hollows, and that 
these were responsible for the lack of proportionality 
between harmonic and intermodulation products. 
The strong indication of distortion by the preferred 
method of intermodulation measurement was due 
mainly to the frequency of the product measured, and 
a different kind of intermodulation method gave 
altogether different results. It is well that those of 
us whose distortion measurements are confined 
mainly to equipment with nearly flat frequency 
characteristics should be reminded that the simplifying 
assumptions that can be made for such equipment do 
not hold when the frequency characteristic is moun- 
tainous. Take for example the frequency characteristic 
shown in Fig. 3 and compare the distortion at 2 kc /s 
when measured as (a) the second harmonic, 4 kc /s, 
and (b) the difference frequency, 1.1 kc /s, between 
input signals at 2 kc /s and 3.1 kc /s. The amplification 
at 4 kc /s is more than 30 db down on that at 1.1 kc /s, so 
it is not surprising if method (b) gives a much higher 
reading under these conditions than method (a). 

The moral is to refrain from applying to one set 
of conditions a conclusion established for quite 
a different set of conditions. 

Influence of Frequency Response 
The conditions for which a definite intermodula- 
tion /harmonic ratio (usually between 3 and 4) has been 
calculated"." are ideally simple: frequency charac- 
teristic perfectly level over a band embracing all 
the frequencies involved, and transfer characteristic 
conforming to a simple power series. Even so, the 
ratio depends on the number and coefficients of the 
terms in the series, and on the relative amplitudes of 
the test signals. The influence of frequency response 

TABLE I 

Order of 
Distortion 

Harmonic Intermodulation 

Fre- 
quency 

Per- 
centage 

Fre- 
quency 

Per - 
centage 

3rd 
5th 
7th 

180 
300 
420 

8.0 
2.3 
1.7 

520 
640 
760 

3.3 
0.67 
0.67 
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is particularly important in connection with distortion 
caused by iron cores. To demonstrate this, the 
writer measured the distortion across an iron -cored 
inductor connected to a generator giving either one 
or two sinusoidal signals (Fig. 4). First the harmonics 
of a single 60 -c /s signal were measured; then the 
intermodulation products caused by signals at 60 c/s 
and 400 c/s in the amplitude ratio 4 : 1 and having 
the same combined peak amplitude as the single 
signal. The results are given in Table I. 

Here the intermodulation /harmonic ratio is frac- 
tional. The impedance of the coil was varying over the 
60 c/s cycle, causing distortion of the waveform at that 
frequency. But at 400 c/s the impedance of the coil 
was much higher; consequently the 400 c/s was not 
modulated in proportion to the 60 -c /s distortion. 

It must be remembered, too, that if there is a 
non -linear element somewhere in the middle of the 
unit being tested, the signal amplitude ratio at the 
input of that element may differ considerably from 
the ratio at the input to the unit, and the distortion 
amplitude ratios at its output may differ considerably 
from those measured at the output of the unit, as a 
result of frequency distortion before or after the 
non -linear element. 

Standard Intermodulation Test 
Two methods of intermodulation measurement 
have been sufficiently used and recommended to 
have achieved some degree of standardization. In 
the first, sometimes called the S.M.P.E. 
method,8 -11. 15. 20, 21 outlined in Fig. 5, the distortion 
is made to take place at a low frequency f, (say 100 
c /s) and non -linearity is estimated by the extent to 
which a comparatively high frequency signal 12 
(say 1,000 or 4,000 c /s) of one quarter the voltage 
(12db down) is modulated by it. The distortion 
products occur at f2 ±f1i 12 +211J etc. If strictly 
carried out, the method indicates the total r.m.s. 
value of all these products, and so is analogous to 
" total harmonic distortion " measurement, for it 
makes no distinction between products of different 
order.* And because the kind of non- linearity that 
generates nth harmonic also generates intermodulation 
of the nth order, it is not surprising if, in general, 
the unpleasantness increases with the order of inter- 

*An intermodulation product of frequency pf,±gJ resulting from 
frequencies f, and f is said to be of the p }q order (but some writers 
refer to it as the p+q -1 order). 

modulation", There does not yet seem to be any 
conclusive evidence on the precise relationship, but 
the S.M.P.E. method is open to the same criticism 
as unweighted total harmonic measurement. It 
also possesses other possible causes of discrepancyl2, 
such as the characteristics of the output meter. 

Following the same line of thought as with harmonics, 
one naturally inquires about weighting. The claim 
has been made that intermodulation measurement is 
self -weighting."'. 22 This can be investigated with 
the help of ref." We assume that a signal v= 
Vcoswt is applied to an element having a single 
non -linear term kv" and a level frequency character- 
istic. Column 2 in Table II shows the ratio of harmonic 
amplitude to fundamental V. It is interesting to note 
that this value applies whether Vcoswt is the only 
signal present or not. If next the signal applied is 
v= V,cos wit +V2cosw2t, column 3 shows the ratio 
of the coefficient of the nth order intermodulation 
product, cos( w,t- molt) +cos(w2t +nw,t), to V2. The 
intermodulation /harmonic ratio is given in column 4. 
If V is identified as V, in the two -signal input, V1 /V 
goes out, and the ratios are as in column 5. Compared 
with the harmonics, the intermodulation products 
are weighted in direct proportion to their order, n. 
Since these ratios apply to both sum and difference 
products, they are multiplied by 2 in the S.M.P.E. 
method, which combines both. 

The relative signal amplitudes just considered do 
not, however, present a fair comparison. A single 
signal used for harmonic distortion measurement 
should, to be comparable, have the same peak value 
as the double signal used for intermodulation. 
Column 6 therefore shows the ratios when V = V,+ V2. 
If, as in the S.M.P.E. method, V1 =4V2 and the ratios 
are doubled, the results in column 7 show a weighting 
that begins feebly in the right direction and then re- 
verses. The values for second and third order distortion 
agree with those calculated (and checked by experiment) 
in ref.11 Distortion confined to the second order 
can be realized approximately in a single triode 
without negative feedback, and third -order distortion 
in a push -pull stage; but the other conditions (dis- 
tortion of one order only, higher than the third) 
are artificial. In any case, fourth -order products are 
inevitably accompanied by much larger second -order 
products, fifth by third, sixth by fourth and second, 
and so on"; and these alter the ratios tabulated 
for second and third order, the tendency being to 

TABLE II 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Order of 
distortion, 

n 

Relative 
harmonic 
amplitude 

Relative 
intermod. 
amplitude 

Intermod./ 
harmonic 
ratio, R 

R 
when 

V = V, 

R 
when 

V = V" + V2 

2R 
when 

V = 5V2 
V" = 4V2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

kV 
2 

kV2 

kV' 
83 

kV4 
16 
kV' 
32 

2kV, 2V" 
V 

V" 2 

3(V l 
4` V )3 

5(V V) 
4 

V b 

6(V) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

((V2 2 /\V1 + 1) 

(V2 
2 

3 /`lii + 1) 
4/(Y- 

V1 
+ 1)3 

¡V 4 

5 /(V, + 1) 

¡(V 
6 

6/`V1 + 1) 

3.20 

3.84 

4.08 

4.08 

3.92 

2 
3kV12 

44V "3 

8 
4 5kV 

161 
6kV a 

32 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the 

f, 
(Low) 

MIXER UNIT 
UNDER T EST 

HIGH -PASS 
FILT ER 

DETECTOR 
LOW -PASS 

FILTER 

usual arrangement (S.M.P.E.) 
for measuring total inter - 
modulation. 

12 

(HIGH¡ fIf2 
2f, 

f, .f2 
, 3f1. ETC. 2f2 

f2 

, 3f2, ETC. 

f1,fZ.ETC. 

2f2, 3f2, ETC. f2 ±f, , f2 ±2f,. 
f2 ±fl, f2±211. 1. 2f, ±f,, 2f2 ±2f1. 

212±f,.2f2 ±2f1 ETC. 

ETC. 

28 

(b) 

i 

A 

(c) 
Fig. b. Typical modulation envelopes showing (a) no dis- 
tortion, (b) second -order distortion, (c) third -order distortion. 

equalize the ratios. This is another fact that upsets 
the self -weighting theory. 

Thus each different non -linear transfer characteristic 
has a different ratio of intermodulation to harmonics, 
and the ratio depends on whether the distortion 
products are measured separately or lumped together, 
but for practical non -linearities and no frequency 
discrimination it is fair to say that, as regards weighting, 
total intermodulation measurements show no advan- 
tage over harmonics. In fact, it is easy to see from 
Table II that if one uses signals of equal amplitude 
(V, = V2) the weighting is the wrong way round ! 

The S.M.P.E. equipment has therefore been 
modified in various ways at the indicating end with 
a view to giving some degree of weighting to the 
higher -order products. In one variant"' called the 
peak -sum method, the indicator measures the peak 
value of the modulation- frequency output instead of 
the r.m.s. or the mean- rectified. When only one 
modulation frequency is present (because the dis- 
tortion is all second or third order) all three values are 
of course in fixed proportion to one another, but in all 
other cases the modulation- frequency output is non- 
sinusoidal and its peak value is equal to the sum 
of the peak values of all the separate distortion com- 
ponents- provided that at some phase their peaks all 
coincide. Even if they always did (and it does not 
appear that this can be guaranteed) the result does 
not really amount to weighting, for the increase in 
reading due to the addition of any distortion com- 
ponent is quite independent of its order. 

In another modification", named after Le Bel 
but basically the same as that described much earlier 
by Bartlett23, the indicator is a cathode -ray oscilloscope, 
which displays the modulated high- frequency signal 
without rectification, on a time base covering one 
cycle of the low- frequency signal, as in the usual 
c.r.o. method of measuring depth of modulation24. 
When there is no distortion the trace has a rectangular 
envelope as in Fig. 6(a). Second and third order 
distortion produce patterns such as (b) and (c) 
respectively. Le Bel reckons the distortion by adding 
up the depths of all the " notches," such as A, in the 
pattern, counting both top and bottom. The sum of all 
the notch depths -two in (b) and four in (c) -is 
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divided by B and expressed in per cent. Third -order 
distortion therefore counts twice as much as second - 
order distortion causing the same depth of modulation. 
This seems to contradict a graph given with the 
original description of the method, connecting the 
notch -depth percentage with the unweighted S.M.P.E. 
intermodulation percentage, and stated to apply to 
amplifiers of all types. It should be noted that notch 
depth (A/B) is not the same as depth of modulation 
(which is A /(2B -A) ) except at 100 %; at low values it is 
nearly twice as great, not counting the additional 
doubling when the bottom notch is included. The 
weighting is a step in the right direction, but bears no 
simple relationship to the systems mentioned in con- 
nection with harmonics. Unless the c.r. tube is of a 
precision type and the pattern is carefully measured, 
the method is not suitable for testing modern low - 
distortion equipment. 

Incidentally, the ratio of between 3 and 4 when 
measuring total intermodulation with a 4: 1 signal 
ratio as in the S.M.P.E. method is sometimes quoted8 
as ground for saying that such measurement is more 
sensitive than harmonic measurement. But it has 
been shown31 that with some kinds of non -linearity 
the ratio may be as low as 1; and in any case the 
intermodulation percentage is reckoned with reference 
to a signal of only one fifth the amplitude that would 
be used for harmonic measurement, so this supposed 
advantage is illusory. 

Another Standard Method 
Quite different from the S.M.P.E. method is the 
C.C.I.F. method". 18 The input signals are equal 
in amplitude and differ in frequency by a constant 
frequency; it is the single distortion product at this 
difference frequency that is measured. The great 
advantage of this method is that distortion can be 
measured over the whole frequency band. On the 
other hand, only second -order distortion is measured. 
So, for example, a well- balanced push -pull amplifier 
would be made to appear almost distortionless, not- 
withstanding that it might have severe odd -order 
distortion, in which case one's ears would flatly 
contradict the instrument reading. The measuring 
instrument is preferably a wave analyser, which 
however need not operate at more than one or two 
fixed frequencies. Since neither of the two signals is, 
stronger than the other, the frequency at which the' 
distortion is being made to occur is ambiguous. 

It is clear that (notwithstanding suggestions to the 
contrary) no one of all these many methods of measur- 
ing non -linearity distortion can be relied upon to 
give readings in agreement with listening tests, unless 
some restrictions are placed on the nature of the items 
tested. For testing iron -core transformers, Williams 
and Eastop28 prefer harmonic measurements to 
intermodulation, because there are fewer variables and 
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correlation is as good; for film and disk recording, the 
S.M.P.E. intermodulation method has become firmly 
established"' 15' 21; for hearing aids both these 
methods are regarded as useless and the C.C.I.F. 
method strongly advocated1s. 

Suitability of Methods 
What do we conclude from all this? Surely that the 
method or methods chosen must be those that 
experience has shown to agree with aural judgment, 
over the whole range of equipment to be tested and the 
whole range of distortion liable to occur in it. Thus, 
for routine tests of similar units in which the kind 
of distortion is unlikely to vary and one only wants 
to check that the amount is tolerable at a specified 
level, quite a simple total harmonic or intermodulation 
system may do. If the kind of distortion is liable to 
vary, then a weighted system would be preferable. 
An advantage of a total system is that it can be applied 
where (as sometimes in reproduction from records) 
the frequency is not constant enough for wave -analyser 
readings. On the other hand, during development of 
new equipment, in which every possible kind of 
distortion must be investigated before final approval - 
and especially where different kinds of equipment 
are developed -it is necessary to have apparatus 
capable of separately measuring all the distortion 
components under any desired conditions; in other 
words, at least a generator producing two signals 
variable over the full frequency range, and a wave 
analyser. Such equipment is somewhat expensive, 
but it is proposed to describe in a future issue apparatus 
capable of a wide range of reasonably accurate measure- 
ments and of being constructed at moderate cost. 

For investigating distortion at low frequencies, the 
choice lies between measuring the harmonics of a 
single signal at that frequency or the modulation by it 
of a relatively high- frequency low- amplitude signal. 
As regards the signal generator, the advantage of need- 
ing only one signal for harmonics must be considered 
against the advantage of needing less extremely pure 
waveform in the two required for modulation. As 
regards output -measuring equipment, if total un- 
weighted values are required the balance between 
harmonics and intermodulation is perhaps fairly even. 
But a weighted total reading is more easily obtained 
for harmonics. Separate measurement of each order 
of distortion necessitates a more selective wave 
analyser for modulation than for harmonics, but the 
frequency characteristic of the unit under test is 
less likely to affect the relative amplitudes, and the 
distortion measured can be at more audible frequencies. 

At high frequencies, neither system yields a series 
of distortion products, corresponding to the different 
orders, within the a.f. band. But if there is second - 
order distortion, beating between upper frequencies is 
audibly objectionable, and this is where the C.C.I.F. 
method (or something like it) is valuable. In recording 
and f.m. systems, the amplitude of the high frequencies 
is increased by pre- emphasis, and any overloading 
at these frequencies yields distortion products at lower 
frequencies, which are not reduced by the subse- 
quent de- emphasis so become relatively more promi- 
nent. 

At medium frequencies no particular method is 
always the best, and choice depends on circumstances. 

While the need for versatility and flexibility thus 
seems to exclude all hope of standardization, there 
ought not to be a greater variety of test conditions 
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than is really necessary. The writer would like to 
suggest that, except where special circumstances 
indicate otherwise, a fixed distortion- product fre- 
quency somewhere in the most audible part of the 
band (say 1,000 -2,000 c /s) should be adopted. A 
fixed frequency simplifies apparatus and operation, 
and removes one of the biggest sources of disagreement 
between meter readings and aural appraisal -their 
widely dissimilar frequency characteristics. Choice 
of a middle frequency ensures that what is read is 
actually highly audible distortion, even though it may 
be generated by tones of relatively low audibility. 

For example, suppose the chosen frequency is 
1,320 c/s (this rather odd choice was to minimize 
the risk of spurious responses). Then Table III 
shows typical (but not necessarily the best possible) 
input frequencies for measuring the distortion at 
representative points in the a.f. band. Adoption of the 
widely used 4 : 1 amplitude ratio is recommended, 
because it leads to distortion that is predominantly 
at the frequency of the stronger signal, and does not 
discriminate against the higher orders like equal 
signals. 

Although he may in that respect be unfashionable, 
the writer refrains from making the claim that the 
scheme he recommends gives complete correlation 
between measurements and audible distortion, but 
does suggest that it may be less liable to be " caught 
out " by particular circumstances than some for which 
such claims have been made. 

Perhaps the most instructive form in which the 
results of measurements according to such a scheme 
can be presented is as graphs (one for each strong - 
signal frequency) showing as separate curves the 
variation of each distortion product with output 
power. There is some evidence" that the point where 
odd -order intermodulation starts a rapid rise corres- 
ponds to the onset of audible distortion. Whether 
this generalization is valid or not, it is important that 
any distortion data should bring out two things: 
(1) Whether the distortion is mainly second or third, 
and (2) Whether the series converges rapidly (so that 
products above the third are negligible) or slowly 
(so that there are appreciable quantities of the higher 
orders, indicating some sharp curvature in the transfer 
characteristic). 

In equipment in the high fidelity class, products 
higher than the third ought to be negligible, so 
particulars of distortion in its specification would 
normally be much less formidable than Table III 
might suggest. Along with the assurance that all 
higher -order modulation is less than 0. ?% it should 

TABLE III 

Order of 
modulation 

product 

Frequency of weak signal when 
strong signal frequency is : 

65 cis 800 e s 3,000 c/s 12,000 c/s 

1 (fundmtl.) 1,320 1,320 1,320 1,320 
2 1,385 2,120 4,320 13,320 

(or 
(10,680) 

3 1,450 2,920 7,320 
4 1,515 3,720 10,320 
5 1,580 4,520 13,320 
6 1,645 5,320 16,320 
7 1,710 6,120 19,320 
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be sufficient to give the percentages of second and 
third at two suitable frequencies. Some substantial 
improvement on present practice need not therefore 
be completely unpractical. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

Transistor Letter Symbols 
FURTHER to D. Nappin's letter (your May issue) on 
this subject, the inter -service symbol for a switch has 
for some years been the letters SW. Recently, however, 
this has been modified by BS530 (Supplement No. 1 

amended) which lists " mandatory designations " and 
" designations normally used " in Tables 1 and 2 respec- 
tively. The latter table lists the letter S for a switch. 

I, personally, favour the suggestion put forward by 
Mr. Thompson (in the same issue). The letter Y is so 
far not in use in the Tables referred to above, and the 
similarity to the circuit symbol is a very good argument 
for its adoption. 

Signals Research and K. J. NEIGHBOUR. 
Development Establishment. 

SINCE the thermionic tube was given the name of 
" valve " because it would not permit a reverse flow of 
electrons, and since a transistor, properly used, has the 
same characteristic, it seems to have the same claim as 
the former to the word " valve " and hence to the symbol 
V. The Americans, of course, have no problem. For 
them tubes, with a T, are being replaced by transistors, 
also with a T. No doubt those amongst us whose valves 
have " plates " fed from " rails " and control grids appar- 
ently made of corrugated iron will follow in this also. 

College of Technology, V. MAYES. 
Manchester. 

F.M. Receiver Design 
I AM surprised that M. R. Murray in his contribution on 
the ratio detector on page 245 of your May, 1955, num- 
ber made no reference to an article on f.m. reception by 
D. Maurice and R. J. H. Slaughter in the March, 1948, 
issue of Wireless World (page 103). 

This latter article gives a convincing but simple explan- 
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ation of the suppression of unwanted amplitude modula- 
tion. I am afraid Mr. Murray did not convince me that 
his unbalanced circuit was capable of the necessary sup- 
pression. The statement is made that the a.f. output 
follows the ratio Vx-d /V. »d. This statement is not 
substantiated nor are its consequences followed up. 

I disagree with his statement that with a suitably 
designed circuit the ratio Vkd /Vá - -d follows faithfully 
the original audio modulation. This is only true when 
second and higher orders of small quantities are neglected. 

Malvern, Worcs. F. L. MORRIS. 

I FAIL to understand why Messrs. Amos and Johnson 
should choose the ratio detector for their f.m. receiver'. 
While saving a valve may be of prime importance to a 
set maker, it should surely not be decisive to the home 
constructor. It seems illogical to save a valve at the cost 
of trebling the distortion (on the figures quoted in the 
article) and feed the output, as most will be doing, into 
a high- quality amplifier in which no expense has been 
spared to get the distortion down to the 0.1% level. 
Or is there some mystic reason why 3% in the detector 
does not matter, but 3% in the output stage does (per- 
haps " Cathode Ray " can enlighten us ?). Incidentally, 
what has happened to Thomas Roddam's circuit'? Does 
it really work? 

Redhill, Surrey. J. K. CARTER. 

Proprietorship of Band III 
ON May 11 it was announced that the B.B.C. have 
ordered transmitting equipment to enable them to start 
a second television programme on wavelengths in Band 
III. 

Declaring my interest in one of the programme con- 
tractor companies (Associated- Rediffusiop, Ltd.), I wrote 

' Amos & Johnstone; Wireless World, April 1955. 
s Roddam; Wireless World, July 1948. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . 

a letter to The Times (printed May 13) to protest against 
any attempt by the B.B.C. to take Band III channels. 

It is generally accepted that the five Band I channels 
which the B.B.C. already use can cover an area at least 
equal to that which the eight Band III channels can 
cover when Band III is completely cleared for television 
purposes. On these grounds, the entire Band III will 
be required to take the I.T.A. programmes to the whole 
country in a similar manner as all of Band I is required 
to take the B.B.C. programme to the whole country. 

It might, of course, be argued that it would be better 
to have an entirely new deal and that both Band I 
and Band III should be shared by the B.B.C. and I.T.A. 

It may be thought by some that Band I channels 
should be used for such large integral areas as London, 
the Midlands and parts of the North of England for 
both B.B.C. and I.T.A. transmissions and that techni- 
cally it would be better for Band III channels to be used 
for the smaller areas. 

Ort this basis a complete re- examination of Band I and 
Band III allocations may be desirable. However, in view 
of all the factors concerned and specially the disloca- 
tion that would be caused to existing television installa- 
tions, on balance it may be best to leave the B.B.C. with 
the five Band I channels, in which case the I.T.A. are 
certainly entitled to all the eight channels in Band III. 

It is quite feasible that the B.B.C. and I.T.A. should 
plan second programmes but surely the proper frequency 
allocations for such second programmes should come, in 
the case of the B.B.C., from any spare facilities they may 
have available in Band I, and similarly, in the case of the 
I.T.A., any spare channel they may find in Band III. 
If, as is very likely, neither the B.B.C. nor the I.T.A. can 
find sufficient spare channels in Band I and Band III 
respectively to provide their respective second programmes 
over the major part of the United Kingdom, then both 
the B.B.C. and the I.T.A. must look to Band IV for 
the augmentation of their second programme services. 

The I.T.A. are having many obstacles put in their way 
and have to overcome public resistance to the expense of 
converting sets to Band III reception. The I.T.A. and 
its programme contractors are quite prepared to meet 
these obstacles and are fully confident they will overcome 
them. It is hoped that the B.B.C. will not be frightened 
of meeting a similar challenge, possibly shared with the 
I.T.A., in opening up Band IV for second programmes. 

Associated -Rediffusion, Ltd, PAUL ADORIAN. 

F.M. Tuning Indicator " 
IT SHOULD be pointed out that although the indicator 
described in the June issue displays ingenious circuitry it 
passes grid current back through the ratio detector. This 
is undesirable and places the device out of court. 

To align a discriminator it is usual to use a centre - 
reading valve voltmeter, a simplified version of which is 
all that is required as a tuning indicator. Using a single 
valve, sufficiently biased to stop grid current and a meter 
movement as an indicator, it is very easy to arrange a 
suitable circuit. Nothing more elaborate is needed. 

Hayes, Middx. C. H. BANKS. 
The author of "F.M. Tuning Indicator" writes: - 

I am grateful to Mr. Banks for his comments, although 
I cannot help feeling he is being a little hasty in so 
summarily putting the device out of court. 

The grid current which flows is quite negligible, being 
limited by the 2-MK-2 resistor Rl. In practice, connecting 
the indicator to a working ratio discriminator circuit 
causes no measurable change in its characteristic what- 
soever, even when the audio take -off point has a positive 
voltage of some 10 volts or so. The latter state of affairs 
would, of course, occur only if the associated receiver 
were badly off -tune. 

The simple unbalanced single -valve indicator described 
by Mr. Banks would only be attractive when high voltage 
swings were available at the audio take -off point and the 
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error introduced would be proportionately small. This 
is due to the drift inherent in such a circuit, especially 
when unregulated power supplies are employed. 

J. R. DAVIES. 

"As She Is Spoke" 
E. L. E, PAWLEY'S letter (March issue) on the B.B.C.'s 
use of terms relating to words and recordings does not 
explain the meaning of the mysterious announcement often 
made at the end of a broadcast of music or of a play, 
namely, the announcement that " the performance was 
recorded." 

In plain English this means that a record (for future 
reproduction) was made of the performance while it was 
being broadcast. Is this what the announcement is in- 
tended to mean in B.B.C. English? Or is it intended to 
mean that the performance was not actually a performance 
at all, but was what the B.B.C. calls " a broadcast from 
a pre- recording "? 

Incidentally, is not the B.B.C.'s use of the term " a 
broadcast from a pre- recording," and its attempt to dis- 
tinguish this from the playing of a record, an example 
of confusion of thought? A " broadcast from a pre- 
recording " is nothing but the playing of a record. There 
can be no pre- recording of a performance; there is only a 
recording or only a record of a past performance. The 
length of time that elapses between the recording of the 
past performance and the playing of the record is quite 
irrelevant to the nature of the broadcast. 

It seems that the real distinction that underlies the 
curious terminological distinction drawn by the B.B.C. is 
merely the distinction between the playing of a record 
made by a gramophone company and the playing of a 
record that they have made themselves. 

Osterley, Middx. R. H. NISBET. 

Needles for Talking Machines" 
I AM grateful for "Free- Grid's" addendum (June, p. 
302) to my article in the May issue. My beard is at 
present only very slightly flecked with grey and the year 
1910 is extremely dim in my memory. It will not there- 
fore be necessary for " Free -Grid " to continue collecting 
steel gramophone needles for his bed, as my statement 
on steel needle production at a rate of 64 million per 
day in 1911 is indicative of an extremely large pro- 
duction, which obviously could not have grown up 
overnight. I had always understood that except for 
long- haired grey beards, the cylinder -type machine 
" died " before the First World War, and I wonder if 
the Gamage's machine at 3s 6d could not possibly have 
been a job -lot for the inveterate bargain -hunter. 

Apropos of there " being nothing new under the sun," 
I received a letter containing a sample of pure beryllium 
from Mr. H. J. Leak, who states that whilst foil 0.005in 
thick is available it is impossible to work the material 
satisfactorily in its present state because of its highly 
crystalline nature; entirely apart from a prohibitive cost 
of £3 per square inch. I am concurrently investigating 
the production of stylus arms from pure beryllium by 
pressing a powdered aggregate to the final shape and 
then sintering at a fairly high temperature. This method 
is being successfully applied to a number of similar 
materials such as tungsten carbide, ferrites, etc. 

Kelly Acoustics, Ltd., London, N.3. S. KELLY. 

CORRECTIONS 
IN referring to the Solartron square -wave generator, 
Type G0511, on page 276 of the June issue, the output 
waveform rise and fall times were given in microseconds; 
they should have been in milli- microseconds. 

Miniature Transistor Hearing Aid. The gain of the 
Multitone " Minuet " described on page 290 of the pre- 
vious issue is 70db, and not 20db as stated. 

WIRELESS WORLD, JULY 1955 
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Sparions Radiation from Wrotham 
A Problem in Co -sited Transmitters By J. R. BRINKLEY* 

ARECENT issue of Wireless World contained an 
article' on yet another radio controversy, namely " to 
co -site or not to co- site." It described some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of arranging I.T.A. 
television stations to be on, or near, existing B.B.C. 
television sites. As one of a number, and I think 
quite a large number, who suffer in the fringe of all 
B.B.C. services, existing and planned, I am indulging 
in a purely selfish hope that the I.T.A. will pick 
entirely different sites so that perchance someone else 
may have my I.T.A. fringe. 

It would seem to me that there are some arguments 
in favour of co- siting stations in the same band, but 
a rigid policy of co- siting Band I and Band III 
transmitters would be unwise; to co -site these with 
Band. IV and V stations would be ridiculous. 

The subject of this article is, however, to draw 
attention to a somewhat different problem which has 
arisen as a result of carrying co -siting to the ultimate 
limit in the B.B.C. v.h.f station at Wrotham. The 
high -power transmitters for the Home, Light and 
Third programmes at Wrotham are not only co -sited 
but share the same building and mast. Furthermore, 
all three transmitters are actually fed into the same 
aerial. The frequency separation between the pro- 
grammes is approximately 2% of the carrier fre- 
quencies employed and since the design of filters to 
separate the three high -power carriers so closely 
spaced is necessarily a difficult proposition it is not 
surprising that interaction between transmitters is in 
evidence. The design of the aerial used has been 
described elsewhere.; ' 

That transmitters which have any mutual coupling 
and are closely spaced in frequency can combine to 
produce spurious products is well known.' The 
phenomenon is due to the fact that each transmitter 
output stage as " seen " by the others is a non -linear 
device in which the separate carriers mix and produce 
new and unwanted components. At large transmit- 
ting sites, such as the G.P.O. station at Rugby and 
the B.B.C. station at Daventry where many trans- 
mitters operate, the phenomenon is well known. Such 
non -linearity can also occur on masts and stay wires, 
especially if these are rusty, and the noise and inter- 

* Pye Telecommunications, Ltd. 
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modulation experienced from this cause when 
operating several v.h.f. sets simultaneously aboard war- 
ships became known as " rusty bolt effect.' 

The coupling taking place at Wrotham is, however, 
stable and appears to be due to direct coupling 
between the transmitters. The worst products are, 
of course, the third -order products which take the 
well -known forms 2A - B, etc., and A -1-B - C, etc. 
The Figure shows the disposition of the third -order 
products relative to the carriers. The attenuation 
achieved in the band -stop filters is such that the level 
of these components is about 65db below the carrier. 
This is a high degree of attenuation and eliminates 
audible cross -talk between transmitters, but unfor- 
tunately it still permits a high level of interference 
radiation. Thus third -order products have been 
measured at Hampstead (28 miles from Wrotham), 
Brentford (23 miles from Wrotham) and Danbury (31 
miles from Wrotham) and they have been found to 
have field strengths of the order of 5 microvolts per 
metre. This will, of course, cause widespread inter- 
ference to services on the frequencies concerned. 

The interference has the curious and sometimes 
amusing characteristic of carrying the modulation of 
two or three of the programmes simultaneously. Since 
the deviations add, the total peak deviation is 
±225kc /s and the total sideband spread approxi- 
mately ±300kc /s. The overall effect of this is to 
render much valuable ether space unusable for the 
services for which it was intended. When it is 
remembered that multiple transmitter stations similar 
to Wrotham are planned in the vicinity of all populous 
centres throughout the country and that higher -order I 

products also occur it will be seen that the matter is 
one of great importance and that this kind of inter- 
ference must be eliminated. 

In conclusion it must be emphasized that these 
spurious intermodulation products are unlike the 
normal harmonic radiation which takes place from 
high -power transmitters. They are different in three 
respects. First they occupy much more frequency 
space. Secondly, since they are close to the wanted 
carrier they are more difficult to filter. The third 
and most important difference is that they are com- 
pletely avoidable. It is only necessary to employ 
separate aerials suitably spaced to avoid significant 
mutual coupling virtually to eliminate these trouble- 
some components completely. Whether this can be 
done on a single mast or whether separate masts will 
be necessary is a matter for investigation but most 
assuredly the solution must be established before 
further stations are commissioned. 

REFERENCES 
' " I.T.A. Transmitters " Wireless World, March, 1955, 

p. 120. 
Y ' Wrotham Aerial System," by C. Gillam. Wireless 

World, June /July, 1951, p.p. 210 -214, 279 -282. 
' " Wide Band Folded -Slot Aerials," by G. D. Mon- 

teath. journal I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. III, 1950, p. 414. 
' "External Cross -Modulation in the 100 mc/s Band," 

by K. W. Blake. journal I.E.E., Vol. 94, Pt. IIIa, 1947, 
p. 659 -662. 
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THE circuit described in this article was designed 
primarily for use with the 20 -watt high -quality 
amplifier described in last month's issue of this 
journal'. The pre -amplifier requires a line voltage 
of 250 V at 3.0 mA and may be used with high -quality 
amplifiers requiring not more than 200 -250 mV input, 
at high impedance, for full rated output. The circuit 
employs three Mullard EF86 high -gain low -hum 
pentodes and offers a maximum pickup sensitivity of 
3.5-4 mV for 200 mV output. Provision is made for 
continuously variable tone control, playback equali- 
zation and high- and low -pass filtering. 

Performance. -An output of approximately 200 mV 
from the pre -amplifier will fully load the 20 -watt 
amplifier to its rated output. 

The total harmonic distortion at 400 c/s on any 
switch position for 200 mV output is not more than 
0.1%. Since the gain control is at the output of the 
pre -amplifier the overload characteristic is the overall 
figure for the whole pre- amplifier, and at 20 -db over- 
load, i.e., for an output voltage of approximately 2 V, 
the total harmonic distortion for any switch position 
is not more than 0.2 %. 

Fig. I. Complete circuit diagram of pre -amplifier. 

Design for a 
By D. H. W. BUSBY 

Intermodulation distortion was measured by the 
S.M.P.T.E.t method at 40 c/s and 10 kc /s through 
the combination of the pre- amplifier and the power 
amplifier', due to the difficulties encountered when 
making such critical measurements at low levels on 
the pre -amplifier alone. With the gain control fully 
advanced and 20 watts equivalent sine -wave power 
output the intermodulation distortion was not more 
than 1%. With 20 db overload in the pre -amplifier, 
and the gain control set for 20 db attenuation in order 
to produce 20 watts equivalent sine -wave power out- 
put, the intermodulation distortion was not more than 
3%. The intermodulation of the power amplifier 
alone at this level was found to be 0.7 %. When 
measurements are made on positions which involve 
playback equalization it is necessary to weight incom- 
ing signals, due to the differing sensitivities at 40 c/s 
and 10 kc /s, to obtain the correct ratio through the 
pre -amplifier. 

Background noise was measured on all switch 
positions and input sockets under practical conditions, 
which are stated in the summary of performance, and 
is referred to the nominal input sensitivity, since this 
is the most general way of stating the signal -to -back- 
ground ratio. Since the gain control is at the output 

* Mullard Valve Measurement and Application Laboratory. 
t Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. See also 

"Electronic Measurements" by Terman and Pettit (McGraw Hill). 
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Pre - Amplifier For Use with a 20 -watt 

of the pre -amplifier it 
follows that the stated 
signal -to- background ratio 
will be maintained at all 
settings of the gain control. 

Layout. - Considerable 
thought has been given to 
layout, since many diffi- 
culties may be encountered 
when working at such high 
sensitivity, and the pro- 
posed layout was found to 
be very suitable from all 
considerations. In general 
with pre -amplifier circuits 
it is essential to adhere 
closely to the suggested 
layout if the published 
performance is to be ob- 
tained in practice. The 
components and sections of 
the pre -amplifier have 
been arranged in logical 
sequence as far as is com- 
patible with satisfactory 
performance. 

In order to obtain the 
required line voltage of 
250 V in conjunction with the 20 -watt power ampli- 
fier', it is necessary to arrange that a 56 -kfl resistor, 
decoupled by at least 8 µF, is introduced to drop the 
available voltage (410 V) at the power amplifier. 

Input Stage. -Four input sockets are provided, one 
for radio and equalized tape, two for pickups and one 
for microphone, the basic sensitivity for each position 

High- quality Amplifier 

Underside of chassis showing positions of most of the components. 

R42 
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being arranged by anode -to -grid feedback. The input 
is selected by switch SAl. The basic sensitivity of 
the pickup input is employed to make it possible to 
use pickups of sensitivities 3 -6 mV on socket PU1 
and suitable attenuation is introduced to facilitate the 
use of magnetic pickups and good -quality crystal 
pickups on socket PU2. The crystal pickup must be 

loaded suitably for output 
proportional to stylus velo- 
city. By using a large pro- 
portion of the full gain of 
the first stage a microphone 
input sensitivity of 1.5 mV 
is obtained. The sensitivity 
for radio /tape input is 
basically 30 mV but has 
been attenuated to 100 mV 
in the circuit. 

Vs V2 and Tone Control.- 
V2 in Fig. 1 is employed as 
a convenient method of 
obtaining sufficient ampli- 
fication to overcome the loss 
of the passive tone control 
which is included in the 
circuit. At the same time 
the use of anode -to -grid 
feedback offers a compara- 
tively low source impedance 
and therefore has little or 
no effect on the tone control 

C27T R48 stage. The resistor R2 in 
the grid of V2 minimizes 
interaction between this 
stage and the input stage 
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due to the inherent variation of impedance with anode - 
to -grid feedback. 

The tone control stage was designed specifically 
to employ potentiometers which follow a logarithmic 
law, with 10% of maximum resistance at 50% rota- 
tion. It will be found convenient in practice to 
arrange that each potentiometer has a resistance, 
between slider and the earthy end, of 25 kd2 when 
the indication knob is at 50% rotation. Provided all 
the components of the stage are within the stated 
tolerances the "flat" position should be obtained very 
close to the 50% rotation position of the bass and 
treble controls. The curves in Fig. 2 show the tone 
control characteristics with the filter at Position 3, 
the "flat" position. The curves include the action 
of the high -pass filter. 

Filters and V3. -When considering the choice of 
frequencies to be employed for low -pass filtering it 
was thought that a minimum number should be em- 
ployed to preserve a certain measure of simplicity, 
whilst still maintaining a useful choice. Position 3 
of switch SB is known as the " flat " position and 
limits the frequency response above 20 kc /s. Peak 
amplitude components beyond 20 kc /s are frequently 
contained in the output of wide -range pickups and 
may be greater than these below 20 kc /s. These 
inaudible components can introduce distortion or 
unnecessary limiting of available output power. 
Position 2 attenuates frequencies above 10 kc /s and 
is envisaged as being useful to curtail the effects of 
high- frequency distortion due to the input signal. 
Crystal pickups do not extend in frequency response 
much above 10 kc /s and at present the f.m. trans- 
missions are not in general modulated above 10 kc /s; 
consequently this position may also be used to advan- 
tage under these conditions. Position 1 attenuates 
frequencies above 5 kc /s and is not intended for use 
with microgroove records but is intended to enhance 
reproduction of standard shellac records with in- 
herently high- surface noise. By the use of R -C 
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filtering and feedback' an attenuation is obtained at 
these frequencies of not less than 12 db /octave. A 
high -pass, or rumble, filter has been introduced into 
this stage to attenuate frequencies below 35 c /s, at 
a slope of not less than 12 db /octave, in order to 
obviate the possibility of sub -audio frequencies over- 
loading the system, and to cut motor rumble. 

Output. -The 100 -k0 logarithmic gain control is 
an integral part of the output stage, since it is part 
of the feedback arm, and since the output it taken 
from this point it is of comparatvely low impedance. 
The output of the pre- amplifier, however, should not 
look into an impedance less than 1 MS?. It was 
found, in fact, that a capacitance of 400 pF could 
be placed across the output, with the gain control 
fully advanced, with negligible loss of output at 
15 kc /s. This means in practice, for instance, 20 ft 
of co -axial cable of capacitance 20 pF /ft. 

Playback Equalization. _Consideration of the 
utility of providing a number of playback charac- 
teristics resulted in a decision to use only one charac- 
teristic for microgroove and one for standard records. 
This departure from conventional design was decided 
not only from the point of view of a considerable 
saving in components but also from the fact that the 
majority of record manufacturers are recording 
nominally to the R.I.A.A.' characteristic for micro- 
groove recordings, and those remaining are sufficiently 
close to make it possible to compensate for the 
difference by judicious use of the wide -range tone 
controls available. The microgroove playback charac- 
teristic employed in this circuit is based upon the 
R.I.A.A. playback curve, but below 1 kc /s is slightly 
different to the extent of providing closer approach 
to a mean curve encompassing earlier recording 
characteristics. The standard playback characteristic 
is based upon the suggested E.M.I. playback charac- 
teristic,' but is modified above 1 kc /s to provide 
additional cut to offset slightly the inherently higher 
noise level of standard recordings. 

Acknowledgment. -The author wishes to express 
his thanks to Mr. W. A. Ferguson for his assistance 
in designing the pre -amplifier and for his constructive 
criticism in the preparation of this article. 
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PRE -AMPLIFIER UNIT -LIST OF COMPONENT VALUES 

Resistors R18 270kû* 10% 1W R94 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R1 82kû 10% 0.25W R19 3.9kû* 10% 1W R35 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R2 68kû 10% 0.25W R20 220kû 10% 0.25W R36 68kû 5% 0.25W 
R3 680kû 10% 0.25W R21 470kû 10% 0.25W R37 10MÛ 20% 0.25W 
R4 82kû 10% 0.25W R22 18kû 10% 0.25W R38 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R5 8.2kû 10% 0.25W R23 470kû* 10% 1W R39 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R6 27kû 10% 0.25W R24 100kû* 10% 1W R40 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R7 82kû 10% 0.25W R25 1.2kû* 10% 1W R41 47kû 5% 0.25W 
R8 100kû 10% 0.25W R26 8.2Mû 10% 0.25W R42 820kû 5% 0.25W 
R9 5.6Mû 5% 0.25W RV27 250kû logarithmic R43 10Mû 20% 0.25W 
R10 
R11 
R12 
R13 
R14 

6.8Mû 
20Mû 

120kû 
680kû 
390kû 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

0.25W 
0.25W 
0.25W 
0.25W 
0.25W 

R28 
R29 
R30 
RV31 

47kû 
39kû 
68kû 

250kû 

(10% law) 
10% 0.25W 
10% 0.25W 
10% 0.25W 
logarithmic 

R44 
R45 
R46 
R47 
R48 

IOMû 
470kû 
1.5Mû* 
270kû* 
3.9kû* 

20% 
5% 

10% 
10% 
10% 

0.25W 
0.25W 

1W 
1W 
1W 

R15 680kû 5% 0.25W (10% law) tRV49100kû logarithmic 
R16 2.2Mû 10% 0.25W R32 6.8kû 10% 0.25W (10% law) 
R17 1.5Mû* 10% 1W R33 82kû 5% 0.25W R60 12kû 10% 0.25W 

* High -stability carbon. t The mains switch may be combined with this potentiometer. 

Capacitors 
Ci 820pF 

470pF 
120pF 
120pF 

C5 0.11/F 
C6 50µF 
C7 0.1µF 
C8 8µF 
C9 0.1µF 

50µF 
0.114F 
560pF 

8200pF 
0.05µF 

C2 
C3 
C4 

C10 
Cil 
C12 
C13 
C14 

Silver mica 
Silver mica 
Silver mica 
Silver mica 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
Paper 
Electrolytic 
Paper 
Silver mica 
Silver mica 
Paper 

50/ 0 
50/ 0 
5% 
5% 
350 V d.c. wkg. 

12 V d.c. wkg. 
350 V d.c. wkg. 
350 V d.c. wkg. 
350 V d.c. wkg. 

12 V d.c. wkg. 
350 V d.c. wkg. 
5% 
5% 
150 V d.c. wkg. 

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 
Sensitivity (220 mV output at 1 kc /s). 
Radio /Tape nput impedance 100 kû 100 mV 
PUI LP nput impedance 100 kû 4.0 mV 
PUI 78 nput impedance 100 kû 5.0 mV 
PU2 LP nput impedance 100 kû 50 mV 
PU2 78 nput impedance 100 kû 60 mV 
Microphone nput impedance I Mû 1.5 mV 

Distortion 
Total harmonics better than 0.1% on all positions at 

approximately 200 mV output. 
Total harmonics better than 0.2% on all positions at 

approximately 2 V output. 
Intermodulation: see text. 

Filters 
Low pass at 5 kc /s, 110 kc /s and 20 kc /s, cut off better 

than 12 dB /octave. 
High pass at 35 c /s, cut off better than 12 dB /octave. 

Background Noise 
Radio /Tape input socket loaded with 100 kû: -64 dB. 
PUI input socket short- circuited (PU2 o /c) L.P.: - 

(- 53 dB). 
PUI input socket short- circuited (PU2 o /c) 78:- 

(- 54 dB). 
PU2 input socket loaded with 50 kû (PUI o /c) L.P.. - 

(- 55 dB). 
PU2 input socket loaded with 50 kû (PUI o /c) 78:- 

(- 56 dB). 
Microphone input socket short- circuited: -(- 45 dB). 
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C15 
C16 
C17 
C18 
C19 
C20 
C21 
C22 
C23 
C24 
C25 
C26 
C27 
C28 
C29 

2200pF 
0.02µF 
180pF 
270pF 
180pF 
470pF 

1800pF 
820pF 
220pF 
390pF 
560pF 
0.1µF 
50µF 

0.01µF 
8µF 

Silver mica 5% 
Paper 150 V d.c. wkg. 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Silver mica 5% 
Paper 350 V d.c. wkg. 
Electrolytic 12 V d.c. wkg. 
Paper 350 V d.c. wkg. 
Electrolytic 350 V d.c. wkg. 

Valves 
Mollard EF86 (three). 

Switches 
SA 2 -pole 4 -way make-before-break wafer switch. 
SB 3 -pole 3 -way make- before -break wafer switch. 

Indicator Lamp 
6.3 V, 0.04 A. 

Circuit Voltages 
Testing Point D.C. Voltage (V) 

C29 215 
C8 210' 
Anode V3 95 
Screen grid V3 80 
Cathode V3 2 
Anode V2 90 
Screen grid V2 100 
Cathode V2 1.8 
Anode V1 90 
Screen grid VI 80 
Cathode V1 2 

The voltages were measured with a 
"Avomete *" (20,000û /Volt) with zero 

Meter Range 
1000 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 

10 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 

10 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 
1000 V d.c. 

10 V d.c. 
Model 8 
input signal. 

Power Supply 
High tension 250 V at 3 mA. 
Heaters centre tapped 6.3 V at 0.6 A. 
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Further Notes on the 

F.M. TUNER 
Details of the Oscillator Circuit Layout 

and Notes on Frequency Stability . 

By S. W. AMOS, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E., and 
G. G. JOHNSTONE, B.Sc. (Hons.) 

SINCE the publication of the articles on the f.m., 
tuner in the April and May issues letters received have 
indicated that further information concerning the lay- 
out of the oscillator components may be desirable and 
thd accompanying diagram has been prepared to help 
constructors. This is an underside view of that part 
of the chassis immediately surrounding the oscillator 
coil. It is drawn approximately to scale, and shows that 
the connecting wires of the capacitors have been cut 
very short; if this precaution is not taken the induc- 
tance of the capacitor wires may cause such a change in 
effective reactance that the required oscillator 
frequency and coverage may be unobtainable. 

In the prototype f.m. tuner best oscillator stability 
was obtained with the negative- temperature coefficient 
capacitor C, enclosed in the screening can of the induc- 
tor L, but some layout changes were made in produc- 

TO 
HS. FEED 

R6 

LU 

L46L6 C 1 

TUNING 
CAPACITOR 

Underside view of the chassis immediately surrounding 
the oscillator showing exact relative position of all com- 
ponents in this circuit. Note that the oscillator coil has 
been turned through 180 degrees. 

ing the model which was photographed for the May 
issue and subsequent experience with this model has 
shown that stability is best with C, underneath the 
chassis and soldered directly to the anode tag of 
oscillator valveholder, as shown in the diagram. The 
anode lead of the capacitor should be cut to approxi- 
mately lin in length before soldering the component 
in position. In order to accommodate C, at this point 
it was found convenient to rotate the oscillator coil 
through 180 degrees from the position shown in the 
photographs. The accompanying layout diagram 
illustrates this reorientation. 

Repeat Performance: Mr. Briggs Does it Again 

THE seating capacity of the Royal Festival Hall 
was again unequal to the demand for tickets for 
G. A. Briggs' second Lon- 
don lecture- demonstration 
of sound reproduction on 
May 21st. The programme 
followed broadly the lines 
of last year's demonstra- 
tion (reported in our 
December, 1954, issue) 
with the addition of live 
and recorded choral sing- 
ing and an excerpt from a 
tape recording in the 
Festival Hall of a public 
concert, played back at 
exactly the same acoustical 
level as the original. Draw- 
ing on his fund of experi- 
ence as a loudspeaker 
manufacturer and a musi- 
cian, Mr. Briggs once again 
delighted his audience with 
a wise and witty commen- 
tary. 

The accompanying 
photograph, taken from 
behind the loudspeakers 
during Thurston Dart's 
harpsichord recital, shows 
(on the extreme right) a 
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section of the Goldsmiths' Choral Union, and about 
a third of the Festival Hall audience. 
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Transistor Equivalent Circuits 
I.- Introductory Derivation of Valve Circuit 

By W. T. COCKING, M.T.E.E. 

SUMMARY: -In the series of articles of which this 
is the first, some equivalent circuits for the triode tran- 
sistor are developed. In order that this development 
may be fully understood, the method of finding equivalent 
circuits is first explained in detail for the familiar 
thermionic valve. This also establishes the necessary 
conventions for current and voltage. It is shown that, 
within the usual limits of straight -line approximation 
to the valve characteristics, the valve equivalent circuit 
is valid for static d.c. conditions as well as for a.c. 

AT the present time, transistor literature is very 
confusing to the newcomer. The physics of the tran- 
sistor is extremely difficult; few people have any real 
understanding of it and, most certainly, no one knows 
all about it. It may well be years before the internal 
action of the transistor is as readily understandable 
as that of the valve. 

In the meantime we have to use the transistor and it 
is fortunate that we can do so without knowing any- 
thing about what goes on inside it. As it reaches us 
from the manufacturer, the transistor is a small object 
having three wires labelled emitter, base and collector. 
By making measurements at these wires we can find 
out all we want to know about the transistor in order 
to use it. We can apply known voltages and measure 
the resulting currents. We can then plot families of 
characteristic curves and we can devise equivalent 
circuits. 

An equivalent circuit is one which behaves in the 
same way as the real circuit or apparatus as far as it is 
possible to determine it by external measurement. 
If an exact equivalent circuit of a transistor could be 
constructed from an assemblage of ordinary compo- 
nents, then if all these parts were enclosed in a box it 
would be impossible to distinguish it from a real 
transistor by any external measurement. We could not 
tell whether the box contained the equivalent circuit 
or the real thing. 

In practice, it is rarely possible to achieve exact 
equivalence. Only approximate equivalence can be 
reached. Usually, the approximation is a good one so 
long as the voltages and currents at the terminals are 
kept within certain limits; it may be, too, that it is 
good only as long as the operating frequency is kept 
below a certain figure. 

Very commonly, the approximate equivalent circuit 
holds only for alternating voltages and currents and 
does not hold at all for d.c. operating conditions. 
It is then strictly called the a.c. approximate equivalent 
circuit. This is the kind with which we are all familiar 
in connection with the thermionic valve and it is the 
sort that is usually derived for the transistor. 

This a.c. equivalent circuit is adequate for most 
practical purposes and it is usually derived directly, 
without any regard for the d.c. conditions. This at 
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once introduces all sorts of possibilities for the con- 
vention to be adopted for the direction of current flow 
and so on. A great deal of confusion can be avoided by 
keeping the d.c. conditions firmly in mind the whole 
time; indeed, there are advantages in deriving first a 
d.c. equivalent circuit, extending it to cover a.c. and 
d.c., and only then dropping the d.c. conditions. 
This is an unorthodox approach, but one which is 
very helpful. 

The current and voltage convention often causes 
difficulty in the literature on transistors, because 
authors do not always make it clear which one they 
adopt. Another difficulty which confronts the beginner 
is that transistor circuit theory is usually completely 
divorced from valve circuit theory. This seems to be a 
deliberate policy with some writers. They seem 
to think that the transistor is so different from the 
valve that its circuit theory must be a distinct subject. 

This is, of course, quite contrary to the principles 
of economical teaching. However different the valve 
and the transistor may be in their internal form and 
internal operation, they are not very different from 
the point of view of basic circuit theory. In fact, the 
transistor is very nearly equivalent to a valve with 
internal feedback and, in some cases, a valve circuit 
can be produced which has precisely the characteristics 
of the transistor. It seems to the writer, therefore, 
that the best approach to transistor circuit theory is 
via valve circuit theory and that it should be treated 
as merely an extension of the latter. 

In these articles, several equivalent circuits for 
the transistor will be derived and the relations between 
them demonstrated. This is an essential pre -requisite 
for discussing transistor circuit theory, but we shall 
not here go into circuitry at all deeply. 

Many people are not very familiar with the methods 
of deriving equivalent circuits and it is best to start, 
therefore, by deriving the rather familiar equivalent 
circuit for the thermionic valve. Because they are 
accustomed to the valve and to its equivalent circuit, 

Fig. I. Basic triode valve circuit. 
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the method of deriving the latter will be much more 
easily understood than if the procedure were applied 
straight away to the transistor. 

A typical triode valve circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
In the grid circuit there is a generator of alternating 
voltage vg and a grid -bias battery EaB. The grid 
potential with respect to the cathode is 

Vg = vg - EaB .. .. .. (1) 
The polarity of vg shown in Fig. 1 refers, of course, 
to the positive half -cycle in accordance with the 
usual convention. 

In the anode circuit there are a load resistance Ra 
and an h.t. battery E. The anode potential with 
respect to the cathode is 

Va - IaRa .. .. .. (2) 
These relations apply to the external circuit of the 

valve and must also apply to the external circuit of 
any equivalent circuit which we use to represent the 
valve. 

The relations between V Va and Ia depend upon 
the valve itself and can be measured for any specimen. 
We can, for instance, keep Vg at some fixed value and 
measure the current Ia for a series of values of Va. 
We can then change Vg to some other value and 
repeat the measurement. When the results are 
plotted as a graph, we obtain a family of anode - 
voltage- anode - current curves, each curve for a 
different value of grid voltage. It is usual for the 
curves to represent equal changes of grid voltage. 

A typical family of such curves is shown in Fig. 2. 
In the higher -current regions, the curves approximate 
closely to equally- spaced parallel straight lines but, 
in the lower regions, they depart considerably from 
this. The dotted equally- spaced parallel lines in Fig. 2 
thus represent a good approximation to the real valve 
curves over the limited region where the two nearly 
coincide. 

It is possible to draw such nearly -coincident straight 
lines anywhere on the graph but, in regions where the 
real curves are considerably bent, the approximation 
will be good only within a very small region. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that, if the values of 
Va, Vg and Ia are such that the operation is confined 
to the region where the straight lines approximate 
the real curves closely, we can assume that the straight 
lines do represent the valve characteristics with very 
little error. An approximation of this nature is at the 
basis of all normal valve equivalent circuits, which is 
why they are usually said to be valid only for small 
signals. In the practical use of equivalent circuits 
this restriction is always implicit, but, in deriving 
them, we can forget it. 

In deriving the equivalent circuit, we can regard the 
dotted lines of Fig. 2 as representing the characteristics 
of an ideal valve, and we use only these ideal charac- 
teristics. If we examine Fig. 2, it will be clear that one 
particular line (which may, or may not, actually be 
drawn) for one particular value of Vg, will pass through 
the origin. This line is the graphical representation 
of a resistance of value Va /Ia = SVa /SIa = ra, where 
S means a very small change in the value of the quan- 
tity to which it is pre -fixed. Since the lines are all 
parallel SVa /SIa = r. is the same for them all, but 
Va /Ia is not only different for all other lines but 
varies for all points along them. The value of ra 
corresponds to the normal definition of the a.c. 
resistance of a valve, and is the a.c. resistance of an 
deal valve. The d.c. resistance is constant only for the 
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Fig. 2. Typical triode characteristics are shown by the 
full -line curves and an idealized approximation to them by 
the dotted lines. 

I 

r 

Fig. 3. Single charac- 
teristic similar to any 
dotted line of Fig. 7, but 
extended to negative 
current 

o 

L-___ 

Fig.4 Fig.5 

Fig. 4. Circuit giving exactly the characteristic of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5. An ideal diode added to Fig. 4 prevents the negative 
current of Fig. 3 and gives the circuit a chracteristic like a 
dotted line of Fig. 2. 

line passing through the origin and it is then the 
same as the a.c. resistance. 

Now, if we were presented with a device in a sealed 
box with two accessible terminals and, by applying a 
series of external voltages to it and measuring the 
resulting current, we obtained a characteristic like 
Fig. 3, we should conclude that the box contained a 
resistance and battery in series. We should say that 
the resistance had a value R = SV /SI and that the 
battery had a voltage equal to the intercept of the 
characteristic with the zero current axis and acted to 
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oppose the applied voltage. We should unhesitatingly 
adopt the equivalent circuit shown boxed in Fig. 4 
with the convention for direction of current and 
battery polarity shown. 

The characteristic of Fig. 3 is, however, identical 
with any one of the ideal ones of Fig. 2, with the 
exception that negative current does not occur in the 
latter. Apart from this, therefore, the representation 
of Fig. 4 must hold for Fig. 2 as well as for Fig. 3. 
We can take care of the discrepancy of there being no 
negative current by supposing an ideal diode to be in 
series with R and V', as in Fig. 5. This would represent 
exactly the ideal characteristics of Fig. 2. The re- 
sistance R of Fig. 5 is clearly equivalent to the a.c. 
resistance ra of the ideal valve and the battery voltage 
V' governs the position of a line. 

For Vv = 0, this battery voltage is clearly V'a 
(Fig. 2) the intercept of the zero grid -volts line with 
the zero - current axis. For any other grid voltage, 
it has a value dependent on the grid voltage. The 
amplification factor of a valve is normally defined as 

µ = - SVa /SVA 

for constant anode current. The quantity -SVa is 

the change of anode voltage needed to maintain the 
anode current unchanged when the grid voltage is 
altered by the amount SVA. In spite of the minus 

r 

i; V;.- pVy 

Ra 
MM. 

Va ENT 

r 

EHT 

L J L - - --J 
Fig.6 Fig.7 

Va 

Fig. 6. This is the some circuit as Fig. 5, but the internal 
battery is changed to represent Fig. 2. 

Fig. 7. This circuit is an equivalent of Fig. 1, valid for a.c. 
and d.c. conditions as long as the voltages are such that the 
dotted =line approximation to the real valve curves in Fig. 2 

is a good one. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Here the a.c. equivalent circuit alone is shown, the 
o.c. elements being dropped out. The usual form is (a) but '. 

the generator is sometimes drawn as in (b). 
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sign, IL is a positive number for, if 8Va is itself positive 
SVA is necessarily negative and vice versa. 

With the ideal characteristics shown in Fig. 2, 
it is clear from the geometry that the spacing of the 
intercepts on the Va-axis of the lines for various values 
of Vg, is µ times their spacing in terms of V It It 
follows that the value of V' for any line is 

V' = V'a - µVu 

The minus sign is required because a positive value of 
VA reduces the value of the equivalent battery, while 
a negative value increases it. 

Complete Equivalent Circuit 

The equivalent circuit of the valve with its load 
resistance Ra and h.t. supply EaT thus takes the form 
shown in Fig. 6. It is an exact equivalent of Fig. 1 

if the valve used in Fig. 1 has the ideal characteristics 
of the dotted lines in Fig. 2. If one could have such a 
valve, it would not be possible to distinguish Figs. 1 

and 6 by any measurements on these circuits. 
With a practical valve, the equivalence is valid 

only in so far as the approximation of the dotted straight 
lines to the real valve curves is a good one. The 
equivalent circuit is thus useful only when Vg, Va and 
la are restricted to values for which the approximation 
is good. This usually means that the anode current 
must not be too small. If we restrict the use of the 
circuit to these conditions, the anode current will 
always be positive and so the diode in Fig 6 Is un- 
necessary. This was only put in to prevent negative 
current from flowing with an unrestricted range for 
VA and Va and, with a restricted range, it is no longer 
required. 

We can, therefore, redraw Fig 6 as Fig 7. Here 
we have, as well as omitting the diode, replaced V, 
by vA - Ea5 in accordance with equation (1 . The 
valve is thus equivalent to ra in series with the off- 
setting voltage V'a of Fig. 2, a voltage µEß5 and a 
generator pvA, which represent in the anode circuit 
the effect of Eß5 and vQ of Fig. 1 in the grid circuit. 

The total voltage acting around the circuit of Fig. 
7 is 

ERT + pvA - pEaB - V'a 
The symbols here all represent the magnitudes only 
of the voltages when the polarities are as indicated 
in the figures. 

The equation for current is thus 
E1.r - pEaB - Via + pvA 

la Ra + ra 
.. (3) 

and Va is given by equation (2). 

The voltage is made up of two components, pvA, 
an alternating voltage, and E$T - pEaB - V'a, 
a steady voltage. As the circuit is a linear one, within 
the limits of our approximation, we can similarly 
express the current la as the sum of an alternating 
current is and a direct current Iam, and we can 
separate out the a.c. and d.c. components of equation 
(3) and so get 

tu 

and 

pvA 

Ra+ra 

ExT - pEaB - Va 
lam Ra + ra 

We can do the same thing for equation (2) and re- 
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gard Va as the sum of an alternating component va 
an d a steady component Vam. This gives 

and 

va = - µvg 
Ra ra 

Ra 

R 
Va = EaT - (EaT - PEau - Va) Ra + 

(7) r a 

Equations (5) and (7) are the d.c. ones and apply 
to Fig. 7 if the generator µvg is absent. Equations 

f 
(4) and (6) are the a.c. ones and apply to Fig. 7 if all 
the batteries are removed, leaving µvg only. The a.c. 
equivalent circuit thus takes the form shown in Fig. 
8(a) and is the one with which we are all familiar. 
Some people prefer to draw it in the modified form 
of Fig. 8(b) in order to show vg itself, but this form 
means exactly the same thing. 

In Fig. 8, the restriction on the direction of current 
flow has disappeared. Current flows in both directions, 
on alternate half -cycles. This is because it now re- 
presents only the a.c. condition and it is implicit in 
the derivation that the peak value of current shall 
not exceed the mean direct current in Fig. 7, other- 
wise a reversal of current in Fig. 7 would be required 
and this cannot be allowed. To put it another way, 
in Fig. 7 ía must always be less than Iam and usually 
a good deal less for the approximation behind the 
whole equivalence to be reasonably good. 

Exactly the same form of representation is valid 
for a pentode valve. The full-line curves of Fig. 9 
are typical of a pentode and the dotted lines indicate 
an ideal approximation to them. The voltage V'a, 
which settles the position of the zero grid -volts line 
is very large and negative for a pentode, whereas it is 
small and positive for a triode. The battery V'a in 
Fig. 7 thus reverses its polarity with a pentode. 

If one wishes to determine V'a from a graphical 
construction it is awkward to do so directly with a 
pentode, because V'a is so large. It is much easier 
to determine it indirectly from the value of ra and 
the current I'a, at which the ideal zero grid -volts line 
cuts the current axis, and compute it from V'a = 
-Para. 

It will probably surprise many that it is possible 
to represent the d.c. conditions of the valve by an 
equivalent circuit in this way. The equivalent circuit 
is valid and precise only in so far as the ideal straight 
lines approximate to the real valve characteristics 
and the anode current must never be permitted to 
become negative. 

Some people object to the a.c. representation of 
Fig. 8 on the grounds that it depicts the valve as 
having an internal source of e.m.f. and the real valve 
has not. These people will presumably object even 
more to Fig. 7, which shows not only an a.c. generator 
but batteries within the equivalent valve. 

The real justification for Fig. 7 is this. The equi- 
valent circuit comprises an assembly of real practical 
elements. It would be possible to assemble it from 
real components. If one did so and boxed it up, as it 
is shown boxed in Fig. 7, it would not be possible to 
distinguish its contents from a real valve by any 
external measurements as long as the resulting volt- 
ages and currents were kept within the limits necessary 
for the validity of the representation. If they were 
allowed to stray outside those limits, of course, it 
would be easy enough to distinguish between them. 

In practice, it is the a.c. equivalent circuit that is 
nearly always the one to be used. There are occasions, 
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Fig. 9. Typical pentode characteristics are shown by the 
full -line curves and an idealized approximation by the 
dotted lines. 

r 

L 

Fig. 10. Alternative form 
of a.c. equivalent circuit 
using a constant current 
generator instead of a 
constant -voltage. 

however, when the d.c. circuit is useful. Provided 
one keeps within the linear range, it is helpful in d.c. 
amplifier design and in some time -base circuits, 
where a capacitor is charged through a valve. 

By means of Norton's theorem, the a.c. equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 8 can be changed to the form of Fig. 
10, in which a constant -current generator gmvg 
replaces the constant -voltage generator µv,. Here 
gm is the mutual conductance and equals µ /ra. This 
is a very common and convenient form of circuit, 
especially for pentode valves, for which ra is usually 
very high in value. 

(To be continued) 

CLUB NEWS 
Barnsley. -The use of mobile equipment will be discussed 

by T. Foster (G3GAH) at the meeting of the Barnsley and 
District Amateur Radio Club at 7.0 on July 22nd at the 
King George Hotel, Peel Street, Barnsley. Sec.: P. Carbutt 
(G2AFV), 33, Woodstock Road, Barnsley, Yorks. 

Birmingham. -J. Missen, of the G.E.C. Research Labora- 
tory, will be speaking about transistors to members of the 
Midland Amateur Radio Society at their July meeting. Visitors 
are welcome to the Club's meetings which are held at 7.15 p.m. 
on the third Tuesday of the month at the Birmingham and 
Midland Institute, Paradise Street, Birmingham. Sec.: D. 
Hall, 144, Hill Village Road, Sutton Coldfield. 

Chelmsford. -" Test Gear for Amateur Television " is the 
title of the lecture to be given by R. Martyr at the next 
meeting of the Chelmsford group of the British Amateur 
Television Club. It will be held on July 14th at 10, Baddow 
Place Avenue, Gt. Baddow, Essex. Sec.: D. W. Wheele, 4, 
Bishop Road, Chelmsford, Essex. 

Downham (Kent). -The Ravensbourne Amateur Radio 
Club (G3HEV) meets on Wednesdays at 8.0 in the Science 
Room, Durham Hill School, Downham. Courses are run 
in preparation for the Radio Amateurs' Examination under 
the club instructor, G. V. Haylock (G2DHV). Sec.: J. 
Wilshaw, 4, Station Road, Bromley, Kent. 

QRP Contest. -The QRP Society is holding a portable 
amateur radio equipment contest (open to non -members) 
which is to be judged in four classes -hand and mobile 
communications gear, transistor sets and test gear. Rules for 
the contest, entries for which must be received by Septem- 
ber 30th, and information regarding the Society are obtainable 
from the secretary, John Whitehead, 92, Rydens Avenue, 
Walton -on- Thames, Surrey. 
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Compa e t 
h,,w Recorder 

MANY INGENIOUS FEATURES IN THE 

NEW PHILIPS " RECORDERGRAM " 

0 PERATING with a fixed tape speed of 31 in /sec 
the Philips Type AG8105 tape recorder gives a total 
of 1 hour's playing time from the two tracks of a 600ft 
5 inch) reel of standard tape. It conforms to the B.S. 

convention of left -to -right motion of the tape, using the 
top track with the active side away from the observer. 

For a complete recording machine it is remarkably 
compact 13,' - -in x 7Zin x loin) and weighs only 21 lb. 
It bristles with ingenious ideas and one of the most 
obvious is the centralized control knob giving a choice 
of seven functions. For fast running -either forward 
or in reverse -the knob is depressed through a safety 
gate; the other functions are selected by rotation, with 
a subsidiary check to prevent accidental erasure when 
passing from the playback to the recording positions. 

If desired the internal amplifier can be used for 
reproducing gramophone records. Another very con- 
venient feature is that when tapes are being played 
back, a voltage output appears at the pickup terminals 
and can be applied to an external amplifier and loud- 
speaker system of greater power- handling capacity. 
The internal loudspeaker continues to function as a 

monitor. 
There are only two valves in the main amplifier, a 

double triode and an output pentode. There is also 
a cathode -ray level indicator and, of course, a power 

View of the chassis with screening removed to show the 

driving motor. 

Accessories include a 600 -ft 
reel of tape and a crystal 
microphone. A dummy socket 
is provided in the top left - 
hand corner of the lid to carry 
the mains plug. 

Weighing only 21lb, the 
" Recordergram " can be 

carried without undue strain. 

rectifier. Although the available voltage amplifica- 
tion appears to be less than normal it should be borne 
in mind that the c ercivity and saturation levels of 
modern tapes are high, and that by accepting a moder- 
ate power output, sufficient for the small internal loud- 
speaker, a perfectly satisfactory performance is 

obtained without danger of overloading the tape. 
The loudspeaker incidentally is fitted with a ceramic 

(" Magnadur ") magnet. 
Tape Mechanism. -A dynamically- balanced high- 

speed induction motor drives a large flywheel through 

FLVWREEL 

ENTERMEOIATE WHEEL 

% MOTOR 

Îl (SCREEN REMOVED) 

SCREENED 
POWER PACK 

ECC 83 - 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER 
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Above: Main control knob with seven posi- 
tions:-(l) "off," (2) amplifier only, (3) 
fast forward, (4) fast rewind, (5) play- 
back, (6) recording from inputs other than 
microphone, (7) recording from micro- 
phone. The two small knobs control 
separately the levels for recording and 
playback. 
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an intermediate friction wheel, which is disengaged in 
the " off " position through a link mechanism from the 
central control knob. The supply and take -up spool 
spindles are driven at constant speed by a round spring 
belt from a groove in the flywheel. On each spindle 
are mounted a pair of concentric discs, carrying felt 
pads in their upper surfaces. The discs are connected 
by a flexible diaphragm, rather like a loudspeaker dust - 
proof centring device, which permits relative vertical 
movement between the planes of the felt pads. Rest- 
ing on one or other of these pads is the spool turntable 
which is provided with a bronze -bushed polythene 
centre boss and is free to rotate on the spindle. 

When the control is set for recording or playback 
the inner, small- diameter pads are highest and engage 
the underside of the polythene centre boss, giving just 
sufficient friction (in opposite directions), to take up 

the slack in the tape without imposing too much load 
on the capstan drive. There is always some slip 
between the turntables and their spindles. When the 
control is depressed for fast forward wind or for 
re -wind, one or other of the centre felt rings is 
retracted, allowing the outer felt pads to engage the 
turntable on a much larger diameter, giving a more 
positive drive with slip only during the speeding -up 
process. 

The tape gate is a hinged die casting which carries 
the pinch roller, pressure pads and a segment of high - 
permeability alloy which closes behind the tape and 
completely screens the record /playback head except 
for the two narrow slots to pass the tape. 

To prevent trouble from " sticky " tapes, a deflec- 
tor is mounted close to the capstan on the exit side. 

Circuit. -When used for recording from a gramo= 
phone pickup or micro- 
phone the two triode stages 
provide the few mílliwatts 
of audio power required by 
the recording head. Feed- 
back is applied through a 
frequency- dependent R -C 
circuit to give a relative 
rise at low frequencies. In 
the microphone position of 
the control switch, the 
cathode resistor of the first 
stage is shunted to reduce 
feedback and increase gain. 
The output pentode is used 
as bias oscillator in a Col - 
pitts circuit, with the erase 
head itself as the fre- 
quency- determining induc- 
tance and the output 
transformer primary as the 
parallel feed impedance. A 
resistor of a few ohms is 
inserted at the earthy junc- 
tion of the tuning capaci- 
tors and the filament of the 

Simplified diagram showing essential features of the circuit when switched to " record." 

RECORD /PLAYBACK HEAD 

CAPSTAN 

PINCH ROLLER 

ERASE HEAD. 

DM7f 
LEVEL INDICATOR 

OUTPUT '. 
TRANSFORMER 

CLUTCH 
OPERATING- - 

LEVER 

EZ 80 
RECTIFIER 

EL 84 
- OUTPUT 8 

BIAS OSCILLATOR VALVE 

PICKUP 8 
-VOLTAGE OUTPUT SOCKETS 

MICROPHONE SOCKET 

' MAINS VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT. 

The power pack (left foreground) is mounted separately from the main chassis, but is 
lifted by tags which engage in slots in the chassis when the " works " are extracted 
from the case. 
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tuning indicator is con- 
nected across it. Thus the 
level indicator also shows 
that bias and erase current 
is being generated. 

On playback the head is 
tuned by a parallel capaci- 
tor to a frequency of 6 kc /s 
to give top lift. The bass 
lift feedback circuit used 
for recording stays in cir- 
cuit for playback to give 
overall compensation for 
the 6 -db /octave slope in- 
herent in magnetic record- 
ing. 

Performance. -Although 
the nominal frequency 
range is only 100 c/s to 
6 kc /s, live recordings give 
the impression of a much 
wider response, and a test 
confirmed that the full 
compass of the piano can 
be recorded without any 
noticeably wooden tone in 
the treble and with a full 
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round tone at three octaves below middle C where 
" the book " says the fundamental should be 33 c /s! 

The piano is one of the severest tests that can be 
applied for wow and flutter, and one must not expect 
the performance in this respect to achieve the stan- 
dard of studio equipment costing hundreds of pounds. 
In the machine tested there was a flutter at higher than 
capstan speed and some tape whistle, which we under- 
stand has now been remedied by a modification to the 
pressure pad. Neither of these faults was sufficient to 
detract from the value of the recorder as a medium of 
musical self -criticism. 

Of the hundred and one uses to which this machine 
will be put it is safe to say that ninety -nine will prove 
entirely satisfactory. Spéech quality is very good and 
some excellent records of bird song were included in 
the many samples taken of familiar sounds. 

The expected difficulties arising from the small 
number of valves did not materialize. All one had to 
do was to work in the top third of the level control 
range rather than in the middle to avoid bringing up 
the hum level; there were fewer spoilt recordings due 
to overloading the tape during the initial stages of 
learning to handle the controls. 

No trouble was experienced with the tape transport 
system, and a special word of praise is due to the fast 
winding mechanism and the sweet action of the turn- 
table brakes, which combine to make the finding of any 
given part of the tape a much less frustrating opera- 
tion than in the majority of tape mechanisms. 

At £36 15s the "Recordergram" is excellent value 

RECORD 

PLAYBACK CLUTCH 

Turntable removed to show normal and fast -running felt 
friction pads. 

for money, and the makers, Philips Electrical, Ltd., 
Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2, 
are to be congratulated on the ingenuity of their 
response to a growing popular demand. 

TRANSISTOR RESTORATION 
Re- forming a Damaged 0051 

URING a series of experiments with an 0051 
point transistor in a simple frequency- changer stage 
excessive current was allowed to flow due to the inad- 
vertent reduction to zero of the variable resistance in 
the emitter circuit. This resulted in the transistor 
being damaged to such an extent that, when inserted 
in a simple detector stage, it refused to function and no 
collector current was taken. 

Subsequent tests showed that the transistor, when 
in the same circuit with the supply disconnected, 
operated as a crystal detector. This, coupled with the 
fact that, when a meter and 1.5 -volt battery were con- 
nected between the emitter and collector, an open - 
circuit was shown, led to the conclusion that the tran- 
sistor wag operating as a double diode. So, on the 
basis of nothing ventured nothing gained, an attempt 
at re- forming the collector was made. 

The methods of forming home -made transistors 
were studied and the damaged transistor subjected to 
the recommended " shock treatment," consisting of 
discharging a 0.1 µF capacitor between the collector 
and base connections. The first discharge was from a 

capacitor charged at approximately 200 volts and the 
transistor was then inserted into a simple receiver cir- 
cuit incorporating a meter in the collector supply. On 
connecting the supply, the meter was observed to 
flicker, thereby proving that the treatment was hav- 
ing effect. 

The transistor was then subjected to further shocks, 
at the same voltage. Between each discharge it was 
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replaced in the receiver circuit and the collector cur- 
rent observed to rise slowly. When the current was 
still below that normally drawn by a good transistor 
and further rise unobtainable, the voltage was 
increased to 250 volts and the procedure repeated. 
After approximately four such discharges the current 
approached that of a good transistor and it was decided 
to test the transistor's operation by connecting the 
aerial to the receiver circuit employed to measure the 
current during the re- forming operations. 

It was found that the re- formed transistor now oper- 
ated quite well as a detector on the medium wave 
band and reaction could be obtained. When the 
voltage was increased to that normally employed 
before the damage and reaction applied, the transis- 
tor oscillated violently and the collector current rose 
rapidly, but on decreasing the reaction normal opera- 
tion was possible. 

The next test was in an amplifier stage and the 
transistor performed quite normally with no tendency 
to oscillate. Operation in an r.f. stage was tried next, 
but with poor results, due to violent oscillation, which 
appeared to be caused by the fact that the value of 
emitter bias was now critical and the transistor a little 
unstable. 

It appears that the transistor is now operating on a 
slightly different characteristic to normal, but as the 
re- forming of the collector has been successful, this, 
for certain applications, need not be discouraging. 

R. T. 
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Valve Curve 
I)iagrams 

LAST month, in discussing cathode followers, I made 
use of certain valve curve diagrams. It has occurred 
to me that there may have been readers who quickly 
shied off at that stage, or, seeing the diagrams in 
advance, were non -starters. Others, though less 
easily deterred, may through unfamiliarity have found 
them somewhat baffling, notwithstanding the clues I 
scattered as freely as space permitted. 

The first thing that has to be explained, perhaps, 
is why it is considered necessary to use up a lot of 
paper and drawing effort in this way instead of deal- 
ing with valve problems in a neat equation or two. 
The reason is that valves do not behave in ways that 
can be represented accurately by neat equations. They 
are not like resistors and capacitors and air -core 
inductors. Oh, I know there is such a thing as an 
" equivalent generator " by which certain valve calcu- 
lations can be reduced to simple algebra, but (a) that 
method takes account only of signal currents and 
voltages, so is no use at all for finding the best working 
conditions, such as grid bias voltage, and (b) it doesn't 
even deal with the signal part accurately, because it 
ignores the curvature or non -linearity of valves. In 
any case, certain types of mind are more brightly 
illuminated by a graphical diagram than by a row of 
equations. 

In equations, quantities such as voltage and current 
are represented by letters or numbers (depending on 
whether their values are being dealt with in general or 
particular). On diagrams they are represented by dis- 
tances on the paper. I am assuming it is well known 
how two such quantities are represented by distances 
respectively horizontal and vertical. Even tired busi- 

-6 -3 -2 -I O I 2 3 4 5 

VOLTS 

Fig. I. Graph of current against voltage for linear resist- 
ance, represented by the diagonal line. The power used up 
in it when I amp is flowing is represented by the shaded area. 
Negative currents and voltages are in the reverse direction 
in the circuit. 
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Understanding the Significance 

of Load and Other Lines 

By " CATHODE RAY " 

ness men understand this, when the two quantities are 
such things as time and commission on sales. But 
while we may all understand how it applies to voltage 
and current (for example, anode current and grid 
voltage), what may not be quite so clear is how resis- 
tance, conductance and power can also be represented 
on the same diagram, or how several different voltages 
in a circuit can be shown. 

If one were to repeat Ohm's original experiment, 
plotting the current passing through a piece of wire, 
against the voltage between its ends, the resulting 
graph would be the kind of thing shown as Fig. 1 -a 
straight line passing through the "origin" (0). (Of 
course Ohm himself knew nothing about volts and 
amps, but we might as well make use of our modern 
units.) The information conveyed by this line could 
be presented with much less effort as an equation: 
V = 3I. Except for the number, the equation would 
be the same for different pieces of wire; a shorter 
length of the same wire would give a smaller number 
than 3, and vice versa. If " V " is being used to denote 
the potential difference in volts, and " I " the current 
in amps, the number is the resistance in ohms. The 
smaller the resistance, the steeper the line in the graph. 
If that fact is not obvious, try one or two different 
lines, and consider why the slope of the line is con- 
nected with the resistance in this way. The reason, of 
course, is that resistance in ohms can also be regarded 
as volts per amp. So the resistance represented by a 
line on a current /voltage graph is equal to the number 
of volts it slopes along the voltage scale for each amp 
up the current scale. In other words, resistance is the 
ratio of voltage to current, and on a graph the slope or 
gradient of a line is the ratio of vertical movement to 
horizontal movement or in this case current to voltage. 

The easiest figures for finding the resistance in this 
example are 3 volts and 1 amp, but because the line is 
straight- representing a linear resistance -the differ- 
ences in volts and amps between any two points on the 
line would do. If the resistance were not linear, the 
slope of the line, and the resistance, would vary with 
current (or voltage). 

So not only the value of a resistance but also 
whether or not it is linear, is clearly shown on a 
current /voltage graph. 

And because conductance is the ratio of current to 
voltage, it is shown too; the steeper the slope the 
greater the conductance. The mutual conductance of 
valves is, in fact, often called slope. 

Representing Power 
How about power? It is current multiplied by 
voltage. Horizontal distance multiplied by vertical 
distance gives the area enclosed by the vertical and 
horizontal lines at each end. For example, the power 
released in our wire when 1 amp flows through it (i.e., 
3 watts) is represented by the shaded area. With a 
shorter piece of wire, only 1 volt might be needed to 
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pass 1 amp, and the corresponding area would be one- 
third the size, representing 1 x 1 =1 watt. Equal 
powers in different resistances are represented by equal 
areas of different shapes. 

Incidentally, if the voltage in Fig. 1 were doubled, 
from 3 to 6, the area would obviously be four times as 
big. The diagram helps the weaker brethren to 
visualize the fact that (with a linear resistance) the 
power dissipated is proportional to the square of the 
voltage (or current). 

Our Fig. 1 line represents a certain resistance or con- 
ductance, but does not by itself reveal the actual 
current flowing in it. That depends on the voltage, 
which we do not know. It might be anything. What 
the line does show is that if 3 volts were applied the 
current would be 1 amp. Suppose we don't know the 
voltage applied to this 3 -ohm resistance, but we do 
know the total voltage applied to it and another known 
resistance in series. With linear resistances it is a 
simple exercise in Ohm's law to calculate the voltage 
across. each resistance and the current through both. 
With non -linear resistances, to which Ohm's law 
doesn't apply, we would probably be stuck -if we 
didn't have the graphical method to fall back on. But 
before taking a non -linear example, let us first try a 
linear one, which we can check by calculation. 

Two Resistances 
Suppose 8V is applied to our 352 in series with 10n. 
We know that the resulting state of affairs must be 
represented by a point somewhere on the resistance 
line in Fig. 1. It must also simultaneously be on a 

line representing the 100. If we were to draw a 1051 

line through 0, that would be the only point common 
to both lines, and of course it would not represent 
the situation at all. The clue is the fact that the volt- 
age applied to the 352 is 8V minus whatever is dropped 
in the 1052. The voltage dropped in the ion is, then, 
from the point of view of the 352, a negative one, 
beginning at 8V. So we draw the 10n line as shown 
dotted in Fig. 2. To emphasize that there is nothing 
wrong about putting the zero -current point at 8V, I 
have added a second voltage scale to apply to this 
resistance. The dotted line shows on this scale the 
voltage to be deducted from 8V to give the voltage 
across the rest of the circuit, whatever the current. 
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Fig. 2. A circuit with two resistances in series can be investi- 
gated by adding a second resistance line, sloping from the 
point representing the total voltage. 
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The point p, where the two lines cross, is the only one 
common to both, and indicates that the current 
through both must be 0.615A, the voltage across the 
352 must be 1.85, and across the 10Cl, 6.15. Having 
checked this by calculation, we can have some faith 
in the graphical method and go on to apply it to 
situations where calculation fails. 

But before we do that, let us see how Fig. 2 can be 
used to answer different kinds of questions. If we 
knew the value of the current but not R2J it could tell 
us what R2 would have to be. Try it for R1=3 and 
I =0.5. In this case the point on the R, line is fixed 
by the fact that I =0.5, so what we have to do is lower 
the slope of the R2 line to make it pass through that 
point and then find what resistance it represents. 

Or suppose we are told to find the value of R2 that 
results in 2 watts being iissipated in R,. That means 

1.2 

I 0 

0.8 

á 
S 0'6 

0.4 

02 

I 1 

I 2 5 4 5 

VOLTS 

i I I 

6 7 8 

Fig. 3. The top right -hand corners of all the rectangles 
representing a given power (2 watts in this case) trace 
out a curve like this. 
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Fig. 4. Power curves can be used to find the value of R2 
receiving maximum power in the series circuit. 
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4- 

f 1 1 

-2 - 0 I 

VOLTS 

Fig. 5. Graph of a non -linear resistance -that of a diode 
valve. 

drawing a constant -power line. A power of 2W can 
be made up of 2V, 1A, or 4V, 0.5A, or 5V, 0.4A, or 
8V, 0.25A, and any number of such combinations. 
The 2 -W line can be obtained by plotting a few of 
them and drawing the smoothest curve through the 
points, as in Fig. 3. This fixes a point on R through 
which the R2 line can be drawn to the applied voltage 
mark on the voltage scale as before, and the value of 
R2 follows. Alternatively, if R2 is known, a line of 
the corresponding slope is drawn through the R, -P 
intersection, and where it crosses the I =0 axis it 
indicates the total voltage that has to be used. 

A rather more difficult problem would be : Given 
R, and the total voltage, find the value of R2 in which 
maximum power is developed. One way of doing this 
is to draw several different power curves for R. This 
means that they have to be drawn with reference to 
the "volts across R2" scale, as in Fig. 4. The point 
on the R, line corresponding to the highest power is 
q, somewhere between 5 and 6 watts (actually 5}), 
and if the diagram has been drawn well enough it will 
tell us that R2 for this condition is 352. As we prob- 
ably knew all the time, it would invariably be equal 
to R whatever that was, because a well -known and 
important circuit theorem says so (the Maximum 
Power or Load Matching theorem). 

Diode Characteristic 
I should think that's about enough for linear resist- 
ances, for all the problems so far (except possibly the 
last) can be solved more easily and neatly without 
graphs. A diode valve is a simple example of non- 
linear resistance. As Fig. 5 shows, regarded as a 
resistor it has several features not according to Ohm. 
First, a negative voltage does not cause a negative 
current; i.e., one in the opposite direction to that 
which flows with a positive voltage. (This is not strictly 
true, but one has to have a very super- sensitive micro - 
ammeter to discover it.) On the contrary, the current 
when the negative voltage is small is positive. Next, 
the slope of the line (which is visually, as well as 
mathematically, a curve) increases as the voltage in- 
creases positively, which means that the resistance 
decreases. Near zero it decreases very rapidly from 
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Fig. 6. Typical set of anode -current anode -voltage curves 
for a small power triode, showing the areas that for various 
reasons are out of bounds. 

infinity, but at higher voltages than shown here it is 
practically linear and therefore constant. 

This is where the new boy may get confused. The 
ordinary " d.c." way of reckoning resistance is the 
ratio of applied voltage to current flowing. At point 
a, the voltage is 2.8 and the current 3mA, so the resist- 
ance is 2.8/0.003 = 93051. This resistance is equal to 
that represented by a straight line joining a to O. It 
is not equal to the resistance represented by the slope 
of the valve curve at a. This slope resistance is some- 
times called the a.c. resistance, being the resistance to 
small alternating currents superimposed on the steady 
3mA at a. The reason they are supposed to be small 
is that the bit of curve involved by them should then 
be as near straight as makes no matter. Both these 
kinds of resistance are significant; the d.c. kind when 
considering the " working point " of a valve (anode 
voltage, bias, and so forth), and the a.c. kind when 
considering signals being handled by it. At a there 
is not a great deal of difference between them, but at 
b the d.c. resistance is zero, whereas the a.c. resistance 
is far greater than at a. 

A diode is normally used as a rectifier, and rectifiers 
are always more difficult than you think, so despite the 
apparent simplicity of the diode I am going to hurry 
past it to the triode. The anode current in a triode 
depends simultaneously on two voltages -anode and 
grid -so really needs a three- dimensional diagram, 
for the making of which one would have to employ a 
sculptor, and the Editor would object to the expense. 
So, although a triode's current /voltage characteristic 
is really a 3D surface, for economy and convenience 
it is usual to make do with a series of cross -sections 
of this surface in two dimensions. Which two depends 
on what one wants to show most clearly. Sometimes 
they are anode current (Ia) and grid voltage (Va), at 
a number of evenly- spaced values of anode voltage 
(V.); and sometimes I, and V. at values of Va. The 
latter (Fig. 6) are the more generally useful. 

Forbidden Areas 
The shape of the I8 /VA curves is very like the diode 
one. The effect of making the grid negative is, roughly, 
to push the curve bodily along to the right. What the 
effect of making the grid positive is, one does not 
usually bother to find out for ordinary receiving valves, 
because grid current flows and greatly complicates the 
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situation, as well as spoiling the valve for most of its 
uses. So the whole of the area to the left of the 
"Vg =0" curve is reckoned as out of bounds. In fact, 
as Fig. 5 shows (for the grid and cathode of a triode 
together equal a diode) the forbidden area may have 
to extend to Vg= -1V, or even a little farther, to 
make sure that no appreciable grid current flows. 

Next, again assuming that distortionless amplifica- 
tion is wanted, it is advisable to fence off the sharply 
curved part at the foot of the diagram, marked 
" Bottom Bend Area." The remaining parts of the 
curves are not dead straight, but are tolerably so, and 
can be made much straighter by negative feedback, 
as we saw last month. 

The ceiling is imposed by the valve makers' "maxi- 
mum anode dissipation " -the maximum power, 
Va x Ia, that it is safe to inflict on the anode. Suppose 
in this case it is 6 watts. Then we draw a 6W curve 
on the diagram as shown, to rule off what can be called 
the Overheating Area. 

Lastly, the valve maker usually specifies a maximum 
anode supply voltage (Va(b) mar). This must not be 
confused with the maximum anode working voltage 
(Va ram) which is the voltage between anode and 
cathode when no signal is coming through, or the 
average when it is. When there is a resistance coup- 
ling, this anode voltage is less than the supply voltage 
-by the amount dropped in the resistance. But it is 
a voltage that is liable to get at the anode occasionally, 
at signal peaks or while the cathode is heating up. A 
vertical line should be drawn at this voltage (say 400 
for example) to close up the remaining gap in the 
boundary. 

Power into the Load 
We now have a clearly defined area in which to play. 
But we should remember that there may be a section 
of it on the right that is only allowed for transient 
occupation -not for lingering in. That is, if there is 
a Va.max lower than the Vr(b) max On the other 
hand, momentary trespassing across the " overheat- 
ing" boundary is permitted, so long as the working 
point itself is not outside. 

If we were aiming at the maximum power output 
from this valve we would put the working point 
actually on the 6W boundary at Va,m,x, which (let 
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Fig. 7. The Fig. 6 curve sheet with load line added, 
through the working point (encircled). 
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us say) is 250V. And if the load were to be a resist- 
ance, fed from the maximum supply voltage (400) it 
would be represented by the sloping line through O 
and 400V OmA, as in Fig. 7. From its slope we find 
it is 6,25011. We note that the working point is on 
the " Vg= -15 " curve, so that is the grid bias. And 
if we allow the signal input to swing the grid right 
up to 0 and down to - 30, the load line shows that the 
corresponding Va swing is between 140 and 350 (= 
210 peak -to -peak) and la is 41.6 and 8 (= 33.6 peak -to- 
peak). The voltage amplification is therefore 210/30 
= 7. The power output (into the resistance) is equal 
to the r.m.s. signal voltage multiplied by the r.m.s. 
signal current, and since an r.m.s. value is 1/v'2 times 
a peak value, which in turn is half the peak -to -peak 
value, this power is equal to peak -to -peak Va x Ia, 
divided twice by 2 4/2, that is to say by 8. So it is 
(210 x 0.0336)/8=0.88W. 

Voltage Amplification Line 

From a practical point of view all this is rather 
absurd. Is it voltage amplification or power output 
we are trying to get? We have adopted a usual method 
for voltage amplification -a resistance coupling -but 
the valve is clearly unsuitable for this and is intended 
for power amplification. However, what we are really 
out for just now is a quick understanding of graphical 
technique for valves, and I hope I haven't confused 
you by explaining two things at once. The procedure 
just described, if applied to a suitable high -mu valve, 
is correct for voltage amplification. One would not 
actually bother about a maximum power curve, how- 
ever; the aim would be to slope the line as little as 
possible, even perhaps into the bottom -bend area, so 
long as the resistance was not so high as to be shunted 
too much by stray capacitance at the top signal fre- 
quency. The working point would be fixed where it 
gave equal positive and negative grid swings within 
reasonable limits of distortion. 

For a power amplifier, on the other hand, one wants 
to get the power out into some external load, such as 
a loudspeaker, not waste it all in a resistance coupling. 
The coupling is done by a transformer, which has very 
little -perhaps negligible -d.c. resistance, but con- 
siderable signal- frequency resistance. The usual pro- 
cedure would be to place the working point as already 
done in Fig. 7, and then draw from it to the voltage 
scale a line representing the d.c. resistance of the trans- 
former or choke coupling. Being such a low resistance, 
the line would be almost vertical, and the resulting 
Va(b) indicated by where it cut the Va scale would be 
only slightly more than the working Va. 

The a.c. load line need not touch the Va scale at any 
particular point such as Va(b)max; it should be 
swung round O as a pivot until it indicates the maxi- 
mum output. The output power is represented by 
one -eighth of the area of the rectangle of which the 
load line is a diagonal. If the load line slopes too little, 
this rectangle is too flat to have much area; if the line 
slopes too steeply the rectangle is too narrow. The 
length of the load line diagonal must be equal in both 
directions from its pivot at O, and must not go beyond 
the grid -current or bottom -bend boundaries. The 
6,250f line in Fig. 7 is unlikely to give the largest 
area because an input signal limited at its positive 
peak by grid current leaves quite a lot of useful space 
between its negative peak and the bend boundary. A 
more promising line would be steeper, indicating a 
lower load resistance; drawn, in fact, from the point 
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where "Vg= - 30 " cuts the bottom -bend boundary. 
In practical design there is vastly more to it than 

this; all I have been attempting to do is show what 
the various lines and things on this kind of diagram 
mean, and how it is that they mean them. If I have 
succeeded in making this clear, then perhaps you 
would like to turn back to last month's treatise and 
note how the ordinary valve curves can be used to 
derive another set of much straighter curves that 
represent the behaviour of a valve combined with 

negative feedback. Then, of course, there are pen- 
todes. Their curves have quite different shapes, but 
except in detail the methods are the same. 

At least one whole book* has been written on the 
subject, and the uses included in the Radio Designer's 
Handbook would almost make another book. So there 
is plenty of scope for follow -up. 

* Graphical Constructions for Vacuum Tube Circuits, by A. 
Preisman. (McGraw Hill.) 

Manufacturers' Products 
Ground -to -Air Transmitter 
A NEW v.h.f. transmitter for ground -to -air communica- 
tions, rated at 20 W output, has recently been introduced 
by Ekco Electronics to replace an earlier model. The 
new set, Type CE91, can be operated on any crystal - 
controlled spot frequency in the band 100 to 156Mc /s; 
channel changing being effected by fitting the appropriate 
crystal and realigning the circuits. All the controls are 
readily accessible from the front panel but protected 
against accidental misalignment by easily removable cover 
plates. 

New Ekco ground -to -air v.h.f. transmitter, Type CE9I. 

Particular attention has been given to the suppression 
of spurious emission, a matter of some importance now 
that the 200 -Mc /s band is likely to become a highly 
populated one before long. The inclusion of bandpass 
and lowpass filters in the circuit contribute, no doubt, to 
the " clean " performance claimed for this transmitter. 

The set, including the power supply, weighs 75 lb and 
fits into the standard 19 -in rack. It is made by Ekco 
Electronics, Ltd., Southend -on -Sea, Essex. 

Ferrite Rod Aerials 
TWO directional rod aerials are now available from the 
Teletron Co., Ltd., 266, Nightingale Lane, London, N.9. 

"Teletron " Type FRD ferrite rod aerial. 
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NEW EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 

In Type FRM, which is 4in long, a single wave -wound 
coil at one end, of 165 itH inductance, covers 180 -550 
metres when tuned by a 500 -pF variable condenser. The 
Q at 1 Mc /s is stated to be 205. 

Type FRD has an additional winding at the other end 
of the rod giving a combined inductance of 2.2 mH to 
cover wavelengths up to 2000 metres. The length of this 
rod is 8in. 

Rubber grommets are provided for mounting, and a 
fibre disc, secured to each coil former, facilitates adjust- 
ment when moving the coil on the "Ferroxcube" rod 
core. 

The price of Type FRM is 8s 9d and of Type FRD 
12s 9d. 

Commercial Literature 
Marine V.H.F. Radiotelephones, a range of six models 

giving 10 watts output and covering 40 -185 Mc /s with 10 
or 20 channels. Available for a.m., f.m. or combined 
a.m. /f.m. Brochure from Redifon, Broomhill Road, London, 
S.W.18. 

Soldering Irons by Hydrel of Switzerland with pointed or 
hammer -shaped copper bits claimed to withstand oxidation. 
Elements from 45 to 500 watts, lengths 121in to 174in, weights 
7 oz to 21 lb. Leaflet from the sole distributors, A. B. Hobbs 
& Co., 214, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts. 

Overtone Quartz Crystals, 17 Mc /s to 36 Mc /s, listed in 
a new easy- reference catalogue of Salford crystals from the 
General Electric Co., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. Also a booklet on selenium rectifiers, giving per- 
formance figures and curves for various circuits, and a leaflet 
on Gecalloy micropowder permanent magnets. 

Waveguide Components and test instruments for centimetre 
and millimetre waves, with notes on automatic measuring 
instruments suitable for production testing. Illustrated 
catalogue from Elliott Brothers (London), Century Works, 
Lewisham, London, S.E.13. 

High -voltage Control Valve, triode Type TV501. With 
70 kV on the anode, the anode current (max. 1.5 A) can 
be cut off to 100 µA by application of -400 V to the grid. 
Details and characteristics in a brochure from Solus Electronic 
Tubes, 15 -18, Clipstone Street, London, W.I. 

Microwave Frequency Meter, 2,400 to 10,200 Mc /s, and 
other waveguide components and test instruments described 
in an illustrated catalogue from the Narda Corporation, 66, 
Main Street, Mineola, N.Y., U.S.A. 

Selenium Rectifier Stacks for domestic sound and television 
receivers. A booklet with information on ratings, coding and 
polarity markings, dimensions, weights, and 45 pages of per- 
formance curves. From Standard Telephones and Cables, 
Rectifier Division, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex. 

Radio Control of Models. Ex- Government equipment for 
this and other purposes listed in a new mail order catalogue 
(Np. 12) from Arthur Sallis Radio Control, 93, North Road, 
Brighton, Sussex; price is 6d including postage. 

Mobile Television Units in motor vans for outside broad- 
casting, with cameras, control equipment, centimetre -wave 
transmitters, etc. Diagrams and photographs showing 
facilities available in a booklet from Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Company, Marconi House, Chelmsford, Essex. 
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V.H.F. Television Broadcasting 
Study of Propagation Conditions : Geographical Separation 

of Stations Using Common Frequencies* 

THE advance of broadcasting (sound and television) 
services to increasingly higher frequencies has given 
rise to a need to understand in considerable detail the 
manner in which radio waves at the frequencies in 
question are propagated over the ground in urban and 
rural areas and through the lower atmosphere. The 
subject is of both national and international interest 
and has two distinct aspects so far as the station design 
and planning engineer is concerned. In the first 
instance, since the bands allocated for broadcasting 
purposes have to be shared between the various 
national operating administrations, it is essential to 
understand under what condi- 
tions and at what geographical 
separation two transmitters 
may operate on the same fre- 
quency without their broadcast 
services suffering intolerable 
mutual interference. Informa- 
tion designed to assist in this 
matter has been incorporated in 
curves published by the Inter- 
national Radio Consultative 
Committee (C.C.I.R.) following 
the Plenary Assembly held in 
London in 1953`. These curves show the field 
strength likely to be exceeded for 1% and 10% of the 
time at distances between 100 and 700 km (60 and 430 
miles) from a transmitter radiating one kilowatt on 
frequencies between 30 and 200 Mc /s. 

The second aspect of the wave propagation problem 
concerns the determination of the area around a trans- 
mitter (usually much less than 100 km radius), over 
which the field strength received is sufficient to pro- 
vide a satisfactory service. In this case, it is the nature 
of the terrain over which the radio waves travel that 
determines the received field strength, and there are 
frequently marked differences observed between a 
relatively open rural area and the built -up area con- 
ditions encountered in large towns. 

In a recent contribution2, one of the present authors 
(J. A. S.) has considered the effect of irregular terrain 
with the aid of the results of an experimental field - 
strength survey conducted on frequencies in the region 
of 100 and 600 Mc /s respectively and out to distances 
of 100 km (60 miles). The present paper is intended 
to carry the subject a stage further by considering 
more closely the possibilities of the ultra high fre- 
quencies (u.h.f.) for broadcasting purposes with special 
reference to television transmissions in Bands IV and 
and V (470 to 585 and 610 to 960 Mc /s respectively). 

Although the characteristics of propagation at fre- 
quencies above a few hundred megacycles per second, 
and particularly in densely built -up areas, are not 
yet completely understood, such evidence as exists 
from American and British field- strength surveys' 
suggests that it will be possible to serve adequately 
a relatively restricted area, for example, a large city 

By R. L. S 

C.B.E., D.Sc., P 

and its suburbs, with a transmitter operating at an 
ultra high frequency. It is already appreciated that 
a single u.h.f. transmitter cannot serve as large an 
area as a broadcasting or television transmitter in the 
v.h.f. bands t, bearing in mind the radio frequency 
powers and aerial gains it may be feasible to use in 
the two frequency ranges. We shall, therefore, discuss 
some points which should be borne in mind when 
comparing the relative usefulness of u.h.f. and v.h.f. 
for television transmissions. 

Power of Transmitters. -The effective radiated 
power (e.r.p.) at present available in Band I (41 to 

68 Mc /s) is of the order of 
100 kW, and the greatest e.r.p. 
envisaged in the immediate 
future for this band is about 
500 kW. It is possible that 
effective powers of a similar 
magnitude may ultimately be 
achieved for Band III (174 to 
216 Mc /s). 

The order of actual radio 
frequency power likely to be 
obtained in Bands IV and V is 
somewhat uncertain, but a 

value in the region of 10 to 50 kW seems reason- 
able for the next few years; and the prospects of a 
further increase are not out of the question. The 
degree of aerial gain and directivity it may be 
practicable to use in Bands IV and V will depend to 
some extent upon the nature of the area to be covered, 
and whether the transmitter is located centrally or to 
one side of the area; greater gain and directivity 
should be possible in the latter case, and a gain of, 
say, 20 db- giving a possible e.r.p. of 1,000 to 5,000 
kW -might not be unreasonable. It is already 
envisaged by the U.S. Federal Communications Corn - 
mission that the e.r.p.s to be used in Bands IV and 
V in the U.S.A. will be ten times those permitted in 
Band I. 

Sensitivity of Receivers. -At present the overall 
noise factors (including average effects of cosmic 
noise) of u.h.f. receivers are 6 db or more worse than 
those of v.h.f. receivers; it is probable that future 
progress may lead to a reduction in this difference. 
In this connection, electrical interference, and in par - 
particular that arising from ignition systems, some- 
times limits the range of satisfactory reception; but 
such interference is likely to be less serious at the 
higher frequencies. 

Wave Polarization.- Whilst vertical polarization 
may offer some advantages over horizontal polarization 
in Band I (for example in the field strength obtained 
in fringe areas and in shadows) there would appear 
to be little to choose between the two polarizations for 
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* Official communication from D.S.I.R. Radio Research Station, 
Slough. 

t The V.H.F. band extends from 30 to 300 Mc /s and therefore 
includes broadcasting Bands I, II and III. 
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Bands III, IV and V (and particularly IV and V) 
from the point of view of the field strength provided 
generally within the service area. It is possible, how- 
ever, that considerations of aerial design (both trans- 
mitting and receiving) may lead to a preference for 
one kind of polarization. For instance, a high -gain 
transmitting aerial (with omnidirectional character- 
istics in azimuth) using horizontal polarization can 
conveniently be obtained with a cylindrical array of 
vertical slots. 

Field Characteristics. -It has been demonstrated 
that, for typical urban and rural areas of the kind 
found in the midland and southern regions of England 
and the eastern seaboard of the U.S.A., the median 
field strength (i.e., that exceeded for 50 per cent of 
receiving locations) is, to a first approximation, inde- 
pendent of frequency over Bands I to V for a given 
radiated power. The variation about the median value 
varies with frequency, however, and in Bands IV and 
V the field strength exceeded at 90 per cent of receiv- 
ing locations may be some 5 to 10 db less than the 
corresponding value in Band I. These fields obtain 
in general where there is not a clear line of sight from 
the transmitting to the receiving aerial. When direct 
inter -visibility is possible it may be that at times a 
field strength apprpaching the free -space value will 
occur, although it is also possible that, even in the 
range of inter -visibility, multi -path transmission may 
produce interference effects giving very low field 
strengths. Such effects may occur more frequently in 
Bands IV and V than in Band I. In practice, how- 
ever, it is likely that some diffracting obstacles - 
buildings or trees -will intervene between the trans- 
mitter and receiver, under which conditions the 
statistical distribution of field strength will be as indi- 
cated above. The experimental surveys', 9 also show 
that the median field strength at u.h.f. in densely 
built -up areas may be at least 10 db less than the 
overall median for an area embracing both urban and 
rural conditions: a similar effect, though less pro- 
nounced, exists in Band I. 

Diffraction Effects. -An important factor in com- 
paring the coverage to be obtained at v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
is the intensity of the shadows cast by diffracting 
obstacles. The general effects of such diffraction, 
often occurring repeatedly over a given transmission 
path, are embraced by the statistical evaluation of 
field strength described above. A more direct com- 
parison of diffraction effects at various frequencies 
can, however, be made when a single obstacle is in- 
volved. At the frequencies in question it is a reason- 
able approximation to estimate such shadow effects 
from the principles of Fresnel diffraction theory.'. 12 

On this basis it can be shown that, when the diffrac- 
tion loss is appreciable, the ratio of the field in the 
shadow to the undisturbed field above the obstacle 
is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
frequency. Thus in going from 50 to 500 Mc /s the 
field at a point in the shadow behind an opaque 
diffracting obstacle will be 10 db less at the higher 
than at the lower frequency for the same field imme- 
diately above the obstacle. 

Attenuation Effects. -Although the experimental 
evidence is perhaps somewhat scanty, there is little 
doubt that as the frequency increases through the 
v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands the attenuation of waves pass- 
ing through buildings and trees increases; .and it is 
not unreasonable to asFu-ne that any substantial brick 
building is opaque for frequencies exceeding about 
100 Mc /s, and almost certainly so for frequencies in 
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Bands IV and V, under which conditions any signal 
received behind such a building is due to diffraction 
over and round it. 

The attenuation of Band I transmissions in passing 
through wooded areas is not very great: the order of 
attenuation in a thick, continuous wood is about 
0.03 db /metre, and there is evidence that greater 
attenuation occurs with vertically than with horizont- 
ally polarized waves -typical figures being 0.04 db /m 
as compared with 0.02 db /m. In Band III, the 
attenuation through woods may amount to 0.07 db /m; 
whilst in Bands IV and V values of 0.2 to 0.3 db /m 
may be reached. At u.h.f. there is less dependence 
upon wave polarization than at lower frequencies. 
Trees in leaf, and particularly when wet, produce 
more attenuation than when leafless and dry. 

Field Complexity and Performance of Receiving 
Aerials. -On any receiving site, where the field may 
be influenced by diffraction and reflection at local 
obstacles, large fluctuations in field strength can occur 
over distances comparable with the wavelength: tl1}s 

is true at both v.h.f. and u.h.f.9" " The actual spatial 
variations are thus more rapid in Bands IV and V 
than in Band I, and a range of variation of at least 
20 db will not be uncommon on a typical receiving 
site. 

It may well be that in some locations it would 
appear desirable if possible to achieve a gain of 10 db 
or more with a receiving aerial, but the performance 
of a directive aerial in fields of the complexity likely 
to arise in practice is not yet known, and it is possible 
that the gain to be expected in a uniform field will 
not be realized. It has in fact been suggested' that, 
if the energy at a given point arrives predominantly 
after scattering from numerous obstacles within a 
certain zone near to the receiving aerial, the input 
signal to the receiver may be more if a non -directive 
rather than a highly directive aerial is used. This, 
however, is a portion of the subject requiring much 
more investigation. 

The Use of High -Gain Transmitting Aerials. -If 
a transmitting aerial is designed to have a gain of 
20 db, and to radiate uniformly in a horizontal plane, 
the beam width in the vertical direction will be quite 
small -not more than 1 or 2 degrees -and, as a result, 
receiving locations near to the transmitter, i.e., up to 
a few kilometres if the transmitting aerial is at, say, 
200 metres above ground level, may suffer from a 
" skip " effect. It has been shown' that, with an aerial 
having a gain of about 20 db (at 850 Mc /s), when the 
beam was tilted down from the horizontal position 
by 1.3 degrees, an increase of 11 db in the median 
field strength was obtained for distances of 1 to 8 km. 
Thus if very directive transmitting aerials are to be 
used the advantages of tilting the radiated beam 
downwards, either by electrical or mechanical means, 
should be borne in mind: in fact such tilting will be 
necessary if the full value of the aerial gain is to be 
realized. For serving a limited area it might be better 
to locate the transmitter outside the area rather than 
centrally; it would not then be necessary to provide 
all -round horizontal coverage, and the required degree 
of gain could be achieved with a greater beam width 
in the vertical plane. 

Statistical Assessment of Relative Coverage at 
U.H.F. and V.H.F. -With so many variable factors 
to contend with, and the limited amount of know- 
ledge so far available, it is not easy to give an assess- 
ment of the absolute performance of a u.h.f. system, 
but a comparison of what may be expected at u.h.f. 
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and v.h.f. may be attempted. For this purpose, and 
by way of example, we may compare the ranges at 
which equivalent services (i.e., the same signal -to- 
noise ratios, S /N) can be provided at frequencies of 
50 and 500 Mc /s. 

Let it be assumed that the overall noise factor 
of a receiver at 500 Mc /s is 6 db worse than one at 
50 Mc /s (although future improvements in this figure 
might be expected), and that any difference in feeder 
loss at the receiving station for the two frequencies 
may be ignored. 

In the first place we know" that the median field 
strength (at 50 per cent of locations) at a given 
distance for a mixed urban and rural type of terrain 
is approximately independent of frequency for con- 
stant e.r.p.; so that for identical aerials (e.g., half - 
wavelength dipoles) the input voltage to the receiver 
at 500 Mc /s is 20 db below that at 50 Mc /s, and the 
S/N ratio is therefore 26 db worse. Suppose that at 
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500 Mc /s a receiving aerial gain of 10 db is achieved, 
and that an average gain of 2 db is allowed for aerials 
used at 50 Mc /s; it will then be seen that at a given 
distance (for constant e.r.p.) the S/N ratio is 18 db 
worse at the higher than at the lower frequency. 
From this it may be deduced" that ranges$ of 60 and 
30 km at 50 Mc /s will be reduced to 30 and 12 km 
respectively at 500 Mc /s, the e.r.p. being the same at 
the two frequencies. If a predominantly urban area 
is to be served, these latter ranges will be reduced 
to 25 and 10 km because the median field strength 
at 500 Mc /s in densely built -up areas may be 10 db 
below the overall median as opposed to only 4 db at 
50 Mc /s. 

Now consider the situation if the e.r.p. at 500 Mc /s 
is ten times that at 50 Mc /s and if the field strength 
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Fig. I. Field strengths for frequencies between 50 and 800 Mc /s ; (a) over smooth ground, (b) over irregular terrain. Effective 
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exceeded at 90 per cent of receiving locations is used 
as the basis for comparison. In this case the field 
strength at 500 Mc /s will be of the order of 5 db 
more than at 50 Mc /s,'° and, following the argument 
given above, the S/N ratio at a given distance will 
be 13 db worse at the higher than at the lower fre- 
quency. From this it would appear that ranges of 
60 and 30 km at 50 Mc /s will be reduced to 36 and 
18 km respectively at 500 Mc /s in the general case, 
and to about 30 and 12 km in built -up areas. The 
corresponding ranges in Band III (about 200 Mc /s) 
will be intermediate between those referred to above 
for Bands I (50 Mc /s) and IV (500 Mc /s); whereas 
near the top of Band V (about 900 Mc /s) the ranges 
will perhaps be three -quarters of those attainable in 
Band IV. 

Conclusions. -The results described above are 
summarized in Tables I and II from which the esti- 
mated ranges to be expected for the various conditions 
assumed can be clearly seen. 

TABLE I 
Comparative ranges in Bands I and IV for equal 

e.r.p. and based on median field strengths. 
(Noise factor for receiver 6 db worse in IV than in P 

Frequency 
Mc /s Conditions 

Range in km 

1* 2t 
50 Mixed urban and rural 30 60 

500 Mixed urban and rural 12 30 
500 Mainly urban 10 25 

TABLE II 
Comparative ranges in Bands I and IV with e.r.p. in 
IV ten times that in I, and based on field strengths 

exceeded at 90% of receiving locations. 
(Noise factor for receiver 6 db worse in IV than in I) 

Frequency 
Mc /s Conditions 

Range in km 

1* 2t 
50 Mixed urban and rural 30 60 

500 Mixed urban and rural 18 36 
500 Mainly urban 12 30 

* Range 1 corresponds to field strength of 10 mV /m in 
Band I. 
t Range 2 corresponds to field strength of 2 mV /m in 
Band I. 

While examples of this type could be multiplied, 
their usefulness is rather limited in the absence of 
much more experimental evidence. More knowledge 
is required at ultra high frequencies concerning the 
nature and complexity of the field at typical receiving 
locations, and the performance of directive receiving 
aerials in such fields. Especially in densely built -up 
residential areas is there a need for an experimental 
investigation of the receiving conditions where both 
the height and small changes in position of the receiv- 
ing aerial may have a marked influence on the results 
obtained in television reception. 

The substance of this paper was presented by the 
United Kingdom delegation at a meeting of C.C.I.R. 
Study Group XI (Television) held in Brussels in 
March /April, 1955, and it is to be expected that the 
resultant international discussion may stimulate 
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further research in this subject in different countries. 
The work described above was carried out as part 

of the programme of the Radio Research Board of 
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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" WIDE -RANGE ELECTROSTATIC 
LOUDSPEAKERS " 

THE third instalment of this article, which began in 
the May issue, is unavoidably held over. In the mean- 
time it should be pointed out that in Part 2 (June issue) 
the last sentence of the second paragraph (p. 265) 
should read : " In practice the compliance will be con- 
siderably less than the electrical negative compli- ance... " 

Line 23, left -hand column, p. 266, should read 
" velocity of motion will vary inversely with fre- 
quency "; and in line 2, right -hand column, p. 267, 
" /2 " should be " 

RETAIL RECEIVER SALES 
THE " seasonal decline " in the sales of domestic receiv- 
ing equipment is shown in this table from a retail market 
survey for the first four months of the year issued by the 
British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association. 
Fifty -five per cent of all the sales in April were credit 
transactions. 

Sound Radiograms Television 

January ... ... ... 98,000 35,000 103.000 
February ... ... ... 99,000 33,000 98,000 
March 95,000 24,000 85,000 
April 79,000 13,000 71,000 
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FM /AM Tuner 
Eddystone Model 820 Embodying a 

Foster -Seeley Discriminator 

ITH so many f.m. tuner units and receivers 
having almost standardized circuitry it is refreshing 
to encounter one that is in any way different. The 
Eddystone Model 820 tuner can perhaps claim this 
distinction on two counts. In the first case it has a 

Foster- Seeley discriminator, and secondly it provides 
the choice of two pre -selected stations in the medium 
waveband and one in the long. A further distinction 
is that provision is made also for feeding -in a gramo- 
phone output, although there is no actual audio 
amplification provided. 

All three forms of entertainment, f.m. and a.m. 
broadcasting and records are selected by a single 
five- position switch. 

The tuner has exceptionally high sensitivity and is 

capable of giving a very satisfactory performance out- 
side the normal service area of a v.h.f. broadcast 
station. 

Following accepted practice the " 820 " has an r.f. 
amplifier and all the three associated r.f. circuits, 
aerial, inter -valve coupling and oscillator, are tuned 
by a tiny three -gang capacitor designed especially for 
this unit. It is fitted with a single glass ball- bearing 
at the rear end of the rotor shaft and this novel inno- 
vation has been adopted in order to eliminate loop 
couplings in the capacitor. 

The r.f. valve, (V1), is a 6AM6 r.f. pentode choke - 
capacitance coupled to the tuned intervalve circuit 
and followed by a double- triode 12AT7, (V2), func- 
tioning as mixer and local oscillator for f.m. recep- 
tion. The i.f. output from the mixer, which is at 

The large scale window with controls below characterizes the 

Model 820 f.m./a.m. tuner as an Eddystone product. 

10.7 Mc /s, is fed via the f.m. /a.m. switch to the grid 
of the hexode section in an ECH42, (V3), normal 
frequency changer. For f.m. reception this section 
functions as the first i.f. amplifier and its accompany- 
ing triode is inoperative. 

For a.m. reception the hexode section of the ECH42 
becomes the mixer with its triode functioning in the 
usual way as a local oscillator. For this condition 
of operation an i.f. of 465 kc /s is employed. I.F. 
transformers of 10.7 Mc /s and 465 kc /s are connected 
in series in the anode circuit and automatically select, 
without switching, the correct i.f. signal according to 
the mode of operation, e.g., as first i.f. at 10.7 Mc /s 
or mixer at 465 kc /s. Following the ECH42 is 

another 6AM6, (V4), functioning as second i.f. on 
10.7 Mc /s or first i.f. on 465 kc /s as required. 

The 10.7 -Mc /s signal passes from V4 to another 
6AM6, (V5), which is operated at relatively low anode 
and screen voltages, and behaves as a limiter. Under 
working conditions the limiter stage has quite an 
appreciable amount of grid bias derived from a 

0.27 -Me grid resistor. This negative d.c. voltage is 

used also to operate an EM80 magic -eye tuning 
indicator, (V7), on f.m. and sup- 
plies an a.g.c. voltage to the 
input grids of V3 and V4. 

The 10.7 -Mc /s discriminator 
transformer is in the anode cir- 
cuit of the limiter, (V5), and is 
followed by a double diode 
6ÁL5, (V6), arranged as a typical 
Foster -Seeley discriminator, its 

10.7Mc/s a.f. output going via a de- 
-10 I.FT, emphasis network and f.m. /a.m. 

switch to an output volume con- 
trol. 

waMct: ? For a.m. reception the i.f. sig- 
vid 1.iT nal stops short at the anode of 

the 6AM6, (V4), following the 
ECH42, (V3), and is there recti- 
fied by a crystal diode and the 

465kc /s audio output taken, via the f.m./ 
-IS? I.F.T. a.m. switch to the aforemen- 

tioned output volume control. 
The d.c. voltage derived from the 

V7 
TUNING INDICATOR 

MA,NS 
TP eNSF FR. PMP 

,,,TUNINO 
d_ H 

Pf >`:iTOR4 

DISCRIMINATOR 
TRANSEORMER 

TUNING DRIVE 
MECHANISM 

S.F. OUTPUT' / 
465kc/s 2nd I.F.T. 

V.HF. 
AERIAL 

`M.W. & L.W. AERIAL 
EARTH 

107Mc /s 3rd I.P.T. 
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Viewed from the back the positions of 
the valves, i.f. and mains transformers 
are clearly seen. Also seen is the 
tuning mechanism. 
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crystal current is used for a.g.c. This a.m. grid -bias 
(or a.g.c. voltage) is not applied to the tuning indicator 
which is not operative on the pre -set a.m. stations. 

The tuner has its own a.c. power supply unit and 
this comprises a double -wound mains transformer, an 
EZ41 full -wave h.t. rectifier, (V8), a 500 -ohm smooth- 
ing resistor and two 32 -µF smoothing capacitors. 

A coaxial socket is provided at the back of the unit 
for a 70 -ohm feeder from the v.h.f. aerial and a screw 
terminal for a random -length aerial for a.m. reception. 
Two other coaxial sockets are included at the back; 
one is the a.f. output, the other is for a gramophone 
input. There is also an earth terminal. 

TUNING INDICATOR 

TUNING DRIVE 
P "_NAt ISO VOLUME CONTROL 

VON -OFF SWITCH 

let 

ALUM V LONG WAVE 
PRESET CIRCUITS F.M. TUNING CIRCUITS 

The chassis has a metal base plate which when removed gives 
access to the tuning circuits, small components and wiring. 

In view of the potential high sensitivity of the tuner, 
tests were carried out at some distance from Wrotham 
and in a rather poor location from the point of v.h.f. 
reception on the south coast. As the tuner was de- 
signed in Birmingham and reputed to put up a good 
performance there it was felt this would be a good 
way of testing its merits. 

A further handicap was imposed by using a loft 
aerial, since no other of the right type was available 
at the time. It was a single dipole and the direct 
" line -of- sight " to Wrotham was interrupted by high 
ground up to 600 to 700ft about 3 miles away. The 
receiving aerial was just under 200ft above sea level. 

The tuner put up a most satisfactory performance, 
signals being strong enough to give good limiting and 
entirely suppress the background and all but the most 
severe interference from passing motor cars. 

Aircraft flying in the vicinity of the receiving site 
are a great nuisance on the v.h.f. bands and while the 
" 820" put up a stout effort in resisting the greater 
part of the signal flutter they produced it could not 
cope with the worst kind. So severe can this be at 
times that it is doubtful if any f.m. receiver would 
cope with it under all conditions; however, it is pos- 
sible a better aerial would make a great deal of dif- 
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ference. Provided the signal is maintained above the 
limiting level the audio output remains quite steady, 
despite quite violent " throbbing" of the magic -eye. 

Used with a good amplifier and loudspeaker there 
is a crispness in the reproduction that is rarely pos- 
sible on other bands owing to the necessity to restrict 
the receiver's bandwidth in order to keep out inter- 
ference from stations on nearby wavelengths. Apart 
from this the most impressive thing about the recep- 
tion, especially to anyone continuously plagued by 
whistles, " monkey chatter," and crackles of many 
kinds, that prevail almost anywhere south of London 
in the U.K., is the delightfully quiet background. 

First impressions may be that not enough de -em- 
phasis is provided, but this will generally prove 
groundless as greater familiarity is gained with f.m. 
reception. However, a little tone -correction can 
generally be applied in the audio amplifier if thought 
desirable. 

The tuning control is delightfully smooth and free 
of backlash and the " sponginess " sometimes asso- 
ciated with cord drives. Actually the cord drive in 
the " 820 " tuner operates the pointer only and the 
gang capacitor is driven through a combination of 
spring -loaded gears and friction discs giving an over- 
all reduction of about 76 to 1. A heavy flywheel 
smooths out any little irregularities in the system. 

The tuning scale is just over 6in long and is 
traversed by a long pendant pointer. It is directly 
calibrated and covers 85 to 101 Mc /s with points at 
every megacycle and figures every 5 Mc /s. Viewing 
is made easy by employing white for figure markings 
and the pointer and a chocolate- coloured background. 
The tuning indicator is viewed through a cut -out in 
the background plate and is enclosed by the scale 
window. This measures 8} x 21,in and takes up the 
whole of the top half of the front panel. The three 
controls : AM /FM /PU switch, tuning and volume/ 
on -off, in this order from left to right, are spaced out 
equidistant below. 

The a.m. side of the tuner has been rather ignored 
so far, but it is well up to the performance of a mixer - 
i.f.- detector combination. In the MW1 position of the 
switch any station between 960 and 1,550 kc /s can 
be set up and in MW2 position the range is 610 to 
960 kc /s. The range on long waves is 150 to 250 kc /s. 

Since the f.m. side provides the three main pro- 
grammes, Light, Home and Third, the stations set up 
on the pre -tuned circuits could with advantage be a 
regional which sometimes has a programme of local 
interest, or one's favourite Continental stations. 

The tuner is supplied in chassis form as illustrated 
and measures 11 x 6; x 81in. The front is a sturdy 
light -alloy casting and forms a rigid support for the 
chassis which is braced by side members giving good 
mechanical rigidity; this rigidity is essential for good 
frequency stability. High praise can be given to the 
" 820 " tuner in this respect as the drift from cold to 
working temperature is comparatively small for v.h.f. 
equipment, while the long -term stability is very good 
indeed. After any initial correction has been made - 
and this is only necessary if the station is tuned -in 
immediately the set is switched on -no further atten- 
tion is needed unless one wants another programme. 

The tuner is supplied with all necessary fixing screws, 
coaxial sockets and trimming tools, and the price is 
£28 10s, plus £9 lOs U.K. purchase tax. 

The makers are Stratton and Co., Ltd., Eddystone 
Works, Alvechurch Road, West Heath, Birming- 
ham, 31. 
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Prize- winning entries in the B.S.R.A. competitioa. (Right) J. W. Dix's four -channel 
tape recorder, and (left) S. H. Bryant's mixer unit. 

B.S.R.A. AMATEUR COMPETITION 
IN the competition for amateur constructors of sound recording and 
reproducing equipment, held in connection with the British Sound Recording 
Association's annual exhibition, the President's Trophy and the Wireless 
World prize were won this year by J. W. Dix of Nuneaton with a four -channel 
tape recorder intended primarily for sound effects in theatrical performances. 
The tape mechanism is designed to handle 4 -inch as well as standard ; -inch 
wide tape at speeds of 74 or 15 in /sec. Up to foss tracks, with individual 
plug -in pre -amplifiers, can be used for stereophonic effects. In all there are 
seven heads. 

The runner -up was S. H. Bryant, who was awarded the Committee Prize 
for a 3 -way mixer unit. 

(A description of new items of commercial equipment for sound repro- 
duction shown at the B.S.R.A. exhibition is included in the report on p. 312 
of this issue.) 

RADIO TELEARCHICS: 
On the left is a French Railways electric 
locomotive and four coaches photo- 
graphed while travelling under radio 
control, without driver or passengers, 
on the man line between Paris and 
Le Mons. Orders to cmtrol the 
brakes and motors were given 
verbs; y bi radio telepho-le from a 
ro'lc r travelling alongside and 
were received at a point about half- 
way along the route. nom here 
contro' signets were transmitted to 
th: locomotive on 1.9 metres. The 

Two Recent Applications 
jet fighter aircraft oa the right was 
flying under control of a new precision 
u.h.f radio guidance system designed by 
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the U .S. Air Force and tht `perry 
Gyroscope Company. This 5.wides 
for au:omatic take -off one Ending 
with centra) of cli-nb, dices mi7iting 
and otter manoeuvres. If the radio 
carrier is cut off for arty reason an 
automatic control sysierr "i the 
aircraft takes over. 

The TRIX tradition of quality has 
been established by an unswerving 
allegiance to the highest standards 
of sound engineering. TRIX 
Sound Equipment has been dev- 
eloped and produced to give faithful 
and lasting service anywhere in the 
world. 

Model T4I Home Music Amplifier. 
Bass and Treble controls and mains 
switch on independent control panel. 
High and low gain inputs. For 

all types of pick -ups and speakers. 

E16- 10 -0 

Model T.635, 30 -watt Amplifier. 
Designed for A.C. mains and can 
also be operated by batteries. 
This high quality amplifier has 
inputs for 2 microphones and gramo- 
phone. Two tone controls are 
fitted for bass and treble boost. 

The TRIX ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd. 
MAPLE PLACE, 

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, 
LONDON, W.1 

Tel : MUSeum 5817 
Grams . TRIXADIO, WESDO, LONDON 
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RANDOM RADIATIONS 
By " DIALLIST " 

Timely Hints 
SO work is going ahead -or at any 
rate on the verge of going ahead - 
on the I.T.A. Midland station at the 
quaintly named Hints in Stafford- 
shire. A pity there isn't a suitably 
situated village called Tips to be the 
Independent Television centre of 
some other area! Hints, anyhow, 
seems well chosen, for it is 500ft 
above sea -level and in the middle of 
the thickly peopled midland area 
bounded by Shrewsbury, Chester- 
field, Mansfield, Market Harborough 
and Gloucester. At the moment of 
writing I haven't seen a map showing 
the expected service area. I thought 
at first sight that the one for the 
Croydon station was a trifle on the 
optimistic side. However, even the 
1- kilowatt signal from the Belling and 
Lee test transmitter has been quite 
well received in not a few places 
which were expected to be in the 
fringe areas. 

Beyond Expectations 
The B.B.C. has always been wise 

in drawing its expected service area 
maps very conservatively, for it's far 
better to give pleasant surprises than 
to raise false hopes and dash them 
later. The temporary Norwich trans- 
mitter at Tacolneston (pronounced 
Tackleston, I'm told on the best 
local authority) is a case in point. 
I'm writing these notes at a place 
well outside the predicted service 
area of the station; but really good 
and consistent pictures are received 
here on 3- element yagis consisting of 
dipole, reflector and director. One 
sees a few of the 4- element type; but 
for most homes the smaller array 
does all that's needed. 

Bits and Pieces 
IS Kent a specially windy county? 
I don't know, for until recently I've 
seldom done more than pass through 
parts of it on the way to somewhere 
else. I ask the question because 
when I was moving about Kent in 
March and April this year I saw more 
damaged TV aerials than I've ever 
noticed anywhere before. Driving 
one day from Tunbridge Wells to 
Wrotham one saw all over the place 
" Hs " which had lost one half of 
the reflector and " Xs " whose 
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directors had been injured in the 
same way. In several cases the lower 
part of the dipole was missing. I 
even noticed one whose upper half 
had gone; somehow, I don't think 
the owner could be getting a very 
good picture! 

The War of the Bands ? 
AS I write there are signs of a hard - 
fought struggle to come over the still 
unallotted channels in Band III. The 
I.T.A. had apparently taken it for 
granted that the whole of Band III 
would be its own particular stamping 
ground, when along came the B.B.C. 
with an order for two pairs of Band 
III transmitters for delivery in the 
latter part of next year. One side says 
that it must have all the eight 
channels if it is to provide country- 
wide coverage; the other lays claim to 
some of them for the development of 
its second programme. So far, the 
Postmaster General has " lain low 
and said nuffin' "; but his decision 
can't be long delayed if planning is to 
go ahead. What a pity it is that there 
aren't enough channels for both the 
B.B.C. and the I.T.A. to have all they 
want. With three vision programmes 
to choose from, there should be 

r 

something to suit all tastes at most 
times and the £3 licence would be 
a magnificent bargain -if it remains 
at £3. I wonder whether it's at all 
possible that with the world -wide 
spread of television, some widening 
of Bands I and III may come about 
by international agreement? If that 
doesn't happen, it might be a tough 
problem to satisfy the B.B.C., the 
I.T.A. and the viewer. 

Quarts into Pint Pots 
Come to think of it, though, the 

B.B.C. has already shown in Band I, 
that widish geographic separation of 
transmitters and intelligent choice of 
horizontal or vertical polarization can 
do something very like fitting quarts 
into pint pots. The present plan is 
for eighteen stations in the five 
channels of Band I. A dozen or more 
are already working and (except pos- 
sibly during certain freak conditions) 
mutual interference doesn't appear to 
cause any headaches. For equal 
aerial heights and output ratings one 
would expect Band III transmitters 
to have shorter ranges than those 
using Band I. Though this means 
smaller service areas and therefore 
more stations to cover the whole 

"WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS 
Net By 

Price Post 
RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK. M. G. Scroggle, B.Sc., 

M.I.E.E. 6th Edition ... 25/- 26/3 
STUDIO ENGINEERING FOR SOUND BROADCASTING. 

B.B.C. Engineering Training Manual by members of the 
B.B.C. Engineering Division. General Editor J. W. Godfrey. 

SHORT -WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE. T. W. 
Bennington, Engineering Division, B.B.C. Second Edition 

INTRODUCTION TO VALVES. R. W. Hallows, M. A. (Cantab.), 
M.I.E.E., and H. K. Milward, B.Sc. (Load.), A.M.I.E.E. 

WORLD TELEVISIÓN RECEIVER MODEL II: 
Complete constructional details with notes on modernizing 
the original design ... 

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION as Applied to Radio 
and Television Reception. G. L. Stephens, A.M.I.E.E. ... 10/6 10/11 

SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION. A B.B.C. 
Engineering Training Manual. J. W. Godfrey and S. W. 
Amos, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E, 

ADVANCED THEORY OF WAVEGUIDES. L. Lewin ... 
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS. M. G. Scroggíe, B.Sc., 

M.I,E,E. 5th Edition 
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT. W. T. Cocking, 

M,I.E,E. 3rd Edition ... ... ... 18 /- 18/8 

A complete list of books is available on application. 
Obtainable from aU leading booksellers or from 

1LIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I. 

25/- 25/6 

10/6 10/10 

8/6 8/10 

3/6 3/9 

30/- 30/8 
30/- 30/7 

12/6 13/- 
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country, it should also mean, one 
would think, that stations using the 
same frequency could be sited closer 
together than on Band I without 
causing interference. If these as- 
sumptions are right, it should be 
possible to fit quite a lot of television 
stations into the eight channels 
which will eventually be available in 
Band III. 

F.M. Quality 
WITH amplitude modulation volume 
compression is a necessity. Were it 
not used, listeners at close quarters 
to a high -power transmitter would be 
liable to be deafened by fortissimo 
orchestral passages while others in 
distant parts might find their loud- 
speakers silent when a soloist was 
playing or singing very softly. But it 
needn't be done to anything like the 
same extent with f.m., for the trans- 
mitter radiates at full power all the 
time. So long as the signal is sufficient 
to work his limiter, the distant 
listener gets all that it has to give and 
hears the softest passages, and the 
close -quarter listener has only to 
adjust his receiver properly in order 
to ensure against its being over- 
loaded by the loudest. I haven't been 
able yet to listen to Wrotham since 
it came into regular service; but in 
the days when I regularly received 
its experimental transmissions it 
seemed that there was much less 
volume compression than on the 
medium and long waves. If com- 
pression can be used sparingly and 
lightly with the v.h.f. programmes 
listeners will be delighted to find 
wireless music something very much 
more like the real thing. 

An Essential 
So far, I haven't had the chance of 

handling or hearing any of the f.m. 
receivers that are being manufactured 
for domestic use. There used to be 
an idea that f.m. wouldn't suit the 
man or the woman in the street 
because very accurate tuning is 
needed if horrid distortion is to be 
avoided. When the B.B.C. was mak- 
ing its prolonged tests on the original 
Wrotham station part of its pro- 
gramme was to discover whether this 
was true or not. Some entirely non- 
technical folk were lent receivers and, 
after being instructed in how to work 
them, were left to get on with it. They 
got on very well indeed. The sets 
were provided with automatic fre- 
quency control and I understand that 
investigations at a later date showed 
that their users found them no more 
difficult to handle than their own 
medium -wave sets 
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"THE CHOICE OF CRITICS " 

FOR over thirty years the HOUSE OF 
BULGIN has been designing and building 

radio and electronic components of the highest 
technical standard and quality, and with the 
passing years, the name of BULGIN has 
figured prominently in every new development 
in the fields of radar, radio, telecommunications, 
instruments and all branches of electronics. 
Today, this wealth of experience is incorporated 
in our wide range of products, which is being 
continually added to and improved as develop- 
ments in the fields of electronics advance. 

BULGIN Components are manufactured from 
the finest -grade materials to the highest 
standards and specifications. 

BULGIN Components are routine and type 
tested, using scientifically designed test gear, 
to ensure adequate quality control. 

BULGIN Components can be supplied in 
" Tropical " versions and to specifications 
such as RCS.1000 etc., to quantity orders. 

BULGIN Components are manufactured at our 
completely self -contained factory at Barking, 
Essex. 

BULGIN Technicians and designer- draughts- 
men are continually working on new lines and 
improving existing models. 

BULGIN manufacture the widest range of 
electronic components in the world. The 
range includes switches, connectors and 
signal -lamp fittings. 

For full technical and electrical 
data on all the BULGIN products, 
send for this 144 page catalogue, 
price 1f post free. ---> 

PLEASE NOTE: Our new telephone 

number is Rippleway 5588. 

BULGIN 
A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD. 

BYE -PASS ROAD, 
BARKING, ESSEX 

Telephone : Rippleway 3474 (5 lines) 
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UNBIASED 

Service with a Smile 
LIKE all other rabid radiotics I do 
my own running repairs. I was 
more than a little vexed therefore - 
in fact I was livid, as the ladies say 
-when I returned from a brief 
business trip to Paris recently and 
found that Mrs. Free Grid had 
called in the local radio dealer to 
attend to a fault in the TV set. 

Without casting aspersions on 
hard -working radio dealers I always 
regard my set -which is, of course, 
of my own design -with the same 
possessive pride as a mother does 
her child and have always thought 
that nobody but myself could pro- 
perly tend it in sickness. I was 
surprised, therefore, when Mrs. Free 
Grid told me that the set was doing 
its stuff better than it had ever done 
before. I replied angrily that 
obviously some simple bread -and- 
butter fault had developed which 
nobody but a fool could miss. 

I will freely confess that I was 
quite wrong in every respect. In- 
vestigations showed me that quite a 
complicated fault had developed and 
it had been repaired in a masterly 
manner. When Mrs. Free Grid 
told me that the serviceman had 
been a trim and efficient -looking 
girl I was frankly incredulous and 
hurried round to the local dealer. 

He gave me a cordial welcome 
and took great pride in presenting 
his service staff to me -all of them 
girls on the proper side of 25. He 
explained to me that he employed 
them instead of men not because of 
the greater nimbleness of their 
fingers but because their womanly 
intuition enabled them to diagnose 
the trouble and remedy the fault 
rapidly during the aime when a mere 
man would still be fumbling with a 

Radio trouble tracers 
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By FREE GRID 

lot of expensive and time- consuming 
instruments. 

He said that as a result of experi- 
ence he only trained married girls 
with at least one child as he found 
that they not only had intuition but 
also had acquired valuable " know- 
how " in trouble tracing by listen- 
ing to the outlandish noises made 
by a baby in distress. To the aver- 
age man bawling babies are bedlam 
but to an experienced mother no 
two bawls are alike, one indicating 
the need for nourishment, another 
for nappies and so on. 

I can only say that I came away 
with a new respect for radio dealers -or at any rate for this particular 
one. On thinking things over it 
occurs to me that the only way that 
male service technicians can dodge 
the dole is for them to get married, 
for surely fathers are equally as 
experienced in getting up in the 
middle of the night to attend to a 
baby with a faulty grid leak. 

Living Literature 
I HAVE during the past few months 
been making tape recordings of the 
B.B.C. " Book at Bedtime " feature 
in which an instalment of a popular 
novel is read late in the evening. 
I have sometimes criticized the 
books which the B.B.C. has chosen 
but I have always been filled with 
admiration for the skill with which 
they are read. The readers put real 
dramatic skill into their work and 
even the dullest book seems to live; 
perhaps this is no more than would 
be expected as some of them are 
well known in the theatrical world. 

One thing I cannot stand, how- 
ever, is a serial story, more especially 
at bedtime. I am worked up to a 
fever of excitement wondering what 
the villain is going to do to the 
heroine when my " psyche " or 
" ego " receives a fearful jolt by the 
anti -climax of the announcer butting 
in with the B.B.C. equivalent of 
the old- fashioned Jane's Journal's 
" another gripping instalment next 
week." 

I, therefore, arrange for the instal- 
ments to be taken down on tape, 
using a specially rigged -up receiver, 
recorder and time switch for this 
purpose. Eventually when the book 
is finished I am enabled to sit back 
and listen to the story in comfort. 

Now I derive so much more pleasure 
from listening with my eyes closed 
to these beautifully read books than 
I do from reading them for myself 
that, I venture to prophesy that in a 
few years publishers will beat their 
printing presses into tape recorders 
and we shall buy our books by the 
reel, the value of the recording being 
enhanced by the fame of the artist 

engaged by the publisher to do the 
reading. There will, in fact, be as 
much competition among publishers 
to sign up famous actors for these 
readings as there is among recording 
companies to sign up famous 
vocalists and instrumentalists. 

To a limited extent the sort of 
thing I envisage is already available 
in the well -known talking books for 
the blind which, originally on disc, 
will, I should imagine eventually be 
on tape.* An obvious extension of 
this idea which would help to put 
this " living literature " on the map 
would be to provide such a service 
to hospital patients. Many hospitals 
are now provided with multi -channel 
broadcasting whereby each patient 
can choose his radio programme by 
means of a switch at his bedside. 
Why not reserve one of these a.f. dis-. 
tribution channels for book reading 
either from a tape reproducer or the 
lips of a dulcet -toned nurse of the 
type whose voice sends your tem- 
perature up every time you hear it? 

Caledonian Carefulness 
FOR some odd reason the word par - 
simony has come to be associated 
with Scotland- probably due to vul- 
gar and unfounded music -hall jokes 
made by comedians who have never 
travelled farther north than Wigan. 
My own experience of " Caledonia, 
stern and wild " is that it is a land 
of unbounded generosity. I have not 
been there since pre -war days but 
I recollect riding in a Glasgow tram 
in the 'thirties and being asked to 
pay only a halfpenny fare when the 
minimum south of the border was a 
penny. For my humble bawbee I 
was carried quite a considerable dis- 
tance. If this be parsimony, give me 
more of it! 

In actual fact, of course, the Scots 
are not parsimonious but are " care- 
ful " and believe in getting -and 
giving -full value for money. This is 
only another way of saying they 
avoid waste and wantonness and I 
came across a remarkable example 
of this recently when browsing 
through the carbolicky pages of the 
Nursing Mirror. 

It appears that in a hospital in 
Paisley there has been installed a 
" pillowphone " system for distribut- 
ing radio programmes. Hundreds of 
Sassenach hospitals must have done 
the same thing and then rested on 
their laurels; not so the canny Scots. 
Desiring to install also a system 
whereby a patient could summon a 
nurse they remembered the high 
price of copper and did not wantonly 
and extravagantly install a duplicate 
system of wiring but made the pil- 
lowphone system serve two purposes 
and operate in both directions; un- 
fortunately the Nursing Mirror fails 
to give technical data of the modus 
operandi. 

['A description of a talking -book tape 
reproducer was given in our Jan., 1954, 
issue. -En.] 
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Alic Overload
M Protectio

Produced in response to a demand for a
high sensitivity version of the world-famous
Universal AvoMeter, this model incorporates
the traditional design features of its pre-
decessors, so highly valued for simplicity
of operation and compact portability.
It has a sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt
on all D.C. voltage ranges and 1,000 ohms
per volt on A.C. ranges from 110 V.
upwards. A decibel scale is provided for
audio frequency tests. In addition, a press
button has been incorporated which reverses
the direction of current through the moving
coil, and thus obviates the inconvenience of
changing over test leads when the current
direction reverses. It also simplifies the
testing of potentials, both positive and nega-
tive, about a common reference point. A
wide range of resistance measurements can
be made using internal batteries, separate
zero adjustment being provided for each
range.

It is of importance to note that this model
incorporates the "AVO" automatic cut-out for
protection against inadvertent overloads.

D.C. VOLTAGE
2.5V.

25V.
100y.
250V.

1,000V.
2,500V.

D.C. CURRENT
50p,A.

250pA.
I mA.

10mA.
100mA.

IA.
10A.

A.G. VOLTAGE
2.5V.

10V.
25V.

100V.
250V.

1,000V.
2,500V.

£23 : 10s.

A.C. CURRENT
100mA.

IA.
2.5A.
10A.

Size 8f' x 7+" x 4-}"
Weight 611bs. (including leads)

We are exhibiting at

THE

INSTITUTION OF
ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION

JULY 14th -20th
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

MANCHESTER

RESISTANCE
First indication 0.50
Maximum indication 20M0

using
0-200,0000 internal
0-20110 batteries

using
0-200M0 external

batteries

0-2,

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
AVOCET HOUSE 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD  LONDON  &WI. Telephone: VICtoria 3404 (9 lines)
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What's this thing between us, George, that prevents our seeing eye to eye?

It's that darned line of Parmeko's. . . .

You mean that one-track mind ' of theirs?

That's exactly what I do mean, old boy.

Aren't they a little off the rails, George?

Not on your transformers! Single purpose, single plant-one man, one job team of
technicians-planning, perfecting, dreaming only transformers. . . .

But where does all this singlemindedness lead to, George?

To the finest transformers possible-and other things; as we shall see if, as they say
in advertisements, we watch this space.

PARMEKO of LEICESTER
MAKERS OF TRANSFORMERS FOR THE ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

40'
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Transistor News from Mullard

JUNCTION TRANSISTORS FOR

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Audio Amplification heads list

of economic applications

Now that Mullard Junction Transistors OC7o and OG71 are
available in production quantities, the advantages of transistors
can be brought to a long list of industrial electronic equipment.
For low power audio applications, particularly amplifiers, these
two transistors are recommended for their small size, instan-
taneous operation and simple power requirements-in a typical
circuit only two or three volts "H.T." is required to operate
telephones at full volume.

Further details of the OC7o and 0071 and the economies they
can effect in your power supply and space requirements are
readily available from the Communications and Industrial Valve
Department at Mullard. Write today . . . and watch these
announcements for Transistor News.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE 0070 & 0071

A.F. AMPLIFIERS IN TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT LOW
POWER OSCILLATORS FOR TEST GEAR AND FOR A.C.
BRIDGES  NULL & BALANCE INDICATORS FOR A.C.
BRIDGES ' A.F. PRE -AMPLIFIERS COMPUTING CIR-
CUITS LOW POWER H.T. GENERATORS BROAD-
CASTING STUDIO & THEATRE PROMPT & CALL DEVICES
INDUCTIVE REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS &c., &c.

MULLARD LTD, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER

This is the actual size of a basic a.f.
amplifier used for amplifying weak sig-
nals from a noise cancelling microphone
to full telephone strength. The amplifier
is sufficiently small to be fitted in the
microphone casing of an ordinary hand
set. Circuit diagram is shown below.

ABRIDGED DATA 0070 0071

Max. D.C. voltage (V) 5 5

Max. collector dissipation
at 45°C (mW) 25 25

Max. ambient
temperature (°C) 45 45

Typical current gain with
grounded emitter 30 50

Mullard
COMMUNICATIONS AND INDUSTRIAL VALVE DEPARTMENT,

MYT I76
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Typed
and Tabbed

REF. WATTS MAX.
VOLTS OHMS

MIN. ORDER
FOR FREE UNIT

UNIT STORAGE
CAPACITY

RESISTORS

T
R

250
500

10 to IOM
10 to 10M

240
180

720
500

Tolerances available ±20% 10% 5%

HIGH STABILITY RESISTORS
1-IS3 750 1 to 500M 93 500

Tolerances available ±5% 2% 1%

WIREWOUND RESISTORS
LM
LP

5 & I 0 - 5 to 100K
5 & 10 I - 5 to 100K

72
72

300
300

CERAMICAPS

CER Tubular 500 3 to 470pf 141 500
HK Tubular 500 470 to 5000pf 141 500

HKD Disc 500 470 to 5000pf 141 ' 500

LAD
LAD
LAD
LAD

LAD

LAD
LAD

LAD 
LA'e

414.

with
LAB Continuous

Storage Units

Thousands of LAB Continuous Storage
Units are daily solving the problem of

control and storage of the great range of resistors.
Compact, and capable of storing up to 72o separate
resistors, LABpak make selection positive, simple
and speedy. Now that Ceramicaps, Histabs and
Wirewound resistors have been added to the
carded range the usefulness of LABpak storage
units is enhanced.

FREE with any purchase of the LABpak range,
these units are the complete answer to the
storage problems of small production units,
laboratories, etc.

MAKE UP YOUR ORDER TODAY - DELIVERY EX -STOCK

All LABpak resistors are carded in ohmic
value, rating and tolerance, colour indexed and
tabbed for easy selection.

Tolerances available ±2% 10%

The LAB Continuous Storage Units are available from your normal source of supply, but more detailed information and literature can be obtained from

THE RADIO RESISTOR COMPANY LIMITED
50 ABBEY GARDENS, LONDON, N.W,8 Telephone: Maida Vale 5522
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Response
is not all
the story

Dealerships in several of the
principal towns are still open

and applications are invited.

THE FERROGRAPH was the first portable Tape Recorder to be
designed and wholly manufactured in Britain. To -day the
bewildered buyer may well hesitate when confronted with a
choice of so many makes offered. But if he is serious - and
not lightly choosing something for his casual enjoyment - he
would do well to ponder the following fact.

Frequency response is often popularly quoted in advertisements
as 50-12,000 c.p.s. This, of itself, means nothing in evaluating the
excellence or otherwise of a recorder. Two other interdependent
factors must be regarded, viz.-signal/noise ratio and distortion,
if the true worth of the instrument is to be gauged.

Furthermore, the limits in which the response is held must be
given or the statement is again valueless. The Ferrograph frequency
response is guaranteed to be within ±3 db up to Io,000 c.p.s. at
7f i.p.s., although the response does, of course, extend much
beyond this.

No exaggerated claims are made for the Ferrograph since its
established reputation makes such claims unnecessary. Simple
conservatism has always been a feature of Ferrograph publications
and advertisements, and experience has shown the discerning user
prefers it that way.

MODEL 2A/N MODEL 2A/NH
3,4 and 7+ i.p.s. 7f and 15 i.p.s.

76 gns. 86 gns.

Crivaift
BRIEF SPECIFICATION.

Twin Track (to
International standards)

Playing British and American
pre-recorded tapes

Playing Time with
1,750 ft. Reel

45 minutes per track at
2i.p.s.(otherspeedsprorata)

Quick Rewind
in less than 60 seconds

Signal Level Meter
giving positive reading

Frequency Response
1:3 db 50/10,000 c.p.s. at

7f i.p.s.

"Wow" and Flutter
Less than 0.2% at 7+ i.p.s.

Signal to Noise Ratio
Better than 50 db, 200/12,000
c.p.s. Unweighted, including

hum, 45 db.

Longterm Speed Stability
Less than .5% variation

Output Power
24 watts into 15 ohms

WRIGHT & .WEAIRE LTD
131 SLOANE STREET LONDON SWI Tel: SLOane 2214/5 & 1510 (=I
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Output Level Stabilised to ±ldb
OVER THE FULL FREQUENCY RANGE OF 10 kcis - 10 Mc/s

To the established features of the Wayne Kerr
Video Oscillator has been added, at the
suggestion of the B.B.C., a 50 cycle Square
Wave for the examination of the low frequ-
ency characteristics of Video networks.
This output is achieved by interrupting a
stable D.C. Source with a polarised relay
energised from the mains. The rise time of
the square wave is better than 0'021i sec.

Specification

FREQUENCY RANGE:

Stability :
Accuracy :

OUTPUT RANGE:
Level:
Impedance:

TOTAL HARMONIC CONTENT :

w'4

In transportable case £155, or for standard 19"
Rack mounting £148.

10 kc/s - 10 Mc/s, in 6 ranges, and 50
cycle Square Wave.
Better than 1 in 10' in one hour.
1%.
+ 10 db to -50 db on 1V p -p.
Constant to ± 0* 5 db at any Frequency
75 0. [setting.
Less than 1%.

HIE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED  NEW MALDEN  SURREY  MALDEN 2202
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VOLTAGE STABILISERS
Cold cathode gas -filled voltage stabilisers manufactured by English

Electric Valve Co. Ltd. provide a sensibly constant output voltage
from a source of supply liable to fluctuation, satisfying all

requirements for reliability and conforming to British
Service specifications. Whether your needs are

for General, Rugged or High Stability type
Stabilisers and Reference Tubes, your

requirements can be adequately met
from our range which is the most

extensive provided by any
manufacturer in Great

Britain. Send for
full technical

data.

d
E

0
1:4

ez

t5..g

o
c s

(91301 0..4
1-,1, 0 t

1 .74 bi) U

QS. 75/2o CV. 284
QS. 75/60 CV. 434

QS. 92/10 {277: 1017808

QS. 95/10 CV. 286
QS.1o8/45 CV. 422
QS.150/15 CV. 287
QS.15o/4o CV. 216
QS.150/45 CV. 395
QS.I201

QS.I202

QS.12o3

QS.12o4
QS.x2o5

QS.12o6
QS.12o7

QS.1208

CV. 3798

CV. 686
CV. 1832

CV. 1833

B7G
B8G

BRITISH
4 -PIN

B7G

B8G
B7G

I.O.
B8G

FLYING
LEADS

FLYING
LEADS

FLYING
LEADS

B7G
I.O.
I.O.
B7G
B7G

HIGH STABILITY TUBES
QS. 83/3 CV. 449 B7G

QS.I2oo CV. 2225 B7G

54
8o

85

54
8o

54
105

8o

8o

8o

8o

54
105

xos

67

67

54

19

3o

33

19

30
19

39.5
30

19

19

19

19

39.5

39.5
19

19

19

54 19

I I0

"7
140

I10

120

170

x8o

170

II0

133

x8o

133

105

133

185

133

125

180

75

92

95

108

150

150

150

75

1o8

150

Io8

75
105

150

xo8

83

150

150 0.25

150 0.1

240 0.25

200 0.I

E

i' PCEy.

20 2 6

6o 5 5

10 I 5

I0 2

45 5 5

15 2 5

40 5 5.5

45 5 5

15 2 4.5

15 2 4.5

15 2 4.5

25 5 3

40 5 6.5

40 5 5.5

30 5 2.0

30 5 2.0

OD3

0A3
0C3
0A2
OB2

5 I o.6 5651

15 5 3

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'

ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE CO. LTD.
Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford
Telephone : Chelmsford 3491

AP 300-19
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Conservation
This pretty and ingenious

17th century attempt at complete

conservation of energy didn't work, and to this day perpetuum mobile may make fine music,

but it remains moonshine in the technical sense. The perversity of nature (and the second law

of thermodynamics in particular) still demand some residuum of loss on every process. Nevertheless,

the Suflex Polystyrene Capacitor reduces this energy loss to refreshingly small limits, and

the familiar old hysteresis loop for the Suflex capacitor

is such a slender, graceful, little thing.

Suflex Polystyrene Capacitors
 Low dielectric loss
 High Q
 Good stability

A quality component which may be economically
used in commercial equipment

SUFLEX
LONDON

35 BAKER STREET, LONDON WI
Telephone: WELbeok 0791 Cables: Suflex London
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There's a difference between
Packing & PROTECTION
A product can be packed yet not protected. Even when it has been made secure against external damage,
it can still be open to other risks.

EXPORT PACKING SERVICE LIMITED designs packs to give protection against the hazards of corrosion,
distortion, deterioration, structural weaknesses, incompatibility of materials, etc., in addition to providing
external cover.

It does this by scientific study of the product to be packed and of the dangers likely to be met with; by the
most modern testing methods, and by expert production -packing craftsmanship. All that Research and
Planning can bring to bear on packing problems is forthcoming from E.P.S.

An officially approved pack for Aircraft
Transmitter/Receivers

RUBBER
CUSHIONEL

WOOD
CASE

PROTECTIVE'
OUTER

CARTON )

leo

MEM inn /;11/1

INNER
PLYWOOD

CONTAINER

Approved packers for the Admiralty, A.I.D., I.F.V., C.I.A., C.I.S., I.E.M.E., and M.O.S.
Fully conversant with y.A.N. and M.I.L., and other U.S. packaging specifications.

EXPORT PACKING SERVICE LTD v8
IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, 56 KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2. k7'

Telephone : CHAncery 5121-2-3

and at Cardiff Banbury Merthyr Tydfil Sittingbourne
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NEW . . . from start to finish ...

8S gns.
H. P. FACILITIES
WITH PLEASURE

The NEW SIMON Model SP/2 Tape Recorder is
designed and built to top standards. Years of specialist
experience in the field of sound -recording engineering and

techniques have been combined to produce an entirely new

equipment which is faultless in performance and appearance.

The SP/2 provides superb recording and reproduction
facilities. Ask your dealer to show you the new SP/2 now.. .

The new SP/2 is designed
and built by the engineers
responsible for the supply
of airport and general
communications monitor-
ing equipment to H.M.
Government, Crown
Agents, London Fire
Brigade, etc.

SP/2 TAPE RECORDER

The inside story . . .

Ask for a copy of the new booklet -"Affairs of
Tape", free of course. Brings you up to date on Tape
Recording - gives you the inside story of the SP/2.

* Frequency Response
50 - 12,000 c.p.s. f 3db. at i.p.s.
50 - 7,000 c.p.s. f 3db. at 31 i.p.s.

* Ten -inch Loudspeaker

* Autostop
* Two -stage Capstan

* 'Fingertip' Control
* Three Motor Drive
* 10 watts p.p. output
* Independent

Bass & Treble
* Twin -track recording
* High Fidelity Amplifier

can be used independently of the recorder
for P.A., Radio or Record Reproduction.

Simon is otutee recording
SIMON SOUND SERVICE LTD.
46-50 GEORGE STREET, LONDON, W.I. WELbeck 2371 (5 lines)
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OSCILLOSCOPE
AND

TYPE 723

OSCILLOSCOPE CAMERA TYPE 758

THE OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE 723 is a general purpose instrument
with a flat frequency response from D.C. to 5 Mc s. Special

features include an Automatic Brilliance Control, adjustable
E.H.T. voltages, Time Base speeds up to 10 cms per microsecond,
automatic synchronisation limiting, instantaneous shifts, and a
versatile Auxiliary Amplifier.

The instrument utilises a vertical cathode ray tube with a 4in.
flat screen, viewed through a surface -aluminised mirror. For

recording purposes the Oscilloscope Camera Type 758 is mounted
permanently above the Oscilloscope, and photographs are taken
by withdrawing the viewing hood and photographing directly
downwards through an aperture thus exposed in the top of
the instrument.

Y Plate Amplifier:
Input:
Frequency Response:
Overload:

Time Base:
Range:
Operation:

E.H.T. Voltages:
Dimensions:

Price:

Balanced, Unbalanced or Differential.

2 db from D.C. to 5 Mc,'s.
Over 5 cms at 4 kV. E.H.T. voltage.

0.5 second to I microsecond.

Repetitive or Triggered.

1, 2 or 4 kV.

I9in. wide, 2I in. high and
Ellin. deep.

£160.

Full details of these or

AIRMECLIMI T E D

THE OSCILLOSCOPE CAMERA TYPE 758 is de-
signed specifically for use with Airmec Oscilloscopes.
It may be used for single shot photography or
continuous recording, and a motor with variable
speed gearing is included for the latter purpose.
The cassettes will accommodate 100 feet of 35 mm. film
or paper and a footage indicator shows the amount of
film used.

Film:
Film Speed:

Lens:

Dimensions:
Writing Speed:

Power Supply:

Price:

Standard 35 mm film or paper.

0.5, 1.5 and 4.5 ft. per second.

The camera employs an f 3.5 lens.

I 9in. wide, 7in. high and 134in. deep.

Using a fast film and an E.H.T. voltage
of 4kV on the Oscilloscope Type 723,
the maximum writing speed is approxi-
mately 20 kilometres per second.

The camera operates from 200-230 volt,
50 c/s mains.

£100.

any other Airmec instruments will be forwarded gladly upon request.

HIGH WYCOMBE - BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Telephone : High Wycombe 2060 Cables: Airmec, High Wycombe
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m-i-n-u-t-e-s 5" -e0-9W,(5   

....._ milli the brilliant AYE/
i1.11111

is Suparsp /e4
SOLDERING IRON

NANUFACTURED FOR ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LTD. BY SCOPE LABORATORIES, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

STAR FEATURES
* Heats up from cold in 6 seconds-by a light thumb

pressure on the switch ring.

* When not in use, current is automatically switched
off-thus greatly reducing wear of copper bit.
Electricity consumption is correspondingly reduced.

40gt. * It is 10" long, weighs 3i ozs., can be used on 2.5 to
6.3 -volt supply. 4 -volt transformer non -1411y supplied.

More powerful than conventional 150 -watt irons and
equally suitable for light wiring work or heavy
soldering on chassis.

* Simple to operate, ideal for precision work. Requires
minimum maintenance at negligible cost. Shows low-
est operating cost over a period.

* Can be used from a car battery.
* It is by far the most efficient and economical soldering

iron ever designed for test bench and maintenance
work.

STAR APPLICATIONS
Designed on an entirely new principle, this light -weight, versatile
iron is eminently suitable for soldering operations in the RADIO,
TELEVISION, ELECTRONIC and TELECOMMUNICATION
industries, particularly for all SERVICE work. For general purpose
work the Superspeed Iron is the ideal stand-by soldering tool.

The Superspeed soldering iron is available

Write for full particulars, including guarantee terms
and free trial facilities, to the sole concessionaires in
this country-

ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LIMITED
(Industrial Equipment Division), 89 Upper Thames St.,
London, E.C.4. Telephone: MANsion House 4533

Pantos
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They say
we make a perfect

pair...

..with
excellent

connections

EXNING RD.. NEWMARKET

To be exact, this is the 12 pin
version of the Multi -Way Plug and

Socket range, which covers 4, 8, 12, 20
and 28 ways. The range features un-
usually low insertion pressures, and
embodies considerable experience in
meeting humid conditions. Designed to
overcome as far as possible the difficulties
encountered when using this type of
connector in rack mounting applications,
they have greater latitude in matching up
than any comparable product, and are
in use throughout the world in Radio,
Television and Telecommunications
equipment by such renowned firms as:-
Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
Ltd., The English Electric Co. Ltd. and
Messrs. Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.

A.I.D & A.R.B - APPROVE D

POWER CONTROLS
LIMITED P.C. 2

PHONE: NEW 3181/2/3
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dyes for Radio and Television

The Electronics Dept., of Ferranti
Ltd., manufacture a wide range of
Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes
for Radio and Television receivers.
Valves for domestic use include
B7G and B9A miniatures, Octal and
Loctal based types. Television
Cathode Ray Tubes are produced
in all the popular sizes, up to 21in.
rectangular. Enquiries to Electronics
Dept., Moston, Manchester, 10.

FERRANTI LTD FIELDS NEW ROAD  CHADDERTON  OLDHAM
London Once KERN HOUSE. 36 KINGSWAY W C 2

FE161
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We are proud of the vast number

of our loudspeakers incorporated

in radio and television receiverc

used throughout the world.

Their quality of reproduction

and unfailing performance

have been amply proved over many

years in every climate and

condition of service.

(Rola eelestion lid
FERRY WORKS, THAMES DITTON, SURREY

TELEPHONE: EMBerbrook 3402,6

RC30`.2;,
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Fr

ANNI SARY
1930* 1955

Twenty five years ago
. our present Managing Director founded

R. & A. with little capital but unbounded
enthusiasm and with the enthusiasm went

Company upon engineering and trading integrity.

V resolve-resolve to specialise upon the design and
production of one main product and to base every action of the

Though we now make as many reproducers in a week as we made in the whole of

our first year, our philosophy remains unchanged; we have grown and today
there are more enthusiasts, but there is no less individual enthusiasm.

We are happy that our policies and our products have brought us 25 years

of enjoyable business relationships with Customers, Suppliers
and Employees.
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thei versatile

PF91

Power Amplifier
Undistorted output

up to 12 watts.
Frequency response

substantially flat
from 2 to 160,000 c.p.s.

Infinite damping
factor.

Model PF91 28 Gns.
Model PF91A 12 Gns.

4 ft. of cable supplied
free

m

AMPLIFIER

The brilliantly versatile combination or the PYE PF91/91A
Amplifier and Remote Control Unit is acclaimed by enthusiast
and engineer alike as the heart of any top quality Hi Fi system.
For realistic reproduction from record player, tape recorder,
microphone and radio tuner inputs, it stands supreme. Both
units are beautifully designed and compactly proportioned, and
are supplied with four feet of linking cable for easy, practical
mounting in the widest variety of Hi Fi installations. Please
write for a fully illustrated booklet to Pye Ltd.,
Box 49, Cambridge.

PYE LIMITED CAMBRIDGE - ENGLAND
 Pye (New Zealand) Ltd., Auckland C.I., New Zealand.  Pye Canada Ltd., Ajax, Canada.
 Pye (Ireland) Ltd., Dublin, Eire.  Pye-Electronic Pty., Ltd., Melbourne, Australia.

 Pye Corporation of America, 270, Park Avenue, New York.
 Pye Limited, Tucuman 829, Buenos Aires.  Pye Limited, Mexico City.

 Pye Radio & Television (Pty.) Ltd.. Johannesburg, South Africa.
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Precision Relays

THE WORLD-RENOWNED

SPECIALtsY RELAYS

DEStGNERS

AND MANUFACTURERS

OF ALL
TYPES OF

Full technical data
and illustrated leaflets
promptly forwarded
on request !

7

An extensive range
of standard types
always available
for prompt delivery

SPECIAL TYPES

DESIGNED TO SUIT

YOUR NEEDS

ELECTR
,y,mETH 0 D

1/{)-6'Zal LTD r--666'jj

E9F STEVENAGE

Now FREE *0 a!/i

S

THE E -M TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE
Re,t'ardlaes of whether your relay problem is simple or

complex. the fact 1"ft/TIFillIS that the only
rel[rtble solution is that which entirely eliminates risk.

We therefore respectfully invite you to avail yourself of the wide
resources of technical knowledge and practical experience possessed by

the specialist technicians of our Relay Division.

ELECTRO METHODS LTD. 12-36 CAXTON WAY, STEVENAGE, HERTS. Phone: STEVENAGE 786
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It pays
to use

,01E

- Capacitors
cad Inductance Tuners

for
TELEVISION and AUTO -RADIO

SYDNEY S. BIRD
& SONS LTD.

Contractors to Ministry of Supply, Post Office,

and other H.M. Govt. Depts.

POOLE DORSET
New address for enquiries and sales correspondence:-

LONDON SALES & TECHNICAL LIAISON OFFICE,
3 PALACE MANSIONS, PALACE GARDENS, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
Telephone : Enfield 2071-2 Teletrams: "Capacity, Enfold.'

for
Precision,
Stability
Long Life

Designers and users of radio and
electronic equipment know that they
can rely implicitly on the efficiency
and dependability of "Cyldon "
Capacitors and Tuners. They know
too that the exceptionally wide variety
of types in the standard " Cyldon "
range covers most day-to-day re-
quirements, but that when special
types are needed the full resources
and specialised experience of the
manufacturers are entirely at their
disposal.

Equipment manufacturers are invited to write
for literature covering Cyldon " Teletuners "
(Catalogue TV. I 953) and Cyldon Trimmers
(Catalogue T.I951), together with details of our
complete range of Variable Capacitors and list of
Agents for Home and Overseas.
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Picture tube gives

AN
Ediswan Mazda aluminized pic-
ture tube gives a picture 60%

brighter and more contrasty than is
possible with an ordinary tube.
In addition, Ediswan aluminizing
protects the screen from ion burn and,
with the new Ediswan ion trap tetrode
gun to protect the cathode, tube life
is increased.
Ediswan production methods, which
include the special in -line vacuumiz-
ing system, ensure a higher, more
uniform standard of lasting efficiency.
For complete satisfaction demonstrate
and recommend Ediswan Mazda
aluminized picture tubes.

E D SWAIN
MAZDA

ALUMINIZED CATHODE RAY TUBES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED,
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 and Branches.

Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies.

6072

righter plowermore
contrastektra

tube
fife

SCREEN

USEFUL
LIGHT

WITHOUT ALUMINIZING
Without aluminizing, tubes waste half
their light (see diagram above). To
counteract this the brilliance must be
increased and the tube life is shortened.

WITH EDISWAN ALUMINIZING
Ediswan aluminized tubes have a mirror
backing to the screen. All the light is
thus thrown forwards giving brighter,
clearer pictures and extra life.

NATION WIDE SERVICE
6 fully equipped cathode ray tube service
depots provide better, quicker tube testing
should the need arise. Stocks of tubes are
available in 26 Ediswan Offices. Only
Ediswan give such complete backing to
the Trade.

RV9
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20 Mc/s FREQUENCY MONITOR

The Automatic Frequency Monitor (20 Mc/s)
is but one of a series of high grade monitors
now in course of manufacture for the accur-
ate measurement of frequency.

Employing hard valve techniques throughout,
it will measure any frequency in the range
10 c/s to 20 Mc/s to an accuracy within
± 1 part in 106.

The result, in decimal notation, is presented
on eight panel mounted meters each scaled
from 0 to 9 and the unknown frequency is
automatically remeasured every few seconds.

This new equipment presents a considerable
advance in frequency measuring techniques
and apart from normal laboratory applica-
tions, is ideally suited for incorporation in
production testing routines.

Full technical information on this and other
frequency measuring equipment is available
on request.

CINEMA TELEVISION LTD

A COMPANY WITHIN THE J. ARTHUR RANK ORGANISATION

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.E.26

HITHER GREEN 4600

SALES AND SERVICING AGENTS :

Hawnt & Co. Ltd., 59 Moor St. Birmingham, 4

Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd., 100 Torrisdale Street. Glasgow, S. 2

F. C. Robinson & Partners Ltd 122 Seymour Grove, Old Trafford, Manchester, 16
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DUOMAGNETTE

Improved beam focus and picture
positioning with minimum effect on
scan coils and ion trap assemblies.

 Fitted with latest type dual " Mag-
nadur " sintered Oxide Magnets.

 Magnets DO NOT ROTATE during
adjustment.

 Friction damping ensures smooth
positive movement without back-
lash.

 Rapid and easy adjustment of focus
and picture position.

RETAIL PRICES IN U.K.

Type FDI2/90 (Low flux) 22/6

Type FDI3/90 (Medium flux) 23/ -

Type FDI4/90 (High flux) 25/-

ELECTRO ACOUSTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Stamford Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15

Telephone: TOTenham 0505-7
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BICC

'"'"""sr ;"-
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WINDING WIRE

USE OUR TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE

If you are faced with a winding problem please ask
for assistance; BICC technicians are always willing
to give you the benefit of their experience. For

most winding wire jobs the Publications listed will
provide the data you require. They are available
on request.

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED

No. 266 Insulated Winding Wires
and Strips.

No. 295 " Bicaloc" Winding Wires
(Self Bonding).

No. 303 Enamelled Oil Base Winding
Wires.

No. 322 " Bicalex" Winding Wires
(Synthetic Enamel).

No. 328 " Fifty - Three" Enamelled
Winding Wires.

21 Bloomsbury St., London, W.C.I
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B.C.C. V.H.F. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT PROVIDES
CONTINUOUS CONTROL

IMMEDIATE ACTION
UNRESTRICTED MOBILITY

6 ce B.C.C. COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT FEATURES :

* OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE --.

* RELIABILITY
* EASE OF MAINTENANCE
* ECONOMY OF OPERATION

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED
SECOND WAY, EXHIBITION GROUNDS WEMBLEY, ENGLAND
TEL.: WEMBLEY 1212

TELEGRAMS: BEECEECEE
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Building your own recorder?
BURGOYNE

. or
Carr. & Pkg. 7/6

£13.19.6
Or on Easy Terms

looking for a
WE CAN OFFER FROM STOCK

ANY OF THESE POPULAR RECORDERS

THE EDITOR TWO -SPEED
Easy to carry-easy to look at, the " Editor " is the smallest
mains -operated fully automatic two -speed recorder with Tin.
spools. Twin track heads; INDEPENDENT BASS AND
TREBLE controls for recording and playback; two hours'
playing time at 3fin. per sec. Amplifier may be used in-
dependently for high quality record reproduction. IDEAL
FOR USE WITH PRE-RECORDED TAPES. Fitted in
handsome two-tone case with attractive gilt fittings. For
200/250 v. A.C. mains.

TWO -SPEED TAPE DECK
Here is the heart of your Tape Recorder. If you are
building or modernising your own equipment, you MUST
have the BURGOYNE Tape Deck giving 2 speeds,
designed for building into complete recorders, and IDEAL
for PRE-RECORDED TAPES.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

* 2 HOURS' PLAYING TIME * Automatic speed change
* Drop -in tape loading * Instantaneous and positive braking
* Minimum wow and flutter * Frequency range 50/10,000
c s at 7fin./sec. * Powered by 3 high-grade motors * Twin -
track high impedance heads * Fast forward and rewind without
unlacing tape * Overall size 1 liin. x 14fin. * For 2001250 v.
A.C.

complete unit?

Complete with micro
phone and tape

Or on Easy Terms

EDITOR SUPER
The de luxe version of the " Editor
two speed. Incorporates mixing and
monitoring facilities and single knob
control super tape deck. Fitted in
padded simulated crocodile case.
Complete with microphone

and tape 55 gns.
Or on Easy Terms

THE PLAYTIME PLUS
The smallest lightweight COMPLETE Tape Recorder

35 gns,
giving a FULL HOUR'S PLAYING TIME. Complete
and ready to use with a self-contained wide range amplifier
and high flux elliptical loudspeaker. Simple to operate-

Complete with micro- joystick control for all operations. Fitted in elegant two-tone
Phone and tape suitcase only 124in. x 10in. x 5iin.-total weight less than
Or on Easy Terms 20 lb. For A.C. mains. Additional Facilities for use as

an Amplifier.

Buy a British -made Tape Recorder !

BUY ON THE M.O.S. PERSONAL CREDIT PLAN
Send 15 per cent deposit with your order, with remainder spread over any period up to 18
months. All proprietory brands of equipment advertised in this Journal are available
from us under the M.O.S. Personal Credit Plan.

E....MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
The Radio Centre

33, Tottenham Court Road London  W.l Tel. M US 6667

r

L_
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Built by Craftsmen Assembly of Scalamp Galvanometers Cat. Nos. W.W. i901 S-4 S

SCALAMP
GALVANOMETERS FLUXMETERS ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS

The illustration above shows the operator ' balancing the coil ' of a " SCALAMP "
GALVANOMETER - one of the final operations in its construction. This instrument,
available in a range of sensitivities and incorporating a built-in four -position shunt, is one
of the most versatile instruments of its kind. Housed in a robust dust -proof plastic case,
it can be operated from mains or battery supply. Two new features, namely a slow-motion
drive to the zero control, and an automatic self -shorting foot have recently been incorporated.
The truly functional design of the case with built-in lamphouse, transformer and scale
renders it adaptable to other instrument types. A FLUXMETER of exceptional perform-
ance and a series of ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS (ranges 1-5, 3 -to and 5-18 kV)
have already been introduced and a MEGOHM-PER-VOLT VOLTMETER is under
development.
Details of the " SCALAMP " range will gladly be sent on request.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT IN MANY LEADING LABORATORIES

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

W. G. PYE & CO. LTD. GRANTA WORKS  CAMBRIDGE  ENGLAND
WG.S4
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10o
PAINTON

to to

PAINTON " MULTICON " PLUGS AND SOCKETS

COMMERCIAL RANGE

2 pole 4 pole 6 pole
8 pole 12 pole 18 pole
24 pole 33 pole
and 10 -in -line unitor.
Voltage Rating: 500 volts.
D.C. or A.G. Peak.
Current Carrying Capacity :
5 amps. D.C. or A.C. (R.M.S.)
per contact.
Average Contact Resistance .

Less than 0.005 ohm.
Single -piece moulding ensures
satisfactory operation under
severe tropical and
climatic conditions.

SERVICES RANGE

6 pole 12 pole
18 pole 24 pole

Voltage Rating, Current
Carrying Capacity and Average
Contact Resistance are the same
as for the Commercial Range.
Two-piece, die-cast cover
enables soldered joints and
cable -clamping arrangements
to be inspected easily.
Single -piece moulding ensures
tropical and climatic
performance in accordance
with RCS321 standards.

PAINTON
,J),,diut,10/1,4074

evia4g41
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EPDXY
RESINS

MEAN
'ARALDITE'!-NOW

AVAILABLE
AT LOWER

COST

These versatile
resins

have a remarkable
range of

characteristics
and uses. They combine

excellent

adhesion
with insignificant

shrinkage
on setting,

flexibility
with toughness,

outstanding
electrical

properties
with

resistance to chemicals
and exposure.

They areused

 for bonding
metals and ceramics

 forpotting
and sealing

electrical
components

 for producing
glass cloth laminates

 forproducing
jigs,fixtures,

patterns
and tools

 as fillers for
sheet metal work

 as protective
coatings for metal surfaces trade

Full details
will be sent

gladly on request. Redd.
trade mark.

Aero Research
Limited

Duxford,
Cambridge.

Telephone:
Senoston

187. A Ciba Company.
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III GH-STABILITY

Magnetic Amplifiers

THE WORLD-RENOWNED SPECIALIST DESIGNERS
AND MANUFACTURERS OF MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

/Vow FREE lo alli

SINGLE -STAGE OR PUSH-PULL
An extensive range of standard types
always available for prompt delivery

SPECIAL TYPES DESIGNED
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

oc,,,,, frpe,

E L. E CTRo
,

v,
,

t-.- . E

' '' 5t.M ETHnD,i,, _ _ . . ... , k.,-

LTD '

THE E -M TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE
Regardless of whether your majnctio amplifier problem is

simple or complex, the fact remains that the
only reliable solution is that which entirely eliminates risk,

We therefore respectfully invite you to avail yourself of the wide
resources of technical knowledge and practical experience possessed by

the specialist technicians of our Magnetic Amplifier Division.

OF STEVENAGE

Full technical data
and illustrated ieaflets
promptly forwarded
on request !

ELECTRO METHODS LTD. 12-36 CAXTON WAY, STEVENAGE, HERTS. Phone: STEVENAGE 780
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The i:;*347A:r,,, link with

the Isolated Community

RADIO
TELEPHONE

* No Change in Normal Telephone
Operating Procedure

* Mains or Battery Operation
* Signalling Units for All Types of

Circuit

The V.H.F. link provides the most
practical means of direct communica-

tion between isolated communities

in all areas where the nature of the

terrain or distance involved preclude

the use of open wires for junction or

subscribers' lines. Dialling facilities

can be employed, and the radio

equipment can be interposed in a

standard line circuit in any part of a

telephone system without modifica-

tion to switching equipment.

Exchange
equipment bay

Subscriber

pole -mounted

battery operated

unit

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Radio & Transmission Division, Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2. 'Phone: TEMple Bar 9262. 'Grams: Strowgerex London.

ATI4511-Bx107
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REAL HIGH FIDELITY at modest cost . . .

°Manufacturer -to -Consumer policy saves you at least one-third cost!
We are now specialising in the supply of units
for making up high-fidelity Radio and Record -
reproducing Equipments for use in the Home,
small Halls, Schools and Gramophone Societies
and single items for replacing in existing equip-
ments and radiograms.
Our Chief Engineer, who is operating a Technical

Guidance Service, is available daily, including
Saturdays, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., or will deal
with enquiries by return of post. Our new illus-
trated Catalogue and Supplement will be a great
boon to those desiring high quality equipment for
modest expenditure. Send two 2)d. stamps for
your copy now. It may well save you pounds.

No. I " SYMPHONY AMPLIFIER is a 3 -channel
5 -watt Gram/Radio Amplifier with astonishingly flexible
tone control. You can lift the treble, the bass, or -and
here is the unique feature -the middle frequencies to
suit your own ear characteristics and the record or radio
programme being heard. It is thus possible to arrange
the frequency -response of the amplifier to a curve equal
and opposite to the resultant curve of the other items in
the chain so that what finally registers in the brain is as
per original. This flexibility of control is far more impor-
tant than mere nominal linear response of the amplifier,
as the pickup, speaker, etc., are not linear. Independent
Scratch -Cut is also fitted and special negative -feedback
circuit employed. The Amplifier can accommodate a wide
variety of records from old 78s to new L.P.s. Input is for
all types of pickup of 0.1 v. output or more and there is
full provision (and power) for Radio Tuner. It is available
to match 2/3 or 15 ohms speakers. Price: II gns. (carriage
S/-). Fitted in portable Steel Cabinet, 35 - extra.
No. 2 " SYMPHONY " AMPLIFIER as No. I but
with 10 -watt Push-pull triode output and triodes through-
out. Woden mains and output transformers and choke.
Full provision and power for Tuner. Output tapped 3, 7.5
and 15 ohms. Competes with the most expensive ampli-
fiers on the market yet costs only 16 gns. (carriage 5,-).
Fitted in portable Steel Cabinet 2 gns. extra.
" SYMPHONY " AMPLIFIERS with REMOTE
CONTROL. Both the above model Amplifiers are
available with all controls on a separate Control Panel
with up to 4ft. flexible cable which simply plugs into the
amplifier. Enables the Amplifier proper to be sat in the
bottom of a cabinet whilst the controls are mounted
conveniently higher up. Extra cost 2 gns.
STUDIO " SYMPHONY " AND DECCA AM-
PLIFIERS, Models I and 2. These amplifiers possess
all the facilities of the above standard models together
with valve amplification stage and precise tone correction
circuits (separate for Std. and L.P.) to match the Studio
Type n P " or Transcription and the Decca XMS Magnetic
Heads respectively. Prices: No. I, 13 gns, No. 2, 18
gns. Carr. 5/-.

CURRENT GARRARD, COLLARO & B.S.R. PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM

STOCK AT PRESENT.

MODEL TA 3 -speed unit, with plug-in turnover head
Type G.C.2, 610/16/-, or with Acos HGP 33 or 37 heads,
(10/14/-, or with two separate high fidelity Acos HGP35
heads, E12/17/-. Unit less heads, £8 11/-, post 2 6. Heads,
42/3 each, post 1 -.
MODEL TB as above, but with long pickup arm. Less
heads, E11/ 11/, post 26.
Heads to fit this unit: Decca XMS, 54/6, Decca Crystal,
30/, Garrard Standard Magnetic, 281-, miniature magnetic
low impedance, 28.-, miniature magnetic high impedance,
38/-. Post on heads 1,-.
MODEL RC8OM AUTOCHANGER. We recom-
mend this as being the most mechanically perfect Auto -
changer on the market, and with absolute minimum
motor noise -approaching Transcription quality. Price
LESS HEADS 61515/, Price with short pickup arm and
Garrard GC2 or Acos HGP37 turnover pickup Head
(17/716 or with full-length Decca arm and complete
with two Decca XMS Heads E20/15/- or with two
Decca crystal Heads E18.10/- or two Acos Hi -g Heads
E20/5/.. Stylus pressure accurately adjusted before
despatch.
COLLARO PICKUPS AND HEADS. Studio Pickup
Arm. 13/10. Studio Pickup head type " 0 " or " P,"
131019. Pickup complete f3/14/7. Studio Transcription
Pickup Arm with Studio " P " head, £4/15/9. Ditto
with Transcription head, £51215.
COLLARO 3 -SPEED SINGLE RECORD UNIT
AC3/554 and COLLARO 3 -SPEED MIXED -RECORD
AUTOCHANGER RC54. Both above fitted with
either Studio Type " 0 " or Studio Type " P " pickup
heads with permanent sapphire styli. Price 03/18,4 and
113/4/2 respectively. Transcription cartridge 6/9 extra.
COLLARO TRANSCRIPTION UNITS. Model 2000,
Mk. II, E13/9,6. Model 2010, including Transcription
pickup and PX cartridge, £18/12/ . Carriage 5/- in either
case. Immediate delivery at present.
NEW CONNOISSEUR MOTOR variable speed on all
3 speeds E25/15/5.
GARRARD Model 301, (25/3/6.
Cabinets available to house any of the above three
motors together with pickup, price E3/7/6. Carriage 5/..

BSR MONARCH 3 -SPEED MIXER CHANGER.
New version with Acos HGP37 turnover pickup head
with two separate sapphire styli E13 10 -.
Leaflets on any of the above gramophone units free on
request.

WONDERFUL THINGS TO COME!
(NOW JUST ROUND THE CORNER).

Highly efficient AM;FM TUNING AND COIL
ASSEMBLY with I.F. Transformers and Discriminator
Coils to match. Suitable for building AM FM Radio
Receiver or Tuner. (Complete circuits supplied.)
ALSO
N.R.S. AM FM TUNER incorporating above.
ALSO
N.R.S. RADIO/GRAM CHASSIS incorporating
above.
ALSO
N.R.S. FM only Radio Feeder Unit and complete
receiver.
ALSO
The new N.R.S. SYMPHONYTAPE RECORDER
embodying 3 speeds, instantaneous braking and a
higher standard of precision engineering in the
mechanical part and a higher fidelity reproduction
on the electronic side.
By the time this advertisement appears we should
be in a position to give full details, please drop us
a card.

' SYMPHONY " BASS REFLEX CABINET KITS.
Oin. high, consist of fully -cut tin. thick, heavy, iner
on -resonant patent acoustic board, deflector plate, fel ,

all screws, etc., and full instructions, 8in, speaker model,
85/-; 10in. speaker model, 97,6; I2in. speaker model,
(5/7/6. The design is the final result of extensive research
in our own laboratory and is your safeguard of optimum
acoustic results. Carriage 7,6. Ready built, 10,6 extra.
" SYMPHONY " BASS REFLEX CABINETS.
Fully finished in figured walnut, oak or mahogany to
our own design and to match our Console Amplifier
Cabinet, enabling the housing of a whole equipment in
a two-piece suite; cost: I2in. speaker model, LI 1/10/-;
10in., El I ; 8in., 61010; -.Carriage according to area.
The 10in. model is ideal for the WB HE 1012 (see "The
Gramophone " review March).
TREBLE BAFFLE veneered to match, optional extra

CONSOLE AMPLIFIER CABINETS. 33in. high,
lift -up lid with piano hinge, take Tape Deck, Gram Unit
or Auto -changer, Amplifier, Pre -Amplifier and Radio
Feeder Unit finished medium walnut veneer. De Luxe
version, price 11 gns. Oak or mahogany veneers 10 -
extra. Special finishes to order. Carriage according to
area, we will quote.

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES
NOW AVAILABLE on orders of II .5 or over.
Send one-third deposit with order, balance over 6 or
12 monthly instalments. State which required.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES
II, KINGS COLLEGE RD., ADELAIDE RD.,

LONDON, N.W.3. Phone: PRImrose 8314
Tubes: Swiss Cottage and Chalk Farm.

Buses: 2, 13, 31, 113, 187.

"SYMPHONY" RADIO
FEEDER UNITS

No.1 "SYMPHONY" TUNER
A T.R.F. model designed for the
quality reception of local stations.
Quality is adequate for amplifiers
of the highest fidelity class. In-
finite impedance detection. Con-
trols: gain, wave -change and
radio/gram switch. Illuminated
engraved glass dial. Latest minia-
ture valves. Overall dimensions:
9in. wide x 6in. deep x 6in. high.
Power required: 6.3 v. at I amp.
and 250/300 v. at 15 m'a. Price
E7/7/-. Carr. and pkg. 5;-.
No. 2 "SYMPHONY" SUPER -
HET TUNER. Three wave-
bands, advanced circuit, very new-
est valve types, floodlit glass dial
with bronze escutcheon provided.
Suitable for use with the best
amplifiers. Overall dimensions:
I2in. wide x Ellin. high x 7in.
deep. Controls: on/off/gain, radio/
gram, wave -change and tuning.
Dial cut-out: 8in. x 41in. reading
horizontally or vertically (state
which required). Tuner can be
readily mounted at any angle.
Requires 6.3 v. at 1.5 amp. and
250/300 v. at 20 m/a. Price LI 1/11/...
Carr. and pkg. SI-.
No. 2'VS " SYMPHONY "
SUPERHET TUNER. As No. 2
but incorporating on the wave -
change switch an extra position for
radio, giving T.R.F. bandwidth.
Price 13 gns. Carr. and pkg. 5 -.

TAPE DECKS & AMPLIFIERS
TRUVOX Tape Deck Mark III.
T.R.2.U. Latest version to take
pre-recorded tapes. Price 22 Ens.
Illustrated leaflet 21d.
TAPE AMPLIFIER TYPE C,
expressly designed by Truvox to
work perfectly with their Deck,
3 valves plus rectifier and Magic
Eye level indicator. Price I6gns.
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER
CABINET to house Truvox Tape
Deck and Amplifier together with
speaker. Very strongly made and
attractively finished in Rexine.
Price £4/15/-, carriage paid.
NEW MODEL PORTABLE

RECORD PLAYERS
We are pleased to announce the
entry on to the market of twc
" Symphony " Record Players de-
signed to represent the greatest
value in this line ever offered.
Model No. I contains the Collard
3 -speed single record playing unit
AC3/554 and model No. 2 con-
tains the Collaro Autochanger
RC54. They are available with
either Type " 0 " insert, " P "
insert or transcription insert.
Prices (in attractive rexine case),
No. I 610/1916, No. 2 L14/19/6,
Carr. 7/6. Transcription insert
6/9 extra.
FREQUENCY MODULATION

TUNER UNITS
CHAPMAN MODEL FM8I.
Tunable model with attractive
facia panel and dial: will provide
amazing degree of realism with
complete absence of background
noise when working with one of
our Symphony Amplifiers or other
high-grade amplifier. Price al.
Suitable power pack to operate
this model £4. MODEL FM82
with switched tuning and being
self -powered: price E24. Leaflet
21d. Demonstrations daily.
GOODMANS CORNER CAB-
INETS for the AXIOM 150 Mark
2 manufactured by us to Messrs.
Goodmans' specification and ap-
proved by Messrs. Goodmans.
Height 44in. Price: complete kit
in plain board with lin. thick
felt, 8 gns. Price: ready built,
10 gns. Finished in figured walnut.
16 gns. Other veneers to order.
Carriage extra according to area.
Quotation by return.
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2-3 kW/Channelised Transmitter
I

I
The GFT.560/2 is a 2-3 kW channelised transmitter with a frequency range of 1.5-30
Mc/s. It consists of three basic cabinets-r.f. unit, modulator unit, and power
supply unit -combinations of which can be used to provide multi -frequency
working as well as a number of different types of emission. The wave change
facilities of the transmitter are both rapid and reliable-a valuable asset when
the operating frequency is changed many times each day. The GFT.560/2 is fully
tropicalised, and its unit construction facilitates future expansion of the
initial installation, should the need arise.
For use in conjunction with the GFT.560j2 there are ancillary units that enable
the transmitter to be remotely controlled over a two wire telephone circuit:
operational adjustments are dialled to the transmitter.
The versatility and reliability of this new Mullard transmitter make it
particularly suitable for h.f. en -route, ground -to -air services and point-to-point
communication networks. A team of Mullard communication engineers is
available to advise on the use of the GE'T.560/2 in such applications.

ABRIDGED DATA Frequency Range 1.5-30 Mcis Frequency
Stability To Atlantic City 1947 standards Power Output 3kW. c.w.,
2kW m.c.w. or r/t Types of Emission c.w., mem., telephony, fre-
quency shift A,1. A2, A3. F1 Output Impedance 600 ohms balanced twin
feeder Power Supply 400V, 50-60 c/s. 3 -phase.

Mullard Mullard

SPECIALISED ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MULLARD LIMITED  EQUIPMENT DIVISION  CENTURY HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE  LONDON  WC2
(M1469)
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THE

f ° r

Incomparable

* perfection *
and

* fidelity *
in

TAPE RECORDING
48 GINTS.

COMPLETE

MAGNETIC RECORDER

Meticulously recording every tonal facet with complete mastery,
the " Concertone " tape recorder will give you the ultimate
listening pleasure that comes from superb music faultlessly
recorded and reproduced.

The " Concertone " will re-create, in the home, the (rue
image of the original performance. Whether it be Solo Violin.
or Oboe, or a Full Organ with its demanding power and range

the " Concertone " with its wide frequency response, and

extended dynamic range. will satisfy the connoisseur of fine

music.

All Export enquiries to :-
BARNETT SHIPPING CO.

25 MONUMENT ST.,
LONDON, E.C.3

TRADE

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

Simple, absolutely reliable, rugged, compact, lightweight,
and easily portable, the " Concertone " will, wherever
there are sounds to be recorded, serve faithfully, warning,
justly, unqualified praise for its faultless performance.

Manufactured by the company in its own precision machine
shop, the tape mechanism employs three motors and a

special design servomatic brake. The brake not only locks
the spools securely during transit but, of greater importance,
it is completely free from fade, being self -compensating for
wear. Unique is the provision of a mechanical interlock
which prevents faulty operation.

Entirely Manufactured by
FISHER ELECTRONICS COMPANY LTD.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR
A LEAFLET. IN CASE OF
DIFFICULTY WRITE

DIRECT (s.a.e. please).

70 BREWER STREET LONDON W.1 TELEPHONE GERRARD 3376
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-

 Barretters
 Cathode ray tubes

(instrument and special types)

 Electrometer valves
 Geiger Muller tubes
 Photoelectric cells
 Photoelectric industrial aids
 Semi -conductors
 Voltage stabilisers

flame. Undarempw.1312.5
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rkyutf..
015 mean
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ELECTRONIC DEliltES
OF INTEREST to all engineers, this new publication

forms an invaluable reference to current G.E.C. electronic
products suitable for such industrial applications as

control instruments, scientific measurement, counting, radio -active
indication, photoelectric alarms and indicating devices and

electronic relays and voltage stabilisation. The technical
information which includes ratings, dimensions, base connection

diagrams and screen characteristics, enables the potential

The contents include: user to choose the device most suitable
for a particular application.

Write to

OSRAM VALVE AND ELECTRONICS DEPT. FOR OV 2507
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
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0.0 Watt
V. H . IF.

FIXED STATION
This Pye VHF Fixed Station is designed for service
anywhere in the world. Robust, simple to operate
and of small dimensions, it is specially suitable for
point-to-point Radio Links or for mobile schemes.
In the aeronautical band it provides a most
efficient ground -to -air control station.
The equipment can be supplied with or without
remote control facilities.

ennimMnttailliia

Telecommunications
CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND

Pye (New Zealand) Ltd. Pye Canada Ltd Rye -Electronic Pty., Ltd Pye (Ireland), Ltd
Auckland C.I , New Zealand Ajax, Canada Melbourne, Australia Dublin, Eire

Pye Radio & Television (Pty.) Ltd Pye Limited Pye Limited Pye Corporation of America
Johannesburg Mexico City Tucuman 829 270 Park AN,nue
South Africa Buenos Aires New York

PYE LIMITED CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND
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Whatever the recorder

Choose

A NEW
LOW COST HIGH QUALITY

MAGNETIC RECORDING PAPER BASED TAPE

 MANUFACTURED BY ONE OF THE COUNTRY'S
LEADING POWDER METALLURGICAL
LABORATORIES

 MIRROR SMOOTH FINISH DESIGNED TO
REDUCE FRICTION AND WEAR ON HEADS

 EMBODYING QUALITIES FOUND IN THE MORE
EXPENSIVE TAPES

 7" DIA. IMPROVED UNIVERSAL SPOOL CON-
TAINING 1,200 FEET

 LET THIS NEW TAPE "SPEAK FOR ITSELF"

RETAIL PRICE £1 WITH FULL
TRADE DISCOUNT

Enquiries to:-

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS SILK STREET SALFORD. 3  LANCS
LONDON OFFICE MAGNET HOUSE  KINGSWAYWC2Te/ Temp/E. Bar 9'669

A Subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD. OF ENGLAND
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0

The answer, of course, is when it's a UNISTOR
. . . from that useful range of asymmetric

resistors made by Standard. SenTerCel Unistors have
a wide field of application in electronic circuits, par-
ticularly those associated with digital computors and
other equipments of a similar nature.

Four current ratings are at present available .. 0.25 mA,

1.5 mA, 7 mA and 10 mA at various D.C. voltages
between 20 and 100V.

Here are some specimen data.

Unistor
Code

D.C. Current
Ambient

55°C.

Rating in Max.
Temp.

71°C.

Maximum
Continuous Inverse

D.C. Voltage
Volts

Maximum
Instantaneous Inverse

D.C. Voltage
Volts

Capacitance at Approx.
Zero Volts

pFmA mA

Q1/1 0'25 0'25 20 56 20

Q3/1 P5 1'5 20 56 65

Q6/1 7 3 20 56 500

1,000Q8/1 10 4 20 56

senTercei U N ISTORS
(asymmetric resistors)

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, W.C.2

RECTIFIER DIVISION: Edinburgh Way Harlow Essex
Telephone : Harlow 26811 Telegrams : Sentercel, Harlow
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RCA's new design sets Tomorrow's

standard for radio telegraph transmitters

* SAVE MONEY on per-
sonnel training - extremely
simple to operate.

* SAVE MONEY on instal-
lation - self-contained, fac-
tory -wired unit.** Occupies
smallest possible space.
Building alterations unnec-
essary.

* SAVE MONEY on opera-
tion. Tube, power and de-
preciation costs are extreme-
ly low.

NEW RCA ET -18 15KW radiotelegraph transmitter uses latest multigrid tubes for self -neutralization.
Ideal harmonic suppression (no interference with TV or other signals ); exceptional circuit stability.

Revolutionary Advance in Frequency -
Shift Telegraphy-RCA's years -ahead
ET -18 15KW transmitter - efficient, re-
liable, versatile. A modulator is available
to convert it for 10KW broadcasting, AM
telephony, or single sideband telephone
and telegraph transmission. The ET -18
provides full power output over the entire
3.2 to 24 me range. There are only three
radio -frequency power stages between
the 2 -watt frequency -shift keyer and full
power output; and all power amplification
is at operating frequency.
**Lowest cost. Self-contained and factory -

wired except for one external power trans-
former, the entire unit occupies only 25.8
sq. ft. of floor space -may be located in
existing building without expensive alter-
ations. With minimum instruction, non-
technical personnel can operate the ET -18.
It requires attention only when frequency
is to be changed. And the total number of
components has been decreased, reducing
your replacement problems. Difficult -to -
service mechanisms have been eliminated.

As a long-range investment, the ET -18
has no peer. For complete information,
see your RCA distributor or write:

MARCA(S) REGISTRADA(S)
TRADEMARK(S) REGISTERED

RCA INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
RCA BUILDING

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK N. Y., U.S.A.
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Cat. No. 350/5D
Five element array with
cranked mast and NEW
type chimney lashine
equipment.

List Price 67/-.

Cat. N o. 330/2D
Three element ar-
ray with cranked
mast and universal
surface mounting
bracket.

List Price 42/6

Cat. No. 350/ IC
Five element ar-
ray with swan -
neck mast and "U"
bolt grip for fitting
to existing masts
from lin. up to 2in.
List Price 52/6

ANTIFERENCE

BAND 3
AERIALS

. . . Lead the way in Quality
and Economy!

Illustrated are 5 of the 16 new aerials now available for the
reception of Band 3 transmissions in Channels 8 or 9 and
at prices that reflect the careful planning and thought that

has gone into their construction! Our wide experience gained from
Antiference factories on the American continent has played a large
part in the development of this completely new range of aerials
designed for efficiency-with economy. All the fine features of the
Antiference Band 1 range are incorporated in these models; they
are easy to instal, being fully pre -assembled and aligned for peak
performance on the Band 3 frequencies.

When ordering, please quote Channel for which aerials are required.

E.g., CAT. No. 350'2D/ . . (quote Channel reference here).
The complete ANTIFERENCE range includes aerials for Band 1,
Indoor and Outdoor, Band 2, Indoor and Outdoor, and several
"Addex " Units for converting existing Band 1 aerials to dual Band
reception.

Cat. No. 38116G
Eight element array
with liin. mast cap
10ft. mast and heavy
duty single chimney
lashing equipment type
6.

List Price I34/ -

Cat. No. 3102i7H
Ten element array
with 2in. mast cap
12ft. mast and heavy
duty double chimney
lashing equipment type
7.

List Price 178/6

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED
Bicester Road, Aylesbury, Bucks. Telephone: Aylesbury 14671819

DHB121A
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ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., MARLOWE ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.17. Telephone : LARkswood 4366.7;8

The Advance type B4 is a tried and

proven generator which is essentially

simple to use. One special feature

is the accuracy of the R.F.

output over the entire frequency

range, achieved by the use of a crystal

voltmeter and the subsequent

elimination of all circuits

having poor frequency characteristics.

MODEL A 100 kc/s-80 MO in six bands

MODEL B 30 kc/s-30 Mc/s in six bands

Calibration accuracy of both models is ± I%

ADVANCE TYPE B4
Nett price in U.K. £60 . 0 . 0

Full technical details in Folder W I I

iidVante
signal generator

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., MARLOWE ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.17. Telephone : LARkswood 4366,7,8
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6orliner

XXX
Top flow, f.. to it: 4 -in.. 5 -in., 6 -in., 6 -in.

Inverted, 8 -in., 10 -in.
Bottom Row, L. to R: x 4 -in. Elliptical, 10 -in. x

6 -in. Elliptical, 12 -in. Audiom 60, 12 -in.
Audiom 70.

GOODMANS are manufacturers of the widest and most versatile

range of loudspeakers in the World. The units in the " com-

mercial " range, some of which are shown above, are made to the

same high standards of quality and excellence of design which have

for so long been associated with Goodmans tradition of excellence.

RADIO
FM &AM

TELEVISION
RADIOGRAM

PUBLIC ADDRESS

LOUDSPEAKERS WITH A MESSAGE OF PERFECTION

Literature is available on Goodmans Commercial Loudspeakers,
High Fidelity Loudspeakers, Crossover Systems, Bass Reflex
Cabinets. The coupon will bring you the informa-
tion you require.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD.
AXIOM WORKS WEMBLEY MIDDX WEMBLEY 1200

U.S.A. AGENTS : ROCKBAR CORPORATION .NC.
215, East 37th Street, New York 16.

To: GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD.
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex.

I am interested in:

Name

Address

WW/7/55

L
Please write in block capitals

uenim,
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MULTITONE
SPECIALIZE

in equipment for the DEAF
and for PHYSIOTHERAPY

The MINUET
ALL -TRANSISTOR HEARING AID

This 4 -stage Resistance Capacity Coupled
Transistor Amplifier has a crystal micro-
phone and is powered by the small Mallory
cell Type RM625. It is, we believe, the light-
est, slimmest and most elegant 4 -stage
Hearing Aid in existence.

* Weighs only lioz. complete.
* Can be worn by ladies in the hair; by men,

behind a coat lapel or necktie.
* The single battery lasts approx. 200 hours.

NO high tension battery required.
* Two -position Tone Control; ample volume

for the majority of the hard -of -hearing.

Inquiries should be addressed to

MULTITONE ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
223-227 St. John Street, London, E.C.I.

PIONEERS IN SOUND AMPLIFICATION

HARTLEY-TURNER

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Over the past few months we
have devoted our space in this
journal to an item by item descrip-
tion of our major products.

Whether you require a com-
plete sound reproduction equip-
ment including everything from
the pick-up to the loudspeaker, or
whether you require only one
item, whether you require your
old radiogram cabinet to be fitted
with up-to-date equipment, or
whether you require a long -play
record in mint condition, we are
always at your service.

Why not write today for
details of our sound reproduction
equipment and our long-playing
record postal service?

Full details and illustrated
literature sent free and post free on
request to:-

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152, HAMMERSMITH ROAD,

HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6.

Telephone: RIVerside 7387

Special Note for Overseas Dealers:
If you require any items of
communication equipment and are
not already served, our Pur-
chasing and Export Departments
can help you. Let us know your
requirements.
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new world-beating
'SCOTCH BOY'

Regd. Trade Mark

extra -play
magnetic recording tape

Tough, thin,

polyester base

GIVES
UP TO

6 HOURS
PLAYING

TIME
-packs 1,800 feet on

normal 1,200 -foot reel.

190m
THE FINEST BASE -FILM EVER MADE

The astonishing new polyester base -film for 'Scotch Boy
190M,' is so much stronger than other tape bases that it can
be made 334% thinner-and still be stronger. This means
you get 50% more length-and 5o% EXTRA PLAYING TIME-
on the same -sized reel.
Polyester film is a naturally limp and flexible material,
and is little affected by temperature and humidity changes.
`Scotch Boy 190M' tape conforms snugly to recorder heads,
is easy to handle, winds trimly, and tracks smoothly. It
has an indefinite life in storage, and is an ideal tape for
archive purposes.

NEW THIN COATING

The new and potent oxide coating of 'Scotch Boy 19oM' tape
gives clear, crisp reproduction of every frequency in the
audible range. High -frequency response shows a specially
notable improvement. Output variations from reel to reel and
within each reel are remarkably small and, as with all Scotch
Boy tapes, background noise is negligible.

THE WORLD'S FINEST TAPE

'Scotch Boy I9oM' has been developed and produced in
Britain by the 3M Company. Its appearance in Britain is its
first appearance in the world. This is a landmark in the devel-
opment of tape recording.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

'SCOTCH BOY' 190m

a--

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
with polyester base

ANOTHER PRODUCT

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER AND GLASGOW.

=-_
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CORDIALLY INVITE ALL HIGH-FIDELITY ENTHUSIASTS TO

visit our Regent Street showroom

*We can offer direct, com-
parative demonstrations
-under identical condi-
tions-of the accepted
best in high quality audio
amplifiers and loud-
speakers.

Demonstrations of high fidelity equipments:
Daily 10.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Saturday 10.30 a.m.-I2.30 p.m.

*H.P. TERMS
AVAILABLE

229, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I. (ENTRANCE HANOVER STREET) Phone: REG 7363
B. K. PARTNERS LTD.

SOU N D Tie
Op

0.1.0 APPROVED

"WILLESDEN"TRANSFORMERS
x&taie

ELECTRONIC & TELECOMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER CO. LTD., 2a,FRITHVILLE GARDENS,SHEPHERDS BUSH,LONOON,W.12. Telephone:SHE 58/9,2714.
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ICI

proved
filtex
units

with Ferroxcube pot cores

1 High performance combined with small size and light weight.

2 Designed and built to customers' individual requirements.

3 Long term stability, even under conditions of temperature variation.

High quality electrical filter units built around Ferroxcube cores can now
be supplied to communications equipment designers' individual specifications.
These filter units have significant advantages over comparable types designed
without the use of Ferroxcube, particularly in the frequency range 300 c/s
to 500 kc/s. For audio frequencies the use of Ferroxcube cores permits
the winding of compact coils with very high inductances. This results in a
considerable reduction in the size and cost of the associated condensers and
hence of the filter unit as a whole. The high Q values obtained for a
given volume, especially above 10 kc/s, enable sharp cut off characteristics
and low pass -band losses to be achieved, while negligible stray flux
facilitates the production of compact and mechanically robust filters.
Electrical filter units are among a number of high quality components
now being made available by Mullard. Full details of the complete series
of components will be gladly supplied upon request.

Mullard Mullard
0,11.4/11,/

'Ticonal' permanent magnets

Magnadur ceramic magnets
Ferroxcube magnetic cores.

MULLARD LTD COMPONENTS DIVISION CENTURY HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE WC2

(M1463)
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SOLDER INSTRUMENTS

for MINIATURE and
SUB MINIATURE WORK

by

/41DCOLP\
(Reird. Trod* Mork)

SPECIAL FEATURES

I. Traditional British
quality.

2. Designed tem-
peratures.

3. Weight 2 oz.
(excluding flex)

4. Length 8in.
5. 18 watts.
6. Practical tem-
perature for
high classsolder
jointing.

Supplied in all
volt ranges

BIT
Illustrated
ListNo.70
(Actual Size)

Models

to
cover all fields

of the
Radio, TV. and

Electronic Industry.

For all Soldering
Instruments

and
Allied equipment,

WRITE TO:-

lielDCOLA
.(Roird. Trod* Mork)

Head Office and Sales

GAUDEN RD.
CLAPHAM HIGH ST.
LONDON S.W.4 MACAULAY 4272

Telephone

an open

cfrivvrjet&n
to all manufacturers

Photo Flash Equipment

Deaf Aids

Private Telephone
Installations

Amplifiers

D.C. Power Units

Spot Welding Equipment

Test Gear

Magnetisation Equipment

You are invited to regard the TECHNICIANS
at DALY as a part of your own technical staff.
Non-standard components are invariably a source
of worry, therefore the Electrical Industry find the
DALY " made -to -measure " service for individual
requirements specially helpful and a great time-saver.

For URGENT problems a telephone request
will bring us post haste to your factory for consulta-
tion without obligation-and you will find our
readiness to help both valuable and economic.

DALY ELECTROLYTICS for ELECTRONICS and
COMMUNICATIONS . . . MOTOR START . . .

RADIO and T.V. are in great demand throughout
the world ; send for appropriate pamphlet.

DALY
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

CONDENSER SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 20 YEARS

DALY (CONDENSERS) LTD., WEST LODGE WORKS,
THE GREEN, EALING, LONDON, W.5

Phone : EALing 3127-8-9. Cables : DALYCON, LONDON
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JUST

RELEASED!

Taylor TV Sweep Oscillator
Model 92A
For Band III and F.M. Alignment
Covering Band III
Frequency -modulated oscillator designed
for the rapid and accurate alignment of
TV receivers. Also suitable for check-
ing band pass amplifier and for align-
ment of F.M. receivers.
Frequency range: 5-250 Mc/s.
Frequency deviation: Continuously variable

to approx. 15 Mc/s.
Output: 40 microvolts to 2 millivolts con-

tinuously variable.
Freq. Mod. Substantially linear to 6 Mc/s.

sweep width-less than 10% max. sweep.
Sweep: Sweep voltage continuously variable

to a max. of 300 v. R.M.S.

Cash Price £30/-/- Prompt Delivery

AVAILABLE ON ADVANTAGEOUS
H.P. TERMS

NEW TAYLOR
VALVE TESTER

Model 45c
A Comprehensive valve tester which may be
used to measure the mutual conductance of most
types of British, American and Continental
receiving valves. Measures for over 4,000
different valves.

TESTING FACILITIES
Mutual Conductance. Two ranges: 0-3
m A/V and 0-15 m A/V.
Cathode Leakage. Tests for Heater/Cathode
insulation up to 10 megohms, with heater hot.
Emission. Rectifiers and Diodes may be
tested for emission.
Inter Electrode Shorts. Short circuits
between electrodes are shown on the meter.
Heater Continuity. Meter Indicates con-
tinuity of heater or filament.
Gas Tests. Press button " gas " tests shows
abnormal positive or negative grid current.
TV tube adaptor to check most tubes can
be supplied separately.
Price L27-10-0 Prompt delivery
AVAILABLE ON ADVANTAGEOUS H.P.
TERMS.

See them all on STAND 27. Block A.
British Instrument Industries Exhibition
(June 28 -July 9).

Separate leaflets giving full technical details
available. All other Taylor Instruments
available on H.P. Write for catalogue and
details of H.P. terms.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Telephone : Slough 21381. Cables: Taylins, Slough.
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Ia 10

AMPLIFIER

Make the most of F.M. with

Specialists in High Quality Reproduction for over 20 years

£19 .15 . 0
CONTROL UNIT £9 .15 . 0
Demonstrations at your local
High Fidelity specialists, or at
our showrooms in Holloway.
Special High Fidelity demon-
strations each Thursday even-
ing from 7 p.m. If you are
unable to visit us please write
for booklet "W.T.L."

THE A.IO AMPLIFIER
Output: 10-12 watts Uttralincar.
Distortion: 0.1% total harmonic at

8 watts.
Frequency Response: within 1 dB 15-

30,000 cps.

CONTROLS
1. Input -4 position.
2. Equaliser -4 position.
3. Fitter -0 position with built-in

" rumble " filter.
Presence Control.

4. Treblek Lift and cut giving + 15
5 Bass I dB --continuously variable.

THE F.M. 56 TUNER
Coverage: 85-95 incis.

Image Rejection: 26 dB.

I.F. Rejection: 60 dB.

Output: 3 volts r.m.s.

Circuit: a low noise triode. R.F.
stage is coupled to a high
stability frequency changer.
This is followed by two I.F.
stages and a triple diode triode
ratio detector and A.F. stage.

Valves: The latest type Mullanl
MC 85, EF 85, EABC 80, EM 34.

We consider that these two units used in
conjunction, will (with the co-operation of
the B.B.C.) give you the last word in quality
reception. The control panels of both are
the same size (94 x 5i) and finished in
Florentine bronze; and will look well to-
gether in your cabinet. An A.M. Tuner
to match will be available shortly.

Equipment

 Permeability tuning.
 Freedom from drift.
 Automatic limiting.
 Magic eye tuning.
 A.F. attenuator.
 3 position H.T. supply socket.

F.M. 5 6. £2.1 0 . 0
(inc. Tax)

All our models are sold under
full and unconditional money -
back guarantee of satisfaction.
Prices include Purchase Tax,
Hire Purchase facilities are
available.

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD., WARLTERS RD., LONDON, N.7 Telephone: NORth 3213

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS

First introduced in Multi -
Channel form as an

airborne instrument for
strain gauge recording, this

Series has provided
invaluable data on the

performance of high power
jet engines at operational
heights and speeds. Now,
since its introduction as a

single channel recorder it is
finding an ever-increasing

application not only in
research and indus:ry, but

among music lovers because
of its wide frequency range,

impressive performance
and a number of exclusive

features found only on
this instrument.

SCIENTIFIC and
INDUSTRIAL
Series P. Recorders

Wow and Flutter are at a satisfactory low level (o.z% Peak to Peak at 7.5o" per sec.)
while a signal displayed on an oscilloscope at r z,000, 13,000 and 14,000 cycles shows
a "clean " trace with very little high frequency Flutter component. The wide frequency

range
+ 3dBdB

5 10 144

to cycles/permits a playback response which approximates( ± 6
closely to the original signal when recording from a high quality input source. In
cases where a very high record to playback tape speed accuracy is required, the Frequency
Injection Control permits a short signal of a known frequency (normally 5o cycles) to be
made on the tape before recording, this is " beat " back by means of the variable tape
speed control at the commencement of replay, giving a record to playback accuracy loss,
of less than o.1 %, the record level meter being used in this function as the error
signal indicator. The inching control, now fitted as standard on all Reflectograph in-
struments, permits rapid shuttling of the tape between spools and brings the tape to
a smooth stop before the mechanical brakes are applied. All Reflectograph Recorders
conform to the C.C.I.R. recommended specifications and permit the full quality of
Tape Records to be realised.

For full information on the Reflectograph Range write to the Manufacturero

RUDMAN DARLINGTON (ELECTRONICS) LTD
Wednesfield, Staffs. Tel: Wolverhampton 31704

IW.Ad
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Features that the enthusiast will appreciate are the suppression of switch clicks, the extra
heavy balanced turntable, and the very fine degrees of speed control available. Each of the
nominal speeds, 78, 45 and 33} r.p.m. can be adjusted by approximately 2+%, Wow and
Flutter have been reduced to less than 0.2% and less than 0.05% respectively. The model
is equipped for dual voltage ranges of 100 to 130 and 200 to 250 volts, 50 or 60 cycles
according to the motor pulley fitted. The 301 is finished in quality grey tone enamel.
is fully tropicalised and is supplied complete with plastic stroboscope, special grease,
all fixing screws, washers, template and instruction manual.

Supplies are limited, see your dealer now.

GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
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SPECIFY

AERIALS
The wide range of Aerialite aerials
includes types for television, radio
and f.m. reception. Our long
experience in this specialist field
enables us to market aerials of extra

high efficiency which give years of trouble -free service. For
example, there is no equal to the Dublex T/V aerial in terms of
forward gain (6dB) and broad bandwidth at the low price of
£4/8/6. There are many other unique aerials in the range-
send for details. Retail prices are from 1316.

Two valuable additions to the
accessory range are the Part No. 166
coaxial plug and the Part No. 169
In -line attenuator. The plug is of
three-piece construction and is

easily fitted to the semi-airspaced and standard types of coaxial
cables. The In -line attenuator is available in five types, 6dB,
12dB, 18dB, 24dB, and 36dB and carries plug and socket ends.
It may be instantly inserted in aerial down -lead. Other acces-
sories include plugs, sockets, lightning arrestors, brackets, etc.

A new type of T/V down -lead has
recently been introduced under the
trade mark of " Aeraxial." This
cable has lower attenuation than

solid types and yet is available at the same price (91d. per yd.
retail price). Other cables available include twin feeders
(screened and unscreened) for 75 ohm and 300 ohm applications,
as well as 50 ohm and 75 ohm coaxials with solid and semi-
airspaced insulation. A special low capacity cable for car radio
aerial connections, etc., is also manufactured.

Aerialite connecting wires are being
increasingly used in the radio, T/V
and electronics industry due to their
flexibility, wide colour range and low
cost. Thermoplastic insulation en-

sures a higher dielectric plus the advantages of greater mechanical
strength, fire resistance, and permanence. Aerialite connecting
wires are easy to handle and easy to strip and save valuable time
on the production floor. Please send for leaflet and prices.

Aerialite relay cables have been
designed and manufactured to
provide efficient and permanent
installations for sound and broad-
cast relay networks. To meet these

exacting requirements these cables have the minimum of attenua-
tion combined with high mechanical strength. The range
includes single and double star quad, single polythene insulated,
flat twin Fig. 8 and single star quad copper taped relay cables.
Television relay cables are also available.

Types DAI and PAI-8 meet the
need for both multiple outlet and
individual aerial distribution and
amplification. Model DAI will
provide unity gain with at least

30 TN receivers operating and the specification includes heavy
duty power pack, neon indicator, two stage, gain control, two
independent coaxial outputs. The size is 16iin. x bin. x
Type PAI is available with up to eight coaxial outlets and is
suitable for showroom or demonstration purposes.

YOUR ENQUIRIES INVITED

ACCESSORIES

HF.CABLES

CONNECTING
WIRES

RELAY
CABLES

T/V AERIAL
AMPLIFIERS

COMPLETE SA7778,447/041
WITH

AERIALITE
PRODUCTS

AERIALITE LTD . STALYBRIDGE . CHESHIRE

WHY ENGINEERS SPECIFY

EGEN
potentiometers

Egen Potentiometers are based on long experience of
requirements of television and electronic equipment
manufacturers. In design, dependability, accuracy and
freedom from wear they are outstanding, but, above all,
they are completely NOISELESS.

DUAL POTENTIOMETERS
with concentric operating
spindles. The new Egen
Dual Potentiometers in-
corporate all these out-
standing design features
- multiple contact
rotors, smooth easy
movement, thorough
screening between sec-
tions, plus a convenient
soldering tag for earth-
ing screened connec-

tions on each metal case. Switch and Potentiometer soldering tags
are of high-grade brass heavily silver plated for easy soldering; they
are positively located and withstand soldering heat and bending
without loss of rigidity. Control spindles can be supplied to suit
customers' requirements.

PRE-SET POTENTIOMETERS. Com-
pletely enclosed in high-grade
phenolic mouldings. Solder tags
heavily silver plated for quick sol-
dering. Fully insulated spindles
with integral control knobs. Tap-
ped for 2 -hole 6 B.A. fixing on r
centres. Type 126, wire -wound.
Type 127, carbon.

STANDARD CARBON POTENTIO-
METERS. Made by an entirely
new method ensuring a highly
stable resistance element, which
is also very durable. Silent and
smooth in operation, these
controls offer both mechanical
and electrical reliability. Sol-
dering tags are heavily silver
plated to resist oxidisation, and
the mains switch has an efficient
quick make -and -break action.

PRE-SET RESISTOR. This has a wire -wound resistance element,
traversed by a nickel -silver slider. Adjustment is effected by a
worm drive spindle fitted with a knurled and slotted knob. This
component is smooth and
noiseless in action and is
designed to meet the many
and varied requirements of
the Electronic Industry.
Egen pre-set resistors can
be supplied in multi -bank
assemblies to suit individual
requirements. There are
also twin -track models, and
types with an electrically
divided slider, giving adjust-
ment on two resistors with
one operation.

EGEN ELECTRIC LTD. Charfleet Industrial Estate,
Canvey Island, Essex Phone: Canvey Island 691/2
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Ceramics
ANOTHER BATCH OF THE FINEST
QUALITY CERAMIC INSULATORS . . .

A SERVICE WHICH TT HAVE DEVELOPED
AFTER YEARS OF CONTINUOUS EXHAUSTIVE
RESEARCH.

THESE TT INSULATORS PLAY AN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN ELECTRONIC
DEVELOPMENT.

rr4,7-'7 "ry -fp'f17
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TAYLOR TUNNICLIFF (REFRACTORIES) LTD.
ALBION WORKS  LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT

Telephone : Longton 33122

London Office: 125 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Tel. Holborn 1951/2
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NEW ARCOLECTRIC SIGNAL LAMPS
For Low Voltage or Mains
Illustrated are a few signal lamps taken
from our wide range. The insulation of
every Arcolectric signal lamp will resist
a flash test of 1,500 volts A.C.
The SL.90 illustrated here is a typical
Arcolectric low voltage signal
lampholder. It is designed to accept
popular M.E.S. bulbs. The bulb is

accessible from front or rear of panel.
The domed plastic lens surrounded by a
polished chrome bezel gives a most

attractive panel appearance. This holder
can be fixed in a single :1" hole.
The mains voltage signal lamp S.L.88'N
is supplied complete with an M.E.S. neon
tube and a suitable series resistance.

Write for Catalogue No. 128

ARCOLECTRICNWITCHES LTD
S.L.82

S.L.90 S.L.86

CENTRAL AVENUE, WEST MOLESEY, SURREY . TELEPHONE: MOLESEY 4336 (3 LINES)

MAXI' Q
L__)
REGD.

BE SURE OF SUCCESS IN RECEIVING
F.M. PROGRAMMES BY BUILDING
THE "MAXI -Q" F.M. FEEDER UNIT.

Full constructional details, Point to Point wiring diagram and alignment
instructions are given in our Technical Bulletin DTB.8, price 1/6. The
guaranteed components described below have been acclaimed by thousands as
the finest obtainable.
F.M. SCALE. A bronze finished scale with yellow markings (0-20 Log) is
now available for use with all types of F.M. Tuners or Receivers. Consisting
of Metal Scale, Pointer, Cord Drive Spindle, Pulleys, 2 in. Drum, Cord and
instructions for the assembly of the cord drive. The Scale measures Ain. x 3M.
and is for a cabinet aperture of 4in. x 14in. Price 9/-.
RATIO DISCRIMINATOR TRANSFORMER 10.7 Mc/s. Ref. RDT.1.
A 10.7 Mc/s transformer for use in ratio discriminator type circuits. Can size
1 iin. square x 2 tin. high. Secondary winding of bifilar construction. Iron dust
core tuning, polystyrene former and silver mica condensers. Price 12/6 each.
PHASE DISCRIMINATOR TRANSFORMER 10.7 Mc/s. Ref. PDT.I.
A miniature 10.7 Mc/s. transformer for use in frequency modulation detector
circuits where the limiter/Foster-Seeley type of circuit is employed. Designed
for carrier deviation of 75 kc/s. Qk = 1.5. Wound on black Bakelite former,
complete with iron dust slugs and two 6 B.A. threaded fixing holes on .532in.
centres. Screening can I lin. x 13/16in. square. Price 9/- each.
I.F. TRANSFORMER IFT.11/10/7.
A miniature I.F. Transformer of nominal frequency 10.7 Mc/s. The transformer
is primarily intended for the I.F. stages of frequency modulation receivers and
converters. The Q of each winding is 90 and the coupling critical. Construction
and dimensions as PDT.1. Price 6/- each.
I.F. TRANSFORMER IFT.11/10.7/L.
As IFT.11/10.7 but with secondary tap for limiter input circuits. Price 6/- each.
GENERAL CATALOGUE covering technical information on full range of
components, 1/- post free. Obtainable from all reputable stockists or in case of
difficulty direct from works.

DENCO (CLACTON) LTD. 357/9 Old Road, Clacton -on -Sea, Essex
STOP PRESS: " Osram " 912 " and " Mullard " " 5-10 " Amplifier Chassis and Bronze finished Front Panel. Price 211- each.
The " Practical Wireless " " Fury Four " uses the " Maxi -Q " Yellow (3/11) and Green Chassis Mounting Coils (4/9) (please state frequency
range when ordering). Also available are the " Fury Four Chassis and Paxolin Front Panel, 19/6. Long and Medium Wave T.R.F. Coils,
wound on Polystyrene Formers, 9/- per pair. IFF.1, improved 465 Kc/s. I.F. Filter, wound on Polystyrene Former, 4/1.
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HALTRON TUBES

Part of our service is to anticipate the forward demand for radio

tubes, and especially new types. You will be well aware that

during the last year many new types have appeared and the

demand for these has exceeded all estimates, with the result that

great shortages of many types have arisen.

Thanks to considerable foresight and careful planning we are in

the enviable position of being able to offer ex stock those types

that are in short supply.

From our unique and comprehensive stocks of over 2,000,000

tubes of British, American and European types we can satisfy your

immediate demands.

For even better service we have installed the Telex System, the

number being 2-2573.

Let us have your enquiries which will receive our immediate

attention.

53

HALL ELECTRIC LTD
ALT HALTRON HOUSE, 49-55 LISBON GROVE, 14 arnALTROn

LONDON N.W.1.

Tel.: Ambassador 1041 (5 lines) Cables: Hallectric, London
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ORYX
MINIATURE SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

HEATING -UP TIME 30-45 SECONDS
British made and designed for production line performance.

Con Bit Spare
Mod. Voltage

sumptian Diameter Weight Price Bits

12 12 watts 6, 12, 24 or 50 3/I6in.
(4.8 mm.) 0.5 oz. 25/. 2/-

9 8.3 watts 6, 12 or 24 (4 mm
5/32in:) 0.25oz. 25/. 1/8

6A 6 watts 6 only 3/32in
(14 mm.) 0.25 oz. 25/. 1/8

6 6 watts 6 only I/xe
(1.6

16minm,) 0.25 oz. 25/- fi
bird

ANTEx3L OT NO DWOE NR HILLc Phone R(00 YveArLs e4a4, )39

TIN

TAPE RECORDER COMPONENTS

AND ACCESSORIES

TAPE DECKS
MARK IIIU SERIES

Technically identical with
the world-famous Deck
supplied, in bulk, to Recorder
Manufacturers. With B.S.S.
sense of tracking, it is fully
approved for playback of
pre-recorded tapes. List
Price remains at 22 gns.

Details of complete recorders incor-
porating the TRUVOX Tape Deck are
available on request.

The full range of Truvox Tape
Recorder Components and

Accessories is listed below-send
for fully descriptive leaflets.

TAPE DECKS  AMPLIFIER RADIO
JACKS  FOOT CONTROL  TELEPHONE
ADAPTOR  MONOSET & STETHOSET
HEADPHONES  CORNER DIFFUSION

SPEAKER

TRUVOX LIMITED
Sales Office: 15, LYON ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.

Tel.: Harrow 9282
Tech. & Service Depts.: 328, THE BROADWAY, STATION ROAD,

HARROW, MIDDX. Tel.: Harrow 4455
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SAVE YOURSELF A RUSH

Urge your TV customers
to convert now!

Getting closer!

INDEPENDENT TV
BEGINS

IN

SEPTEMBER

NO-ONE WANTS tO turn down business, but
you may find yourself in that situation
when independent TV begins -unless
you urge your customers to convert now!

We are doing our bit with a big adver-
tising campaign which is now running.
Big spaces in London evening and sub-
urban newspapers, posters in the Under-
ground, leaflets for your counter, and
windowbills -all these are telling your
customers about the forthcoming pro-
grammes: most of the biggest names in

the entertainment world will be appear-
ing regularly on the new station. We are
telling viewers, too, to come to you with
their enquiries.

But you know what people are like for
putting things off! So warn your cus-
tomers that they may miss the first months
of the new programmes unless they take
steps now!

The new station will bring you plenty
of new business-make sure now that
you can cope with it!

ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING COMPANY LTD  ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION LTD

THE LONDON PROGRAMME COMPANIES

Can you accept

orders for

conversion work

now?

There will shortly be a heavy
demand on your skilled
labour for conversion work.
May we suggest you look into
whether you are ready for it
-with the necessary labour
know-how and equipment

supplies?
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A range of 360 standard types avail-
able for " off the shelf " delivery in
several different mounting styles
including both open and hermeti-
cally sealed " C " cores.

Fully descriptive Catalogue upo

SOMERFORD CHRISTCHURCH HANTS Te/ /021/5

utters CERAMICS

FOR INDUSTRY

We specialise in the manufacture of- PORCELAIN
for general insulation

REFRACTORIES
for high -temperature insulation

High quality material and
dimensional precision are
attributes of Bullers die -
pressed products.
Prompt delivery at com-
petitive prices.

FREQUELEX
for high -frequency insulation

PERMALEX & TEMPLEX
for capacitors

BULLERS LIMITED
MILTON  STOKE-ON-TRENT  STAFFS

Phone: Stoke-on-Trent 21381 (5 lines)  Telegrams 8 Cables: Bullers, Stoke-on-Trent
Ironworks TIPTON, STAFFS London Office 6 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, E.C.4

Phone: Tipton 1691 Phone: MANsion House 9971
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WE KNEW that the Evlarscope CD. 514 would
quickly make a name for itself. With facilities

for viewing pulse and transient signals up to
10 Mc/s, the price of £105 puts it in a class of

its own - for performance coupled with economy
it has no competitor. Even so, the reception
it received at the Physical Society Exhibition

can only be described as amazing.

AS WE FORETOLD, there's a place for it
on every production test bench.

THE CD. 514 will be on Stand 8F at the
British Instrument Industries Exhibition

with many other examples of our ever expanding
range of precision electronic equipment.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION OF THE CONSTANT -BANDWIDTH CD. 514

"Y" Sensitivity: 30 mV/cm to 30 V/cm from 5 c/s to 9 Mc/s (3 db)
"Y" Calibration: 50 cycle sine -wave, 100 mV, I V, 10 V and 100 V
Input Impedance: I Megohm in parallel with less than 30 pF
"X" Amplifier

Bandwidth: 1.5 c/s to 900 Kc/s (3 db)
"X" Expansion: 0.5 to 5 diameters
Time Calibration: 0.1 microsec., I microsec. & 10 microsec. intervals
T.B. Frequency: 15 c/s to 300 Kc/s.
T.B. Trigger

Sensitivity: Iv. R.M.S., minimum
Weight: 40 lbs. Size: 121"x 81"x 16i" deep overall
Other Features:

Post -deflection -acceleration tube giving brighter trace.
Direct access to tube deflection plates.
Illuminated graticule, adjustable stand.
Takes standard camera attachments.

We MS SelLikaP MGM IC LE MGM EC GROW IP SNP D.
RELIABILITY-UNDER OUR

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE COSTS

HAVE NEVER EXCEEDED OF SALES

Thames Ditton, Surrey
Telephone: EMBerbrook 5611
Cables: Solartron, Thames Ditton
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MAINS
TRANSFORM ERS

FULLY INTERLEAVED
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL GUARANTEED
ALL PRIMARIES ARE 200/250 v. Half Shrouded.
HSM 63 (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v.60 mla., 6.3 v. at 3 amps.,

5 v. at 2 amps 16/3
HS63. Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a., 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 5 v. at

2 amps 16/6
HS40. Windings as above. 4 v. at 4 amps., 4 v. at 2 amps 16/6

Output.
HS2. 250-0-250 v. 80 m'a. I9/ -
H53. 350-0-350 v. 80 rn/a. 19/-. HS30. 300-0-300 v. 80 mla 19/-
H52X. 250-0-250 v. 100 mla., 21/-. HS75. 275-0-275 v

100 mla. 2I/-
H530X. 300-0-300 v. 100 mia., 21'-. HS3X. 350-0-350 v

100 mla. 211 -

Fully Shrouded
FSM63 (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m,a., 6.3 v. a.: 3 amps.,

5 v. 2 amps. 16;9
Output

FS2. 250-0-250 v. 80 mia. 21/-
F830. 300-0-300 v.80 mla. 21/-. FS3. 350-0-350 v. 80 m /a. 21'-
FS2X. 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a. 23/-. FS7S. 275-0-275 v. 100 m /a 231-
FS30 X. 300-0-300 v. 100 m'a. 23`-. FS3X. 350-0-350 v

100 m'a. 231 -
All the above have 6.3 4-0 v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0 at 2 amps.
F543. Output 425-0-425 v. 200 mra., 6.3 v. 4 amps.. C.T. 6.3 v.

4 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 474
FS5O. Output 450-0-450 v. 250 mla., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3 v

4 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 67'6
F3SX. Output 350-0-350 v.250 mia., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps ,

4 v. 3 amps., 0-2-6.3 v. 2 amps. Fully shrouded 651-
F5I60X. Output 350-0-350 v. 160 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v

3 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 44/-
FS43X. Output 425-0-425 v. 250 mla., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v

6 amps.. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 63/6
HS6. Output 250-0-250 v. 100 mfa., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v

3 amps. For RI355. Half shrouded 26/6
HS150. Output 350-0-350 v. 150 m'a., 6.3 v. 3 amps., C.T. 5 v

3 amps. Half shrouded 27/9
F36. Output 250-0-250 v. 100 mia., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v

3 amps. Fully shrouded 2916
FSI20. Output 350-0-350 v. 120 mla., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3 v

2 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 2919
PRIII. Output 230 v. at 30 m/a.,6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps. 21/-
FSISOX. Output 350-0-350 v. at 150 m/a.., 6.3 v. at 2 amps ,

C.T. 6.3 v. at 2 amps., C.T. 5 v. at 3 amps. Fully shrouded 31/6
The above have inputs of 200'250 v.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

MIDGET OP. 5,0000 to 30 3/9
8,0000 to 30 3/9

OPIO. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half Primary 17/9
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Half Primary 25/9
Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification L4/13/6
Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier, 30 H. at 20 m!a. 16/6

10 H. ac 150 m a. 32/ -

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
A11200/250 v. Input.

F3. 6.3 v. @ 3 amps.
F4. 4 v. (4) 2 amps., 7/6. F6. 6.3 v. @ 2 amps.
F6X. 6.3 v. @ 0.3 amps., 5/6. FI2X. 12 v. @ I amp.
FU6. 0-2-4-5-6.3 v. @ 2 amps., 10/-. F12. 12.6 v. tapped 6.3 v

@ 3 amps.
F24. 24 v. tapped 12 v. 4i 3 amps.
F29. 0-2-4-5-6.3 v. @ 4 amps., 18/9. FU I2. 0-4-6.3 v. @ 3 amps
FU24. 0-12-24 v. @ I amp.
FS. 6.3 v. @ 10 amps. or 5 v. @ 10 amps., or 12.6 v. @ 5 amps ,

or 10 v. @ 5 amps.
F6/4. Four windings at 6.3 v. tapped 5 v. @ 5 amps. each, giving

by suitable series and parallel connections up to 6.3 v. @
20 amps.

Quotations, etc., stamped addressed envelope please.

C.W.O. (add 1/6 in £ for carriage).

Export enquiries invited.

916
7/6
8/-

16/6
23/6
17:6
1716

34;-

51/6

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. W.W),
676, Gt. Horton Road, Bradford 7, Yorks.

quarts
into pint pots

. . . won't go, as the saying is. We stopped our " listing "
advertisements, because they provided room for only a
small fraction of our wide stocks, and printed a catalogue*.
But some customers have missed these informative an-
nouncements, so we are starting them again, showing a
small selection of the most interesting items and some of the
new equipment that became available after the catalogue
was published If you need advice, or have any queries,
we shall be pleased to hear from you, we can promise a
prompt and helpful reply, and every transaction is backed
by our full money -back guarantee of satisfaction.
*Available now 6d. U.K., 1/- E Lport Edin. Airmail extra.

PICKUPS Cash Price Deposit
Ferranti Diamond Styli £24 6 8 £3 16 8

Leak Diamond Styli £20 19 9 £3 15 0

Lowther Diamond Styli £16 16 7 £2 11 0

Tannoy pick-up complete £20 9 6 £3 9 6

AMPLIFIERS AND FM UNITS
Quad Mark II £42 0 0 £6 6 0Quad F.M.£28 17 6 £4 7 6

Leak TL 12 Mark II £45 3 0 £7 7 0

Leak F.M. (provisional price) £33 10 0 £5 0 0

Tannoy £63 0 0 £9 9 0

Pye £42 0 0 £6 6 0

Dynatron F.M. £24 0 0 £3 10 0

Goodsell F.M. T 402 £18 15 2 £3 9 2

LOUDSPEAKERS
Lowther T.P.1 £96 0 0 £14 8 0

Tannoy Autograph £131 5 0 £31 5 0

Tannoy Junior £100 16 0 £15 16 0

Tann6y York 12in. £37 15 0 £8 14 0

TAPE RECORDERS
Ferrograph 3i-71 i.p.s. £79 16 0 £12 0 0

Ferrograph 7i-15 i.p.s. £90 6 0 £13 10 0
Grundig TK 12 £73 10 0 £11 2 0
Grundig TK 820 £102 18 0 £15 9 0
Grundig Stenorette £38 5 0 £5 14 0
MSS PMR 25X £150 0 0 £22 10 0
EAP Elizabethan £50 8 0 £7 10 0

Balance payable in each case over 6, 9, 12, 18 or 24 months.

HIRE PURCHASE WITHOUT FUSS OR BOTHER
Long experience of H.P. has taught us that the simplest and
friendliest arrangements are the best. We are specialists in
hire purchase and have comprehensive facilities.

Ca/A ealfG
ELECTRICAL COMPANY LIMITED

HI-FI, TR, VHF SPECIALISTS
352-364 LOWER ADDISCOMBE RD., CROYDON, SURREY

Telephone: ADDiscombe 6061
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have a wed fat it...

KATHODENGEGENKOPPLUNGSWICKLUNGEN

a singularly factual one describing the design of the
output circuit of the QUAD II Amplifier.

In other words the output transformer includes cathode as well as anode and
output windings. Thus, the screen characteristics of the valves are used as
well as those of the anode, while the voltage appearing across the cathode
winding is also applied in the grid circuit as overall negative feedback without
either sacrificing gain wastefully or increasing the load on the previous state.

The resulting decrease in distortion
and increase in efficiency have con-
tributed considerably to the success
of Acoustical Amplifiers over the
last ten years, and are reflected in
the rather unusual performance -for -
size of the QUAD II.

For a full description of this circuit from
its basic principles see " Amplifiers and
Superlatives" Wireless World, Sept. 1952.

OCOUSTICAL

AMPLIFIER

For the closest approach to the original sound

":;;;-,e; .,;:
.ZCe

41,
Cir

"

The Quad II
Amplifier

The Quad II
Control Unit

* Send for the QUAD II booklet giving full details of today's most advanced amplifier- Acoustical Mfg., Co., Ltd., Huntingdon, Hunts.
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M MURDO

Line -to -line, line -to -chassis or inter -chassis
connectors. Adequate contact " float " allows for slight mis-alignment of male or

female units. Sockets fitted with McMurdo No. 9 Octal valveholder contacts which
have proved their reliability on many jobs. Low contact resistance with reasonable

insertion and withdrawal forces. Life tests prove that low contact resistance
persists through more than 5,000 insertions. AVAILABLE in 8, 12, 18 AND 25

WAY ALSO COVERS WITH TOP SIDE OR END CABLE ENTRY.

STANDARD
CONNECTORS

12 Way
Actual

Size

For full details apply to :-
THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT COMPANY LTD VICTORIA WORKS  ASHTEAD SURREY. Tel. : ASHTEAD 3401

WEYRAD
COMPONENTS FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION

TELEPHONE :-
WEYMOUTH

701.

COMBINED AM/FM COIL PACK. TYPE B.60.
Provides AM reception on Long and Medium waves and
FM in the 84-96 Mc/s. band.
Completely assembled with 4 -position switch, valve holders,
screens and all associated components. Designed for use with
valves types 8AM6 (R.F. amplifier on FM only) and 8BE6
Frequency Changer (AM and FM).
Dimensions: Width 5+in. Length 4fin. (plus switch spindle).
Overall depth 41 -in.
The tuning condenser is a twin gang, 2 -section type and can
also be supplied with the Coil Pack.
PRICE: Coil Pack 71/9. Plus 23'4 P.T. Tuning Condenser 22 -.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS AND RATIO DETECTOR.
Type P.21/I 470 kcts and 10.7 Mc!s I.F. Transformers.
Type P.21/2 470 Kc s. I.F. and Ratio Detector.
Iron -cored assemblies mounted in aluminium cans, core
adjustment at opposite sides of can. Size Itin. square, 31in.
high. Recommended valves are-6BE6, 6BA6 and EABC80.
PRICE P.21/I, 12/6 each. P.21/2, 14 2 each.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MFG., CO., LTD.
CRESCENT STREET, WEYMOUTH, DORSET

TELEGRAMS :-
WEYRAD.

WEYMOUTH.
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FM SIGNAL GENERATOR
TYPE TF 1077/2

FREQUENCY RANGE 19.7 to 102.5 Mc/s DEVIATION up to 100 kc/s

BRITISH
INSTRUMENT
INDUSTRIES
EXHIBITION
VS V& EMS

Xli IMS.
01100NLCOURT

June 28 -July 9 1955

STAND
No. 1

BLOCK B

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
SIGNAL GENERATORS ' BRIDGES ' VALVE VOLTMETERS ' Q METERS ' WAVEMETERS

FREQUENCY STANDARDS WAVE ANALYSERS BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ° ST. ALBANS HERTS Telephone: ST. ALBANS 6160/9

30 Albion Street, Kingston -upon -Hull. Phone: Hull Central 16144. 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa. Phone: 1408

Managing Agents in Export:
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD. MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND. LONDON, W.C.2.

TC 66
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a case of economy
Trying to make ends meet: or rather, to relate budget

to costs is a tricky business. On some things

you can let specialists take over. And in the engineering

business we're often the good Samaritan!

Housings made from sheet metal are our prerogative.

Metal cases, metal racks, control consoles and

cabinets in a multitude of shapes and sizes, for both

industrial and domestic mechanisms. Tell us

what you want: if necessary we will design for you

. . . test . . . and produce-on time. It's highly

probable though, you'll find exactly what you want

in our comprehensive Standard Range of housings.

Contact us for fuller details on Standards ' and

information will be sent to you, without obli-

gation: or better still, come along and see for yourself.

for worth -while cases,
racks, consoles and cabinets

IMMOFS
ALFRED IMHOF LTD

Dept. P4, 112-116 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1

Museum 7878

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd.
For the right goods at the right price. Immediate delivery, carefully packed. Full
and fair descriptions. Prices nett.
LOW VOLTAGE FANS (G.E.C.) for 6/12 v. D.C. operation and suitable for cars.
caravans, boats, etc. Highly efficient. Overall length 6f in., diameter of fan 51in.
Brand new. 22/6 (despatch 2/-).
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS (Klaxon) 6 -volts D.C., for model makers, car fans (for
which they were made), etc., 3in. dia. by nin. deep with fin. chef t projecting lin.
New, 9/6 (des. 1/3).
MAINS MOTORS, beat capacitor/induction type for 230/250 v. 50 c . 1 ph. 1,425 r.p.m. 
reversible, ONE -QUARTER H.P., 24/18/6 (des. 5/-), also ONE-HALF H.P., same
type, ball bearings, 27/5/- (des. 7/6). Further details, if required, on request.
Brand new unite in limited supply.
F.H.P. GEARED MOTORS. Large choice of brand new units off the shelf! All
reversible and continuously rated. We invite interested firms to send for our list
GM/355 In which are given full details. Final speed from 1 r.p.m. to 100 r.p.m.,
final torques from 31b./in. to 751b./in. Prices from £511716. Dimensional drawings
available.
GEARED MOTORS (Special Offer) 230/250 v. 50 c. 1 ph. Cap.lind. Final shaft 300
r.p.m. (61b.dn.) and motor shaft 1,440 r.p.m. brought out for use. Overall length
7ln. Reversible. A few at 24/101- (des. 2/6).
SEWING MACHINE MOTORS (COMPLETE). Really high quality job at about
half usual price. 200/250 v. A.C./D.C., including motor with fixing bracket, foot
control, needle light, belt, etc., with instructions for easy installation on any machine,

IO6T Y2/6).I1AV(desR TRANSFORMERS (Perm. magnet field-for stepping up or down). Three
commutators, 6 and 12 v. to 250 v. D.C. 65 mA., or will deliver 6 or 12 v. from 250 v.
D.C. mains for model railways, or 250 v. D.C. from car battery for electric razors.
Very handy units in new condition. 12/6 (des. 2/').
STUD SWITCHES, with 20 stud -taps, make before break, 5in. square by tin. deep,
with laminated switch arm, brand new, boxed, 2/6 (des. 1/-).
Also STUD -TAP POTENTIOMETERS (25,000 ohms). In demand for the 27 stud
precision switch, approx, lin. radius, 7/6 (des. 6d.).
TIME SWITCHES, 200/250 v. 50 cycles (synchronous). These are second-hand,
tested, pert ect. Can be set to switch on and off at any desired time during the day.
Load capacity 3 amps. A.C. (250 v.) in wall -mount metal housing with glass window.
58/6 (des. 2/-1. Also brand new Sangamo Time Switches, 200/250 v. 50 c. in com-
pact plastic housing 4iu. dia. by 3f in. deep, providing up to three on -off operat.ons
per 24 hours, with day --omitting device (use optional), switching rapacity up to 20
amps. A.C. (250 v.), 25/8/8 (des. 2/-).
THERMO-COUPLE AMMETERS, 21in. flush panel, round. Brand new, best makes,
0/1 amp. or 0/6 amp., R.F. 50 c. or D.C., 7/6 (des. 9d.).
DUAL MOTORS D.C. VOLTMETERS, tin. pocket type with leads, 200 ohms/v.
0/20 and 0/200 v., new, boxed, 18/- model for 2/6 (d.. 9d.).
MULTI -PURPOSE STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS. Our original design at the
request of industrial and educational laboratories, of highest specification. Prim; -
200/220 250 v., Sec.; Providing 2-3-5-7-8-9-10-12-15-17-18-20-25-27 and 30 v. 2 amps.
(cont.). 29/6 (des. 1/6).
LONDEX MAINS RELAYS (miniature type, 21in. x 21n. x llin.) 230 v. A.C. coil,
2 pole C.O. 6 amps. switching, brand new, 27/6 (des. 9.1.).
SMALL GEAR BOXES. Double worm gear, 300/1 reduction. In die -east housing
2fin. by 2Ina. by Sin. Final shaft sin. dia. by 111n. proj. Ball bearings, trans-
mission op to 1/10th 11.1'., 45/. (des. 1/6).

M. R. SUPPLIES, Ltd., 68 New Oxford St., London, W.C.1
Telephone : MUSeum 2958

Keep up-to-date with
the aid of this

NEW BOOK
This new work of refer-
ence on Permanent Mag-
nets is one of the most
authoritative available
on the subject.
The purpose of the
Book is to help YOU
to achieve required
performances at
minimum cost, by
efficient design and
use of the most
appropriate
materials.

PRICE 10r

PERMANENT
MAGNET ASSOCIATION
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There's a

big future in

printed circuitst
and dip-soldering-

consult ENTHOVEN

who can provide

everything necessary

to ensure perfect results
tPlease write for a copy of T.P.3,

our technical publication on "The

Soldering of Printed Circuits"
ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LIMITED

Enthoven House, 89 Upper Thames Street

London, E.C.4 MANsion House 4533
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to-
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THE PART
PLAYED

VIBRATION INVESTIGATION

It is acknowledged that vibration causes metal fatigue. Author-
itative opinion is divided as regards the precise investigating
approach to fatigue failure-whether the frequency of reversals
should be high or low, and the amplitude large or small.

To simulate a particular vibration mode under controlled
conditions is to go a long way to discover the critical failure
point. And Goodmans Vibration Generators do just that.

Our wide experience in the design and production of electro-
dynamic vibration generators is at the service of Industry, and we
welcome enquiries for specialised applications, with particular
emphasis on fatigue testing problems.

The present Good -
mans range of Vib-
rators extends from
a model developing
±300 Ibs; to a
midget with a force
output of approx-
imately = 2 lb.

Full details on request to
Vibration Dept. W "

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED AXIOM WORKS, WEMBLEY, MIDDX. Tel.: WEMbley 1200

Commercial TV
GRAVE SHORTAGE OF TRAINED TECHNICIANS E

111111111111 n 11111111I1111111I1111111111111111111111111111lllllllllll nillimilillinH1111111111H1111111111111111111Hininii

an opportunity for enterprising men
The Independent Television
Authority's TV transmitters
are due to start from London
in September and from Birm-
ingham and Manchester early
in 1956. The whole Tele-
vision Industry is growing
rapidly. There is room for
many more TRAINED men
in transmitting stations, in

producing and manufacturing
companies and in the service
and maintenance of receivers.
Is this your opportunity? If
you get up-to-date TV train-
ing NOW from ICS, you will
find your services in great
demand and you will establish
yourself as a qualified tech-
nician.

I.C.S. offer courses of instruction in:
TV TECHNOLOGY RADIO ENGINEERING
RADAR ADVANCED SHORT-WAVE RADIO
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERING BASIC ELEC

TRONICS FREQUENCY MODULATION
I.C.S. will also coach you, until
successful, for the following exam-
inations: 13.1.R.E.; P.M.G. Certifi-
cate for Wireless Operators; Radio

Servicing Certificate (R.T.E.B.); C.
and G. Telecommunication, etc.
Fees include all books.
POST THIS COUPON TODAY
For free descriptive booklet on the
subject which interests you.

1 INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
giDept. 223F, International Bldgs., Kingsway, London, W.C.2
REDUCED SUMMER TERMS-

This coupon will save you money
Please send Eooklet on subject

Name Age
Block letters please)

Address

Quartz Crystals of any shape and size cut and
ground precisely to specification and coated, if
required, with Gold, Silver, Aluminium or

Rhodium, etc.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD
Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, B.B.C.. etc.

181/3 TRAFALGAR ROAD, GREENWICH, LONDON, S.E.IO
Phone: Greenwich 1828

Grams : Xtals Green, London. Cables : Xtals, London
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A new beam tetrode D.C. control valve
of exceptional performance

gm = 35m11/1/
Max. cathode current 800mA

The Ediswan Mazda 13.E.1 is a new beam tetrode
with a high slope and good power handling capacity
for use as either a series or shunt control valve in
stabilised power supplies. It is also eminently
suitable for servo control motor systems.

In either of these functions the 13.E.1 can usually be
used in place of two or three smaller valves thereby
saving space and simplifying wiring because multi-
plicity of connections, grid and anode stopper
resistors etc., are avoided, and this, in turn, gives the
additional advantage of improved circuit stability.

The 13.E.1 has a B.7A. all glass base and is intended
for vertical mounting. All maximum ratings shown
below are absolute values, not design centres.

RATING BASE CONNECTIONS-B.7A.
Vh 26.0 v 13 v. Pin I h
lh
Va max
Vg2 max
VgI max
Wa max
Wg2 max
lk Max

1.3 A
800 V
300 V
-100 V
90 W
10 W

800 mA

2.6 A Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4
Pin 5
Pin 6
Pin 7

h tap
gl
k

g2
a
h

Vh k max. (cathode+VE) 300 V

-
101111 MINIM

vic

to 1

t' 1111 AI

E DI SWAN
M A Z D A

VALVES AND CATHODE RAY TUBES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

Member of the Group of Companies

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Gerrard 8660. Telegrams: Ediswan, Westcent, London
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11/4/4yles */44 cofzecata,7
OUR NEW 8.800 INCREMENTAL

INDUCTANCE BRIDGE

operates under working conditions and frequencies
50 mH to 500 H

at any frequency from £175
25 cis to 3 Kc's Delivery

with superimposed d.c. from 3-4 months
0 to 1.5 A

Variable a.c. excitation measured across
the component under test.
Direct reading of L and Q.
Logarithmic multi -range null indicator.
Selective amplifier ensures sharp balance
free from waveform error.

V.NVONNNNNINN,NN ...%16.000.10)INIO.
Off

.100,

N.NN MN'

/ / /
57 CLARENDON ROAD  WATFORD HERTS. Cables : FURZLAB, LONDON Tel.: Gadebrook 4686 7

and now -

S. G. Brown provide
Headphones and asso-
ciated equipment for
all known purposes.

Brochure " W " sent
on request.

05. brown
HEADPHONES
FOR MARINE
EQUIPMENT

Every seagoing
vessel in this elec-
tronic age relies
on Marine Com-
munication Equip-
ment.

Our contribution is
a specialised range

of reliable Headphones
which provide ships'

operators with the
clearest possible recep-
tion of all signals-Morse

or speech.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone: Watford 7241.

(I)

GOODSELL

Type PFA Pro -amplifiers

The latest PFA unit is built especially for
use with our range of Williamson Ampli-
fiers. Separate bass and treble control in
equaliser section. Low noise-high gain.
5 my. input, 6 valves.

Price £20.

* Demonstrations of all these units at B.K.
Partners Ltd., 229 Regent St., London, W.I.
and Classic Electric Co. Ltd., Croydon.

Write for
details of
F.M. Units.

From £13.17.6
plus Tax.

GOODSELL LTD.

40 Gardner Street Brighton I Sussex

Tel.: Brighton 26735
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NEWNES GREAT NEW REFERENCE WORK

RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS'

REFERENCE BOOK
45 SECTIONS CRAMMED WITH FACTS, FIGURES, DATA
Here is BIG news for Radio men-a brand-new work for those engaged
in the installation !and servicing of Radio and TV equipment, and in
design and manufacture. There is a real need for this work, for it brings
together in 45 self-contained sections all the practical data and theory, the
formulae and technical information and latest practice you cannot readily
obtain elsewhere. For you-the technical man and executive-to-be-it is

indispensable! Examine it without cost or obligation. Post the Coupon Today.

THE MOST UP-TO-DATE WORK OF ITS KIND IN EXISTENCE
Written by

365pecmusrs
RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS'

REFERENCE BOOK includes:-
Formula. Calculations. Electron optics.
Studio equipment. Transmitter power
plant. Aerials. Amateur radio equipment.
Wave -guides. V.H.F. Transmitter -receiver
Equipment. Commercial H -F links.
Navigation and Radar. Aero equipment.
Industrial TV. Valves. Tubes. Transistors.
Diodes. Interference. Magnetic and Disc
recording. Gramophone mechanisms.
Measuring and Test equipment. Radio and
TV installation and servicing. Projection
TV. Units and symbols, etc., etc.

* * *
It is impossible to list on this
page more than a very
small fraction of the con-
tents of this important
new work-so we pro-
vide you with the op-
portunity to examine it
freely in your own home,
and without obligation.
Seize this opportunity by
posting the coupon now .
it is greatly to your advan-
tage to see this invaluable
and up-to-the-minute work.

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 66-69, Great Queen St., London, W.C.2
Please send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS' REFERENCE
BOOK. It is understood that I may return the work within eight days.
If I keep it I will send a first payment of 7s. 6d. eight days after delivery, and
10s. Od. monthly thereafter, until the sum of £3 17s. 6d. has been paid. Cash
price within eight days is £3 12s. Od.

Name

Address

Occupation

Your Signature
(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21) RTRB 25

Place X where it applies

House OWNER

Householder

Living with Parents

Lodging Address

h

RADIO AND
TELEVISION;
ENGINEER5`.zt-,

1300K

OVER

pages crammed with in-
formation to meet your
everyday needs.

main sections, written
and compiled by leading
authorities.

diagrams, tables, standard
formula, calculations,
measurements, etc.

z500
cross-referenced index
entries enabling wanted
Information to be found
in an instant.
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PREMIER RADIO CO.
B. H. MORISS & CO. (RADIO) LTD. EST. 40 YRS.

(Dept. W.W.) 207 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2. Tel.: AMBassador 4033 & PADdington 3271

THE COMPLETE TELEVISOR IS SAFE TO HANDLE, BEING
COMPLETELY ISOLATED FROM THE MAINS BY A DOUBLE
WOUND MAINS TRANSFORMER. ALL PRESET CONTROLS
CAN BE ADJUSTED FROM THE FRONT, MAKING SETTING
UP VERY SIMPLE.

PRICE

The NEW

PREMIER TELEVISOR
SUITABLE FOR USE WITH ANY POPULAR WIDE

ANGLE TUBE

Brie( Technical Details are as follows:

20 valves (plus tube) Superhet Receiver, tunable from 40-68 Mcls
without coil or core changing. Wide Angle scanning Flyback EHT
giving 14 kV. Duomag Focaliser, permanent magnet focusing with
simple picture centring adjustments, suitable for any wide angle
Tube, may also be used with a I 2in. Tube with very minor modifications.
VISION CIRCUIT. Common RF Amplifier, single valve frequency
changer two IF stages, Video Detector and Noise Limiter followed by
special type of Video Output Valve. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED
ASSURING ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BAND-
WIDTH.

SOUND CIRCUIT. Coupling from anode of frequency changer,
two IF stages, Double Diode Triode detector and first LF Amplifier,
Diode Noise Limiter and Beam -type Output Valve, feeding a 10in.
Speaker. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED.
TIME BASES. 2 valve sync. Separator, giving very firm lock and
excellent interlace.
LINE TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator using a pentode driving a
high efficiency output stage comprising Ferroxcube Cored Output
Transformer with Booster Diode.
FRAME TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator driving a Beam Output
Valve coupled through a Transformer to the high efficiency FERROX-
CUBE Cored Scanning Coils.

POWER PACK. Double wound Mains Transformer supplying all
L.T. and H.T. using two full -wave Rectifiers.

The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages:
(I) Vision, (2) Time Base, (3) Sound, (4) Power
Pack, (5) Final Assembly. Each stage is fully covered
in the Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit
diagrams and point-to-point wiring instructions.
The Instruction Book also includes full details for con-
verting existing Premier Magnetic Televisors for use
with modern wide angle tubes. All components are

individually priced.

Instruction book 3 6, Post Free.

MULTI -CHANNEL TUNER AVAILABLE
SHORTLY -SEND FOR DETAILS

CONSOLE CABINETS
For 14", 16" and 17" Televisors

A handsome Walnut Cabinet that will be a fitting housing for a
first-class Televisor.

Folding doors are fitted to cover the Cathode Ray Tube when not in use.
A flap is provided which gives access to the preset controls on the front
edge of the Chassis. A baffle board suitable for a 10in. Loudspeaker and
all the necessary Tube and Chassis bearers are included. The overall
dimensions of the Cabinets are the same: Height 381in. Width I9in.
Depth Top I9in. Depth Bottom 2l in.

TUBE ESCUTCHEONS
17in. White Moulded 211- (pkg. & post I ci

17in. Bronze Moulded, complete with Protective Glass 48/- (pkg. & post 2 6)
14in. Black Moulded 7/6 (pkg. & Pont U.)
Dark Screen Filter suitable for 14in. Tube 21/- (pkg. & post 1/6)
Dark Screen Filter suitable for 161n. and 17m. Tubes 25/- (pkg. & post 1/6)
Polystyrene Mask for E.E.T.901 4514 (pkg. & post 2/6)
Rubber Ring (anti -Corona) for E.E.T.901 618
Polystyrene Shroud for E.E.T.901 6/2

£13-10-0 H.P. TERMS: DEPOSIT 83.7.6 &
PLUS 21/. PKG. & CAR. 12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 18 9

TERMS OF BUSINESS: Cash with order or C.O.D. over f 1 . Please
add 1/ -for Past Orders under 101-, 116 under 401-, unless otherwise stated.
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PREMIER
4 -WATT AMPLIFIER

MAY BE
BUILT FOR E4 10.0

Plus 2/6 Pkg.
& Carr.

Valve line-np 58L7, 6V6 and 6X5, FOR A.C. MAINS
200/250 VOLTS. The twin triode 68L7 is used for
preamplification and also for a comprehensive tone
control circuit, which Includes two very wide range and
continuously variable tone controls for bass and treble.
The output Valve is of the beam type and feeds 4 watts
into a specially designed output Transformer which is
suitable for either 3 ohms or 15 ohm Speakers. Negative
feed -back is applied from the secondary of the output
Transformer over the whole Amplifier to the input stage
giving an excellent frequency response. Due to the high
gain and vide range tone controls any type of pick-up
may be used. Overall size 9 x 7 x 5in. Price of Amplifier
complete, tested and ready for use, 36/3/, plus 3/6
pkg. and carr.
INSTRUCTION BOOK. V- (Post Free) which includes
Assembly and wiring diagram, also a detailed Stock List
of priced components.

QUALITY ENTHUSIASTS
Electrostatic H.F. Speaker type LSH7S
gain of 20 db over the range of 7.18 kcs., inherent
capacity 800p1, maximum polarising voltage 300 D.C.,
operative A.C. voltage 60, suitable for outputs of up
to 5 watts, size 2/1n. x 2}In. a fin., price 19/8.
Type L5100, details as above, inherent capacity 1100pf.,
suitable for outputs of up to 20 watts, Mae Ins. a 3M. a
fly.. Price 21/-.
Will add sparkle to the top response of any equipment.

Type X3/25
K3/40
R3/45
K3/50

 K8 n00
N31160
K3/180

RADIO COMPANY
RECTIFIERS

E.R.T. Pencil Type 8.T.C.
650 v. 1 mA.
3.2 kV. 1 mA.
3.6 kV.
4 kV. 1 rnA.
8 kV. 3 mA.
12 kV. 1 mA.
14.4 kV. 1 mA.

B.T. Type B.T.C.
Type RM1 125 v. 80 mA.

R312 125 v. 120 mA.
R313 125 v. 125 mA.

 RM4 250 v. 250 mA.

L.T. Type Full Wave
12 v. 1 amp.
12 v. 2 amp.
12 v. 4 amp.

4/7
6/-
8/2
8/8

14/8
21/8
2418

4/-
4/8
5/8

18/-

8/-
10/9
19/8

A RANGE OF BAND 3 AND F.M.
AERIALS IS NOW AVAILABLE

Teletron Ferrite Rod Aerials. Medium
Wave 8,'9. Medium/Long Wave 12/9.

Corner Reflex Cabinet for Goodmans
Axiom ISO to specification E12/101-, pkg.
and carr. IS;'-.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 18 s.w.g.
Substantially made from Bright Aluminium with four
sides:
7 x5} x tin. 4/-
7 x x 2in. .. 3/9

six 41 x 2in. .. 4/3
lox 8 x .. 3/6
12 x 9 x 7/-
14x x 2iin. 9/8

ALUMINIUM
7 x 615,. 113

x 6in. 1/8

12
x sin. 2/2
x sun. 2/8

14 x 9in. 3/2
16 x Dim 3/8
20 x 9in. 4/8
22 x 91n. 512

The New
"PREMIER PORTABLE"

TAPE RECORDER
USING THE NEW LANE 2 -SPEED TAPE UNIT MARK 6

COMPLETE J 7 GNS CASH
Packing & Carriage I gee.

(Including Reel of Scotch Boy Tape and Microphone)
H.P. Terms: Deposit £10.4.9 and 12 monthly payments

of £2.16.11,
or Complete Kit Including
Cabinet, Tape Unit, Reel of
Spool and £37 4Microphone at
H.P. Terms: Deposit £9.6.0

of £2.1

All Parts, Valves, Speaker
Scotch Boy Tape, Rewind

. 0 plus pkg. & carr. IS -.

and 12 monthly payments
1.9.

SPECIFICATION
* TWO

PER SPEEDS
7iin. AND 3in.* 7-VALVEIER. HIGH QUALITY

. AMPLIF

* THREECORDSPECIALLY
ING MOTORS. BAS

DESIGN-* INDESPENDEN
CONTROLS.

T TREBLE AND
ED RE

* 1,200FT. TAPE REELS PRO-* MAGIC EYE RECORD LEVEL
VIDING PLAYING TIMES OF INDICATOR.

1 HR. AND 2 HRS. * AMPLIFIER MAY BE USED
* DROP -IN TAPE LOADING.

FOR RECORD REPRODUC-
TION OF HIGH QUALITY.

* EASY FORWARD OR RE-* COMPARTMENT FOR HOUS-
WINE. D WITHOUT REMOVING ING MICROPHONE.
TAP * SPECIALLY DESIGNED MIC-

* ONE KNOB DECK OPERA- ROPHONE BY A LEADING
TION. MANUFACTURER.

10 x9 x 3in.....
12x 10x 3M. ..
14x 10 x 3in. ..
18 x10x 3M. ..
18* 8x 2;in.

7/-

7/11
8/8
8/ -

PANELS 18 s.w.g.
7 x 4in. 1/-
9fr x 41n. 1/5

is x 71n. 1111
12 x 7in. 2/5
14 x 71n. 2/11
16 x 7in. 3/5
20 x 7in. 4'5
22 x 7in. 411

CABINETS -PO RTABLE
Model PC/1
Brown Rexine covered

15/11
Overall dimensions
151m x 13115,. x 5in.
Clearance under lid
when closed nin.
Model P2/C
Grey Lizard Rexine
covered 451 -
Overall dimensions
15in. x 13in. x bin.
Clearance under lid
when closed 3in.
Model PC/3.
Rexine type covering
in various cols., 69/F
Overall dimensions
16lin. x 141in. x 101in.
Clearance under lid when closed Olin.
All the above Cabinets are supplied with Panel, Carrying
Handle and Clips.

Packing and Postage 2/6.

FREQUENCY MODULATION
V.H.F. Tuning Unit type UT340 permea-
bility tuned, coverage 86-103 mcs. stage
gain Aerial to output of 1st 1.F. (contained
in Unit) approximately 350. Maximum
frequency drift 0-70 degrees centigrade 30
kcs. Radiation less than 26 microvolts per
metre, price 59 5 (including tax). Valve
UCC85.

I.F. type U.F.376 inter -stage, 10.7 mos., Q-110. Coupling
factor unity price, 7/...

Ratio Filter type URF377 Q1-75, 92-105, price 1018.

Overall bandwidth of the above Units 200 km.

Complex Handbook containing full details of construe
tion and point-to-point wiring diagrams including also
details of F.M. Aerials 2/8 post free.

*QUALITY CRYSTAL PICK-UP ROTHER-
M EL TYPE U48 16 -. Plus 1,6 Pkg. and Carr.

SEPARATE UNITS CAN BE SUPPLIED AS LISTED BELOW: -
Amplifier (built, wired and tested with Speaker). £14/15/-, plus

postage and carriage 7/6.
Hire purchase terms, Deposit £3113/9 and 12 monthly payments

of £11016.
Amplifier Kit (including Speaker). £11/-/- plus packing and

carriage 5/-.
Hire Purchase terms, Deposit £2/15/- and 9 monthly payments

of £1/0/7.
New Lane 2 -speed Tape Unit Mark 6. £18/10/- plus packing

and carriage 7/6.
Hire Purchase terms, Deposit £4/12/6 and 12 monthly payments

of £115/9.
Portable Cabinet (rexine covered). £4/19/6, plus postage and

carriage 5/,
Microphone, £2/15/-, plus postage and carriage 11-.
Reel Scotch Boy Tape MC2-111 (1,200ft.), £1/15/-, plus packing

and carriage 1/-.
Instruction Booklet. 2/6. Post free.
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT 15 gns.

plus 7/6 p. & p.
H.P. Terms:

Deposit 23.18.9 & 12 m'nthly payments of 21.1.11
This Kit is absolutely complete and all components are
guaranteed exactly to author's specification.

WILLIAMSON OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
Author's Specification 3.6 ohms secondaries £4,10.0

MAINS TRANSFORMER SP425A
(Completely Shrouded)

This Transformer has an additional 6.3 v. 3 A. and is
capable of supplying an extra 50 mA. for Pee -amp or
Feeder unit 12.12.6

WILLIAMSON CHOKES
12H 150 mA. Fully shrouded
30H 20 mA. Fully shrouded

19/6
11,9

METERS

Full Scale External

Deflection Movement
in.

25 x 25 R.F. Thermo .. 716
2* round 01/0 8/6
25 round MIC 8/6

500 mA. n round MIC 10/6
21 x 25 M/C 816

50 mA. .. 25 8 25 WC 7/6
25 x 25 M/C 616

1 mA. .. 25 round WC 22/6

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

Ideal for tape recording and amplifiers. No
Matching transformer required, 8/6 post free

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All primaries are tapped for 200-230-250 v. mains 40.100
cycles. All primaries are screened.
SP175B, 175-0.175, 50 mA., 4 v. @ 1 a., 4 v. @

2-3 a. 15/-
SP350A, 350-0-350, 100 mA., 5 v. (4) 2-3 a., 6.3 v.

@ 2-3 a E11-
SP361A, 350 0-350, 150 mA., 4 v. @ 2-3 a., 4 v. @

3-6 a., 4 v. @ 1-2 a., 4 v. (al 1-2 a. 301-
SP352, 350-0-350, 150 mA., 5 v. @ 2.3 a., 6.3 v. (47

2.3 a., 6.3 v. @ 2.3 a 301-
SP425A, 425-0-425, 200 mA., 6.3 v. (fi) 2-3 a., 6.3 v.

@3.5 a., 5 v. (fit 2-5 a 5216
250-0-250, 80 mA., 6.3 v. @ 4 a., 5 v. iV) 2 a 19/6
350-0-350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. @ 4 a., 5 v. @ 2 a. 19/6
200.230.250 output 3 v.-30 v., (di 2 a 1716

E.H.T. primary 230 v., secondary 1.75 Kv.,
2 x 4 v. tapped 2 v 37/6

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER, primary 210 v., 230 v ,
250 v., secondary 4 Kv. and 2 v 23'7,6

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER, primary 210 v., 230 v.
250 v., secondary 5Kv. and 2 v 23'12 6

4ft...46,4.4..ftwi..4%,Aft..46.4&41i.Aib..46Aft.Aft,.46.4*.Abma
Build these NEW PREMIER DESIGNS

3 -BAND SUPERHET TRF RECEIVER
RECEIVER

MAY BE £t.19.6 Plus 716 Pkg.
BUILT FOR & Carr.
Latest type Superhet Circuit using
4 valves and metal rectifiers for opera-
tion on 200/250 volts A.C. mains.
Waveband coverage - short 16-50
metres, medium 180-550 metres, and
long 900-2,000 metres. Valve line-up
6K8 freq. changer, 6K7, IF, 6Q7,
Detector AVC and first AF, 6V6
output. The attractive cabinet to
house the Receiver size I2in. long,
6fin. high, 5fin. deep can be supplied
in either WALNUT or IVORY
BAKELITE or WOOD. Instruction
Book 1/- post free, which includes
assembly and wiring diagrams, also a
detailed stock list of priced components.

MAY BE BUILT
FOB £5.15.0

Plus 2/6 Pkg.
& Carr.

The circuit is the latest type TRF using 3 valves and
Metal Rectifiers for operation on 200/250 A.C.
mains. Waveband coverage is 180-550 metres on
medium wave and 800-2,000 metres on long wave.
The dial is illuminated and the Valve line-up is
6K7 H.F. Pentode 617 Detector and 6V6-Output.
The attractive Cabinets to house the Receiver size
12in. long, 64in. high, Siin. deep, can be supplied
in either WALNUTor IVORY BAKELITE or WOOD.
INSTRUCTION BOOK (post free) which
includes Assembly and wiring diagrams, also
a detailed Stock List of priced components.

&i...-verceles-v16.111.111WQ11.111em1111.-110.-11relbollfrille-lbellairgerehrele-ww--ea.

BATTERY PORTABLE RADIO

RECEIVER

MAY BE
BUILT FOR £7.8.0 Plus 2/6 Pke.

and Carr.

4 miniature Valves in a Superhet Circuit
covering medium and long waves.
Rexine covered Cabinets I I tin. x 10in. x
SIM. in two contrasting colours. Wine
with Grey Panel, or Blue with Grey
Panel, please state choice when ordering.
THE SET MAY BE USED EVERY-
WHERE-home, office, car or holidays.
INSTRUCTION BOOK, I 6 (Post
Free) which includes Assembly and
wiring diagrams, also a detailed
Stock List of priced components.

DECCA MODEL 33A
RECORD PLAYER

ADAPTABLE FOR STND. OR L.P.
Includes crystal pick-up with sapphire stylus and a
light -weight plastic spring balanced arm. Heavy gauge

pressed steel case with brown
enamel finish in good

quality for operation on
A.C. mains 200/350 v.

50 c.p.s. Supplied
complete with single
head (either stan-
dard or long play-
ing). 24/19/6.
Extra Head can
be supplied. Plus
Pkg. and carr. 5/-.

3 -SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
Made by World-famous manufac. -
Direr. The Unit designed
to play 12in., 10in. and
7in. Records intermixed
in any order at 331,
45 or 78 r.p.m. Capa-
city 10 records. New
reversible dual stylus
crystal Pick-up has extended
frequency range. For use on
100/125-200/250 volts 50
cycle, A.C. mains.
LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY.
Plus packing and carriage 5/,
BRAND NEW, guaranteed
and in manufacturers' original
carton.

£9.19.6
LIST PRICE

E16/101-.

LATEST TYPE 3 -SPEED SINGLE PLAYER
By famous manufacturer with crystal turnover head, for
use on1100-250 v. 50 cycle A.C. mains. 27.19.6. plus
Pkg. and mrr. 5/-.

MINIATURE TUNING CONDENSERS
2 -gang .0005 mfd. with trimmers 8/11

PREMIER VARIABLE IMPEDANCE
" MATCHMAKER " M.0.15 OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
Designed to meet the demand for an efficient variable
ratio Output Transformer 11 ratios from 13 1 to 80 1
all centre tapped and can be used to match any output
valves either single or push-pull Class " A" " AB1 "
" AB2 " or " B " to any low impedance speech coil or
combination thereof. Primary Inductance 50 henries
15 watts audio 100 mA. Price 45/-.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ELAC ELIPTICAL 4' 21/10
PLESSEY 12' 37/6
ELAC-2 tin. dia., Moving Coil, 15 ohm Imp... 15/-
ELAC-8 in. dia. Moving Coil 3 ohms imp 19/6
PLESSEY-bin. dia., Maim Energised. 3 ohms

imp. (600 ohms field) with Pentode Transformer
PLESSEY-bin. dia., Mains Energised, 3 ohms

imp. (600 ohms field) 19/8
PLESSEY-10in. dia. Moving Coil, 3 ohms imp
GOODMANS-I2in. dia., Moving Coil, 15 ohms.

Plus 5/- packing and carriage nave
VITAVOX-K12120 12in. dia., Moving Coil

15 ohms. imp.
Plus 5/- packing and carriage.

22/6

23/6

SEND 2211. STAMP FOR OUR
1955 CATALOGUE

ACCUMULATORS
volt 10 amp. (by famous maker)

2 volt 16 amp 4/11
5/11

MOVING COIL METER
A super quality Moving Coil Meter basic movement 2 mA.
and 4 mA. Scale dimensions 25in. Overall dimensions
25in. dia. If in. deep. Bakelite Case projecting type. At
present scaled 1 amp. R.F. By removing thermocouple,
reversing scale and recalibrating the meter, a high grade
test instrument with any range above the basic F.S.D.
may be built up. Prim 2 mA., 5/9, 4 mA., 4/9.

MICROPHONES
LIISTRAPHONE: Moving Coil; High Impedance, Stand
Type: 25:15/8-Hand Mike 26/6/,
RONETTE-Crystal Mike Incorp. the Filter Cell Insert;
High Impd. Ball Type, 2E/101,
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE-Nothermel 2AD56. Especi-
ally recommended. 221151- Table stands Inc all the
above 1016 and 17/6.
ACOS. High impedance Crystal Microphone, type 35-1,

25/-.
ACOS. High Impedance Crystal Microphone, type 33-1,

22/10/,
ACOS." MIC30 " impedance Crystal Microphone 22/101 -
(This Microphone can be used as either Hand or Desk
type.)

SPECIAL OFFER
Acos Microphone type 22-2 complete
with Stand 121210

MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT
Two specially designed chokes with three smoothing
condensers with circuit diagrams. Cute out all mains
noise. Can be assembled inside existing receiver, 4/11.
plus 6d. pkg. and carr.

Germanium Crystal Diodes. G.E.C. wire a,ted, 2/5
24/.. doz.
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
1155 RECEIVER UNIT

NEW CONDITION
In original case
complete with 10
valves. Frequency
range 18.5 Mci s. -
75 Keil,. in 5 wave-
bands, 211/19/6.
Plus 10/6 packing
and carriage.
Hire Purchase Terms: £2119111 deposit and
payments of £1.

0 monthly

POWER SUPPLY UNIT
WITH OUTPUT STAGE

FOR ABOVE

Tones plugs for connecting the Power Pack to the
Receiver are included. The 6V6 output stage complete
with Output Transformer and 6in. speaker is built into
the unit. Price £5/5/- plus 5/- packing and carriage.
The two above Units together on Hire Purchase Terms
24/6/2 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £1/3/11
plus 15/6 pkg. and carriage.

PUSH-PULL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. 2x 6V6 into
2/3 ohms, 5/6, post free.
T.1154. BRAND NEW COMPLETE WITH VALVES,
22/19/6, post and carriage 7/6.
METER RECTIFIERS. Miniature type with leads 1-5 mA.
6/9 post paid.
SLIDER RESISTANCE. Geared adjustments, 7.5 ohms,
4 a., 12/8. postage and carriage 1/6.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMER. Primary tapped
180-230 volts, 50 cycles. Secondaries 4.2 v. 10 a. 4.2 v.
10 a., 25/, postage and carriage 2/6.
ROTARY RESISTANCE. Wire wound heavy duty
14 k. ohms, 7/6, postage and carriage 1/-.

LATEST TYPE RUBBER ESCUTCHEON
Suitable for 17in. rectangular tubes, offered at the very
special price of DX, plus pkg. and cart. 1/6.

LIMITED QUANTITY RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

PUSH-PULL OUTPUT
PRICE LI 1-19-6

Plus packing and carriage 10/-.
A 6 -valve 3 -waveband superhet receiver
covering short 16-50 metres, medium 187-
550 metres, and long 900-2,000 metres.
Negative feed -back over the entire audio
stages. Valve line-up: 6BE6, 6BA6, 6AT6,
2X6BW6, and 5V4. For operation on A.C.
mains, 100-110 volts, and. 200-250 volts.
Dial aperture 81 x 4tin. Available on H.P.
Terms. Deposit £2/19/11 and 10 monthly
payments of £1.

SELECTION OF H.P. ITEMS
GRUNDIG TK.819. Cash price £99/15//. Deposit
£24141-, 12 monthly payments £7. Postage and packing
all..
GRUNDY; TK9. Cash price £68/5/-. Deposit
12 monthly payments £41151-. Postage and packing
15/.
LEAK TL 10 AMPLIFIER AND PREAMPLIFIER.
Cash price 228/7/, Deposit £712/-. 12 monthly pay-
ments 61.112/6. Post and packing 7/6.
LEAK DYNAMIC PICKUP WITH DIAMOND STYLI.
(A) Cash price 211/9/6. Deposit 1211716, 9 monthly
Payments £11114 (B) with Extra head. Cash price
£19/5/3 Deposit F4/1619.11 monthly payments 21/6/4
Mu Metal Transformer £11151-. Post and packing 8/...
TRIM% TYPE C AMPLIFIER. Cash price £1.6/16/..
Deposit £4/2/-. 12 monthly payments £1/3/6. Post and
packing 7/6.
TRIM% MIL III DECK. Cash price 223/2/-. Deposit
£5/17/-. 12 monthly payments 61/12/-. Post and

packing 7/6.
ELPICO TUNER UNIT MODEL RF/720. Cash price
£15/15/-. Deposit 23/1819, 12 monthly payments
E1/1/11. Post and packing 5/...
GARRARD CHANGER TYPE RCN. A.C./D.C., with
turnover bead. Cash Price 222/6/5. Deposit 26/14/5.
12 monthly payments of 21/161-. Plus pkg. and cart. 7/6.
COLLARD TRANSCRIPTION UNIT TYPE 20/10, Cash
118/11/11. H.P. Terms : Deposit 64/12/-. 12
monthly payments of eve!-. Pkg. & Carr. 7/6.
GRUNDIG DM, Cash 273/10/, H.P. Terms:
Deposit 218/6/-. 12 monthly payments of £5/2/4.
Pkg. & Carr. 21/-.

5 valve 3 -wave-
band Superhet
Receiver cover-
ing short, medium and long waves. Using the latest
miniature all glass valves, overall chassis size 13.kin. x
Tin. high X Sin. deep, dial aperture 10111. x 491n.
BRAND NEW, READY FOR USE AND
GUARANTEED. £1 0-5-0Packing and postage 10/-.
Or on Hire Purchase Terms, deposit 62/11/3 and
8 monthly payments of 21/1/9.

CABINET available for above Chassis in figured walnut
lined with white sycamore, sire 3ft. wide, 21t. 8in. high,
If t. bin. deep, 215/15/-.
Or on Hire Purchase Terms, deposit 23/18/9 and
12 monthly payments of 61/1/11.

Packing and Carriage extra.

PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER CABINETS

All Rexine covered
TAPE DECK AMPLIFIER TYPE PRICE
Lane Mk. VI .... Premier Mk. VI
Truvox Mk. III E.A.P. T.D.1
Truvox Mk. III Premier T.D.2
Truvox Mk. III Truvox C T.D.3

Plus Postage and Peeking 151,

24/19/6
64/4/-
84/4/-
24/41 -

We carry a comprehensive stock of com-
ponents by all leading Manufacturers.

221 /WILL
221/CR 324/ 81.K/cR

4 20/WAL/CR TYPE'Ei' WAL.1813( 201/WAL. KM/BLK
CFI 203/CR (PRE'SEY

AND NOW . . .

A VASTLY INCREASED
RANGE OF MOULDED

control knobs
The finest range in the country -and all from one source!

These attractive knobs are available in many sizes and colours,
with a choice of

AN ENGRAVING FOR EVERY PURPOSE
All styles shown will accept fin. diameter spindles. Prices are

competitive, and delivery in the main is prompt. If you are a user of
control knobs you should contact us right away for details. Attractive
quantity rates will be quoted to bulk buyers. The full factor's preferential

discount is applicable. You can obtain them now from your local
component stockist. If in difficulty, write direct to: -

UNCLES, BLISS & CO. LIMITED
139, Cherry Orchard Road, East Croydon, Surrey. Telephone: Croydon 3379/6390.
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THE REGENT
Here is a brilliant new high-fidelity single record player which
brings top quality reproduction within the reach of all record lovers.
The Regent HF.100 is built to the same high standard as the
Monarch Autochanger. It plays all records, all speeds, all sizes.
Its many features include: a new lightweight pickup incorporating
a high-fidelity turnover crystal cartridge with dual sapphire styli;
a concealed automatic stop which operates on all records, irrespec-
tive of run-off groove diameter; powerful constant -speed 4 -pole
motor ensuring smooth power and the, well-known " Rotocam "
speed change.
We shall be pleased to send you literature on request.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD., OLD HILL, STAFFS
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VALVES, TUBES E CIRCUITS
31. GERMANIUM DIODES FOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS (continued)

Advertisement No. 30 in this series compared the
germanium point -contact diode with the more familiar
thermionic type, and discussed the significance of its
characteristics. It was said that the main classifica-
tion of germanium diodes was into low and high
current types, which have, respectively, high and
comparatively low reverse breakdown voltages. In
the present advertisement typical applications of
these two contrasted types of germanium diode are
illustrated.

Reprints of these advertisements, supplemented
by data for Mallard diodes, are issued free.

High Current Applications
A typical application is given in Fig. 1, which

shows a video detector circuit using a Mallard 0A70.
The circuit operates at 30Mc/s, therefore the available
recharging time for the capacitor is short, and the
diode must have a low forward resistance which
will pass a substantial
charging current. The
reverse resistance re-
quirement is of rather
less consequence. The FIG. I.

value must be significantly greater than the 3.9kS1
resistor in order to prevent the capacitor discharging
back through the diode. A value of 20E2 is suffi-
ciently high.

The 0A70 fulfils these requirements. It has a low
forward resistance (a typical diode will pass about
8mA for a voltage drop of 1 volt); and its reverse re-
sistance is of the order of 100ka The 0A70 also
satisfies another requirement which results from the
high operating frequency: the completion of each
rectification action in the diode must be rapid. This
property (which is known as minimum hole storage)
is comparable with rapid deionisation time in a
thyratron. The 0A70 is rated for use at frequencies
up to 100Mc/s.

Fig. 2 shows a grid
circuit limiter which
is intended to pre-
vent overload of the

from
detector

diode

VIDEO OUTPUT
VALVE

receiver during the To catnode
of line

warming -up period.. output valve15012
The diode require-
ments are high for-
ward current, a cap-
acitance which is sufficiently low to avoid deterior-
ation of the video frequency response, and a reverse
resistance which is much greater than the forward
resistance. The 0A70 satisfies these requirements.
Low Current Applications

A low current type, such as the Mallard 0A71, has,
necessarily, a more negative turnover voltage and a
higher reverse resistance than a high current type.
This last characteristic is essential in some applica-
tions. For example, in a sound detector circuit the
3.9E-2 load resistor of Fig. 1 would be replaced by,
say, 47kS2, and the choice of diode lies between the
0A70 (reverse resistance 100k) S2 and the 0A71
(1M11), depending on the peak inverse voltage which
will be encountered and on the value of the load
resistor. H.T.

from sound
detector

0047
YF

FIG. 3.

The noise limiter shown in Fig. 3 requires a diode
with a high reverse resistance. A small current flows
through the chain of 11VISI resistors and holds the
diode in its conducting region. The diode therefore
provides a path for normal audio frequency signals.
Interference, however, drives the diode into its
reverse current region where the high reverse resist-
ance virtually open -circuits the signal path.

!M.O.

470
pF

FIG. 2.

DRIVER FOR
AUDIO OUTPUT

VALVE

Reprints of this series of advertisements, with additional notes, may be obtained from the address below:-

Mullard Ltd., Technical Service Department, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2

MV11 332
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Another first from BRIMAR-still another natural choice for
the manufacturer who is looking for the finest. Here's a tube
designed to be the finest. Here's a tube tested (and re -tested)
at every stage of manufacture to meet the exacting demands
of equipment manufacturers.

These are the features that have contributed to the Brimar success.

 Rectangular shape with maximum viewing area.

 Flat -faced to give wide-angle viewing.

 Aluminised screen for extra bright pictures.
 Highly efficient ion trap to minimise burns.

 External conductive coating.

Brimar by constant research and the use of modern manufacturing tech-

niques will continue to meet the ever changing demands of electronic

and radio engineers, by producing the efficient cathode-ray tube that the

public demands.

CootBRIMAR
-the people who know-for
your future equipment
requirements.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
FOOTSCRAY . SIDCUP KENT. Telephone: FOOtscray 3333
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Bring your equipment up to date with

one©REPLACEMENT PICK-UP HEADS
Kyou already own a fine radiogram or record-player you now have the
opportunity of rejuvenating it-of bringing it right up to date for a
quite modest sum. Acos Hi -g crystal pick-ups are now available in a
range of specially designed " plug-in " models to suit most famous

MODEL

HGP 37-I
Collaro

HGP 37-I
Garrard

HGP 39-I

HGP 35-I

HGP 41-I

HGP 45

makes of record reproducing equipment. These Acos " Hi -g" pick-ups, you
will find, represent a truly phenomenal advance in pick-up design-with regard
to both reproduction and tracking characteristics (so important with many of
the new microgroove recordings). Ask your Dealer!

NV;

r.

A Hi -g pick-up head incorporating the HGP 37-I turnover cartridge
with cantilever sapphire styli. Designed for both standard and micro-
groove records. Will fit Collaro units RC 532; AC 534; AC3/534:
3RC 532 and the Studio pick-up. Available in cream or walnut.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4800.

A Hi -g pick-up head incorporating the HGP 37-I turnover cartridge
with cantilever sapphire styli. Designed for both standard and micro-
groove records. Will fit Garrard units RC 7511; RC 80M; RC 90;
RC I 1 1 ; Model TA.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4800.

Hi -g pick-up heads incorporating cantilever sapphire styli. Separate
heads for standard and microgroove records. Will fit the Acos GP 20
pick-up arm and the Garrard C type adaptor. Used on the following
Garrard units: RC 72A; RC 75A; RC 80; and the model M unit. Can be
used on any units which at present use the GP 19 heads.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4400.

Separate plug-in type Hi -g heads for standard and microgroove records;
fitted with cantilever sapphire styli. The crystal unit is identical to that
o' the RCP 39-1 above. Can be used on Garrard units RC 75M; RC 80M;
RC 90; RC 1 1 I ; and the TA player.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4000.

Separate Hi -g plug-in type heads for standard and microgroove records
incorporating the crystal unit as used in the HGP 39 pick-up head. Will
fit Collaro units RC 532; AC 534; AC3/534; 3RC 532. Available in cream
or walnut.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4500.

Separate Hi -g pick-up heads for either standard or microgroove records.
The crystal unit is identical to that used in the HGP 39-I head. Will fit
Garrard units RC 80; RC 72A; RC 75A; and the Model 11 player. Can
be used on any unit which at present uses the Garrard C adaptor with
GP 19 heads.

Ask for Data Sheet No. 4600.

. . . always well ahead

PRICE 32/6 (Plus 10(5 P.T.)

for all types except

HGP 39 models which

are 32'- (pi., 103 P.To

ACOS devices are protected by patents, patent applicattoru
and registered designs in Great Britain and abroad.

COSMOCORD LTD. ENFIELD MIDDX. ENFIELD 4022
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"BELLING - LEE"
NOTES

" Belling -Lee"

Experimental Transmitter

Now that the " Belling -Lee " ex-
perimental band III transmitter at
Croydon has settled down, we are able
to give " Wireless World " readers
some additional general data about
the station.

Location:
South Norwood Hill, S.E.25.

Grid reference:
332696

Height above sea -level:
350 feet

Vision carrier: frequency:
194.75 Mc/s.

Sound carrier frequency:
191.27 Mc/s.

Vision peak white E.R.P.:
I kW. (approximately)

Sound carrier E.R.P.:
50 W. (approximately)

Constancy of vision power output:
-'- 2dB

Type of vision aerial:
Four bays of folded dipoles, each
bay consisting of four folded
dipoles arranged in turnstile

Type of sound aerial:
Quarter -wave folded unipole
and four radial earth plane
elements

Mean height above ground level:
Vision aerial, 85 feet, Sound
aerial, 92 feet

Hours of transmission (B.S.T.),
public and Bank Holidays ex-
cepted:

Weekdays: 10.30-12.30
14.00-16.00

Saturdays: 10.00-13.00

Nature of transmission

Vision: Continuous radiation of the
standard G9AED test card

Sound: Radiation of a 600 c.p.s.
(approx.) tone interrupted
at 15 minute intervals from
the hour by a short tele-
phonic announcement of
identity

I.T.A. estimated coverage Map
It will be remembered that

the I.T.A. published a map showing
the approximate coverage for their
Croydon temporary station. With
their permission we have enlarged
this map and have fixed a red spot
for every reliable reception report
received-and there are hundreds.
We have written to every dealer
we know of within the area covered
by the map, sending them a post-
card questionnaire, and on receipt
of a report we send a Q.S.L. card.
We feel that no matter how bad the
reception, provided it is possible to
lock a picture with G9AED on 1
kW., a useful picture will be
obtained from the I.T.A. trans-
mitter on 60 kW. Some of the
reports really are remarkable, e.g.,
Clacton is 60 miles from Croydon
but pulls in a good picture any day.
We feel that the last few miles across
the estuary of the Blackwater is
providing a measure of recovery
which is very useful. This feature may
be responsible for the remarkable
reception in the Isle of Wight; here
again there is just about 12 miles of
water at the end of a 70 mile journey.
Whoever the individuals were who
drew up the map showing the esti-
mated coverage for the I.T.A.
Croydon temporary station-they
should be congratulated. If the
writer presumed to criticise in any
way it would be on the grounds of
over cautiousness. To the north-east
good reports have been received
from Chelmsford, Braintree,
Witham, Colchester, Clacton,
Wivenhoe, Malden, Burnham -on -
Crouch and Southend. One -fifth of
the reports received are in the
shaded portion of the map or be-
yond but such a statement may be
misleading. The pattern within the
shaded portion is fairly even with
the greatest density in the centre,
just north of the river. We are
always being asked what type of
aerial should be used in such and
such a district. Short of making an
individual survey which would be
expensive, we can only recommend
-ask your dealer. He is anxious
to get on with band III modifica-
tions and aerial installations ; he
knows the district and its peculiar-
ities. So much depends on whether
an outdoor or an indoor aerial is
possible or required, or if you are
situated on the remote side of a hill.

So far as our transmissions
are concerned we have had a few
enquiries relating to the vision/
sound ratio. This is certainly very
low, 20 : 1 in fact, whereas we
believe the normal is in the region
of 4 or 5 : 1. Originally G9AED was
vision only and we were pleased to
be able to add even a low power
sound transmission.

Advertisement of
BELLING & LEE LTD

Great Cambridge Rd., Enfield, Middx.
Written 24th May, 1955

A range of lightweight
plugs & sockets

11506E61E6°Rn
for instrumentation, etc.

These non - reversible,
screened connectors ac-
commodate cables up to
0.24 in. overall diameter
and are available for

to 3 ways. Points to note :-A spring -
loaded locking ring is now incorporated
giving vibration -proof locking; resilient
skirt maintains screen contact even if
locking ring is left undone; contacts as-
sembled on moisture resistant, nylon -filled,
phenolic moulded insulant ; rubber cable
support to minimise wear at clamping
point; housing designed so that the
moulded inserts can be interposed, i.e.
fixed or free plug, etc. ; flange permits
use on panels of any thickness.

New type plugs (L.788, L.789 or
L.790 range) will mate with old type
sockets (L.722, L.625 or L.715 range)
locking as formerly, and old type plugs
will mate with new type sockets but will
not lock in as the ring is not spring -loaded.
Apart from this both ranges are inter-
changeable mechanically and electrically.
Contact Resistance: -less than 2 milliohms
per pole.
Working Voltage: 15o v. d.c. or a.c.
peak.
Insulation Resistance :-6o,00o megohms
at 500 v. d.c. between contacts and from
contacts to housing.

BELLING & LEE LTD
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX , ENGLAND
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Marconi Broadcasting Transmitters

The greatly differing needs of broadcasting

systems and stations call for many types

of transmitters. Marconi's make ten

types as standard, and these can be

modified to provide for variations in

requirement. Equipment for paralleling

transmitters offers advantages in con-

tinuity of transmission while dealing with faults,

and Marconi's have evolved a system which

introduces an isolating circuit of nearly infinite

impedance between transmitters whilst allowing

output signals to pass into a common load.

This system may be arranged for efficient

and economical operation at half power.

Shown above is the MF Unattended 2 kW Type
BD2i oC with the combining, aerial matching, and
drive units housed in the left hand cabinet, the
remainder being the transmitter units, which are
combined in parallel. The 600 W Type BD2roA
and II kW Type BD2toB utilise one or two
transmitter units respectively. This series has been
designed to serve the recent trend in technique
which calls for unattended transmitters set up at a
predetermined frequency and thereafter completely
remote -controlled.

The first advertised radio programme was broadcast from Marconi's Chelmsford transmitter
in 192o. Today 75% of the countries in the world rely on Marconi broadcasting equipment.

Lifeline of communication

MARCONI
Complete Broadcasting and Television Systems

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

Partners in Progress with The `ENGLISH ELECTRIC' Company Ltd.
LB 4
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yll,EXPERIMENTAL KITS
in Radio, T.V. etc

LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY

Specially prepared sets of radio parts with
which we teach you, in your own home,
the working of fundamental electronic
circuits and bring you easily to the point
when you can construct and service radio
sets. Whether you are a student for an
examination; starting a new hobby; intent
upon a career in industry; or running your
own business-these Practical Courses are
intended for YOU-and may be yours at
very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM 15- A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive upon
enrolment, you are instructed how to build
basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers,
Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) leading to
complete Radio and Television Receiver
Testing and Servicing.

BEGINNER'S RADIO
OUTFITS - For carrying out
basic practical work in Radio and
Electronics, from first principles and
leading to the design and building of
simple Receivers.

ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

IMMEDIATELY AND REMAINS

YOUR PROPERTY

TELEVISION Outfit No. 3 -
With this equipment you are instructed
in the design, construction, servicing and
testing of a modern high -quality 15'
Television Receiver.

OTHER COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT INCLUDE:

MECHANICS ELECTRICITY

CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY
CARPENTRY

ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  COMMERCIAL ART

AMATEUR S.W. RADIO LANGUAGES ETC.

ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS
- With this equipment, you are instructed in the
design, construction, testing and servicing of
complete modern TRS. Superhet Radio Receivers.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

Please send me your FREE book on Practical
Courses.

Subjects of interest

11Tr'

To. E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I27x Grove Park Road,
London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS ......__...-

'UL Y

E.M.I. INSTITUTES The only Postal College which is part of a world-wide Industrial Organisation
ICS'
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COSSOR
Model 1322

ANNOUNCEMENT
FM RECEIVER ALIGNMENT

GENERATOR MODEL 1324
This Alignment Generator will be available later
this year to provide the Service Engineer with a
compact test set with which all essential align-
ment procedures on FM Broadcast Receivers
may be undertaken.
Accurate trimming for correct overall and IF
response curves is easily carried out and facili-
ties will be provided for discriminator align-
ment and checks on its sensitivity and distortion
Watch for the release date and price.

Telecheck and Marker Generator
for Bands I and HI

Model 1322 - used in conjunction with a cathode ray
oscillograph - provides equipment for the display, measure-
ment and correct adjustment of RF and IF response curves of
television receivers. This entirely new instrument comprises a
swept oscillator covering the Television BANDS I and III
(5 -75 Mc/s. and 155 - 255 Mc/s.) and a frequency marker
oscillator so that precise calibration of the oscillograph display
may be made ; accuracy of the frequency of the marker pips
being verified by reference to an internal crystal. The

alignment oscillator is set to the video carrier to which the
receiver is tuned and the sweep (either t Mc/s. or to Mc/s.)
is automatically derived from the time base voltage of the
display oscillograph. The response of the " strip " under test
to the frequency band applied is then presented on the
screen of the cathode ray tube. The RF output of Model 1322
is available at 75 ohms and is adjustable from a maximum
of 4o millivolts to a minimum of to microvolts through a
coarse and fine attenuator.

TELECHECK CONVERTER FOR BAND III

This adaptor provides owners of Model 132o "Telecheck " with an extension

of the frequency range of the original instrument into the BAND III
television channel. Thus, alignment procedures adopted for BAND I
RF/IF "strips" are available also for BAND III receivers. A selection of
the desired BAND is made by means of a switch. Pattern generator
facilities for picture time base linearity checks have been retained.
Model 1321 Adaptor is designed for permanent attachment to the standard

" Telecheck " providing a neat, light and compact unit. Mounting is effected

by four screws and the inter -connecting wiring is carried in a single
insulating sleeve.

BRITISH
INSTRUMENT
INDUSTRIES
EXHIBITION

I7044

1,-.4 EARLS

Ir. nfit iiNn COURTri '"' 1090011

June 28 -July 9 1955

Model 1321

OSSORINSTRUMENTS LIMITED

Write for illustrated leaflets about both these instruments :

COSSOR INSTRUMENTS LIMITED (Dept. 1) HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.5.
Telephone : CANonbury 1234 (33 Una) Telegrams : Cossor, Norphone, London Cables: Cossor, London.
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Reception on six spot frequencies in the
HF band and continuous tuning throughout
the entire range, plus broadcast reception

MARCONI

RECEIVER

TYPE CR 150/6

The performance of this receiver is of the
highest order and meets the requirements of

commercial telecommunication working in all

climates and conditions. It is of double
superhet. design and incorporates special filters,

a noise limiter and a built-in, crystal controlled

calibration oscillator. H.T. voltages are

stabilised to overcome mains fluctuations.

 Crystal control on any six spot frequencies throughout
the band with continuous tunable L.C. oscillator in
addition.
 Double crystal band-pass filters giving extremely
good adjacent channel protection.
 Built in 500 kc's crystal oscillator facilitates calibra-
tion checking.
 De -sensitising circuit enables full or partial muting
when working with an associated transmitter.
 Power supply circuits in separate unit to avoid
temperature changes.
 Suitable for cabinet or rack mounting, with easy
servicing access.

Over 8o countries now have Marconi equipped telegraph and communications systems. Many
of these are still giving trouble free service after more than than twenty years in operation.

Lifeline of communication

MARCONI
COMPLETE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Surveyed, planned, installed, maintained

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

Partners in Progress with The ENGLISH ELECTRIC' Company Ltd.
LC 9
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NEW- ------
LEARNLEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
- COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT

With many courses we supply actual equip-
ment thus combining theory and practice
in the correct educational sequence.

The equipment, specially prepared and
designed, remains your property. Courses
include: Radio, Television, Electronics,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry, Photography
and Commercial Art,
Amateur S.W. Radio,
Electricity, Languages,
Mechanics, etc.

Equipment supplied upon
I remains your property.

enrolment and

INS -7111117
THE ONLY POSTAL COLLEGE WHICH

IS PART OF A WORLD-WIDE
INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION

WIRELESS WORLD JULY, 1955

POST THE COUPON TODAY
FOR OUR BROCHURE ON THE
LATEST METHODS OF HOME

TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS AND HOBBIES

THE ADVANTAGES OF E.M.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet

modern industrial requirements.

* We offer training in all subjects which provide
lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies.

* The student is taken carefully and thoroughly
through his chosen subject.

* A tutor is personally allotted by name to ensure
private and individual tuition.

* Free advice covering all aspects of training is given
to students before and after enrolment with us.

PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Automobile

Engineering
Banking

Book-keeping

Building

Business
Management

Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Service
Civil Engineering
Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art &

Drawing

Customs &
Excise Officer

Draughtsmanship
Dressmaking
Economics
Electrical

Engineering
Electronics
Fashion Drawing
Heating &

Ventilating
Engineering

Industrial
Administration

Journalism
Languages
Marine

Engineering
Mathematics

M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Photography
P.M.G. Licences
Police
Production

Engineering
Public Speaking
Radar
Radio & Television

Servicing
Radio Engineering
Refrigeration
Retail Shop

Management
Salesmanship
Sanitation

Secretaryship
Shorthand &

Typing

Sound Recording

Structural
Engineering

Tele-
communications

Television
Time & Motion

Study
Tracing
Welding

Writing
Workshop Practice
Works

Management
and many others.

Also courses for University Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.Sc.Eng., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

L.I.O.B., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.M.Brit.I.R.E A. MILL, City & Guilds Examinations, R.S,A

Certificates, etc.

Courses from 15/- per month

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 127k,

Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
(We shall not worry you with personal visits) JULY 8a
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Why Ediswan Clix P.T.F.E.
Valveholders are widely used
in B.B.C. Television equipment

Large quantities of Ediswan Clix P.T.F.E. Valve -
holders are used in B.B.C. Television equipment.
Only the combination of the finest insulation-
P.T.F.E., the most efficient contact material -
Berylium copper - and Ediswan Clix design and
manufacture can match the requirements of
efficiency and reliability in this and all other

stringent valveholder applications.
Ediswan Clix P.T.F.E. Valveholders are fully
type approved for Services Grade 1, Class 1 con-
ditions. Full details of these valveholders and
other components in the Ediswan range are given
in catalogue CR. 1681. Manufacturers and
Development Groups may have a copy on request.

EDISWAIN
C 111L 1111

RADIO, TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED, Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies

155 Charing Cross Road, London. W.C.2 and Branches. Telephone: Gerrard 8660. Telegrams: Ediswan, Westcent, Lando"
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WESTON
panel instruments
Both round and rectangular models of moving iron, moving coil, A.C.
rectifier and H.F. thermocouple types are offered. In the range of
rectangular instruments, which have been introduced to give the
advantage of long, easily -read scales and to harmonize with rectangular
panels, certain models are available with illuminated dials. Full
particulars of types and ranges available are to be found in leaflets
List Nos. W.1 and W.2, copies of which are available on request.

Larger instruments, both round and rectangular and

for switchboard or panel mounting are also available.

These have scale lengths of 6" and 6k" respectively.

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED

Rectangular panel instruments are available with
scale lengths of 2.5", 3.2", and 4.2".
These offer the advantage of an increase in scale
length of approximately 50% over their equivalent
round models, for which they can be used as
direct replacements using the same panel fixing
holes.

Round models are housed in cases of 2", 2i",
and diameter and have scale lengths of
1.7", 2.1" and 2.8' respectively.

Enfield, Middx Tel: ENField 3434 (6 lines) & 1242 (6 lines) Grams: Sanwest, Enfield
Scottish Factory: Port Glasgow, Renfrewshire. Port Glasgow 41151
Branches: London, CHAncery 4971 . Glasgow, Central 6208 . Manchester, Central 7904 . Newcastle -on -Tyne, Newcastle 26867
Leeds, Leeds 30867 . Liverpool, Central 0230 . Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton 21912 . Nottingham, Nottingham 42403
Bristol, Bristol 21781 Southampton, Soton 23328 . Brighton, Brighton 28497

tZcietediriW42&-teei
SOUND SALES

PHASE INVERTER SPEAKER
" For months I have been scanning small advertisements for a Phase
Inverter Speaker for sale-no luck. Now I have just obtained a new
one and know now why there are no secondhand ones. Nobody who
buys one is ever fool enough to get rid of it!
" For many years, as money allowed, I have been trying to improve
my record reproduction. I am not a technically minded " Hi-Fi "
specialist but I think your claims for the Phase Inverter too modest.
What I most like is the true coloration and separation of instru-
ments, the real hit -of -the -stomach ' thump given by a drum
roll and the real edgy bite of trumpets. I find your speaker can
handle more power than my set can give it without any trace
of distortion so I have only one more step to make now-when
the bank balance is out of the red! That is to re-
place my wireless set by your " A -Z " amplifier
and F.M. Tuner-when that is done my goal
will be reached.-H. Radford, Thrapston."

Price £14.10.0
complete with cabinet

"Manufacturers of all A -Z Products ('A -Z. Regd. Trade Mark)" SOUND SALES LI M ITED
WORKS AND ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES, WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY, ENGLAND Tel: Farnham 6461 (3 lines) Grams: "Sounsense Farnham"

Extracts from two of many letters received:-"HESWALL -A truly excellent instrument." "THRAPSTON:-It is indeed its own best advertisement
as everybody who comes to our house has to hear it!"
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VORTEXION TAPE RECORDER

The amplifier, speaker and case, with detachable lid,
measures 84in. x 22fin. x 15,fin. and weighs 30 lb.

* The total hum and noise at 7'f inches per
second 50-12,000 c.p.s. unweighted is better
than 50 dbs.
* The meter fitted for reading signal level
will also read bias voltage to enable a level
response to be obtained under all circum-
stances. A control is provided for bias adjust-
ment to compensate low mains or ageing
valves.
*A lower bias lifts the treble response and
increases distortion. A high bias attenuates
the treble and reduces distortion. The
normal setting is inscribed for each in-
strument.
* The distortion of the recording amplifier
under recording conditions is too low to be
accurately measured and is negligible.
* A heavy mu -metal shielded microphone
transformer is built in for 15-30 ohms
balanced and screened line, and requires
only 7 micro -volts approximately to fully
load. This is equivalent to 20ft. from a
ribbon microphone and the cable may be
extended 440 yds. without appreciable loss.
* The .5 megohm input is fully loaded by
18 millivolts and is suitable for crystal
P.U.s, microphone or radio inputs.

* A power plug is provided for a radio feeder unit, etc.
Variable bass and treble controls are fitted for control of
the play back signal.PRICE, complete with WEARITE TAPE * The power output is 3.5 watts heavily damped by negative

DECK E84 0 0 feedback and an oval internal speaker is built in for monitor-
ing purposes.* amplifier may be used as a microphone or gramophone amplifier separately or whilst recording is being made.

* The unit may be left running on record or play back, even with 1,750ft. reels, with the lid closed.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT to work from 12 volt Battery with an output of 230 v., 120 watts,
50 cycles within 1%. Suppressed for use with Tape Recorder. PRICE E18 0 O.

FOUR CHANNEL ELECTRONIC MIXER
is almost essential for the professional or semi-
professional where a number of different items have
to be mixed on one tape recording.
It is recommended by a number of tape recorder
manufacturers for this purpose.
Any normal input impedance can be supplied to
order, balanced or unbalanced, the standard being
15-30 ohms balanced.
The normal output is 0.5 volt on 20,000 ohms or less,
but 600 ohms is available as an alternative.
The steel stove enamelled case is polished and fitted
with an engraved white panel suitable for making
temporary pencil notes.
An internal screened power pack and selenium
rectifier feed the five low noise non-microphonic
valves.
Used in many hundreds of large public address
installations and recording studios throughout the
world.

Manufactured by

PRICE E36 15 0.

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263, The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19

Telephones: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3 Telegrams: "Vortexion, Wimble, London."
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Why I bought a GRUFIDIG

People like myself are inveterate listeners. For us, music
and other pleasures of the mind-drama, discussion, verse-
are as necessary as food.
In my case I found a need to " capture and keep " the
memory of things that delighted my ear-to record the peer-

less performance or the subtle interchange
between accomplished speakers.

For this, my Grundig Tape Re-
corder is perfect. It has a wide
range, high fidelity reproduction
and simple controls and looks
that match its performance.

GRUrIDIG THE FINEST TAPE RECORDERS IN THE WORLD

See your nearest Grundig dealer or write to us for full details.

GRUNDIG (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. (Dept. W) 39/41 NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.1.
I(Electronics

Division, Gas Purification & Chemical Co. Ltd.) G/TK 105

The Grundig TK 12 7Ogns. plus
microphone from Signs.
Attractive H.P. terms available.

There's a wonderful future
for you in

Every day the demand for the expert in electronics
grows. Radio, television, radar and the whole
field of industrial electronics are rapidly expanding,
and the trained specialist in these fields is assured

of a well -paid career in this quickly developing
profession. Here is your opportunity to acquire
specialist knowledge. Write for our free brochure
giving details of the following courses:

3 -year Course
in Telecommunication Engineering (including op- E.M.I. Laboratories and Workshops). Next course
portunity for nine months' practical attachment in commences on 14th September, 1955.

4 -year Course in Electronic Engineering
Intended for outstanding Science sixth -formers
who are capable of training into future team
leaders in scientific applications. Final qualifications

are B.Sc. and City and Guilds Full Technological
Certificate in Telecommunication Engineering.
Next course commences on 4th October, 1955.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
Dept. 127K, 10 Pembridge Square, London, W.2. Telephone : BAYswater 5131/2

The College associated vith a world-wide electronics industry, including "His Master's Voice," Marconiphone, Columbia, etc.

IA32
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Sales up 300%!

Make this
THE HEART

of your
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

TL/10 POWER AMPLIFIER
This 10 watt amplifier maintains, in
every respect, the world renowned Leak
reputation for precision engineering,
fine appearance and fastidious wiring.

SPECIFICATION
Circuitry
A triple loop feedback circuit based on the
famous TL/ 12. The output transformer is the
same size as in the TL112.

IL IE A IK
TL/10 AMPLIFIER &

"POINT -ONE"
PRE -AMPLIFIER

27 GNS
COMPLETE
A price made possible

only by
WORLD-WIDE SALES

and this is why
From long experience and by extreme attention to design details during development
work on the pre -production models, we enable our labour force to achieve a high output
per man-hour. The labour costs thus saved offset the increased costs incurred for high-
grade materials, components and finishes, and this together with quantity production
(made possible only by a world-wide market) explains how quality products may be sold
at reasonable prices. The results obtainable with the new Leak TL/10 and " Point One "
are indistinguishable from those obtained with the TL/12 model-a fact easily proved by
an instantaneous changeover test. The new TL/10 has been used since its introduction
for all our public demonstrations, including those at the New York Audio Fair. These
are some of the reasons why sales of the TL/10 and " Point One," since their introduction
in April last year, are three times as great as for the famous TL/12 in the corresponding
months of 1953-and why the size of our factory has been more than doubled to cope
with this increased demand.

Maximum power output: 10 watts.
Frequency Response: ± I db 20 c s to 20,000 us.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.1%, 1,000 c s, 7.5 watts output

Feedback Magnitude: 26 db, main loop.

Damping Factor: 25.
Hum: -80 db referred to 10 watts.
Loudspeaker Impedances: 16 ohms, 3 ohms, and 4 ohms

ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS
Reprints of the article by H. J. Leak, reviewing
the latest advances in Electrostatic Loud-
speakers, can be obtained from us on request,
free of charge.

"POINT ONE" PRE -AMPLIFIER
The handsome gold escutcheon plate
contributes to the elegant appearance
and blends with all woods.

* Pickup
The pre -amplifier will operate from any
pickup generally available in the world.
A continuously variable input attenuator
at the rear of the pre -amplifier permits
the instantaneous use of crystal, moving -
iron and moving -coil pickups.

* Radio
The radio input sockets at the rear permit
the connection of the LEAK V.S. tuner
unit. An input attenuator is fitted. H.T.
and filament supplies are available from
the pre -amplifier.

* Distortion
Of the order of 0.1./0

* Write for leaflet W *

* Hum
Negligible, due to the use of recently
developed valves and special techniques.
* Input selector
Radio, tape, records; any and all records
can be accurately equalised.
* Treble
Continuously variable, 4- 9 db to - 15 db
at 10,000 c/s.
* Bass
Continuously variable -I- 12 db to - 13 db
at 40 Cs.
* Volume Control and Switch
The switch controls the power supply
to the IL/ 10 power amplifier.
* Tape Recording Jacks
An exclusive feature. Readily accessible
jacks are provided on the front panel for
instantaneous use with Tape Recorders
which have built-in (low level) amplifiers.

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD., BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, ACTON, W.3
'Phone: SHEpherds Bush 1173/4/5 Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Eolux, London Cables: Sinusoidal, London
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BAND III
CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

3 -colour, 3 waveband scale covering
standard, Long, Medium, and Sho -t wave-
bands, scale pan, chassis, punched for
standard 5 -valve superhet, pulley driving
head, springs, etc., to suit. Seale size
14/in. x 311n. Chassis size 151n. x bin.
Xj2in. deep. Price 15/- Plus 1/6 poet.
Note -This is the one that fits our 37/6
...able cabinet.

SOMWEAVE
This really lovely
I oudep raker
fabric we offer at
approximately a
third of to -day's
cost. It is 42in.
wide and our
price is 12/- Per
yard, or panels
12in. x 12in., 1/9
each. This is also
very suitable for
covering plain
wooden case, for
portable radio
amplifiers, etc. ,

THIN

PAXOLIN

PANELS

Size 8in. x
5in. Price
3/- doz. Post
6d. Ref. 3J2.

CONNECTING WIRE SNIP

P.V.C. insulated 23 e.w.g. copper wire,
in 100ft. coils, 2/9 each. Various colours
available; 4 coils assorted colours for 10/-.

H.T. RECTIFIERS
FAMOUS SELENIUM

"SENTERCEL "
All are this year's stock -for higher
voltages Joint two or more in series.

R.M.1 125 v. 60 mA. 3/9
R.M.2 125 v. 100 mA. 4/2
R.M.3 125 v. 120 mA. 5/9
R.2.1.4 250 v. 250 mA. 16/-

SERVICE DATA

100 service sheets, covering British
receivers which have been sold in big
quantities, and which every service
engineer is ultimately bound to meet. The

g makes are included: Aerodyne.
Alba, Bush, Cossor, Ekco, Ever -Ready,
Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C.,
Roister-Brandes, Lissom, McMichael, Mar-
coni, ?dullard, Murphy. Philco, Philips,
Pye, Ultra. Undoubtedly a mine of
information invaluable to all who earn
their living from radio servicing. Price
El for the complete folder. Our Folder
No. 2 consists of 100 data sheets covering
most of the popular American T.R.F. and
superhet receivers "all dry" etc., which
have been imported into this country.
Names include Sparton, Emmerson
Admiral, Crossley, R.C.A., Victor, etc.
Each sheet give, circuit diagrams and
component valuer, alignment procedure,
etc., etc. Price for the folder of 100 sheets
is £1, Poet free.

H

AERIALS

DOWNLEADS

BAND III Aerials -These aerials have quick
fitting elements, all alloy tube construction and
polythene low -loss insulators.
Arrays only lin. Mast Fixing

Model 700 x 0 3 -element 45/- each
Model 702 x 0 5 -element 60/- each

Aerials Cranked Arm Wall Mounting
67/6 each

Model 702CW 5 -element
Model 700CW 3 -element

82/6 each
Aerials 6ft. Chimney Lashing

77/6 each
Model 702S 5 -element
Model 700S 3 -element

93/- each
BAND III DOVVNLEAD.
Patented five cell construction ensures maximum
air to polythene ratio around the conductor high
performance 9d. per yard.

A SIGNAL AND BAR PATTERN GENERATOR COMPLETE
WITH CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT, 25/- POST FREE.
With the inception of Band III the home constructor is working on new
ground and accurate checking instruments are a MUST.
THE " ELPREQ " Band III SIGNAL GENERATOR is the very
efficient and inexpensive answer. It: -

1. Will provide the signal for tuning to any Band III station.
2. Can be used as a grid -dip meter for checking the frequency of

Band III T.V. aerials, Coils, etc.
3. Can be made to give a pattern on T.V. Receiver screen.
4. Can be accurately calibrated with included equipment.

All the parts including valves, tuning condenser and metal chassis are
available as a Kit at 25/- post free. Constructional data free with Kit
or available separately price 2/6.

BE READY
FOR THE NEW

COMMERCIAL T.V.
Daily Test Transmissions are already

taking place
Our adapter which fixes to the side or back of your T.V.
will give you the new station or the old by the flick of a
switch. You do nottdng so your existing wit just plug in
maims and aerial leads. Suitable for any T.V. Price
981101-. or 30/- deposit and six payments of £1.

BUILD YOUR OWN CONVERTOR
The Elpreq Band III Convertor has given very satisfactory results from the experimental
Beulah Hill station. It 'uses o -valves, ie not at ail difficult to make and can be lined up
with the simple 25/- instrument described above. Price for all the components including
constructional data is 28/10/ --data available separately price 2/6.

10 VALVE I/ METRE SUPERHET
Designed to receive 200 mc/s transmission, the
receivers should be ideal for conversion to the

Commerical T.V. Band. These contain
6 valves type SP61, and one each RL7,
RL15, and EA50. Six IF transformers
12 Mc/s. band, and hundreds of other
useful components. Price 59/6, plus
carriage and packing 7/6. These receivers
are unused.

THE ELPREQ P.M. UNIT
In the ELPREQ F.M. Tuner four valves and two crystals are used. The last valve
acts as a limiter so reducing the necessity of exact timing and at the name time
improving interference rejection. Crystals are used in the ratio detector to avoid
heater -cathode hum so of ten encountered with valve ratio detectors. Stability is
extremely good and tuning most simple. The tuner draws its power 'supplied from
the set or amplifier, Its valve heaters are not connected to earth.
With only a simple indoor serial made by parting the ends of ordinary flexible cable
this tuner works very well at Eastbourne (over 60 miles from London) and we await
reports from even greater distances.
Cost of all parts including valved Is 26/12/6. data is Included free with the parts or
is available separately price 2/-.

CORNER CONSOLE
A massive cabinet but being corner
fitted is not out of place even in a
modem small living room. Overall
dimensions of this cabinet are 47in.
wide x 31in. (deep to corner) x
50in. high. Made to house 15in.
Televisor, Radio Unit, Amplifier,
Tape Deck, etc. Originally £18.
Our Price -£10 plus 30/- carriage.

IMPORTANT TO POSTAL SHOPPERS
In order to improve Our postal Service, we are centralising this at our Eastbourne
Depot and all post orders in future should be addressed) to: E.P.E. Ltd., Dept. 2,
Bourne House, Grove Road, Eastbourne.

CABINETS 19/8
You can make,
an excellent
haw reflex cab-
inet with this
well made
veneered and
polished walnut
cabinet. Limi-
ted quantity
offered at 19/6.
Carriage, etc.,
3/6.

COMPLETE TOOL KITS
THE ELECTRICIAN'S

This is as illustrated and contains 55 fine
tools arranged on 5 trays in an automatic
steel tool -box. The box opens under slight
pressure of the hand and closes auto-
matically when lifted. The tools are all
that a practical electrician needs, including
tenon saw, ratchet brace, hack -saw, chisels
for wood, brick and steel, pliers, aide coun-
ters, hammers, spanners, socket wrenches,
pad -saw, etc. Price 213/10/-, or 37/3
deposit and 12 payments of 2015.

RADIO ENGINEER'S
This again is fitted into an automatic
tool -box and contains 50 tools including
pliers, side counters, screwdrivers, side
and straight snips, hammers, spanners.
and socket wrenches, hand -drill, B.A.
taps, drills, etc. Price 29/10/, or 28/i3
deposit and 12 payments of 15/6.

lin. MICROMETER

Exceptional purchase en-
able, us to oiler a lin.
precision micrometer at
the very low price of
10/-. A micrometer is
an essential part of an
engineer's equipment.
You will have found the
need for one on many
occasions in the past for
measuring wire gauge.
etc. Price 10/-. poet
free.

TRANSFORMER 100 WATTS
These are transformers with a wound
primary tapped 200, 220, 240, but no
secondary. There is ample window space,
however, for the hand winding of second-
ary to suit your own requirements.
Approximately two turns per volt are
required. The amps. taken out will
depend upon volts, e.g., 10 amps. at
10 volts, 50 amps. at 2 volts, etc., etc.
Price 10/-. post and packing 2/...

RESISTORS

50 assorted I and i watt reaistors. Rang-
ing between 10 ohm and 10 megohm.
(Our selection.) Price 5/- pkt. 50 at
1 watt, 7/6.

PUSH

BUTTON

UNIT

9 way. Price
2/-, Post 6d.
Ref. 2J146.

CONDENSERS

High voltage
.05 MFD. x
5 KV. 5fin. x
liin. dia.
Price 4/6.
Post 6d.
Ref. 2B60.
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BENDIX RA-IB COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER CABINETS
-IN

Originally Intended for the American Forces this fine receiver. (A small quantity of _--..-

which has been released by the Ministry of Supply) is available to you if you act promptly. aOR ADesigned to receive CM. or R.T. it uses probably the finest Vernier tuning and band F _

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A High Quality Amplifier designed by
Mullard engineers. Robust high fidelity
with a power output exceeding 10 watts
and a harmonic distortion less than .4%
at 10 watts. Its frequency response is
extremely wide and level being almost flat
from 10 to 20,000 C.P.S.-three controls
are provided and the whole unit is very
suitable or use with the Collaro Studio
and most other good pick-ups. The price
of the unit completely made up and ready
to work is £121101- or deposit, plus
10/- carriage and insurance. Alternatively,
if you wish to make up the unit yourself
we shall be glad to supply the components
separately. Send for the Mullard amplifier
shopping list.

TERRY'S
FOLDING

SPANNERS
2BA, 4BA,
6BA. Price
6/- doz. sets.
Post 9d.
Ref. 2F75.

CONDENSERS

High voltage.
.05 mfd. plus
.05 mfd. x
2.5 kV. 41in. x
liin. dia. Price
3/6. Post 6d.
Ref. 2B61.

CONDENSERS

High Voltage
.001 x 4kV.
x lin. dia. Price
2/6. Post 6d.
Ref. 2B63.

1'9 Doz.

Post 6d.

ef3
liodos.40°1041"

WIRING CLEATS
Vitreous porcelain; two groove
1/9 per doz.; three groove
2/9 per doz.

9'6
Post 6d.

CHARGING CUT-OUT
Bakelite case, suitable 6, 12
or 24 volts.

TRIMMER

spreading arrangement possible, it covers the following bands: -
Band 1 .15 to .315 mc.
Band 2 .315 to .680 mc.
Band 3 .680 to 1.5 mc. i.e. 20 to 200
Band 4 .18 to 3.7 mc. metres.
Band 5 3.7 to 7.5 mc.
Band 6 7.6 to 15.0 mc.
The sensitivity is 4 micro volts for full output. It uses
8 valves and operates from batteries (12 or 24 volt)
or from the mains through a power pack. It has
built-in output stage with a jack socket for phones.
Controls, all of which are brought to the front panel,
include; aerial switch, aerial compensating condenser,
main tuning condenser, band selector, C.W. switch,
power on/off switch, and volume control.
Very compactly built in crackle finished case, these sets are
brand new having never been used and in perfect working order -special price this
month is £14/10/- each or 45/- deposit, balance over 12 months -carriage and in-
surance 10/-. Order now to avoid disappointment. Circuit diagram and component
data given free with sets, or available separately price 2/6, post Tres.
Mains Power Pack for Bendi x RA -111, E3/101-.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAIN
3 -speed record player with pick-up
using the famous Acos " Hi O "
turnover crystal -motor also by
very famous maker -speed selec-
tion is by Bakelite knob. All on
unit board ready for installation.
A wonderful bargain at £81101 -
plus 5/- carriage -Hire Purchase
15/- deposit.

THE "WINDSOR 5"
This is a 5 -valve A.C. superhet covering
the usual long, medium and short wave-
bands. It has a particularlyrne clear
dial with an extra long pointer travel.
The latest type loofa] valves are used
and the chassis is complete and ready to
operate. Chassis size 15in. x gin. x
bin. Price 29/16/6 complete with gin.
speaker. Carriage and insurance 10/..
H.P. terms If required.

TABLE RADIO CABINET
Due to a special purchase, we are able to offer this
very fine cabinet, size approx. 15} x 14 x g}M.
Walnut veneered and satin finished, 37/6, carriage
and packing 3/6. Note -This cabinet is the cor-
ed one for the Windsor chassis above with Olin.

speaker.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
3 -SPEED AUTO -CHANGER by most famous Maker.

 Plays all records 7in., 10in. Normal price £16/10/-. Huge
and 12in.

 Records may be mixed.
7in., 10in. and 12in.

 Uses famous Acos Hi -G
turnover Sapphire c'dge.

 Brand new, in maker's car-
ton.

 Free 12 months' guarantee.

purchase enables us to offer

these at £9/17/6 or £3 deposit and
five monthly payments of £1/10/ -
each. Non -callers please add
7/6 for carriage and insurance.

---.YOURS FOR 30/- ONLY
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R1155

This set, as most
will know, is con-
sidered to be one
of the finest com-
munications receiv-
em available to -day.
The frequency range
is 75 kepi to 18
Mc/s. It is com-
plete with 10 valves
and is fitted in a
black metal case.
Made for the RAS.,
so obviously a
robust receiver
which will give
years of service.
Slightly used but

completely overhauled and guaranteed in perfect working order. PRICES Grade
2 £7/1918. Grade 1 £911916. or new and unused £11/19/8. Or will be sent
against deposit of 30/-. If you cannot call to collect please include an additional
10/- to cover cost of transit case and carriage. This partly returnable to you if
and when you return the transit case.

MAINS POWER PACK FOR R1155
With Pentode output stage. Plugs into socket on receiver so no internal modifica-
tions are required. Price 25/101- complete with speaker ready to work, carriage
3/6. If bought with receiver, deposit is 11/-.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Owing to the bulkiness of many of the items listed on the next two pages it may not
be possible to keep stocks at all branches, therefore please telephone confirmation that

INIIIINIIIIINIIIIINIIIIINIIIIMIRIMIONRINUNIINI then°"'" ..'t"*"y at the bn'th b'f"" i'''''''Ti'l "P"'llY i.' "e it. 1111111C1110111111211LIINI1111111111111111111M

We confidently believe we carry the best
stock of cabinets In London. The one
illustrated is The Bureau, a really beautif ul
cabinet elegantly veneered in walnut and
finely polished. The control board is
revealed when the front is dropped. Both
radio board and motor board are left uncut
to suit your own equipment. Price is
16 guineas, carriage 12/6. We have many
other types in stock. Pay us a visit, or send
for Cabinet List.

THE CLEVELAND ORGANTONE
valve 3

waveband
superhet
covering
Long, Med-
ium and
Short waves-built
to attain
highest per-
formance of
sensitivity.

fidelity and output-Osram miniature
valves -low loss iron coils -permeability
tuned LF.S.-full A.V.C.-variable nega-
tive feedback -gram, position on wave
change switch -4 watts output -parti-
cularly Brie tone especially on granm.
Chassis size 7 x 7 x 7 approx. scale size
41 x 4} approx. Tested in difficult areas
win.re exceptional results have been
obtained. Price 211/10/, or £3116/ -
deposit. Carr. etc., 7/6.

THE CLEVELAND 'TREMENDO'
The Cleveland Organtone was good, but
this one is really superb. It has a 7 -valve
circuit with 6 -watt output. fitted with
Independent bass and treble controls.
It is ready an efficient R.F. circuit coupled
to a high fidelity amplifier. The chassis
size is the same as the Organtone, namely
12 x 7 x 7 with the 10} x 4} multicoloured
scale, and it is built to the same exacting
specification as the Organtone. Price
£15/10/- carriage and packing 7/6.
Terms s2/5/. deposit.

T.V. E.H.T. GENERATOR

69'6
Post

-gives 6 to 0 k.v. output -draws it° II
power supplies (6.3 volt .8 amp. 260 volts
59 mA.) from the set.

1'9

1'3 Poszr,

Long spindled 35p.f.-also
2 -gang 75 p.f., 5/3.

Post 3d.

SAPPHIRE TIPPED
GRAMOPHONE NEEDLE

Straight or trailer type.
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POTTED MAINS TRANSFORMERS
 These are of really superior construction

fitted in cast metal cases and compound
a filled. Terminals come to ebonite base-
- board. All are upright mounting and have
- 220/230 normal 50 cycle mains input
MI and fully screened primary.
 Type 5F1. 265-0-265 at 300 mA.: 6.3 v.. at 7 amp.: 4.4 v. at 2.5 amp.: Price 35/ -
- plus 3/6 carriage.
IIType 5F2. 365-0-365 at 150 mA.: 4 v. at

2.5 a.: 6.9 v. at 4.2 a. Price 32/6. carriage
-..I.=.... and packing 3/6.
NI Type 551. 1540 v. 2 v. at 2 a.: 4 v. at
- 1 a.: This is an ideal transformer for

. televisors and scopes using V.C.R. 97, etc.
Price 25/-, carriage 2/6.

111 POTTED CHOKES
. These chokes are in similar type cases and

therefore match the above transformers.
i Type 5F4. 5 H. at 300 mA. Price 1.0/-,

carriage and packing 2/6.

WIType 5F5. 10 H. at 150 mA. Price 12/6.
post and packing 2/6.

.,.-

I. RELAYS P.O. 3000 TYPE

Ref. 5A1. 2,000 ohm, slow close coil
plat. contacts, one break, two make.
Price 12/8 each.
Ref. 5A2. 2,000 ohm. standard coil,
plat. contacts, change over make before
break, two make, 1 break. Price 15/-.
Ref. 5A3. 200 ohms. standard coil, plat.
contacts, two make. Price 7/6 each.
Ref. 5A4. 10 ohm. standard coil, one pair
plat. contacts, also mounted but not
operated by the relay, are thermal change-
over contacts, make before break. l'rice
8/6 each.

WELD TYPE WIRE
This jointer melte the
wires and causes the
metal of each to run
together, thus making a
strong and permanent
weld. It obviously is
not intended to replace
the soldering iron but
nevertheless is ideal
for making joints that
have, for instance, to
withstand heat. vibra-
tion, chemical action,
etc.
In many cases also this
method is faster than
soldering and there can
be a considerable saving
of current. Price 9/6.
Or complete with en-
closed mains transformer
29/8.

JOINTER

AUTO
TRANS-

FORMERS
For working
American equip -
men. off our main
etc., etc., Input
tapped 200-240 v.
Output 115 v.
In addition to
those listed be-
low we have

special this month 150/200 watt totally
enclosed in metal box with input and
output leads. Price 47/8. Plus 2/ post
and packing.
Totally enclosed and screened.

Price Carr.
50 watt £1/2/8 1/6

100 watt 81/16/- 1/8
150 watt 23/-/- 2/-
250 watt £41101- 2/6
500 watt 25/10/- 2/6

Unscreened.
1 KVA (1,000 w.) 56/10/- 5/-
1.5 KVA (1,500 w.) E7/17/6 5/-
2 KVA (2,000 w.) 210/17/6 7/6
3 KVA (3,000 w.) 212/7/6 10/-
5 KVA (5,000 w.) 219/5/- 12/6

VARIABLE RESISTORS
Heavy Duty Type.
11 ohms 4.5 amp., 22/-; 1.2 ohma
15 amp.. 15/-; 3 ohms 10 amp.,
15/-: .5 ohms 250 amp., 35/.;
1 ohm 250 amp., 35/-; 50 ohm
1.5 amp., 45/, 100 ohm 1 amp.,
45/-.
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PAGE OF SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
UNITS FOR ROTATING HEAVY AERIALS
We have brand new, still in original unopened
packing cases as shipped from America. Two
items of equipment which form part of the
radar system RC84. These two unite work
together to form a Tower rotating device,
with remote control.
Item 1, known as Tower 24A, is in fact the
geared driving motor which rotates the mast.
This is quite a heavy construction and would
rotate a heavy scanner, reflector, Beam
array, etc., etc.
Item 2. known as Indicator 1-221-A is the
remote controller which enables the azimuth
position of Tower 24A to be controlled from a
remote point. Conversely it enables the
azimuth position of the tower to he known at
any time. Both the Tower and the Indicator
contain selsyn transmitter/receivers and it is these that provide the impulses which
cause the aerial to rotate backwards or forwards. The equipment intended for 117
volt A.C. mains but will operate from our mains if connected through step down trans-
former of 1 K.W. rating.

Prices; I.221 -A £25 plus carriage. TR24A 235 plus carriage.
Special discount of £5 for cash with order or C.O.D. if both units purchased together.

R.F. HEATERS CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
THE ELPREQ R.F. HEATER
The Elpreq R.F. Heater has been planned to
All the need in industry for, a reasonably
priced unit to be need in the worksor for
development.
The heater is supplied In kit form, mainly
to keep the cost low but aleo as it is thought
that many users will wish to assemble the
units within special casings to be close to the
production line.
As it is not possible to have one frequency
which is equally efficient for both dielectric -.
and inductive heating a frequency efficient
for dielectric work has been chosen. It
being telt that this fills the greater need.
However, simple practical examples of inductive heating
can be given with the apparatus as supplied and also to convert it to a more efficient
frequency only a different tank coil assembly is necessary. This will be made
available at a later date if the demand is sufficient.
THE POWER PACK
The Power Pack used is the " Elpreq Variable 500 " which is fully described In another
section, this gives ten variations of power to a maximum of 600 mA. at 1,000 V. -
continuous rating.
THE R.F. UNIT
Two carbon anode, high power triodes working Into a push-pull circuit act as R.F.
generators. The oscillator coil comprises a centre conductor carrying the H.T. sur-
rounded by an outer conductor, but insulated from it by a layer of polythene. The
R.F. output to the " work " is taken from this outer conductor, which is the tank coil
proper. Clips can be fitted anywhere along the length of the tank coil and permit a
wide variation of R.F. voltages, also any point along the coil can be connected to earth.
Alternatively, the centre point can be earthed, and the output balanced about earth.

line shows the total milliamps
being drawn by the B.F. unit. The other in the R.F. output stage indicates the R.F.
current into that circuit.
The type of valves employed are not easily damaged but a resistor which will provide
bias should oscillations cease is included in the circuit. The output frequency is
approximately 15 megacycles but this will vary with the work and can be deliberately
changed by tuning or by altering the size of the tank coil.
The tank condenser (not provided) will usually take the form of metal plates between
which the dielectric is heated. Connection to the work is through two substantial
pillar terminals brought out to the front panel.
Size is approximately 16;in. x 13in. x 14in. and weight is approximately 25 lbs.
Price of all components including metal chassis to make power pack and R.F. unit is £40.
Or wired up ready to work £55.
All prices are ex our Eastbourne works and terms are cash with order.

RACKS AND RACKING EQUIPMENT
ALL EX MINISTRY EQUIPMENT

STANDARD RACK
Oft. high and 19in. wide, heavy steel construc-
tion. Holes drilled and tapped at the
standardized spacings. Price 24/15/ -
plus carriage.
ENCLOSED RACK
As above but rectangular and with sheet
metal enclosed sides (vented), fitted handle
and closing bars. Price £71151- plus car-
riage.
MOUNTING PLATES
to fit above racks. Heavy bin. steel plates
(drilled at standard intervals and 191n.
centres) with chassis mounting brackets.
Ref. 5A5-19 0 14 front plate with chassis
brackets, 17/6.
Ref. 5A6-19 x12 front plate with chassis
brackets, 16/6.

5A7-19 x 10i plate with chassis
brackets but drilled for meters and other
teens

SAFETY SWITCH
When fitted this switch will cut off the mains
as rack door is opened. 5/6.

CHARGING SWITCHBOARD
Feed this Switchboard through a Main Transformer and Rectifier giving 24 voltD.C.
up to 00 amps. and you have an excellent multi -circuit charger for simultaneously
charging several batteries at different currents. This is an ex -Government switchboard
rated at 550 watts 18 volts fitted into steel cases with doors. It contains three reverse
current relays, one voltmeter, one main ammeter, two secondary ammeters and three
variable resistors for controlling circuits. These are brand new, in original cases.
l'rice 24/10/, carriage 10/-.
We can supply a 12 volt, 50 amp. Mains Transformer at f4I51-, plus 5/ carriage.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The equipment described on this page is not available at
our normal retail shops -it can be seen at our special sales
department address as below. Order and enquiries should
also be addressed as below:-
E.P.E. LTD., SPECIAL SALES DEPT., BOURNE HOUSE.
GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX.
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HIGH POWER TRANSFORMERS

For R.F. Heaters, transmitters, etc., etc
These are open wound type for maximum
cooling and have the normal 200-250
primary fully screened.
Type 5511. 1,000 v. at 6 amp.. e.g., .5
K.V.A. Price e8/10/-. carriage and
packing 5/..
Type 5F7A. 2,200 v. at 1 amp., e.g., 2
K.V.A. Price £15, carriage and packing
7/6.
Type 5511. 1000-0-1000 v. at 1.5 amps.,
e.g., 1; K.V.A. Price 212/10/, carriage
and packing 7/8.
Type 5562. 1000-0.1000 v. at 500 mA. and
4 v. at 4 a. Price 271101, carriage and
packing 4/8.
Type 5513. 375-0-375 v. at 250 mA. and
4 v. at 4 a. Price 37/6. carriage and
packing 3/6.
Type 531. 500-0-500 v. at 500 mA., 6.3 v.
at 6 a., 45/-, carriage and packing 3/6.

POWER FILAMENT
TRANSFORMERS

Type 51,14. 4 v. at 4 a. 2-0-2 v. at 10 a.
Price 18/6. carriage and packing 3/6.
Type 5515. 3.15.0-3.15 at 10 a. 4-0-4 at
10 a. 4-0-4 at 2 a. 4 at 4 a. 2.5-0-2.5 at 3 a.
Price 27/6, plus carriage and packing 3/6.
Type 5516. 34 v. at 2 a. tapped 32 v., 30 v.
and '28 v., for relays, etc., 22/6, plus 3/6
carriage and packing.
Type 632. 4 v. 10 a. centre tapped
secondary 35/-. Plus 3/6 packing and
post.

POWER CHOKES. Open wound type and
feet with clamps.
Type 5517 30 Henry at 500 mA., 35/ -
Type 5518 20 Henry at 500 mA., 32/6
Type 5518 15 Henry at 500 mA., 27/e.
Type 51510 10 Henry at 500 ma.. 22/6
Type 51,111 25 Henry at 250 mA., 18/6
Type 55512 3 Henry at 10 amps., 18/6
Type 55113 200 Henry at 5 mA., 15/ -

POWER FOR TR1154
We can offer brand-new and unused
the two rectifier units for mains operating
the transmitter TR1154. Both rectifier
unite are completely enclosed in metal
cases and operate directly from normal
50 cycle A.C. main. Price £17/10/ -
the pair, carriage and packing £2 extra.

TRANSMITTER 1131
This is a high powered transmitter for
operating over the same frequency range
as the Receiver 1132, i.e., 70-130 mega-
cycles. It is a very bulky transmitter and
probably contains around £300 worth of
equipment. As far as we know these have
never been used but of course have been in
store for a long time and therefore they
will need attention before being put into
operation. We offer these, less valve..
237/10/- plus carriage.

R1132

We have a small quantity of these
receivers still available less valves. Their
condition unfortunately is not good but
they appear to be repairable, and, of
course, contain a multitude of spare
parts. At 30/- each they represent a
real bargain. If not collecting, please
include 5/- for packing and carriage.

AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER

For remote con-
trol of D.C. motor
between 1 arid 3
kw., adjustment
for 100 v. or 230 v.
Unused and in
first-class condi-
tion, complete
with metal and
wired glass cover.
Price £10. car.
range 5/,

EMEMMENENMEMOMEMEmgm
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HEAVY

EX -ROYAL NAVY SOUND
POWERED TELEPHONE

These require no batteries, and will go for
long periods without atention. Complete
with generator and sounder which gives
a high pitched note, easily heard above
any other noise. Also fitted with an
indicator lamp which In quiet situations
can be used instead of the sounder, or
where several headphones are used
together will indicate which one is being
called. Size 7f in. x gin. x 7tin., wall
mounting, designed for ships' use but
equally suitable for home, office, ware-
house, factory, garage, etc. Price 57/6
each, pl. 4/6 carriage.

BLOCK CONDENSERS

New and un-
used. .5 mfd.
at 2,500 v.,
3/6; 4 mid. at
750 v., 3/6; 8
mfd. at 500/
600 v. 5/-.
4 mfd. at 500 v.
2/6; 4 mfd. at
1500 v. 6/6.

SENSITIVE ALTIMETER

These contain aner-
oid barometer move-
ment and useful
gears. Price 7/6
each. Poet 1/..

Note. -Also a few unused and in good
working order, available at 22/6.

SCRAMBLER -TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT

As need by Ministries and Forces for
holding secret conversations. Works In
conjunction with normal telephone
equipment.
Items available, all new and unused, are: -
Frequency Changer, Type 6AC, Ref. No.
YB02700, price £5. Standard G.P.O.
desk type instrument with scrambler
witch, complete with lead and junction

box, price £21101-. Hand -ringing
enerator in wooden box, 15/-. Junction

box with three multiple relays and cable
strips, 35/-. Bank of three drop in-
icators In box, 15/-. Instruction book
1 refunded if returned within 14 days.
-.GREATLY REDUCED -

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR97. Brand new and unused,

cut-off type," Ideal for 'scope, etc.
Price 12/6. Carriage and insurance

5/ -extra.
VCR517. 6810. guaranteed
full picture, 29/8, Plus 5/ -
carriage and Insurance.
VCR139A. 2/In., 32/6,
plus 2/6 carriage, etc.
VCR138. 31in. electro-
static short persistence,
suitable for T.V. and Ideal
for 'scope work, 37/6 plus
3/6 carriage, etc.
VCR112. Sin. electro-
static, persistence not
known, 15/- each, plus 5/ -
carriage, etc.
CV996. Sim electrostatic

persistence not known, 15/- each,
plus 5/. carriage, etc.
CV1140, CV1500, CV1546. All 12in.
magnetic long persistence, E4/10/-,
plus 10/- carriage.
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
DUTY POWER PACKS

THE VARIABLE 500/1,000 v.
The conventional circuitry is employed
throughout and all component(' are amply
proportioned to permit substantial over-
loading. A master switch controls the
whole unit and whenever this Is on
current'. supplied to the rectifier filaments,
thus keeping them always In the emissive
state. The H.T. transformer is supplied
from the primary of the filament trans-
former, connection being via an on/off
switch and a tapped choke. The on/off
switch controls the H.T. and the tapped choke in
conjunction with Its selector switch gives ten
variations from "low power" to "high power."
Two directly heated rectifiers give a full wave output which
i s smoothed by a 10 Henry choke and 4 mfd. condenser. A bleeder rroistor connected
across the output serves as a dummy load and also discharges the smoothing condenser
which otherwise would be a source of danger to users.
The continuous rating of the power pack is 1,000 volts at 500 milliamp (500 watts).
But the proportions of the various components are such that 100 per cent. over -loading
can be allowed for pulse work or other intermittent operations. The size of the power
pack is approximately Ilitin. x 131n. x 131n. and its weight is approximately 87 lb.
Price; Kit of parts £27/10/-, or made up ready £37/10/-.
THE VARIABLE 250/2,000 v.
The maximum continuous rating of this le 250 milliamps at 2,000 volts. Rectification
is half wave. Specification otherwise as I or the variable 500/1,000 v.

THE VARIABLE 500/2,000 v.
The continuous power rating of this is 500 milliamps at 2,000 volts. But the tapped
choke and selector switch enables this to be reduced in ten steps. Weight approximately
120 lb., size 161iin. x 13in. x 13in. Price E37/101- in kit form, or made up ready
to use £47/10/-.

THE VARIABLE 1,000/1,000 V.
The maximum continuous rating of this ie 1 amp. at 1,000 volts. Rectification is full
wave, output Is variable. Weight approximately 120 lb., size 161in. x 131n. x 13in.
Price £37/101- in kit form, or £47/10/- made up ready to work.
FIXED MODELS
Any of the models mentioned above can be supplied without the tapped choke and
selector switch. The prices are as f ollows;-

Fixed 500/1,000 v. £22/10/- In kit form, or £30 made up.
Fixed 250/2,000 v. £22/10/- in kit Corm, or £30 made up.
Fixed 500/2,000 v. £32/10/- in kit form, or £40 made up.
Fixed 1,000/1,000 v. £32/10/- in kit form, or £40 made up.

All prices quoted are ex Works.

CEILING FAN
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This model, made by Revo, incorporates a series -wound
totally enclosed ball -bearing motor of robust construction
and noiseless operation. The fan has a blade diameter of
361n. and is supplied with 20in. suspension tube and ceiling
canopy. All finished white cellulose enamel. The voltage
working Is 230-250 v. D.C. Revo catalogue number D12288.
Price £10/10/-

--- SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES

/-J."...J,11? -4

Triode Type CV1098-this is a high -power air-cooled
triode. Specification of which is as follows; Filament

oroew voltage 8.2 v., filament current 35 amps., anode dissipation
750 watts. Maximum anode voltage 23 kV.

This valve Is very suitable for R.F. heating at high fre-
quencies and two of these in push-pull under Class C con-
ditions would have an output of approximately 2 kilowatts.

Brand new, still In original shockproof packing, price

£15 each.

TETRODE TYPE VT31
This is a high-powered air -

which is as follows: Heater
cooled tetrode. Specification of

volts 11.25, heater current .4.
8 amp., maximum anode
voltage 5 kV., anode dissipation
250 watts, size approximately
1481n. long and Olin. across the _-bulb.ck
Limited quantity only at £4
each, still in original packing.

WATCH THESE COLUMNS FOR DETAILS OF
VARIOUS OTHER INDUSTRIAL TYPE VALVES.
ANTERNATIVELY SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

HIGH CYCLE MOTOR ALTERNATOR
TYPE 1. Has a motor 230 v., 50 cycle single phase 2,800 r.p.m., coupled to a generator
output 250 v., 1,728 cycles at .24 amps. Good condition, with wiring diagram, £31101-,
plus 7/6 carriage.
TYPE E. Has a motor 230 v. 50 cycle single phase, coupled to an alternator output
"50 v. 625 cycles .24 amps. Price £31101-. plus 7/6 carriage.

SNIPER -
SCOPE "

amour wartime " ca s eye " used for
seeing In the dark. This Is an Infra -red
image converter cell wi h a silver caesium
screen which lights up like a cathode ray
tube) when the electrons released by the
infra -red strike it. It follows that as light
from an ordinary lamp is rich In infra -red
these cells will work: burglar alarms,
counting circuits, smoke detectors and the
hundred and one other devices as will the
simpler type of photo cell. Here then is a
golden opportunity for some interesting
experiments, price 5/- each. Data will be

with if requested.

METERS

Etin. Hush mounting
0-30 mA. moving coil 10/6
0-300 mA. moving coil 10/6
0-500 mA. moving coil 10/8
5-0-5 mA. moving coil 17/6
0-1 amp. moving coil 17/6
tin. Flush mounting
0-2 amp. R.F. thermo 7/6
0-3 amp. R.F. thermo 7/6
0-5 amp. R.F. thermo 7/8
0-5 mA. moving coil 8/6
0-3 mA. moving coil 8/8
Hot Wire Amp. Meters
0-9 amp. 2tba. flush 12/6
0-10 amp. Sin. surface 25/ -

PYREX AERIAL INSULATORS

Ideal for aerial con.
nections through cabin
walls or through pan-
els. Consists of glass
dome with threaded
rod and terminal ends
and metal fixing
flange. Price 2(- each.

PLUG AND SOCKET

This brass cased plug and socket is
extremely robust and Ideal for P.A. or
outside work. Ideal also for taking power
to units as It Insulates the ends of the
wires. Contacts are quite suitable for
carrying up to 10 amps. so this can be
used for lighting or power. Price 2/6
per pair.

JUMBO VALVE BASES
Ceramic 4 -pin for transmitting valves.
Price 3/6 each.

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
These are some-
times known as
bellows couplings
because they will

extend as well as bend. They are ideal
for joining shafts which are out of align-
ment and for slug tuning commis where
the core has to come in and out. Price
1/9 each.

isii:09))))1+t

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.
249, Kilburn High Road, 42-46, Windmill Hill, Ruislip, 152-153, Fleet Street, E.C.4. 29. Stroud Green Road, Finsbury

Middlesex,Kilburn.Phone: CENTRAL Park,2833

Phone: RUISLIP 5780 Phone: ARCHWAY 1049
(Now Open, Half -day Wednesday. Half -day Saturday. Half -day Thursday.

..1 -

Post orders should be marked "Dept. 2" and addressed to E.P.E. LTD., 123, TERMINUS ROAD, EASTBOURNE.
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TOWARDS PERFECTION . . .
demands constant research and development

25,110 gauss, average gap flux
YES that is the new amazing magnetic per-
formance of our latest P.M.4 drive units.
Undoubtedly the most efficient drive unit in
the world.

Fitted to the Lowther-Hegeman reproducer
or the P.W.1 Corner Horn housing.

Recent reviews on Lowther Units:-
T.P.1. " Record News " (May issue). " This
is without doubt one of the finest speakers
obtainable."

P.M.4. Radio People, Ltd., Hong Kong. " The
crowd unanimously voted for the P.M.4."
P.M.2. " Radio & Electronics " (May issue).
" The fabulous P.M.2' drive unit . . ." (part

Lowther P.M.4 drive unit. £48 ex works of article on horn loading).

Further details of this and other Lowther quality products gladly forwarded upon request.

LOWTHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LOWTHER HOUSE, ST. MARK'S ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT
Telephone: RAVensbourne 5225

HIGH VACUUM applied to

METALLIC MICRO -FILMS
11Ccro.thin films of metal and
their compounds are vital to
many developments in elec-
tronic devices, but their maxi-
mum effectiveness depends
upon the critical control of
quality and thickness. HIGH
VACUUM COATING en-
sures users of thin films a
high standard of precision
and control with a simplicity
of deposition possible by no
other method.
EDWARDS vacuum
coating units are available
from 6" diameter work -
chamber for laboratory
or large scale production.
(Illustrated is an 18"
model.

wieuFifilstERTM

EDWARDS
MANOR ROYAL  CRAWLEY  SUSSEX
CRAWLEY 1500 (10 lines) EDCOHINIAC CRAWLEY
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BRANCHES: GLASGOW & TORONTO
AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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Specialists in Tropicali-
sation and Inter Services

Jungle Finish
Conforming to A.I.D. and

C.I.E.M.E. standards

PROTOTYPE Relays
made to specification.

POST OFFICE TYPE
KEYS supplied to

specification.

Speedy Deliveries-
Enquiries Invited

Manufacturers of

POST OFFICE
TYPE

MAGNETIC RELAYS
3,000 and 600

Contractors to:
H.M. GOVERNMENT AND

LEADING
MANUFACTURERS

COILS up to 80,00011.
CONTACTS up to 8 amps.
INSULATION up to 5 kv.

A.D. S. RELAYS LTD. Dept.W.W.
12, STORE STREET, LONDON.W.C.I.

Tel.:MUSeum 2453

Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.,
OFFER THE FOLLOWING GUARANTEED

EQUIPMENT:

BONDING TESTERS, A.M. Ref. No. 5G2126,
COMPLETE WITH MATCHED LEADS WITH
SPIKES £6 15 0

GENERAL RADIO TYPE 804 U.H.F. SIGNAL
GENERATORS: Range 7.5 to 330 mc. in three
bands. Output voltage up to 20 mV. Power supplies
115/230 v. A.G. LE 5 0 0

COLLINS TCS RADIO RECEIVING AND TRANS-
MITTING EQUIPMENT, 1,500-12,000 kc., output 20 watts
on voice and 40 watts on C.W., completely rebuilt and fully

guaranteed.

RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY UNITS, Type
RA -62C, for SCR522 Radio Sets. Input: 110,220 v.
Rated output: HT -300 v., 260 mA; GB -150 v., 8 mA:
LT -13 v., 3.9 mA. Overhauled and in perfect
operating condition E50 0 0

LARGE VARIETY OF LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, e.g., Signal
Generators, Wavemeters, Oscillators, etc., completely overhauled
and fully guaranteed.

Please write for full Catalogue to:

Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD 1

19, Buckingham St., London, W.C.2
Telephone: TRAfalgar 2371/2
Please offer us your surplus Radio Equipment.

If you want the Finest Quality Reproduction
together with Workmanship of the Highest
Order your choice must be LEAK.

AS USED BY BROADCASTING CORPORA-
TIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

LEAK " TL/10 " AND " POINT ONE " PRE -AMPLIFIER.
Cash Price 428/7/-, or sent for L4/10/- Deposit and 18

monthly payments of 30'-, carr. and crate free.

LEAK TOO AND VARISLOPE MK. II PRE -AMPLIFIER.
Cash Price L34/13/- or sent for £6 Deposit and 18

monthly payments of 35/-, carr. and crate free.

LEAK DYNAMIC PICK-UP
Complete with two detachable diamond heads and trans-
former. Cash Price L20/19/9 or sent for £3 Deposit
and 10 monthly payments of 40/-. Post and packing paid.

Delivery of all the above is from stock. We can also supply
Wharfedale, Goodmans and Tannoy loudspeakers, etc.,
Connoisseur Variable 3 -speed Motors and all other Quality

Equipment on EASY TERMS.
Please let us have your requirements.

/4 DAYS FREE TRIAL

with the SUPERB NEW

REMINGTON

`60'
ELECTRIC SHAVER

will convince you
that it really does shave quicker and smoother
than any other method. The extra long shaving
heads are slightly arched to fit easily into

those hard -to -shave spots.

SEND DEPOSIT OF ONLY IMMEDIATE
(Returned

r
(Returned if not satisfied) DELIVERY

Balance after 14 DAYS FREE TRIAL 15'-, and B monthly payments
of 24/-. Cash Price 0.17.11. AC, DC 200-250v. Brand new.
Sent post paid in silk lined presentation case

 WE WILL ALLOW YOU 40/,
FOR YOUR OLD ELECTRIC
SHAVER if you decide to keep the REMINGTON
after trial.

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

The L. R. SUPPLY Co. Ltd.
BALCOMBE SUSSEX Phone
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Boulton Paul Electronics power

E.P.
2 58

This Stabilised Power Unit, covering the lower voltage range,
is extremely portable, weighing only 16+ lb. While it has been
specifically designed to replace the troublesome H.T. battery,
it has the added advantage of a built-in BIAS and L.T. SUPPLY.
These facilities, coupled with its superior performance, make this
unit an essential item in the laboratory or on the test bench.

unit

BIAS

All these attractive facilities are
provided for the very modest

price of: £38.0-0
Write today (mentioning this journal) for leaflets describing our range of Stabilised Power Units.

BOULTON PAUL ELECTRONICS
Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd., Wolverhampton, England.
Tel. : Fordhouses 3191 Ext. 99. Telegraphic address " Aircraft Wolverhampton."

J1721-

VHF/FM

BROADCAST

RECEIVER

TYPE CB4

Constructed to VHF standards throughout. Covers the band 2 with
RF Mixer, 2 -IF, and ratio detector stages. Provision is made for single
or push pull output, or added Short Waveband. Although hand built "
in small quantities, an attractive price is maintained.

Model " A," FM tuner. A popular and small unit, with good sensitivity.
These are in use from Bognor to Ely, and little changed since first des-
cribed by Amos and Johnstone in the Wireless World. ' New " ham-
mer " finish front plate and tuning -cafe carries a magic eye; this and
power unit are optional.

The " Mullard 5-10 amplifier. Our version is condensed to only 12 x 5in.
plan, with symmetrical front layout. With FM. a truly high fidelity outfit
is possible under E35.

CB4 FM/MW feeder unit, mains driven al 0 0
CB4/2, with push pull output E26 0 0

A basic tuner El 1 17 6
"A " tuning scale, magic eye E2 0 0
" A " power unit E3 0 0
" Mullard amplifier our version 114 10 0

Welcome to MARLBOROUGH YARD, N.I9, evening
demonstrations also arranged.

BEL SOUND PRODUCTS CO. ARC. 5078

TRY the new
PRIMAX

for SOLDERING
70' -

now in the
sensational
UNBREAKABLE CASE

NEW MODEL can now be
used ALMOST CONTIN-
UOUSLY without over-
heating. Improved easily
replaceable switch. Weighs
only 24 oz. Loop for hang-
ing now provided.

The ideal tool for any
RADIO - TV - TELEPHONE
mechanic or amateur.

Available in 110, 200,220,
220/250 v. for A.C. only.
50/60 Cycles (60 w.).

Post free

BALANCED GRIP
SOLDERING GUN
Specially designed for solder-
ing on hard -to -reach jobs.

* INSTANT HEATING
-Ready for soldering in
6 seconds.

* EXCLUSIVE ALLOY
TIP-lasts indefinitely un-
der normal use and care.

* One year's guarantee.

Sole Distributors : S. KEMPNER LTD.
29, Paddington St., London, W.1

Phone: HUNTER 0755
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Letter from CANADA

The outstanding performance of the
Super 12/CS/AL speaker is primarily
due to the magnet. High flux density
(17,000 lines) gives excellent transient
response and sensitivity with wide
frequency range.
Price of Speaker £17.10.0 tax free.

Wharfedale
WIRELESS WORKS LTD.

IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE
Tel. Idle 1235/6

44A Ellen Street East,
Kitchener, Ontario

CanadaMy dear Mr. Briggs: January 4, 1955About three months ago, to complete my highelityassembly, I purchased from the Electro-Voice
people inNo. 2034, to be exact.

Toronto one of your Super 12/CS/AL speakers-SerialI thought you might have some interest as to its per-
formance and am glad to say that this has pleased me very
much. The speaker has a soft, mellow, bell -like tone that I
particularly like, and is happily free from the somewhat
harsh driving stridency noticeable in many so-called hi-fi
loudspeakers. It has been most favorably conunentedupon by friends who have heard its performance,

so, allarrived at in a hurry.
in all, I certainly don't regret my choice--which wasn'tThe radio unit is a Fisher 6 -control AM -FM tuner; the
amplifier a Radio Craftsmen

of Chicago Williamson-type
15 -wafter; the record-player

an RC 80 Garrard with General
Electric variable -reluctance

diamond -and -sapphire cart-
ridge, while the speaker enclosure is a heavily -constructedJensen -type back -loading folding horn one, so your
product isn't consorting with too bad company. I quiteappreciate and realise that the performance of the best
electronic equipment can be no better than the speaker it
feeds, so it is a pleasure to tell you that the resultant soundparticular pair of ears just fine.

from the above -described
expensive hardware suits my

Sincerely yours,
Albert A. Lee

TYPE a 100k

" BARRYMOUNT " cup -type isolators are designed primarily to
absorb high -impact shocks with concurrent isolation of frequencies
above 40 c.p.s. and general sound isolation. Utilisation of rubber in
compression with substantially equal stiffness in all directions pro-
vides a smooth load -deflection curve.
Load ratings indicated for Mobile Applications (including shipboard
installations) are such as to ensure a vertical natural frequency between
25 and 35 c.p.s. The design and assembly of the metal parts are such
that they are self -captivating for maximum security.

Samples are available immediately ex stock

There are also air -damped types
available for the protection of
airborne equipment.
"Barrymount" isolators are made
in England under licence from
Barry Controls Incorporated o1
U.S.A.

CEMENTATION (MUFFELITE) LTD., 39 VICTORIA
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 Independence from mains voltage.

 Very High Input resistance.

 Equipped with D.C. Transistor amplifier.

 No current drain - instant readings.

This multi -range transistor voltmeter is the first instrument
of its kind to measure true open circuit voltages in high
resistance circuits-having a resistance of one megohm per
volt. Independence from valve maintenance results in the
instrument being immediately ready for operation, no
warming -up period being necessary. Complete specification
will be supplied on request. t-

BRITISH PHYSI
Radlett, HERTS.

Circuit covered by British patent No. 710514

LABORATORIES
Tel.: RADLETT 5674/5/6.

dmBP 47

TAPE PRE -AMPLIFIER

. . for those who
want the best . .
Used with the WEARITE 2B DECK, our Tape Pre-
amplifier 4/WRB/2b is capable of giving recorded quality
to the highest professional standards; yet at moderate cost.

* Completely separate recording and replay
chains with direct/replay monitor com-
parison switching.

* Correct pre- and post -equalization to
C.C.I.R. standards.

* Peak -programme signal metering.
* Positive metering of bias and erase voltages.
* Designed mainly for WEARITE 2B Tape

Deck-uses all the facilities provided on this
deck.

Price 55 gns.
For full details, write or telephone:

ARIEL SOUND LTD.,
57, LANCASTER MEWS, LONDON, W.2.

Telephone: PADDINGTON 5092

Tough, resilient, with
a uniformity of life.
performance and
reliability unobtainable
by any other method.

Seamless
one-piece

METAL

BELLOWS

by
0.14

The Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Middlesex

............
  ..

HYDRAULICALLY FORMED *.
BY A PROCESS

UNIQUE IN THIS COUNTRY .
    .......  

Combining the properties of
I. A compression spring capable

of repeated flexing
2. A container which can be

hermetically sealed

3. A packless gland

for Automatic coolant regulation: Move-
ment for pressure change: Packless gland

to seal spindle in high vacua: Reservoir to
accept liquid expansion: Dashpot or delay
device: Barometric measurement or control:
Pressurised couplings where vibration or
movement is present: Dust seal to prevent
ingress of dirt: Pressure reducing valves:
Hydraulic transmission: Distance thermo-
static control: Low torque flexible coupling:
Pressure sealed rocking movement: Pressur-
ised rotating shaft seals: Aircraft pressurised
cabin control: Refrigeration expansion
valves: Thermostatic Steam Traps: Pressure
amplifiers: Differential pressure measure-
ments: Thermostatic operation of louvre or
damper.

Write for List No. N. 800-1

,DRAYTOAT
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Primarily designed to house the exceptional Goodmans Axiom 102 speaker,
the Junior Corner Horn combines excellent bass response with virtually
perfect treble diffusion to provide a standard of performance far superior
to that suggested by its modest price. Compact in size it is the ideal re-
producer for domestic use and the perfect companion for the RD JUNIOR
amplifier.
BASIC PRICE, less speaker and side panels, i18;17/6 (carriage extra).
Louvred side panels E3 per pair. Goodmans AXIOM 102 0118,1 incl.
Illustrated literature post free on request.

FIDELITY WITH ECONOMY
Is that possible? YES! The answer is to be
found in the now complete range of
" BAKERS Quality Speakers " comprising
some 14 models covering the requirements
of both the " Quality " enthusiast and the
more general purpose Public Address.
Further information on the above, includ-
ing constructional details of suitable enclo-
sures, will be gladly forwarded on request.

THE 12" I5W. DE LUXE
MK. I & MK. II

ALL EXPORT enquiries to:-
JOH N LIONNET & COMPANY,
62-63, Queen Street, London, E.C.4.

PROMPT QUOTATIONS WILL BE SUBMITTED ON REQUEST

mum Please write for full details to:
24 DINGWALL ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY. Croydon 2271/2

6S4a11144,16t9 Sole Distributors for Eire: BRIAN CURRAN, 283, Harold Cross Road, TERENURE, DUBLIN

1118111=81110 RADIO imaiguagme

-"Designed exclusively for home
High Fidelity systems"

CORNER HORN AND AMPLIFIER/CONTROL UNIT

Designed to form the nucleus of all but the most ambitious
home high fidelity installations, the general performance of
the RD JUNIOR is in keeping with the standard which has come to be expected of the modern
high fidelity amplifier. It is, however, the many unique and novel features which have been in-
corporated in the design which distinguish it from its contemporaries and place it in a class apart,
unrivalled by any other equipment approaching it in price.
Outstanding amongst these features is the inclusion of an INDEPENDENT LOW PASS FILTER,
virtually essential when dealing with worn records or bad radio transmissions, but normally only
associated with the highest priced equipment. Exclusive features include " Impedance Plug"
loudspeaker matching and the provision of four alternative Panel and Control Knob colours.
Anticipating the use of an FM Unit a second radio input is provided, whilst the availability of ample
spare power avoids the added expense of an additional power pack.
An unusually high standard of materials and workmanship combine to provide absolute reliability,
a factor reflected in the unconditional TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE covering both units.

PRICE L26 COMPLETE

12 -page Illustrated Booklet post free on request. -1
Available from Specialist Dealers in London and the Provinces, or any
difficulty, please apply direct. Agents in the majority of overseas countries

Trade and Export enquiries invited.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
" Rodevco House," 116, Blackheath Rd., S.E.10. TIDeway 1723
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SPECIAL EDITION

Osmor News
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS

Limited (Dept. W67)
418 BRIGHTON ROAD,
SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY.
CROydon 5148;9 (Trade Enquiries Invited)

PUBLISHED MONTHLY VOL. 1. No. 3. JULY 1955

BRILLIANT TECHNICAL SKILL IN COIL
DESIGN AIDS SUCCESS OF F.M.
OSMOR have won laurels for their coils,

which played such a major part in the
established success of F.M. (Frequency
Modulation). Now, Technical experts and
experimentalists are responding in huge
numbers to Osmor's offer of free circuit, point
to point wiring diagram and constructional
details. (Send 5d. stamps.)

OSMOR ' Q' COIL PACKS
Size only x x 2} with variable iron -dust
cores and Polystyrene formers. Built-in
trimmers. Tropicalised. Prealigned Re-
ceiver -tested and guaranteed. Only 5

connections to make.
All types for Mains
and Battery Superhets
and T.R.F. receivers.
Ideal for the reliable
construction of new
sets, also for con-
version of the 21
Receiver. TR1196,
Type 18, Wartime
Utility and others.

The NEW Osmor
'SWITCH PACK' is now ready!
Complete and Prealigned full circuit included.
State which station required. 2. M.W., 1 L.W.
or 3 M.W. 48 Inc. P. Tax.

SUPER Q' CUP COILS
For Maximum
A full range is available
for all popular wave-
bands and purposes. The
magnetic screening of the
cup prevents other com-
ponents from absorbing
the coil's power, thus
maintaining the high "Q"
value. Simple one -hole
fixing. * Only lin.
high. * Packed in damp-
proof containers. * Ad-
justable iron -dust cores.
* Fitted tags for easy
connection. L. or M.W.
5/- inc. CIRCUIT.

Selectivity

Send 5d. (stamps)
for fully descriptive
literature including
Circuit and practical
Drawings, " The

really efficient 5 -valve Superhet," 6 -valve
s'het., 3 -valve (plus rectifier) T.R.F. circuit.
Battery portable Superhet circuit, Coil and
Coilpack leaflets, and full radio and com-
ponent lists, and interesting miniature
circuits, etc.

OSMOR STATION 7,6
SEPARATOR COMPLETE

The Separator may
easily be tuned to
eliminate any one
station within the
ranges stated and
fitting takes only a
few seconds. Sharp tuning is effected by
adjusting the brass screw provided.
TYPE METRES TYPE METRES TYPE METRES
1-141-250 4-319-405 7-1450.1550
2--218-283 5--395-493 8-410-550 k (o.
8-267-341 6-455-567
Special Separator to clear Radio Luxembourg,
10/6 each.

Our Technical Dept. will be pleased to answer
any enquiry by manufacturers and others
relating to circuits which OSMOR coils or coil
Packs are used or are intended to be used.

Plugs
into
receiver

READERS' QUERIES! 1
Dear Sirs,

I wish to receive the Trawler band on
70-230 metres. Could I replace the 15-50 m.
band in your coilpack and obtain this cover-
age?

Yes. Coils QA5, Q04 (aperiodic type) may
be used.
Dear Sirs,

Shortly after I switch on my 5 -valve
superhet the Station disappears, and I have
to retune. Can you assist, please?

This sounds like frequency drift, and is
usually caused by overheating, causing a change
in the value of one or more of the capacitors
associated with the I.F. or Osc.

NOT JUST ANOTHER HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

The STANLEY Model HF125 is a scientifically designed
instrument which will provide perfection of sound
reproduction. Read the Brief Specification :-
Frequency response 10-20,000 c/s within less than 1db. Total
harmonic distortion 0.2",/, at 400 c/s., 0.1% at 5,000 c/s. Hum
and noise -74 db. Power output 12 watts, bass and treble controls
providing 10 db. lift and cut. Input impedance IM ohm. Power
supply 110/250v. 40/100 cis. A.G. Provision for connection of
tuner unit.

Our technical department is at your service. Send for details of this
brilliant instrument to -day.

LIST 18 G NS. PRICE

STANLEY SOUND & VISION PRODUCTS LTD.
Stanley Works, Lower Street, Haslemere, Surrey

Phone 1426

ys

3000 TYPES
Standard or specia
COILS and CONTACTS
up to 80,0001.2 and up to
8 c o's. 600 and HIGH-
SPEED TYPES also

Supplied.

P.O. TYPES
TO YOUR

SPECIFICATION

PROMPT
DELIVERY

LARGE
STOCKS
OF

KEYSWITCHES

THE KEYSWITCH CO.
ALL POST OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Enquiries to Sales Manager
126 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON, W.I0

Telephone: LAD. 0666, 4640
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ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD. 197.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
TYPE L.O. 352

" L.O. 352 " IS THE TYPE NUMBER OF AN
ENTIRELY NEW ALLEN LINE OUTPUT
AUTO -TRANSFORMER NOW AVAILABLE.
Note the following " Star " features:
* E.H.T.: 14 to 18 KV.
* E.H.T. Regulation: Better than 5 M. S2
* Audible Whistle: Negligible.
* Application: Self -running, Square -wave or Sawtooth

driven.
* Associated Valves: PL81, PY81.
* Associated Yoke: Allen Type DC605/C.
* H.T. Rail: 190 volts for 14KV.
* Core Material: Mullard Ferroxcube (earthed).
* Scanning Angle: 72 degrees.
* Suitable C.R.T.s: Any " wide-angle" tube, from 14 to

21in.

Manufacturers are invited to write for further details and prices. Home -Constructors:
Please send S.A.E. for recommended circuit diagram and details.

COILS FOR WIRELESS WORLD F.M. TUNER
FMC 102 Aerial Coil 7/- each
FMC 103 R.F. Inter -valve Coil 5/- each
FMC 104 Oscillator Coil 7/- each
FMC 101 I.F. Transformer 7/6 each
FMC 151 Ratio Detector Transformers 35/- each

(Crystal Diodes built-in)
(Specialists in high-grade television components)

LOWER RICHMOND ROAD, RICHMOND, SURREY

VARIABLE 3-
ili/OkSelli GRAMOPHONESPEEDMOTOR

NEW SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP MARK II giving an extended
frequency range on L.P. disc.

Head only (Standard or Microgroove) £7 P.T. £29s. 10d. Total £9 9s. 10d.

Pickup with one head £9 3s. Od. P.T. £3 5s. 2d. Total L12 8s. 2d.

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (Engineers) LTD.
WELL GREEN LANE : BRIGHOUSE : YORKSHIRE
Phone : Halifax 69169. Grams : Connoiseur, Brighouse

We present an entirely new three -speed unit operating at
33/, 45 and 78 r.p.m. The full 12in. turntable is lathe -
turned and manufactured of non-ferrous material. The
main spindle is precision ground and lapped to mirror
finish and runs in phosphor bronze bearings. The synchro-
nous motor is dynamically balanced and resiliently mounted,
making it virtually vibrationless, with low noise level and
low hum induction.
The speed change is arranged mechanically and gives a
2% variation on all speeds, the synchronous motor running
at constant speed at all settings. No braking action is
employed to obtain speed change.
It is suitable for playing standard transcription and micro-
groove recordings. Input voltages 200/250 v. A.C. 50
cycles or, as specified to order for 200/250 v. A.C. 60 cycles,
or 110 v. A.C. 50 or 60 cycles. Mounted on tin. die-cast
board 151in. x 13/in. with 31in. clearance distance below
motorboard. Speed selector turret is fitted at left rear of
motorboard. On -off switch at left front also releases pressure
on the rubber drive assembly. All motorboards are drilled
to take Connoisseur Standard and Super Lightweight
Pickups unless otherwise ordered. When used with these
pickups mounted in position, 31in. clearance above motor -
board is recommended.
Price: £20 P.T. £7 2s. 6d. Total £27 2s. 6d.

OVERSEAS AGENTS: S. Africa: W. L. Proctor (Pty.) Ltd.,63 Strand
Street, Cape Town. Australia: J. H. Magrath & Co. (Pty.) Lt.,208 Little
Lonsdale Street, Melbourne. Canada: The Astral Electric Co. Ltd., X44
Danforth Road, Toronto 13, Ontario. New Zealand: Turnbull & Jones
Ltd.. Head Office, 12/14 Courtenay Place, Wellington. Hong Kong:
The Radio People Ltd., 31 Nathan Road, Hong Kong. Malaya: (Main.
Dietributors) Eastland Trading Co., 1 Prince Street, Singapore.
U.S.A.: (Main Distributors) Denby Radio Corporation, 19, South 21st St.,
Philadelphia, 3. Pa. Audio Supply Laboratories, Nickels Arcade Building.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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FLEXIBLE SHAFTINGfor REMOTE CONTROL of ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
 RADIO TUNING Flexible Shafts give freedom in design because
 INSTRUMENT CONTROL they can be run between any two parts and
 COMPONENT COUPLING eliminate alignment problems.

The S. S. White Company produce Remote
Control Shafts to meet any requirement.

co. OF CREAT BRITAIN LTD.
AFAILIPLIS.'411EIAIL 40/11/57011I

Britannia Works, 25-31 St. Pancras Way, London, N.W.1

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 10. 100 Kc/s-100 Mc/s

Price C8 .10.0 (Postage and packing 3/6 extra)
 100 Kcjs to 100 Mc/s  Modulated or unmodulated carrier  Direct
calibration  Adjustable 400c. p.s. AF signal  Stable RF oscillator
 Large, easily read scale  AC mains operation.

PATTERN GENERATOR TYPE 4

Price £8 .10.0 (Postage and packing 3/6 extra)
 Coverage 40-70 Mc/s  AC mains operation  Provides vertical and
horizontal bars for time base testing and setting up.
Obtainable only direct from the manufacturers. Send for full technical
details or call at address below.

Easy Payment Terms available on all our instruments

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
615-617, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.IO

Telephone: LEY 5651

CELSONIC

Telephone : EUSton 5393

A Magnetic Tape Recorder
you should know about
The Celsonic High Fidelity Magnetic Tape

Recorder repeats all it hears, with exactitude. It
eliminates " tone," " resonance," " boomph " and
other inherent noises. It gives the naked truth
from 50 to 14,000 cps. Time after time it is placed
first for absolute fidelity. It will record 3,250ft. of
tape at one session and give an hour and twenty-five
minutes uninterrupted playback at Min. per second.

Other outstanding advantages are the super-
imposing device for recording words over music and
the synchronising unit for converting silent films to
" Talkies." The native music for the Twentieth
Century Fox production " Untamed " was recorded
by the Celsonic Tape Recorder.

For further proof that the Celsonic is no ordinary
tape recorder write to Excel Sound Services Ltd.,
Celsonic Works, Garfield Avenue, Bradford 8.

Hire Purchase now available.

ISpecialists in the manufacture

of amplifiers and sound

equipment to indivi-

dual specifications.

We welcome your enquiries.

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.
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THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E C 2 Telephone: LONdon Wall 7104

Enquiries to TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S E 10 Telephone: GREenwich 3191
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UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS
OUR RANGE OF QUALITY EQUIPMENT IS MOST COMPREHENSIVE

Whether new or used, it is all guaranteed to be in perfect condition
RECEIVERS

All receivers are in good working order and condition unless stated.
Hallicrafters Portable Mains or battery Receiver as new £50. SX28,
550 kc/s.- 42 Mc/s., £45. SX24, 550-42 Mc/s., £28. S2OR, 550-42
Mc/s., £25. S20, £20. S29, A.C./D.C. portable battery 550-32 Mc/s.,
£25. S38 A.C./D.C. 110-250 v. 550-30 Mc/s., £20. Also in stock,
S27, 30 Mc/s.-150 Mc/s., S27CA, 150-230 Mc/s., HT11 A Marine
12 v. radiotelephones. HRO receivers junior and senior types with
all coils and 'power supplies from £27, complete, National NC44
NR100, NC81X, N2C00. National NC173, 550-32 Mc/s., as
NEW, £65. Marconi CRI00. 60 kc/s.-30 Mc/s., reconditioned £32,
RME69, £35. Eddystone receivers: types 640, 1.2-30 Mc/s., £22/10/-
740, 550 kcis.-32 Mc/s., £35; 750, £48; 680, £65 ; 670, £35; 504, £25.
Hammarland Super Pro., £45. RCA receivers, AR88D and LF
from £55. Set of three dials for model D, £11101-. Many other
makes in stock.

MANUALS
For RECEIVERS AR88D-LF, AR77E, R107, Marconi

CR100, S2OR, SX24, SX28, B2, TX/RX, HROs, etc.,
photostatic copies, per copy £1 7 6

BRITISH TEST EQUIPMENT
AVO model 7, as NEW, £15. Avo 40, L12/10/-. Taylor TV
wobbulator, 260A, as NEW, £27. AVO Roller panel Valve tester,
£10. Evershed Wee Meggers, 500 v., £12/10/-. Bridge types in
stock. Marconi Signal Generators. TF144G. TF390G. TF517.
Cossor Double Beam Scopes, from £35. Many other instruments
in stock.

SERVICE AND REALIGNMENT
of all British and U.S.A. types
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
to makers' specifications at low cost

U.S.A. MICROWAVE TEST GEAR
No technical manuals for sale. Please write for prices.
3CM. TS3. S band power frequency meter TS10. APNI Test set.
TS13. AP. X band signal generator. TS14. S band signal generator.
TS34. Radar Syncroscope. TS36. X band power meter. TS62. X
band echo box. TS69. 300-100 Mc/s. frequency meter. TS127
300-700 Mc/s. frequency meter. TS226. 300-1,000 Mc/s. power
meter. BC221. Frequency meter (Bendix). BC1277. S band
signal generator. TS45/AP. 3 cm. signal generator. 1-222A.
8-15 Mc/s. 150-230 Mc/s. signal generator. 1E-19 signal genera-
tor. TS89. Pulse voltage divider. TS47. 40-500 Mc/s. signal
generator. TS174. (V.H.F. version of BC221) 20-250 Mc/s.
TS175. 80-1,000 Mc/s.
GENERAL RADIO 80413. 30-300 Mcls. signal generator, £70.

All laboratory equipment may be inspected by appointment.

* U.S.A. FREQUENCY METERS
TYPE BC221

125 kc/s-20 Mc/s. Complete with calibration charts.
Available from stock. CONDITION PERFECT.

REQUIRED URGENTLY
Hallicrafters S27, S27CA, SX28, etc. RCA AR88, R1359
and R1294 VHF receivers.
Transmitters APT5 and receivers ASB8.
Frequency meters. Type BC221, top price paid.
All U.S.A. TS prefix equipment. TSI3, TS35, TS69,
TSX-4SE,STSI74 and TS175, £80 given.
All British and U.S.A. Microwave equipment and
valves type. 707A, 707B, 2K33, 2K45, 2K25, 723/AB.
Any manuals for any equipment purchased.
Please write, call or 'phone and our offer will be given.

PROMPT CASH PAID

22 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQ., LONDON, W.C.2.
Shop hours, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.\G/ErRtreilrd 84Tledef(gpaYe)

Thursday 9.30 a.m. to I p.m. MEAdway 3145 (Night)

The Manning -Carr P.53C
MINIATURE

POLARISED RELAY

Now in dust -proof heavy gauge
anodised aluminium can and
with miniature 5 or 9 -pin base
for plugging in.
(Original version still available.)

BOTH TYPES FITTED WITH
PLATINUM POINTS IF SPECIFIED

Data -A Sensitivity of 25 milli -watts
and capable of handling mains voltage on
the contacts with alternating currents up
to 0.25 amps. Being polarised it has the
advantage that the Armature contact can
be biased to lock In either direction by
suitable adjustment of the contact screws
which provides a useful facility where
pulse operation is required. Speed of
operation is high and the Relay will
follow frequencies appreciably higher
than 50 t.p s. Resistance up to 7,000 ohms
which is acceptable for Anode circuits.
Alternatives to specification if required
Sole Concessionnaires.

Actual
Size

POST OFFICE
TYPES

3,000 & 600 RELAYS
TO SPECIFICATION

Tropicalising, impregnating
and Services jungle finish if
required. Delivery 3-4 weeks.

Af000larrurers to H. Af. Gott. Deets. and leading Contractor,

L. E. SIMMONDS LTD
S BYRON ROAD, HARROW, MIDD X.

Telephone Harrow 2524 - 0315

.Q.

MANUFACTURERS OF

AUTOMATIC & HAND
COIL WINDING

MACHINES

ETA TOOL CO.
(LEICESTER) LTD.

29A WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER
Phone 5336
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SALE
2000

V
A
L

E
S

ARP3 7/-
ARP4 5/6
ARP12 3/-
CV1124 5/-
EF6 17/6
HL1320 6/-
01A 2/-
OZ4 5/-
P2 3/-
P215 2/-
PD220 17/6
TTI1 2/-
VR18 6/-
V653 7/-
VR55 8/-
VE56 6/-
VBA35
VH65A 1/-
VR91 7/-
VT52 41-vuff 5/-
1A4 4/-
1B4 4/-
1116 2/-
1L4 5/-
1LN5 2/-
2A3 10/-
218 2 -2A7

3/-
5T4 12/10
6A7 111-
6AG7 18/..
6A15 10/-
6E5 iv..

Great Britain's
One Year's
AZ1 13/3
AZ31 13/3
AZ50 13/3
CBL1 2211
CL4
CY1

2
3013

/20

EA5O 1114
EABC80 9/5

E
EAF42B41114'17/8/

EMI 11/4
EBC,33 1511
EBC41 1511
EBC90 15/1!
EBF80 18/1
EBL1 22/1

2,_ EEBL21 20/2
22/1

ECC81 22/1
ECC82 22/1
ECC83 22/1
ECC91 31/6
ECH3 22/8
ECH35 20/2
ECH42 20/2
ECH81 20/2
ECLSO 23/4

EF37AEF29 129(61
EF39 16/5
EF40 22/1
EF41 16/5
EF42 2211
EF50 22/1
EF811 22/1
EF91 22/121
EF93 18/5
EK32 22/8

KEL3NE9290 20/122

EL33
16/5

EL37 22/1
EL38 25/2
EL41 16/5

EELL48: 1615
16/5

BIM 16/5
EMI 18/5
EM4 16/5
EM34 16/5
EY51 25/2
EZ35 13/3
EZ40 13/3
EZ41 13/3
EZ8O 13/3
EZ9O 13/3
GZ34 18/11

from

6N7 10/8
698'5 14/-
614 10/-
718 10/-
7C7 9/-
7V7 10/-
1001 5/-
11D5 11/7
12A 2/-
12907 9/-
12955 6/-
14A7/12137

15/-*
14B6
24 17/6
31 2/-
32 2/-
34 2/-
39/44 10/-
46 10/6
47Mk2 20/7
50Y6 5/-

71A 12/-
84/6Z4 9/8
117Z6 '7/-
8661 10/-
884 /21-
954 5/6
955 8/8
956 2/-
1299A 7/-
1625 9/6
1904 10/ -

Post ki.

Valve Mail -Order House
Guarantee
IA7GT 18(11
ICSGT 14/6

IN
H511 11441/66

1R5 16/5
IS4 14/6

IITS54 146/
PL81
PL82

22/116
/5

PL83 22/1
PY80 15/9
PYSI 18/11
PY82 13/3
UAP42 17/1
UBC41 1511
UBL21 20/2
ucliml 20/2
cc942 20/2
UPUF4421 2116/157

UL41 16/5
UYUIA441 1253/132
3A4 18/11
3A5 31/8
394 14/6

5Y3GT 13/3
3V4 14/6

6A4 15/1
6AL5 11/4
6AT66AQ5 1%5
6AU6 22/1

6689-8(66 2106/125

66E1.46 57GT-2301/12
69E7G-T16/6
69Q7GT15/1
6V6GT 18/5
614612Ax.6T7 1133

22/11/3
12Au7 22/1
12117 22/1
129.17GT

20/2
12SK7GT

16/5
129Q7GT

25L6GT 1156(51
35Z5GT 13/3
ooLouT 16/5
80 13/3

Post 9d.

DEMOBBED
VALVES

MANUAL
Giving equivalents of British and
American Service and Cross Refer-
ence of Commercial Types with an
Appendix olB.V.A. Equivalents and
Comprehensive Price List. We have
still some Valves left at very old
Budget Rates (331%,) which are
actually sold at the old price.
(1951 rate.)

PI FC 0
All -in -one Radio-
meter A.C./D.C.
Tests everything
in Radio. Com-
plete with Test
prods.

29/6
Poet 1/6.

Chassis Cutters
with Keys

The easiest and
quickest way of
cutting holes in sheet
metal. The cutter
owlets of three parts:

a die, a punch and an
Allen screw. The operation is quite
simple. Prices incl. key tin., 12/4;

18/- each; If in., 19/9; 2in., 31/9;
36/9; lin. square. 24/3. Post1/

All prices are with keys.
UNIQUE SERVICE

SERVICE SHEETS
The one you require enclosed if
available in a dozen assorted 10/6
of our best choice.

BUL
24111411SLIWILLsopSirr

.001-1in.
MICROMETER
Exceptional purchase
enables us to offer a
lin. precision micro-
meter at the very

low price of 10/-. A micrometer
s an essential part of an engineer's
equipment. You will have found the
need for one on many occasions in
the past for measuring wire gauge,
tc. Brand new.

I
0/_ post

Price free.

5/- U.S.A. MICROPHONE U.S.A. 5/ -
This U.S.A. Throat Mike made by
Universal Microphone Company. in
California, is highly sensitive. Com-
plete with neck piece clip and
illustrated 4 -page specification and in
original carton. Bargain Price. Only
fraction of original cost. Limited
quantity. Post 9c1. (Ideal f Or Electric
(Suitors, etc.)

Only 5/-
B.T.H. GERMANIUM CRYSTAL
DIODE. Complete with Blue- /
print and operating instructions ea/

ROD ANTENNAS. 1ft. sections
interlocking and extending, copper
plated steel. BARGAIN. 2/6Limited quantity. Dozen

REDUCED7;6 FROM 21/- 7/6
Pre -heated Electric Soldering Irons.
24 v. 36 watts. Press button switch
fitted. Corrosion -free bit. Specially
designed for Rile work. Limited
quantity. Unrepeatable.

la, TUBE CRT 516 Magnetic 4 v.
heater. 4 to 5 kV. E.H.T.
Int. Octal Base.

BARGAIN
Carr. and Crate, 4/6. 29/6

VALVES

A.C./D.C. MULTIMETER
KIT

The Multi -Meter measures A.C./D.C.
volts and D.C. miamps. and ohms.
It has a sensitivity' of 200 ohms
per volt and is equally suitable
for the keen experimenter, service
engineer or student. All the essential
parts including 2in. moving coil
meter, selected resistors, wire for
shunts, 8 -point range selector, cali-
brated scale, stick -on range indicator
and full instructions for making are
available as a kit, price 1 Q/6
plus 9d. post and packing. 1.7

NEWSolder Iron with Neon
Light in the handle.

25w. 200/2200., 230/250v. -1 ci/3
Weight 4 oz. Eft. Cable.

12 months guarantee.

Deposit
and Monthly 4/.

10/9
A.C. ELECTRIC

PAINT
SPRAYER
Just plug in and
spray. Easier
than a brush and
twice as fast. Post 2/ -
Ce i I i ng Adaptor Free.

1

Electric PAINT STRIPPER
With switch 42/6
Outdates blow -
lamp. It's a
unique foolproof
electric tool.
Easier and faster.
Clean and safe.

Tax Free I Old paint goes
like magic. Cost
td., per hour.

Post 1/3 l
A.C./D.C. Corn -

Usually plate. Guaranteed
29/0. one year.

37/6

"You can rely on us" -

Stockists of all Radio and Electronic components
for manufacturers, laboratories, Educational

authorities, and the amateur.
Stockists of Bulgin, Denco, Hunt, T.C.C., Belling and

Lee, W.B., Whiteley, Wharfedale, etc., etc.

Mullard 510 amplifier and G.E.C. 912 amplifier-all
parts stocked and available on H.P.

Taylor and Avo instruments from stock. (H.P. terms
available.)

RADIO SERVICING COMPANY
82, SOUTH EALING ROAD, LONDON, W.5.
Next to South Ealing Tube (TURN LEFT) 9 to 6 p.m. Wed. I o'clock.

Telephone: EAL. 5737
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WEBB'S new credit plan
with NO INTEREST CHARGES

To customers with a banking account we offer a SIX MONTHS' credit plan WITH
NO INTEREST CHARGES and no documents other than your order describing
apparatus and BANKERS' ORDER FOR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Calcula-
tions of payments is simple: DEPOSIT WITH ORDER ONE FIFTH OF CASH
PRICE; DIVIDE BALANCE BY SIX TO ARRIVE AT MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

(Customers desiring 12 or 18 months' terms can be accom-
modated under our usual Extended Payment Scheme)

Here are a few examples:-

AC0 U STI CAL " QUAD II" Ampli-
fier and Pre -amplifier, cash price
£42.

6 months' Terms : Deposit 88/8/. and
6 payments of £51121-. (Or on
Extended Terms: Deposit £8/8/- and
12 payments of £3/118 or 18 of £2/3/-.)

EDDYSTONE " 750 " Communica-
tions Receiver, cash price £68.
6 months' Terms : Deposit £13112/ -
and 6 payments of £91114. (Or on
Extended Terms: Deposit £13/12/- and
12 payments of £4/19/9 or 18 of
£3/9/7.)

EDDYSTONE " 840A " Communi-
cations Receiver, cash price £49.
6 months' Terms : Deposit £91161- and
6 payments of £6/1018. (Or on
Extended Terms: Deposit £9/16/- and
12 payments of £3/11/11 or 18 of
£2/10/2.)

FERROG RAP H TAPE RECORDER,
cash price £79/16/-.
6 months' Terms: Deposit £15/1916
and 6 payments of 110112/9. (Or
on Extended Terms: Deposit £15/19/2
and 12 payments of £5/17/1 or 18 of
£4/1/7.)

ROGERS " RD JUNIOR " Amplifier
and Pre -amplifier, cash price £26.

TAN N OY "DUAL CONCENTRIC"
Cabinet Loudspeaker, cash price
V18/6/-.

6 months' Terms : Deposit £5141- and
6 payments of £31914. (Or on Extended 6 months' Terms : Deposit £9/13/6 and

6 payments of £6/8/9. (Or on Extended
Terms: Deposit £514/- and 12 payments
of £1/18/2 or 18 of £116/7.)

Terms: Deposit £9/13/2 and 12
payments of £3110/10 or 18 of £2/9/5.)

Any combination or collection of apparatus, value £15 or more, can be combined
under either our " 6 months no interest " or " extended payment " schemes.

14 SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
Tel : GERrard 2089. Shop Hours : 9 a.m.-S.30 p.m. Sats. 9 a.m.-1 p.m

IMPREGNATE
your coils with ease

BLICKVAC
High Vacuum Impregnators meet the most stringent
specifications and yet are easy to handle.
Full range of models available to meet the needs of the
large-scale producer, the research laboratory or the
small Rewind shop.

Outstanding Features:

 Ease i n control.

 Ease in cleaning.

 Elimination of vibration.

 Unequalled flexibility
and performance.

 Simple attachment of
auxiliary autoclaves.

 Units available suitable
for Varnish, Wax, Bit-
umen and Potting
Resins.

Users include M.O.S.,
N.C.B., G.E.C., Pye, Mar-
coni, Metro -Vick.

If your problem is COIL IMPREGNATION or impregnating
or casting with Potting Resins consult:

BLICKVAC ENGINEERING LTD.
Bede Trading Estate, Jarrow, Co. Durham. Jarrow 89/7155
96/100 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.% Monarch 6256/8

WEIR
Instruments manu-
factured in Moving
Coil and rectifier
types to B.S.

89-1954.

SMALL PANE

MANUFACTURED Si

L INSTRUMENTS

2in., 2fin. and 31 -in.

enclosed in cases of
black moulded insula-
ting material and pro-
vided with scales
printed in black on
matt white enamelled

metal dials.

Available as Ammeters, Voltmeters,
Milliammeters and Microammeters.

WEIR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO. LTD.
BRADFORD -ON -AVON WILTSHIRE
TELEPHONE 2779
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:ALPHA OFFER A
SE L E CTI 0 N

OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
VALVES ALL TESTED BEFORE

DESPATCH
Full fist available 21d. stamp. Complete catalogue 6d.
OZ4 6/- 6.16 8/- 12S17 8/6
ASGT 6/6 617G 6/6 I 2SK7 6/6
A7 11/6 6K6GT 616 12SL7 9/-
C5GT 8/- 6K7G ... 6/- I 2SQ7 8/6
H5 10/- 6K7GT ... 6/6 12SR7 7/6
L4 7/6 6K7M 6/9 25A6G 10/6
N5 10/- 6K8G 8/- 25L6GT 8/6
R5 7/6 6K8GT 9/6 25Y5G 9/-
S5 7/6 6L6G 9/- 25Z4G 9/-
T4 716 6L7M 7/6 35 L6GT 8/9
US 8/- 6N7 7/6 35Z4GT 8/6

220VSG ... 6/9 6Q7G 9/- 50L6GT 8/6
2A3 6/9 6R7G 8/- AC6/PEN 5/6
2X2 5/- 6SA7GT 8/- ATP4 6/6
3A4 8/- 6SG7 7/6 E1148 2/-
3Q4 9/- 6SH7 6/- FW4/500 10/-
3Q5 10/- 65.17GT 8/- H30 51-
3D6 5/- 6SK7 6/3 HL23DD 7/6
3S4 8/6 6SL7 8,- KT2 5/-
3V4 8/- 6SN7GT 51/- MS/PEN S/-
401 3/- 6SQ7 9/- PEN25 8/-
42 81- 6SS7 8,- PEN46 8/6
5U4 8/6 6U5G 8/6 PEN220A 41-
5Y3GT 8/6 6U7G .. ... 9/- PM] 2M 10/-
5Z3 8/6 6V6G 7/6 QP2 I 7/6
SZ4G 8/6 6V6GT ... 716 5130 8/6
6A7 10/6 6X5GT 7,9 VR53(EF39) 6/6
6A8G 10;6 787 8,6 VR54(E834) 2/-
6AC7 6/6 7C5 8/6 VR55 (E8C33) 7/6
6AG5 7/6 7C6 8/6 VR56(EF36) ... 6/-
6A15 9/- 7H7 8/- VR57(EK32) ... 8/-
6AK5 7/6 7Q7 8/- VR65(SP6I ) ... 3/9
GALS 7/- 7R7 8/6 VR65A(SP4I ) 3/6
6AM5 5/6 7S7 8/6 VR66(P6I ) ... 3/9
6AM6 7/6 7Y4 8/6 VR91 (EF50) ... 6/-
6AQ5 8/6 80 8/6 VR9I(EF50Syl) 8/-
6AT6 8/- 807 7/6 VR92(EA50) ... 2/-
664 5/- 8D2 2/9 VRI05/30(0C3) 5/6
688G 4/- 9001 5/6 VR I 16(V872)... 41-
68A6 el_ 9002 5/6 VRI 19(DDL4) 4/-
68E6 8/- 9003 5/6 VR123(EF8) ... 6/6
6BR7 9/6 9004 5/6 VR136(EF54)... 7/-
6BW6 8/6 9006 6/- VR137(EC52) 6/3
6C4 8/- 954 2/- VR150/30(0D3) 9/-
6C5GT 7/6 955 4/9 VP23 8/-
6C6 6/6 956 3/6 VT52(EL32) ... 8/-
603 7/6 12A6 6/9 VT501 (TT I I) 6/-
606 7/3 I 2AT7 ... 9/- VU39(MU12/14) 8/6
6F6G 7/6 I 2AU7 .,. 9/- VU64(U12) ... 8/6
6F6M 8/6 I 2AX7 ... 10/- VU 1 1 I (VI907) 316
6F8G 7/- I 2C8 8/- VU 120A 3/-
6G6G 6/6 I2H6 5/- X65 I0/ -
6H6 316 1215 6/- X66 11/6
615G 5/- 12K7 9/- Y63 9/-
6.15GT 5/6 I2K8GT ... 9/- Barreter
615M 6/6 I 2Q7GT 91- Atlas 150A 4/6

Wire Wound Controls R.C.A.
Pre Set 25 ohms 2/6
Colvern CLR901 10K. ohms 2/-
Colvett, CLR1232/268 500 ohms 2/8
Colvern 1,000 ohms, spindle tin. 2/8

Each

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
230 v. Input 2 volt .5 amp. 416
230 v. Input 2 volt 3.0 amp. 7.9
230 v. Input 4 volt 1.5 amp. 5/-
230 v. Input 4 volt 3.0 amp. 10/-
230 v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp. 10/-
230 v. Input 6.3 volt .5 amp. 5/-
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 1.5 amp. 6/-
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 3.0 amp. 91-
230 v. Input 12 volt .75 amp. 5/.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS
EMI, 3/9 ea.; RM2. 412 ea.; 11513
5,- ea.; RM4, 16/- ea.

METAL RECTIFIERS
12 v. 1 amp.. 1/8 ea.; 12 v. I amp.
4/6 ea.; 2 v. 1 amp., 3/- 250 v.
45 mA., 6/3 ea.; 250 v. 75 mA., 7/6
a.; 300 v. 60 mA.. 7180..

CRYSTAL DIODES
Plastic case, wire ends, 2 toe 2'1.

IRON ELEMENTS
Standard adaptable type, 230 v.
450 w., 1/8 ea. Morphy Richards,
replacement type, 3/6 ea. H.M.V.
replacement type 3/- ea.

PLIERS, with side cutter.. 413 pair.

" Another Alpha Kit for you to build."

3 Valve (65(7. 627, 6V6GT) Plus
Metal Rectifier. 2 Wave Band Midget
radio A.C. Mains, complete in every
detail, full instructions, circuit dia-
gram and shopping list 1/6. Complete
kit down to nuts, bolts and solder
£51101-. Post 2/6.

POCKET TEST METER
Ex -Govt. volt meter two ranges
0-15 v.; 0.250 v. D.C. Complete ;

in case, 17/6 each.

PUBLICATIONS Each
Midget Radio Construction

Manual 3/6
Radlotolder " F " An inexpensive

tape recorder 2/8
Radio/older " B" A practical

Oscilloscope 2/6
Radio Calculations Manual 316
Practical Circuits Manual 3/6
Radio and Television Laboratory

Manual 2/6

Each
L.E.M. Silver Mica 1,000pF 10% 346.
L.E.N. Silver Mica 100 pF. 5% .. 346,
T.C.C. Silver Mica 50 pF. 10% .. 346.
L.E.M. Silver Mica 300 pF. 10% M.
Hunts Silver Mica 374 pF. 1% .. 346.
L.E.M. Silver Mica 350 pF. 10%.. 346.
L.E.M. Silver Mica 25 pF. 20% .. 346,
T.C.C. Silver Mica 1,000 pF. 10% 346,

Each
Tubular Condenser .5 mid. 500 v. 6d.
Yaxley Switch 1 pole 8 way ltin

spindle 1/9
Arrow Toggle Slotted Dolly S.P 1/9
Single Screened Cable yard 6d.

Each
Eric Mains Dropper 725 ohm

74% tapped 1/8
Dubiller Moulded Mica AP9 .005 446.
HP Pile Wound Chokes 1/ -
Vibrator Clips 54.
Dubiller Nitrogol B45 12 mfd.

350 v 5/8
International Octal Valve Holders

Paxolin 44d.
Vitreous Enamelled Resistors

20 w. 5,000 ohms 11-
12 v. Vibrators, 4 pin U.X. 6/6
T.C.C. I0 MFD 450 v. Wire ends. 1/11
T.C.C. 24 mid. 350 v. tag ends 2/8
Cyldon Trimmers No. 26 2.500 pF. 1/6
Pagolin Trimmers 100/50 0d.
Walter Trimmers 250/250 6d.
Ceramic Trimmers 100/100 0d.
Ceramic Trimmers 80/400 9d.
BOG Ceramic Valve Holders 10d.
T.C.C. 100 mid. 450 v. 4/ -
Hunts W99 1005 150 v. Sd.
Hunts W99 200 pF. 350 v. 84.
Dubiller 2 Meg. BPS slotted spindle

tin. 3/9
Assorted Resistors, 100 for 2/ -
Group tag Board. Any length

per inch 346.
CV 271 Relay Valve in holder 7/ -
Condenser Clips. Assorted sizes

per dozen 31-
2 gang .00035 condenser 5/-
3 gang .0005 condenser 7/ -

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
B.S.R. MONARCH Re-
cord Changer.
Model U A 6 Fitted H P G
37
Cartridge
3 speeds 33 R.P.M.
45 R.P.M. 78 R.P.M.
Complete with full in-
structions.
£9/19/6. Carriage 3/6.
Indicator Unit at £3/19/6.

Standard 111n. Brown Knobs, per
dozen
Zenith Dropper 910 ohms, each
Bakelite case. Double coil Buz-
zers, each
Erie Dropper. 1,340 ohms, 150 ohms, each
Box. 4 BA Nuts and Bolts, each
hitervalve Transformers Ex. Equip, each
Hand Microphone Bakelite switch in handle, each
High to low impedance headphone units (insert In lead)

each
Rubber grommets, assorted, per dozen
Bakelite Needle cups, each 16.
Steering, various .lours, 1 MM, length
Maine Switch, 2 hole fixing, 8.P., each 1/8
Farley Switch, 3 P., 3 B., 3 W., each 1/8
'Farley Switch, 1 Pole, 9 Way, each 1/9
Waxed Carton, 8 MFD., 450 v., each 1/9
Westectors, WX12, W4, W2C13, each 9d.
Collars H1 Fl Pickup, each 32,6

5/8
2/6

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
3 -WAY MOUNTING TYPE

MTI
Primary: 200-220.240 v.
Secondaries: 275.0-275 v. 80 mA. 0.6.3 v. 4 amp.
0-5 v. 2 amp. Both tapped at 4 v. 17/8 ea.
NT2
Primary: 200-220.240 v.
Secondaries: 350-0-350 v. 80 mA. 0-6.3 v. 4 amp.
0-5 v. 2 amp. Both tapped at 4 v. 17/8 ft,.

PENCIL RECTIFIERS

K3/25 5/8: 5(3/40, 716; K3/45, 8/2; 5(3/50, 8/8; K3/60, 9/8;
K3/100. 14/8.

a7 'Each Each
8 x 8mfd. 80454450 v. 32 x 32 mfd. 450 v..... 6/11

mfd. 32 x 32 x8 mfd. 350 v.6/8
8 x 24 mid. 350 v. .... 2,- 32 x 32 mid. 350 v.
8 x 32 mid. 475 v. .... 3/9 23
12 x 4 mfd. 450 v. . 21-

mfd. 2 v. 5/9
2/9

16 mid. 450 v 31-
60 mfd. 450 v
64 mid. 350 v. 2/-

16 x 8 mid. 350 v. . 41- Dubilier (B.R. Range):
16 x 16 mid. 350 v..... 2/8 BR 850. 8 mfd. 500 v. 219
16 x 16 x 8 mid. 330 v. 316 BR. 1650.16 mid. 500 v. 3/3 0
20 x 20 mfd. 500 v. .... 4/9 BR.2050. 20 mid. 500 v. 3/8
24 mid. 450 v. 2/9 8 0 8 mid 4/-24 x 16 mid. 350 v..... 3/6 . 500 v.

BR.501. 50 mid. 12 v 1/932 mid. 450 . 3/-
32 x 8 mfd. 350 v. 3/ 8 16 x 16 mid. 500 v..... 3/-
32 x 16 mid. 350 v 4.6 16 x 8 mid. 500 v. ..  4/9

OSMOR COIL PACKS
Type HO., 48/- each. Type L.M., 40/- each. Type TX., 50/ -
each. Type TRF, 40/- each.

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS
.05 mid., 500 v.; 0.1 mid., 1,000 v.; .1 mid., 350 v.; .02 mid., 750 v.
All 9/- doz.* * * * * * * * * *

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS*

*
* This attractive walnut finished cabinet is available *

for 64in. or Bin. speaker units. Metal speaker fret,
complete with back and rubber feet.

* Stin. type: Measures Wm x 84 in. x 40n, at base- *
Price 16/8 each.

* Sin. type: Measures 10/in. x 1041n. x 51n. at base.
Price 20/8 each.

* * * * * * * * * *
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

Rola 51n. Speaker
Goodman, 5in. unit
Plessey 64in. lightweight unit
Rola 64in. standard type
Leetrona Olin. with transformer
Truvox 60n. wafer type
Plessey 8in. lightweight unit
R. A A. 10In
Elliptical 4in. x 7in. unit
Maims energised sin. un't, 1,0000
Mains energised 6in. un t, 600 (I

216
2/6
1/-
21-
7/8

3/8
6d.

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. Post-
age and Packing charges extra, as follows:
Orders value 10/- add 9d.; 20/- add 1/-;
40/- add 1/6; 45 add 2/- unless otherwise
stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee and post-
age 2/3.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

17/6 ea.
18/
16/68 e ea.a.

17/6 ea.
18/-
20/-
17/8 ea.
25/8 ea.

21/10ee
21/- ea.
17/8 ea.

CHASSIS
Aluminium Undrilled with Reinforced
Corners. Available in the following

sizes.
6in. x 4in. x 24in. 4/6 ea.
8in. x 6in. x 24in. 6/3 ee.

101n. x 7in. x 2+ in. 7/3 ea.
12in. x gin. x 241n. 8/8 ea.
14in. x 8in. x 211n. 9.6 ea.
I6in. x 91n. x 2Iin. 12/- ea.
All are four sided -ideal for radio
receivers - amplifiers - powerpacks,
etc.

PERSPEX IMPLOSION GUARDS
Incorporates escutcheon and filter.
12in. type, 11/8 ea.: 16in. type,
14/6 ea.

EX GOVERNMENT AND
SURPLUS CONTROLS

This popular range is suitable for al
Television constructors, etc. Keep
your costs down when building th

Argus " or " Simplex receivers.
Available 5000, 6000, 1,5000 doubl
type, 2 K0, 5 KO. 10 ica, 20 xn,
25 Kfl, 50 KO, 200 KO, 100 KO
I meg. 0 , I meg. 1 meg. CI, 2 meg. ,

50 KO double type. All 1/2 each.

/
ALPH RADIO SUPPLY CO.

INCES CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS 1.

WHEN

ORDERING

PLEASE QUOTE

"DEPT. W.W."
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1,000 ohms per volt.
Basic movement 400 mic-
roamp, 3in. A.C./D.C.
0-5,000 v., 0-1 amp.,
11 switched ranges; 2
resistance ranges 100,000
ohms and 1 meg., also
decibel range_ In polished
wood carrying case (6 x
6/ x 4in. closed), with
leather handle and space
for test leads. Made in
U.S.A. New and unused
but cases slightly soiled.
LASKY'S
PRICE 95/ -

Post and insurance 3/6.
TEST LEADS, 3/6 extra.                      

COLLARO 2010 TRANSCRIPTION THE "UNIVERTER "
PLAYER, Studio 1 crystal pick-up, A new book just published, giving

£18.11.10 full details of a new Band III
Converter for any TV receiver
home constructed or factory made.
All components and valves in
stock, prices on request. Also
available as a complete unit.
Uses two 6AM6, one 12AT7, one
6X4. Contains its own power
supplies. THE BOOK, con-
taining full circuit diagtam, wiring
instructions and component lists.

116 each. 3,6 post free.

BUILD A PERSONAL PORTABLE!
CONSTRUCTORS' PARCELS NOW AVAILABLE. ALSO MINIATURE

COMPONENTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
PP.1 PARCEL containing 4 valves, GANGED CONDENSERS, .0005 mid
11t5, IT4, 185, 384, min. 2 -gang .0005 u.t., 2 -gang with trimmers, 7/6.
2 I.F. trans., 4 B76 valveholders, 31n. 2 -gang less trinmiers, 8/8.
P.M. speaker and mim output trans., 3 -gang lees trimmers, 10/6.
med. wave ow. coil and Ferrite rod aerial.
Price, mmplete, 70/-. Poet 1/- extra.

Extra for dual wave, 7/-.

Battery 6d. extra.

AERIAL ROD SECTIONS. Steel heavily

copper plated, 12in. long. Any number
may be fitted together, 2/6 per doz.,
post tree.

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.

SAVE POUNDS ! ORDER BY POST IF YOU CANNOT CALL

HIRE PURCHASE
TERMS ON

CERTAIN ITEMS
Please give details of
your requirements

FAMOUS MAKE 3-SPD. AUTO -CHANGERS
LATEST 1955 MODEL,

NEW & UNUSED
IN MAKER'S CARTONS

Takes 10 records of all sizes
(mixed) in one loading. HGP.37
crystal turnover pick-up. Hand-
some cream finish. Supplied
complete in maker's carton.

LASKY'S PRICE £9.19.6
Post free.

F.M.-FREQUENCY MODULATION BY GORLER
LATEST DESIGN CONTINENTAL F.M. COMPONENTS
UT.340. A self-contained V.H.F. front
end unit Incorporating a grounded grid
amplifier, mixer oscillator (ECC85) and
first I.F. amplifier. Completely wired and

tested, 59/9.

UT.341. As above but with baseplate
and 2 -gang condenser incorporating 1.3
reduction drive. Supplied pre -aligned

95/5.

TA.350. 6 -button Coil Pack for long, med.
and shortwaves, gram and off, together
with a P.M. position incorporating
switching for change over from A.M.
to F.M. Designed for use with UT.340

Or UT.341 83/,

Ratio' Detector Coils, URF, 10/- each.
10.7 me/s. I.F. Trans., UF376, 7/- each.

SET OF 3 COMBINED I.F. TRANS., for
A.M. and F.M. 456/470 Kc/s. A.M.; 10..
Me/s. P.M. Variable selectivity on A.M.
ratio det. on P.M. The set of 3 (/CF360,
KRF362, KSF361), 42/-.

As above but for 2 stages of I.F. amp.
No variable selectivity on A.M. Types
KF363 and KRF364, the pair, 26/3.

FULL CIRCUIT and details available,
Gd. post free.

"Wheless World " F.M. FEEDER
(Amos & Johnson), Reprint, 2/-, post free.

All comp ,vents in stock.

DENCO F.M. FEEDER UNIT. All components and valves in
stock. Uses 6AM6, 12AH8, EB91, and two 6AB6. COMPLETE
PARCEL, Eft /7 ta Post extra.ti/  / t All components available separately.

DENCO F.M. DATA BOOK, 1/6 post free.

LATEST COLLARO RC.54
3 -speed High Fidelity Mixer
Changer, Studio crystal turnover
p.u., in leatherette covered carry-
ing case, £13/5/-. Post 5/-.

COLLARO 3 -SPEED
RECORD PLAYERS

Complete with P.U. and ortho-
dynamic switched head. P.U.
transformer also included. Limit-
ed quantity only, E6/19/6. As
above with " Studio " turnover
Crystal Pick-up (0 or P), £8/18/4.

Post, either type, 3,6.

EX -GOVT. ACCUMU-LATORS. 2 volt, 10 a.h
Size UM. square x 51in. high.
Made oy Canadian Exide. Al6

LASKY'S PRICE -/
Post 1/-.

3 for 13/-, or 12 for 40/ -. Post free.
PLESSEY LINE E.H.T.
TRANSFORMERS. Type
CP.72036/2. 7 kV incorporating
double wound width control.
List 63/-. 25/LASKY'S PRICE

Post 1/6.                     
SPECIAL OFFER ! MULTI -TEST METERS

PP.2 PARCEL. As above but valves
DK96, DF96, DAF96 and DL96I Com-

plete, 80/-.
Poet 1/- extra. Extra for dual wave, 7/,

MINIATURE COMPONENTS
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

CONDENSERS. .1, .001, .0001, etc., 7id.;
25 uf., 25 volts, 1/6; 8 uf., 160 volts, V.:
12 0.f.,, 150 v.w., 1/3.

3in. P.M. SPEAKERS, 12/6.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 3/6.

TELETRON FERRITE ROD AERIALS.
Med. wave, Sin. long, 8/9.

Dual wave, Sin. long, 12/6.

09C. COILS, Iron dust cores. Med. wave,
H02, 3/-. Long wave, HOI, 3/-.

BATTERIES. all types in stock.

AN OUTSTANDING BARGAIN OFFER!
6 -VALVE RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS COMPLETE

WITH VALVES
Famous Manufacturer's Surplus.
6 valve 3 -wave Superhet, 13-50 m.
short, 200-550 m. medium, 1,000-2,000
m. long. Brand new Mullard valves:
ECH42, EF41, L63, EB41, 6V6 g.t.,
EZ40, and finest quality components.
Gram. switch, 465 Kc's I.F., tone

control, 3 - colour
dial. Overall size:
13f x 5, height 121.
Aperture required
for dial and controls,
11 x 3 fin. Com-
plete with valves,
output trans., knobs,
etc.

LASKY'S
PRICE

£10/19/6
Carr. & Pkg.

7/6 extra.

DRILLED CHASSIS
& DIAL ASSEMBLY

Size 131 x 7 x 2/in., drilled
for five latest type miniature valves,
mains trans., I.F., etc. Dial
13 x 14in., for horizontal or
vertical mounting. Spin wheel
tuning. All pulleys and spindle
supplied. LASKY'S 19/6
Post 3/-. PRICE

0 MICROPHONE
BARGAINS

MIC.22/2. Complete
with stand as illus.
List 4 gns.
LASKY'S
PRICE 42/-
ACOS Crystal, MIC.
33/1. List 50/-.

PRICE
LASKY'S 32/6

Moving Coil Hand Type with
switch. List 5 gns.
LASKY'S PRICE
All above, post 2/6. 45/ -

VALVES AND C.R. TUBES.
Over 25,000 in stock. Mullard,
Brimar, Osram, G.E.C., Ferranti,
etc.

PARCEL NO. 1

Contains everything to build a 4 -valve,
3 -wave superhet for 200/250 A.C. mains.
Uses 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6 valves. Attrac
tive wood cabinet, walnut veneer, or
plastic cabinet as illus. Size 12 x 6} x 5}In.
deep. CAN BE BUILT FOR 27/19/6.

Carr. and pkg. 2/6.

INSTRUCTION BOOK for

INEXPENSIVE
EASILY BUILT

RADIO SETS

Lasky's Radio Constructors' Par-
cels contain everything to build
up-to-date and very efficient sets
at low cost. Note also that all
components and cabinets are
available separately.

PARCEL NO. 2
Contains everything to build a T.R.F.
3 -valve set for 200/250 A.C. mains, med.
and long wave. Uses 6K70, 6J7, 6V5,
and metal rectifiers. Neat plastic cabinet,
walnut or ivory finish, or wood cabinet.
Size 12 x x 54in. deep. CAN BE BUILT

FOR 25/10/, Carr. and pkg. 2/6.
either above sets, 1/-, post free.

CABINETS ONLY, plastic or wood, 17/6. Carr. 2/6.
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RADIO TELEVISION HI-FI ELECTRONICS RECORDERS

VALUE IN MAGNIFICENT TV CABINETS
THE DE LUXE

Complete with mask, glass, castors, shelf, bearers,
C.R.T. neck end protector, back, speaker fret and
baffle board. Finished in beautiful figured medium,
light or dark walnut veneer, with high polish. Suitable
for most home constructor TV Receivers, including
the " Viewmaster," " Practical Television,' " Tele-
Ring," " Magnaview," "Wireless World," etc. Sup-
plied with cut-out for 14M., 161n. and 171n. C.R.
tubes at no extra cost.

An allowance of 4/6 will be made If the mask
Is not required.

Inside Dim.: Depth 1611n.; width 1711n.; Height
281n. Overall height 32in.; Width 1811n.

WHY NOT CONVERT YOUR TABLE
RECEIVER TO A CONSOLE MODELS

Adaptor frames for fitting 91n. or 10In. C.R. tubes
available if required.

18/1 0/LASKY'S PRICE
Carriage 12/6 extra.

H.P. Terms. Deposit £2117/- plus carriage.
Belau .e plus charges spread over 12 months.

THE ROTHESAY
The last word in outstanding contemporary design'
Absolutely rigid construction throughout with the
finest laminated woods, veneered in walnut, polished
light, medium or dark shade. Fitted with gold anodised
speaker grille. The C.R.T. aperture frame is detachable,
supplied to suit any size tube to order.

NOTE THESE GENEROUS SIZES.
Outside dim.: 3411n. high, 2111n. wide, 211in. deep:
Inside dim.: 181in. wide, 1911n. deep. Size of top'
221 x 211in. Thickness tin.

19/19/6LASKY'S PRICE
Carriage 15/- extra.

H.P. Terms. Deposit 231101- plus carriage charge.
Balance plus charges spread over 12 months.
THE ROTHESAY CABINET WITH FULL-LENGTH
DOORS veneered both sides, polished to match the
cabinet, and mounted with f tut -length piano binges.
Price 214/916.

RIBS
RECEIVERS

Now available
on H.P. terms

Ask for details

5 Frequency ranges: 18.5-7.5 Me/s
7.5-3.0 Mc/s; 1,500-600 kc/s; 500.200
ke/s; 200-75 kc/s. Supplied in maker's
original wood transit case.

LASKY'S PRICE
BRAND NEW 211. 19 6
Secondhand. Grade 1.... £9 19 6
Secondhand. Grade 2.... £7 19 6
Carriage 17/8 extra, including 10/ -
returnable on packing case.

ASSEMBLED POWER
PACK -OUTPUT STAGE
FOR R.1155 RECEIVER

For use on 200-250v. A.C. mains. Com-
plete with 2 valves. In metal case size:
12 x 7 x51in.
LASKY'S PRICE, 7916 Carr. 5/..

Power Pack for above. Fitted with Stim
p.m. speaker.
LASKY'S PRICE, g6/6/. Carr. 5/,

MAKERS' SURPLUS TV
COMPONENT BARGAINS

WIDE ANGLE 38 mm.
Line E.H.T. Trans., Ferrox-cube core.

9-16kV. 25/ -
Scanning Coils, low imp. line and

frame 251 -
Frame Output Transformer 10/6
Scanning Coils low imp. line end

frame 17/6
Frame or line blocking one. Trans 4/6
Focus Magnets Ferrox-dure 251 -
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron Cored 19/6
Duomag Focalisers 29/6
300 m/a. Smoothing chokes 15/ -
Electromagnetic focus coil with com-

bined scan coils 25/ -
STANDARD 35 mm.

Line Output Trans. No E.H.T. 12/6
Line Output Trans. 6.9kV. E.H.T. and

6.3 v. winding. Ferrox.cube 19/6
Scanning Coils. Low imp. line and

frame 12/6
Ditto by Igranic 14/6
Frame or line blocking oscillator

transformer 4/6
Flame output transformer 7/6
Poops Magnets; Without Vernier 12/6

With Vernier 1716
Focus Colle. Electra -magnetic 12/6
200 rota. Smoothing chokes 10/6

LOUDSPEAKERS
12in. Plessey, 3 ohms 32/6
10in. heavy duty, alum

speech coil, 3 ohms 26/6
P.M. Speakers: 6 fin., 17/6,

8in., 19/6, 10in. 19/ -
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS

18 S.W.G., undrilled, 4 sides,
reinforced corners. Depth 2fin.

6 x 4 4/- 12 x 8 7/- 16 x 10 8/3
8 x 6 5/- 14 x 9 7/6 12x 34/9

10 x 7 6/- 16 x 9 8/- 12x 66/6
Post 1/- per chassis extra.

BUILD THE "TELE-KING"
5 CHANNEL, 16in. or 17in.

SUPERHET TV.
Full constructional data, wiring
diagrams, circuit and detailed
price list.
Post free.
Every component supplied sep-
arately.

6/ -

COMPLETE 5 -VALVE RADIO
CHASSIS

Brand new and unused. A.C./
D.C. 200/250 volts.
I.F. 465 kcis.-A.V.C.--4 watts
output -3 station pre set -frame
aerial - fully aligned - chassis
10 x 5fin.-max. height 51in.
Completely wired and ready for
use, with the addition of a
speaker and output transformer.
Two controls -volume and station
switch. Valves used: 10C1,
10F9 or UF41, 1OLD11, 10P14,
U404 or UY41.
LASKY'S PRICE 69/6less valves.

Post 3/6 extra.
With valves £511916.

LASKY'S,
(HARROW ROAD) LTD.,

SPECIAL PURCHASE
TABLE RADIOGRAM

CABINETS
Solidly made of fin. laminated
wood, finished beautiful Walnut
veneer. Panel (3in. x 16in.) for
dial and controls, baffle for 8in.
speaker, gold finish metal grille,
fully hinged lid. Overall size:
18in. deep, 18in. wide, 13in.
high. Slightly soiled.
LASKY'S PRICE ail 9 /6
Carriage 7/6.
Cabinet complete with Collaro
3 -speed Autochange and dual-
purpose crystal pick-up. Brand
new. L14/1916. Carriage 12/6.

3 -WATT MIDGET AC/DC AMPLIFTER.
PUSHPULL, VERY HIGH GAINS
4 valves: 2 UT.41
in push pall, 1
UCH42 and 1
UAF42. Input
voltage 100/100
AC / DC. Very
easily converted
to 230 volts. Supplied
with circuit diagram and all de-
details.Size:-9 x 4 x 41n. Uses 2 metal
rectifier.. 1 each RM2 and RMS. Ideal
for ships record players, tape recorders,
home record players, baby alarms, etc.,
etc. Supplied complete fully assembled
and wired, with 4 valves.
LASKY'S PRICE, 651-, carriage free.

* THE MULLARD 5/10
AMPLIFIER KIT

All components, chassis and
valves in stock. Available separ-
ately. THE BOOK, 2/6, post free.

* THE OSRAM 912
AMPLIFIER KIT

All components in stock. Chassis,
Partridge, W/B, and Ellison
trans., chokes, etc. Available
separately.
THE BOOK, 3/6, post free.

PRINTED CIRCUITS (by
T.C.C.) for the MULLARD
5/10 and OSRAM 912 Am-
plifiers now Com-
plete models of these famous
amplifiers built on printed
circuits can be seen and
heard at our Tottenham
Court Road premises, and
are available from stock.
Write for List.

LASKY'S 4 -WATT A.C.
AMPLIFIER KIT

Uses 1 each 6SL7, 6V6, 5Z4. All
components, chassis, valves, out-
put trans., mains trans. £4151-.
Carriage and packing 2/6.
INSTRUCTION BOOK and
shopping list, 1/-, post free.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All 200-250 v. 50 c.p.s. primary
finest quality, fully guaranteed.
MBA/3. 350-0-350 v. 80 mA.
6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both filaments

tapped at 4 volts. 18/ -.
MBA/6. 325-0-325 v. 100 mA.
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. With mains

tapping board. 22/6.
MBA/7. 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6.3
v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both filaments

tapped at 4 volts. 18/-.
MBA/S. Drop through type.
235-0-235 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a.,

12/6.
AT/3. Auto trans. 0-10-120.
200-230-240 v. 100 watts. 17/6.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Pentode 3/6
Miniature Personal, 3S4, etc. 3/6
Standard Pentode 3/11
Push-pull, 6V6 9/6
Multi Ratio, P.P. 12/6
Heavy Duty P.P. 14/11

NOTE -Open ail day Saturday, early closing Thursday.

42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, 370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,

LONDON, W.1. MUSeum 2605. LONDON, W.9. CUNningham1979/7214.

Between Tottenham Ct. Rd. & Goodge St. Stns. Opposite Paddington Hospital

ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD PLEASE
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18, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1.
MUSeum 5929/0095.

(50 yards Only from Tottenham Court Road Tube!)

All post orders please to:-

R1155A RECEIVERS guaranteed service-
able in original packing cases. 27/1916.
Fully assembled Power Pack and output
stage, to plug straight into R1155 for A.C.
200/250 volts at 79/6. We have a few brand
new R1155A at 511/19/6, also in original
packing cases -Deduct 10/- if purchasing
either receiver together with power pack.
Pl. 10/. packing and carriage.
E1124 RECEIVER UNIT. Coverage 30-40
Me/s. Including 6 valves -3 type 902,
1 each, 8D2, 15D2 and 4D1 -Six valve
screening cans, 24 ceramic trimmers, 5
ceramic valve holders, resistors, condensers
I.F.T.'s coils, etc. In very good condition.
a bargain at 16/6 each only, plus 3/6 packing
and postage.
RECEIVER TYPE 25/73. (The receiver
section of TR1196). Supplied complete
with full data for conversion to 3-wave-
superhet receiver. Unit is complete with
6 valves 2-EF39, 2-EF36, FIC32 and EBC33,
also standard I.F.T.'s 465 Kcia Price
27/6 Plus 2/6 P. & P.
TR1198 TRANSMITTER PORTION. We
can also supply the transmitter portion of
the above receiver incorporating valves,
EL32, EF50, CV501. Type 600 relay
transformer, coils, switches, etc. Limited
quantity at 12/6 only, plus 2/6 P. ,k P.
No. 17 Mk. II TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER.
Built into a strong wooden cabinet 15in. x
14in. x 91n. Complete with headphones
and microphone. Range 5-8 miles with
simple aerial. 44.61 mks. (54 metres).
Uses standard 120 v. H.T. and 2 v. L.T.
batteries. Illustrated instruction book
supplied with each unit. 50/- each plus
7/6 post and packing.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 302-A bargain!
Incorporates, VCR97, Mu -metal shield,
4 valves, EF50, 3 type SP61, 3 Type EB34,
EA50, .1 mid. 2.5 Kv., 10 pots. etc., etc.
50/ -only, plus 7/6 P. & P
U.S.A. PACKARD-BELL PRE -AMPLI-
FIER. Incorporating valves, 6SL7GT,
28D70T, relay -plugs, sockets, condensers,
etc. Brand new, with instruction booklet.
12/6 only.
MAINS TRANSFORMER BARGAINS! Lim-
ited quantities only. Manufacturers Surplus.
350-0-350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. '2 A,
Half shrouded, drop -through, 14/6 only.
plus 1/6 P. & P. 110/210/240 v. Input.
350-0.350, 120 mA., 6.3 v. 6 A., 6.3 v.
1.5 A., 5 v. 3 A., tropicalisesi drop -through
type, 21/- only, plus 2/6 P. & P. 110/210/
240 v. Input, 250.0-250 120 mA. 6.3 v. 4 A.,
5 v. 2 A. Upright mounting, 21/- plus 2/-
P. St P. 230 v. Input, 300-0-300 80 mA.,
6.3 v. 3 A., 4 v. 2 A. Tropicalised drop -
through type, 9/6 only, plus 1/6 P. & P.
Input 110/230 v. Auto load 230 v. 750 mA.
350-0-350 130 mA. Topped filament wind-
ing 6 v. 3 A., 15 v..3 A., 21.5 v..6 A., also
5 v. 2 A. Tropicalised drop -through type.
211 -plus 2/6 P. & P.
L.T. TRANSFORMER - ADMIRALTY
Heavy duty type, 180/230 v. input, 4.2 v.
plus 4.2 v. at 10 amp. 25/- only plus 1/6
P. & P.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL MAST. Ex-R.AF.
dinghy transmitter mast. Total length when
extended, 17ft. Collapses into two sections
each approx. 24in. Complete with dies and
lashings, lightweight duralumin construc-
tion, diameter at thickest point, If in. approx.
tapering to tin. New condition. 32/6
Plus 2/. post and packing.
EX-W.D. CATHODE RAY TUBES. Guaran-
teed full picture. VCR97 at 40/-. VCR517C
at 35/-, Also VCR139A-Ideal for oscillo-
scope If in. screen at 35/-. We also have
VCR97 with slight cut-off, very suitable for
oscilloscope, testing purposes, etc., at 15/ -
only. All these tubes are brand new, in
original packing, and tested before despatch.
Please add 2/6 packing and carriage for any
of the above tubes.
TRANSISTORS. Mullard Type 0071 avail-
able from stock, 40/- post free.
MINE DETECTOR UNITS. Complete with
3-VP23 Valves, 1 pair CHR, High resistance
headphones, condensers, resistors etc. in
web haversack, 19/6 only, plus 316 packing
and carriage. New Condition.

24-26, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
EUSton 5533 45

F.M.!! (Frequency Modulation)
We are pleased to announce our complete Kit
for the " Denco " P.M. Feeder Unit.
This unit provides an A.F. output suitable for
feeding into the audio section of a standard
broadcast receiver where triode/pentode out-
put are available. Within an average of
30 miles from a V.H.F. transmitter one I.F.
stage should be adequate, but our complete
Kit supplied includes all components and
valves for an extra I.F. stage if necessary,
or if the unit is used at greater distances.
Full Constructional details, theoretical circuit
and point-to-point wiring diagram can be
supplied for 1:6 post free, or the complete
Kit right down to the last nut and bolt, at
only £6(7i6, plus 2 6 packing and postage.
This unit can be supplied if desired, ready
assembled. aligned and tested, at 28/10/,
plus 2(6 packing and postage.
If required we shall be pleased to align this unit for constructors not possessing the necessary
equipment, for a charge of 7/6. N.B.-Valve line-up is 611E8, 12AH8, 2-611A8 and 6AL5.
Chassis measures only 61.51 xliin.
Demonstrations at 18, Tottenham Court Road !!

The Jason F.M. Tuner Kit! This kit has been
based on the book-
let by Data Pub-
lications, price
2/- post free. With
each booklet is
enclosed our n 
di vi dual I y priced
parts list. The
construction and
alignment of this
tuner are no more
difficult than a
normal medium
wave tuner. It is
highly sensitive
and free from drift.
Incorporates 4
valves type 6AM6
and 2 specially
graded G.E.C. Cry
stab, The kit
supplied includes
drilled chassis with
tuning condenser,
scale calibrated in
megacycles, and
attractive bronze
stove enamel led
front plate already

mounted (as Illustrated) front plate size Sin. x 5in., chassis size Tin. x 411n. x 1011.
N.B. The standard model is at present operating satisfactorily up to 80 miles from Wrothaml
Our price for the complete standard kit 141 £8/15/- only! Plus 2/6 p. & 1, Fringe area.
model including extra valve, coil etc. (results could be expected up to 150 miles from
Wrothand) is 27/15/, plus 2/6 p. & p.
The Standard Model Tuner can be supplied ready built, aligned, tested and manufactured
by the Jason Motor and Electronic Company at a price of 215/17/, purchase tax paid.
N.B. THESE TUNERS1ARE BEING DEMONSTRATED AT 18 TOTTENHAM CT.RD.
A ready built power pack, also by the Jason Company, is available at 53/10/, This unit
is suitable for the above Tuners, or any similar type F.M. Tuner unit. A power pack kit
is in process of preparation, and should also be available by the time this advertisement
appears.

METERS
F.B.D. Size Type Fitting Price

50 microamp D.C. 2in. M.C. R.I. 501-
50 microamp D.C. 2f in. M.C. R.P. 60/-
500 microamp D.C. 2in. M.C. R.P 13/6
500 microamp D.C. 2in. M.C. F.R 18/6
1 nth. D.C. 2ln. M.C. F.R 17'8
I mA. D.C. 2ein. M.C. F.R 22/6
1 mA. D.C. 2{in. M.C. Desk Type 27/6
5 mA. D.C. 2in. M.C. F. Sq. 7/6
10 nth. D.C. 2}in. M.O. R.P 8/-
10 mA. D.C. 2iin. M.C. F.R 10/-
50 mA. D.C. 21n. M.C. F. SQ. 8/6
150 mA. D.C. 2in. M.C. F. Sq. 7/6
200 mA. D.C. 2ein. M.C. R.P 10/-
I amp. R.F. 2f In. Thermo R.P 10/-
3 amp. R.F. lin. Thermo F. Sq. 6/-
5 amp. D.C. lin. M.O. F. Sq. 13/6
6 amp. R.F. 21 in. M.C. Thermo F.R. 7/6
20 amp. D.C. 21n. - R.P. (with shunt) 10/8
25 amp. D.C. 2eln. M.I. F.R 6/6
30 amp. D.C. 21 in. M.I. F.R 12/6
15 volt A.C. 21. in. M.I. F.R 10/-
20 volt D.C. 2in. M.C. F. Sq. 7/6
15-0-15 volt D.C. 2{1n. M.C. F.R 17/6
150 volt F.R 1151-
300 volt A.C. 28/n. M.C. P.R. 35/-
R.P. = Round projection. M.C. = Moving Coil. Thermo = Therms -couple.
F. Sq. = Flush Square. F.R. = Flush Round. M.I. = Moving Iron.
METER RECTIFIERS. 1 mA. by G.E.C. at 8/6, also 5 mA. by Westinghouse at 8/8.

HIRE PURCHASE
We are pleased to announce advan-
tageous hire purchase facilities on
any single item over 55. Ask for
details, mentioning what you are
interested in. We regret we cannot
extend this facility to kits.

CO -AXIAL CABLE. Standard 80 ohms.
brown, stranded centre, conductor, 8d. per
yard only! Not Govt. Surplus. Min. 12 yds.
22 SET POWER UNITS No. 4MK1 ZA10478 -
Complete with 4 metal rectifiers each 250 v.
60 mA. 2.12 v. 4 pin Mallory Vibrators,
transformers, condensers, resistors, signal
1 amp. indicator, etc., etc., in good con-
dition. Complete in metal box size 101 in. x
bin. x Bin. Weight 1916., 27/6. plus 5/
P. & P.
L.T. RECTIFIERS TYPE R.H. A newly
manufactured range guaranteed 12 months.
6 or 12 v. 1 a. F.W. bridge type 7/8
6 or 12 v. 1.5 a. F.W. bridge type 9/6
6 or 12 v. 2 a. F.W. bridge type .. 11/3
6 or 12 v.2.5 a. 12/6
6 or 12 v. 4 a. F.W. bridge type 1.5/.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v.
6/12 v. 1 a. 919
2/6/12 v. 2 a. 14/6
2/6/12 v. 4 a.

18ACOS TYPE 7 Crystal Microphone Inserts.17
Brand new, 7/6 each, plus 9d. P. & P.
We also have a limited number of &meths
Type ZA crystal microphone inserts at 23/6.
METER SPECIAL We have a limited
quantity of aircraft electrical thermometers
Brand new, by Weston. tin, moving coil
meter, flush square fitting. These meters
have a luminous scale graduated 40.140
degrees centigrade, but the full scale deflec-
tion is approximately 150 microampsi
Price 12/8 each only, plus 11- P. & P.
VIBRATOR PACK. Brand new, by Mallory,
12 volt input, 150 v. 40 mA. output. Com-
plete with synchronous vibrator, 27/6.
DECCA LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUPS. Com-
plete with either standard or L.P. Crystal
Cartridge insets. Complete with Rest and
Tracking instructions, 32/6 Plus 1/6 P. &
P. Also their very latest type, as above,
but with turriover head 47/6 only! Plus
1/6 P. P.
8 -VOLT VIBRATOR PACK. Ex-W.D.
6 -volt input, output 140 v. 30 mA. Fully
smoothed and rectified, incorporating
Wearite 6 volt 4 pin vibrator type N6136.
Unit else only Olin. x 5in. x 21(in. Price
15/- pl. 1/6 P. & P. New condition.
SPECIAL OFFER -TRANSMITTING
VALVES. These are brand new originally
boxed, and guaranteed O.K. Type 813,
KV- ea. Type 866A, 17/- per pair, both
post free. Also type 29C1 at 20/-. 12E1
at 25/- ea.
VALVES. We have a very comprehensive
stock of surplus valves at competitive prices.
A stamp will bring Valve Price List.
R.F. UNITS. All new condition and corn.
plete. Case size 94 in. x 7f in. x 5in.
Type 24.-20-30 Mc/s. 15/-. Switched
Tuning. Type 25.-10-50 Mc/s. 19/6.
Switched Tuning. Type 87.-65-86 Mc/s.
45/.. Variable Tuning. Type Et -50-
65 Mo/c. Variable Tuning 35/-. We have a
limited supply of RF27 new condition and
complete, but tuning dial damaged. Price
only 30/- each. ALL these units Post ?reel
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIAL I I 12in. 3 ohm
Piessy P.M. 37/6 plus 2/6 P. & P.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS SPECIAL OFFER.
All iron -cored 465 Kc/s. Plessey -Iron -cored
24 in. x leim x lin., 7/6 pr. Philips
size 2f in. x 1 fin. diameter (cylindrical), 7/6
pair. By Invicta--Cylindrical 2f in. x
diameter, 8/6 Pr. Also our own special
ultra midget size 11in. x 13/16in. x 13/16in.
Only 9(9 per pair. By Wearite, Type 501
and 502 12/6 per pair. M800 1216 pair.
AMERICAN CONTROL UNIT C58/APT1.
Box measures only 5in. x 31 in. x 2in. lu.
corporating 2in. round 0-1 mA. meter
200 ohm. pot, 2 toggle switches, indicator
lamp, etc. Price 22/8. post free.
HEADPHONES. Brand new, ex -Govt., by
S. G. Brown. Type CLR. Low resistance,
7/6 per pair. Type CHR high resistance,

1 V2/06LAYTperT LPairig " 2 volt 60 amp. ACCUMU-
LATORS MULTI -PLATE Type in Celluloid
containers. Size 3in. x 31n. x 4ein. high at
9/6 each plus 2/. P. & P. Or 3 for mg,
post free.
No. 38 TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
WALKIE-TALKIE. Range approx. 5 miles.
Coverage 7.4.9 Me/s. The set only, complete
with valves at 301-, in very good condition.
AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT TYPE
BC929A. Brand new incorporating 3in. tube
3BP1, with mu -metal shield, 2.685/70T
2-6H6GT, 6X511, 2X2, 6060, 9 potentio-
meters, 24 v. aerial switch motor, transformer,
and a host of small components. The whole
unit which measures only Olin. x Olin. x
131 in. is brand new, enclosed in black
crackle

5/-
box,k1p,t becan supplied at 65/,

Please add postage under £1, C.O.D. or Cash with order. C.O.D. charge
extra -open

9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Friday.
Sorry, but we close at 1.0 p.m. on Satur
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THE N.C. 3/4 WATT
AMPLIFIER KIT. -
Just released! Compare

the advan-
tages! Treble,

bass, ANDmiddle
tone con-
trols For

crystal or
magnetic
pickup!
A . C

Mains.
200.250 

Valve line - up, 8V8GT, IISG7, metal
11X5EIT. Negative feedback. Built on
stove enamelled steel chassis, measuring
only Bin. x 4in. x If in. Four en-
graved cream knobs are included in
the price of the complete Kit with all
necessary practical and theoretical
diagram., at £4/5,- only, plus 2:6
Packing and post, or Instruction Book,
folly illustrated, for 1/-, post free
This amplifier can be supplied assembled,
tested, and ready for use at £.5/5/-,
plus p. & D. Hearing is believing

THE R.E.P. ONE -VALVE BATTERY
RECEIVER KIT. Simple one -valve all dry
battery receiver for headphones, easily
built in one evening. All required corn.
ponento including headphones, can be
supplied at inclusive cost of 42/- plus
2/- p. & p. Operated by Ever Ready
BI14 type battery available at 7/9. Full
assembly details available separately at
9d. plus 3d. post.

THE NEW R.C. HIGH-FIDELITY AM-
PLIFIER. P.P. 6V6 output. Freq. 25-
18,000 cps -60 db at 64 watts. Treble
boost and cut -Bass boost-L.P. correc-
tion. Provision for Feeder Unit Max.
UNDISTORTED OUTPUT Oh watts.
Price 14 gm. plus 7/6. NOW AVAILABLE
-Kit of Parts, complete with fully tllue-
trated instructions, 211/19/6, plus 5/
carriage. Illustrated booklet available
separately at 1/6. Attractive metal cover,
now available, with built In carrying handle
198.

ANOTHER GRAM UNIT BARGAIN!
Collaro RC/531 -8 record auto.changer for
78 r.p.m. Brand new complete with separate
plug -In magnetic head. Our price 26/19/8
only, plus 5/- p. & p.
We also have In ,tuck -Connoisseur 3

speed motors, pick ups. Pick ups and
head, by Garrard, Dacca, Collaro, Acos,
Chancery, etc., etc., at current prices.

COLLARO RC/54 Just re-
leased.Fawn
leatherette
covered por-
table case,
incorpora-
ting very
latest Col-
laro 3 epeed
mixer -chan-
ger. Creamfinish.
Lightweight
turnovercrystalpick up
head. Only
213 / 5 I -
cash, pl. 5/-
p. & p. Com-
plete, or,

65/- deposit plus P. & P. and 12 monthly
payments of 18/7.
LATEST 3 -SPEED AUTO -CHANGER, long
arm model complete with C. and D. high
fidelity heads. Limited quantity at 216/10/-
pl. 5/- P. & P. H.P. terms available.

PLAYER!

Carrying eases in black leatherette finish
An extremely well -made case with chrome
locks and corner -pieces for extra strength.
This cabinet will house any 12in. Hi-Fi
speaker, but can be put to a number of uses.
Front panel and lid are removable. Size:
185in. x 105in. x 161 in. high, 47/6, pl. 5/.
post and packing. N.B. To the many
previous purchasers of this cabinet at 55/ -
we are now no longer able to supply the
baffle with cabinet. Thus the reductSon I

LATEST IMPORTED
F.M. COMPONENTS

UT.340. A self-contained V.H.F. front
end Unit incorporating a grounded grid
amplifier, mixer ocsillator (ECC85) and
snit I.F. amplifier. Completely wired
and tested, 59/9.
UT.341. As above but with baeeplate
and 2 -gang condenser incorporating
1.3 reduction drive. Supplied pre -
aligned 95/5.
TA.360. 6 -button Coil Pack for long,
med. and short waves, gram and off,
together with a F.M. position which
incorporates switching for change over
from A.M. to F.M. Designed for use
with UT.340 cr UT.341, 85/-.
Ratio Discriminator Coils, TIRE,
1101- each.

me/e. I.F. Trans., UF376, 7/- each.
AM/FM. We are now demonstrating the
Chapman all wave FM/AM Tuner at
232/101- tax paid. For those unable
to call, illustrated literature is available.
H.P. terms 28/10/- deposit, 12 monthly
payments of 44/-. Also FM Tuner
model FM81 by Chapman at £21.
Model FM58 by Armstrong, also £21.
H.P. Terms available.

VERY LATEST 3 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGER BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER

Further lim-
ited quan-
tityml x er,
turn -over
crystal head.
Creamfinish.
Our Price

E9.19.6
or Mb- de-
posit plus P.
A P., and 10
monthly payments of 16/6.
RECORD PLAYER CABINETS. Specially
made to house any type of single record
unit. Finished in dove -grey leatherette.
Baseboard measures 145 in. x shin. Clear-
ance above and below board Sin. 45' -
plus 3/- P. & P.
We can also supply equally attractive dove
grey cabinet to house any standard auto -
changer at 69/6 plus 3/- P. A P. We carry
a large selection of cabineD for all purposes.
A stamp will bring illustrated cabinet leaflet.

THE " SUPERIOR " FOUR HIT. Our
new four -valve receiver. A.C. mains.
200/260 v. M. and Long waves. Aa with
our very succeed ul "Economy Four"
all required componenth are supplied.
Valve 2 6807, fiX5GT and 6V6GT.
Chassis ready drilled. Cabinet size, 10f in.
x 101n. wide. Maximum depth at base

5in. tapering to 3f in. at top. Sloping
front. Very attractively finished in light
walnut and peach. Each component brand
new and tested prior to packing. Complete
instruction booklet with practical and
theoretical diagrams is provided Booklet.
available at 1/6, post free. Our price for
complete kit, 26/9/6111 Please add 2/6
packing and (ferriage. If preferred, we
can supply Cabinet Assembly only, com-
prising Cabinet and bracket wavechange
switch, dial, pointer, drum pulleys, drive
spindle, drive spring and knobs, at 45/-,
plus 2/6 packing and carriage.

N.B.-Our kits are even supplied with
sufficient solder for the job.

N.B. All our T.R.F. Kit circuits now include specially wound Denco " coils
on polystyrene formers, improved performance 1 Price remains the same.

THE " ECONOMY FOUR " T.R.F. KIT
A three valve plus metal rectifier receiver. A.C.
mains 200/250 v. Medium and Long waves. We
can supply all required components right down to
the last nut and bolt. Valve line-up. 6K7 6J7, and
6V6. Chassis ready drilled -Cabinet size 12in. long
by Sin. high by 5in. deep -Choice of ivory or
brown bakelite, or wooden, walnut finish cabinet.
Complete instruction booklet with practical and
theoretical diagrams. Each component brand new
and tested prior to packing. Our price 0/10/ -
complete -Remember this set is being demon-
strated at our shop premises( We proudly claim
that our fully illustrated instruction booklet is the
most comprehensive available for this type of receiver -Booklet available at 1/6 post free.
Thin is allowed if kit is purchased later. Please, 2/6 packing and carriage for complete kit.

THE R.C. GRAM REPLACEMENT CHASSIS KIT
To meet the very great demand for thin type of receiver, we have produced this unit. For
Long, Medium and Short Waves. Valve line-up: 6K8 Frequency changer, 6K7, I.F.

Amplifier, 6Q7 1st Audio, Detector and
A.V.C. 6V6 Output, 6X5 Full -wave recti-
fier. For A.C. mains 2001250 volts. 4 watts
output. Excellent quality. High sensitivity.
Provision for gram. Attractive illuminated
black, red, green and gold dial for hori-
zontal tuning. Four controls are: Tuning,
L/M/S/Gram. Vol./on/off, Tone (variable),
Chassis size: 135in. x 55in. x 251n. Dial
size: 10in. x 4flia. Assembly is simplified
by the me of a 3 -waveband coil pack, and
pre -aligned 465 Kc/a. I.F. transformers -
high -grade drop -through half -shrouded Mains
Transformer, with voltage adj.ter panel.
This chamois can easily be assembled in one
evening. Illustrated pamphlet with full
assembly instructions, practical and theoreti-
cal wiring diagrams and itemised price list,

1/6, post tree. The main items for this receiver can be supplied separately, as under.
Drilled chassis, complete with valve -holders, A/E panel, P/11 panel, tuning condenser and
ready -assembled dial and drive at 39/6. 3 waveband coil pack with gram position,
39/6, tax paid. Pair of 465 Kc/s. I.F. Transformers, 9/6 pair. Half shrouded drop
through Mains Transformer, 22,6. The total coat of ALL items purchased separately is
nearly £10, but we shall be pleased to supply all the required components right down to the
last nut and bolt, at a special inclusive price of 28/8/-, plus 2/6 packing and postage. A
set of four small brown and cream engraved knobs to suit is available at 1/2 each knob.
This chassis is a professional job in every respect and can be seen and heard at our
premises. This chassis can also be eupplied, ready assembled, in very limited quantities
at 29/19/6. Plus 5/ carriage and packing.

ARMSTRONG F.C.48. Their very latest high quality replacement
chassis having provision for F.M. feeder unit, 8 valves, four wavebands.
Independent bass and treble with unique thermometer visual indicator.
Ready for use £231181- plus 5/- p. & p. or £5/18/- deposit and 12
monthly payments at 33/9. Illustrated leaflet
available.
DULCI RADIO/RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. All latest models
including F.3 and F.3 push-pull are in stock. Cash or H.P.
Ask for illustrated leaflet.
COLLARO 2010. Transcription motor with Studio Pick-up.
This very popular mitt can now be eupplied from stock.
218/5/3. cash or 95/3 deposit, and 12 payments of 25/8.
London's largest selection of Amplifiers, Recording equip-
ment. etc., ete.

THE R.C. RAMBLER ALL -DRY
PORTABLE KIT

Full assembly details with practical and
theoretical diagrams can be supplied at
1/6 post free. This is a truly professional
4 -valve superhet-all dry -for medium
and long waves. A cream plastic top
panel. with dial engraved in red and
green, adds to the very imposing ap
pearance of thin model which is housed
in an attractive cream and greyleather
ette covered attache -case type cabinet;
measuring only 9in. x 7in. x 51 in. Weight
less batteries, 411b. with batteries
611b. This set really has every-
thing Built-in frame aerial, high
quality, extremely sensitive, and very
adequate volume from the Sin, speaker.
Valve line-up, 3V4, 1R5, 185, IT4. Ale°
the required components, exactly as
specified, including cabinet, can be sup.
plied from stock at the special inclusive
price of 27/7/- pl. 2/6 p. & p. (less
batteries). Uses Ever -Ready 90 v.
H.T. type B126 at 9/3, Also L.T. 1.6 v.
A.D.35 at 1/4.

RAMBLER MAINS UNIT -Al1 last
we are able to offer our special mains
units kit for using our popular all -dry
1 Rambler " on A.C. Mains. Complete
kit, which when assembled fits snugly
into battery compartment, can be sup-
plied at 4713, plus 1/8 packing and
postage. Price includes all required
components, and full assembly in-
structions. N.B.-This unit is com-
pletely self contained in a metal box
measuring 7in. x 2fin. x lain. and is
ideally suitable for ANY all -dry battery
portable requiring 90 v. H.T. and 1.5 v.
L.T.

SUPER -QUALITY 8 -VALVE RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS

Very limited quantity by Britain's leading
quality manufacturers, 3 waveband, super -
het. valve line-up, 6V8G, EZ40, ECH42,
L63, EF41 and EBC4I. Combined pick-up
amplifier and A.F. amplifier on Radio and
Gram. Employs a special circuit for gramo-
phone pre -amplification. Large glass dial
horizontal tuning measuring llin. x 3 fin.
Chassis measurement: 14i < 9 < Sin. This
is a superior chassis designed to sell origin-
ally in a Radiogram costing £79. Our price
is £12119/6 only, tax paid, plus 5/- packing
and carriage. We will gladly demonstrate
this chassis or any other working item from
our stocks, to personal °alien I
REGAL. A
well -made cab-
inet in medium
coloured wal-
nut veneer.
Size 294 x 145
x 295in. Un-
cut motor.
boardmeasures
25f x 135 in.
Record or tape
storage aper-
ture alongside
motor board
measures 35ib.
wide x 12in.
deep. Price
29/19/8 ph.
BS- P. & P.
H.P. terms
available_

CLYNE RADIO LTD.
18, Tottenham Court Road,

London, W.1.
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
LT. Types
2/6 v. 4 a.h.w.... 1/9
6/12 v. a.h.w 2/9

F.W. Bridge Types
6/12 v. 1 a 4/11
6/12 v. 2 a 8/9

H.T. Type H.W.
120 v. 40 mA.... 3/11
250 v. 50 mA.... 5/9
250 v. 80 mA.... 7/9
250 v. 150 mA. 9/9
RM4 250 v. 250

mA. 11/9
300 v. 275 mA. 12/11

CO -AXIAL CABLE. 75 ohms }in., 7d. yard.
Twin screened feeder, 100. yard.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 6, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 36, 50, 100, 120, 150, 180, 200, 230, 300, 330,
400, 470, 600, 1,000 pfd. (.0010), .002 mfd.
(2,000 pfd.). All at 5d. each, 3/9 dozen one type.

DIAL BULBS, M.E.S., 8 v. 0.15 a., 6/9 doz.;
6.5 v. 0.3 a., 6/9 doz.; 4.5 v. 0.3 a., 6/9 doz.

ELECTROLYTICS (current production).
NOT ex Govt.

Tubular Types Can Types
8oF 450 v 1/9
8 mfd. 500 v 2/6

16aF 350 v 2/3
160 450 v 2/9
16p.F 600 v 3/9
320 350 v 3/9
32 mfd. 500 v 5/9
8-160 600 v 4/11
25µF 25 v 1/3
50aF 12 v 1/3
500 50 v 2/3
100 mfd. 12 v 1/9
100 mfd. 25 v 2/3

Can Types
8 mfd. 360 v 1/3
8 mfd. 450 v 2/3

16 mfd. 500 v 3/9

16 mfd. 350 v....
160 450 v
240 350 v
32µF 360 v
32 mfd. 450 v....
64 mfd. 450 v....
100 mfd. 450 v.
8-W 450 v.
8-8 mfd. 500 v.
8-16aF 450 v....
16-16aF 450 v.
16-32aF 350 v.
32-32aF 350 v.
32-32AF 450 v.

1/11
2/9
2/11
2/11
4/9
4/9
4/9
3/6
4/9
2/11
4/11
4/9
4/9
5/11

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
FULLY GUARANTEED, INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s.

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT MOUNTING
260-0-250 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a.,

Midget type, 24-3-3M. 17/6
350-0-350 v. 70mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5v. 2 a.... 19/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v., 4 a., c.t.,

0-4-5 v. 3 a 26/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 23/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a ,

for R1355 conversion 31/-
300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 23/9
300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a.,

0-4-.5 v. 3 a 28/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 8.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 23/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v., 4 a.,

0.4-5 v. 3 a 26/9
360-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 33/9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a ,

5 v. 3 a. 33/9
426-0-425 v. 200 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., c.t., 6.3 v.

4 a., c.t., 6 v. 3 a., suitable Williamson
Amplifier ,etc 49/9

450-0-450 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 6 a ,
5 v. 3 a 69/8

TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH TYPE
250-0-250 v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a 13/9
260-0-260 v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a 16/9
350-0-350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a 18/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 22/9
300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.ci v. 4 a., c.t ,

0-4-5 v. 3 a ?d.. 23/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3 $1. 4 a., c.t., 5 v.

3 a. 22/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3:0.-4 v. 4 a. c.t ,

0-4-6 v. 3 a
,

, 23/9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a ,

5 v. 3 a 29/11
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 29/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS, 2,500 v. 5 mA ,

2-0-2 v. 1.1 a., 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a., for VCR97,
VCR517 37/6

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS.
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 c/s.
6.3 v. 1.5 a 5/9 0-4-6.3 v. 2 a.... 7/9
6.3 v. 3 a 8/11 o.a, v. o a 17/612 v. 1 a 1/9
0-2-4-5-6.3 v. 4 a. 16/9 12 v. 3 a. or 24 v.
6.3 v. 2 a 7/6 1.5 a 17/6

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 200.230-250 v. 50 c/s. Primaries: 0-9-15 v.
14 a., 11/9; 0-9-15 v. 3 a., 16/9; 0-0-15 v. 5 a.,
19/9; 0-9-15 v. 6 a., 23/9.

ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 c/s. 120 v. 40 mA. 7/11
130 v. 50 m.A. 6-3 v. 3 a. 14/9
120 v 40 mA., 5-0-5 v 1 a 14/9
90 v. 15 mA. 6-0-6 v. 250 mA. 9/11

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66:1 for 3S4, etc. .. 3/6
Small Pentode, 5,0000 to 30 3/9
Standard Pentode, 5,0000 to 3n 4/9
Standard Pentode, 8,000 to 30 4/9
Battery Pentode, 10,000 ohms to 3 ohms 4/9
Multi -ratio 40 mA. 30:1, 45:1, 60:1, 90:1,

Class B Push -Pull 5/6
Push -Pull 8 Watts 6V6 to 3 ohms 8/9
Push -Pull 10-12 Watts 6V6 to 30 to 150 15/0
Push -Pull 10-12 Watts to match 6V6 to

3-5-8 or 150 16/9
Push -Pull 20 Watts high -quality sectionally

wound, 6L6, KT66, etc., to 3 or 150 47/9

SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA., 3 H., 50 ohms 11/9
150 mA., 7-10 H. 250 ohms 11/9
100 mA., 10 H., 150 ohms potted 9/9
100 mA., 10 H. 200 ohms 8/9
80 mA., 10 H. 350 ohms 5/6
60 mA., 10 H. 400 ohms 4/11

VOLUME CONTROLS with long spindles,
all values, less switch, 2/9; with S.P.
switch, 3/9.

WIRE WOUND POTS: 20 ohms, 500
ohms, 5K, 20K, 100K (medium length
spindles), 2/9. 220 ohms, 2K, 10K,
20K, Preset type, 1/9 each.

EX GOVT. AMMETERS. Moving coil
G.E.C. 0-5 amps., 2in. scale, 11/9.

EX GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHING CONDENSERS
.25 mfd., 4,000 v. Blocks 4/9
.5 mfd., 2,500 v. Blocks 3/9
.5 mfd., 8,500 v. Cans 3/3
.1 raid. plus 1 mfd. 8,000 v., large blocks

(common negative isolated) 9/6
1.5 mid., 4,000 v. Blocks 6/9

EX GOVT. METAL BLOCK PAPER CONDENSERS
2 mfd. 800 v.... 1/9 6-6 mfd. 450 v. 5/9
4 mfd. 600 v.... 2/9 8 mfd. 600 v.... 5/9
4 mfd. 1,000 v. 4/3 8-8 raid. 500 v. 5/11
4 mfd. 1,500 v. 4/9 15 mfd. 500 v.... 7/9
4 mfd. 400 v. plus 2 mfd. 250 v 1/11

M.E. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms, 8in. R.A. field,
600 ohms, 11/9. 10in. R.A. field, 1,500 ohms, 23/9.
10in. R.A. field, 1,000 ohms, 23/9.

MANUFACTURERSSURPLUSTRANSFORMERS
Fully shrouded' upright. Primary 200-230-250 v.
Secs. 425-0-425 v. 150 m.a. 6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 3 a.
37/9.

GOODMANS 3fin. P.M. SPEAKER (ex equip.)
with battery pentode trans., 12/9.

HEAVY DUTY BATTERY CHARGER
For normal 200/250 v. A.C. mains input. To
charge 12 v. battery. Variable charge rate of up
to 10 amps. Fitted Meter and Fuses. Guaranteed
12 months. Carr. 10/-. 26/19/6.

OIL FILLED BLOCK CONDENSERS
ryce 11-7 mfd. 500 v. New unused Govt.

surplus, only 5/9 each.
-

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER
KIT with louvred crackle finished case. Mains
input 200-250 v. Output 120 v. 40 mA., and 2 v.

a. Price with circuit, 29/6.
Or in working order, 37/6.

THE SKY FOUR T.R.F. RECEIVER

A design of a 3 -valve 200-250 v. A.C. Mains
receiver with selenium rectifier. For inclusion in
either of cabinets illustrated above. It employs
valves 6K7, SP61, 6F6G, and is specially designed
for simplicity in wiring. Sensitivity and quality
is well up. to standard. Point-to-point wiring
diagrams, instructions, and parts list, 2/3. This
receiver can be built for, a maximum of 54/19/6
including cabinet. Available in brown or cream
bakelite, or veneered walnut.

P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms. .Flessey,
18/9. 8in. Plessey, 16/9. 10in. R.A.,'24/1. 10in.
Rola with Trans., 29/6.

R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGER KITS. For mains
input 200-250 v. 60 c/s. To charge 6 v. accumu-

lator at 2 amps., 25/9.
To charge 6 v. or 12 v.
battery at 2 a., 31/6.
To charge 6 v. or 12 v.
battery at 4 a., 49/9.
ABOVE KITS CONSIST
OF GREEN CRACKLE
LOUVRED STEEL
CASE, MAINS TRANS-

FORMER, FULL WAVE METAL RECTIFIER,
FUSES, FUSE -HOLDERS AND CIRCUIT.
Any type assembled and tested for 6/9 extra.

R.S.S. 6 v. or 12 V. BATTERY CHARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230-250 v., 50
c/s. Selector panel for
6 v. or 12 v. charging.
Variable charge rate of
up to 4 AMPS. Fused,
and with 5 amp. meter.
Well ventilated metal case
with attractive crackle
finish. Guaranteed for 12
months, 69/8. Carr. 2/6

EX GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All 230 v. 50 c/s. input.
8.8 v. 4 a 9/9
48 v. 1 a 9/9
300.0-300 v. 80mA. 5 v. 8 a 8/11
278-0-278 v. 100 mA 8/9
0-11-22 v. 30 a 72/6
16-18-20 v. 35 a. 79/6
Carriage on following types 6J- extra.
7.7 v. C.T. 7 amps., 4 times 25/9
460 v. 200 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a 27/9

300-0.300 v. 150 mA., 810-0-610 v. 150 mA ,
1,200 v. 350 mA 29/8

400 v. C.T. 160 mA. 4 v. 5 a., 6.3 v. 8 a ,
6.3 v. 0-6 a., 4 v. 6a., 4 v.6 a., 4 v. 3 a ,
4 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a 22/9

325-0-325 v. 150 m.a., 6.3 v. 4-6 a. 5 v. 2-3 a 29/9

EX GOVT. AUTO TRANSFORMERS
15-10-5-0-196-215-235 v. 500 watts 27/9
Double wound 10-0-200-240 v. to 10-0-275-

295-316 v. 1,000 watts 69/6
Double wound 0-110-240 v. to 0430-140-

150-160-170 v. 1,500 watts 69/8
Carriage on any of above 5/- extra.

EX GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA., 10 H. 60 ohms 14/9
250 mA., 10 H. 100 ohms 14/9
250 mA., 3 H. 60 ohms 8/9
150 mA., 10 H. 60 ohms 10/11
100 mA., 10 H. 100 ohms, Tropicalised 6/9
100 mA., 5 H. 100 ohms, Tropicalised 3/11
50 mA., 50 H. 1,000 ohms, Potted 8/11
90/100 mA., 10 H. 100 ohms, Potted 8/9
50 mA., 5-10 H 2/9
L.T. type 1 amp 2/9

CHASSIS
18 s.wg. undrilled alu-
minium amplifier type
(4 -sided).

14in. x 10in. x Sin. 7/11
16in. x 10in. X 3in. 8/3
18 s.w.g. aluminium re-
reciver type.

bin. x 3[On. x 1/11
7}in. x 4tin. x 2in. 2/9
10in. X btin. X 2in. 3/3
llin. X bin. X nin. 3/11

16 s.w.g. aluminium
receiver type.

12in. x 8in. x 2iin. 5/3
16in. x 8in. x 2iin 7/6
20in. x 8in. x 21in. 8/11
16 s.w.g. aluminium
amplifier type, 4 -sided.

121n. x 8in. x 21in. 7/11
16in. x 8in. x 2frin.10/11
20In. x 8in. x 21in.13/11
14in. x 10in. X 3in.13/8
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R.S.C. HIGH FIDELITY 25 watt AMPLIFIER A4
A NEW DESIGN FOR 1955

HIGH GAIN " PUSH PULL OUT-
PUT." BUILT-IN PRE -AMP. TONE
CONTROL STAGES. INCLUDES
7 valves, sectionally wound output
transformer, block paper reservoir
condenser, and reliable small com-
ponents. AN INPUT OF ONLY
20 millivolts IS REQUIRED FOR
FULL OUTPUT. THIS MEANS
THAT ANY TYPE OF MICRO-
PHONE OR PICK-UP IS SUITABLE.
Two separate inputs controlled by
separate volume controls allow simul-
taneous use of " Mike " and Gram., or
Tape and Radio, etc., etc. Individual
controls for Bass and Treble " lift " and " cut.
negative feedback loops giving total of 24 D.B.
quency response ± 3 D.B. 30-20,000 c/s.

Fre-

Hum level 66 D.B. down. Certified
total harmonic distortion of only
0.35% measured at io watts. Com-
parable with the very best designs.
SUITABLE FOR SMALL HOMES
OR LARGE HALLS, CLUBS.
GARDEN PARTIES, DANCE
HALLS, etc., etc. For ELECTRONIC
ORGAN OR GUITAR. For
STANDARD OR LONG PLAYING
RECORDS. Size 12 x 20 x gin. For
mains A.C. 200-250 v. 5o c/s. Power
consumption 175 watts. Outputs for
3 and 25 ohm speakers. The kit is
complete in every detail. Chassis is
fully punched. Easy to follow point-

to-point wiring diagrams are supplied. EXTRA HIGH
SENSITIVITY, HIGHEST QUALITY for
Or assembled ready for use 50/- extra. Grill.

H.P. Terms on assembled units. Deposit 26/- and 12 monthly payments of IL Plus can. ro/-.
Terms to include cover, mike, speakers, etc., on request. Cover as illustrated if required, price 17/6 extra.

A PUSH PULL 3-4 WATT HIGH GAIN
ASSEMBLED AMPLIFIER FOR 23/19/6.

For mains input 200.250 v. 50 c/a Complete kit of parts
including point-to-point wiring diagrams and instructions.
Amplifier can be used with any type of feeder unit or pick-
up. This Is not A.C./D.C. with " live " chassis but A.C.
only with 400-0.400 v. Trans. Output is for 2.3 ohm
speaker. (We can supply a very suitable 10in. unit by
Rola at 27/9.) Supplied ready for use. £311916. Full
descriptive leaflet 6d.

MICROPHONES. Crystal, hand or Desk type, high
fidelity Acm, 50/-. Stand type with base and adjustable
stem, £611916. Both suitable for use with our amplifier%

H.M.V. LONG PLAYING RECORD TURNTABLE
COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL PICK-UP (SAP-
PHIRE STYLUS). Speed 338 r.p.m. BRAND NEW,
CARTONED. Only 23/19/6 (approx. half price). Carr.
2/- (for 200-250 v. A.C. Mains).

GOLDRING MAGNETIC PICK-UPS. Due to a
fortunate purchase we can oder these popular high -
impedance pick-ups. Brand new, boxed, at only 23/9.

R.S.C. 4-5 WATT HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER
TYPE A5

A highly sensitive 4 -valve quality amplifier for the home,
small club, etc. Only 50 millivolts input is required for full
output so that it hi suitable for use with the latest high.
fidelity pick-up heads, in addition to all other typas of
pick-ups and practically all mikes. Separate Bass and
Treble controls are provided. These give full long playing
record equalisation. Hum level Is negligible being 71 D.B.
down. 15 D.B. of negative feedback Is used. H.T. of
300 v. 25 mA. and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1.5 a. Is available for the
supply of a Radio Feeder Unit, or Tape Deck pre -amplifier.
For A.O. maim input of 200-230-250 v. 50 cis. Chassis is
not alive. Kit is complete in every detail and includes folly
punched chassis (with baseplate), with green crackle finish,
and point-to-point wiring diagrams and Instructions.
Exceptional value at only f4/15/-. or assembled ready for
use 25/- extra. plus 3/6 care.

SPECIAL SUMMER OFFER FOR ONE MONTH
ONLY. BRAND NEW B.S.R. MONARCH

3 -SPEED MIXER AUTO -CHANGERS.
With crystal pick-up and separate sapphire point styli
for standard or long playing records. Plays ten 71n., 10in.
or 121n. intermixed. Supplied in sealed cartons with
template and operating instructions. DO NOT MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY. ACT NOW. £8 :19/6. Carr. 716.

COLLARO HIGH FIDELITY MAGNETIC PICK-UPS
High impedance type. Limited number, brand new, boxed
and perfect at fraction of normal price. Only 35/-.
DEFIANT RECORD PLAYING TURNTABLE

COMPLETE WITH MAGNETIC PICK-UP.
Pick-up is high Impedance type unit is housed in a beauti-
ful walnut veneered cabinet of attractive design. For all
standard records (78 r.p.m.). Limited number. Brand
new, cartoned, E5/19/13. Carr. 7/6.

ACOS HIGH FIDELITY CRYSTAL MICRO-
PHONES. Type 22-2. Complete with table stand.
Norma: price 4 gns. Limited stocks, brand new, boxed,
£2/19/6.

R.S.C. MASTER INTERCOMM. UNIT, with provision
for up to 4 " Listen -Talk Back Units" individually
switched. A high gain amplifier enable. speech and other
sounds emanating from the rooms containing remote
control unite to be heard at the master control. Supplied
with walnut veneered wood or brown bakelite cabinet.
Mains input is 200-250 v. 50 cle. H.T. line 300 v. CHASSIS
IS NOT " ALIVE." Ideal for use as " Baby Alarm."
Sound amplification 4 watts. Price only 27/15/-. " Listen
Talk Back Unit" in bakelite or walnut veneered cabinet,
can be supplied at each.

ALL DRY RECEIVER
BATTERY SUPER-

SEDER KIT

All parte for an " All Dry "
Battery. Eliminator Com-
plete with case. Completely
replaces 1.4 v. and 90 v.
batteries where normal
mains supply of 200-250 v.
60 c/s. is available.
Price with circuit, 38/6.
Or ready for use, 45/6.
Size of unit 5i x 44. x 21in.

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT. All parts for con-
verting any type of battery receiver to all mains. A.C. 200-
250 v.50 cis. Hit will supply fully smoothed H.T. of 120 v.
90 v. or 60 v. at up to 40 ma., and fully smoothed L.T. of
2 v. at 0.4 a. to 1 a. Price complete with circuit and inetruc-
ions only 48/9. Supplied ready for use for 8/6 extra.

kafrio, suift4 co .((LEEDS) LTD.

32 THE CALLS. LEEDS, 2.
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under El. Postage 1/- extra under 10/-. 1/6 extra
under E2, 2/6 extra under D. Full Price List 6d. Trade List 5d,
Open to Callers : 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Saturdays until I p.m.

R.S.O. A3 10 WATT " PUSH-PULL " HIGH
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER.

With Self Contained Pre -amplifier and Tone Control.

This amplifier, whilst having sufficient output to fill a small
ball, is the ideal amplifier for the quality enthusiast who
knows that though the average listening level is lese than
one watt it is necessary, for the very highest quality to
have an output of at least ten times this figure In order to
obtain completely distortionless reproduction of sudden
loud sounds.
Large safety factors in every component A.C. and. H.T.
fuses, punched Ch8986 with baseplate, screened Input
plugs, valves, and with may -to -follow point-to-point
wiring diagrams. Everything is supplied down to the last
nut and bolt,.
Two independent inputs are provided with two associated
Independent volume controls so that programmes can be
mixed together if desired, such as microphone announce.
ments superimposed on a musical programme, or two
independently controlled microphones, or even just gramo-
phone/radio, fading over from one to the other. Variable
base lift and cut with variable treble lift and cut tone
controls are fitted, giving full long playing record equalisa-
tion for uncorrected pick-ups. They are also provided so
that the user can alter the tonal value to suit his personal
taste and eurroundinge. Terminals are provided for 3
ohm and 15 ohm loudspeakers.
H.T. and L.T. available for the supply of a Radio Feeder
Unit.

Six Negative Feedback Loops.
130 millivolts input only required for full output.
Frequency response + 3 DB 50.20,000 cycles.
Negligible hum and distortion.
For A.C. mains input 200/230/250 v. 50 c/s.

COMPLETE Kit of Parts 7 GNS. (carriage 11-).
Supplied assembled and tested for 45/. extra.
H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE ON ASSEMBLED UNITS.

FOUR STAGE RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
Design of a HIGH FIDELITY L. and M. wave T.R.F.
Unit with self-contained beater supply and thorough H.T.
decoupling. Only 250-400 V. 15-20 mA. H.T. required
from main amplifier. Three valves and Low Distortion
Germanium Diode Detector. Flat topped response char-
acteristic. Loaded H.F. coils. Two variable Mu controlled
H.F. stages, 3 gang condenser tuning. Cathode follower
output stage. Switch position for Gram. and Gram. input
and output sockets. Performance comparable with the
best in Feeder Unite. For A.C. mains 200-230-250 v.
operation. Size 11-6-78in. Illustration, full set of easy -to -
follow wiring diagrams and Instructions and individually.
priced parts list 2/6. This unit can be built or only 23/15/ -
including Dial and Drive Knobs and every item required.

W.B. "STENTORIAN" HIGH FIDELITY P.M.
SPEAKER. HF1012, 10 watts, 15 ohm (or 3 ohm)
speech coil. Where a really good quality speaker at a
low price is required we highly recommend this unit
with an amazing performance. E3/17/13.
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RECEIVER
CHASSIS

ldiP Mal
`old 7?adwrtaot

RECORD
PLAYERS

COMPLETE RADIOGRAM EQUIPMENT -QUALITY AT LOW COST
STERN'S DESIGN FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS
The "SUPER -SIX"

A compact and highly efficient superhet
Radio -Radiogram chassis of outstanding
quality.

YOU CAN BUILD
IT FOR £10/7/6
Including the OCTAL VALVE LINE-UP
(E12/7/6 with the miniature valves.)
Incorporating the new B.V.A. Miniature Valve Line
up. This receiver is designed to the very latest speci-
fication and provision is made to incorporate either the standard
Octal Valve line-up or the new B.V.A. range of miniature valves.
Great attention has been paid to the quality of the reproduction of both Radio reception and
Record playings, and excellent clarity of speech and music is obtained.
A few brief details.
 Covers 3 wavebands 18-50 metres, 190-550 and 800-2,000 metres.
 Employs 6 valves having PUSH-PULL for 5-6 watts output.
 Incorporates delayed A.V.C. on all wavebands and pre -selective feedback.
 A 4 position Tone Control operation on both Radio and Gram.
 Has independent mains supply socket for a Record Player.
 Size of Assembled Chassis 12in. x 81n. x 8in. Dial aperture 81 in. x 4f in.
 For operation on A.C. mains 200-250 volts 50 cycles.
THE INSTRUCTION and ASSEMBLY MANUAL is available for 1/6 It contains very
detailed practical drawings and circuit diagrams and a complete Component Price List.

A BULK PURCHASE ENABLES US TO OFFER
THIS " PUSH-PULL " 7 -VALVE
SUPERHET RECEIVER

For only £12'19'6
(Carr. & ins. 7/6 extra)

H.P.-E3/4/8 Dep. 12 mths. at 18/4.
These receivers Models AW3-7 are made by
a well-known set of manufacturers and In-
corporate the latest Osram Valve Line-up
of X79 -W77 -D1177 -H77 -1T78 and two
N783 in Push -Pull for approx. 7 watts out-
put. They cover 3 wavebands 18-50 metres.

190-550 and 800-2.000 metres, and are for operation
on A.C. mains 200-250 volts. A Gram. position is on the

Wavechange Switch.
They make an excellent Chassis having a P.U. connection on the
Chassis. Extension speaker connection is also provided. Overall sloe of ebeepiell 12in. long
x 7f in. x 65in. high, dial aperture x 4fin. (DiallEscutcheon available for 4/9.)

! ! ! THE LATEST!!!
RADIO -RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Model F3PP. A 7 -valve 3 -waveband Superhet
Chassis with a Push -Pull Stage. This Chassis
has been designed with particular regard to the
quality of reproduction. It Incorporates
SEPARATE BASS and TREBLE CONTROLS
thereby ensuring the utmost flexibility of Tone
on both Radio and Gram.
Briefly:
 Waveband coverage 10-50, 190-550 and

900.2.000 metres.
 Valve line-up X79, 6BA6, BATS, ECC83, 0Z30 and

two 6AQ5s in push-pull for approx. 6 watts output.
 Negative feedback and delayed A.V.C.
 Has independent mains supply socket for gram. connection.
 Overall size of Chassis 1210. x 8in. high x 7in. with dial size Ilfin. longs 4fin.

For use on A.C. Mains 100/110 volts and 200/2.50 volts.
Cash Price, tested and ready for use C17/17/0
H.P. Terms, Deposit, 24/7/..,and 12 monthly payments of £1/5/4. (Plua7/6 ...and ins.)

WE RECOMMEND THE W.B. ..STENTORIAN" P.M. SPEAKERS
They have the NEW CAMBRIC CONE and a matching device for 3 ohm -
7.5 and 15 ohm outputs.
(a) Sin. Model 1-1F510 E1 19 6 (d) 9in. Model 1-1F912
(b) bin. HF6I0 E2 12 6 I (e) 10in. HF1012
(c) 8in. HF810 E3 5 6 (f) 12.in. HF1214

E3 9 6
E3 17 6
E9 15 6

OTHER TYPES IN STOCK
3fin. P.M. 3 ohm V/Coil IS 9 8in. P.M. 3 ohm V/Coil 18/9.19/6 & 25/-
5in, 3 16 6 10in. 3 25/.. & 37/6
64in. 3 16 9 12in. 15 ES 5 0

All are NEW and FULLY GUARANTEED

This 3 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER is
a Famous Manufacturer and is offered

C9'19/6 (Plus 7/6 carr. & ins.,

Hire Purchase Terms £2/9/6
Dep. and 9 months at 19/-.
 These units will autochange on all
three speeds. 7in., 10in. and 12in.
 They play MIXED 7in., 10in. and
12in. records.
 They have separate sapphire for
L.P. and 78 r.p.m., which are moved
into position by a simple switch.
 Minimum baseboard size re-
quired 14in. x 12110., with height
above 51in. and height below base-
board 2410. A bulk purchase enables
us to offer these BRAND NEW
UNITS at this exceptional price.

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY
(a) THE GARRARD 3 -SPEED CHANGER MODEL R.C.80M.
(b) THE GARRARD 3 -SPEED NON -AUTO MODEL " T."
(c) THE COLLAR() 3 -SPEED CHANGER MODEL R.C.54.
(d) THE COLLARO 3 -SPEED NON -AUTO MODEL 3:554.
(e) THE B.S.R. 3 -SPEED NON -AUTO MODEL HFIOO.
All of these are the very latest models. Send S.A.E. for details.

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK

by
for

Normal Price L1310'-.

The COLLARO 3 -SPEED
"TRANSCRIPTION"

PLAYERS

MODEL 2010 with the NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT "STUDIO P"
CRYSTAL PICKUP.

L18 / 5 / 3 (plus 7/6 carriage and insurance).
H.P. TERMS: Deposit £4/11/3. 12 monthly payments of f1/5/5.
MODEL 2000 (few only) 3 -speed unit only (excluding pick-up).
PRICE L13916 (plus 7/6 carriage and insurance).
H.P. TERMS: Deposit E3/7/6 and 12 monthly payments of 18/10

THE NEW
ARMSTRONG F.C. 48
A high quality replacement Radio or
Radiogram Chassis having provision
for an F.M. Feeder Unit.
PRICE ASSEMBLED AND READY

FOR USE £23/18/0
(Plus 7/6 Carr. and Ins.)
H.P. Terms: E6/18/- Deposit and
12 months at E1/13'8.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE:-
 8 Valves including 2 double Triodes.
 8 Watts output from push-pull tetrod.. Heavy negative feedback is used,

resulting in negligible distortion and high damping factor.
 Provision for using FM adaptor to receive the present high quality transmissions

from Wrotham and the new B.B.C. V.H.F. stations.
 An accessible socket at rear provides the power supply for this unit.
 Independent controls give BASS and TREBLE lift and cut with unique Thermo-

meter visual indicator.
 Gram. position on a wavechange switch.
 4 Wavebands Coverage 16-51, 50-120, 190-550, 1,000-2,000 metres.
 Large four-colour Illuminated dial.

WE HAVE THE NEW .
ARMSTRONG F.M. FEEDER UNIT Model F.M. 56
One of the best F.M. units in production. Consisting of a 5 -VALVE SUPERHET
DESIGN with frequency coverage 85-95 me/s. Power supplies required 250 volts
at 30 m/a and 6.3 volts at 2 amps. Price £21 (Pius 7/6 cars. and Mauro. H.P.
TERMS: Deposit f3/5/- and 12 months of £11814.
Send S.A.E. for descriptive leaflet.

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS FOR COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
SUMMARY Select a RECEIVER CHASSIS and we will supply it TOGETHER WITH A 3 -SPEED
CHANGER AND AN Sin. or 10in. P.M. SPEAKER as follows: -

THE BAIL MONARCH, P.M. SPEAKER and: -

(a) With Model B3PP Chassis
(b) With Model AW3-7 Chassis
(e) With Model F3PP Chassis
(d) With Model FC48 Chassis (includes Goodman 10in. P.M )

THE COLLAR() MODEL R.C.54, P.M. SPEAKER and: -
(a) With Model B3PP Chassis
(b) With Model AW3.7 Chassis
(e) With Model FIRE. Chassis 9l Includes latest Goodman() {
(d) With Model FC48 Chassis 110-tn. P.M. speaker

Cash Price Deposit Monthly
£22 19 0 £5 15 0 £1 11 11
£23 19 0 £8 0 0 £1 13 4
£28 16 6 £7 4 6 £2 0 1
£35 7 6 £8 17 6 £2 9 2

£24 9 0 £6 2 0 £1 14 0
£25 9 0 £6 7 0 £1 15 5
£30 17 0 £7 14 0 £2 3 1
£36 18 0 19 4 0 £2 11 4

the " Filtercel" insert and normally retails
at L4/4/.. It is complete with Table Stand. (plus 2/- carr. & insur.)

GREATLY REDUCED -WE OFFER
THE ACOS "MIC 22-2" CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
This is a High Fidelity Mike incorporating for 39/6

When submitting orders, please include postage and pankrna.

STERN RADIO
LTD.
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RADIO TUNING Wigh, Ackeity.
UNITS

A.M. & F.M. DESIGNS Rettiogiuctien
" STERNS " HIGH QUALITY 8-10 WATT AMPLIFIER

Having a front panel which is very attractively
finished in deep gold, and on which the controls are

clearly identified. The ideal amplifier for gen-
eral home use and for small halls, etc.

Price of COMPLETE KIT
including Valves and Drilled
Chassis, etc. (Plus 2/6 carr. and Ins.).

We will supply it Completely Built
for
(Pius 5/. Carr. & E9/110/-
Designed for high quality reproduction
up to an output level of 10 watts,
having 6V6s in Push -Pull and
incorporating negative feedback.
It is suitable for use with all

types of Pick-ups and most types of microphones and the
output transformer provides for use of 3 and 15 ohm speakers,

BRIEF FEATURES
 Valve line up 625. 6SN7, 5Z4, with 6V6s in push pull.
 The undistorted output level of up to 10 watts is produced from an Input of .25

volts.
 First class reproduction of Radio (where a Tuning Unit is used) and Record Playing.
 Separate Bass Boost and Treble Controls provide an excellent range of frequency

control.
 Very satisfactory results are obtained with an average type of high impedance

Moving Coll or Crystal Microphone, a clear speech level of approx. 5 watts output
being obtained.

 Power supplies (HT and LT) are available for a Tuning Unit.
 For operation on A.C. Mains 200-250 volts 50 cycles.
THE ASSEMBLY MANUAL is available for 1/- and includes detailed layouts and
component Price List.

£7/10/ -

AMPLIFIERS
ASSEMBLED or
KITS OF PARTS

"STERNS" 12 WATT " HIGH FIDELITY " Push -Pull
A very high quality Unit attractively finished in
deep gold with each control clearly Identified on
the front panel. Comprising a Main Amplifier
Chassis and a Remote Control Pre -Amplifier -Tone
Control Unit. The remote control unit
measures only 9 x 4 x 2l in. and
contains four controls, being; Basa-
Treble-Volume and a Radio, Gram
Microphone Switch control.
It incorporates its own feed-
back circuit on the Base
Channel. Loop negative feed-
back is employed on the
Main Amplifier which has
valve line up of 6J5-6N7.5U
with two PX25's In
and 6J5 and 6E1N7 are used
in the remote control unit.

THE COMPLETE KIT IS
AVAILABLE FOR £14'011(Carr. & Ins. 6/- extra.)
THE COMPLETE UNIT ASSEMBLED AND READY FOR USE £17/0/0
H.P. Terms 24/5/- Deposit, 12 Months at £1/3/11. (Carr. & Ina. 7/6 extra.)
The measured frequency range of the amplifier with this unit shows an excellent re-
sponse from 14,000 cycles down to 20 cycles, the bass and treble controls allowing
independent control of gain at both ends of the frequency range from zero to a gain of 50.
It can be seen, therefore, that ample correction is provided to suit any type of pick-up
with any type of recording. Input voltage for maximum output is 70 mV and 6.3 volts
at 2 amps. and 30 mA. H.T. Is provided for tuning unit, etc. This Amplifier comparea
well with the Williamson and similar designs at a traction of their cost. The complete
set of assembly instructions is available for 21-.

AMPLIFIER

A COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED

"HIGH FIDELITY" PUSH-PULL

AMPLIFIER. Supplied Complete
with THE STERN'S DUAL
CHANNEL TONE CONTROL
PRE -AMPLIFIER UNIT
FOR ONLY E13 /13,_

(plus 7/6 Carr. X Ins.)
H.P. TERMS DEPOSIT gaisi- and
monthly payments of 19/2.
We are able to offer this equipment at ouch
an attractive price only because of a bulk
purchase of PARMEKO TRANSFORMERS,
CHOKES, etc.
It is designed for really good reproduction, employing two 6F6's in push pull for approxi-
mately 10 watts output. A total of 7 valves are employed, the main Amplifier having
6J5 -68N7 -two 6F6's and 5 Volt Rectifier and the separate Control Unit, which
is identical to that supplied with the 12 Watt "Hi IQ " Amplifier described above,
has types 6J5 and 13SN7. Loop Feedback is employed over the whole of the main
Amplifier and the PARMEKO OUTPUT TRANSFORMER ensures really good re-
production. Power take off socket Is provided for an external Radio Tuning Unit,
the POWER SUPPLY AVAILABLE being 200 to 250 Volts at 45 mA. and 6.3 Volts
at If amps.
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE STATE WHETHER FOR 3 OR 15 ohm SPEAKER.

THE DENCO F.M.
FEEDER UNIT

INCORPORATING AN R.P.
STAGE

A 5 VALVE SUPERHET DESIGN having
a frequency coverage of 88 to 100 me/s.
This P.M. Receiver is designed to operate
with any type of Amplifier and most Radio
Receivers. It incorporates R.F.-F7Changer
and two I.F. Stages followed by a Ratio
Discriminator, the valve line-up being CAMP
-12AH8-two 6BA6's and 6AQ5. Overall
size of assembled Chassis 71n. x 551n. x

Qin. high excluding power supply, or 7in. x SfIn. x 49in. high with power supply.
The CONSTRUCTORS MANUAL, containing Circuit Diagram and Component Lay-
out, etc., le available f or 1i8, and WE CAN SUPPLY ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
including Valves and Drilled Chassis for

or for 27/2/8 with Dial
Assembly as illustrated. t6113f6 (plus..2,/i6i.ca7iage

WE WILL ALSO SUPPLY IT
(a) Assembled and Ready for use, excluding Dial Assembly 28/17/8.
(b) Assembled and Ready for use, including Dial Assembly (as illustrated), 29/10/-.
(5) Assembled and ready for use, with Dial Assembly and "Magic Eye" Indicator

mounted In centre of Dial, 210/10/-.
(4) We can also eupply (a). (b), and (c) with and Including an HT/LT Power Supply

for an additional 22/17/8. The Supply Unit is also available as a separate Unit,
size 6f in. x 3in. x Sin. high. Provides 250 volts at 50 mA. and 6.3 volts at 2 amps.

109 & 115 FLEET ST.
LONDON, E.C.4. Phone: CENTRAL 5812-3-4

The NEW "LEAK " TL/10 AMPLI-
FIER and "Point One" PRE -AMPLIFIER
This Amplifier has a maximum output of 10

watts and maintains in every respect the
world renowned LEAK reputation for

precision engineering; fine appearance
and fastidious wiring. The Pre -Amplifier
will operate from any make or type of
pickup. A continuously variable input
attenuator at the rear of the Pre -amp.
permits the instantaneous use of crystal,
moving Iron and moving coil pickups.
H.T. and L.T. supplies are available for a
Radio Tuning Unit. An input attenuator
is fitted. S.A.E. for descriptive leaflet.

PRICES:
(a) The COMPLETE AMPLIFIER WITH PRE -AMPLIFIER, £28/7/-, or £7/2/ -

Deposit and 12 months at £2.
(b)

at
TheT1c/54//10.MAIN AMPLIFIER ONLY: 217/17/-. or 24/71- Deposit and 12 months

(0) The "POINT ONE" PRE -AMPLIFIER ONLY: 210/10/-, or 22/12/8 Deposit
and 12 months at 15/-.

"STERNS" MODEL CP3G
3 WAVEBAND SUPERHET
TUNING UNIT
A highly sensitive tuning unit providing for
excellent reception of stations on the short
wavebands (16-50 metres) medium waveband
(200-550 metres) and the long waveband
(800-2,000 metres). We can supply this tuner
to correctly operate with each lef the Amplifiers.
 Valve line-up; 6K8G (Frequency Changer).

68K7g (I.F. Amplifier), 6Q7g (Detector,
A.V.C. and let A.F. Amplifier), and 5Z4g
(rectifier).

 A gramophone position is incorporated with the wavechange
switch and the 6Q7g valve becomes the let A.F. Amplifier for
the gramophone pickup.

 This tuner is normally supplied with four controls --Tuning, Volume. Tone and the
Wavelength Switch (Tone and Volume operate as both Radio and Gram.) -but
if your Amplifier already has the Tone and Volume Controls we can omit both.
When ordering please state what is required.

 Overall chassis dimensions are 12in. x Skin. x 8in. including the full vision dial.
Size 8fin. x 4f in.

 For A.C. Mains only, power supply required-H.T. 250 volts 30 mA., L.T. 6.3
volts if amp.

Price, completely assembled and Including built -In power eupply 210/10/-. H.P.
Terms. Deposit 22/12/13. 12 months of 15/-.
Price completely assembled excluding Power Supply 20. Carriage and Insurance 7/6
extra. (Dial Escutcheon is 4/6 extra.)

SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS
SELECT ANY TUNING UNIT and'an assembled AMPLIFIER, or a TUNING UNIT,
AMPLIFIER and RECORD PLAYER (SPEAKER also if required) and we will
quote you a REDUCED PRICE for the combined order. H.P. TERMS ALSO

QUOTED . . . As an example we offer:
(a) STERNS 8-10 WATT AMPLIFIER and the Model CP3G (or DENCO P.M. TUNER) all

assembled for ggyi-/- (plus 10/. carriage & insurance). H.P. TERMS. Deposit g4i8/-.
12 months of g11318.

(b) The above Units with the B.S.R. MONARCH 3 -SPEED CHANGER for . . 228/10/-.
H.P. TERMS. Deposit gmink 12 months of glagigg,

EQUIPMENT OF THIS NATURE ENSURES " FIDELITY " REPRODUCTION ON BOTH
RADIO AND GRAM.
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11 Home Constructors
YOU CAN ASSEMBLE

The TAPE
few RECORDER

FOR ONLY £40H.P. Terms are shown below.
Fidelity"

I IT ONLY NEEDS CONNECTING UP ! !
We are completely satisfied that this Tape Recorder, although supplied at a Genuinely
low price, provides absolute Fidelity Recordings and, in addition to being completely
dependable, has a performance at least equal to recorders marketed at a far higher
price. The actual assembly of the Tape Recorder is extremely simple and only
involves a few connections. The Truvox Tape Deck and the Quality Amplifier
are supplied tested and ready for use, and all that is required to complete the
Recorder is to connect the two together (a connection chart is supplied for this
purpose) and secure them by the screws provided into the Attache Case. The items
illustrated and described below form the complete equipment.

 WILL TAKE ALL STANDARD TAPES UP TO
1,200ft.

 WILL PROVIDE 2 HOURS' PLAYING AT Min. or
1 hour at 7,1in. per second.

 WILL PLAY THE NEW PRE-RECORDED TAPES

 INCORPORATES AN ELLIPTICAL P.M. SPEAKER
7in. x 4in., with EXTENDED FREQUENCY RANGE.

SEND S.A.E. FOR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

THE NEW TRUVOX MODEL TR]U TAPE DECK

THE NEW TRUVOX MODEL TR7U TAPE
DECK. 3 Shaded -Pole motors. Drop -in Tape Load-
ing. Push Button Control. Separate Push Button
Brake. Fast forward and fast -reverse. Silent drive
eliminating Wow and Flutter. Half Track working
and 2 speeds, 31in. and 7iin. per sec. Positive Azimuth
Adjustment. Overall size only 14}in. x

MODEL T.R.I./F. QUALITY AMPLIFIER

(a) TRUVOX Mk. TR7U TAPE DECK
MODEL TRIF AMPLIFIER WITH
SPEAKER, 1,200ft. REEL OF TAPE £33 10 0 £8 10 0 £2 6 4

See note below re packing charge
(b) ATTACHE CASE AS ILLUSTRATED} £6 10 0ACOS CRYSTAL MICROPHONE .. - -
NOTE: Please send 30/- to cover cost of packing, carriage and insurance. We will refund

£1 if the packing case is returned to us intact.
EACH UNIT IS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AS FOLLOWS:

CASH 12 monthly
PRICE DEPOSIT payments of

(a) TRUVOX Mk. TR7U TAPE DECK £23 2 0 £5 17 0 £1 12 0
(b) AMPLIFIER MODEL TRIF WITH

SPEAKER £14 14 0 £4 16 6
(c) PORTABLE ATTACHE CASE £5 0 0 -
(d) ACOS CRYSTAL MIKE " 33 " £2 10 0
(e) REEL OF TAPE 1,200ft. £1 15 0 -
Please include £1 when ordering (a) or (c) for packing charge, this whole amount will be
refunded if case is returned to us intact.

This amplifier has been expressly designed to meet
the requirements of enthusiasts for fidelity repro-
duction, and in particular to CORRECTLY
operate the above TRUVOX DECK. It is
supplied complete with a matched Elliptical
3 ohm P.M. Speaker, it incorporates an efficient
Tone Control arrangement and has a Magic
Eye Level Indicator (Operative on Record).
In addition it can be used as a general purpose
Amplifier for high quality reproduction of
gramophone records direct from a Gram Unit.

[GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (B.V.A. VALVES 90 DAYS)

PRICE SUMMARY
WE WILL SUPPLY ALL FIVE UNITS LISTED ABOVE, i.e., THE COM-
PLETE BUT UNASSEMBLED RECORDER FOR £401-f-. H.P. Terms:
Deposit £10 and 12 monthly payments of £2/15/0 or in two parts as follows:-

CASH 12 monthly
PRICE DEPOSIT payments of

18 4

41.
ACOS CRYSTALMICROPHONE
MODEL M1C-33-1.
A highly sensitive mike
which accurately mat-
ches the input arrange-
ment of the amplifier.

SCOTCH BOY MAG-
NETIC RECORDING
TAPE. Supplied with a
1,200ft. reel of Scotch Boy
plastic tape famous for
its true brilliant quality.
The Recorder will take all
standard makes of tape.

PORTABLE ATTACHE CASE
This, as may be judged from the illustration
opposite, is a neat, compact and attractively
finished case, being covered with maroon
rexine and having an ivory coloured speaker
escutcheon. It contains concealed pockets to
accommodate the Microphone, Mains Lead
and a spare 1,200ft. reel of tape.

The greatly rising sale for the
assembled recorder enables us
to reduce the price and to offer
it complete and ready for use
for £43
(as illustrated above).
FOR USE ON A.C. MAINS.
H.P. Terms: Deposit £11/01- and
12 monthly payments of £2118/S.
Including MIKE and 1,200ft.
REEL of TAPE.

STERN

RADIO LTD.
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A 6 VALVE 3 WAVEBAND SUPERHET with PUSH-
PULL OUTPUT
Thousands of these successful and very popular Receiver
Chassis have been sold for £15/15!- each.

WE CAN NOW OFFER THEM FOR
(plus 716 carriage and insurance).
M.P. Terms. DEPOSIT 43 and 12

of 17/5.
GENERAL DETAILS

 For use on A.C. Maim 100/110 Volta and
200/250 volts.

 Employs the latest Valves 6BE6, 6BA6,
6AT6, two 6BW6'a in push-pull and
6X4 (or similar) Rectifier.

 It has a Maim socket on the chassis for
connection to Gram watt.

 Incorporates extension speaker and Pick
up sockets.

 Overall size of Chassis Is llin. x
81in. high.
Dial size 81in. x 411n.
(A Bronze coloured Dial Escutcheon is
available for 4/6.)

£11'19'6
Monthly payments

 Waveband coverage
is Shortwave 16 to 50
metres, Medium 187
to 550 and Long -wave
900 to 2000 metres.

 Has four controls: (1) Volume Control
with on -off switch. (2) Tone Control
(operative on Gram and Radio). (3)
Wavechange Switch with Gram position.
(4) Tuning Control (Flywheel type drive).

 Negative Feedback is employed over the
entire audio stages.

 Excellent reproduction up to approxi-
mately 6 Watts output.

MAKE YOUR OWN PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER ! !

WE OFFER THE PORTABLE CASE ILLUSTRATED

CONTAINING A 3 -VALVE AMPLIFIER
AND A P.M. SPEAKER FOR ONLY U/17/6

(plus 10/- carriage and insurance -7/6 refunded on return of Packing Case).
The Portable Case was originally used by Collaro Ltd. for their Microgram
Record Player. It is robustly constructed and finished in good
quality grey rexine. It will accommodate the COLLAR() R.C.54
3 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER and any make of 3 -speed Single Record
Player, all of which we can supply.
The Amplifier will operate with any high impedance Pick up and
comprises a 3 VALVE A.C. MAINS design employing a 6K6 Output
Valve for approx. 3 watts output. Tone and Volume Controls,
combined with On -08 Switch are provided together with a coloured
indicator.
Case and Amplifier are available separately.

(a) Portable case (plus 10/. carriage and insurance, 7;6 refunded)
(b) 3 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, with P.M. SPEAKER

(Plus 3/- carriage and insurance.)

£3 7 6
£4 10 0

THE "MINI TWO -THREE"
An " Alldry " Battery Portable of
midget size, Olin. x 411n. x 3} in.
designed to cover medium wave-
band 190-559 metres, with use of
short trailer aerial.
The simple design of this Receiver
is so arranged that either a 3 -valve
set or a 2 -valve (afterwards easily
converted to the 3 -valve) can be
made.
Consists of a T.R.F. circuit using
a regenerative detector with H.F.
stage and a high gain output
pentode. Valve line up IT4-
1T4-DL94.
The 2 -valve set can be completely
built for £41316 (less rase) and
the 3 -valve for 2,5/3/sGess case).
Each price Includes valves, speaker
and drilled chassis.

Send 2/- for the assembly instructions; they include simple and
complete practical component layouts and diagrams.

! ! STERN'S AMAZING BARGAIN OFFER !
WE HAVE BOUGHT THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE FAMOUS

MODEL B3PP RADIO or RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
0.40 These Receivers Chassis have undoubtedly proved

to be about the most popular and successful yet
offered. They are designed to the most modern
specification with great attention having been
given to the quality of reproduction which gives
really excellent clarity of speech and music on
both Radio and Gram.

THEY ARE THE IDEAL REPLACEMENT
CHASSIS FOR THAT "OLD RADIOGRAM"
TC.

ALL CHASSIS ARE BRAND NEW and
GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (B.V.4:,
VALVES 90 DAYS).

"PERSONAL SET" BATTERY ELIMINATOR
A complete Kit of parts to build a Midget
" Alldry " Battery Eliminator, giving
approx. 69 volts at 10 mA and
1.4 volts at 250 mA.
This eliminator is for use on
A.C. mains and is suitable
for any 4 -valve Soperhet
Receiver, requiring H.T.
and L.T. voltage as

above, or approx. to 69 volts. The Kit is
quite easily and quickly assembled and
is housed in a light -aluminium case size 4f in. x llin. x 3eln. Price of complets Kit with easy -to -follow
assembly instructions, 42/6.
In addition we can offer a eimilar COMPLETE KIT to provide approx. 90 volts at 10 mA. and 1.4 volts
at 250 mA. Size of assembled unit 7in. x 21in. x 11in. Price 47/6.

A BULK PURCHASE ENABLES THIS

SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION
OF THE FAMOUS

SHAFTESBURY PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
Suitable for home use and small Halls
Has matched inputs for both Record
Players and Microphone. Also pro-
vides for the " mixing " and " fading "
of both Gram. and speech as request.

COMPRISING
(a) A 4 -Valve High Gain Amplifier for use on A.C. or D.C. mains

200-250 volts with 5 watts output. Incorporating independent
Volume Controls for Mike and Gram., either of which can be faded
at will, a variable Tone Control and independent input sockets for
Mike and Gram.

(b) A Transverse Carbon microphone which obtains its polarizing
current from the amplifier-no batteries are necessary.

(c) A Bin. Goodman P.M. Speaker with the " Ticonal " naagnet for
first-class reproduction.

THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT is all contained
in the

PORTABLE CARRYING CASE £18'0'0
Having been reduced from 430/9/.. HIRE PURCHASE TERMS (to also enable their use from a 12 volt battery.
DEPOSIT 24/10f- and 12 monthly payments of 21/5/4  Light
in weight  Easy to CARRY  GENUINELY PORTABLE. An WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIERS BY GOODSELL
illustrated leaflet containing free data le available on receipt of S.A.E.j These Amplifieraj hardly need enlarging upon, being sufficient to my that they have

now become the accepted standard for quality reproduction by which all others are
judged. Two Models are available:
MODEL G.W.12. Uses slightly lower H.T. voltage to produce 10-12 watts output
but otherwise is built completely to specification.
Price E27/10/. (Plus 716 Carriage H.P. Terms Deposit C6/17/8

and Insurance.) and 12 months at
THE MODEL P.F.A. TONE CONTROL UNIT
This Control Unit has established a reputation for its excellent quality of reproduction,
and ability to give adequate gain for any type of pick-up.

Price 2 /./.
and Insurance.)

20 (Plus 7/6 Carriage H.P. Terms. Deposit £5
and 12 months at £1/8/2.

SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS

A DUAL -CHANNEL PRE -AMPLIFIER
and TONE CONTROL UNIT
Attractively finished in " Old Gold " and providing
full control of BASS and TREBLE in conjunction
with a main volume control.
It can be used with any amplifier and with any pick-
up, the range of frequency control provided by the
unit affording ample compensation for all types of
pick-ups and all natures of recordings, i.e., English, American
and long-playing without recourse to pick-up correction.
The extreme flexibility of the bass and treble control is such that the
level of bass and treble can be set to suit any conditions irrespective
of the volume output of the amplifier. Response characteristics are given in
12 -watt amplifier advt. The unit measures only 9in. x 4in. x 21in., including

self-contained power supply and can be accommodated either on or away from the main ampplifler, i.e.
on the front panel of a cabinet or any other position. Price including drilled chassis, valves (60N7 and
6J5), 23/16/9. Complete assembly data are available separately for 11-. Completely assembled and
ready for its, £5 5

! ! THE IDEAL SET FOR USE IN CARAVANS, ETC. ! !
A 5 -VALVE 2 -WAVEBAND SUPERHET RE-
CEIVER OPERATED FROM A £6
6 -VOLT BATTERY FOR ONLY '17'6

(plus 5/- Carriage and Insurance).
These Receivers, which we have recently acquired by
bulk purchase, are ex -British Ministry of Supply, and
are new and unused. They are a two -waveband Superhet
with R.F. Stage, covering Short Wave 18 to 50 metres
and Medium Wave 200 to 550 metres, fully calibrated
on a clockface dial. A 51n. loudspeaker is built in and
the whole Chassis is contained in a metal cabinet with lid
and carrying handle which measures 121in. x 71in. x
Soin. overall. Valve line up is 7A7, 7Q7, 7A7, 7B6 and 7C5.
They possess excellent sensitivity and will give very
good results on a very short aerial. They are made for 6
Volt D.C. supply (current consumption is 4/6 amps.) but we can eupply a dropping resistor at 7;C.1.

109 and 115 FLEET ST.
LONDON, E.C.4. Phone : CENTRAL 5812-3-4

4.111/16-.
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RADIO TRADERSTRADERS LTD.
23 WARDO UR ST., LONDON, W.I. (Coventry Street end)
Phone No. GERrard 3977/8 Grams: "' Radiotrade "

BARGAIN OFFER OF BATTERIES
44 v. Heavy Duty Bell Battery. Size 61 x 41 x 2fin 4/6
72 v. H.T. 1.5 v. L.T. Size 6 x 5 x Ifin. 5/6
ISO v. H.T. Size 24 x 54 x I lin. 5/6
671 v. Size 24 x If x 34in. 6/6
All batteries sealed and unused. All plus 1/6 post and pkg. Special
reduction for quantities.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS Per doz.
16 mfd. 375 v., 2/- each 21/-
16 x 24 mfd. 350 v. 2/6 each 27/-
20 x 20 mid. 275 v. 2/3 each 24/-
24 mfd. 350 v. 1/6 each 15/-
24 mfd. 450 v. 2/3 each 24/-
Condenser Clips for above 3/6
B IAS CONDENSERS
50 mfd. 12 v. Single Hole Fixing II- each 10/6
100 mid. 6 v. Tag End 10d. each 9/-
100 mfd. 25 v. Tag End 1/3 each 12/-
B LOCK PAPER CONDENSERS
4 mfd. 400 v. D.C. 3/6 each. Many other types in stock. Your enquiries

invited.
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF TUBULAR CONDENSERS 6/-
MIDGET MICA CONDENSERS..000I, .0002, .0003, .0004, .0005 5/-
200 Assorted Moulded Micas. Popular Values L2 10 0
200 Assorted Silver Micas. Popular Values E2 10 0
200 Assorted Carbon Resistors: 4, 1 and I watt. Good selection LI 10 0

SPECIAL OFFER
0.1 mfd. 12,000 volts test Mansbridge Condensers. Height 61in.
Width 31in. Depth 24in. Fixing Centres 4in. Plus 1/- post 5/6

PAXOLIN SHEET
18 x 44 x I/16in., 1/- each; 10 x 10 x I/16in., 1/6 each; 20 x 10 x I/32in., 1/6
each; 20 x 10 x I/16in., 3/- each.
RESISTORS
Carbon 4 watt 2/6; i watt 3/-; I watt 4/-; 2 watt 6/- per doz.
WIRE WO U ND AN D VITREO US. 5 watt 1/6; 10 watt 2/6; 15 watt 3/-;

20 watt 3/6 each.
HIGH STABILITY. I watt 5% 6d.; 1 watt 5% 9d.; I watt 5% 1/3 each.
A few values in I% and 2% still available.
ALL ORDERS FOR RESISTORS C.O.D. PLEASE AS WE CANNOT
GUARANTEE TO STOCK ALL VALUES.
W.W. V/CONTROLS. ALL WELL-KNOWN MAKES. Pre-set 2/6 each.
Spindle types 3/. each. Values from 5 ohms to 50k.
V/CONTROLS WITH SWITCH 5k, 50k, 1 meg., I meg.... 3/6 each
V/Controls Less Switch. Most values spindle and preset 2/- each

METERS
10-300 mA. 21in. Flush Mounting. Brand new. Guaranteed 8/6 each

0-500 mA. 21in. Flush Mounting. Brand new. Guaranteed 10/6 each

TWIN GANG .0005 Less Trimmers 6/6 each
4 -Way push button units 2/6 each 27/- doz.
Push Button Knobs 3/- doz.
TAG STRIPS. 3 -way 2/-; 4 -way 2/6;5 -way 3/-; 7 -way 4/-; 28 -way I2/- doz.
SLEEVI NG. 2 mm. 2/6; 3 mm. 3/6; 4 mm. 4/6; 5 mm 5/6 per doz. yd.
POINTER KNOBS. Small black with white line, standard fin.

7/6 doz.spindle
WANDER PLUGS. Red and Black 2/- doz.
PHILIPS TRIMMER TOOLS. If- each 10/6 doz.
B ELLING LEE FUSE HOLDERS Type L.356 (Pnl. Mtg.) 2/6 each
WEARITE COILS. PA4, PO4, PAS, P05, 1/3 each I2/- doz.
VALVE HOLDERS. Moulded B9A 7/6; B7G 6/-; Int. Oct. V ;

Eng. Oct. 4/6 doz.
VALVE HOLDER FITTED WITH LOWER CAN 1/6 per doz. extra.
Screening Cans for B7G and B9A 6/- doz.
Paxolin V/H Int. Oct. B9A, B7G 5/. per doz.; Eng. Oct., 5 -pin, 7 -

pin 3/- doz.
STANDARD SCREENING CANS 3 -piece I/ -each; Spring Loaded 1/- each
B ELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS, 5 -pin 1/9;7 -pin 2/-;

10 -pin 2/6 each
AIR SPACED TRIMMERS 5, 10, IS, 20, 25, 50 and 75 pf pre-

set and spindle types 1/6 each 15/- doz.
PYE PLUGS AND SOCKETS 1/6 per pair, "Tee " pieced 1/9 each
GROMMETS I grs. assorted grommets }in. to lin. 8/6 gross
POST OFFICE LAMP JACKS No. 10 I/. each 9/- doz.
Lamp covers for same 3/- doz.

WESTINGHOUSE KHI Half -wave Rectifier, rating
6 v. at 10 mA., 2/6 each 27/6 doz.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Multi -ratio, 5/- each; Pentode
or power 4/- each

DRUM DRIVES, 34in. 1/- each
WESTECTORS, WX6, WX12, WI, WI2, W4, 1/ -each 9/- doz.
ARCOLECTRIC (Whitney Lamp), Red, Green, Clear, 1/6 each 15/- doz.
SIGNAL LAMP HOLDERS. Panel mounting, complete with

adjusting lampholder, 1/9 each 18/- doz.
NUTS 9 BA 3/-; 6BA 2/6; 4BA 3/-; 2BA 4/- per gross
SOLDER TAGS 2/6 per gross; Shakeproof Washers 2/- per gross
JONES PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 4 -pin, 2/6; 6 -pin, 3/-

8 -pin, 3/6; 10 -pin, 4/-; 12 -pin 6/- pair
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ALL ORDERS DEPT. W.1

ALL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN S2 ADD POSTAGE
We Invite your enquiries for items not listed

Trade Counter open 9 to 6 Monday to Friday
Callers Welcomed

WHOLESALE, MANUFACTURERS' AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED

ills.11110,4111P1IyilfrillP1111P11/rillr11111,1110,111100110,1PW91.

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 KO -
320 Kc/s., 300 Kc/s-
900 Kc/s., 900 Kc/s-
2.75 Mcis., 2.75 Mc/s.
8.5 Mcs., 8 Mc/s.-

Mc/s., 16 Mc/s.-
56 Mc/s., 24 Mc/s.-
84 Mc/s. Metal case
10 x 61 x On.
Size of scale 64 x 3fin
2 valves and rectifier.
A.C. mains 230-250
v. Internal modula-

of 400 c.p.s.
to a depth of 30 per
cent., modulated
or unmodulated,
R.F. ouput contin-
milli volts. C.W.

A.F. output and
finished case and white

deposit and 3 monthly

, ,

m.a 
-

.

variable 100
mod. switch, variable
Black crackle
£4/19/6 or 34/-

I28

uously
and

meter.
2%.

extra.

moving coil output
panel. Accuracy plus or minus
payments 25/-. P. & P. 4/-

PATTERN

40-70 MO. direct cali-
bration, checks frame
and line time base,
frequencyand linearity,
vision channel align-
meet, sound channel
and sound rejection
circuits and vision
channel band width.
Silver plated coils,
black crackle finished
case 10 x 64 x
4fin. and white
front panel. A.C.
mains 200/250 volts.
This instrument will
align any T.V. receiver,
accuracy plus or minus
1%. Cash price f3/19/6 or
3 monthly payments of El.

29/. deposit
P. & P.

GENERATORI
- .

.

and
4/- extra.

I

....,

* Both generators guaranteed for 12 months *
USED A.C. MAINS

SUPERHET

CHASSIS
Size 111 x 81 x 3in., com-
plete with 3 wave -band
scale, size 101 x Sfin.,
pair of 465 Kc/s IFs,
tuning condenser, mains
transformer, volume
control with switch,
tone control. 3 wave-
band coil pack (this is a corn-
pletely detachable coil pack on
separate small chassis), various
small condensers and resistors
biasing condensers.

19'6 Post & K
Packing 3/6. 1/6

As above, two wave -band.

5 VALVE, 3 WAVE -BAND

_,,,,,

o.

and

obs
extra.

Post & Knobs15 f. Packing 3/6. 1/6 extra.

FLUORESCENT BALLAST UNIT
Frustrated export order, by very famous manufacturer, at an original
cost of approximately £3. VERY LIMITED QUANTITY. Twin 40 watt,
both of which are in parallel, can be used as one single 40 watt. The unit
comprises 2 chokes and power -factor condenser in metal case, size
I31n. x 3fin. x 2in. Completely sealed and fully impregnated. Four lug
fixing. A.C. mains 230/250 volts. Fuly guaranteed. Post and packing
2/6 each, 15/..

20 watt A.C. or D.C. 200/250v. FLUORESCENT KIT
comprising trough in white stoved enamel finish, two tube holders, starter
and holder and barreter. Post and packing 1/6, 12/6.

SPECIAL NOTE: NO GOODS SENT WHERE CUSTOMS
DECLARATION IS APPLICABLE

Terms of Business: Cash with order. Despatch of goods within 3 days
from receipt of order. Where post and packing charge is not stated
please add 1/6 up to 101-, 2/- up to ti, and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries

S.A.E., lists Sd. each.
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primary, 200-250 v. P. & P. 2/.
300-0-300, 100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp.,
5 v. 2 amp., 224.
Semi -Shrouded, drop -through 380-0-
380 v., 120 mA., 6.3 v. 4 amp., 5 v..
2.5 amp., 2216.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA., 8 v.
2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6.

Chassis mounted and fully shrouded,
80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 1416.

260-0-260 80 mA., 6 v. 4 amp.. 14/-.

Drop thro' 2704-270, 80 mA., 6 v.
3 amp., 4 v. 1.5 amp.. 13/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA., 6 v.
3 amp., 11/6.
250 v. 350 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., twice 2 v.
2 a.,19/6.
Auto -trans. Output 200/250 H.T. 500 v.
250 nth., 6 v. 4 a., twice, 2 v. 2a, 19/6-
250-0-250, 60 mA., 6.3 v. 1.5 a.,
0-5-6.3 v. 1.5 a., 1031

Auto Trani. Input 200/250. H.T.
350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T. 6.3 v.
7 a., 6.3 v. 16 amp., 5 v. 3 amp., 25/-.
P. & P. 3I-.
Primary, 230 v., bully shrouded, screened
primary, 13 v. 1 amp., 7/6.
Pri. 200v. Sec. 500-0-500 and 500-0-500
250 mA. both windings. 4 v. 3 amp.,
4 v. 3 amp., 39/6. P. 6 P. 5/..
Mains Transformer, fully impregnated.
Input 210, 220, 230, 240. Sea 350-0-350
100 mA., with separate heater trans-
former. Pri. 210, 220, 230, 240. Sec.
6.3 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 6 amp.
and 5 v. 2 amp., 30/-. P. & P. 5/ -.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, chassis
mounting, feet and voltage panel.
Primaries 200;250.
350-0-350 75 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a. tap 4 v.
6.3 v. 1 a., 13/6.
500-0-500 125 mA. 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v.
C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27/8.
500-0-500;250 mA. 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v.
C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 3916.
glin. M.E. Speaker, 1,000 ohm field,
15/,
R. & A. T.V. energised 6} in. speaker
with O.P. trans, field coil, 175 ohms
9/6. P. & P. 2/6.
R. & A. Olin. K.E. speaker, with 0.P.
trans, field 440 ohms, 10/6. P. & P. 2/6.
Volume Controls. Long spindles less
switch, 50K, 500K, 1 meg.. 2/6 each.
P. & P. 3d. each.
Volume Controls. Long spindle and
switch, 5. 5, 1 and 2 meg., 4/- each.
10K and 50K, 3/8 each. 5 and 1 meg..
long spindle double pole switch, minia-
ture, 5/-, P. & P. 3d. each.
Trimmers. 5-40 pf ful. 10-110, 10-250,
10-450 pf 1.0d.

Twin -Gang .0005 Tuning Condenser, 5/-.
With trimmers, 7/6.
Twin Gang, .0005, with feet, size
3503015in., 6/6.
3 -gang .0005, with feet, size 41 0 3 x
11in., 7/6.
T.V. Coils, moulded former, iron -cored
wound for re-windind purposes only.
All -can 15 x 15in., 1/- each, 2 iron -core
Ali -can 21x /in.. 116 each.
UsedMetal Rectifier, 250 V. 150 mA.,
8,13.Ketal Rectifier, 230 v. 45 mA., 61-.
Metal Rectifier, RM2, 125 v. 100 mA.,
316.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Standard
type 5,000 ohms imp., 4/8; 42-1 with
extra feed -back windings, 413. Minia-
ture 42-1, 3/3. Multi -ratio 3,500,
7,000 and 14,000, 5/6. 10 -watt push-
pull, 6V0 matching, 7/.. 90-1 3 ohm
speech coil, 6/6.
PUSH -BACK CONNECTING WIRE.
Doz. yds., 1/6. Post paid.
STANDARD WAVE -CHANGE
SWITCHES 4 -pole 3 -way, 119; 5 -pole,
3 -way. 119; 3 -Pole, 3 -way 1/9 0 -Pale
3 -way, 3/6; Miniature type, long
spindle 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way and
4 -pole 2 -way, 2/6 each. 2 -pole
11 -way, twin wafer 5/-; 1 -pole 12 -way
single water 5i-. P. & P. 3d.

POMEABILITY
TUNED T.V. UNIT

Input 300 ohm bal-
anced line, coverage
54 Mc a-89 Mcis and
174 Mc4-217 Mcv.
Vision LF.:-4.5 Mc s.,
sound 40.5 Me's. Uses
OAKS RF valve, 6AK5
as mixer, and 6C4
Oscillator. Provision
for auto -gain control.
Dimensions 9in. wide,

Olin. deep, 4in. high, 9in. blank -scale. Width including scale -overlap 14in. Four stages
permeability tuned. Complete with 3 valves. Post and Pkg. 3/, 22,19/6.

T.V. CONVERTER for the new commercial stations complete with 2 valves. Frequency: -can
be set to any channel within this 186-196 Mr/s. band. work into any existing T.V.
receiver designed to work between 42-68 Me/s. Sensitivity: -10 Mu/v. with any normal T.V.
set. Input: -arranged for 80 ohm feeder. Circuit EFS0 as local oscillator. ECC81 as R.F.
amplifier and mixer. The gain of the first stage, R.F. AMPLIFIER 10 db. Required power
supply of 200 v. D.C. at 25 mA. 6.3 v. A.C. at 0.8 amp. Input filter ensuring complete freedom
from unwanted signals. 2 simple adjustments only. 22119 6. P. & P. 3 6.

R.F. E.H.T. OSCILLATOR COIL
6-9 KV with EY51 rectifier winding, and circuit diagram, IS -.
As above but complete with 6V6, EYSI and associated resistors
and condensers. Circuit diagram, 37'6.
As above but complete with line O.P. transformer, scan coils and
frame O.P. transformer, L2/19/6. P. & P. 3'-.

PLASTIC CABINET, as illustrated, 115in. x
651n. x 55in., in Walnut and Cream, also in
polished Walnut complete with T.R.F.
chassis, 2 waveband scale, station names,
new wave -band, back -plate, drum, pointer,
spring, drive spindle, 3 knobs and back,
2216. P. & P. 3./6. AS ABOVE, with superhet
chassis, 23/6. P. & P. 3/6. Either of the
above complete with 5' speaker and O.P.
transformer. 17/6 extra.
Used metal rectifier. 230 v. 50 mA., 3/6;
gang with trimmers, 6/6; M. and L.T.R.F.
coils, 5/-; 3 obsolete ex -Govt. valves 3 v/h
and circuit. 4/6; heater, trans., 6/-; volume
control with switch, 3/6; wave -change
switch, 2/-; 32 x 32 mfd., 4/-: bias condenser,
1/-; resistor kit, 2/-; condenser kit, 41-.

Used AC mains 200/250 volts, 4 valve plus metal rectifier, medium wave superhet
polished walnut cabinet, size 14 x 95 x 7}', complete with valves 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7 and 6FG.
65 PM speaker. Fully guaranteed. P. & P. 7/6. 23/15/,
P.M. SPEAKERS. fir closed field 18/6. /3- closed field 20/6. 10' closedIfield 25/-. 31

16/6. P. & P. on each 2/-.

CONSTRUCTOR'S 3 -VALVE PLUS METAL RECTIFIER T.R.F. PARCEL. Complete with
gang, valves, v/holders, metal rec., heater -trans., wave -change, volume -control, electrolytics,
resistors and condensers. Medium and long wave Litz wound coils. Post and pkg. 2/..
27/6. Circuit and point to point 1/-.

Radiogram Chassis. 5 valve A.C./D.C. 3 wave -band superhet 195/255 v., 19-49, 200-550 and
1,000-2,000 metres, I.F. 470 Kc. size of chassis 13 x 65 x 25in., size of scale 750 351n. Valve
line-up 1001, 10F9, 1OLD41, U404 and 10P14. Twin mains filter input, 2 dial lights and 8in.
P.M.. 58/17/6. P. & P. 5/,
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, medium and long wave A.C. mains 230/250 2 -valve plus metal
rectifier, comprising chassis 105 x 45 x Ifin., 2 wave -band scale, tuning condenser, wave -
change switch, volume control, heater trans., metal rectifier, 2 valves and v/holders, smoothing
and bias condensers, resistors and small condensers, and medium and long wave coil, Litz
wound. 22/6. P. & P. 2/6 extra. Circuit and point-to-point. 1/3.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL,
comprising chassis 125 0 8 x
21in., cad. plated, 18 gauge,
v/h., I.F. and trans. cut-outs,
back -plate, 2 supporting brack-
ets, 3 wave -band scale, new
wavelength stations names.
Size of scale 11.5 x 411n.,
drive, op., drum, 2 pulleys,
pointer, 2 bulb holders, 5
pax. I.O. v/h.. 4 knobs and
pair of 465 I.F.s, twin gang,
16 0 16 mid. 350 wkg., mains
trans. 250-0.250 60 mA. 6.3 v.,
2 amp., 6 v. 2 amp. and
61in. M.E. speaker with O.P.
tram. 39/6. P. & P. 3/6.

CR100 Coil packs in first-class condition less oscillator section, complete
with 4 -gang tuning condenser, 19/6. P. & P. 3,6.
CR100 465 Kc. I.F.s, types 3, 4 and 5 and F.B.O., new condition, 7/6 each.
465 Kc. Xtal for CR100, 12/6.
4 -gang tuning condenser for CRI00, 9/6.
POLISHING ATTACHMENT for electric drills. Quarter inch spindle, chromium plated
5in. brush, 3 polishing cloths and one sheep -skin mop mounted on a 3in. rubber cup. poet
& pkg. 116. 12/6. Spare sheepskin mops, 2/6 each.

POTATO AND VEGETABLE PEELER
By famous manufacturer. To suit models A200 and A700. Capacity complete with
water pump. All aluminium comtruction, white stove -enamelled finish. Originally intended
for adaption on an electric food -mixer, can be easily converted for hand operation. 39.6

Mains Droppers. 0.3 amps., MO ohms.
tapped 280 and 410, 1/6; 0.2 amp., 717
ohms, tapped at 100 ohms, vitreous, 1/8:
0.3 amps. 950 ohms, tapped 700 and
825, 2/8; 0.2 amp., 1,000 ohms,
vitreous, tapped 2/6; vitreous, 0.3
amp., 700 tapped 680, 640, 600, 316,
P. & P. on each 3d
T.V. Width Controls, 3/6.
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY. 91n.
Enlarger, 176; 12in. 27/6.
Germanium Crystal Diode, 1/8, post paid
Used 9in. Tube with ion burn, 174
post paid.
Line O.P. Transformer in aluminium can
mounted in rubber, 12/6.
Speaker Matching Unit on aluminium
chassis, 3-15 ohms reversible, 12/6.
Line and E.E.T. Transformer, 14 Kv.,
using ferrocart core, complete with
line and width control, and corona
shields U37 rectifier winding, 351-.
Line and E.H.T. Transformer, 9 Kr
using ferrocart core, complete with
built-in line and width control. Mounted
on small all -chassis. Overall size
41 xlfin. EV51 rec. winding, 27/6.
Scan coils, low line low impedance
frame, complete with frame transformer,
to match above, 27/6. P. 6 P. 2/-.
Line and E.H.T. Transformer, 9 Kv.
ferrocart core, EY51, heater winding,
complete with scan coils and frame
output transformer, and line and width
control, 22/5/.. P. & P. 3/-.
As above, but complete with line and
frame blocking transformers, 5 Henry
250 mA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd.
250 wkg. 380 mA. A.C. ripple. 52/19/6.
P. 6 P. 3/-.
Valve Holders, moulded octal Mazda
and 'octal, 7d. each. Pasolin, octal
Mazda and loctal, 4d. each. Moulded
B7G, BOA and BOA, 7d. each. B7G
moulded and BOA with screening can
1/6 each.
32 mfd. 350 wkg 2/-
16024. 350 wkg 4/-
4 mfd., 200 wkg 1/3
16 x 8 mfd.. 500 wkg 4/6
16 x 16 mid., 500 wkg 5/9
16 x 16 mfd., 450 wgk 3/9
32 x 32 mfd., 350 wkg 4/-
25 mfd., 25 wkg lid.
250 mfd., 12 v. wkg 1'-
16 mfd., 500 wkg., wire ends 3/3
8 mfd., 500 v. wkg., wire ends 2/6
8 mfd., 350 v. wkg., tag ends 1/6
50 mfd 25 v. wkg., wire ends 1/9
100 mfd., 350 wkg 4/-
100 mid.. 450 v. wkg., 280 mA.,

A.C. ripple 3/11
150 mfd., 350 v. wkg., 280 mA.

A.C.ripple 4/6
200 mfd., 275 wkg 7/6
16+16 mfd., 350 wkg 3/3
50 mid., 180 wkg 119
65 mfd., 220 wkg 1/6
8 mid., 150 wkg 1/6
60+100 mfd., 280 wkg. 716
60 mfd., 12 wkg 114.
50 mid., 60 wkg 1/9
Miniature wire ends moulded, 100 pf
500 pf., and .001, each, 7c1.
Combined I2in. mask and escutcheon,
in lightly tinted Perspex. New aspect
edged in brown. Fits on front of
cabinet, 12/8. As above for 15in. tube,
17/6.
Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans., 4/13.
Line Ono. Blocking Trans.. 4/8.
CHOKES:
2-20 Hen. 150 mA., 15/-. P. 6 P. 3/-.
6 Hen., 275 mA.. 15/, P. & P. 3/...
100 Hen., 40 mA., 15/, P. & P. 3/-.
2 henry 150 mA., 3/6; 250 mA. 10 henry,
10/6; 5 henry 250 mA., 60 ohms.,
816.
Wide Angle P.N. Focus Units. Vernier
adj. state tube. 251,
Energised Focus Coil, low resistance
mounting bracket, 17/6.
Ion Traps I or Mullard or Eng li eh Electric
tubes, 5/-, post paid.
Standard 465 Kc. iron -cored I.F.s.
4 x 19 15in., per pr., 7/6. Wearite
standard, iron -cored, 465 Ke. I.F.s,
35 x 100 lfin., per pr., 9/6.
Iron -Cored 465 Ko. Whistle Filter, 2/6.
485 KC. MIDGET I.F.s. Q.110 size
151n. long, lin. wide, lin. deep by very
famous manufacturer. Pte -aligned
adjustable iron -dust cores, per pair,
1216.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23 HIGH STREET (Uxbridge Road) ACTON, W.3. Telephone : ACOrn 5901

Hours of Business: Saturday 9-5 p.m. Wednesday 9-1 p.m. Other days 9-4.30 p.m.
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GEE,,,RADIO LTD.
VALVES-SPECIAL BARGAINS IN GOVT. SURPLUS

VT1.120A 12A6 6H6m
VR91 Sylvania 6SL7gt 12116m
VR.53 68N7gt VII.111
V 86.56 6N7gt VR.91
VT.52 VR.136 VT.1501
129137 5/ - VR.55 7/8 VR.65A
128J7 each 5.130 each ARP.12
2X2 any 6V6gt any 956
9004 type VR.150/30 type 1G6gt
6R7G1 807 VS.70
6J5G 860 958
1299(3D6) 1243E7 12J5gt
3A4 6X5gt 860
Oz4 CV.73 I 1616

1

6L6m 12/8
5T4m . 10/8

3/8 11'4 7/8
any 128%7 6/6

type 1619 . 10/.
V17.508(U19) 8/6
954 2/6
E.1148 2/8
6B4G 10/-

5/- 35T 30/ -
any 829B 50/ -
type 8012 12/8

8011 12/8
1C5gt .. 7/8

VALVE ORDERS OVER £5, less 5% discount, post free.
R.C.A. SPEECH AMPLIFIER MI -11220A. 200-250 v. A.G. input
Containing 2-6L6 valves in push-pull output, 7 valves in all. Gram and
mike inputs fitted. This model is undoubtedly one of the finest medium
powered amplifiers ever produced. Complete with all valves, E18/10/-.
Carr. 10/-.
50 WATT AMPLIFIER, EX -GOVT. With 4-KT66's in paralleled
push-pull. Standard 200-250 v. mains input, A.C. Output impedance
600 ohms line. For high imp. gram. and mike input. Bass boost control
fitted. This excellent quality amplifier is housed in a strong metal case
and is ready for use. Terrific performance. Bargain value £25, carr. paid.
HALLICRAFTER SPEECH AMPLIFIER BC.614A. Part of BC6I0
equipment. As new, £25, carriage paid.
VITAVOX PRESSURE UNITS COMPLETE WITH 42in. EX-
PONENTIAL HORN, E7/1216, carriage 10/-. Pressure Units can be
supplied separately at £4/9/6, carriage 5J-.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. 24 v. D.C. input, 230 v. A.C. output at
50 cycles, 100 watt. Brand new, E4/1716, carriage 7/6.
A.C. TO D.C. SUPPLY UNIT (S.T.C. Selenium Rectifier). Complete
with mains isolation transformer, fixed and housed in strong metal
cabinet. 250 v. A.C. input, 200-250 v. D.C. output at 3-4 amps. Ready
to use for ELIO/. only, carriage 10/,
LATEST MODEL MONARCH B.S.R. 3 -SPEED CHANGER,
E9/7/6, carriage paid.
RA -88 RECTIFIER UNIT (PART OF SCR.720 EQUIPMENT).
Containing the following valve line-up: 3-6L6m, 3-5T4m, 2-6SL7gt's,
2-VR.I50/30's, etc., etc. Bargain value at £4/19/6, carriage 5/-.
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR BY MARCONI INSTRUMENTS.
Brand new and unused, complete with spare set of 5 valves and operat-
ing manual. Freq. range 170.240 Mc/s. Accuracy: I part in 10,000.
Our price £7/9/6, carr. 10/-.
AMERICAN H.F. SIGNAL GENERATORS. Type I22A. Input
110 v. A.C. Freq. range: 8-150 Mc/s and 50-230 MO. New and
unused E25, carriage 10/,
ELECTRIC LIGHT SLOT METERS. 200-250 v. A.C. at 5-10 amps.
1/- in slot at 6d. or 7d. per unit. By Measurement Ltd. All bakelite case.
In very good condition, 50/-, p. p. 2/6.
R.I155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. Individually tested and
despatched in good working order. Cases slightly soiled, £8/19/6.
Brand new, £10/19/6, carriage 7/6.
RECEIVER TYPE 109. In good condition. Freq. range 1.8-3.9 Mc/s
and 3.9-8.5 Mc/s continuous. Designed to operate on 6 v. battery.
Limited quantity only, E4/716, carriage 10/,
PHOTO -ELECTRIC MULTIPLIER CELLS. Type 931A. E2/101-,
p.p. 1/-. Also 931A complete on chassis with multiplier network and
2-832 valveholders, etc., E3/10/-, p.p. 2/-.
TIME SWITCHES (NEWBRIDGE). 250 v. A.C. Synchronous 5 amp.
Used but in good working order, 39/6, p.p. 2/6.
CONDENSERS: 2 mfd. 7.5 kv. working at 15 kv. Test (Dubilier).
Brand new, E2/ I 01- each, carr. 5/-.
EVERSHED AND VIGNOLES (EX-G.P.O.) HIGH RANGE
CONSTANT PRESSURE MEGGERS. 5 meg.1,000 meg.infinity.
In good working condition. Housed in wooden case, E71101-, carr. 10/-.
Ditto, 250 v. Low range bridge megger. 5000 ohms -20 megs.infinity.
Finish as above, same price and carr.
813 CERAMIC VALVE HOLDERS, 9/6 each, p.p. 6d. Also 4 pin
large ' Jumbo' ceramic valve holders, 6/6 each, p.p. 6d.
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER T.R. I143A or 1430. Either type
available. Complete Unit (less crystals and power supply). In very good
condition. This trans -receiver, which until recently was extensively
used by the R.A.F., has a very wide freq. range and is offered at the
ridiculously low price of £9/19/6, carr. 10/-.
CATHODE RAY TUBES. Types 3BPI, 3in., new and unused with
base and screen, 42/6, p.p. 2/-. Type VCRI38 (ECR35), 3i in. with screen
and base in new and unused condition, 42/6, p.p. 2/-. Type VCR97,
6in., ex -equip., in good order, 20/-, p.p. 3/6. VCRI31, lin. C.R.T., new
and in perfect condition. Miniscope replacement tube, etc., 35/,
p.p. 1/, Type CVI526, 2kin., 4 v. filament, 3,000 v. anode, complete
with base and Mu -metal screen, 20/-, p.p. 2/6.
MASTER CONTACTOR MK. II REF. 10A/10994. 24 v. new and
unused, 10/-, p.p. 21,
B.C. 929A C.R.T. INDICATOR UNIT (EX-U.S.A.). Containing
1-3BPI 3in. C.R.T., 2-6SN7's, 2-6H6's, I -6G6, I -6X5, I -2X2, 7 valves in
all. Ideal for 'Scope conversion. New in original sealed cartons. Bar-
gain value, 65/, carr. 5/-.
DRY BATTERIES (EX -GOVT.). 72 v. H.T. I. 5v. L.T. Ideal for
battery portables, size: 6,1in. x 5in. x 2in. In very good condition,
tested before despatch. Price 5/-, carr. paid.
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS BUILT TO SPECIFICATION. ALL
TYPES AVAILABLE FULLY GUARANTEED. VERY GOOD DELIVERY.
COMPETITIVE PRICES. MAY WE QUOTE YOU K3/ AND K8
SERIES STILL AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

MANY OTHER LINES IN STOCK. YOUR ENQUIRIES
INVITED. TRADE SUPPLIED.

15 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2.
GERrard 6794/1453

R.C.A. TRANSMITTERS. Type 4331. I kW. (telephone);
1.4 kW. (telegraph). Frequency range 3 Mc. to 20 Mc.
BC6I0 TRANSMITTERS with speech amplifier, aerial tuning
unit, etc. Brand new.
RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4336. Complete with original
speech amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units. Unused and re-
conditioned. Can be supplied with very large quantity of spares.
RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4332 modified by R.A.F.
for use on crystal or master oscillator. Complete with speech
amplifier.
MULTI CHANNEL TRANSMITTER T-4/FRC, with modu-
lators MD-I/FRC, 2 Mc,'s to 18 Mc/s. Each channel 400 w. output.
W.S. No. 19 & 22. Both complete with installation kit.
Tropicalised. New.
MAGNETO 10 LINE U.C. 40 Line F & F TELEPHONE
SWITCHBOARDS (complete).
MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATORS Type T.F. 144G.
As new, checked.
A.R.88D's, A.R.77's, 527's, BC.312, BC.342, R.109
and others.
METAL RECTIFIERS Type IB, D.C. output 10 amps at 22 v.
input 220/250 v., 50 cis.

All above items in excellent working condition.
Working demonstration upon request.

SPARES A large selection available for SCR399 (BC6I0),
ET4336, SCR610, EE8 Telephones, and Tele-

printers type 7B.

TX VALVES 805, 807, 813, 861, 66A, 100TH, 250TH, and many
others.

Large stock of Tx condensers, crystals and other components.

Pe C A. RADIO
New Address, Offices and Works

BEAVOR LANE, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6

Telephone : RIV 8006/7

METERS
LARGE AND VARIED
STOCKS AVAILABLE

FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE OF 2+"
FLUSH PATTERN MOVING COIL INSTRU-

MENTS (as illustrated)
AMPERES D.C. 0-I, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 50.
MILLIAMPS. 0-1, 1-0-I, 0-5, 10, 15,

20, 25, 30, 50, 100, 250, 500.
MICROAMPS. 0-50, 100, 200, 250, 400,
500, 750, 50-0-50, 100-0-100, 250-0-250,
500-0-500.
MILLIVOLTS. 0-10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 500.
VOLTS D.C. 0-I, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 100,
-250, 500, 750, 1,000.
VOLTS A.C. 0-5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 100, 250,
500, 750, 1,000.

We can supply meters with NON-STANDARD
CURRENT and VOLTAGE RANGES to any specifica-
tion. DELIVERY 7-14 days.
MOVING IRON, THERMO & ELECTROSTATIC
INSTRUMENTS ALSO AVAILABLE.

ANDERS ELECTRONICS LTD.
91, HAMPSTEAD ROAD LONDON, N.W.1.

Telephone: EUSton 1639
Supplied to Government Departments, B.B.C.,

Leading Manufacturers & Research Laboratories
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TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED

,,111W8k,"ItsaYN

u-(RADIO) LIMITED
Phone GERRARD 8204/9155

FOR ALL RADIO BARGAINS

R1155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.
Individually aerial tested. Brand new in
original transit cases, El 1119/6 each. Brand
new but shop-soiled, £9/19/6 each. A com-
bined power pack and audio output stage for
A.C. mains, can be supplied with a receiver
for an extra cost of 79/6.

SMOOTHING CHOKES. Admiralty type,
9 henry 100 mA., 7/6; American shrouded type,
10 henry 60 mA., 5/..; American potted types,
10 henry 80 mA., 7,6, and 8 henry 100 mA., 8/6.
Heavy duty type, 15 henry 275 mA., 10/6.

MIDGET REVERSIBLE MOTORS. For
operation on 4, 6, 12 or 24 volts D.C. Size
2in. x I fin., spindle length fin. x fin. Ideal
for model makers, locos., boats, etc., 10/6.

DEAF -AID VALVES. Brand new " Ray-
theon CK 505AX equivalent to DF70, 2/6 each.
Holders 6d. each.
METER SWITCHES. Standard " Tax!ey "
type, 8 bank, single pole, 9, 11 or 12 way, 7/6
each.

INDICATOR UNIT 157. These contain a
VCR97 C.R.T., 16 SP6I, I VR54, I EA50 and
thousands of components. Ideal for tele-
vision, brand new condition, 57/6 each.

METER RECTIFIERS. Full wave bridged,
2 mA., S.T.C., brand new, 5/6 each.
TELEPRINTER EQUIPMENT apparatus
telegraph two tone Mark II. Complete with all
valves and send -receive relays, £7/10/- each.

AMERICAN SPRAGUE " CON-
DENSERS. Oil and paper filled, 4 mfd.,
600 volt, 1016 each; 2 mfd., 1,000 volt, 5/6;
.25 mfd,. 3,000 volt, 3/6; .15 x .15 mfd..
8,000 volt, 7/6; .05 mfd., 16,000 volt, 10/6;
6 mfd., 50 volt, 4/6; complete smoothing
units; 8 x 8 x 4 mfd., 650 volts, 12/6; 4 x 4
x 4 x 2 x I mfd., 600 volts, 12/6 each.

RELAYS. Siemens midget high-speed relays,
twin 1,000 ohm coils, 12/6; polarised twin
600 ohm coils. 8/6 each. We stock all types of
relays, 6,000 and 3,000 types, heavy:and light con-
tacts, including platinum. Send us your enquiries,
EX A.M. SWITCH BOXES. Fitted with
3 independent 5 -amp. switches, size 3f x 2 x
2in., ideal for models, etc., 1/9 each.
H.R.O. 6 -VOLT VIBRATOR SUPPLY
UNITS. Output 165 volts 80 mA., 6.3 volts
3 amp., 6X5 rectifier, choke and condenser
smoothed, cabinet size 7 x 7 x 6in. Supplied
with clips and leads, 29/6 each.

SUB -STANDARD VOLTMETERS. A
portable precision instrument complete with
leather carrying case measuring 0-300 volts
D.C. on six ranges, 44/19;6 each.

HEADPHONES. Brand new and boxed,
Res. 150 ohms, adjustable headband, 8/6 each.
MUIRHEAD PRECISION -BUILT KEY
SWITCHES with heavy contacts. 8 pole
2 way, brand new, 4;6 each.
GERMANIUM DIODES. Ideal for crysta
ets, 1.6 each. Crystal set coils with circuit

2 6 each. .0005 mfd. tuning condenser, 3/10.

AMERICAN INSTRUMENT POTEN-
TIOMETERS. Brand new and boxed,
10,000 ohms, 5Iin. dia. Ideal for bridge, 22/6.

DEAF -AIDS. An exceptional offer of deaf -
aid units, complete with three miniature
valves, crystal mike, etc., but less outside
bakelite case, only 19/6 each. Miniature ear-
pieces, 3/6, or with lead and plugs, 416 each.

TRANSFORMER TYPE I. Primary 230 volts
0 cycles. Secondary 620-0-620 volts, 250 mA.,
apped 550-0-550, and 375-0-375 volts. Two

5 volt 3 amp. windings. Ample space for
6.3 volt windings, supplied brand new, 39,6 each.

'LOOP AERIALS. " Marconi " direction
finding loop aerials, type 17, brand new and
boxed, 59,16 each.

TRANSFORMER TYPE 2. Primary 230 volts
50 cycles. Secondary 5-0-5 v., 5-0-5 v. and
5-0-5 v., all at 5 amps. This will give any voltage
between 5 and 30 volts in 5 -volt steps at 5 amps.
Supplied brand new, 39;6 each.

'CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS.
A sensitive high impedance crystal mike, ideal
for tape recorders, amplifiers, etc., 7/6 each.

TRANSFORMER TYPE 3. Ex -Admiralty.
230 volt 50 cycle input. Secondary 2,000 volts,
5 mA. Ideal for 'scope, etc., 14'6 each.

SPECIAL OFFER. PACKARD BELL
AMPLIFIERS. These brand new American
amplifiers are complete with a 6SL7 and
28D7 valves, condensers, resistors, midget
relay, pot and 8 -way midget plug and socket,
12'6 each with circuit.

TRANSFORMER TYPE 4. Ex -Admiralty.
200/250 volts 50 cycle input. Secondary 4 volts
14 amps., and 6.3 volts C.T., If amps., only
10/6 each.

1100 MICROAMP METERS. A 21 in. flush
mounting meter, scaled 0-1,500 yards, first -
grade instruments, brand new and boxed,
42,6 each.

TRANSFORMER TYPE 5. Ex Admiralty
230 volt, 50 cycle. Secondary 500 x 500 volt'
250 mA., 4 volt 3 amp. C.T., 3,000 volt insula-
tion, 22/6 each.

TEST SET TYPE 74A. " The ideal basis (or
an oscilloscope " These units contain a
VCRI39 Sin. CRT and II other valves. A
complete A.C. 230 -volt power pack giving
E.H.T., H.T., and L.T., fully smoothed, paper
condensers throughout. Supplied tube
tested, £4 19,6 each.

P.O. UNISELECTOR SWITCHES. 4 bank,
double wipers, 25 position, brand new, 32/6.
DEAF -AID POTS. A midget I meg. ohm.
pot with switch, only 1/- each.

WAVEMETER TYPE W0102. An absorp-
tion wavemecer covering 180-220 Mcls.
Complete with 230 -volt A.C. mains power
pack, supplied brand new, 52,6 each.

CERAMIC SWITCHES. 12 pole, 4 way,
4 bank, 10/6; 12 pole, 3 way, 3 bank, 6/6;
7 pole, 2 way, 3 bank, 5/6; 6 pole, 3 way, 2 bank,
4;6; 2 pole, 2 way, I bank, 2/6; I pole, 4 way,
I bank, 2/6; Large Transmitting type, 2 pole,
6 way, 2 bank, 6/6; I pole, 4 way, I bank, 4.6.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. 220 -240 -
volt input, 6.3 volt 1.5 amp., 5/9 each; 6.3 volt
3 amp., 9'6 each.

P.O. KEY SWITCHES. Double pole change-
over, complete with knob, brand new, 2'9.

PYE 45 MEG. I.F. STRIPS. Complete
television I.F. strip with 6 EA50 valves.
Finest strip ever produced, brand new and
complete, 59;6 each.

WE PURCHASE ALL TYPES OF
RECEIVERS AND TEST GEAR

" RECORD AMPLI-
FIERS." A push-pull
amplifier giving 8 watts
output. For operation
on 200-250 volts A.C.
Standard gram input,
output matched to 3 or
IS ohms. Tone and

volume controls. Complete valve line-up,
6SN7, 6V6, 6V6, 5Z4. Supplied in an attractive
desk type cabinet, perfect working order,
E6:10/- each.

METERS. All brand new and boxed.
0-50 mA., 2in. square, F/M., M 'coil, 7/6;
0-100 mA., 2fin. round, F/M., M'coil, 9/6;
0-150 mA., 2in. square, F/M., M/coil, 7'6;
0-200 mA., 2in. square, F/M., M coil, 7 6;
0-200 mA., 21 in. round, F/M., N coil, 9 6;
0-20 volts, 2in. square, F/M., M coil, 7.6;
0-I amp., 2fin. projecting, R.F., 7/6; 0-5 amp.,
2fin. round, F/N., R.F., 7/6; 0-10 amp., 2fin.
round, F/M., M/coil, 12/6; 0-30 amp., 2in.
square, F/M., M/coil, 7/6.
A.C. VOLTMETERS SO CYCLE. 0-15 volts,
2fin. round, F/M., MIL, 8/6; 0-20 volts, 21 in.
round, F/M., M/I., 9/6; 0-300 volts, 2fin. round,
F/M., M/I., 25/-; 0-300 volts, 5in. projection,
11/1., 50/-.

AMERICAN POWER RHEOSTATS.
Brand new and boxed. 8 ohm, 3.3 amp., 8'6;
8 ohm, 2.5 amp., 7/6; 60 ohm, 1.3 amp., 7/6;
90 ohm, 0.74 amp., 7/6; 200 ohm, 0.35 amp.,
5/6. Ideal for train, model or charging control.

MULTIWAY TOGGLE SWITCH BOXES
Fitted with 16 toggle type switches. Ideal for
train or model control, brand new and boxed,
4/. each.

HOUR RECORDERS. A time recorder
for operation on 200;'250 volts A.C. Range
from 1/10-10,000 hours on five separate scales.
Supplied brand new and boxed, 39,6 each.

P.40 POWER PACKS. Input 200/250 volt
A.C. Output 175 volts 60 mA., and 12 volt
2.5 amp. Fully smoothed, 5Z4 rectifier, 32/6

APN4 RECEIVERS. Brand new and
complete with valves type I of 6SL7, I of
6SN7, I of 6H6, I of 6SA7, I of 5U4G, I of
6S.17, I of VR105/30, 2 of 2X2, 3 of 6B4,
4 of 6SK7, E5/19/6.

BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT
Transformers. 200,250 volts input. Outpu
9 or 15 volts I amp., 9,19; 3.5, 9 or 17 volt
1.5 amp., 12/6; 3.5, 9 or 17 volts 2 amp., 14/3,
3.5, 9 or 17 volts 4 amp., 16'6. Rectifiers, ful
wave and bridged. 12 volts 1 amp -5/6;12 volts
2 amp., 11/3; 12 volts 4 amp., 14/3.

INDICATOR TYPE 96. These brand new
units contain a VCR97 CRT, 6 SP6I , 3 VR54,

I EA50, thousands of components. Ideal for
television, 45 - each.

WESTERN ELECTRIC HANDSETS.
Standard P.O. type, 12/6 each.
EX-W.D. POWER PACKS. 230 volts A.C.
nput. Output 150 volts 60 mA., 6.3 volts
If amp. Fully smoothed, metal rectifiers,
29/6 each.

MARCONI DIRECTION FINDING
RECEIVERS M.D.F.S. Battery operated.
Frequency coverage 275 kc/s-650 kcls Built in 5"
loudspeaker, or phone output. Perfect

condition, E17.10.0 each.

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9 a.m.-6 p.m
Thursday I p.m. Open all day Saturday.

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS CLEARLY, ALSO INCLUDE
POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE ON ALL

ITEMS.
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TWO WONDERFUL BARGAINS

Illustration is with covers removed

ELECTRO-VOICE MOVING
COIL MICROPHONES

No. 600.C. With built-in matching trans-
former for direct connection to grid of ampli-
fier valve. These mikes are ex the famous
BC.610 Transmitter and give perfect speech
quality, they are all brand new with 9ft.
screen lead and 3 pin plug, packed in original
carton. Price E2, plus 1/6 postage and packing.

We are offering AS NEW, COMPLETE TR.I196 TRANSCEIVERS, as illustrated. Outfit
comprises, 6 valve Superhet, 3 Valve Transmitter, Power Unit and Relay Unit. All complete
on Chassis. Present range 4-6.5 me/s. and output 2 watts. Can be easily converted to cover
1.5 me/s.-7 me/s. and power output up to 8 watts. It has a most versatile Receiver which can
be easily adapted to cover any band of frequencies from medium broadcast to 30 me/s. The
Transmitter range can also be easily extended and by simply adding 200 pf. condenser to tank
circuit will cover 1.5 me/s. Circuit and conversion details included with each unit.
Each outfit is despatched in transit case at the amazingly low price of f3/-/- plus carriage 10/,
If despatched without Transit Case, 42/10:- plus carriage 8;6.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF OUR UN-
USED COMPONENT BARGAINS
STILL AVAILABLE AT PRICES BELOW

MANUFACTURING COSTS.

Ceramic Variable Condenser, split stator
15/15 Pf., 2/6 each. Ceramic Trimmers
22 Pf., 5/- per doz. Variable Condensers
100 Pf. ceramic insulation, 2  each. Variable
Condensers in screening case 50 Pf.,1/- each.
Wave Change Switches 2 wafer 6 pole
3 -way standard I spindles, 1/3 each. Porce-
lain Stand-offs, insulators only, miniature
lin., 2/- doz. Pots 100 K and I meg. 1 spindle
and 3 -gang each 70 K all at If- each. Hum-
dinger Pots 100 ohm. miniature wire wound,
2/- each. 100 K Miniature Pots lin. long
spindle, I/. each. Erie Resistors 47K 2
watt boxed in 50's. and S's. Erie Resistors
1,200 ohm, w. boxed in 50's 2 watt 150
K 1 watt, 22 K 1 watt, 70 K I watt; price,
2 watt 3d., I watt 2d., watt Id. Wire
Wound Vitreous 10 watt wire ends 50012
each, 9d.

SLEEVI NG
We are able to offer for immediate delivery
Sleeving in various grades, such as Permanoid,
Micoflex Plastic and Tenaplas Silk covered.
Prices are 20% below present trade. For
example, various colours, I mm. and 1.5 mm.
Permanoid, in coils of approx. 144 yds., 8/6
per coil.

THIS COLUMN POST EXTRA

WOOLLEYS RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD.
615, BORDESLEY GREEN, BIRMINGHAM, 54 Phone: VIC 2078

CAB I N ETS!!
The " OCTAGONAL "

Speaker Cabinet
This new cabinet, which works on the loaded
port principle, is constructed in laminated
soft woods. It was originally designed for the
G.E.C. Metal Cone Speaker, but is equally
suitable for any Sin. speaker unit. The model
is available in polished veneered oak or
walnut.
Retail Pries 812/10/, Liberal Trade Discount.
Send for our current trade price list on the
Osram 912 Amplifier Components together
with our monthly bulletin and Special Cabinet
List.

Trade only supplied.

V.E.S. WHOLESALE SERVICES Ltd
-apt. (W.W., 11 Gunner.oury Lane, Anton, W,3. Tat.: acorn 5077

TRANSFORMERS
COILS
CHOKES

LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

SPECIALISTS IN

FINE WIRE WINDINGS
MINIATURE TRANSFORMERS, PICK-UP,
CLOCK AND INSTRUMENT COILS, ETC.

VACUUM IMPREGNATION TO APPROVED S-ANDARDS

ELECTRO-WINDS LTD.
CONTRACTORS TO G.P,O., M.O.S., L.E.B., ETC.

123-5-7 PARCHMORE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
LIVINGSTONE 2261 EST. 1933

I There are 12 different types of "ACRU" Neon
During the past five years
over a million "ACRU "
Neons have been sold with
not a single complaint about
short life.

With incorporated resistance they

Indicator Lamps
The Minimum life
of "ACRU" Neons

is 25,000 hours.

Ask for leaflets.

can be connected directly to the mains voltage.

THE ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL MFG. CO. LTD.,
CHAPEL STREET, LEVENSHULME, MANCHESTER. Tel.: Rusholme 4613
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PROOPS

IN NEW CONDITION

£ 5.10.0
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BROS. LTD. ge Weitkweiliee/Weei Sher
guarantees Customers' Satisfaction

BENDIX COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER TYPE RA-1ODB

A superb 8 valve 4 band receiver covering 150-400 kc/s., 400-1100
kc is., 2-5 M 'cs., and 5-10 M 'cs. Valve line up 6SK7 R/F, 6K8 F/C,
Two 6SK7 IF Amplifiers, 6R7 Second Det. AVC and AF Amplifier,
6C5 BFO, 6K6 OP, 6H6 Sig. limiter diode.
Power supply 28 V. d.c. 2 A. to internal motor generator. If desired this can easily
be changed to a similar generator with either 6 or 12 V. input. Alternatively the
generator may be removed and the space utilised for a converter. A circuit for a.c.
mains conversion is available.

As a BOAT, TRUCK, CARAVAN or CAR RECEIVER it is UNEQUALLED
in Value; converted to a.c. operation for fixed station, it equals receivers selling
for over five times the price we ask.

Full technical details, servicing data and circuit are supplied with every
Packing and Carriage, I0/ - receiver.- -

A MULTIRANGE AC/DC
TESTMETER of well known American

manufacture
This testmeter has a basic movement of 400 microamps and
is calibrated for use on the following ranges:-
A.C. and D.C. Volts 0 to 5,000 V. in 6 switched ranges.
D.C. Current ranges 0-1mA, 1-10mA, 10-100mA and 100mA-1
Amp.
Use as an OHMMETER (Resistance Measurements) .1 ohm to
1 megohm.
Decibels from -10 db to +15 db. For line load impedances from
5 to 1,000 ohms (directly calibrated for 500 ohm line).
This instrument is contained in a well finished
polished wood case with leather carrying handle.
Leads and test probes are housed in the case
which measures 61in. x 64in. x

BRIDGE MEGGERS, 250 V.
Made by Evershed & Vignoles, with
integral Decade Box. 1 SI-1M. In
leather case 12in. x 9in. x 8in. In
perfect order.

Elf% 7,6
Ihdr carriage.

NOTE Orders and Enquiries to Dept. ' W.

All meters fully tested before
despatch. Supplied complete with
moulded test probes, full operating
instructions and circuit diagram.

70 cm. UNIT. Brand New, consisting of pair
of tuned lines. 2 acorn valve holders, coarse
and fine tuning. Suitable for mixer or oscil-
lator unit. Size 5in. x 31in. x fin. 6/6 post
paid.

SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES. 713A
VHF triode (Door knob type) 9/-. GL446A
Disc Sealed triode (Lighthouse Tube) 25/-.
6SN7 6/9, 6SL7 6/9, 6SQ7 7/-, 807 (American)
6/6, VT 52 (EL32) 7/-. TT.11 (VT 501) 5/-.
NOTE: Prices include postage.

ABSORPTION WAVEMETER. In metal
case, 31in. x 4fin. x 51M., with calibrated
dial 0-100 covering approximately 190-210
me/s.; 80 volt neon tube. 6/6 post paid, or
with transit case, 9/-, post paid.

FOR DEAF PEOPLE. An ex -Govern-
ment Hearing Aid in perfect working
order is also available with miniature ear-
phone and moulded ear insert for ONLY
35/9, post 1/-.
Batteries extra. For full details see *
Shop hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

PROOPS BROS. LTD.

Thursday 9 a.m. to I

£4.19.0
(Packing & postage 3/-)

Miniature
POCKET RADIO

Receiver
converted from an ex -Govern-
ment Hearing Aid.
Complete KIT of parts

£2.6.0
*Batteries extra: 1.5 v. L.T. (type
Pk D18), 8d. 30 v. H.T. (type B119), 4/3.

See details in our whole page
advertisement in June Wireless
World, and full technical informa-
tion on page 135 of May issue.

p.m. OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

The Walk -around Shop
52 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD LONDON W.I Telephone : LANgham 0141
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CITY SALE & EXCHANGE LTD

The new LOWTHER T.P.I0, 12 watts output,
push pull EL 34's, 7 to 70,000 c.p.s.
Motor control unit for above L20 £ 4 0
BARGAINS IN RECONDITIONED STOCK-
Leak V/S Long,Medium/Short save Decca P.A.6 push-pull amplifier in

tuner in perfect order E19 0 0 portable metal case 114
LeakTL/l2amplifier,varislope preamp. E25 0 0 Decca Deccala amplifier P.A.9 push -
Lowther TP.I corner speaker, latest pull throughout, complete in 2

model f75 0 0 portable cases 117 10
Acoustical QUAD amp. & control unit El 8 0 0 Tannoy I5in. speaker Ell 0

Connoisseur 2 -speed 33/78 £12 0 0 Barker I2in, I48A speaker unit E7 0

All second-hand apparatus can be exchanged within one month for other goods available, providing they are in the same condition as supplied.

93-94 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Phone: CENtral 9391/2

JULY, 1955

The High Fidelity
Specialists

NEW APPARATUS FROM STOCK
Leak TL.10 amplifier with Point One preamp. 27 gns. cash or E6 7 -.

deposit and 28,2 monthly.
R.D. Junior amplifier with preamp. E26 cash or E6 deposit and 25/7

monthly.
Collard 2010 new type transcription gram unit, I2in. turntable, long

arm with turnover transcription insert. f18/11/11 cash or £4;'11/11
deposit and 26/8 monthly.

Tannoy I2in. dual concentric corner speaker, contemporary style cabinet,
medium oak veneer. E46 gns. cash or f10/6/ -deposit and 48/7 monthly.

Pye CANTATA corner speaker, dark walnut veneer, 12 watts, 15 ohms.
35 gns. cash or £7115'- deposit and 37/1 monthly.

Chapman Fm.81 V.H.F., F.M. feeder 87.5 MC/S to 100 M/CS. £21 cash
or 1E5 deposit and 21/2 monthly.

Goodmans Axiom 150 Mark II I2in. double -cone speaker 15 watts.
E10 5 6.

Connoisseur 3 -speed motor, variable. E25/15/5 cash or 15/15/5 deposit
and 2517 monthly.

Also full stocks of GARARD, LOWTHER, ACOUSTICAL, DECCA, and
WHARFEDALE products.

PART EXCHANGE WELCOMED
Free van delivery within 20 miles radius of our shop.
Write for our list of reconditioned equipment

0 0

0

0
0

Barker I2in. unit in walnut veneered
cabinet L25

Connoisseur 3 -speed motor £17
Deccalian 3 -speed portable repro-

ducer, brown leatherette E27
Decca 3 -speed portable record player,

2 Xtal heads £10

O 0
O 0

O 0

0

in the new
Kelly range of
H.F. Reproducers
for the Trade
and Amateur

GEM. I0 o3CM JAMMU
Here is a radical advance in the development of high frequency
reproducing umts. It utilises an entirely new principle com-
pared with conventional moving -coil " tweeters." It gives
remarkably smooth response free from resonance throughout
its exceptionally wide frequency range. The main characteris-
tics are listed below-write for full details and recommendations.

Response 3,000-20,000 c/s

Power Capacity 10 watts
Impedance 15 ohms
Flux 10,000 Gauss
*Dynamic Mass 0.008 grams
*Force/mass ratio

4 x 10' dynes!gm.

LIST PRICE 12 GNS.

Horn loaded 1,000 c/s cut-off

*Equivalent l 3 00
moving -coil

5. x la;
dynes/gm.

units

Dimensions Elfin. x 51in. x 41 in.

Weight 8 lb.

/7/71"KELLY ACOUSTICS LIMITEDLAIL, L_7
295 REGENT'S PARK ROAD, LONDON, N.3. Phone FINCHLEY 6461

REPLACEMENTS
are sole distributors of the

PRICE ill 10

(inc. post and pkg.)

. o

Send 11- for "Rewind
and Replacement Hand-
book" giving full details of
transformer replacement

service.

R  A  E
Type C.I.A.
LINE OUTPUT

TESTER
Essentially a special purpose
oscilloscope, with a lin. dia-
meter screen, for checking
damping of TV line O.P.
transformers. Uses the
method of injecting a pulse
into the primary, and inspect-
ing the resulting wave train
on screen. One shorting itira
clearly shows on the screen.
Finished in durable bronze
hammer finish, with con-
trasting cream panel. Test
leads may be wound round
carrying handle. Measures
only 61in. x 4 in, x Sin. 200-
250 volts A.C. GUARAN-
TEED 12 MONTHS.
Indispensable to every Ser-
vice Engineer!

REPLACEMENTS
134/136 LEWISHAM WAY NEW CROSS S.E.I4 TiDeway 3696-2330
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5 Harrow Road, Paddington, W.2
PADdington 1008/9 and 0401

OPEN MONDAY to Sat. 9-6. THURS. i o'clock.
SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1955 28 - PAGE CATALOGUE

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS
3 Wave -band Superhet. Med., long and
short.
5 Latest Type MULLARD Valves.
4 Position Switching Gram., med., long,
and short.
Provision for Extension Speaker. A.C.
Mains. 110/250 volts.
Chassis 1 lie. x 7in. x 2fin. Scale Bin. Square.
Or Chassis 131 in. x 61 in. x 21 in. Dial 10in. x
Sfin. PRICE E10/5/-.

BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED.
CARR. PACKING AND INS. 10/,

G.E.C. RECORDING TAPE
600ft. Reels 10 -

EF50 (VR9IA)
The selected EF50, Red Sylvania, original boxes
10/- each. 901- for ten.

PYE 45 Mc/s. STRIP
TYPE 3583 UNITS

Size 15In. x gin. X 2in. Complete with 4.5 Mc/s. Py.
Strip, 12 valves 10 EF50, EB34 and EA50, volume
controls, and hosts of Resistors and Condensers
Sound and vision can be incorporated on this chassis
with minimum space. New condition. Modification
data supplied. Price £5. Carriage paid.

(CASE REMOVED FOR ILLUSTRATION)

CRYSTALS
200 kc/s, 2 pin, U.S.A. 10/-
465 kc/s, 2 pin, U.S.A. 10/-
500 kc/s, 2 pin, British 15/.

Holders for U.S.A. Types 1/6.

PHILIPS COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER P.C.R.3.

Brand New. In original cartons. Valves.
Frequency 12/560 metres. Less power unit.
Can be adapted for mains at cost of 35:-.

E10/10,-. Carr. 7/6.

"426 " CONTROL UNIT
Containing 4 EF50, 2 SP61, 2 EA50, I EB34,
2 -single -gang .0005 tuning condensers. W/W
volume/controls switches, condensers and
resistors. Size I2in. x 9in. x Sin. New con-
dition. 35/-, carr. 3/-.

"R.F. 26" F.M. CONVERTOR UNIT -88/100
We can now offer this self-contained
Unit comprising 6 Valves-2-6BA6
E89I , VR137, EF54, EF54. Two LF.
stages and separate local oscillator, also
Muirhead graduated vernier drive
assuring easy tuning.
COMPONENTS OFFERED TO COM-

PLETE F.M. UNIT
 New RF26 Unit with 9 valves

VR137. EF54, EF54, 131/15/-.
 Complete set of all components

for conversion Including 2 6BA6
and EB91, tuning condenser,
I.F.T.'s Osc. and coils. Resistors
and fixed condensers, plus wire and
tag strips, £411216.

 Instruction Book with technical
circuit and complete lay -out dia-
grams, 1/6.

 Voltage required 250 v. 60 ml.
6.3 2 amps.
Special offer of all above items
and gm, including circuit, £6/5/-. postage 3j-.

ALL ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY
 Charge for alignment when completed
 Assembled, aligned and ready for use

Coll for demonstration.

Mc/s.

7 6
£8 10 0

MEGGERS
EVERSHED WEE-MEGGER 0-50 meg

500 volt £B
15EVERSHED WEE-MEGGER 0.20 meg

250 volt £8 0 0
RECORD " MINOR " 0-20 meg. 500 volt £8 0 0
BOWTHORPE CONTINUITY METER 0-

5000 and 100-200,000 f2 £3 5 0
All in new condition and guaranteed.

I.C.C. .1 mid. 5/7,000 v. wkg., type CP58Q0, Bakelite
case, 7/6 each. B.I. .1 2,500 v. wkg. 4J-.

RECORD CHANGERS
3 -speed Auto -changer. Plays mixed records, cream
finish, well-known manufacturer, listed g16/10/ -
OUR PRICE £9/18/6 and P. & P.

AN/APA-1 CATHODE RAY INDICATOR AMPLIFIER
UNIT. Complete, comprising 3BP1 C.R.T., 7-6818&gts,
1-6116, 1-606, 1-2X2, 1-6X5, valves. Brand new,
£4/19/6 plus carriage 7/6.

U.S.A. INDICATOR UNIT Type BC929A
These Units are In absolutely new condition. In bleak
crackle cabinet 14iin. x gin. x gin. Complete with
3 BP1 C/R Tube, Shield and Holder 2-613N7GT;
2 6H6GT; 1 6X5GT; 1 2X2; 1 6G6, V/controls,
condensers, etc. Ideal for mope.
85/- Carr. & Packing 5/...

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
" 38 " WALKIE TALKIE SETS

We have purchased large quantity of the
above " 38 " Sets, and can now offer same
complete in case with 5 valves 4-VP23 and
ATP4, Throat Microphone, Headphones,
Junction Box and Collapsible Aerial in
absolutely new condition and guaranteed
Air Tested. Freq. range 7.4 to 9 MO.
Range approx. 5 miles. Voltage 150 v.
and 3 v. L.T.

59/6 CARR. 5;-.

Plessey 2iin. P.M. Speaker, 10/, Set 4 miniature
Valves IRS, 185, IT4, 384 (or 3V4 or 184), 27/8.
Miniature 2 gang .0005 condenser, 5/-.

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS

8'6
POST FREE

8'6
POST FREE

Ideal for tape recording and amplifiers. No
matching transformer required.

MORSE PRACTICE KIT
Complete with buzzer, mores tapper and battery
compartment on baseboard, 6/-, post paid.

RCA 931A PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELL AND MULTI-
PLIER. For facsimile transmission, eying spot
telecine transmission and research involving low
light -levels, 9 -stage multiplier. Brand new and
guaranteed, only £2,10/-. Special 11 -pin base 2/ -
Data sheets supplied.

VIBRATOR PACKS, ETC.
Input 12 v., output 200 v. gi 44 mA
Input 6 v., output 180 v. @ 40 mA
Vibrator Transformers 6 v. 180 v. 40 mA
Vibrator Transformers 6 v. 250 v. 80 mA.
Vibrator Transformers 12 v. 250 v. 80 mA
Vibrators 6, 12 or 24 v. 4 pin
Vibrators 6 or 7 pin synchronous
Vibrators 12 v. 7 pin synchronous
Vibrators 2 v. 7 pin synchronous

25/-
21/-
7/6
8/6
8/6
5/-

12/6
12/8
7/6

TRI196 RECEIVER
Receiver 27/73. This is a six -valve superhet receiver
with 465 kcis I.F.'s. Complete with all valves -
2 EF39, 2 ER32, 2 EF36, 1 EBC33. In brand new
condition with full conversion data. SPECIAL
OFFER, 27/8 (plus 2/6 carriage).

NEON INDICATOR LAMP
Siemens type VI132. Diameter It x his. Striking
volts 80 v. S.P.B.C. Mt post tree.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE I82A
Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray 6in. tube, complete
with Mu -metal screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61, and 1 5040
valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and quantity
of resistors and condensers. Suitable either for basis
oP television (full picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope
Offered BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packing
cases at 67/8. Plus 7/6 care. " Radio -Constructor"
'scope circuit included.

R.F. UNITS
R.F.24 20130 Mc/s. I5/-
R.F.25 40/50 Mc/s. 19/6
R.F.26 50/65 Mc/s. 35/-
R.F.27 60,'80 Mc//s. 35/ -

Brand new, carr. free.

U.S.A. PACKARD-BELL
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Complete with 6SL7GT-28D7GT, relay,
plugs, condensers, etc. Instruction booklet, I
Brand new 12/6, p.p. 2/-.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR139A. C/R. Tube. Brand new

in original cartons (carr. free)
VCR97. Guaranteed full T/V picture

(carr. 2/-)
VCR517C. Guaranteed full T/V picture
MU -METAL SCREENS for VCR97 or

517. P.P. 1/6
Bin. ENLARGER for VCR97 or 517.

P.P. 1/6
VCR97. Brand new and crated --slight

cut -off -Ideal for 'Scopes. Limited
quantity. Carr. 2/-.

El 15 0

£2 0
El 150 0

10 0

17 6

15 0

PHOTO CELLS G.S.I8. Brand new, 25/,

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE. ARTICLE., UP TO 10/-, 1/-. El, 1/6. £2, 2/-.
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THE NEW ARMSTRONG F.M.56
F.M. TUNER

85-95 Mc/s; High Impedance Output. Magic
Eye Tuning Indicator, L21.

ANIp THE ARMSTRONG F.C.48.
8 Valves, incl. 2 double triodes. 8 watts output.
Provision for using F.M. adaptor. Separate Bass
and Treble controls. 2 shorts, medium and
long wavebands L23 18 0
Or LB dep. and 29/2 monthly.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.
F.M. UNITS. By Lowther, Chapman and
Sound Sales.

ANOTHER NEW RELEASE.
Chapman Combined F.M. and A.M. Tuner
Unit. L32 10 -.

TRANSISTORS,
Mullard

0.C.51 Point type 30i -

0.C.713) Junction Types 40/-0.C.71
S.T.C.

3X300N do 40/-
3X302N do 50/ -

LEAK DYNAMIC PICK-UP with diamond
stylus.

Arm with L.P. or 78 head Ell 9 6

Extra head C7 15 3

Mumetal opsed trans. LI IS 0

ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS FOR:
Osram 912, Mallard 10 watt and Williamson
Amplifiers and Amos & Johnson F.M. Unit.

LATEST GRAMOPHONE UNITS
Collaro 3/554-3 sp. with Studio

Pick-up LEI 18 4
Collaro RC.54-3 sp. Auto, with

Studio Pick-up L13 4 2

Garrard 301-Transcription Unit -3
speed L25 3 6

Garrard TA -3 speed Gram. Unit
TO Head LI 0 16 0

Garrard R.C.80M 3 sp. Auto, with
Xcal T, 0 Pick-up LI7 9 6

Collaro 2010 Transcription Motor and
Turntable complete with 3 speed
Gear and Switch mounted on Rect-
angular Plate with Studio ' P ' High
Fidelity Pick-up E18 4 9

HIRE
PURCHASE
FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

B

"Q -MAX" CHASSIS CUTTERS
STILL the easiest and quickest way of cutting
holes in SHEET METAL.

each r
r: or r 11/6!

12/6;
lc, I i" or 1114/5.
If' or Ir 16/64

2 a's " 30/-
23" 35/-
I" square 23/-
Keys, small,: ..'

;

10d.; medium,
1).

1r

1;3; large, 1/9.4 --
Patent No. 619178

" 0 -MAX "
MODEL G.D.O.I.A

GRIP DIP
OSCILLATOR

is an ideal instrument
for the determina-
tion of tuned circuit
resonant frequency,
tuning transmitters
without application
of power, for the
determination of coil
mutual and stray
inductances and both
fixed and stray
capacitances. Covers
.5 to 300 Mc/s. in

eight ranges. PRICE: 12 Gns. Complete. (0
4 Gns. Dep. and 12 month y payments of 15/5.)

ER RY.
(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

25, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
Tel HOLborn 6231

Our 1955 En-
larged and Fully
Illustrated Cata-
logue of" Hi-Fi"
and Amateur
Equipment is
now available,
6d. post free.

Hermetically

sealed

transformers

for

tropical

conditions

STL TRANSFORMERS
incorporate sound design and are
manufactured to the highest standards
called for in the electronic and com-
munication fields. Consult us for

your next transformer requirements.

STEWART TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
75 KILBURN LANE, LONDON, W.I0 LADbroke 2296/7

ASK ARTHURS FIRST
* NEW VALVES sgoddr.°:;2,21;11;,!: short

Electrical

We have probably the largest variety of valves in
the country. Let us know your requirements.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7 L19 10 0
Avo Model 8 £23 10 0
Signal Generator, Mains and Battery

Models L30 0 0
Electronic Test Meter L40 0 0
Valve Characteristics Meter L60 0 0

Also full range TAYLOR METERS List on request.

VALVE MAN U ALS0

Mullard ...............
5

........ S 0

°C;s7arnrn .. .... ...... 2 ... 10 0

Brimar, No. 5... 5 0

Mazda, Part 2...... 2 0

Mallard Valve
Replacement
Guide ............ 2 6

Art and Science in

Sound Reproduc-
tion by F. H.

Brittain, D.F.H.62

Postage 6d. each extra.

Leak TOO Amp'ifier and
"Point One" Preampli-
fier complete L28

Chapman Tuning Units L16
Leak Tuning Unit L35

7 L

0 0

6 3

Terms: C.O.D. or Cash with order.
Goods offered subject to being unsold
and to price alteration.

NOW EXHIBITING AND
DEMONSTRATING - HIGH
FIDELITY SOUND REPRO-
DUCTION

EST.
1919

THUR
OR

GRAY HOUSE, 1.50-A15R2 CIDOL:ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765 Cables: TELEGRAY, LONDON
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C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS

Designed to cover practically every demand for Trans-
formers for Cathode Ray Tubes having Heater/Cathode
short circuit or for C.R. Tubes with falling emission.
Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 :1.25 giving
a 25% boost on Secondary.
2 volt 10/6 each With Tag
4 volt 10/6 each Panel and
6.3 volt 10/6 each Solder Tags
10.8 volt 1016 each
13.3 volt 10/6 each
Type B. Maine Input 220/240 volts. Multi Output
0-2-4-6.3-7.3-10 and 13 volts. Input has two tape which
increase output volts by 25% and 50% respectively.
This transformer is suitable for most Cathode Ray
Tubes. The MOST versatile Low Capacity C.R. Trans-
former with Universal Output. With Tag Panel
and Solder Tags. 21/- each.
Type C. A most useful low capacity wound trans-
former for use with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
Input 230/240 volts. Output 2-25.21.25-3 volts at

amps. With Tag Panel and Solder Tags 17/6 each,
All Isolation Transformers are individually boxed.
labelled and clearly marked with relevant data.

Volume Controls
Midget type. Long
spindles. Guaranteed 1
year. All values 10,000
ohms to 2 Meg -ohms.
No Sw. S.P.Sw. D.P.Sw.
3/-. 4,- 4/9

COAXIAL PLUGS 1/2
SOCKETS
DOUBLE SOCKETS 1/2
OUTLET BOXES 4/6

80 CABLE COAXIAL
STANDARD fin. diam.
Coaxial GRADE7.1

 U. yd.
SPECIAL
Semi -air spaced Polythene
insulated. fin. diameter.
StraLesnesdeedut

50%.. 9d. yd.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d. ) 80
TWIN SCREENED BALANCED FEEDER 1/- yd.f ohms
50 OHM COAXIAL CABLE, 8d. per yd. lin. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, 50, 70 pf., 9d. 100 pf., 150 pf.,
1 3: 250 pf., 1/6; 600 p1.. 750 Pi, 1/9.
RESISTORS. -All values: 10 ohms to 10 meg.. 1 w., dd.;

te., 6d.: 1 te., 8d.; 2 wo
HIGH STABILITY, lk w. 1%, 2'-. Preferred values 100
ohms to 10 Meg.
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS -Beet Makes Miniature
Ceramic Type -5 w., 15 ohms to 10K.. 119; 10 w., 20 ohm
to 10K., 2/3; 15 w., 30 ohms to 10 K., 2/9: 5 w. Vitreous,
12 K. to 25 K., 3/-.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 8 WATT LAB. COLVERN, ETC.
Pre -Set Rio. T.V. Type
Knurled Slotted Knob.
All values 25 ohms to 30
K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 4/,
Ditto Carbon Track 50 K.
to 2 meg., 31-.

Standard Size Pots, 21in.
Spindle High Grade. All
Values, 100 ohms to 50 K..
5/6; 100 K., 6/6.
W/W EXT. SPEAKER
CONTROL 1011,

0/P TRANSFORMERS -Heavy Duty 70 mA., 4/6. Ditto
tapped Primary, 4/9. Multiratio, QPP, push pull 6/6.
Tapped mall pentode, 3/9.
L.F. CHOKES 15/10 H. 60/65 mA., 5/-; 25/20 H. 100/120
mA., 11/6; 20/16 H. 120/150 tar... 12/6. MAINS TRANS.
350-0-350, 80 mA., 6.8 v. tapped 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. tapped 4 v.
2 a., ditto 250-0-250, 21/-. AMPLIFIER TRANS. 250-0-
250 v. 50 mA. 6.3 v. 2 a.. 17/6. HEATER TRANS. -
Tapped prim., 2001250 v. 6.3 v. 15 amp., 7/6, tapped sec.
5, 4, 6.3 v., 11. amp., SIB.

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT. -Famous make, precision
engineered. Size only 11in.x 3/16in. Bargain Price
6/6. No transformer required.

SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded anodised metal, 12in
x 12in., 41-. EXT. LB. -Switched Socket, on -off and
parallel switching, complete with plug, 2/-.
COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. Zia. x 12in. push
fitting, 2/6 doz., p. & p. 9d.
MAINS LEAD. -3 yds. Twin Twisted Maroon Flex. 1/-.
'2 yd. Non -kink Appliance Leads. Bargain 1/3.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/220 v. or 230/250 v.,
14/11. TYANA TRIPLE THRES-Complete with detach-
able bench stand, 19/6. 200/220 v. or 230/250 v.
NEW SOLON MIDGET IRON. -25 w., 22/-. IDEAL FOR
RADIO CONSTRUCTORS. 200/220 v. or 230/250.
MIKE TRANSE.-Ratio 50 1, 3/9 ea.. new and boxed.
V'HOLDERS-Pax:Int. Oct., 4d.; EP50, EA50, 8d.;
B12A CRT. 1/3. Moulded: Int. Oct. 6d.; B70, 94.; with
screening can 1/6; BOA, B8G, B9A, 1,-; VCR97, 2/6.
Ceramic: EF50, B7G, 1/-. Paxolin ENG. and AMER.
5-, 7- and 9 -pin, etc., 11-.
Nuts, Bolts and Washers, 12 of ea. 1/- packets, 2, 4 or 8 B.A.
TAG STRIPS -2- or 3 -way, 2d.; 4- or 5 -way, 3d.: 6 -way,
441.; 9- or 10 -way, 6d. eta. 28 way, 1/6.
TOGGLE SWITCHES EX -GOVT.-" On -Off," 9d. Ersin
M'core solder 60/40, 16 g. or 18 g., 5/6; * lb., 44, yd T.C.
wire, 18 to 22 a.vr.g., 2/-: lb. P.V.C. Connecting wire, 8
colours. Single or Stranded, 2d. yd. 2 K. 5 w. H.D. w/w Pots,
416. 25 K., Colvem w/w Pot. lin. spindle, 2/6.
SCREENED GRID CAPS I. Oct. or Maeda, 6d. ea.
BULGIN HIGH VOLTAGE VALVE CAPS, I. Oct.. 1/-.
FUSES.-15in. all values 60 mA. to 10 a., 6d.
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, tin., 13.1.; 10d.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES.-Epicyclic ratio 6 1, 2/3.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG (8 -pin), with cover, 1/3.
200-250 Volt SELECTOR SOCKET (2in. x lin.) with
Plug V, PILOT LAMPS. -6.3 v..3 a., 84.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3in. x 111n. Adj. Sliders, .3 amp.
750 ohms, 4/3..2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 413.
LINE CORD. -.3 amp., 60 ohms, per foot, .2 amp., 100
ulnae per toot, 2 way, 116 a yard; 3 -way, 1/8 a yard.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
S.W. 16 m.-50 m. LATEST MULLARD
M.W. 200 m.-550 m. ECH 42, EF41.
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 m. NBC 41, EL 41, EZ40.
Brand New and Guaranteed, with 1014. P.M. Speaker,
A.C. 200/250 v. Four position Wavechange Switch.
Short -Medium -Long -Gram. Slow Motion Tuning.
Speaker and Pick-up connections. High Q iron -dust
cored coils, 465 he/s I.F. Latest circuit technique
delayed. A.V.C. and Negative feedback. Output
4.2 watts. 3 ohms output transformer on chassis.
Chassis size 131 x 51. x 2}in., Glass Dial-10in. x
41in., horizontal or vertical type available, lit by
2 Pilot Lamps. Colour Black Station names; L.W.
Green, M.W. Red, S.W. White. Four Knobs supplied.
Walnut or Ivory to choice, aligned and calibrated.
Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE 210/15/,
Carriage and Insurance, 416. (Without 10In. Speaker,
59/15/-. Carr. a Ms., 4/6.) A.C.-D.C. 101- extra.

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE CHASSIS

PRICE Carriage Paid £9 . 19 6
Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Autoehanger Mixer Unit
for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal Head
with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays 4,000 records.
Sprung mounting. Baseboard required, 151 in. a
Height Olin. Depth 2in. Superb Quality.

SIMILAR MODEL. -3 speed Single Record unit
with Acos 37 Turnover Head, each Sapphire Stylus
plays 2,000 records. Starting Switch Automatically
places Pick-up on records, 7in., 10in. or 12in. Auto
Stop. Baseplate 12in. x Olin. Height 2tin. Depth
Ills. Price 27/15/6, post tree.

55/15/- CONVERT YOUR RADIO. Playing desk
151n. x 321n. x lin. Walnut finish, drawer front
with 78 r.p.m. motor, turntable and pick up. Press
lever start places pick up on records 10in. or 12in.
Auto Stop. Brand New in original makers boxes.
55/15/-. car, free.

STOP PRESS-B.S.R. MONARCH 3 -SPEED MIXER
CHANGER. ACOS GP.37 XTAL HEADS. -Baseboard,
141n. x 12in. Height 51in. Brand New in Maker's Boxes,
29/19/6, post free.

7/6 VALVE SALE 7/6
New Imported and Es Government. All guaranteed by us.
1R5, 165, 1T4, 184, 3S4, 3V4, 6AM6, 6F12, 6BE6,
6BW6, 6K7M, 6K8. 60A7, 65L7, 6V6, 6%4, CO, 767,
0D3, 12AX7, 807, EC91, EF39, EF91, EF92, EL32,
HVR2A, PEN25, U22, UF41. AT 8/8: 5174, 5Z4,
i3AK5, OATS, 6C9, 6L6, 6Q7, 69E7, 80, ECH42,
Sylvania EF50, MUld. AT 10/6: ECL80, EF80, EL41.

RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard fitting 7"

Plastic reels. Brand new boxed 17/6

COMMERCIAL T.V. CONVERTOR. BAND III. With
Self .contained power pack, just plug in, full instruc-
tions supplied. An Aerialite Rainbow product. 59/10/.

T/V PRE -AMP. --Channel 1. Easily modified for
other Channels or Converter use. Midget Chase's,
41 x21 0 11. Complete with EF42 or 0F13 valve,
coaxial lead, Belling plug and Octal ping. Ready for
use. Brand new Mfrs. Surplus. Listed 63/15/...
Special Clearance Price. 21/-. Buy Yours Now.

YE Aerial Plug and Socket, 1/6 Pr.
Sin. RADIO SCREWDRIVERS. -Sheffield made blade,
21ln. x En. Ins. handle 3,000 v. 454. each.
CONDENSERS. -New Stock .001 mfd. 6 kV. T.C.C.,
5/8. Ditto, 12.5 kV., 9/8; 2 pf. to 500 p1. Mica, Ed.; .001
Mica or Tub. 500 v..01 Sprague 500 v., .02 600 v., .1 mid.
350 v. Tub., 94,; Hunts Moldseal 500 v. .005, 9d.; .05
mid. and .1 mid., 1/-. .25 mid., 1/6. .1 mid., 600 v.
113; Tubular .5 mfd. 500 v., 1/9.
CERAMIC CONDENSERS, 500 v. S pf. to .01 mfd., 1/-.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%, 500 v.
5 pi. to 500 pf., 1/, 600 p1. to 3,000 pt.. 1/3.
DITTO 1%, 500 v.
1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9. 515 pt. to 1,000 pt 21,

ELECTROLYTIC/I ALL TYPES NEW STOCK.
Tubular Wire Ends
1/275

v. 2/3. /

.

22-2/450 v3
4/ v 21-
8/450 v. 213
8/500 v. 2/9
10/500 v. 2/6
181500 v. 4/-
321350 v. 41-
32/500 . 5/6
25125 vv 1/9
50/25 v. 1/9
50/50 v. 21-
8+8/500 v. 4/6
8+16/500 v. 516
16+16/500 v. 6/.

32+32/350 v. 5 -
32+32/500 v. 7:6
Can Types, Clips, 3d.
16/450 v. 3/6
32/350 v. 4/-
60/350
250/350 v. 8/6
8+16/450 v. 5,-
8+16/500 v. 5/6
16+16/450 v. 5/8
16+16/500 v. 616
32+32/350 v. 4/6
32 +32/275 v. 4/6
92+32/450 v. 8/8
60+100/350 v. 11/6
100+200/275 v. 1216

SPECIALS, Can Types. 500 mfd. 12 v., 3/-; 1,000 mfd

mfd.1,O0 v., 4/-

1 500 mid. 6 v., 4/6; 1 mfd. 1.5
kV. T.C.C., 316. Type 512 screw base, 8 mfd. 500 v., 3/-;

BENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY -BACK
VOLTAGES. K3/25 2 kV., 4/3; K3/40 3.2 kV., 61'; K3/45.
3.6 kV., 6/8; K3/50 4 kV., 7/3; K3/100 8 kV., 12/6;
K3/160 14 kV., 18/-. MAINS TYPE. -121,11, 125 v., 60 to -A.

275
4/-;

16/ -
TV.

4/9; RMS. 120 mA., 5/9; RM4 250 V.

T1 / typeAERIALS.IaP., Aerialite, all channels in stock. Indoor

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer 8/8
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way 216
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way 3/6
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way 3/6

KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory.
11in. diem., 1/6 each. " Focus," "Contrast," " Brit,
haat," " Brilliance -On -00," " On -Off, " Volume,"
" Vol.On-Off," " Tone," "Tuning," "Treble,'
" Bass," " Wavechange," " Radio -Gram," " S."
H., L., Gram.," " Record -Play," " Brightness." Ditto
not engraved, 1/- each. Size " B " lin. engraved,

.-Brown with w its marking ins, small

CP904118N112I..Epe-iiliCi-;i

Sd.

P  type, 2 / 6 each. Midget " Q " Type
adj. dust core, 3/6 each. All ranges in stock.
OSMOR COIL PACKS, MO., 48/-. etc.
J.B. DIAL ASSEMBLIES, BLS, 26/8, etc.
PIFCO A.C.-D.C. MULTI -RANGE TESTNETER, 29/6.
REACTION COND.- .0001, .0003, .0005 md., 3/6 ea.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 e.w.g. Plain, undrilled.
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing holes.
Strong and soundly constructed with 2lin. sides.
7in. x 4in., 416; llin. x 7in., 8/9; 13in. x Sin., 8/6;
14in. x llin., 1018; and 18 x 16in. x 3in., 18/6.

PULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM xterwans.-
2. 6 or 12 v. 11 amp., 819; 2 a. 11/3; 4 a., 1718. F.W.
only 6 v., 1 a. (9 v.-0-9 v. A.C). 5/6.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped Input 200/250 v.
for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v., II amp., 1316. 4 amp.. 21/-.
ACID HYDROMETER. -New ex -Govt. Unbreakable.
Packed in metal case, 7in. x 1110. dia., 416.
H.F. MIDGET CHOKES -14 51../L. 2/6 each.
BRUdISTORS.-CE1 for 3 a. heater chains, 3/8. CZ2 for
.15 a., or.2 a., 2/6. CZ3, 1/6.
COFFER ENAMEL WIRE.-} lb. 18 to 20 e.w.g., 2/-;
22 to 28 e.w.g., 2/8; 30 to 40 s.w.g., 3/6.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 3/9 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -.0005 mid. midget
with trimmers, 8/6; 375 pf. midget less trimmers, 8/6;
.0005 Standard size with trinuners and feet, 9/-; lees
trimmers, 8/-; ditto, soiled, 2/6.
SLEEVING.-Various colours, 1, 2 min., 24,; 3, 4 mm.,
3d. yd.; 6 mm., 54. yd.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 8 OHM. 5in. 16/6. Oils.. 17/6.
Goodman Eliptical 7 x 4, 18/8. 814., 19/6. 10in., 251,
61in. Goodmans with trans, 21/-. Famous make 10iu.,
10 watt heayv duty speakers, 3 ohm, Aluminium voice coil,
39/6. Bin. Mains energised, 2.5 K. or 2 K ohm held. with
tapped output trans., 24/6; lose trans., 21/-.
CRYSTAL DIODE. -Germanium, C.E.C., 3/6.
H.R. PHONES -(E -grade Amer.), 15/6 Pr.
S. G. BROWN'S, 4,000 ohms, 15/8 Pr.

I VCR97TESTEDFULLP1CTURE£2

I. F. TRANSFORMERS
WEARITE TYPE 500. 465 Kra., adjustable 450
470 Kcs., size 31in. x lain. G value 110.

BRAND NEW. 10/6 PAIR

We have no connection with any other firm. Please address all correspondence correctly as below.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Phone THO 1665 (after 6 p.m. 4198.) Buses 133 or 68 pass door

301 WHITE HORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. I p.m.)

P. & P., 6d. LI orders post free. C.O.D. Service 1/6.
48 -hour postal service Lists S.A.E.
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HANNEY OF BATH
OSRAM 912. Lab. resistors, 3214; T.C.C. condensers, 55/-; PARTRIDGE Com-
ponents with loose lead terminations. Mains trans., 44/-; Choke, 29/6; Output
trans., 76/9 (price includes Partridge carriage/packing charge). Denco 16 S.W.G.
Ali. chassis with bronze printed panel, 21/-; W.B. output tram.. 32/-; A.B. Switch.,
14/- pr.; VALVES: Z.729, 23/3; U.709, 16/7; B.309, 23/3; Two N.709 matched,
34/6. Small parts (each), T.17, 5d.; L.734, 2/6; L.356, 3/6: L.1001/W, 4/6 pr;
K.370, 1/6; veri393/0, 2/-; 9.17011.t, 2/6; P.73.4/6; P.437, 6/6; C.114. 4/-; 5.300
PD, 6/-; McMurdo valveholdere. 1/-.
Oomplete kit of parts for the 912, as above, 221.

MITLLARD 519. Erie resistor/pots, 37/6; T.C.C. Condensers, 45/-; Elston mains
trans., 38/-; Elston output trans. (6000 or 8000G), 45/-; Denco drilled chassis,
14/6; Printed front panel, 616; VALVES: EF.86, 23/3; ECC.83, 23/3; GZ.30,
13/11; EZ.80. 13/11; Two EL.84, matched, 34/6; Small parts (Buten and Belling -
Lee), - each. Knobs with dial, 3/-; Mains switch, 319; Fuse holder, 4/-; Pilot lamp
holders 2/6; Mains Piekt, 4/6; Input P/S,2/6; Output P/S,4/-; V.1 tag board,
2/3; V2-3-4 tag board, 4/.; McMurdo valveholders, V-. Complete set of parts for
the Mullard 510, as above. 214/14/-.
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER. All parts available as previously advertised.

MAXI-Q-DENCO F.M. FEEDER UNIT. Chassis set 7/6; Coiled, 11/9; 10.7 Me/s
IF's, 6/- each; Ratio discrirn. trans. 12/6; Phase discrim. trans., 91-. Technical
Bulletin giving circuit, point-to-point wiring, etoo 119 P.F.

C OILPACKS. DENCO, CP 4/L and CP 4/M, 33/4; CP 3/370 pf. and CP 3/500 pt.,
42/8. (MAWR " Q " HO, 481-; LM. 40/-; Batt., 50/-; TRF, 40/-; HE stage for
HO pack. 20/-; ETA 4 -station pack, 43/8. We stock COILS by Weymouth, Osmor,
Wearite, Denco and R.E.P.

WIDE ANGLE COMPONENTS. ALLEN. Teleklng Chassis, 50/-; Collects (TX and
Super -Visor), 44,5; L0.308. 40/-; F0.305. 21/-; DC.300o., 39/8; FC302, 31/-;
GL.16 and 18,7/6 each; SC.312, 21/-; AT.310, 30/-; OP.117. 9/-; BT.314, 15/-;
DENCO Chassis Magnav/ew, 37/6; Chassis, Super -Visor,51/6; Coil sets Magnaview,
41/2; Wa/DCAL 43/-; WA/FCA1. 311-; WA/LCI and WC1, 716 each; WA/FMA1,
21/-; WA/LOT1, 42/-; WA/FBT1, 16/-.

SUNDRIES. Pre-set controls, 3 -watt wire wound, all values 1011 to 30K0, 3/ -each.
Ditto 0 -watt carbon, SORG to 211I0, 3/. each. Denco 11T0.1 Test Oscillator with
valve, 751-, Denco TPA.1, TV pre -amp, with valve, 29/6. Also over 100 values In
close tolerance Silver Micas. 20.000 Erie resistors ex -stock in all preferred values
and wattage.

Send S.A.E. for list. Please add 2/- to all orders under £3 (any excess returned).

L. F. HANNEY
77 LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH

Tel.: 3811

MAGNETIC RELAYS
-The P.O. 3000 TYPE

remains the most popular and widely used
relay of all.

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE AND BUILT
TO SPECIFICATION

Tropical or jungle finish if required

Prototypes at short notice and reasonable
deliveries on quantities.

Stocks also held of A/C relays, high-speed,
sealed and open.

* LARGE STOCKS OF KEY SWITCHES *

ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS
P.O. MAJOR TYPE

Any DIC resistance 17/6 each

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD.
PERCY STREET LONDON W.I
MUSEUM 7960 LANGHAM 4821

THE OUTPUT MUST BE RESTRICTED
to maintain the waveform, so say all the books. But not so with the
HATFIELD oscillator, nor is it necessary to work near the point
of instability.
COMPLETE STABILITY, LESS THAN 0.28 of I% distortion, R.M.S.
output voltage 50% greater than the H.T. voltage, I valve, I coil,
simple circuit.
Sounds, incredible, but it is GUARANTEED.
Send for copy of N.P.L. report and see our ad. in April issue of
" W.W." The HATFIELD oscillator is now made with 3 output
impedances to suit any Head on the market. 45 KO to 50 Kc/s.
TAPE RECORDISTS! Are you Completely satisfied with your
recordings! Bad waveform in an oscillator can cause DISTORTION
due to intermodulation, NOISY BACKGROUND due to D.C.
component in an asymmetrical waveform and INTERFERENCE
with radio due to harmonics beating with incoming signal. The
fundamental cannot do this!
COIL, complete with circuit, 10/6 post free. Patent app. for.

BIAS REJECTOR COILS
Even a small amount of bias frequency getting into the amplifier
can cause a lot of trouble, and nearly all tape recorders need a rejector
coil to prevent this.
COIL, complete with instructions, Sj6 post paid.

MOTEK TAPE DECKS
The famous K6 deck; twin track, two speed, with push buttons
and electronic braking, is a beautifully finished job at only E19/19/-.
Post free. Or E3 down and 12 monthly payments of 21/10/-.

TAPE AMPLIFIERS
The HATFIELD amplifier is complete with oscillator as above, and
magic eye, less speaker, at L12/15/.. Or 4/10/. down.

COMPLETE RECORDERS
The HERGA recorder incorporates ALL the above items together
with a first-class crystal mike and one reel of SCOTCH BOY tape
in an attractive two-tone portable cabinet, absolutely complete at
39 gns. Or El down and 12 payments of E3.

Further details and M.P. forms from:

HATFIELD RADIO
78 STROUD GREEN RD., LONDON, N.4

BELCLERE
MINIATURE

INPUT, OUTPUT
AND INTERSTAGE

TRANSFORMERS
We specialise in ;he manufacture of coupling transformers to customers'
requirement.... An illustrated brochure describing the range of transformers
we manufacture will gladly be sent on request.
Illustrated above is a standard input transformer type " E " size lin. x

x is. overall, available with varnish dip finish, encapsulated block
form, or in mu -metal screening can

Quick delivery-low prices-maximum efficiency.

JOHN BELL & CROYDEN, 117 HIGH STREET, OXFOtD
Telephone: 47072. Cables: Belclere, Oxford.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP

NEW AND SECOND-HAND
Technical Boohs

Foyles have Departments for Gramophone Records,
Stationery, Handicraft Tools and Materials, Music,

Magazine Subscriptions, Lending Library.
119-125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Gerrard 16.6a (Id lines) * Open p-6 (Thurs. 9-7)
Nearest Station : Tottenham Court Road
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SUPERIOR RADIO SUPPLIES
DEPT. WW/JY, 37, HILLSIDE, STONEBRIDGE, N.W.10. ELGAR 3644

High Class Cabinets THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S

SUPERIOR BUREAU BATTERY PORTABLE Ideal for Tape Recorders
The SUPEREX

55 ATTACHE S. R. BUREAU
BUILDING COST £7.15.0 Plus 3/6 P.P.

ilk .

...

An elegant
cabinet in

--. ......
_

richly figured wal-
nut veneer, internal

panels in polished sycamore. A drop front
1

......
-,... ;...

lid covers a sloping, uncut control panel A fine
(I4in. long x 10,fin. high) alongside which multi -purpose cab -
is an uncut base -board (171in. long x inet, finished in well
13fin. Back to Front). The inside of the figured walnut veneer and built to the
drop front lid is panelled in beige leatherette.
In the lower part of the cabinet are two

 Outstanding Quality
 7 x 4in. Elliptical Speaker highest standards of workmanship. A

blank motor -board size, (16in. long x !Sin.
large storage cupboards (I31 in. high, Thin.
wide, 16fin. deep). The lid and cupboard
handles are in chased florentine bronze.

 First Class Reception
 4 Valve Battery Superhet
 Long and Medium Waves

deep). Available prepared Unpolished or
Polished.

Overall dimensions (33in. high, 34in. long,  Cabinet 10fin. x filin. x Sin. Price E16/10/. Polished. f13/10 /- Unpolished.

16fin. deep). Price E17. Plus 15/- carr. Send 1/6 for " Superex 55 " Construction Plus 15/- Carr. Send for Cabinet Leaflet,
Send for Cabinet Leaflet. Booklet.

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D.
Extra charge for C.O.D. U.K. and N. PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME Shop open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Sat -

Ireland only. urday, I p.m. Thursday.

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.
164 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Export enquiries welcomed.

TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG TKI2 70 gns.

GRUNDIG TKS 45 gns.

GRUNDIG TK8I9 95 gns.
GRUNDIG TK820/3D 98 gns.
FERROGRAPH 2A/N 76 gns.
VORTEXION 2A 80 gns.
VORTEXION 2B £99

SUPER EDITOR SS gns.

ACE BATTERY E52

The following Recording Tapes
are available from stock.

1,750ft. 1,200ft. 600ft.

FERROGRAPH
£3131.

FERROGRAPH
GRUNDIG BASF
SCOTCH BOY
EMI 77
EMI 88
AGFA
GAEVERT

45/. 26/9

40/- 25/-

35/- 21/-

48/. -
35/- 21/-

37/6 22/6

351. 21/.
PURETONE 20/. -
FERROVOICE Paper 22/6 -

Plastic 32/6

Empty Spools for all the above
3in, up to fifin.

Immediate delivery from stock.

RECORD REPRODUCING
EQUIPMENT

COLLARO TRANSCRIPTION
Model 2010 PX £18 II it

RC54 E13 4 2
554 Unit E8 18 4

GARRARD UNITS
RCBOM AC E17 9 6
RCBOM AC/DC £26 3 5
301 Transcrip £25 3 6
Type TA/AC LIO 16 0
Type TAB with Decca

heads E14 0 II
CONNOISSEUR

Variable 3 speed E25 15 5

SPEAKERS
W.B. STENTORIAN

HF.610 a 10 6
HF.810 E3 0 6
HF.9I2 fl 9 6
HF.I012 tapped coil,

3, 7.5 or 15 ohms E3 17 6
GOODMANS

Axiom 150 Mk. II LIO 5 6
Axiom 102 E9 18 2

E6 12 I

E14 14 0
Axiom 101
Axiom 22

WHARFEDALE
WI 5CS
Super 12 CS/AL
W12CS
Golden 10 CSB
Super 5 and 8 CS/AL E6 13
Bronze 10in. E4 12
Bronze 8in. E3 4

W.B. Crossover Unit LI 10
W.B. Tweeter Unit E4 4

07 10 0
Ell 10 0
49 IS 0
E8 6 7

3
9
0
0
0

TEST EQUIPMENT
AVO

Model 8 E23 10
Model 7 (latest) 419 10
Uniminor Mk. II £10 10
Electronic Meter E40 0
Wide Band Sig/Gen. E30 0
Valve Characteristic

Meter MK III £75 0
D.C. Minor E5 5
10kV Multiplier for

Model 8 E3 5
Carrying Cases for

Models 7, 8 and 40 E3 0

ADVANCE
H.I (Sig/Gen) E25 0 0
E.2 (Sig/Gen) £28 0 0
P.I £19 19 0

COSSOR
Oscilloscope 1035 E120 0 0
Oscilloscope 1052 El04 0 0
Volt: Calibrator 1433 £18 5 0

TAYLOR
All new Taylor Test Gear in

stock.

PICK-UPS
ACOS HGP20 /3 8 8

DECCA
X.M.S. Magnetic E6 9 5

CONNOISSEUR
Super L/weight E9 9 11

Spare Heads E3 7 10
COLLARO STUDIO

Type 0 or P E3 14 8

Tel.: TEMple Bar 7587.
Covent Gdn. 1703

Cables: Modcharex, London.
Prompt attention to post orders.

LEAK PICK UP
2 Heads with Dia-

mond Stylus £20 19
FERRANTI

With L.P. £25 10

MICROPHONES
ACOS

Mic 22 (Crystal) L2 2
Mic inserts for above...E1 0
Mit 33-I E2 10
Mic 35-I (Crystal) fl

LUSTRAPHO NE
M/C High Imp £5 IS
LFV59 E8 18

RESLO
URA Ribbon El 5
RVA Ribbon 49 0
VMC (low imp.) E6 0

FILM INDUSTRIES
Ribbon L8 IS

MICROPHONE STANDS
Floor, 3 extensions L3 12
Table Stand El 5

LEAK AMPLIFIERS
TL.I0 complete f28 7
Point I, TL.I2 E28 7
Point 2, TL.25 f34 7

QUAD, Mk. II E42 0
MULLARD £18 18
E.A.R., 4 watt E9 9
TRIX, 4 watt E16 10

ALL GARRARD, CONNOIS-
SEUR, DECCA and COLLARO
HEADS, SAPPHIRE and DIAMOND
STYLI for the above HEADS NOW

AVAILABLE
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Best Buy at Britain's
SENSATIONAL SPECIAL OFFER!

R.C.A. AMPLIFIERS
MODEL M1-11220

* Manufactured by world famous Radio Corporation of
America.

* Brand new and unused.
* Power output 12 watts at 5-7.5-15-600.Q.
* Valve line up, 2 of 6L6, 4 of 6J7, 1 of 5U4.
* Tapped transformer for use on 190-250 volts A.C.
* Grey crackled case, size 17 x 11 x 9in.

ONLY £9 . I9. 6 Plus 10/6 carriage
(LESS VALVES, AS SHIPPED BY MAKERS)

COLLINS TRANSMITTERS, Type TCS. 1.5 to 12 Mc/s. in 3 switched
ranges. Calibrated V.F.O. and 4 Xtal. Oat. positions. Plate and aerial
current meters. Built-in aerial matching. C.W. or R/T. Complete
with 3 I2A6's and 4 I625's. Amazingly compact, size only 131 x 9f x 10;in.
deep. Ideal for Ham or marine use. Price E25. External power supply
required.
TR-50-XM TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER UNITS. 1.5 to 12 Mc/s.
Housed in common case, size 22in. high x 20in. wide x I4in. Weight 130 lb.
V.F.O. and 5 Xtal positions. Ideal for marine use. Super job, price £60.
TRANSMITTERS Type 12. Super table -topper. A.C. mains, £20
plus El carriage.
MARCONI COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS Type CRI00.
Thoroughly overhauled and reconditioned. £30 plus El carriage.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS Type 9.1155. Brand new R1155
" A " L11/1916; R1155 " 8 " with super slow-motion drive,E12/10:-;
trawler band models" L "and " N " also available, price£17/19/6. Carriage
10/6 extra all sets.
A.C. MAINS POWER PACKS AND OUTPUT STAGE for RI 155's.
Type " A " f4/10,-; Type " B " with Sin. built-in speaker, E5/5/-; De luxe
type " C " in special black crackled cabinet. With 8in. speaker, L6/10/-.
Carriage: " A," 3/6; " B " and " C," 5/-. Send S.A.E. for full details
of sets, power packs and special money -saving offer. Booklet 1/3.
EDDYSTONE ROTARY POWER UNITS. In grey metal case.
Input 12 v. D.C. Output 180 v. at 60 m/a. Complete with all smoothing
and filtering. Absolutely BRAND NEW, 19:6 plus 2/6 postage.
SYLVANIA OSCILLOSCOPES Type 112. A.C. mains. Sin. C.R.T.
Push-pull deflection and all facilities. In first class working order and
condition. E30.
COSSOR GANGING OSCILLATORS. A.M./F.M. Sig. Gen. cover-
ing 70 Kc/s. to 20 Mc/s. A.C. mains. For callers (only few available).
E4/19/6.
FURZEHILL B.F.O. AUDIO GEN. 0 to 10 Kc/s. Metered push-pull
output. 2 W. into 10 or 600 Ohms. A.C. mains. £12/101- plus 101 -
carriage.
L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Standard Pri. Type "A," 30 v. 36 a. Type
" B," 50 v. 16 a. Wt. 24 lb. BRAND MEW, SS/- plus 5/- carriage. Type
"C," 5-0-5 v., 5-0-5 v. and 5-0-5 v. all at 5 a. Wt. 12 lb. BRAND NEW
39/6.
SUPER ADMIRALTY H.T. TRANSFORMERS. Standard Pri.
Sec. 620-550-375-0-375-550-620 v. (620 v. at 200 mja., 550 v. at 250 mja.).
Two 5 v. 3 a. rectifier windings. Upright mtg. Wt. 24 lb. Total rating
278 V.A. BRAND NEW, 42/6.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. For VCR97, etc. Standard Pri. Output
2.5 kV., 4 v. 2 a. and 4 v., 2 a. C.T., 35 - plus 2/. postage. Output 2 kV.
only. Upright mtg., 15/- plus 2 - postage.
INDICATOR TYPE I82A. Indicator contains 3 EF50, I 5U4G, 4 SP6I
and a /64in. C.R.T. Type VCR 517, complete with Mu Metal -screen, 9
wire wound pots, with large assortment of resistors and condensers.
Can be converted to Oscilloscope (as described in " Radio Constructor ").
Circuit supplied. Tubes have no " Cut-off " and can be demonstrated
to callers. BRAND NEW (less relays). In original transit case, 67/6
plus 76 carriage.

All bargains advertised last month still available.

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd.
1 1 UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE
LONDON, W.C.2. TEM 0545

One minute from Leicester Square station (up Cranbourn Street).
Shop Hours: 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday.) Open all day Saturday.

SPECIAL OFFER

I.L.S. EQUIPMENT
We are now able to offer for immediate delivery from stock the
famous SCS5 I Instrument Landing System complete. This equip-
ment is new and, if necessary, can be approved. Prices are about
one quarter of current market prices.

The following items are available from stock:-

R89BIARNSA (supplants earlier " A " model) Glide Path
Receiver.

AS27/ARN5 " Ram's Horn " Antenna for above.
AS6I/ARN5 Antenna for above.
BC733D (complete with DM53A) Localizer Receiver.
BC732A Control unit for above.
I -101C Indicator.
BC357 Marker Beacon Receiver.

We can supply the above equipment complete as shown, or any
combination of these units. ARB approved if required. Prices
very low indeed while stocks last.

Enquire immediately-stock will soon be sold

ALTHAM RADIO CO.
JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET

MANCHESTER 4
Telephone: Central 7834/5/6

Largest stocks of Government surplus equipment in Europe.

H. WHITAKER G3SJ.,
10, YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY

Phone: BURNLEY 4924 (A.R.B. APPROVED)
Manufacturers of precision Quartz Crystals in a wide variety of bases covering the
complete range 40 Ke. to 18 Mc. in fundamental frequencies. All are made to
extremely fine tolerances, and frequency adjustment can be given up to .005%.
Plated electrodes of gold, silver or aluminium with wired in spot welded contacts
are available. Quotations can be given for any type of cut or mode of oscillation
Including a complete range for filter circuits with zero temperature co-efliclent
over a sensibly wide temperature range. Our new works is equipped with up-to-
the-minute production technique methods, X-ray orientation ensuring accuracy
of all cuts. Artificial aging by etching and plating by evaporation under vacuum
enmre long term stability of the final calibration. Early delivery can be given
of most types. Our regrind service is still available and in some cases we are prepared
to quote for lowering the frequency of your existing crystals.

SPECIAL OFFER:
200 be. DT cut, zero temperature co -efficient over the range -30' centigrade to
4-55° centigrade. Frequency adjustment .005% or better. Mode. Face shear.
Silver-plated electrodes, wire mounted. Basing On. pin spaced. Other bases to
order, fl each.

Announcing the NEW

Junior LeeRaser
-neat, compact and erasing
Sin. tape spools with the full
efficiency of the well-known
Standard and Senior
models. The ideal
accessory for small
battery -driven tape re-
corders and for magnetic
dictating machines such
as the GRUNDIG ,----
STENORETTE. ;r.

LEEVERS-RICH
EQUIPMENT LTD.
78, Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1 EUSton 1481 2

200/250v.
A.C. Price:
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THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
THE BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORP. LTD.
38, CHALCOT ROAD, N.W.1. PRIMROSE 9090

Government surplus, obsolete and current types.
1A5
1L4
1L135
ILN5

61-
61-
7/6
6/-

68A7
6807
8927
6SH7

8/-
10/-

618
6/-

85A2
210LF
215S0
807

10/6
3/-
4/-
7/6

EF55
EF73
EF91
EL41

12/

611260/1/613

185
165

71-
7/-

8237
6SK7

8/-
6/6

866
956 1r6 111 111-

6/6
1T4
2021

7/-
8/6

88L7
6957

8/-
8/8

5763
7193

9/-
216

EM34
EY51

101-
111-

3A4 7/6 6837 7/6 9002 5/8 EZ40 91-
3D6
395

2/6
9/6

6V6
6X4 7'/ -67 &90R023 3(A) 55//.! KT44

3/-
7/-

3S4
5U4G
5Y3

71-
8/-
716

6X5
7A7
7C5

6/6
8/8
8/-

ATP4
BL83
DF92

3/-
716
6/-

ICTW61
KTZ41
51134

71-
6/6
516

5Z4
6A17
8 A 13 5

8/6
6/6
616

7D8
7H7
8D2

6/-
7/6
216

D1177
DK92
DL72

8/-
77 // --

MU12

PCC84OZ4

8/6
6

111-/ -

6/107 12/6 12A8 6/6 DL74 9/6 PCF80 111-
6AM5
6.605
8A7

6/6
8/6
8/6

12AH7
12AT7
12AU7

1216
8/-
9/-

DL92
DL93
DL94

6/-
716
71-

Pen 48
Pen 1340
PL81

7/-
8/-

10,-
6137 7/6 128E8 8/6 DLSIO 10/6 PL82 9/6
0B8 4/- 12E1 301- EA50

P48801
9186BA6

613E6
6E16
eBRo
6BW6

7/6
6/6
6/6
9/-
7/6

12H8
1235
1288
126C7
12807

3/-
6/-
2/,,.
.,.
'''516

EA76
EAC91
E1148
EB34

9/6/-
9/-
2/-
2/-

PY82
0150,15

10/-
7/6

10'6
8/-

614 716 12917 8/- EB91 6/-
sEl p13497)

816
618 6/6 129K7 61- EBC33 7/8 TP22 816
618 8/- 12897 8/6 EBC41 10/- U25 121-
61H6 616 128E7 7/68/6EC91 7/- 1331
6F6 718 121350 7/- ECC33 8/6 UBC41 6/-
6FI7
6F32
8F33

916
6/-
916

199(1
2,5L6
35L8

10/-
8/6
81-

ECC35
ECC81
ECC82

8/6
9!-

10/6

130142
U141
UL41

9/6
8 6
9/6

608
6H6

8/6
2/6

35Z4
35Z5

8/8
816

ECC83
ECC91

10/6
7/6 VII44(17)

91-
8/6

635 5/- 5005 101- ECH42 10!- 18105 30 9/-
877 5/- 50L6 8/- ECL80 10f- VR150,30 8(6
6K7
888

51-
81-

72
77

4/6
8/-

EF37A
EF39

10/6
816

11501
X6(1.5)

IV -
41-

6L7
0N7
697

716
7/6
8/6

80
83
84/6Z4

8/6
8!-
8/6

EF41
EF50(E)
EF54

9/-
5/-
5/-

88131.5
868
Y63

6/6
7/6
7.6

All boxed and guaranteed. Post 6d each. Immediate
delivery. Full list S.A.E. Shop hours 8.30 to 5.30. Sats.
I p.m. Why not phone or wire that urgent order

for same day despatch C.O.D.?

FREQUENCY METERS
21-8" up to 10,000 cycles

DIFFERENTIAL A.C. CURRENT
METERS

COMPARING THE MAGNITUDE
OF TWO CURRENTS.

A full range of switchboard and
portable instruments, including four

types of Millirange Meters.
THE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

CO. (KILLINGTON), LTD.
Boswell Square Industrial Estate, Hillington,
Glasgow, S.W.2. Halfway 1166 and 2194

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R.I ISS. The famous
ex -Bomber Command Receiver known the world over to be
supreme in its class. Covers 5 wave ranges: 18.5-7.5 Mc/s.,
7.5-3.0 Mc/s., 1,500-600 kc/s., 500-200 kc/s., 200-75 kc/s. and
is easily and simply adapted for normal mains use, full details
being supplied. Aerial tested before despatch. BRAND
NEW AND UNUSED IN MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES, ONLY
E11/19/6.
BRAND NEW BUT SHOP-SOILED, also tested working
before despatch, C9/19/6 (carriage 10/6).
A.G. MAINS POWER PACK OUTPUT STAGE, in black
metal case, enabling the receiver to be operated immediately,
by just plugging in, without any modification. Can be supplied
as follows, WITH built-in P.M. Speaker, £5/5/, LESS
speaker, £4,1101- (carriage 3/6).
DEDUCT I0/- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER AND POWER
PACK TOGETHER,
Send S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet, or 1/3 for 14 page booklet,
which gives technical information, circuits, etc., and is supplied
free with each receiver.

RF UNITS TYPE 26 and 27. For use with the R.1355 or any
receiver with a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable tuning units
which use 2 valves EF54 and I of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Mcis
(5-6 metres) and Type 27 covers 85-65 Mc/s. (3.5-5.0 metres). Com-
plete with valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS.
ONLY 29/6 each.

PYE " 45 MC/S I.F. STRIP. Ready made for London Vision
Channel, this 5 -stage scrip contains 6 valves EF50 and I EA50.
Supplied with circuit and details of very slight mods. required.
BRAND NFW, ONLY 69/6 or less valves, 50:-.
TRANSFORMERS. Manufactured to our specification and fully
guaranteed. Upright mounting, fully shrouded, normal primaries.
425 v.-0-425 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 65/-.
350 v.-0-350 v. 160 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., 47/6.
350 v.-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a., 0-4-5 v. 3 a., 37/6.
250 v.-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., S v. 3 a., 37/6.
250 v.-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., 21/,
Please add 21- per transformer postage.
TRANSFORMERS, EHT. Upright mounting.
EHT for VCR97 Tube 2,500 v. 5 mA.. 2 v.-0-2 v. 1.1 a., 2 v.-0-2 v.
2 a., 4216.
EHT 5,500 v. 5 mA., 2 v. I a., 79/6.
EHT 7,000 v. 5 mA., 2 v. I a., 89/6.
EHT 7,000 v. 5 mA., 4 v. I a., 89/6.
Please add 2!- per transformer postage.
L.T. HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER. Has 3 separate
windings of 5 v.-0-5 v. at 5 amps., and by using combinations will
give various voltages at high current. ONLY 39/6. Please add
2/6 per transformer postage.
MODEL MAKERS MOTOR. Reversible poles. Only 2in.
long and Ilin. diameter, with lin. long spindle. Will operate on
4, 6, 12 or 24 volts D.C. ONLY 10/6.
POCKET VOLTMETERS. Not Ex -Govt. Read 0-15 v. and
0-300 v. A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. ONLY
18/6.
SUNDRIES. Warning light assemblies, Red, Green, or Clear,
2/- ea. Miniature plugs and sockets, 3 way 7o. pair, 4 -way 9d. pair,
5 -way 10d. pair. Jack plugs, each. in. coil formers with slog
10d., tin., 8d. Valveholders I.O. & M.O. Amphenol, 6d. ea., R3G
(diode) 6d., B9G ceramic 10d., Brit. 5 -pin Ceramic 1/-. Co -axial
plugs and sockets, Pye 6d. ea., Belling, plug 113, socket 1/4, coupler
for joining cable 2!- (roost 3d. per item).
POTENTIOMETERS, less switch, long spindle, 1K, 3K, 5K, 10K,
20K, 25K, 100K, 250K, 500K, 2M, 2/9 ea., short spindle 50K, 75K,
IM, 2.- ea. WITH switch long spindle, I K, 2K, 2.5K, 10K, 15K,
20K, 25K, 50K, 75K, 250K, 500K, 2M, 3/9 ea. (post 3d.).
SPRAGUE .1 mfd. 600 v. metal tubulars, 10d. ea., 9/6 dozen
(add post).
SILVER MICAS AND MICAS. 2pf, Spf, lOpf, I I.5pf, 15pf, 20pf,
250, 40pf, 47pf, 50pf, 75pf, 80pf, 100pf, 115pf, 160pf, 300pf, 430pf,
440pf, 1,050pf, 2,300pf, .001 mfd., .0001 6mfd., .0002 mfd., .00025
mfd., .001 mfd., .002 mfd., .005 mfd., 5d. each, or 3/6 per dozen.
12/24 v. BLOWER MOTORS. Only 17/6.
CRYSTALS. British Standard 2 -pin 500 kc/s. 15/-. Miniature
200kc/s. and 465 kc/s. 10:- each.
SPEAKERS. P.M. Eqin. less trans., 19/6; 8in. less trans., 16/6;
10in. with trans., 27/6 (postage 2/- ea.).
CABLE. CLEARANCE OFFER of 23136 twin polythene. Weather
proof, and suitable for outdoor use, 39/6 per 100 yard coil (carriage.
etc., 3/61. S.A.E. for sample, trade enquiries invited.

F.S.D. SIZE
5 milliamp.

METERS
AND TYPE PRICE

D.C. 2in. Flush square 7/6
100 D.C. 2Iin. Flush circular 12/6
150 D.C. 2in. Flush square 7/6
500 thermo 2in. Flush square 5/-
500 thermo 2in. Proj. circular 5/-
20 amps. D.C. 2in. Proj. circular 7/6
40 amps. D.C. 2in. Proj. circular 7/6
30-0-30 amp. D.C. Car type moving iron 5/-
15 volts A.G. 2fin. Flush, circ., mov. iron 8/6
All meters Brand New in Maker's Cartons.

Cash with order please, and print name and address
clearly.

U.E.I. CORPORATION
Radio Corner, 138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I.

Phone: TERMINUS 7937
Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 min. from High Holborn
(Chancery Lane Station) and 5 min. by bus from King's Cross.
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BRAND NEW EX -ARMY

TELEPHONE LOUDSPEAKING UNITS
TYPE 4, YA4930 in makers' cartons

Comprising wall -mounting Speaker unit with Breast Mike, one Telephone
unit with Handset, and one Telephone unit with Hand -mike and Head-
phones. Any pair of units can be usec for two-way communication, or
all three for a multi -station link up.
Ideal for Fairground announcing, Garages, Workshops, Sports events,
etc., etc. Will operate over a distance of 5 miles with the utmost efficiency.
No calling device is incorporated, but a simple buzzer circuit can easily
be installed. Complete with full working instructions and batteries.

COMPLETE, AS ILLUSTRATED, E7/10/-, carr. 10/-.
OR stations B and C only, E6, carr. 7/6.
OR two type A stations, ideal for two-way telephone communication.
E3/101-, carr. 5 '-. Callers welcomed for demonstration at either branch.

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
169/171 Edgware Road, London, 125, TOTTENHAM COURT

W.2. ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
Tel.: PAD. 7851. Tel.: EUS 4982

All postal orders to our Edgware Road branch 0/ease. This is open all day Saturday.

JASON for F.M.
STANDARD TUNER £15.17.0

(including tax)

Four valves type Osram Z.77, one being
used as a limiter. This tuner has better
than average sensitivity, and the tuning
drift is negligible. Useful range at least
60 miles from Wrotham.

Ask your local high fidelity dealer for a demonstration or visit
one of the following:-
Arthur, (Arthur Gray Ltd.), 150-152, Charing Cross

Road, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 5833.
City Sale & Exchange Ltd., 93-94, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

CENtral 9391.
Classic Electrical Co. Ltd., 352)364, Lower Addiscombe

Road, Croydon, Surrey. ADDiscombe 6061.
Clyne Radio Ltd., 18, Tottenham Court Road, W.I. MUSeum

5929.
H. C. Harridge, 8, Moor Street, W.I. GERrard 7108.
Holley's Radio, 285, Camberwell Road, S.E.5. RODney

4988.
Home Radio of Mitcham, 187, London Road, Mitcham.
Rogers Developments Co., 116, Blackheath Road, S.E.10.

TlDeway 1723.
Tele-Radio (1943) Ltd., 189, Edgware Road, W.2. PAD.:

4455.
Vortexion Ltd., 257-263, The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9.

LI Be rty 2814.

In case of difficulty please contact:-

THE JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.
328, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

SPEedwell 7050.

MOTEK

TWO SPEED-SIMPLE PUSH BUTTON
CONTROL

THE NEW K6 UNIT
List Price 19 GNS.

SEE AND HEAR IT AT
YOUR LOCAL DEALER

MODERN TECHNIQUES
138-144 Petherton Road, London, N.5

Tel. : Canonbury 5896

bro.
50.1)eaSbs

CAP. L.E.S. TO British Standard
98/E5. Diameter 5mm. Length
8mm.
BALLOONS. Tubular 5mm. Sphe-
rical 7.5mm. OVERALL LENGTH
(Balloon and Cap). Tubular
15mm. ± 1mm. Spherical 16mm.

1mm, RATINGS. All standard
voltages up to 24 volts. Amperage
from 0.3 on low voltages to 0.06
on higher voltages.

VITALITY L.E.S. BULBS
Vitality Bulbs Ltd., Neville House, Neville Place, London, N.22.

MAGNETIC
RELAYS
BUILT TO SPECIFICATION. Types 3,000

and 600.

Coil Winding and Tropicalizing.
Spring Sets and Coils supplied separately if required.

Send for Price List or quotation.

 KAYE ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO..
Havelock Works, Havelock Place,

Harrow, Middlesex.
HAR. 1432
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EYELETTING
and light
PUNCHING
MACHINES
Autophcenix No. 6

A new and improved treadle
operated machine for the
automatic insertion and closing
of eyelets in either flat or
formed work in metals
plastics. 'abrics, etc. The deep
throat, high vertical gap and
projecting base make this
machine adaptable for eye-
lett,ng radio chassis, cylindrica
shells. spinnings. mouldings
etc.

We manufacture a very full range of hand and automatic Eyeletting
and Piercing Machines. Write for illustrated brochure to:

HUNTON LIMITED,
Phenix Works, 114-116, Euston Road, London, N.W 1
Tel.: EUSton 1477 (3 lines). Grams: Untonexh, London.

TUNERS
for BAND III

samis
THE IDEAL POWER TRANSFORMER FOR THE TABLE
TOP RIG.
This Parmeko-made transformer has the following conservative
ratings: Primary, 230 v. 50 cis. Secondary, 620,550137510,3751550/
620 V. Rated at 275 VA. It will give 620 or 550 volts at 200 mA.
simultaneously with 375 V. at 250 mA. All the H.T. you require
for R.F. and Modulator. Also 2-5 V. 3 A. windings for suitable rec-
tifiers such as 5R4GY, 5Z3, 83, 5U4, etc. Weight 24f1b. Size 61 x
61 x 5} in. high. Worth at least a. Our price E3 only, Carr.
Paid. C.W.O. only, no C.O.D.
We regret that we cannot accept orders for these from
EIRE or abroad.
METERS: 2iin. Scale Flush Mounting. 0-10 mA. Ditto 0-30 mA.,
ditto 0-100 mA.,12/6 each. 2 in. Scale Square Flush Mounting 0-50mA.,
ditto 0-150 mA., ditto 0-3 Amp. Thermo., ditto 0-20 V. d.c., ditto
23/0/20 Amp. d.c., 7/6 each. 2fin. Scale Projecting Type 0-15 Amp.
Thermo., 7/6. 2in. Scale Round Flush 0-+ Amp. R.F. ditto 0-350 mA.
Thermo., 7/6.

G2AK "is Mont" G2AKBargains

SPECIAL OFFER.
Genuine American 807 Valves, 6/- each or 4 for El.

Pl. CIRCUIT OUTPUT TUNING CONDENSERS.
Made by E. F. Johnson Co., U.S.A. Max. cap. 500 pf. 1,500 V. rating.
Ceramic insulation, size 5in. long x 2 -kin. wide x 24rin. high, ex-
cluding spindle projection. Our price only 15,- post free.
VIBRATOR POWER UNITS. 12 V. input 300 V. 100 mA.
output. Fully smoothed and filtered; in black crackle case, 39/6
P. & P. 1/6.
HEADPHONES: L.R. Type CLR No. 3, 9/6. D.L.R. No. 2, 13/6,
H.R. DHR 5b (very sensitive), 18/6, p. & p. 1/-.
CONDENSERS: 8µF 600 V. Trop. 750 V. normal condensers.
New ex-W.D. stock, 5/6, p. & p. 116.
Carriage paid on all orders over El except where stated. Please

include small amount for orders under LI.
Please print your name and address. All Mail Orders to:-

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK
Dept ' w' 102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM 1

'Phone: MIDLAND 3254
Alf callers to 110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM 4

'Phone: CENTRAL 1635

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
Specially developed for incorporating into
new T.V. receivers, or for tuning standard
receivers for reception of Band III. Price £6.

ABOUT 24 MILLION T.V. SETS
WILL PROBABLY BE TUNED FOR
BAND III RECEPTION. MAKE SURE
THAT YOU ARE UP TO DATE. WRITE
TO US TODAY FOR FULLEST DETAILS

LIMITED
New Chapel Rd., High St., Feltham, Middx. Phone: Feltham 4242

RHEOSTATS. 12 v. I a. 2/6. 12 v. 5 a. 10/6.
NEW AC/DC MOTORS. 24 v. 2 a. 6"x2}". Spindle I" x 1", 18/6.
NEW FREQUENCY CRYSTALS. 9100 kc. 10/6. 4250 kc. 6/6.
Also Type FT243 from 5675-8650 kc. in 25 kc. intervals. 10/6 each.
NEW ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Inputs 6 or 12 volts, output
250 v. 80 mA., 17/6.
NEW VR65, SP6I VALVES 5 for El.
CYLDON 5 -CHANNEL PRE -TUNER. Gives 26 D.B. gain.
Fit one of these to your T.V. for better pictures. I.F. Output 9.5-14
Mc/s., 15.5-22 Mc/s. With valves EF80, ECC81 , 52/6. Less valves, 151,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output 350-0-350
or 250-0-250 volts 80 mA. and 4 and 6.3 v. 4 a. and 4 and 5 v. 2 a. Price
21/6. Input 200/240 v. Output tapped 3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18,
20,24, 30 volts, 2 am p., 21/6. Output 17-11-5 volts 5 amp., 22/6. Output
17-11-5 v. 1+ a., 16/6. 6.3 v. 2+ a., 8/6. All with one year's guarantee
D.P.D.T. RELAYS. Operate at 200/300 volts D.C., 816. We can
supply any type of voltage and contacts at varying prices.
NEW SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. F.W. 12/6 volts 3 amps., 14/6;
4 amp., 2216 ; 6 amp., 30/-; I amp., 816; 12 v. 100 mA., 3/-; H.W., 250 v.
100 mA., 9I-; 250 v. 275 mA., 17/6 ; 250 v. 60 mA., 6/6.
GERMANIUM or SILICON CRYSTAL DIODES, 3/9.
11/C MICROPHONES with matched Trans., 15/6.
FL5 FILTER UNITS, 8/6. Same as F..8 but less switch.
TR1196 TRANSMITTER SECTION. New and complete but
less valves. 4.6-6.8 Mc/s. Easily converted, 15/-. With valves TT1 I,
EL32, EF50, E2.
L.R. ARMY HEADPHONES, 9/6.
TIME DELAY RELAYS. We specialise in units giving varying
time constants. Please send us your requirements or problems.
FISHING ROD AERIALS. RUBBER BASES, 3/6.
P.O. VEEDER COUNTERS 0-9999, 24150 volts D.C., 15/6.
POCKET VOLTMETER, I2in. M.C., 0-20-200, 11/6.
NEW BROWNS M'C HEADPHONES. (Ex. W.D.). With
earpads and 6ft. lead and plug, list price L5/5/-. Our price 18/6.
VCR97 TUBES. Brand new, in original crates, picture tested, 451,
SPECIAL OFFER SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, 12 v. 16 amp.,
full wave, 50/, 24 volt 4 a., 50/,
CARBON TWIST DRILLS. Set of 9, 1/16 to 3/16, or 1/16 to set 7,
3/6.
UNISELECTOR SWITCHES. 50 -point 3 -level 24-50 volt D.C.
working, 1716. Post paid.
MINIATURE RELAYS. 10 amp. Silver Contacts, 12 or 6 v. D.C.
Types S.M. 7/6, S.M. or B or S.C.O., 8/6. Post paid.

All Carriage Paid in the U.K. from Dept. W.W.
No. 19 POWER UNITS. Mk. III, with 2 rotary transformers,
HT3I ass HT32, E3110/..

Carriage on above items extra.
THE RADIO AND ELECTRICAL MART

253B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.I I.
Phone : PARK 6026.
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RADIO - GRAM CHASSIS
5
.V.A
VALVE, SUPERHET, LATEST

B. MIDGET S ERIES VALVES

3 WAVEBANDS: -L. W. 800m -2000m, M.W. 200m -550m, S.W. 16m -50m

Chassis size 13lin. x 5lin. x 21in. Attractive Glass Dial 10in. x 41in. edge lit by
2 pilot lamps. Horizontal or Vertical Station Names and 4 control knobs, walnut or
ivory to choice. 4 position W/C switch, L.M. S. and Gram. P.U. sockets. Modern
circuitry, all coils adjustable dust cored and only quality components used throughout.
Delayed A.V.C. and neg. feed -back. A.C. mains 200/250 v. Double wound trans:.
isolates chassis from mains. Aligned and calibrated ready for use.

BRAND NEW & GUARANTEED £9.15.0 Carr. and ins. 4/6.
3 -ohm speakers suitable for this chassis available 8" 17/6 10" 25/ -

This chassis is a genuine bargain and delivery is reasonably good.

BEST EVER VALUE IN RECORD PLAYERS
Latest Model. 3 speed Antochanger Mixer Unit. Famous Magidisc 7in.' 10in. and 12in.
record selector. Modern cream styling. Dual Xtal cartridge stylus for high fidelity
reproduction. As used by leading Radiogram Manufacturers. Complete with full
instructions and template.

OUR BARGAIN PRICE crIgns. post free.

JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT 87-105 mc/s
Kit of parts to build this modern and highly ruccessful unit complete with drilled
chassis and J.B. dial, wound coils and screening cans, 4B VA miniature valves, and
all necessary quality components etc. for only ge los. post free.
Tested and approved by "Radio Constructor," etc. Illustrated handbook with full
details 2/- post free. Superior dial calibrated me/s., edge lit by 2 pilot lamps.
12/6 extra.

ELECTROLYTICS Leading Makes New Stock

TUBULAR
25/25 v., 50/12 v. 1/9

CAN TYPES
8+8/450 v. - 4/6

50/50 v. 4/500v. 2/- 8+16/450 v. 5/-
8/450 v. 2/3 8+18/500 v. . 5/6
8/500 v. 2/9 16+16/450 v. 5/6
8+8/500 v. 4/6 16+18/500 v. 6/-
8 4-18/450 v. 5/- 32/350 v. 4/-
18/450 v. 3/6 32+32/450 v. . 6/6
18+18/450 v. 5/6 80 1-350 v. 6/6
32/350 v. 4/- 80+100/350 v. 11/8
32/500 v. 5/- 100+200/275 v. 12/6
32 +32/350 v. 5/6 1500/6 v. 4/6
32 +32/500 v. .. 7/6 1000 +1000/8 v. 6/6
CONDENSERS. -Mica, S. Mica, Cera-
mics. All pref. values. 3 pt. to 880 pf.
6d. ea., 5/- doz. Tubulars, 450 v.,
Hunts and T.C.C. .0005, .001, .005-01.,
.02 and .1 350 v., 9d. .05, .1 500 v.
Hunts Moldseal, 1/-. .25 Hunts, 1/6.
.5 Hunts, 1/9.

80 CABLE CO -AXIAL
SPECIAL.--Semi-air spaced polythene,
standard `in. diem. Stranded core.
Losses cut 50% 9d. yd.12 yds. 8/9.
COAX PLUGS 1/2
SOCKETS 1/-

RSROUPLE 1/3
OUTLET BOXES 4/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd.
(80 ohms) 6d.
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd.
(80 ohms) 1/-.
50 OHM COAX CABLE 8d. per yd. tin.
dia.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%.
5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/-. 800 pf. to 3,000 pt.,
1/3.
DITTO 1% (ex stock).
1.5 pi. to 500 pf., 1/9. 515 pf. to 5,000
Pl, 2/-.

BAND 3
CONVERTOR 186/198 Mr/s

I" W. World ", May 1954).
Kit of parts complete to build this most
successful unit comprising drilled chas-
sis, valves, and all necessary components
to specification. £2/17/6 post .ree.
Our own slightly modified version using
8D3 instead or EF80 valves, £2/5,3,
post free.
Provision has been allowed on chassis
for small power pack and Aerial switch-
ing.
Power Pack Components 30/- extra.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
18 g. Plain undrilled. Folded 4 sides,
riveted corners, lattice fixing holes.
Depth 21in., 7ia. x 4in., 4/6; 9in. x
Bin., 5/9; Olin. x 7in.. 6/9; Olin. x
9in., 8/6; 14in. x Olin., 10/6, etc.

S.T.C. RECTIFIERS
K3/25 2 kV., 4/3: K3/40 3.2 kV., 6/-;
K3/45 3.8 kV.. 6/6: K3/50 4 kV., 7/3;
K3/100 8 kV., 12/6; K3/180 14 kV.'
18/-; RM1 125 v. 60 mA., 4/-; RM2
125 v. 100 mA., 4/9: 8513 125 v. 120 mil.,
5/9; RM4 250 v. 275 mA., 16/-; HT59
250 v. 200 mA., 26/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Soundmaster,
38,-; Milliard Amp. F/shroue.ed, 35/-:
Osram 912 F'shrouded 35/,

RESISTORS PRE-SET W/W POTS
T.V. knurled slotted knob type. 25 ohms M
30000 ohms 3/-: 50000 ohms. 4/-:
50000 ohms to 2 Megohms (carbon) 3/-.

CONTROL KNOBS

Carbon type. Pref. values 10 ohms -
10 megohms. 20% Tol.} w. 34.; w. 50,
1 w. 68.; 2 w. 98-
10% Tol. t w. 9d.; 5% Tol.
1% Eh -Stab. 3 w. 2/-.

WIRE WOUND TYPES
Wire ends. Silicone coated, 25 ohms -
10000 ohms, 5 w., 1/3; 10 w., 1/6; 15 w.,
2/-. 15000 ohms -33000 ohms, 5 w., 1/9:
30 w., 2/3. 47000 ohms -50000 ohms.
5 w., 213; 10 w., 216.
LINE CORD. -.I amp..00 ohms per foot,
.2 amu..100 ohms per foot, 2 way 6d. It,;
3 way 7d. it,
WIRE WOUND POTS
Standard 3 -watt type -long spindles.
100 ohms, to 50000 ohms, 5/6: 100000
ohms 6/6.

fin. spindle fitting. 1 I in. diem. Walnut
or Ivory. Gold engraved Focus, Contrast,
Brilliance, On -off, Volume, Tone, Tuning.
Treble, Bass. Wavechange, Radio -Gram:
Record -Play etc. 1/6 each. Ditto. un-
engraved, 10d. Superior Unmarked Knobs
with Gold Ring. Walnut or Ivory. 1;in..
1/- ea.; lin.. 9d. ea. Pointer Knobs
Black with White Line, 9d.

VOLUME CONTROLS
lin. semi Midget Type, Long spindles,
All values 10003 ohms to 2 Megohms,
Less sw., 3/-; S.P. sw., 4/-; D.P. sw., 4/9.
All individually boxed. Guar. 12 months.

T.R.S.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

70 BRIGSTOCK RD., THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Phone: THO 2188 Hours 9am-6pm. I pm. Wed. Open all day Saturday
BY THORNTON HEATH STATION . BUSES 130A, 133, 159, 166, 190.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post do Packing up to 11b., 6d., 11b., 1/-. 1/-, 31b., 1/6, 51b. 2
10Ib., 2/6. Send for our Bargain Lists, 3d.

Transformers
Transformers
Transformers

QUALITY -RELIABILITY
For the Mullard Amplifier.
For the Osram 912 Amplifier.
For the Williamson Amplifier.
C. R. Tube Isolation Transformers.
Instrument Transformers,
and all popular types.

FROM

Ellison Transformers
LIMITED

62, BRIDGE ST. NORTHAMPTON
AND ALL LEADING COMPONENT DEALERS

MINIATURE
SERVO -MECHANISMS

Harvey Electronics Ltd. announce two new miniature servo -mechanisms
to the design of the Low Speed Aero Research Association, Farn-
borough.
Model 0. Case size 2.9in. x 2.Iin. x I.35in. Stalled Torque I lb. -ft.
Price OS.
Model I. Case size 4.0in. x 2.5in. x I .57in. Stalled Torque 4 lb. -ft.
Price E50.
Available in 6 v., 12 v. or 24 v. versions. Both mechanisms when used
with suitable servo amplifier, also available, provide quasi -linear
response when approaching rest position.

Write for Pamphlet and L.S.A.R.A. Report No. 4.

HARVEY ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Farnborough, HANTS. Tel. Farnborough 1120.

London Office : 59, Union St., S.E.I. Tel. Hop 4567.

THE VESPA TAPE DECK

sly

WridiMir

speed 3tin. and 74in. Twin Track.
Model 521 Compact Deck, 71in. x Ili n., Sin. reels, kit. 27/10/..
Mode1721 Standard Deck, 10kin. x I lin., 7in. reels, Kit. 68/10/..
Easy to assemble )recision machined parts, latest high fidelity heads,

first class motors, full assembly instructions.
Either model fully built and tested 27/6 extra,

Send stamp for full details.

E.W.A., 266 WARBRECK DRIVE, BLACKPOOL
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MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
SHORT BROTHERS & HARLAND LIMITED

have a vacancy in the Research Department for a

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
to work on magnetic amplifiers for computing systems and automatic
pilots.

Qualifications: University Degree and some years engineering develop-
ment experience with the capacity to accept full responsibility for the
theoretical design and practical development of such components.
Salaries are good, Pension Scheme, assistance with housing in Northern
Ireland and with expenses of removal thereto.

Applications are treated in the strictest confidence.

Interviews either in London or Belfast.

Applications to Staff Appointments Officer, P.O. Box 241, Belfast,
quoting S.A.51.

R. T. & I. SERVICE
at your service!

Laboratory Instruments and Communications Receivers
available from stock. Used but in perfect working condition.
SIGNAL GENERATORS. Marconi types, TF.144G*, TF.39oG, TF.762C,

TF.8o x A (10-300 Mc.), TF.888* and TF.888/3 (70 Kc-7o Mc.).
Ferris types, 18C 15-175 Mc.), 22A. General Radio, 8o4B*. Federal
8o4 -CSI. Measurements Corp. 65-B.

VALVE VOLTMETERS. Marconi types, TF.428A*, TF.428B*, Mui:head
type 3A.

BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS. Marconi type TF.193L, B.S.R.
type LO.sciA*.
SOME OTHER ITEMS:-Marconi Millwatt Meter, type TF.899.
Marconi Valve Voltohmmeter, type TF.887, Cambridge Unipivot
Meters, F.S.D. 6o micro -amps*, Cossor Ganging Oscillators, type
343*, Marconi Output Meter, type TF.340, Wavemeter, TS.247
(210-28o Mc.), Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscopes, models 3339*
and 3390. Frequency Meters BC.221*, General Radio Wavemeter,
type 724-A, Test Set, IE-19-A*. Cossor 1035 Oscilloscope.

RECEIVERS. Eddystone 358X, with coils", S.64o. Hallicrafters, S.23,
S.27*, S.36*, S.38, SX.17, SX.24, 5X,z8". Hammarlund, Super -Pro..
Marconi, C.Rxcio", CR.300. National, HRO Senior", HRO
Junior*, coils** and power packs**, NC.looXA, NC.156. R.C.A.,
AR.77E*, AR.88LF**, AR.88D**, BC.348.
OTHER TYPES available including:
R.ao7, R.2o6*, R.208*, R.3o8 :U.H.F.r, R.1155 RME.69, VRL.

A few miscellaneous items from our large stocks include:-
Advance Constant Voltage Trans- Approx. 2.000-Int. Oct. ampheno
ormers. valve holders, slightly soiled.
Approx. 3,000-1uF. 750 V. Wkg Transmitxer, type 1131 8(311.522
Block Condensers.
Type 6 rack ampliflers. Tx.Rx.

For the convenience of industrial buyers, we have coded in the following
way-*more than one available, **quantity available.
As we can list only a portion of our large stocks, we invite yOur enquiries for
any items not mentioned.

RADIO, TELEVISION AND
INSTRUMENT SERVICE

254, GROVE GREEN ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11
Telephone : LEYtonstone 4986

VALVES & RADIO

TELETUBES TELEVISION 111 163
Invite applications from Engineers with Degree/HNC for:
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT - PRODUCTION

PLANNING - TEST GEAR - MACHINE
DEVELOPMENT - VALVE APPLICATIONS -

STATISTICAL RESEARCH - CHEMICAL
RESEARCH - TRAINING IN ADMINISTRATION
Typical posts are:
Valve Engineering Laboratory:
Senior and Junior Engineers, B.Sc.Hons. (Physics and
Maths.), required for group working on advanced Valve
Development and Testing. Work includes Vibration
Problems, Electronic Optics, and Circuitry, Teletube
Design.
Radial TVEngineering Laboratory:
Development Engineers, B.Sc. (Physics and Maths.), for

. work on Radio/TV Domestic and Monitoring Receivers,
Service Equipment and Experimental Colour TV.
Plenty of scope for original ideas.
Draughtsmen for Plastic Mould Tool and Elec. Mech.
Design; Advanced Jigs and Fixtures for Valve Assembly;
Electronic Test Equipment.

These modern factories are within easy reach of Charing
Cross.

Post Graduate Training Scheme
Sports Club Pensions Scheme
Apply with brief details and quoting Ref. WW51 (or
further information will gladly be sent on request) to:

W. J. YEOMANS, Personnel Manager,
STANDARD TELEPHONES & CABLES, LTD.,
KOLSTER-BRANDES, LTD., Footscray, Kent
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 32 -mid. 450-v. D.C., by Zenith, Micamold, etc.,
new and guaranteed, cartons of 12 condensers, 10/, post paid.

SELSYN TRANSMITTERS (Magslips), 3in. type, pure synchro x -y-1-2.3, suitable
as master or slave, 50-v. 50 -cycle single phase A.C. operated. When two or more of
these are wired up, the rotation by hand (or other means) of one, will result in a
100 per cent. follow in the other(s), both clockwise or anti -clockwise, supplied brand
new with test report, in tropicalised sealed nartons. Value ,8 each, our price 251,
post 2/-, 2 for 50/-, post paid with wiring diagram.

TELEPHONE SETS, consists of 2 combined receivers and microphones, connected by
20ft. twin flexible, provides perfect 2 -way communication (up to 1 mile with extra
Hex), Hell -energised, no battery required, complete ready for use, new, boxed, 12/6.
post 1/-.

C.E.C. POWER UNITS, intended for 100 -watt R.F. amplifiers, input A.C. 200/220/
240-v. plus 10-v. 45/120-c.p.s., output 550-v. at 300-mA. D.C. and 6.3-v. rma.,
consists of eight U52 rectifiers, separate heater and H.T. transformers, 2 Dubilier

nitrogol 8-mfd. 1,200-v. capacitors, 2 heavy smoothing chokes, resistors, fuses,
switches, etc., etc., for 19in. rack mounting, weight 1041b., new and unused, 27/10/,
carriage and crate, 15/-: Scot. 20/- extra.

VENNER 24 -VOLT TIME DELAY SWITCHES, consists of high-grade clockwork
motor with external press wind, 2 electro-magnets, 5 -pole cam -operated contacts, in
smart metal cases fitted 4 -way terminal block, new boxed, 7/11 post

A.C./D.C. MOTORS, 200/250 v. taking .1 -amp., fitted reduction gearbox, providing
3 drives of approx. 60, 12 and li-r.p.m., also fitted 2 seta cam -operated contacts and
governor, new unused, Mi., post and packing 2/6.

VIBRATOR PACKS, input 6-v., provides all L.T. and H.T. outputs for the 18 and
38 sets, in metal case size gin. x 61in. x 31 in., complete with leads, new unused, 20/,
post 2/3, spare Mallory 6-v. type 650 non -sync. vibrators, 6/.., post 6d.

OPTICAL UNITS, consists of a mount 3kin. long, llin. dia., with a bloomed f/2.2
achromatic 31in. focal length lens at one end, and a ground -one -side concave/convex
lens at the other, ideal for enlargers (stopped down), etc., 5/-, post 6d.

AMMETERS, 0 -15 -amps., A.C./D.C., flush panel mounting, requires liin. dia. hole,
very latest plastic case type, by famous emote., ideal for chargers, etc, brand new,
7/6, post 4d.

CRYSTAL SET HITS, R.E.P. high gain dual range coil, .0005-mfd. var. coods. with
pointer knob, germanium detector, w/c switch, 4 sets Clix plugs and sockets, circuit
and diagram, 10/.., post paid.

KLAXON GEARBOXES, 40-1 reduction from tin. dia. lin. long, to tin. dia. lie.
hug shafts, both shafts are in line off -set ltin. between centres, gears, steel and
phosphor bronze are totally enclosed, weight 8i lb., bargain 30/, Post and packing 2/6.
Many other bargains; send 3d. with S.A.E. for current lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM,17

Tel  HAR 1308

EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

Model 840A illustrated
Now available on attractive Hire Purchase Terms.

12 monthly 18 monthly
Deposit payments payments

840A E49 f8 E3 IS 2 f2 12 5
750 f68 £11 ES 4 6 E3 12 10
680X £106 f16 f8 5 0 E5 14 6

CARRIAGE PAID

24 monthly
payments
E2 I 0
£2 17 0
E4 10 0

Model 840A, is for A.C. or D.C. 110/250 v. making it especially suitable
for universal use. 750 and 680X 116'240 v. A.C. The very large tuning
dials are clearly marked with band spread logging. Silky gear driven
flywheel loaded tuning mechanism. These sets are the choice of the
discerning professional and amateur users. Descriptive literature
gladly forwarded.

Latest EDDYSTONE Component Catalogue 1/,

The

Eddystone

Specialists

aigaiMIL SERVICES LTD.,
55 COUNTY ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 4

Telephone: AINTREE 1445 ESTAB. 1935
Branch Address: MARKET CROSS, ORMSKIRK

TESTOSCOPE MAINS
TESTER
aw 6

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

LUTON

require

SENIOR ENGINEERS or SCIENTISTS

for

THREE SPECIAL VACANCIES

in

GUIDED WEAPONS SYSTEMS DESIGN

CONCERNED WITH

ELECTRONICS AND RADAR

SERVO MECHANISMS

BALLISTICS

These are permanent posts of unusual interest
and applications should be addressed to Dept.
C.P.S., 336i7, Strand, W.C.2,

quoting Ref. 1260C.

Television Radio Record
CABINETS MADE TO ORDER

ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKIE (DEPT. E.'

72-76 Leather Lane, Holborn, E.C.1
Phone : CHAnceiy 6791/2

For high and low
voltage testing. Standard
Model : range 100 850 volts A.G.
or D.C. Dual Model: range 1'30 and 100'850
volts A.C. or D.C.
Write for interesting leaflet 30F.
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THE GUIDED WEAPONS DIVISION
of

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited

have immediate appointments at LUTON and STEVENAGE

for

SENIOR ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS
Interesting opportunities exist for research and development work in
the Electronic and Electro-mechanical spheres, especially relating to

MICROWAVE equipment design and engineering.

ELECTRONIC Test Gear, Circuitry Development and
Instrumentation.

RADAR trials and development.
TELEMETRY installation planning.
SERVO SYSTEMS and HYDRAULIC equip-
ment and ELECTRO-MECHANICAL apparatus
and test gear.

QUALIFICATIONS necessary are University Degree, H.N.C. or
equivalent coupled with several years appropriate experience. Similar
vacancies exist for
JUNIOR ENGINEERS AND LABORATORY STAFF preferably
with O.N.C. or above and with good practical experience in Industry
or H.M. Forces.

All the above posts are on the permanent and pensionable Staff of this
expanding and progressive Company and offer unlimited opportunities
for the right men.

IN MANY CASES HOUSING ASSISTANCE CAN BE GIVEN.

All enquiries will be most welcome and we would be pleased to arrange
suitable interviews at LUTON, STEVENAGE or in LONDON,
when we can discuss details of these opportunities. When writing
please quote reference W.W./S.A.50H and address your letter to:-

Central Personnel Services,
Marconi House,

The Strand,
LONDON, W.C. 2.
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SPECIAL OppoRrfuNITy:
TRANSMITTERSIIECEIVERS TR-50XM.
Use: Marine or Fixed Stations.
Output: 60 W. Frequency: 1.5-12 mcls.
Built-in VFO & 5 crystal positions.
Brand New-Special prices for quantities.

 TRIPLE DIVERSITY RECEIVERS.
Type I71 -66A. Range 1250 Kc/s to 40 m.c.
Write for details.

 250 -WATT AM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS.
Type BRS-Short Waves.
Type BRM-Medium Waves.

Features: Small size-low power consumption-high fidelity-
low distortion.
Quick delivery-write for full technical details

 COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS.
By leading American manufacturers (R.C.A. Flallicrafters,
Techrad and Westinghouse). 5 types available for immediate
delivery: 250 w., 400 w., I kW., 2+ kW., and 5 kW.-New
Equipment.
Full technical details will be gladly sent on request.

1110 We can supply large quantities of MASTER OSCILLATORS
MI -19467-A. Also a full range of spares for:
R.C.A. TRANSMITTERS ET -4331, 4332, 4336 and AVT-22.

 TEST EQUIPMENT-A large range of laboratory test
equipment of American manufacture (including BC -221).

 RADAR EQUIPMENT (Airborne, Ground and Naval).
Our Radar Dept. will welcome your specific enquiries.

BRITISH SAROZAL LIMITED
ELECTRONIC WORKS

1-3 Marylebone Passage, Margaret St., London, W.1
Cables: Sarozal, London. Telephone: LANgham 9351 I3 lines,

A.I.D. and A.R.B. approved.

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTORS

MEN ABOUT TO LEAVE THE
ARMED FORCES

with experience of Radar maintenance

are invited to apply for Posts now

vacant, due to expansion, on this new and
interesting type of engineering.

Previous experience on this equipment
is not essential since training on FULL
SALARY will be provided at

MARCONI COLLEGE

to those people who lack the necessary
" know how " but possess the interest

and enthusiasm for this type of work.

Please apply in writing to

Dept. C.P.S.,
3361, Strand, W.C.2,

quoting ref. No. 1353D.

SERVO -MECHANISMS

SHORT BROTHERS & HARLAND LIMITED
require a

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
in the Research Department for interesting work on

SMALL -SERVO -MECHANISMS
involving electronic or magnetic amplifiers coupled to electric or
hydraulic mechanisms.

Qualifications: University Degree. Development experience and ability
to undertake theoretical analysis of feedback systems and engineering
development of the components involved. Salaries and conditions are
good, Pension Scheme, assistance with housing in Northern Ireland and
with expenses of removal thereto.

Applications are treated in strictest confidence.

Interviews in London or Belfast.

Applications to Staff Appointments Officer, P.O. Box 241, Belfast, quoting
S.A.50.
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Wireless World Classified Advertisements
Rate 7/- for 2 lines or less and 3/6 for every additional

line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers
2 words plus 1/-. (Address replies: Boa 0000 0/0 "Wireless
World" Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.) Trade
discount details available on application. Press Day:
August 1955 issue, Thursday, June 30th. No responsibility
accepted for errors.

WARNING
Readers are warned that Government surplus

components and valves which may be offered
for sale through our displayed or classified
columns carry no manufacturers' guarantee:
Many of these items will have been designed
for special purposes making them unsuitable
for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a
result of the conditions under which they have
been stored. We cannot undertake to deal with
any complaints regarding any such items pur-
chased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
rk.J.R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
- DEVELOPMENT, Ltd., Bickford Rd., Wit -
ton, Birmingham, 6. Tel. East 0822.
SPECIALIZE in the manufacture of High
Fidelity Sound Reproducing equipment,including:-
WILLIAMSON Amplifiers, Tone Control
Stages with variable Steep Cut Filters, Cross-
over Units, High Fidelity Portable Tape
Recording equipments ideally suitable for
replaying the new EMI pre-recorded tapes,
Professional Recording Amplifiers, Microphone
Mixing Units, etc. Send for details and
leaflets. [0105
SHIRLEY Laboratories, Ltd., 125, Tarring

Road, Worthing, Sussex, the precision high
fidelity specialists; amplifier type SB/1-15E, 15
watts output, response 15 to 60,000 c/s, bass
lift 18 db, cut 18db, treble lift 14 db, cut
20 db, B.V.A. valves, compete with engraved
panel, 18gns; with 3 position switched input
filter 19gns: also the Jupiter reproducers at
34gns. the 12VB/U 6 -watt amplifier, 12gns; the
new Mullard 20 -watt EL34 amplifier, tape
amplifiers to suit most decks; specialized
amplifiers to order for the musical and scien-
tific industries. Tel. Worthing 513. 3571.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS-
[0095

SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND
-VDDYSTONE S640, perfect speaker, offers. -

17, Dunmair Drive, Carlisle. [4793
A R77E, WKG order, manual available; best
- offer.-Andrews, 24, Western Crescent,
Kilbirnie. Ayrs. [4791

AR88D, perfect, spare valves, service manual,
2 speakers, Bin, 10in; £50 o.n.o.; delivery

100 miles Liverpool-Box 3885. [4701
AR88; £35, or exchange tape rec.-Robinson,

55, Station Rd., Sidcup, Kent. [4756

AR",
excellent condition, with 2 loud-

speakers; £65 or first nearest offer.-Reply
Box 3887. [4700
13 1155N with power pack, perfect; £14.-

Baxendale, The Square, St. Annes-on-Sea,
Lancs. [4708

MURPHY A188C baffle console, 3 years old,
very little used, condition and appearance

as new; price £30.-Fulham 5062 or Box 4196.
[4742

F. units, new in original cartons, types
26-27 27/6, 25 11/6, 24 11/-, post 2/6.-

E:W.S. Co., 69, Church Rd., Moseley, Birming-
ham. [4365
T.JR0 Rx's and coils in stock, also AR88,
- BC348R, CR100, etc.-Requirements please
to R. T. & I. Service, 254. Grove Green Rd.,
London. E.11. Ley. 4986. [0053
rNENCO radiogram chassis £511716, 4 -wave

turret coils, modern octal valves included.
front controls, carr. 4/6: P.g. speaker 8in, 10/9
extra with order; limited quantities.-Duke &
Co., 621, Romford Rd., E.12. Gra. 6677. [4786
IJAMMERLUND SP 400-X receiver, pur-
11. chased new Allied Radio N.Y. 1950, 2rf,
3if, var. select., Xtal filter, ANL, amp AVC,
S meter, pp triode output, complete matching
spkr., pwr. supply, manual, RF stages now
6BA6, coverage 550kc-31mc/s, mint condition;
price £100; delivered London area only; car-
riage extra outside; also REIN DB 22A pre -
selector, purchased Allied 1954, 550-32mc/s.
2 RF 6BA6, complete as new with manual,
cost £38 to import; accept £25; delivery con-
ditions as above.-Box 4350. (4799

DS.T. 100 communication receivers, good
condition, £19/10; B28 (C.R.100) receivers,

complete valves, untested, fair cond., may have
1 or 2 small parts broken, £12/10; Eddystone
10 waveband communication receiver, with 10
coils (H.R.O. type), £10; 10/20 watt Admiralty
4amplifiers, compact, 5 valves, mic/gram., 200/
250v A.C., push-pull 6L6, untested, £5/10, cost
approx. £30; ditto, 12v battery, mobile type,
complete, £5/10; AR88LF receiver, slightly
soiled otherwise perfect, 1 only, bargain, £39;
No. 22 sets, new condition, tranceivers, com-
plete, £7/10; 100 second-hand television sets
stocked; enquiries invited.-Technical Trading
Co., 311-313, Fratton Rd.. Portsmouth. [4761

Full A.F. range
lowest distortion

WITH THE PARTRIDGE

Price

L13: 15:0
EX WORKS

A 'C' Core Transformer
for use in

HIGH QUALITY A.F.

REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT

A p.p. output transformer specially designed
for really high quality A.F. reproducing
equipment. Power up to 50 watts at 60 c/s.
Each half primary is brought out to terminals
as a separate winding and tapped at 43% of
turns. Considerable N.F.B. can be taken from
the secondary and fed to a point three or four
stages back.

Write for Technical Data Sheet No. 6
A typical application of the Partridge
UL2 is described by W. A. Ferguson,
B.Sc. (Eng.) in his article " Design
for a 20 -watt High Quality Amplifier,"
" Wireless World," May.

A new edition
of the PARTRIDGE

CATALOGUE
is now available

Contains up-to-date
prices and
specifications for a
comprehensive range of
transformers, chokes, etc.

WRITE FOR
YOUR COPY NOW

PARTRIDGE.
TRANSFORMERS LTD
TOLWORTH SURREY

Phone: ELMbridge 6737/8

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS-
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

WIRELESS WORLD 2R.F. 3 -valve quality
V V tuner, M.W. and L.W., complete with

fully smoothed power supply unit, unused, ideal
for use with all high fidelity amplifiers; £7,
including 4 valves, approx. half original price:
limited number bargain.-Box 2974. [6817

T.V. RECEIVERS, SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

TAYLOR pattern generator, T.240.A, as new,
12in console TV, home built. seen work-

ing. -59, Beech Rd., Harrogate, Yorks. [4686
LOUDSPEAKERS-SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND
WHARFEDALE, Super 12, c/s A.L., as new;
4373. [4809

£12/10; Sandalled corner panel, £2.-Box
KLIPSCH horn L.P. speaker, untreated ply.

with 15 ohms high flux unit; nearest offer
£35; dem. 20 miles North London: treble
speaker available if desired.-Box 4316. [4788

cu. ft. bass Reflex, also bass horn, as des-
cribed in " Sound Reproduction," £5 ea..

£9
64. [48

two.-138, Mill Lane, London, N.W.6. Ham.5208
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

KEEN Amateur going abroad has quantity of
units and equipment for sale; moderate

prices to quick buyer.-Box 4396. [6814
AVAILABLE: ET4332B, BC375 with T.1_7.,

T1131, TR1430, TR1464, W.S.38.-E.W.S.
Co., 69. Church Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.

NEW TEST EQUIPMENT
[4366

TV signal intensity meter (S.I.M.) for aerial
checks and installation, etc.; send for full

details.-Radio-Aids, Ltd., 29, Market St.,
Watford. Tel. Watford 5988. [4737

TEST EQUIPMENT-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

PRECISION meter, Type 44, by Electronic
Instruments, multi -range, A.C. and D.C.,

cost £40; accept £30 o.n.o.-Box 4195. [4741
ADVANCE signal generator, type El and

G.E.C. select -test meter, in good condi-
tion; offers.-E. Gulliver, Chipping Norton,
Oxon. [4766

ADVANCE- E2 signal generator, £20; radar
pattern generator, model H, channel two,

£22; or both for £40; Condition as new.-
Dawson, 34, Lionel Grove, Harptelds, Stoke-
on-Trent, Staffordshire. [4712

SIGNAL generators, oscilloscopes, output
meters, valve voltmeters, frequency meters,

multi -range meters in stock; your enquiries are
invited.-Requirements to R.T. & I. Service,
254, Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986.

[0056
NEW DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ETC.

1500 cycles altenators 2KVA. 80v.-E.W.S.
mingham.Co

69, Church Rd.. Moseley. r4B6i0r1-

SPECIAL televisor rotary converters, guaran-
teed interference free, fitted radio and tele-

vision filters, wt. 601b, d.c. input 12v 200va
out. 24v. 32v, 50v, 110v, 230v dm., to 230v out
250va, £28/10 del., also converters for radio-
gram and general use, inputs, outputs and
prices as above; the above also supplied without
smoothing, £25 del. immediate despatch; trade
supplied.
AT a purchaser's home 60 mls. S.W. of Sutton
Coldfield a 24v
TELEVISION converter was tested on Ekco tele-
vision, 12in tube stated consumption 135 watts
d.c. current from battery only 91/5 amps, picture
and sound were perfect and completely free of
interference or flutter.
THE above is the latest product of British
manufacture, and is guaranteed for one year.
J.A.P. No. 2A 1 2hp petrol engine. air-cooled,
4 -stroke, starting rope, tools; £17/10 delivered.
T. W. PEARCE, 66. Great Percy St., W.C.1
(near Angel). [0013
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.-SURPLUS AND

SECOND-HAND
L'OR sale, motor generator, L.D.C.,
N.' Ltd., input 220-230 volts D.C., output 230
volts A.C., single phase 6.5 amps. Apply Bur-
ton, The Lawn, Itchen Abbas, Winchester.

MOTORS Mk. X (repeater), boxed,r4u6n97-
1.V.a. used, 3/6, plus 1/- p. & p.' quotations
quantity 600 available; lrpm and 3.5rpm, high
torque motors, 4in diam., 7in. L, ex recording
cameras, 230v 50 25/-; 12v D.C., 17/6;
1/20hp series motors, long double spindle,
4,00Orpm, 19/ -.-Technical Trading Co., 311-

T/ft amps 18gns and pre -amps £5/15 for 3-
EQUIPMENT

[4760313, Fratton Rd., Portsmouth.
NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND

headed decks, inc. p pack and meter level
ind.
GRUNDIG, Philips T/R promptly supplied;
Reflectograph decks £31, for Lodestar; T/R
amps. for Wearite, Truvox, etc., U/L output.
TEL. Gla. 1770.
HARDING ELECTRONICS, 120a, Mora Rd.,
Cricklewood, London, N.W.2. [0032
TAPE recorders for sale, exchange, or hireeein

Greater London, good quality tape
recorders wanted for cash, all types of
repairs, mechanical and electronic, carried out
by specialists, all accessories available, we deal
exclusively in magnetic recording equipment.

MAGNEGRAPH RECORDING Co., Ltd.,
1, Hanway Place London, W.I. Tel. Langham

[3396
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for 2f6 only
Our 1955

Supa-]Ian
" The Rome

Con-
structor "s (76 pages)

now incorporates:-* 80 CIOUrrs-Sonerhets,
T.R.F. Sets.* ATPT11/334Vtfil"ictsi'ttg2traTietics:

supa-simpli fled layout inti point-to-pointdiagrams for building
varietY of* VGPIr Pr/o-Foll

Constructional
details for

building agoperhet
coil pa.ck.* OAR RADIOFail
constructMnal

details.
* RATTERy

IFFIARGRA-Details
for building* 'ilLEICCIitift'Pr.

of info tion, Resis-
tance Colour

Code, Formulae,
and " know-

how. '
* RADIO

CONTRA
as,

information
and

list.
* RADIOGRAM

Constructors
list.

* CATALOGUE
-Profusely

illustrated
price

list of components
tncludtng,--141PCOMS.-Variabie

Iron -dust cored coils.
10-30, 16-50,

30-75, 75-200,
190-550, 800-2,000

metres.
Aerial ELF. or Om. 3/- each.

ao strPacorz
PACE.Al-wave

(L/51/8)
superhet

pack -single
hole thring-recon,

mended for numerous
receivers-readYaligned. 47/5.40 STJPA00/L

PACIL-Simi/ar
to above.

For use with
superhets having

an R.F. stage,
Ready ligned. 82/,(Either of above

can be supplied
to order to

cover 4e

ailreiPAT,`7.,Tega%)'net
for YOU to makersboth these

Packs, 1/8.
's "The most

helpful book
in the Trade."

21, Markhouse
SVPAICOLLS

(DEPT. ''''.7)
Telephone

:
Road, London,

E.17KEY 6896

IIMMIIMINII

A.R.I. 5206 (STR 16/11) EQUIPMENTS
150-505 Koh; C.W., 14 watts.
2.4-13 Mc/e C.W., 25 watts.
MCW. R/T., 6 watts.
Built in 100 ICc/s %-tat calibrator.
Complete T/R installations or separate units.
Send your enquiries to:

AVIONICS LIMITED
Croydon Airport. Tel. Croydon 5791. 4383, 7744.

Surrey. Grams: Aeradio Croydon.

0 411PVIIPWPW,lieVieNie. 0
Introducing the :- 44

t TYANA TRIPLE THREE

Reg. Design i
MAKE SOLDERING A PLEASURE

No. 867881

SMALL SOLDERING IRON

STAND
Complete with detachable BENCH 0/6
The smallest high -power soldering iron.
Length only 8fin. ; adjustable long bit dia,
3/16 ; mains voltages 100/110, 200/220,
230/250.

4

The "STANDARD"
Popular Soldering Iron

now reduced to 14/11
4 Replacement Elements and Bits for both types

always available.

4 KENROY LIMITED
152/297 UPPER ST., ISLINGTON,

LONDON, N.I.
Telephone : Canonbury 4905-4663 4

g........................ g

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

ERROGRAPH magnetic tape recorderF 76gns.
WEARITE tape decks and component parts.
DISC recording machines and blank discs.
LEAK amplifiers, lOw £17/17; preamp £10/10.
GOODSELL, 5w £13/10. preamp £10/10.
RESLO ribbon microphones and stands.
EVERYTHING for the professional recording
studio and quality dealers.
SOUND DISCS (SUPPLIES), Ltd., 178, Bis.
pham Rd., Southport, Lancs. Tel. 88153.

[4731
INE-VOX disc recording equipments, typeC C7J for high -quality recordings from exist-

ing microphone equipment; price from 28gns;
also available as a complete channel inclusive
of mic., amplifier and playback equipment, at
7Ogns; type C7 for highest quality professional
requirements -recorder mechanism at 48gns, or
complete channel at llOgns; demonstrations
arranged in London.
PLEASE write for details to K.T.S., Ltd.,

Coplow," Park Rd., Braunton, N. Devon. Tel.
Braunton 224. Callers by appointment only.

[0209
BUY British ferrograph recorders from an

established studio, benefit by our many
years' experience; Emitape, microphones,
splicers, speakers (two only, B.S.R. ribbon mics,
600ohm, 50/- each); transfer your tapes to our
wide dynamic L.P.s.-" Eroica " Recording
Studios (1949), Peel St., Eccles, M/c. Eccles
1624. Director, Thurlow Smith, A.R.M.C.M.

[0122
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

-SURPLUS AND SECOND-HAND
VITAVOX Type A m/c mike, chrome, unused,

cost 9gris, accept 7gns o.n.o.-Box 4299.
[4776

GRUNDIG 7001, as new, original carton.
phone adaptor, foot control, stethoscopic

'phones; £60; consider exchange.-Minifon, Tel.
Cosham 79094. [4818
H.M.V. disk unit and amplifier, Model 230011

in magnificent condition: price £135 o.n.o
-Fullest details from Dearden, 11, Tubwell
Row. Darlington. L1727

S.R. disc recorder, moving coil and ribbonB mikes, 78 blanks, cost £235; also Baird
Moe recorder, cost 57gns: no reasonable offers
refused. -362, Court Oak Rd., Harborne.
B'ham. [4754

NEW COMPONENTS
V11, new W.W. design; coilsets. parts. avail-
-L. able now: BEL, FM and transistor pioneers.
-Marlborough Yard, London Archway, N.19.
Arc. 5078. [0185
XTEW mains transformers, fully shrouded.

11 210-230-250v. primaries 350-0-350 150ma.
secondaries. 6.3v 4 act. 6.3v 2a, 5v 3a fly leads.
42/6: 400-0-400 200ma 6.3v 4 act, 6.3v 3act.
5v 3a. 63/-.-C. S. F. Steward. 6, Broughton
Rd., Hadleigh, Essex. ' [4585

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECOND-HAND

RADIO CLEARANCE-, Ltd.. 27. Tottenham
Court Rd.. London, W.I. Tel, Museum 9188.

ELECTROLYTICS. capacity, voltage, size, tone
of mounting, price post paid; 400, 6v, 1 X2in.
lug. 1/9: 250+250, 6v. 1X2in. lug, 2/-; 40.
150v, 1X2. clip. 2/6, 20+20. 275v. 1X2, lug,3/3: 16+32. 275v. 1/2, lug, 3/3, 16+16, 275v.
1X2, clip. 3/3: 100 275. 350v, 154,x3, clip,
3/6: 32+12, 350v. 1X2. clip, 4/-; 16, 350v.
3dX2, lug. 1/9; 10, 450v, 3/1X2, lug, 1/6; 16,
450v. 7/0(2, tag, 2/9; 15+15. 450v+20mf 25v,
1141X3. lug. 4/6, 200, 6v 44,X134. clip. 1/6: 75,12v, 3'RX134. clip. 1/9: 8. 450v, 1X2, clip, 2/-;
250. 12v 5/4X154. wire, 2/3: 40+40. 275v,1%x2, clip, 3/3; 24+24+16, 350/425v. l%X2,
clip. 4/9; 4. 150v. Ws X 15/, . clip. 1/1; 500, 12v.
19/,X234 clip, 2/-; 8, 350v, 30(2. clip. 1/9.
32+32, 350/425v. 156X2. clip, 4/6; 2, 450/525v,
30(134, tag. 1/6; 8, 450v, 3/4X2, clip. 1/9;

X64+120, 275v. 134 4l/e, clip, 5/6; 16+16.
350/425v, 1%X2, clip, 4/-; all all cans,
some with sleeves, all voltages, WKG, surge
where marked, new stock guaranteed.
5mA meters. moving coil, bakelite case, 21n
square, flush mounting new, boxed; 7/- Post
',aid: 50mA. 8/6.
MAINS trans.. 250-0-250v. 80ma 6.3v. 2.5A.
6.3v, 0.6A. Fri. 0-210-230-250v 12/- post paid.
TELEVISION chassis, cadmium plated, steel.
size 14X13X2141n, complete with 13 valve
holders (9-B9A Pax, 1-B9A Cer, 2-B70 Cer,
1-Int. Oct. amph.), 20 various tag strips, cut
away for metal rect., line trans., etc.; 9/11each, post paid.
FRONT and rear tube mounts to fit abovechassis, 3/- pair, post paid.
P.M. focus rings, wide angle. tetrode tube,
fully adjustable. 12/- post paid.
RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd.. 27. Tottenham Court
Rd., London, W.I. Tel. Museum 9188. [0015
QOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, Ltd., IL Little
Ll Newport Street, London, W.C.2. See our
displayed advertisement, page 143. [0016
riLYMPIC radio jack, simply connect to
V amplifier and aerial for radio reception on
medium or long wave; price £315. -Frank E.
Jessop, 4, Oxford St., Leicester. [4759
COIL packs 3/9 (2 -wave), including I.F.s,

also 3 -wave, with 465 k/es I.F.s at 7/9:
free drawing, money back guarantee, I.F.s only
2/- pair, P.P. 1/3. -Duke & Co., 621, Romford
Rd., E.12. Gm. 6677. [4785
METAL -GLASS seals; single -way, hermetic.

ally sealed terminals for soldered connec-
tions and fixing; mostly 1kv and 2kv sizes, new
(surplus), 65/- per 1,000 assorted. -P. B. Craw -
shay. 94, Pixmore Way, Letchworth, Herts. Tel.
1851. [0087

RADIO/RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
BUILT TO HIGHEST TECHNICAL STANDARDS
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR OF QUALITY MUSIO

REPRODUCTION
New Range of Models with Latest Features
FERRITE ROD AERIAL. MINIATURE
(BVA) VALVES. STEEL CHASSIS
A/C 200/250 volts

3 wavebands
HIGH QUALITY
REPRODUCTION

HORIZONTAL OR Size
VERTICAL DIAL o 12"x7^
FULLY ALL A.G.

GUARANTEED MAINS

ASSEMBLED AND READY FOR USE.
5 VALVES chassis, 4 watt output,
wide range of tone control. £13.18.3
7 VALVES PUSHPULL chassis, 6 watt output,
separate bass and treble n7.17.9
controls
Negative feedback applied from output trans-
former secondary.
Gram switching on wavechange switch.
Plug-in connections for pickup, speaker, gram
motor.
Choice of horizontal or vertical dial.
Also magic eye fitment, dial escutcheon, matched
Bin. and 10in. speakers.

FULL TRADE FACILITIES
DETAILED LIST AND DIMENSIONS.

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

THE DULCI CO. LTD.
97 VILLIERS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.L

Telephone: WILLESDEN 6678.

 BRADMATE 
HIGH CLASS

TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT
HEADS, DESKS, TAPE, ETC.

grog for lists
BRADIVIATID LTD.

STATION ROAD, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM 6
Telephone: East 2881-2

WAFER SWITCHES.
TO SPECIFICATION

One or more type " H "
switches having any desired
contact arrangement or wafer
spacing made from parts sup-
plied by A.B. Metal Products
Ltd.

Most types despatched within
48 hours.

Send for Price List of 82
" standard " arrangements
and switch design chart

Orders and enquiries by post only:

SPECIALIST SWITCHES
24 CRANBOURN STREET,

LONDON, W.C.2
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RELAYS TYPE 3000

BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATION -EARLY
DEL1VERY-QUOTATION BY RETURN -
PLEASE STATE RESISTANCE OF COIL
REQUIRED AND CONTACT BUILD UP.

GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. 230/250 volt, 50
cy. Induction motor 1,350 r.p.m., 95 watts, gin.
blades, silent running. 86/15/-. Carriage 7/6.
CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. 3-0-3 volts. In
leather case with prods. 25/-. Post 2/-.
RATIO ARM UNITS by H. W. Sullivan. Brand new.
600 ohms -1-600 ohms. 50/-. Post 2/-.
WHEATSTONE RESISTANCE BRIDGE. Manganin.
1 to 10,000 ohms. 25.
GALVANOMETER. Mirror type, 5 Microamps ESC.
Table Model in case 8 x 5fr x5iin., scaled 0/5, 0/25,
0/125 microamps. £10.
MICROPHONE. A most attractive professional
crystal mike with beautiful friction slide, adjustable
heavy floor stand and 12f t. screened cable. £6161-.
Poet 2/6.

MICROAMMETERS
250 F.S.D. Skin. FLUSH MODEL 837

Specially scaled for test meters. Knife edge KKi.
pointers, magnetic shield. Brand new.

4
.110

BLOWER MOTORS. Dual voltage 12-24 volts.
Recommended for ear cooling or heating, 25/-.
Post 2/-.

RECEIVER R1155
BRAND NEW. AERIAL TESTED

In maker's original transit case. Now is the chance
to get one from the best delivery we
have had from the Ministry. Carr. £11.19.6
10/6. Send S.A.E. for further details or 1/3 f or publica-
tion giving circuit diagrams, etc. Others available
from 89/101- according to condition.
45 Moie PYE IF STRIP. These vision units are brand
new and complete with 6 EF50 valves and EA50.
Our price only 65/, Post 2/6.

TELEPHONE SETS
FOR PERFECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

2 OR MORE POSITIONS
WALL TYPE. One, pair of units, 85. Batteries
5/6. Twin wire Sd. yd. Post 2/6.
DESK TYPE now available, latest modern style.
Two complete units with battery, ready for use,
58/17/6. 3 core flex required at 5d. per yard.
BACKS P.O. STANDARD for 19in. panels. Steel
channel sides, correctly drilled. Heavy angle base.
Height, Oft. lffin. or Oft.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. Ex-R.A.F.
Brand new, 7 cu. ft. per min. 101b. per sq. in. at
1,200 r.p.m. Ideal for a brazing torch, etc. Size
615. x 4in., shaft 2 x kin.. 22/6 each. Post 2/-.
SLOW MOTION DIALS. bin. Scaled 0-100, reduction
200 to 1 or direct. 5/6 each. Post I/O.
VOLTMETERS. 0/300 for A.C. Mains 50 cy. Clear
Sin. dial., 60/-; 0/15 volts A.C./D.C. 2km. flush,
15/6.
VOLTMETERS. 0/300 D.C. 2in. flush square with
external resistance, 10/6: Post 1/-. Easily converted
to read A.C. by using a 5 Milliamp meter rectifier.
at 7/6. Post 1301.
MOVING COIL METER with 1 m/A movement 29in.
round. Sealed 0/300 volts. 30/-.
AMMETERS. tin. Flush 0/20. 10/6 each. 20-0-20,
12/6 each. 0/30 10/8 each. Moving Coil D.C.
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS. 1 ris/A.. 8/6 each..
5 m/A., 716 ea., 50 m/A,. 5/- ea.

ELECTED MAGNETIC COUNTERS. Post Office type
11A, counting up to 9,999, 2 to 6 volts D.C., 3 ohm
coil, 12/6 each. Post 1/-. Many other types in stock,
lists sent with order or send S.A.E.
HEADPHONES. HIGH RESISTANCE. 4,000 ohms.
Type CHR. New. 12/6 pair. Post 1/6.
ACFIL PUMPS. These pumps enable you to fill
all accumulators on the bench with the carboy at
floor level. Brand new, only Sip-. Post 2/-.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 volts D.C., out-
put 230 volts A.C. 50 cycles, 100 watt, 92/6 each'
Al. available with 24 volt input, care. 7/6.
LISTS AVAILABLE. Motors, Meters, Telephones,
Rectiflem, Relays, Potentiometers, Resistances. All
types including High Stability Carbon and Wire
wound. Send large S.A.E.

L. WILKINSON
(CROYDON) LTD. DEPT. W.W.
19, LANSDOWNE ROAD, CROYDON

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECOND-HAND

QUPREME RADIO, 746b, Romtord Road,
LS Manor Park, London, E.12. Tel. Ilf. 1260
Est. 19 years.
BROWN 80ohm co -axial cable, 8d per yard or
7/6 doz yards; W/Wound 10K ohm knob -type
pre-set v/controls, 2/6 ea.
EARTH Rods copper tube type; 1/8 ea.
ELECTROLYTIC Cond., 8mfd, 450v wkg..
sleeved tubular w/end: our price, 1/11 ea
METALPACK 0.1mfd 350v condensers; 8d
ea., or 7/6 doz.
SPRAGUE, 0.1mfd 350v condensers, sv/end:
6d ea., or 5/6 doz.
STILL a popular buy, Mains Trans. shrouded,
upright mounting, with base connections,
290-0-290v 60m/a, 6.3v 1.5amp, and 4v 2amp,
with screen, primary tapped on v, panel.
0-200v, 220v, 240v, size H W 3144n. D
23'in; 12/6 ea. and 1/- pack374in,
STEEL Chassis, ready punched for s/het lay-
out, 14in X 6in X 3m ; 2 / 6 ea.
R.M.I. Metal Recs, 3/11 ea.; R.M 2 type.
4/3 ea.; R.M.3 type, 5/11 ea.; R.M.4 type,
18/- ea.; 14A86 metal recs, 16/6 ea.; 14A100.
19/6 ea.
2 -POLE 2 -way w/c switches; 1/- ea.
MICRO -PACK. 25mfd, 25v, bias cond-small;1/4 ea.
ALL parts in stock for Denco F.M. unit,
manual'' 1/6 ea.
MULLARD 5/10 Amplifier parts always in
stock, manual; 2/6 ea.
TRY us for Radio and Television component
Parts at the right price; your enquiries wel-
comed.
TERMS: C.W.O.: no C.O.D.
SEND 9d extra for postage orders under £5.
2Ikd S.A.E. all enquiries and list. [0021

WANTED. EXCHANGE. ETC.
EXTRUSIONS by Marley.
BUYERS requiring rigid and flexible tubesar:
sections in thermoplastic materials should ask
for a quotation from Marley Extrusions, Dept.
129, Lenham, Maidstone, Kent. Harrietsham
381. [4735
WANTED, receivers A.P.R.4. also T.N.16. 17.

18, 19. etc., and any radio test gear.
LESLIE DIXON & Co., 214, Queenstown Rd.,
Battersea. S.W.8 Macaulay 2159.
DROFESSIONAL precision disc cul-8146
A machine, L/P 78/45. -Box 4018. [4726
WANTED, tuning units, TN17, TN18. TN19,

for R54/APR4; £50 each
valves, test equipment (Avo,

v v lor).-Call or write Stan Willetts, 43, Soon
IT02,4ox61.W

Lape. West Bromwich. Staffs. Tel. Wes. 2392.
[

WANTED, coils 425 Q max. RV2 V.H.F
6815

. con-
verter, top price, good condition. -Hay -

lock, 230, Devonshire Ave., Southsea, Hants.
Ill/ANTED, set manufacturers' or ex -Govern-

ment radio equipment, large or small
quantities of valves, electrolytics. speakers.
meters also components.
LOWE BROS.. 9a, Diana Place. Euston Rd..
N.W.1. Eus. 1636/7. 14485
WANTED. 11R0 coils. Rita, etc., A.R.88s,

BS348s, S278, etc. -Details to R.T. & I.
Service, 254. Grove Green Rd., London. E.11.
Ley. 4986. 10163
WANTED, B.C.610 Halicrafters, E.T.4336

transmitters and spare parts for same;
best prices.-P.C.A. Radio, Beavor Lane, Ham-
mersmith, W.6.

ANTED, good quality communication
10079RYS

WANTED,
recorders. test equipment, domestic

radios, record players, amplifiers, valves, com-
ponents, etc., estb. 18 years. -Call. send or
Phone Ger. 4638. Miller's Radio, 38a, Newport
Court, Leicester Sq.. W.C.2.
WANTED, signal generators types TF144G.2468

TF517F, TF762A, frequency meters type
BC221, TS174, TS175; also receivers types
R1359 and R1294. -Send price and details to
Hatfield Instruments, Ltd.. 175, Uxbridge Rd..
Hanwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779/9857. 10037

ALL U.S.A. V.H.F. test and communication
equipment; TS174, TS175, TS47, B.C.221

freq. meters; receivers 1294, 1359, Hallicrafters
S.27, S 27CA, U.S.A.; APR4 and tuning units
TA -16, 17, 18 and 19, RCA AR88D-LF, Halli-
crafters SX28- valves 707A -707B. 2K28. 2K39,
2K33, 2K41; highest offers given by return.-
Ger. 8410 and 4447. Universal Electronics, 22.
Lisle St., Leicester Sq.. London, W.C.2. [0229

VALVES WANTED
ALL types of valves required for cash; state

quantity and condition. -Radio Facilities.
Ltd., 38. Chalcot Rd., N.W.1. Primrose 9090.

CABINETS74 walnut veneered TV cabinets.
14074

343/in high, 193/4in wide, 18in deep; open shelf
at Sin up from bottom; TV opening 151/2inX
121n, speaker opening 9V2inX7in, 4 spindle
holes, 914in centres, 21/4in from shelf and
1Y,,in centres; waterfall top and sloping front,
Flexcello castors. -Offers to Box 4015. [4721
T EWIS RADIO have the best selection and

finest finish. -See page 143.
E.C. make octagonal cabinet, provisionw2for24Gone or two speakers. walnut finish: £13. -

Box 4317.WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets,r4786
soundly constructed; stamp for details. -

R. Shaw, 69, Fairlop Rd., Leytonstone, E4330
METERS WANTED

[4.1330

WE urgently require meters of all types,
meter components, test equipment, etc.;

any quantity, large or small; prompt cash.
ANDERS ELECTRONICS, Ltd., 91, Hampstead
Rd.. London, N.W.1. Euston 1639. [4663

IT'S THE

ROLLS-ROYCE

PERFECTION

THAT COUNTS

Dear Sirs,
I am a customer, having

two of your Transformers,
which I believe are the best
in the world. . . .

G. L. A. B., Washington,
U.S.A.

Savage " Massicore " Trans-
formers are meeting more
exacting electronic needs than
ever before -including those
of Rolls-Royce, makers of
the best car in the world.

A"k
E(SAYAGED VIZE*

NURSTEED ROAD,
DEVIZES WILTS.

Telephone : DEVIZES 932
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THE o
INSTRUMENT

MODEL
Specially designed for
soldering operations in
the compact assemblies
used in present day
radio,television
and electronicindustries
Weight 3.10
exciud inflexible
Length 9 in.
2 5 Watts.
Voltage range
12 - 50

241-
100 - 240

221-

Interesting
features

I. Bit .e.," dia-
meter, simple

to replace.
2. Steel cased ele-

ment, also replace-
able.

3. Detachable hook
for suspending iron

when not in use.
4. Moulded two part

handle, remains cool ,n use.
5. Six It. Henley Flexible.

_ffurpri.
ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS

W. T. H ENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
6163, Hatton Garden. London, E.C.1

THE

CHAFFEY
CABINET COMPANY
63a, CHELTENHAM RD., LONDON, S.E.15

TEL: NEW CROSS 4766

llowidge
Norwich

CONVERTOR TYPE 26. For conversion
from channel 3 to channel I, complete with
self-contained power supply unit and totally
enclosed in a handsome, well finished steel
case. Price complete, E11/17/-.
Also available in chassis form less HT supply
but including mains operated heater supply
for inclusion in receivers. Price complete, 03.
CONVERTOR TYPE AC/4. For weak
signal areas. Price complete, E15/151,

(Leaflets on request.)

SPENCER - WEST,
Quay Works, Ct. Yarmouth.

Telephone: 3009.
'Grams Spencer -West, Gt. Yarmouth.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
MAINS transformers rewound, new trans-

formers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; first-
class workmanship; fully guaranteed.
P.M. ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., Potters Bldgs..
Warser Gate, Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 47898.

10118
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.-Model

Loudspeaker Service. Bullingdon Rd..
Oxford. [4627

MAINS transformers, E.H.T.s, chokes, field
coils, etc.,promptly and efficiently re-

wound or maufactured to any specification.
LADBROKE REWIND SERVICE. Ltd., 820a,
Harrow Rd., London, N.W.I0. [0222

SERVICE sheets for hire or sale, over 2,000
models, radio and television, list 1 / - s.a.e.

enquiries.-W. Gilbert, 24, Frithvllle Gardens,
London, W.12. Tel. She. 3052. [4296

TRANSFORMER rewind service, mains,
E.H.T. transformers and chokes, prompt

delivery, range of replacement types ex -stock
or manufactured to your specification.
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co., 75,
Kilburn Lane, London, W.10. Ladbroke 2296.

[0200
NOTICE that Melton Electronics, Ltd., 387,

Ashley Rd., Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, manu-
fact are transformers, chokes, line and frame
outputs, R.F. and E.H.T. coils, and a complete
range of " C " core types.
YOUR enquiries for rewinding all Commercial
Typeswill receive immediate attention. [4669

LECTRICAL test instruments repaired and
recalibrated, all makes, ammeters, volt-

meters, multi -range test meters; meters sup-
plied or converted to any range.-Electrical
Instrument Repair Service, 329, Kilburn Lane,
W.9. Ladbroke 4168. [4016
ra. C. BOULTON for repairs to any loud-
1-- speaker, specialists on heavy and P.A.
types; cone assemblies, field coils, repair acces-
sories, pressure units, microphones; trans-
formers rewound and to specification; motor
rewinds.-Lumby St., Manchester Rd., Brad-
ford. Tel. 22838. [0171

ARMATURE rewinding service to the trade,
vacuums, drills, grinders, hood dryers,

dental motors, vacuum cleaner armatures re-
placed from stock; 24 hours' service; every job
guaranteed we also specialize in complete over-
hauls and rebuilds of vacuum cleaners; all
vacuum cleaner parts, hoses, bearings, fans,
brushes for any make in stock.-Regam Elec-
tric, 95, Park Lane, Leeds, 1. [0028

PAINTS, CELLULOSE, ETC.
PAINT spraying handbook, 3/6 post free.

cellulose and synthetic paints and all spray-
ing requisites supplied; catalogues free.-Leo-
nerd Brooks, 53, Harold Wood, Romford. 0207

BUSINESS AND PROPERTY
LOCK -UP shop, electrical, radio, and com-

ponents, main road, Croydon. Offers-
urgent sale.-Box 4397. [6816

LONG-ESTABLISHED small radio, TV, elec-
trical; £2,950 freehold; good living accom-

modation; modern stock at value; Portsmouth
area; owner retiring.-Box 4372. [4808

RADIO and TV business in pleasant country
town (W. Midlands); good position, agen-

cies, and connection; a genuine going concern;
living accom., 2 rec., kit, bath, 4 bed., garden,
garage, all services; freehold. £2,750; s a.v.-
Box 4291. [4798

ARGE, modern, fully equipped, old -estab-
lished and expanding engineering and

electronic engineering factory, A.I.D. approved
(public company), has capacity for new
developments and current productions in radio
and television; manufacturing, assembly, sub-
assembly, wiring. etc., pressings and parts,
from prototype to finished product-Write in
confidence to Box 3956. [4711

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YOUR invention or idea considered for out-

right purchase or production on a royalty
basis by firm of electronic engineers.-Apply
Box 4124. [4734

FINANCIAL & PARTNERSHIPS
\WORKING partner wanted with business ex-

perience to build up small electronic sub-
contract business; must have sound practical
knowledge of circuits and wiring layout pro-
cedure.-Box 4194. 14740

WORK WANTED
CAN we help Your development or produc-

tion; assembly and wiring service at your
disposal-R.A.E. Mfg. Co.. 135a, Kentish Town
Rd.. N.W.I. Gul. 7011. [0219

CAPACITY available for small plastic moulds
and stamping tools; highest limits. clean

work, reasonable prices; speCiality; hearing
aids and electronic components.-Toolmaker,
23b, St. Stephens Ave.. London. W.12. 10064

DESIGN development and prototype construc-
tion facilities available in all fields from

power supplies to band 5 front ends, AM./
F.M., etc.; enquiries from the smaller manu-
facturer especially welcome.-Tel. Granby
1300. Imperial Radio and Television Co., Bux-
ton St., Leicester. [4758

CAPACITY AVAILABLE
WAVE winding capacity available.-Avis &

Beggs, Ltd., Gosbrook Rd., Caversham.
Reading. t0094

MISCELLANEOUS

TO manufacturers, technical institutes,
research depts., etc.

HIGH voltage oil -filled condensers, 5+ 5 odd,
2,200 volts; normal price 56/- each; limited
stock to clear at 12/6 each.-Box 3086. [4538

METALWORK, all types cabinets, chassis.
racks. etc.. to your own specification;

capacity available for small milling and cap-
stan work up to lin bar.
PHILPOTT'S METAL WORKS. Ltd.. (G4B1).
Chapman St.. Loughborough. [0208

Fidelia
HAND BUILT

QUALITY
UNITS

MAJOR
10 VALVE
cRRAALIsisOlGsRi3A3121814

The Fine quality reproductit.n g,,.n i,r the Fidelia
is the result of a carefully balanced design and many
year; experience In building high quality equipment.
Each feature of our design we consider essential for
the finest sound, these include, triode output stages,
variable selectivity, cathode follower detector
non resonant tone control circuit with separate
bass and treble controls, steep cut scratch filter
on gram., provision for F.M. reception. Technical
details and helpful information about the V.H.F.
F.M.. transmissions on request.
Fidelia P.M. Tuner 213 10 0
Fidelia Standard 7 -valve model £21 12 0
Fidelia De -Luxe 9 -valve model with

7 watt triode push-pull output £25 5 0
Fidelia Fringe area F.M. tuner with

power supply £18 10 0

EL

2 AMHURSF ROAD,
TELSCOMBE CLIFFS.

Nr. Brighton,
SUSSEX

Tel. Peaerehanen 3156

The
IS the Answer
To BAND III

"BANDIT"

Send for Lists
TELECRAFT LTD.

Quadrant Works, Wortley Rd. West Croydon, Surrey
THOrnton Heath 1191-2-3

EUREKA & CONSTANTAN
RESISTANCE WIRES

Prices per ounce
SWG Enam. DASC. SWG Enam. DASC.

16 /6 I/6 28 2/I 2/6
17 /6 I/6 29 2/2 2/6
18 /6 1/6 30 2/2 2/6
19 /6 1/6 31 2/3 2/8
20 /6 1/6 32 2/3 2/9
21 16 1/6 33 2/4 3/-
22 /6 1/8 34 2/6 3/-
23 /6 1/10 35 2/8 3/3
24 /8 2/- 36 2/9 3/6
25 /10 2/2 37 3/-3 3/9
26 2/1 2/4 38 3/ 4/3
27 2/- 2/4 40 3/6 4/9

Wires to SO swg available

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

SEND STAMP FOR LIST. TRADE SUPPLIED.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4
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GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM, S.E.I3
Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY
Clients in Eire, please allow at least double the
carriage stated to allow for customs clearance
charges.
E X-R.A.F. DYNAMOTORS 24/28 volts D.C.
input 1200 volts 17 milliamps 1 hour rating.
11/6 each.
E X -RADAR IMPULSE TRANSFORMERS,
2 Mu -Metal transformer in oil, Output believed
to be 15 kV. at 3 kW. R.F., only 7/6 each.
ROTARY CONVERTORS, 24 volts D.C.,
input 50 or 110 volts 500 cycles I phase, Output
at 300 watts, E7/l0/- each C/forward.
METAL RECTIFIERS, large type, 50 volts at
1 amp. D.C. Output (70/75 volts A.C. Input),
these can also be broken down for low tension
rects., 7/6 each.
EX-G.P.O. EARPHONE with separate carbon
type Microphone, 40 ohms resistance, 6/6 each.
AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS, 4 kilo-
watts 110 to 230 volts or vice versa, E15 each,
C/forward; ditto double wound 3 kW., Input
230 volts, Output 55/0/55 or can be used the
other way round, E16/10/- each, C./forward.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. Input 200/250 volts,
Output 25 volts 2 am ps. , centre capped, 22/6 each.
EX-R.A.F. MORSE TAPPING KEYS, com-
plete with flexible lead with Jack Plug, 3/6 each.
EX -GOVERNMENT MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS, suitable for soil heating, garage
lighting, etc. Input 180/250 volts, Output 0/14/17
volts 20 amps., 45/. each, carriage 3/6; another
same input, Output 4 voles 20 amps. twice,
:30/. each, C/paid.
LARGE WIRE WOUND FIXED RESIST-
ANCES, 350 ohms to carry amp., slider easily
fitted, 5/. each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 220/230 volts.
Input 0/9/18 volts 3/4 amps., Output suitable for
battery chargers, etc., 22/6 each.

CONDENSERS, 1000
M.F.D. 75 volt working, 6/6 each; 2000 M.F.D.
12 volt working, 5/. each, post If-.
EX-W.D. CONVERTORS, 18/24 volts D.C.,
Input 450 volts D.C. Output complete with
reduction gear, these can be easily converted to
work off A.C. mains approx. power -1 h.p. suit-
able for grinders, lathes, etc., 20- each, post 2/6.
HEAVY DUTY SPOT WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, input 200/250 volts. OUTPUT a
combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 volts at 1201
150 amps. New E6 115, each, carriage 6/-.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT a
combination of 2,4 6, 8, 10, 12 volts at 50/70 amps.
New E5/2/6 C./paid.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts Input, Output a

combination of 6, 12, 18 and 24 volts at 30 amps.
E4/2/6 each. Cipaid.
Another Input as above, Output 0, 6, 12, 18
24 volts at 12 amps., SS/. each, post 2/-. Another
input as above, Output 0, 6, 12, 18, 24 volts,
6/8 amps., 46/6 each.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS,
suitable for rectifiers, soil heating, etc. Input
200/250 volts. Output a combination of 6, 12, 18,
24, 30, 36 volts at 15 amps., 67/6 each, post 2/6.
Another Input and Output as above but at 6 amps.,
47/6, post 2/.. Another input and output as above
but at 4 amps., 36/6 each.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANSFORMERS. In-
put 230 volts. Output 4 or 5 Kilo -volts at 30 min.,
also 3 L.T. windings 4 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a., 2 v. 2 a.,
these transformers are capable of a larger output
than stated and are immersed in oil. E3/IS/-each.
carriage 5/,
EX-U.S.A. ROTARY CONVERTORS, 12
volts D.C. input, outputs 500 volts 50 mA. 275 v.
100 mA. Complete with smoothing, 22/6 each,
carriage 2/6. As new.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOLTAGE
CHANGER TRANSFORMER, tapped 0/110/
200/230/250 volts, ES/15/- each, carriage 4/6.
500 watt ditto, a I 5/-, carriage 7/6.
350 watt 55/., 500 watt 75/., 200 watt 45/,
CHARGING KITS CONSISTING OF
RECTIFIER AND TRANSFORMER for
charging 6 or 12 volt batteries at 2 amps. (input
200/250 volts) 32/6 each; ditto for 4 -amps., 46/6
each.

MISCELLANEOUS
COPPER winding wires ex stock. competitive

prices, 17 to 48 swgs, plain enamel, tinned,
synthetic, silk, rayon, cotton covered and Litz
types.-Box 4414.

OUR own tape recording transferred tooo
disc.-Write, call or 'phone Queensway

Private Recording Studios, 123. QueenswaY,
W.2. Tel. Bay. 4992. Studio recordings, tape
recording service 14662
DAYLIGHT tinted, 171nX14in glass Triplex,

new latest, 2/9, P.P. 1/9; 12in (14in X
10in) plate with polished wood frame. 2/9. P.P.
1/9.-Duke & CO., 621, Romford Rd., E.12.
Gra. 6677.
LET professionals transfer your tape record-

ings; record your broadcasts; supply your
requirements. D.s. 10in disk 15/6; 12in 18/6.
Also LP -S Disk vouchers with tapes pur-
chased from Sound News Productions, 59.
Bryanston St., London, W.1. Amb. 0091. [4825
BUILD your own TV and learn about its

cperation, maintenance and servicing;
qualified engineer -tutor available whilst you
are learning and building.-Free brochure from
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. WW.58, London, W.4.
(Associated with H.M.V.) [0180
CABLE and electrical fittings; best makes

only supplied; P.V.C. cable, 3/.029 single
61/4c1 yd, 1/.044 single 5d yd, 3/.029 twin lid
yd, 1/.644 twin 8irod yd; send s.a.e. for full
list of switches, sockets, switch fuses. cable.
flex, etc.-C. Butherway, Roch, Haverford-
west, Pemba.

COPPER
wires enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton.

silk covered, all gauges; B.A. screws, nuts.
washers, soldering tags, eyelets, ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod, headphones, flexes, etc.' latest
radio publications, full range available; list,
s.a.e., trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies. 33.
Bourne Gdns., London, E.4. [0138
BUILD your own highly efficient aerial for

F.M. Commercial TV, etc.. we supply an ex
radar antennae display consisting of moulded
bakelite insulator, stand off mounting bracket,
dipole elements, and director easily adjusted to
suit whatever band required; these aerials have
cost several pounds to manufacture, our special
price only 15/ -,_ plus 1/6 packing and postage.-
Walton's Wireless Stores, 19. Lower High St..
Wolverhampton. [0145

TV cabinets, large purchase enables us to
offer new table cabs. at very keen prices,

1954 model, famous manufacturer, complete
mask, glass, spkr. in front, 14in, 35/- plus
6/- p. & p., 17in, 39/-, plus 6/- p. & p.;

high flux eliptical speakers, 7in X4in, for above,
16/6; 3 -gang condensers, standard size, boxed,
new, 3/6; medium brown knobs, grub screws,
4/- doz., midget, 465, I.F.'s. top make, 9/- pr.;
spkr. cloths, brown/cream, latest weave, 10in X
121/4,in, 1/6; chrome -vanadium screwdriver sets,
7 tools in pocket case, normally 15/-, our
price 9/6; T.R.F. coils, circuits, M. & L.,
set: mains trans., 250-0-250 100ma 6v 4A,
mains adj., top qual., 12/-; Westector WX6,
9d; metal suppressor conds., clips, .25mfd,
220v, ideal cars, etc.. 4d; 1mf mica mold
metal tubs, 5/- dos; valves 813, 50/-; PY31,
4/6; KTW61/63 (6K7), 4/6; etc., telescopic
dinghy masts, ideal TV aerials, rigid, 11in
diem., 18in closed, 9ft ext., 4/6; radio cabinets,
semi -midget, Rexine, back, dial, knobs, fret,
new, 9/6; 4amp thermocouple meters with
shorting SW, in case, ideal chargers, etc.,
4/9; American jack plug adaptors, converting
low imp. headphones to high, 2/9; TF336/2
Marconi, wide range, B.F.O., £.12/10; mixed
resistors, good qual. and assortment, 1/10-3w,
5/- for 60; ditto condensers, 36 for 5/-; small
electrolytics, 32+32, 275v.w., 2/6; lOmfd
450v, 2/-' 8mfd, 150v, 6d; 24mfd, 475v.w.,
3/-; 2K, MK W.W. pots., 1/6; satisfaction or
money back guarantee; 1,000's valves, com-
ponents, etc.: no lists; s.a.e. enquiries.-Tech-
nical Trading, 311-313, Fratton Rd., Ports-
mouth.

NOTICES
[4762

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIA-
TION. Details of membership, open to

the professional sound recording engineer and
all others interested in recording high quality
reproduction and other branches of audio
engineering, together with details of the Lon-
don lecture programme and the Manchester,
Portsmouth and Cardiff Centres, may be ob-
tained from the Hon. Membership Secretary,
H. J. Houlgate, A.M.I.E.E., 12, Strongbow Rd..
Eltham, S.E.9. [0031

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTOF.
SCHOLARSHIP in electronics.
APPLICATIONS are invited for a joint post-
graduate course in electronics at the Univer-
sity of Southampton and at Vickers Arm-
strongs, Ltd., Weybridge. The graduate
selected will attend the diploma course in
electronics at the University during the first
year, and will spend the second year training
in special projects in the electronics laboratory
of the firm. The value of the scholarship will
be that appertaining to the firm's graduate
training scheme, approximately £400 per
annum.-Applications should be made to the
Professor of Electronics, University of
Southampton.

AGENCIES WANTED
WEintend sending one of our sales mana-gersr4720to Pakistan, India, Ceylon, Burma,
Thailand, Malay, Indonesia, etc., during the
latter part of this year' manufacturers of
radios, parts and electrical equipment seeking
new outlets and distributors, and prepared to
enter into provisional agency ageffements, are
invited to 'communicate with us-B. Ashworth
& Co. (Overseas), Ltd. King's House, 36/7,
King St., London, E.C.2. (4629

Specialists for over 20 years in the
manufacture of

HIGHEST QUALITY CHASSIS

Hand made by Craftsmen

Price
L23. 1 8.0
(inc. tax)

F.C. 48 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
with provision for F.M. Tuner.

 8 VALVES including 2 double triodes.
 8 WATTS output from push-pull tetrodes.
 NEGATIVE FEED BACK -20 dB. result-

ing in negligible distortion and high damp-
ing factor.

 BASS and TREBLE controls independent
and continuously variable, LIFT as well as
cut. Unique Thermometer Visual Indicator
ensures positive setting of these controls

 MAGIC EYE Tuning Indicator.
 4 WAVE BANDS: 16-50. 49-120, 190-550

900-2000 metres.
 Large 4 colour illuminated dial.
 Overall size 12iin. x 9in. x 911n. high

T.V.5 14" and

11" CONSOLE

TELEVISION
Giving the true
black and white
picture.
The same high
standard of design
and manufacture.
for which our radio
chassis have been
renowned for many
years, has been maintained in the T.V.5 range.
Aluminised rectangular Cathode Ray tubes are
used, which together with tinted filters, pin-
point focussing, full bandwidth and accurate
interlacing, ensure BRILLIANT DAYLIGHT
VIEWING
The cabinet is finished in beautiful walnut
veneer and makes an elegant addition to any
well furnished room. Silent running castors
are fitted for easy movement.
The Prices (including Purchase Tax) are:-
17in. CONSOLE £82 19 0
14in. CONSOLE £72 9 0
The chassis may be purchased separately as
follows:
17in. CHASSIS £64 15 11
14in. CHASSIS £54 0 3

* Provision is made for a tuner which will
enable you to receive alternative pro-
grammes as soon as it becomes possible to
receive them in your area.

Write to us for descriptive literature mentioning
W.W. H.P. terms are available.

ARMSTRONG TELEVISION CO. LTD.
WARLTERS ROAD. HOLLOWAY LONDON N.7

Telephone NORth 3213/4
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OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO

Get this FREE Book!

'ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES'
reveals how you can
become technically quali-
fied at home for a highly
paid key -appointment in
the vast Radio and Tele-
vision Industry. In 144
pages of intensely inter-
esting matter, it includes
full details of our up-to-
the-minute home study
courses in all branches of
TELEVISION and
RADIO, A.M. Brit.
I. R. E., City &

Guilds, Special Tele-
vision, Servicing, Sound

Film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency and

General Wireless Courses.
We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you're earning less than £15 a week this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

388b COLLEGE HOUSE
29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

LONDON, W.8.

'TANNOY1/
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Tells you what's going on clearly

WEST NORWOOD  S.E.2 7
Telephone: GIPsy Hill 1131 (7 lines)

BUILD THIS RADIO FOR 49'6

Build this exceptionally sensitive twin triode radio
including case and everything for only 49/6, post
included. Uses unique assembly system and can be
built by anyone without any radio knowledge
whatsoever in 45 minutes. In handsome black
crackle steel case with specially made black and
gold dial. Stations printed. Size of radio only
6iin. x 5in.x 31.n.
Covers all medium and long waves, uses one only
standard all dry battery which lasts for many
months. Ideal for bedroom, garden, holidays, etc.

BRIGHTON RADIO & TELEVISION CO.,
(Dept. WW.15) (IL PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON, 1

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
APPLICATIONS are invited for pensionable

posts as
ASSISTANT Examiners in the
PATENT Office
TO undertake the official scientific technical
and legal work in connection with Patent
Applications. There are a small number of
similar posts in the Ministry of Supply.
Applications may be accepted up to December
31, 1955, but early application is advised as
an earlier closing date may be announced.
Interview Boards will sit at frequent intervals.
CANDIDATES must be between 21 and 28
years of age during 1955 (up to 31 for per-
manent members of the Experimental Officer
Class) and have First or Second Class Honours
degree in physics, chemistry, mechanical or
electrical engineering, or mathematics. Can-
didates taking their degrees in 1955 may apply
before the result of their degree examination
is known.
STARTING emoluments in London, including
Extra Duty Allowance for 45% -hour week, be-
tween £532 and £729 (men), £642 (women),
according to periods of National Service and
post -graduate experience, rising to £896 (men)
and £799 (women). Promotion to Examiners:
£934 to £1,279 (men), £820 to £1,144 (women);
normally after 5 years (3 or 4 years in excep-
tional cases). Women's scales subject to in-
crease under equal pay scheme. Good expecta-
tion of promotion to Senior Examiner. Can-
didates are recruited by selective interview.
APPLICATION forms and further information
from the Civil Service Commission, Scientific
Branch, 30, Old Burlington Street, London.
W.1, quoting number S 128/55. [4748AIR Ministry: Examiner in the Aeronautical

Inspection Service (Radar and Wireless
Division). The Civil Service Commissioners
invite applications for 9 pensionable posts.Age at least 25 on April 1st 1955.
CANDIDATES must have a theoretical know-
ledge to the standard of the City and Guilds
Intermediate Group Certificate in telecommuni-
cations engineering. They must have served
an apprenticeship or had substantial inspection
or development experience with manufacturers
of airborne and/or ground radar equipment.
Royal Air Force apprenticeship or training
to the standard of fitter in radar and/or
telecommunications in the Aeronautical In-
spection Service, will be accepted as an alter-
native to experience with manufacturers.
STARTING salary £512 (women £486) at age
25 up to £575 (women £549) at age 28 or
over. Maximum £665 (women £596). Women's
pay being improved under equal pay scheme.
Promotion prospects.
FURTHER particulars and application forms
from Civil Service Commission, Scientific
Branch, 30, Old Burlington St., London, W.1,
quoting No. El 4469/55. Application forms to
be returned by July 7th, 1955. [4767MINISTRY of Supply requires engineer at

Chertsey. Surrey, to supervise design
staff on radio equipment installation in
armoured fl kiting vehicles; co-ordinate con-
tractors' design work and maintain necessary
liaison; qualifications: British of British
parents; recognized engineering apprenticeship.
or equivalent in electronics, and A.M.I.C.E. or
Mech.E. or E.E. or exempting qualifications;
experienced installation radio equipment essen-
tial, knowledge Services radio and A.F.V.s
advantageous; salary within £645 (age 25)-
L995; not established, but opportunities to
compete for establishment may arise.-Applica-
tion forms from M.L.N.S., Technical and
Scientific Register (K), 26, King St., London,
S.W.1. quoting D 236/5A. Closing date August
9. 1955. [4775

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these

advertisements must be made through the local
office of the Ministry of Labour and National
Service, etc., if the applicant is a man aged
18-64 or a woman aged 18-59 inclusive, unless
he or she or the employer is excepted from the
O
provisions of The Notification of Vacancies
Order 1952.
TECHNICAL writers.

A WELL-KNOWN electronic and aircraft servo
manufacturer located in the West London area
invites applications from experienced technical
writers for positions in the engineering division
of the company.
THE work would involve the compilation of
technical instruction and maintenance manuals
covering a wide range of equipment.
PRIMARY qualifications would include a good
engineering background in the field of elec-
tronics and a marked ability to write clear and
essentially readable technical information; some
knowledge of the requirements for
SERVICE documentation would be an advan-
tage; the appointments are of an interesting
nature and offer permanent employment with
good working conditions; a pension scheme is
in operation.
WRITE, giving full details of experience and
indicating salary required, to Box 3815. [4696
ELECTRICAL/electronic/radio engineers.
A NUMBER of vacancies exist in the design
organisation of Vickers-Armstrongs, Ltd.,
Hursley Park, nr. Winchester.
THE work will include development, design
and testing of latest specialised installations
in aircraft; applicants with varying qualifica-
tions up to Degree standard are invited to
apply; salary commensurate with experience
and ability; recommendation may be made for
housing' after qualifying period.
APPLY: Personnel Department, Vickers -
Armstrong!. Ltd., Hursley Park, nr. Win-
chester. [4607

THE MODERN BOOK CO.,
Britain's Largest Stockists of British and

American Technical Books

Frequency Modulation Tuner Units for
Fringe and Local Area Reception.
2s.0d. Postage 2d.

Simple Electronic Musical Instruments
for the Constructor by Alan Douglas.
5s.0d. Postage 3d.

Electronic Musical Instruments by R. H.
Dorf. 55s.10d, Postage 1/,

High -Fidelity, Design, Construction,
Measurements, Gernsback. Ils.Od.
Postage 4d.

The Radio Amateur's Handbook: 1955 by
" A.R.R.L." 30s.0d. Postage If-.

Radio Designer's Handbook by F. Lang-
ford -Smith. 42s.Od. Postage If-.

T.V. Fault Finding, compiled by The Radio
Constructor. 55.0d. Postage 3d.

The Oscilloscope at Work by A. Haas and
It. W. Hallows. ISs.0c1. Postage 4d.

Radio Laboratory Handbook by M. G.
S croggi e. 25s.0d. Postage 8d.

Basic Mathematics for Radio Students
by F. M. Colebrook. 10s.6d. Postage 4d.

Radio Engineering by F. E. Terman 50s.Od.
Postage 1/-.

Bri mar Radio Valve and Teletube
Manual No. 6. Ss.0d. Postage 4d.

Radio Valve Data compiled by " Wireless
World." 3s.6d. Postage 3d.

Please write or call for our catalogue.

19-23 PRAED STREET
(Dept. W.6)

LONDON, W.2
'Phone: PADdington 4185

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

EASCO ELECTRICAL

(HOLDINGS) LTD

fiasco
INTER-COM &
SOUND aipisois-

BRIGHTON TERRACE. LONDON.S W.°
Phone BRlxton 4961

(3 lines)

ODDIE FASTENERSENERS

THIS FASTENER WITH ENDLESS
APPLICATIONS-SIMPLE-POSITIVE
SELF-LOCKING. MADE IN A
VARIETY OF TYPES AND SIZES.
SPECIAL FASTENERS TO SUIT
CUSTOMERS' REQUIREMENTS.
WIDELY USED IN THE RADIO
INDUSTRY.

Illustrated brochure and other information
will be gladly sent on request.

DEPT "W.W."

Oddie, Bradbury & Cull Ltd., Southampton
Tel.: 55883 Cables: Fasteners, Southampton
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CABINETS

ttliii.344"4"11141tu414111etilmatimue

We can supply any
Cabinet to YOUR OWN
SPECIFICATION. The one illustrated can be
obtained in walnut, oak or mahogany for
E19.15.0, or as a COMPLETE RADIOGRAM
incorporating :
5 -VALVE SUPERHET,
3 -speed Plessey Autochanger £48.0.3
and 10in. W.B. Speaker
8 -VALVE ARMSTRONG F.C.48.
3 -speed Collaro Autochanger
and 10in. W.B. Speaker f60.14.8
14 -VALVE ARMSTRONG EXP 125/c,
3 -speed Garrard Autochanger
and I2in. Goodmans speaker. M7
Alternative arrangements of Chassis. Speaker and
Autochanger can be supplied.
Send for complete Catalogue of Cabinets,
Chassis, Autochangers and Speakers (refunded
on receipt of order). H.P. can be arranged.

LEWIS RADIO COMPANY
120, GREEN LANES, PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON, N.13. BOWes Park 6064.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 38 " (Walkie-
Talkie). Complete with 5 valves. In metal carry-
leg case. Ready for use. Less external attachments.
30/- per set.
ATTACHMENTS for use with " 38 " TRANS -
RECEIVER: HEADPHONES I5/6; THROAT
MICROPHONE with lead and plug, 4/6;
JUNCTION BOX 2/6; AERIAL 2/6;
SPECIAL OFFER of used " 38 " TRANS -
RECEIVERS less valves but complete with
ALL COMPONENTS. Excellent for SPARES.
11/6 per sec.
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 18 " Mark III.
TWO UNITS (receiver and sender) contained
in metal case. Complete with six valves, micro -
ammeter, etc. LESS EXTERNAL ATTACH-
MENTS. E4/10/-.
RECEIVERS. Type " 109." 8 Valve S.W.
receiver with VIBRATOR PACK for 6 volts.
Built-in speaker, METAL CASE. E5.
BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex R.A.F.
BRAND NEW. A wealth of components. GYRO
MOTORS; REV. COUNTERS; GEAR WHEELS;
etc., etc. Ideal for model makers, experimenters,
etc. E3.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable fin.
to 3fin. For metal, wood, plastic, etc. 6/6.
RESISTANCES. 100 ASSORTED USEFUL
VALUES. Wire ended. 12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS. 100 ASSORTED. Mica, metal
.ubular, etc. 15/- per 100.
PLASTIC CASES. 14 x Inn. Transparent.
Ideal for maps, display, etc. 5/6.
STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type I A -N. Covers
both hemispheres. In case. 516.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. In

sound -proof case. Clockwork movement, 2
impulses per sec., thermostatic control. 11/6.
REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above.

MORSE TAPPERS. Standard 3/6. Midget 2/9.
Postage or carriage extra. Full list of RADIO
BOOKS 2-1d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
II LITTLE NEWPORT STREET

LONDON, W.C.2 Gerrard 6653

SITUATIONS VACANT
SENIOR Draughtsmen.

DUE to expansion of the Electronics Division
of the Plessey Company, Ltd.. there are several
vacancies for experienced men in the following
fields: -
1. DESIGN of a wide range of electronic
equipment, including work to Service require-
ments.
2. MECHANICAL design of precision mechan-
isms for quantity production.
THESE vacancies carry attractive salaries and
long-term prospects in reward for hard work
and offer good staff conditions, including
superannuation and insurance schemes. Appli-
cations, which will be treated in confidence,
should be addressed to: -
THE PLESSEY Co., Ltd., Vicarage Lane.
Ilford, Essex. [4771
TELEVISION Equipment.

AN internationally known engineering company
wishes to appoint a
JUNIOR Engineer.
FOR Development work in connection with
Circuit work on Microwave and Television
equipment.
THE successful applicant should preferably be
a Graduate and, if possible, have had some
experience of this type of work.
A FIRST-CLASS salary with excellent prospects
is offered to the right man. -Write to Box 4290.

[4768
ULTRA ELECTRIC, Ltd.,
WESTERN Avenue, Acton, London, W.3.
Draughtsmen,
THE following positions offer excellent pros-
pects to capable men:

(a) Senior Design Draughtsmen for (i) Servo
Mechanisms, (ii) Electronics, (iii) Radio and
T.V. These departments cover a wide range of
mechanical, electro-mechanical airborne equip-
ments, electronics, T.V. and radio development,
and give opportunities for the development of
new techniques.

(b) Senior Detail Draughtsmen able to
produce accurate detail drawings from mechani-
cal layouts. Opportunities of promotion to
higher grades.

(c) Checker. First-class man (preferably
over 30) with previous D/O checking and work-
shop experience in light engineering.

(d) Jig & Tool Design Draughtsmen with
experience of press tools, jigs and fixtures.

Good salaries, subject to regular review, will
be offered to the right men: pension scheme,
ideal working conditions and equipment, social
club. -Applicants are requested to write (in
strict confidence) or telephone (Acorn 3434) to
the Personnel Manager.
SATURDAY interviews arranged.

[4784
ENGINEERS & Physicists.
FERRANTI, Ltd., in their new Laboratories
are engaged in a programme of electronic de-
velopment of great industrial importance. The
work involves the use of digital computers to
control machines and industrial processes and
covers a wide and expanding field of applica-
tion, offering long-term interest to those en-
gaged in it.
DEVELOPMENT activity for these projects Is
taking place in the field of electronic circuitry
(including pulse technique), digital computers,
magnetic recording and servomechanisms; en-
gineers and physicists having experience as well
as interest in one or more of these subjects
are invited to apply.
THE appointments are permanent and offer
full scope for initiative in an expanding organi-
zation; a salary commensurate with the qualifi-
cations required will be paid; staff pension
scheme; application form will be sent on re-
auest (quoting Ref./EP/AL) to -The Personnel
Officer, Ferranti, Ltd., Ferry Rd., Edinburg1dh,
5. 147

AIR TRAINERS, LIMITED.
BICESTER Road.
AYLESBURY. Bucks.
SEVERAL vacancies in the folowing grades exist
for interesting work at good salaries on the
development of flight stimulators and other
training equipment.
DESIGN Engineers.
TECHNICAL Assistants.
LABORATORY Assistants.
WITH experience in any way of the following
PULSE Techniques.
SERVO Mechanisms.
CIRCUIT Development.
APPLICANTS for the post of design engineer
should possess a degree of the H.N.C.; house
available.
PLEASE reply in writing to the Personnel
Officer.
SENIOR Technical Engineering Staff.

[4779

A LONDON engineering company invite applica-
tions from project engineers who are capable of
taking charge of microwave, electronics and
mechanical engineering development in connec-
tion with guided weapon and other applica-
tions: these positions are permanent and offer
ample opportunity for further advancement;
the commencing salaries which will be in the
region of £1.000 per annum upwards according
to qualifications and experience, will be sub-
ject to review on a generous scale; engineering
degree or H.N.C.-Replies, which will be
treated in utmost confidence. should give full
details of Qualifications and experience and be
addressed to Box 4313. F4778

TUNERS--
AM and FM

Our FM tuners provide excellent reproduc-
tion with absence of background noise and
are tuneable between 87.5 Mc/s-100 Mes
and will receive the proposed National
B.B.C. Frequency Modulated V.H.F. trans-
missions as and when installed within approx-
imately 60 miles of the transmitter.
Using the latest valves and techniques they
are available in three forms:

FM8I illustrated above, E21 tax paid.
FM82 with pre-set station selection, output
1-2 volts, self -powered 200-250 volts,
E24 tax paid.
S5 FM all waves AM and FM tuner, E32/10!-
tax paid.

S6BS

stop
9 Band (6 Electrical band spread) with

LIDO R.F. F.C. 2 I.F. Delayed Amplified A.V.O.
Variable Selectivity. Fly Wheel Tuning.
Tropicalised. Suitable for use with any
High Quality Amplifier. E44. Tax paid,
A new model similar to the well-known

S6 S6BS but only 3 Wave Bands; 16m -50m.
195m -550m, 800m -2,000m. E30. Tax paid.
As S6 but 4 Wave Bands: I2.5m-37m,

S6E 35m-I00m, 90m -250m, 190m -550m. E30.
Tax paid.
3 Wave Bands. 16m -2,000m, R.F. pre -

5 Amplifier, variable selectivity I.F. Delayed
Amplified A.V.C. very low distortion.
E21/6 8. Tax paid.

S5E As S5 but 12.5m -550m. E21/6/8. Tax paid.

il
The Standard high -quality Feeder Unit

S Specification as S5 but without R.F.
amplifier. E16. Tax paid.

A modified version of all models is available
for use with Leak, Acoustical and other High
Quality Amplifiers.

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) LTD.
RILEY WKS., RILEY ST., CHELSEA. S.W.I0

FLAxman 4577 8

Export Equities Invited

NIL
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THE "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK
That ship's got some power. See its wake !
FLUXITE's good flux, no mistake

But there's many a slip
Twixt the shore and the ship

That's the third time he's been in the lake !
Makea quicksuccessofthatsoldering
job-use Fluxite Paste. Suitable for
all metals, except aluminium. Even
solders and " tins " dirty metals!
And, remember, Fluxite " wipes "
joints that other methods won't
touch.
Used for generations in Government
Works and by leading Engineers and Manu-
facturers. Of all Ironmongers in tins from
1/- upwards.

FLUXITE
SOLDERING PASTE

rn.r.7rr cr",, tg:71:,;:"0,T:4

37m,o/ifies ALL Soiderinf
FLUXITE LTD BERMONDSEY ST. LONDON SE- I

GM. I I

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day clockwork

and electric switches

from 35/ -
Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to:-

DONOHOE (TIMERS) GEORGE STREET
NORTH SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

DM -WARE -AO -AZ

for High Stability Resistors
by Welwyn, E.M.I., Dubilier

5% 2% I%
watt. 71d lOid 1/3
watt. 9d 1/- 1/6

I watt. 100 1/3 1/9
2 watt. 1/- 1/6 2/ -

Send for List of over 300.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
787/289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone: Paddington 5891
Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday. I o'clock)

Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan & Baker/go

SITUATIONS VACANT
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

NORWOOD Technical College, September.
1955; assistants Grade A and Grade B for
duties mainly in connection with classes for
P.M.G. Cert. Exams. in Radiotelegraphy and
Radiotelephony; should possess P.M.G. 1st class
certificate, seagoing experience and good know-
ledge of technical electricity, the theory of
operation and maintenance of ship's radio equip-
ment; Ministry of Transport Radar Maintenance
Certificate and/or experience of Marine Radar
equipment or knowledge of television an ad-
vantage; both posts temporary in first instance;
Burnham F.E. salary scale (1) Grade A £486X
£18-£773; (2) Grade B, £561X£25-£868
with additions for graduation and training if
applicable; individual minimum and maximmn
according to age, qualifications and experience;
application forms from-Secretary at College,
Knight's Hill, S.E.27, returnable within 14
days. (807) [4802

RADIO & Television Engineers.
FIRST-CLASS openings for experienced tele-
vision engineers and senior design draughts-
men will shortly become available with a firm
of repute in the London area. Engineers able
to undertake immediately development work on
broadcast radio and television apparatus would
be offered an attractive salary. The successful
candidates will be eligible for company super-
annuation and insurance schemes.-Please reply,
giving full details of experience, to Box 4413.

[4822
E. K. COLE. Ltd. (Malmesbury Division).
THE Malmesbury Division of E. K. Cole is en-
gaged in the development and production of
radar and communication equipment associated
with high priority defence projects. Vacancies
exist in the Development Department for Pro-
ject Engineers, Engineers and Assistant En-
gineers with training and experience in the
following fields:
PULSE Circuit,.
PULSE Modulators.
STROBE Systems.
VIDEO Amplifiers.
TIME Base Generators. etc.
H.F. AND V.H.F. Communication-airborne and
ground receivers, transmitters and aerial sys-
tems.
APPLICANTS should have had technical train-
ing to Degree or Higher National Certificate
standard. and in the case of project engineers
and engineers appropriate technical design ex-
perience is necessary.
COMMENCING salaries will be dependent on
qualifications and experience and will com-
pare favourably with scales prevailing in the
radio industry. A superannuation scheme is in
operation. Applicants should apply in the first
instance for a technical staff application form
to Personnel Manager, E. K. Cole, Ltd..
Malmesbury, Wilts. [4702
E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.
TRANSFORMER design.
A VACANCY has arisen at the Feltham labora-
tories of this active Co., for an engineer to
work on transformer design and development;
the person we are looking for will have at least
ordinary national and preferably have had
some experience in the field; but this is not a
pre -requisite for consideration; the post is
pensionable, and prospects are excellent; please
send your first reply to Personnel Dept., (ED/
235), E.M.I. Engineering Development. Ltd..
Blyth Rd., Hayes, Middx. [4677
E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT. Ltd
MICRO -WAVE design work.
AN engineer is required at the Ccmpany's Felt -
ham laboratories to collaborate on micro -wave
component design and to investigate problems
arising from quantity manufacture of micro-
wave components and aerials; applicants should
have 4-6 years' experience and a degree in
science or engineering would be a distinct ad-
vantage; an attractive salary is proposed for
this pensionable post, and prospects in the Co.,
which is steadily expanding, are considerable;
-Please reply in the first instance to Person-
nel Dept., (ED/245) E.M.I. Eng. Dev., Ltd..
Blyth Rd., Hayes. Middx. 14681

E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.
A VACANCY has arisen for an electrical/radio
engineer at the company's laboratory at Felt -
ham; this post would be especially suitable for
a H.N.C. man with service experience as a
Radar or Communications craftsman; the salary
for this pensionable post is good, and prospects
are excellent.-Please reply in the first instance
to Personnel Dept. (ED/242), E.M.I. Eng. Dev..
Ltd.. Blyth Rd., Hayes, Middx. [4685
EMT. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.
EXPERIENCED valve engineer.
AN interesting vacancy has arisen at the
Company's Feltham laboratories for a valve
engineer with 4-6 years experience of both
valves and micro -wave generators; applicants
who should be qualified, will have some
knowledge of testing both in quantity and for
special purposes, will be able to design suitable
test equipment, and have some applications
experience; the salary offered for this pension-
able post is attractive, and the prospects in this
active Co., are excellent.-Please address your
first reply to. Personnel Dept., (ED/2,44).
E.M.I. Eng. 'Dev.. Ltd., Blyth Rd., Hayes,
Middx. [4692

SENIOR ENGINEERS
are required by

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.,
at LUTON,

to devise equipment and/or
direct activities to investigate
the effects of vibration and
other environmental conditions
on Guided Weapons.

Experience in this field is un-
necessary but applicants should
possess a Degree or H.N.C.
and preferably have had some
experience in the Electronic
Industry. Housing assistance
can be given if required.

Please write stating age,
qualifications and experience to
Dept. C.P.S., 336/7 Strand,
W.C.2,

Quoting Ref. 1000G.

LOCKWOOD
makers of

Fine Cabinets
and woodwork of every descrip-
tion for the Radio and allied trades

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY
Lowland Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. Byron 3704

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

Type
B7

The type B7 unit is mounted in the standard B7G
valve envelope and is hermetically sealed and
fully evacuated.
Available for the frequency ranges from 100 kc/s.
to 500 kc/s. and from 3 Mc/s. to 16 Mc/s. Gold
electrodes applied by cathodic sputtering give
permanence of calibration. Normal adjustment
accuracy 0.01% Max. adjustment accuracy 0.003%,

Early delivery can be given of some frequen-
cies, and we will be pleased to quote for
your specific requirements.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co. Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,

NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone: Cables, etc..
MALden 0334 QUARTZCO NEWMALDEN
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-TELE-RADIO (1943D)-..
LT

STEEL METER CASES WITH ALUMINIUM
PANEL, SLOPING FRONT

4in. X 4in. x 4in. 6/6
51n. x 54n. x 81n 10/6
6in. x 6in. X 121n. 161 -

SMALL STEEL TEST METER CASES
WITH ALUMINIUM PANEL

4in. x 41n. x 21in.
61n. x 41n. x Sin
8in. x 61n. x Sin
101n. x 61n. x 2i 11

STANDARD STEEL CASES WITH
ALUMINIUM PANEL

71n. x 7in... 18/6 16in. x gin. x 815 39/8
12in. x 7in. x 7in... 2316 161n. x llin. x 8in. 48/-
141n. x 7in. x 7in.. 27/6 19in. x 11 in. x 101n. 52/-
14lo. x 91n. x 8in... 36/-

18 S.W.G. ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
81n. x 6in. x 2}1n. 7/8 1.4in.x Sin. x 2} in. 916

10in. x 61n, x win. 8/3 Bin. x 8in. x aim. 10/6
12in. x 6in. x 2}1n. 8/6 141n. x 101n. x 11/-
12in. x 8in. x 2f in. 9/6 171n. x 10in. x 2fan. 12/6

18 S.W.G. STEEL CHASSIS
1415. x Sin. x 2iin. 9/8 171n. x 10in. x fin. 11/3
1415. x 101n. x 241n. 10/3 171n. x 10in. x Oin. 12/6

FULLY DRILLED CHASSIS FOR
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER 27/6

G.E.C. OSRAM 912 AMPLIFIER
DRILLED CHASSIS .... 21/-

G.E.C. OSRAM 912 FRONT PANEL 14/6

" PANL " CRACKLE PAINT, BLACK,
GREEN OR BROWN, 3/- per tin.

SUNDRIES
0-15 v. A.C. Meter 10/6
0-30 M.A. Meter 7/6
London Channel T.V. Pre -amplifier 21/-

(1 valve EF42 or equivalent.)
813 Valve Bases (new) 10/-
280 v. 80 mA. Half -wave Metal Rectifier 7/6
40 H. 50 mA. Woden Chokes 12/6
5 -pin P/S. Belling Lee, 6 for 10/-
7 -pin P/S. Belling Lee, 6 for 10/-
E.M.I. Variable Selectivity I.F.T.s., pair 6/6
4K Colvern Preset Wire wound

Potentiometers, 6 for 9/-
6K Colvern Preset Wire -wound

Potentiometers, 6 for 9/-
2K Colvern 15 -watt Precision Potentio-

meters 8/6
E.M.I. 100-1 Microphone Transformer,

heavy screen 7/6
OZ4, Govt. surplus. New and boxed 3/-
PEN46. New and boxed 8/6
866A. New and boxed I0/-
HVR2A. New and boxed 8/6

5/6
7/-
8/6

10/6

Mains Transformer, drop through,
350-0-350 v. 60 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a.,
5 v. 2 a., Standard Primary 14/6

ELLISON TRANSFORMERS
ALL UPRIGHT MOUNTING

P20. 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 250 v.20 m/a.,
6.3 v. I a., 5 v. 1.5 a. 23/-

P2 I . 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 250 v. 30 m/a ,
6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. 24/9

MT I 62. 200/250 v. Fri. Sec. 250-0-
250 v. 60 mia., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a 25/4

MT137. 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 250-0-
250 v. 120 m/a.,6.3 v.7 a..5 v. 3 a 40/6

MTI23. 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 300-0-
300 v. 110 m/a., 6.3 v. 2 a. CT.,
0-5-6.3 v. 2 a. 431-

MTI90. 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 350-0-
350 v. 120 mia., 6.3 v. 5 a. CT.,
5 v. 3 a. 43/9

MTI78. 200/250 v. Pri. Sec. 350-0-
350 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 5 a. CT.,
5 v. 5 a. 53/ -

FULL RANGE OF TELETRON COILS
Postage cE Packing extra. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

TELE-RADIO
(1943) LTD

189 EDGWARE ROAD,

LONDON, W.2.
Phone : PAD. 4455/6.

Shop hours:
Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday 9 a.m.-I p.m.

SITUATIONS VACANT
E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.
REDEVELOPMENT Authority.
A VACANCY has arisen for a senior electronics
engineer who will be prepared to take over, on
behalf of the Company, full responsibility for
a Radar or Communcations system used by the
Services; his main tasks will be to formulate
plans for redevelopment with special reference
to increasing the reliability and extending the
use of the equipment; the post carries an
attractive salary and is pensionable and holds
out great opportunity for the right man. -
Reply in the first instance to Personnel Dept.
(ED/240), E.M.I. Eng. Dev.. Ltd., Blyth [d..
Hayes, Middx.
E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.
AIRCRAFT electronic equipment.
AN extremely interesting vacancy has arisen
within the Co., for an engineer to take res-
ponsibility for the solution of problems
associated with the installation of all types of
electronic equipment in aircraft; the successful
applicant must have had wide experience in this
held; he must appreciate both the aeronautic
and the electronic engineer's viewpoint; the
post is pensionable the salary will be com-
mensurate with ability and experience, and the
prospects are excellent; please reply in the first
instance to, Personnel Dept., (ED,241), E.M.I.
Engineering Dee., Ltd., Blyth Rd., Hayes,
Middx. [4684
E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT. Ltd.
ASSISTANT trials planner.
AN assistant is required for trials planning at
the Company's Feltham laboratories. The
engineer we are looking for will have H.N.C.
or similar qualifications, and 3-6 years' ex-
perience, preferably in trials activity, and
should be willing to travel; a knowledge of tele-
metry will be a distinct advantage; the salary
for this pensionable post is attractive and pros-
pects in this active and steadily expanding
company are excellent; please reply in the first
instance to Personnel Dept. (ED1246), E.M.I.
Engineering Development, Ltd., Blyth Rd.,
Hayes, Middlesex. [4682

LOUIS NEWMARK, Ltd., have vacancies in
their expanding laboratories for

YOUNG Engineers with Inter B.Sc. H.N.C.,
or Degree and some experience in electronics
for work on automatic pilots and other elec-
tronic devices; good salary and prospects. -
Apply, Personnel Officer, Louis Newmark, Ltd,
Prefect Works, Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey.

[4801

THE United Kingdom Atomic Energy1
Authority requires a

TECHNICIAN (Grade II) at Aldermaston.
Berks., to control technical and other staff
forming a team engaged upon the prepara-
sion and maintenance of complex telemetry
equipment used in field trials. Duties will
include supervision of work both in laboratory
and in the field and involves active participa-
tion in the trials which may entail periods of
detached duty at other stations. Applicants
must have had approved practical training
and experience in electronic or radio engineer-
ing. Previous experience of field trials and
ability to work with the minimum supervision
from professional staff are essential. Pos-
session of an appropriate National Certificate
or equivalent technical qualifications would be
an advantage.
SALARY £710 (age 30) to £830 (male). The
successful applicant will be required to join
the Authority's contributory superannuation
scheme. Housing accommodation will be avail-
able within a reasonable period at Aldermaston
if the successful applicant is married and
living ou.side the radius of the Establishment's
atratgmtg faaclloilwieaseedurinf, period

Authority may be able to assist in the pur-
chase of a house.
REQUESTS for application forms by Post
Card to Senior Recruitment Officer, A.W.R.E.,
Aldermaston, Berks. Quote Reference
344/WGE/45.

YE TELECOMMUNICATIONS. Ltd.. DEi4tt8o0n4

PWorks, Cambridge, offer:-
EXCELLENT opportunities for junior and senior
development engineers in the electronics and
communications field.
DUTIES inewde development work on H.F.,
V.H.F., microwave and recording equipments.
APPLICATIONS from persons possessing B.Sc.,
Higher National or Ordinary National Certifi-
cates especially welcomed.
GOOD facilities available, however, to keen
young men wishing to train and study in these
fields.
PLEASANT working conditions in modern fac-
tory; single accommodation available.
WRITE, giving fullest details to Personnel
Manager.

ERRANTI. Ltd.. Moston. Manchester,
[4622have

Fthe following urgent requirements for Tech-
nical Assistants in their Physical Laboratory in
connection with the development of Cathode-ray
Tubes, including tubes for colour television and
for associated projects.
1. GRADUATE in Physics or General Science
for work on Coldrimetry and Photometry.
2. HIGHER National Certificate candidate with
an interest in radio or television circuitry.
PERMANENT staff appointments with pension
benefits.APPLICATION forms from Mr. T. J. Lunt,
Staff Manager, Ferranti. Ltd., Holliwood,
Lancs. Please quote reference JAD (1) or (2).

f4420

GILSON

TRANSFORMERS

FOR THE OSRAM 912
AMPLIFIER

This output transformer, Ref. WO 710, has
been tested and approved by the General Electric
Co. Ltd. for use in the Osram 912 Amplifier.

List Price £2 . 12 . 6

FOR THE MULLARD 5-10
AMPLIFIER

Extract from Mullard letter:
" We have much pleasure in informing you that

the two sample transformers -Ref. Nos. WO
696A and 696B -for the Mullard 5 valve 10 watt
amplifier which you exhibited to us for approval
have been tested in our laboratory and have been
found to meet all the specifications laid down."

List Price £2 . 7 . 6
Or less panel, tags £2

. 3 . 6on coil

The 912 and 5-10 Output Transformers are
wound on the latest oriented grain silicon steel
laminations providing an extended low frequency
response together with extremely low inter -
modulation distortion.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS for the
912 and 5-10 AMPLIFIERS

205-225-245 volts, 50 c/s., 300-0-300 V., 150 mA.,
6.3 V. C.T. 5 A. Ref. WO 741A. 5 V. 2 A. Ref.
WO 741B. 6.3 V. I A.
Choke Ref. WO 724. 10 Hy., 150 mA. List Price
11/15/-.
The Mains Transformer and Choke ratings,
150 mA. H.T. which is within the rating of the
U.709 Rectifier, cover the requirements of the
912 Amplifier, approx. 102 mA. H.T. and 2.5 A.
L.T. plus approx. 48 mA. H.T. and 2.5 A. L.T.
for a preamplifier or radio feeder unit and are
built and tested to conform with B.S.S. 171/1936,
thus ensuring complete reliability in service.

R. F. GILSON LTD.
11a ST. GEORGE'S RD., WIMBLEDON, S.W.19

Phone: WIMbledon 5695.
MAKERS OF NEON SIGN TRANSFORMERS
Specialists in the design and manufacture of small
transformers for power and audio frequencies.
Contractors to Admiralty, etc., A.I.D. Approved
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PITMAN

WIRELESS FUNDAMENTALS
By E. ARMITAGE, M.A.(CANTAB.), B.SC. (LORD.).
This important book develops the theory of
radio from the fundamentals to an explana-
tion of the superheterodyne principle. The
physical and experimental side is kept to the
fore throughout the book, while purely
mathematical treatment of the more
theoretical parts of the subject is provided
in the Appendixes. 335 Illustrations. 20s.

RADIO AND RADAR TECHNIQUE
By A. T. STARR, M.A., PH.D., M.I.B.E. This
important book concentrates present-day
knowledge of the essential methods and
techniques. Profusely illustrated. 75s. net.

. . . will doubtless become a standard
work." -Machinery Lloyd.

THE PRINCIPLES OF
TELEVISION RECEPTION

By A. W. KAN, M.I.R.E., A.M.BRIT.I.R.B. An
important book by a practising electronic
research engineer. The entire receiving
system is examined stage by stage, complete
circuits are given of four up-to-date com-
mercial receivers, and the problems of
colour television are fully discussed. With
over 200 illustrations. 30s. net.

Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd
PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

MORSE CODE Training
COURSES for BEGINNERS
and OPERATORS, also a
SPECIAL COURSE for passing
the G.P.O. Morse Test for
securing an AMATEUR'S
TRANSMITTING LICENCE.

Send for the Candler
BOOK OF FACTS.

It gives details of all Courses.

Fees are reasonable

Terms; Cash or Monthly Payments.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(55W) 52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

A iv
Leads the world in
TAPE RECORDING

For details of the world's most
advanced Tape Units and Tape
Recorders contact

VERDIK SALES LTD.
8 ,RUPERT COURT, WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.1

Gerrard 8166

SITUATIONS VACANT
THE United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority, Aldermaston, Berks. requires
TECHNICIANS Grade II and III for the fol-
lowing duties:-
656/WGE/45, Technician Grade II to be re-
sponsible for the specification of components
to be used in complex electronic equipment and
to progress the production of such equipment
by outside contractors. Applicants should
have had extensive experience in the specifica-
tion and inspection of electronic components
and be capable of deducing from circuit dia-
grams the tolerances and working limits of the
components required.
657/WGE/15. Technicians Grade m to work in
a team engaged on the development of con-
trol sysZems making use of relays. uniselectors
and audio -tone systems. Experience of the
installation, maintenance and testing of auto-
matic telephone exchanges and carrier tele-
phony is desirable.
658/WGE/45, Technicians Grade III to work
on complex electronic Instruments, both in the
laboratory and on field trial sites. The work
involves the development of new circuit designs.
installation of equipment on trial sites and
maintenance and manning of the equipment
during trials. Previous experience of the con-
struction testing and adjustment of complex
electronic equipment is essential. Some ex-
perienca in one or more of the following fields
would be an advantage: V.H.F. transmission
and reception, High Speed Pulse circuits, High
Speed oscillography, Audio -frequency systems,
Extra High voltage work. Successful appli-
cants against 658/WOE/ will be required to
serve periods of duty overseas.
APPLICANTS for all posts should have served
a recognized engineering apprenticeship or have
had equivalent training in an appropriate trade.
SALARY.
TECHNICAL Class Grade II £710 (age 30)
£830 p.a. (male).
TECHNICAL Class Grade III £575 (age 26)£715 p.a. (male).
SUPERANNUATION. The successful appli-
cants will be required to loin the Authority's
contributory scheme.
HOUSING. Housing accommodation will be
available within a reasonable period for mar-
ried officers who live outside the radius of the
Establishment's transport facilities or alter-
natively the Authority may be able to assist
successful applicants in the purchase of a
house. Dunn,-; this period a lodging allow-ance may be payable.
REQUESI'S for application forms by Post Card
to Senior Recruitment Officer, A.W.R.E..
Aldermaston. Berks Quoting the appropriate
reference number. [4805
W IRF.r.F.P.A Station Superintendent required

for the
POST and Telecommunications Department.
Gold Coast Local Civil Service, far two tours of
18 to 24 months in the first instance. Con-
solidated salary scale £990 rising to £1.230 a
year. Gratuity at the rate of Z100/L150 a
year. Outfit allowance £60. Liveral leave on
full salary. Free passages. Candidates should
possess C. and Gds. Final Certificate in Tele-
communicatiOns (Radio) or C. and Gds. Certifi-
cates Radio III and IV equivalent, and have
had three years' experience in two or more of
the following fields:-V.H.F. link systems, H.F.
communications systems; frequency shift keying
and teleprinter maintenance; V.H.P. and H.F.
cathode ray direction finding system; aeronauti-
cal navigation aids (ground); manufacture of
light engineering equipment. -Write to the
Crown Agents, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1.
State age, name in block letters, full qualifica-
tions and experience and quote M2C/29100[/WF.

796
A SSISTANT lecturer (radio engineering)4 re-

quiredd for the
EDUCATION Dept.. Nigerian Federal Govern
ment for two or three tours totalling 36 months;
appointment either (a) on temporary terms
with salary scale (including expatriation pay)
£807 rising to E1.453 a year plus resettlement
grant at rate of £100/E150 a year or ib) with
prospectclu

expatriation
freirantronnenc yy)wit7h5ostgasag scale

.315
a year. Outfit allowance up to £60; free pas-
sages for officer and wife; assistance towards
cost of children's passages or grant up to £150
annually for maintenance in United Kingdom;
liberal leave on full salary; candidates, with
H.N.C. in electrical engineering, must have had
sound training in radio receiving and transmit-
ting work and must be able to teach feeder and
aerial theory; theory and practice of all types
of recording apparatus and general audio and
acoustic theory They should have had wide
experience in the industry and experience of
teaching. -Write to the Crown Agents, 4, Mill -
bank. London, S.W.1; state age, name in block
letters, full qualifications and experience and
quote M2C/40373/WF. [4783

M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT. Ltd..
invite applications frdm senior development

engineers to take responsible positions on the
technical staff of the Company for work in the
following fields: -
(a) Circuit development, including the investi-
gation of methods of Klystron modulation out-
side the micro -wave region.
(b) Engineering experimental units to with-
stand difficult environments.
lc) Design of laboratory test gear, particularly
for use in the field.
VACANCIES also exist for engineers with more
limited experience; the posts are pensionable
and carry excellent salaries and prospects. -
Applicants should write with full details to
Personnel Dept., (ED/217) E.M.I. Eng. Dev.,
Ltd., Hayes, Middx. [4781

WEST END RADIO
BAND 3 AERIALS. Attachment 22/6. H typ
8941 P. & P. 1/6.
CANADIAN MARCONI No. 9 receivers 89/8.
A P. 7/6.
109 RECEIVERS vib. pack and spkr. 85/-. P &

P. 7/6.
VENEER TIME SWITCHES. Clockwork 48/. -
Mains 65/-. P. & P. 2/6.
1F0. .in&

P.
2/611..KERS in cabinet, slightly soiled, 25/-.

HT LT BATTERIES 60-1.5v. layer -built, tested,
2,6. P. k. P. 9d.
CLOCKWORK FLASHERS, 120 flakthes per min.,
9'6. P. & P. 1/-.
SAVAGE AUTO TRANS. 4Kva. 100/230 in/out.

24v. 1/135 H.P., 5.000
revs. 19,-. P. & P. 1/..
COIL TURRETS, Rotary, S wile In ease, 7/8. P.

SYLVANIA RED EF50 7/6 ea. P. a .P. 6d.
POWER PACKS 500-0-500v. 260 M/A., 2.3v. 5A..
from mains, double smoothed for 5U4 Rec., 45/-.

1.000 BARGAINS FOR CALLERS

WEST END RADIO LTD.
14, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER
SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Phone GER 7341 OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

TELETRON SUPER INDUCTOR COILS

11111111/ [

FERRITE ROD AERIALS
Wound on high permeability Ferroxcube rod.
Medium wave 8/9. Dual wave 12/9.

Type HAX. Selective
crystal diode coil for tape
and Quality amplifiers.
 High Q  Litz wound
 Dust cored. 3/- ea.
HAX.L. (LW), 3/6 ea.
Dual wave TRF. coils,
matched pairs (as illus-
trated) 1/- pr. Transistor
coils-I.F.T.'s, etc., etc.

Available from leading stockists.
Stamp for complete data and circuits.
THE TELETRON CO. LTD.

266, Nightingale Road, London, N.9. HOW 2527

Good Investments
AMPLIFIERS. 20 watt 4 -channels; 5 watt
per channel in one cabinet. Frequency res-
ponse flat 40 c/s to 12 kc/s, with or without
valves.

PRE -AMPLIFIERS for television, gain 55 db.
frequency response fiat from 42/49 Mc/s, 6 db.
down at 41.5 Mc/s; with valves.

PRECISION TEMPERATURE CONTROL
OVENS. For Quartz Crystals 230/1/50 cis,
give stability with suitable crystals of better
than 2 parts in one million; fitted thermostat
and thermometer temp., adjustable 40/60
degrees C. As new, guaranteed £9/10/-.

WAVEMETERS. R.C.A. T.E./149 200 kics
to 30 Mc/s; accuracy 0.005%. In original
packing with crystal, spares and Instruction Book.

RESISTANCES. VAR. SLIDERS. 72 ohms,
double slates, wound graded wire 1.5 to 4
amps., vent. metal case, geared movement with
hand wheel, F.O.B. mounting, 85/-, post 3/6.

Leslie Dixon & Co.
Dept. A, 214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone MACaulay 2159
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AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE &
ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.

LIVERPOOL, 7.

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS
AND DRAUGHSTMEN

The Transmission Department
invite applications in senior,
and junior, categories for
LINE TRANSMISSION
LABORATORY ENGINEERS,
and APPARATUS DESIGN
ENGINEERS, and also
DRAUGHTSMEN with experi-
ence in telecommunication and
light current engineering. Ex-
panding programmes offer
progressive opportunities in
interesting work.
Specialist experience in any branch
of line transmission engineering is
desirable for some of the posts.
The positions offered are on the
Company staff, with contributory
Pension Fund, and usual staff
conditions. Assistance in estab-
lishment in the Liverpool area
will be given in approved cases.
Applicants should write to the
Personnel Manager, Automatic
Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.,
Strowger Works, Edge Lane,
Liverpool, 7, giving full details of
age, experience and qualifications.

Xxceikem
abpw Specialists in Sub-

miniature Telecommuni-
cation Components

Approximate size

CIRCULAR STAND-OFF INSULATOR
1,000 Volts working-5pF capacity to earth

Diameter .5'-Height 35"
Fixing hole diameter .12"

(Aart.-u

SITUATIONS VACANT
TETRA ELECTRIC. Ltd.. Western Avefitie,

4.--1 Acton London. W.3
ANNOUNCE the following vacancies for
ENGINEERING Staff :-
(1) TELEVISION Development.
(a) SENIOR ENGINEERS required for TV
receiver design; applicants should have good
academic qualifications and experience of the
design of radio frequency amplifiers, preferably
up to frequencies of the order of 200 Mc/s.
(b) SENIOR ENGINEERS for, time base
development; applicants should have good
academic qualifications and previous experi-
ence in the design of TV scanning circuits.
(c) JUNIOR ENGINEERS with academic quali-
fications or experience in TV receiver develop-
ment.
(2) RADIO DEVELOPMENT
(a) SENIOR ENGINEERS required for develop-
ment of radio receivers embodying the most
recent AM/FM techniques, knowledge of FM
receiver design desirable.
(b) JUNIOR ENGINEERS required for receiver
design; experience desirable but not essential
if possessing Hr. N.C. or C. & G. (Telecoms.)
Final Cert.
(3) ELECTRONICS.
(a) SENIOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEER with
some experience of circuit design for work in
one of the following:

(I) Pulse techniques and general waveform
circuitry.

(ii) Radar display.
(iii) Feedback techniques at video frequencies.
(iv) Simple servo devices.
SUCCESSFUL applicants will have opportuni-
ties of studying recent American techniques
and they should be capable of accurate record-
ing of experimental and design data and the
preparation of technical servicing information.
(b) ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS for work on
one or more of the above subjects.
(4) TEST EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT.
(a) TEST EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER for design and development of
production test equipment for TV. radio or
contract work; applicants should have Hr. N.C.
or eauivalent and good experience.
(b) JUNIOR T.E. ENGINEER with some quali-
fications or preferably some experience.
(c) MEASUREMENTS SECTION LABORA-
TORY ASSISTANT (m. or f.) with some tech-
nical knowledge and experience of calibration
and certification of electronic equipment.
APPLICANTS are requested to write to the
Personnel Manager, stating which of the
post(s) desired and giving full details (in strict
confidence) including age. experience and salary
expected; Saturday morning interviews can be
arranged if desired. [4590

BURNDEPT, Ltd., have vacancies, due to ex-
pansion, for:

(1) TELECOMMUNICATIONS Development and
Research Engineers. Qualified to operate as
project leaders under direction of Chief En-
gineer on Government and proprietary designs.
Experience must be within one or more of the
following fields:
(a) AERONAUTICAL Telecommunications, both
airborne and ground station designs, with
special emphasis on U.H.F. techniques with
the field.
(b) F.M. single- and multi -channel equipment
development in both V.H.F. and U.H.F. bands.
(c) DEVELOPMENT of subminiaturisation tech-
niques and special components.
(2) TELECOMMUNICATIONS Laboratory In-
strument Mechanics and Wiremen.
MUST be fully conversant with modern minia-
ture and subminiaturisation techniques, and be
able to wire from circuit diagrams on own
initiative. Those capable of converting experi-
mentally wired models to final stage by own
initiative will receive special consideration. Ex-
cellent working and model shop facilities.
APPLICATIONS, giving full particulars, in-
cluding present salary. should be sent in con-
fidence to Personnel Manager, Burndept, Ltd..
Frith. Kent. [4698

EX -NAVAL R.E.A.s. R.E.s or R.A.F. air or
ground radar fitters.

APPLICATIONS are invited for employment on
development and prototype testing of radar and
guided weapon equipments; there is plenty of
scope for enthusiastic men with initiative and
ability; the work is interesting and working
conditions are good; the positions offered are
permanent and are covered by a contributory
pension scheme; salary according to age and
experience.
APPLICATIONS should be made to the Per-
sonnel Manager, The General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Brown's Lane, Allesley, Coventry. Ref. RG/B.

[4710
THE PLESSEY COMPANY has vacancies for

development engineers familiar with one
of the following subjects:-
(a) VARIABLE capacitors.
(h) SWITCHES for radio or electrical
aopliances
(c) V.H.F. or U.H.F. circuits and tuning
mechanisms.
(d) RELAYS and vibrators.
(e) LOUDSPEAKERS and acoustics.
A good salary and a progressive future ar
offered to men who can design component
suitable for high production rates, while main-
taining standards of quality and performance.
There are also vacancies for qualified engineer
and draughtsmen with less experience who wil
be able to undertake responsible design won
after a period in the laboratory. All posts ar
permanent and pensionable and a moder
laboratory provides efficient and agreeabl
working conditions. Send particulars of quali
fications, experience and salary required t
the Personnel Manager, The Plessey ComminLimited, Ilford, Essex.[481

DEVELOPMENTS CO. LTD.
ULVERSTON, NORTH LANCS

Tel  ULVERSTON 3306

DEPENDABLE
RADIO SUPPLIES

I2a TOTTENHAM STREET, W.1
TEL.: LANGHAM 7391/7392

1 minute Goodge St. Station

s

n
e

o

ifs INERT CELLS
Ex -Govt. Inert Cells, 1.5 volts
(new), 2/6 each. Post & Pkg. 9d.
All you have to do is fill with
water, and it will last for
years, size 41" high and 2"
square.

° I

807 VALVES, BRAND NEW INDIVID-
UALLY BOXED, (American) Price 6/ -
each. Post & Pkg. 6d. Special prices for
quantities.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
H.T.3I

.. Input 11.5 v.
Output 250
v. at 125 mA.

H.T.32
,e,

Input 11.5 v.
Cutout 490
v. at 65 rr A.

H.T .31, 55/.. Post 2/-. H.T. 32 30/, Postage 2'-.

SPECIAL OFFER
American Dial Lamps 6-8 v. .25 amp.,
M.Bc., 6!- per dozen. 12-16 v. .1 amp.,
M.Bc., 7/6 der dozen. Post free.

WITN EY LAMPS
(Ex units) at 1/3 each. Red, Green or clear.

VOLUME CONTROLS
with switch, popular values, long spindle 216
each.

8 in. SPEAKERS
P.M. 17/6 each. P. & P. 2/6.

WIRE WOUND POTS
2/3 watts 30 k. NSF, lin. spindle at 119 each.
2500 Colvern fin. spindle at 1/6 each.
AMERICAN TUB TYPE CONDENSERS
.01 600 v., oil filled li x fin. at 9d. each.
3 x .1 400 v., oil filled, at 9d. each.

WAXED TUB CONDENSERS
.1 2,000 vac.-i- 10%, 2f x I in., at 1/3 each.

LARGE FARADON MICAS
.01 2,500 v., test, at 1/6 each. .0001, 2,500 v.,
test, at 1/6 each.

POST OFFICE JACKS
(Brass) at 1/3 each.

BELLING & LEE
Panel fuseholders (ex units) 1/6 each. Belling
& Lee 7 oin plugs PL182 8d. each.

CERAMIC INSULATORS
1. x fin., at I- per doz.

INSULATED HOOK EYES
2fin., at 32- per doz. or 24/- per gross.

AMERICAN CUTLER HAMMER
Toggle switches, luminous dolly (new), at 1/6
each.

Please add post for orders under E2.
Special Prices for Quantities.

krr

HEAVY DUTY SLIDING
RESISTORS
250 watts to carry 25 amps. Resistance 0.4
ohms. Suitable for charging board, etc.
Size 9 x 4 x 6in. high. Brand new. Price
10/6. Post 2/-.

SLYDLOCK FUSEHOLDERS
15 amp., at 1/6 each, 50S1 Fixed W/W
Resistors feet fixing at 6d. each.

P.V.C. FLEX
16/012. Circular grey heavy insulation,
impervious to oil or water, at 9d. per yard.
Quantities and Export. Inquiries Invited.
Callers also welcome.
Open Monday to Friday 9.30-5.30. Saturday

9.30-I.
TERMS-CASH WITH ORDER AND C.O.D.
DEPENDABLE-ALWAYS DEPENDABLE
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REGO. TRA. nnRa

The Technical Editor of the "Wireless ct
Electrical Trader" in the March 5 issue

on page 582 says:-
" We have had several models in con-
stant use in our laboratory. One with
a tin. bit was left on continuously
day and night for three weeks and
then for another month all day only,
and was in constant use during the
day, without failure of the element."

OUR LIFE TEST
The three kin. models connected
to a 240 -volt mains day and night
since March 6. 1954. are all still func-
tioning satisfactorily - now over
11 ,000 hours.

Details of full range in folder
No. S.P. 5 sent on request.

Sole Manufacturers and Distributors :

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
106. GEORGE STREET, CROYDON, SURREY.

Tel. CROydon 8589

[
We specialise in manufacturing of
Chassis in all metals, large or small
quantities to your own specifications.

V. W. BEAMISH
Shardeloes Garage, Shardeloes Rd., New Cross

London, S. E.14.
Telephone : TIDeway 4795

PRECISION SHEET METALWORK -

THE OSRAM
NINE -ONE-TWO

AMPLIFIER INSTRUCTION BOOK
and

HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
Available from

COVENTRY RADIO
189, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.

'Phone: 2677.

Price 3/6, plus 3d. postage
also

Our 1954-5 Component Catalogue at 1/-

3 -VALVE QUALITY AMPLIFIERS
3-4 wt. 16 S.W.G. al. chass.; neg. fd bk.;
vol. and tone controls; A.C. 200-250 v.;
voltage panel; 2-40 spkr socket; new comp.
and PLAYING TESTED; B7g 6i x S x 41in..
£4/2/6.
INT. OCT. 9 x 6 x 4iin., £3/19/6.
Carr. 2/6 either model and state type P.U.
E.K.E., 47, Arksey Lane, Bentley,

Doncaster.

SITUATIONS VACANT
VLECTRONIO component manufacturers have
.1-:/ vacancies for the following:-
TECHNICAL assistants for sales department
with ability to correspond clearly, logically,
and courteously on engineering and commercial
subjects-knowledge of publicity and export
advantageous.
TECHNICAL sales representatives for London
and South-must be car owners, but previous
sales experience not necessarily essential.
ALL posts are pensionable arid permanent; all
applicants must have sound engineering ex-
perience in radio, T.V., and the general scier,,,T
of electronics; write age, experience, salary.-
Box 4123. [4732

ASSISTANT engineer (telecommunications
and electronics) required for their

LONDON office by the Crown Agents for over-
seas governments and administrations; basic
salary scale Z6bOX£25 to £75UXLe0 to £960X
E40 to E1,000 plus extra duty allowance of ap-
proximately 8 per cent and a pay supplement
of from £25 to £35 a year; the £650 minimum
is linked to entry at age 25 and is subject to
increase at the rate of one increment for each
year above that age up to 34; Tully qualified
officers at least 27 years old may be eligible for
a special increase of £75 after two years'
service; engagement on unestablished terms
with prospect of appointment to the established
staff after five years' service and of promotion;
candidates should be between 25 and 35 years
of age and have a degree in electrical engineer-
ing (Telecommunications and Electronics) or
be a Graduate or Corporate member of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers; they should
have had works experience with an established
firm specialising in telecommunication and
electronic equipment and have had subsequent
operating or design experience of this type of
equipment; previous contract experience would
be an advantage; the duties of the post will
entail the purchase of all types of telecommuni-
cation, broadcasting and other electronic
equipment including the preparation of detailed
specifications to enable tenders to be invited,
and adjudication thereon; also, the preparation
of reports giving advice to administrations on
problems connected with this type of equipment;
write to the Crown Agents, 4, Millbank, Lon-
don, S.W.1. State age, name in block letters.
full qualifications and experience and quote
M2A/40772/W.F. [4676
THE UNITED NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
a. HOSPITALS.

A VACANCY exists for a technical assistant in
the physics laboratory at the Royal Victoria
Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne. Candidates
must have the General Certificate of Educa-
tion and a good basic knowledge of electricity.
Age preferably between 18 and 25. The suc-
cessful applicant will have opportunities of
assisting in research with radio -isotopes as
well as deputising for the technician in charge
of the 4 -million -volt linear accelerator at the
Newcastle General Hospital. Salary will be
E175 at 18 to £350 at 25 or £450 to £515 if
sufficiently experienced.-Applications, together
with the names and addresses of two referees,
should be sent to the House Governor and
Secretary, Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle
upon Tyne, as soon as possible. [4738
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAIN-

TENANCE Co., Ltd., Cable manufacturers,
wish to appoint: -
1. SENIOR Technical Assistant to take charge
of Power Cable Test Room; comprehensive ex-
perience in electrical testing and examination
of low and high tension cables for voltages up
to 33 kV or higher; education to H.N.C. desir-
able.
2. TEST Assistant, H.N.C. or approved equiva-
lent with experience in high frequency testing.
THESE posts are pensionable; 5 -day week, all
welfare facilities' salaries in accordance with
qualifications and experience; write details to-
Personnel Manager, Telcon Works, Greenwich,
S.E.10. [3717
COMPETENT TV and radio engineer, able to

drive; excellent salary and prospects; S.W.3
district.-Box 3140. [4588
SENIOR TV engineers required; must drive;

salary from £650 p.a.-APPly E. Coyne,
120, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. Bay. 1947.
Tles RODUCTION engineer required for produc-
11 Lion of miniature electronic components
and test gear.-Ardente, Ltd., 62, Horn Lane,
Acton, W.3. [4714
T" grade radio service engineers required

for expanding company; excellent salary
and prospects.-Apply to Telefonic Radio, Ltd.,
3a, Church St.. Slough. Bucks. 14739
1CXPERIENCED Radio Engineers required,

preferably with " A "
Apply,licence.-A ChiefEngineer, Eagle Aircraft Serviced, Bac-

bushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey. [4719
TV Engineer required, Enfield (London) area,

accommodation available after 6 months
if required; details of experience and salary to-
Box 4370. [4803

RADIO and/or television engineer required
for bench and outside repairs, driver; ref-

erences. age, experience. salary expected.-
Field's Radio. Ltd.. 52, Hall Gate. Doncaster.

RADIO Engineer required for Manila by
radio communications company; experience

in high power fixed point to point radio com-
munications essential.-Apply Box 4211.

[4744
ELECTRICAL SERVICE (EDGWARE), Ltd.,

require good service engineer, bench and
outside; clean licence; top salary; permanent:
congenial. -93, Edgware Rd., W.2. Pad. 2342.

[4797

NEW BOOKS
ON RADIO & TELEVISION

Sound Reproduction, by G.A. Briggs... 18/6
Loudspeakers, by G. A. Briggs
Practical T.V. Aerial Manuals for Bands

land III, by E. Laidlaw 4/9
Fundamentals of Transistor, by L

Krugman 22/ -
Radio Control of Model Ships and

Aircraft by F. C. Judd 9/ -
Radio Amateurs Handbook A.R.R.L

1955 3I/ -
Practical F.M. circuits for the home

construction, by R. Deschepper 5/3
Radio Designers Handbook, by Lang-

ford -Smith 43/ -
Transistors Theory and Practice, by

R. P. Turner ISA
High Fidelity, Design Construction and

Measurements, by Hugo Gernsback 12/4
Radio and T.V. test instruments by

Hugo Gernsback 12/4
T.V. Engineers pocket book, by E

Molloy I I/ -
ALL POST FREE. Write for New List of

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS AND
PERIODICALS

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,

LONDON, W.C.2 (Adjoining Lisle St.)

OUR NEW
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

CATALOGUE No. 12
containing over 400 items price 1,6d.

post free. 2 6d. overseas seaman.
ARTHUR T. SAWS (w.w.)

93 NORTH ROAD, BRIGHTON,
SUSSEX. Tel. BRIGHTON 25806

YOUR METER DAMAGED?

Leading
Electrical

Instrument
Repairers
to the
Industry

Contractors to the Ministry of Supply and General Post Once
Repairs by Skilled craftsmen of all makes and types of
Voltmeters. Ammeters, Microammeters, Multirange Test
meters, Electrical Thermometer., Recording Instruments,
etc. Quick deliveries-for speedy estlinate send defective
Instruments by registered poet to:

L GLASER & CO. LTD.
Electrical Instrument Repairers
96.100 ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.I

(Tel.: MONarch 6822)

CO -AXIAL CABLE
80 ohm, tinned copper braiding. Ideal for
tropical use .?-," dia. SUPER QUALITY
CI 7/I0/0 per 1000 yds. ex warehouse.

STAINLESS STEEL
AERIAL WIRE

Type DTD-236 7. 018 Oft. coils 5/-

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
169;I 7 1 Edgware 125 Tottenham Crt.
Road, London, W.2, Road, London, W.I.

Tel: PAD 7851 Tel: EUS 4982
All postal orders to our Edgware Road branch

please, this is open all day Saturday.
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POiEN IOMETERS

Wire -wound and Com-
position types. Single,

Ganged, Tandem Units.
Characteristics : linear,

log., semi -log., non -

inductive, etc. Full
details on request.

RELIANCE
;:RELIANCE MNFG.,CO. (SOUTHWARK), LTD.,

ERLAND sos. NIGH.. HILL WALTHAMSTOW. E 11TO.
11,11

NEW S.T.C. AND " WESTALITE '
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Largest L.T
range in Great Britain. Latest Current
Products. NOT Surplus.

CURRENT PRICE LIST
DEDUCT 15% FROM S.T. & C. PRICES
S.T. & C. E.H.T. K3/15, 4 5; K3/45, 8/2;
K3/50, 88; K3/100, 14/8; all post 4d. extra.
BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.
17 v. 1.2 a., 16/4; 1.6 a., 26/-; 2.5 a., 29/-;
3 a., 30/-; 4 a., 34)6; 5 a., 37/6; all post 6d.
33 v. 0.7 a., 24/3; I a., 28/.1 1.5 a., 45;-;
2 a., 51/-; 3 a., 52/-; 4 a., 62/-, 5 a., 67'-:
all post li-. 54 v., 1 a., 38/6; 1.5 a., 62 -;
2 a., 69/-; 3 a., 70/-; 5 a., 93/-; 72 v., I a., 491 - :
1.5 a., 78,1-; 2 a., 81/-; 3 a., 92/-; 5 a., 122/-;
100 v. I a., 70/-; 1.5 a., 112/-; 2 a., 128/-;
5 a.,174/-; all post 1,4.
BRIDGE CONNECTED WITH 71in.
SQUARE COOLING FINS. 17 v. 6 a.,
49.6; 10 a., 56 -

'
 post 1.10.

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
FUNNEL COOLED, or 71in. SQUARE
COOLING FINS. Both types, same price.
17 v. 12 a., 102/-; 20 a., 118/-; 30 a.,164/-; 50a.,
£12/15/-; 33 v. 6 a., 91/-; 10 a., I04/-; 12 a.,
168/-; 20 a., 188/-; 54 v. 6 a., 120/-, 10 a.,
142/-; 72 v. 6 a., 154/-' 10 a., 178!-; 100 v. 6 a.,
Ell; 10 a., E12/15/-; all post 2/-.

,, WESTAL1TE " (BRIDGE), 12-15 v.
D.C., 1.2 a., 15/10; 2.5 a., 27/8; 5 a., 31/9;
10 a., 54/6; 20 a., 99/6; 30 a., 144/10; 50 a.,
235/-; 24 v. 1.2 a., 15/10; 2.5 a., 27/8; 5 a.,
51/-; 10 a., 92/8; 20 a., 176/2; 36 v. 1.2 a.,
2718; 2.5 a., 5I/- 5 a., 69/10; 10 a., 130/9;
100 v. 2.5 a., 104/10 5 a., 178/,
E.H.T. RECTS., 14D, 134, 22/-; 36 E.H.T.60,
31/10, all " Westalite " rects. Post extra.

Wholesale and Retail.
Special Price for Export and Quantity

T. W. PEARCE
66 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
Off Pentonville Rd. Between King's Cross and Ansel

SITUATIONS VACANT
RACAL

ENGINEERING, Ltd., require addi-
tional staff for their rapidly expanding new

factory at Bracknell. Berkshire. The following
posts are immediately available: -

(a) SENIOR Radio Engineer for Microwave
design, development and production. A Univer-
sity degree/A.M.I.E.E. or equivalent is essen-
tial together with considerable experience in
this field.
(b) SENIOR Radio Engineer for H.F. trans-
mitting equipment of powers up to 10kw. A
knowledge of S.S.B. techniques would be advan-
tageous. A University degree/A.M.I.E.E. is
desirable but applicants with proved experience
will be considered.
(c) ELECTRO-MECHANICAL Engineer for
design and development work to assist in the
general mechanical construction of radio and
electronic equipment. Applicants should have
a good knowledge of model shop practice and
should have A.M.I.Mech.E./A.M.I.E.E., together
with proved experience.
(d) JUNIOR Radio Engineers for design and
development work in many new applications of
electronics in communications and industry.
Minimum qualifications are H.N.C. or C. and G.
(Telecomms.) Final Certificate.
tel MODEL Shop Mechanics conversant with
work involved in electronic development work
and able to fabricate from rough sketches,
drawings or circuit diagrams. There are also
vacancies for sheet metal and machine opera-
tives as well as wiremen.
PERSONS desirous of working in a progressive
organization at a modern factory in country
surroundings are invited to apply, giving full
details of their previous experience and qualifi-
cations. Housing will be available to approved
applicants from the Greater London Area.
Racal Engineering, Ltd., Bracknell, Berkshire.

[4770
DRAUGHTSMAN required for detail work on

Radio Components. Apply in writing to
Personnel Manager, A. H. Hunt (Capacitors).
Ltd., Bendon Valley. Garrett Lane, S.W.18.

1-0059FERRANTI, Ltd., Moston, Manchester, have
a number of vacancies in their Computer

Department arising out of the continuing pro-
gress of this new and important part of the
Ferranti organization. They are as follows: -
(1) ELECTRICAL Engineers and Physicists for
design groups concerned with all aspects of
electronic computing systems including cir-
cuitry, storage systems, visual displays, etc..
and for basic research on new techniques.
(2) MECHANICAL Engineer to be concerned
with design problems arising from the high-
speed rotation of discs and cylinders and
possessing a sound knowledge of the problems
arising in such structures due to heating and
centrifugal effects and with high -precision work
involved in overcoming bearing and balancing
would bs an asset

knowledge of small motor design
(3) MAGNETIC Recording Engineer for in-
vestigations into special recording heads and
magnetic coatings.
(4) ELECTRICAL Engineer for investigations
into special power supplies and methods of
speed control for magnetic drums and for the
design of synchronising circuits in co-opera-
tion with Computer Circuit Engineers. Per-
manent staff appointments with pension
benefits. -Application forms from Mr. T. J.
Lunt, Staff Manager, Ferranti, Ltd., Hollin-
wood, Lancs. Please quote reference CD (Ml
1. 2, 3 or 4. [4747
DRAUGHTSMEN required, electro-mechanical

work of varied nature; knowledge of cir-
cuitry an advantage. -Apply (quoting Ref.
STK.196), The General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Union Works, East Lane, Wembley. [4774
lil ADIO service mechanics reuuirea by Smiths

(Radiomobile), Ltd.. for many parts of the
country. -Write details of 'experience and quali-
fications to Personnel Officer, Goodwood Works
North Circular Rd.. London. N.W.2. [0342

SALESMAN
required for radio and T.V. com-

ponents, good prospects, permanent posi-
tion, previous experience an advantage.-
Lasky's Radio, 42, Tottenham Court Rd., W.1.
Museum 2605. [4728
QUALIFIED electronic engineers urgently
W required for the research division of a
prominent North London company; applicants
should possess initiative and be accustomed to
a high degree of responsibility. -Write Box 4315.

[4782
HEARING aid manufacturers, north-west,

require experienced mechanics to work on
specialized production; ex -Service personnel
welcome; give fullest details past employment,
salary required; own staff advised. -Box 4292.

[4769

ELECTRONIC
technician. -An opportunity

occurs for a young technician possessing
some experience of fault finding, repair and
inspection of electronic equipment, to join a
small group engaged upon a unique and in-
teresting production project.
THIS would suit a young and ambitious man
wishing to progress to engineer or administra-
tive status, S.W. London area. -Write, stating
details of experience and technical training, to
Box 3921. [4705
GOOD opportunities for engineers with

knowledge of high frequency cables and/or
television in the design department of a firm
developing wire broadcasting systems near
London. -Write giving full details of experience
and salary required to Box 4314. [4780
TRAINEE television service engineer required
X by old -established London retail radio and

electrical business: good opportunity for keenman with aptitude for this work, driving ex-
perience essential; state age and full details
of career. -Box 4318. fa792

WROTHAM
BY

DUODE
FOR

SOUTHRONS

We southrons within range of Wrotham are
really enjoying our Duodes more than ever.
The programmes which come from London
directly to the VHF station are a delight.
The superb high frequency output of the
Duode patent drive, with its built-in cross-
over and feed -back, takes full advantage of
the extended range of transmission and quiet
background. That mental filter needed to
reject the invariable mush, whistle and dis-
tortion of the evening medium broadcast band
stations can take a rest. We can relax and
enjoy.

You haven't a Duode? Why not? The
essential Duode quality of NATURAL
SOUND can be at your command for as little
as LIO.

You can buy it by easy monthly payments if
you wish. And any dealer with a genuine
interest in good sound reproduction can sell
Duodes if he wishes to do so. If yours does
not, we are here to help you.

There are many good amplifiers and receivers
in the Wrotham service area. They all

deserve DUODES-what about yours!
Send for details of these three Duode units
today:-
I2A-110. A 12 inch unit with the dual
drive, linen cone and an efficient small

magnet.

1213-414. The world-wide known standard
Duode. Thousands are used in over 60
countries.

nc-no. The superb Duode for the
connoisseur. Cloth surround, large magnet,
range 25 to over 16,000 c.p.s.

Write for details to -day.

Barker Sound Reproducers

3 Newman Yd., London, W.1
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AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC

COMPANY LTD., LIVERPOOL

SENIOR LECTURER
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

Applications are invited for the
post of full time Senior Lecturer
in the School of Electronics. Can-
didates must hold a degree in elec-
trical engineering which includes
the subjects, Electronics and Tele-
communications.

Applicants should have had both
teaching and industrial experience,
and a knowledge of electronic switch-
ing techniques would be an advantage.

Salary as for Senior Lecturer,
Burnham Technical Scale. Com-
mencing salary according to experi-
ence and qualifications.

Further details and application
forms may be obtained from the
Personnel Manager, Automatic Tele-
phone and Electric Co. Ltd., Strowger
Works, Edge Lane, Liverpool, 7.

THE

Cape 25
AUDIO AMPLIFIER for the acoustics laboratory

or with a
CAPE FOUR STAGE PREAMPLIFIER forming a
high fidelity reproducer which sets a new standard
of performance.
AMPLIFIER £25. PREAMPLIFIERS from

Illustrated leaflets upon request.
CAPE ELECTROPHONICS LTD.

93-96, Shirley High Street. Southampton.
lelephans Southampton 74251.

£10.

WEBB'S SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

for complete renovation of complex
communications receivers of any make

Test report issued showing sen-
sitivity, selectivity, signal/noise
equal to, or better than, makers'
original figures.

WEBB'S RADIO,
14, SOHO STREET, LONDON, W.1

PULLIN 1

SERIES 100

TEST METER
AC/DC 10,000 AN

21 RANGES
100pA to 1000 V

COMPLETE IN E.CAST

CASE WITH TEST LE03

CLIPS 0010 P9OOS

FULLY GUARANTEED

SENT POST FREE FOR EllOs.
deposit & eleven further monthly
payments of LI. Cash Price £12.7.6.

PHON 58927

RADIOCRAFTlid
E

' 69.71 CHURCH .GATE LEICESTER

SITUATIONS VACANT
EXPERIENCED radio testers and inspectors

required for production of communication
and radio apparatus, also instrument makers,
wirers and assemblers, for factory test appara-
tus.-Apply Personnel Manager, E. K. Cole,
Ltd.. Ekco Works. Malmesbury, Wilts. 10238

SENIOR
and junior electronic engineers re-

quired for high fidelity sound reproduction
projects; applicants should give full details of
qualifications and experience by letter to Chief
Engineer. Pye, Ltd.. St. Andrew's Rd.. Cam-
bridge. 14487
McMICHAEL RADIO, Ltd.. Slough, Bucks.have vacancies from time to time for
electronic engineers to be engaged on Govern-
ment projects; those wishing to be considered
are invited to write fully to the Chief Engineer,
Equipment Division. [0198
SENIOR Transformer Designer required to

take charge of design mfice dealing with
small transformers. power, audio, pulse, etc.
Excellent prospects for an engineer with prac-
tical experience as well as academic knowledge.
London area.-Box 3026. [4528
EORENLAN required for electronic company,
.a.' small batch production of high -quality
equipment; excellent prospects in expanding
organisation for person with ability and drive.
-ktiviin Instruments, Ltd.. 7a, Maitland Park
Villas. London, N.W.3. Gul. 2960. [4688
ELECTRONIC engineers required for a new

research project on Automation of Machine
Tools, at a large Midland factory; there are
excellent prospects for enthusiastic and capable
men; commencing salary L600-£800 per annum.
-Box 4103. [4729

EXPERIENCED
sound engineers required

immediately for servicing cinema and sound
reproducer equipment in Manchester area.-
Write, giving details of experience, to the
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., Construc-
tion Department, 15, Quay St., Manchester, 3.

[4587
INDEPENDENT TELEVISION NEWS, Ltd., the

company responsible for news programmes
for all programme contractors appointed by the
Independent Television Authority, invites appli-
cations for television transmission engineering
staff in the following categories for shift work
in central London:
1. OPERATION and maintenance engineers,
applicants should have sound knowledge of fun-
damentals and experience of image -orthicon
and/or vidicon camera equipments.
2. ELECTRONIC cameramen/technical assist-
ants; applicants should be either electronic
technicians with photographic or tine interest
or photographers or cinematographers witn elec-
tronic interest.
APPLICATIONS, with full details of experience
should be addressed to: The Secretary, Inde-
pendent Television News, Ltd., Ingersoll Louse,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. [4800
TECHNICAL Publications.-Electronic Deve-

lopment Engineers, Senior and Junior.
with a leaning towards Technical Writing to
undertake the preparation of Instruction
Manuals for Radar and like projects. A work-
ing knowledge of Pulse Circuitry and Micro-
wave Techniques essential.
SENIOR Illustrator required, with experience
of preparation of circuits, block diagrams.
perspective and exploded views.-Apply, giving
full details of experience, age, etc., to the
Personnel Manager, The General Electric Co.,
Ltd., Brown's Lane. Allesley, Coventry.
TRANSFORMER Designer required for de -

development projects involving audio -fre-
quency power transformers, pulse transformers,
oil -filled units, etc.-Apply, stating age, quali-
fications and experience, to The Personnel
Manager (Ref. R.G.). The General Electric Co.,
Ltd.. Brown's Lane, Allesley, Coventry. [0260
METALLURGICAL factory in Buckingham-

shire requires male laboratory assistant
with some experience of electronics for opera-
tion of direct reading spectrograph, on shifts;
training on the instrument will be provided;
apply, 14l

stating age and experience. to-B63ox
0

SALES assistant; old -established British com-
pany in Bangkok requires sales assistant

for department handling radio, cinema. TV
and associated items; age 23-27; good educa-
tion; sales experience more important than
technical competence.-Write Box MA/152.
c/o 95. Bishopsgate, E.C.2. [4746
TELEVISION field and bench service engi-

neers required immediately for modern
service department of leading radio retailers
in East London; wages up to £14 per week
or according to ability; permanent position.-
Apply for interview to Leytonia Radio, Ltd.
Tel. Leytonstone 1396. [4271
RADAR and radio mechanics are required by

the Electronics Division of Microcell,
Ltd., which is now being established. The
work is interesting and experienced men will
be paid good rates.-Applicants are invited to
write full details of past experience to the
Manager, Electronics Division, Microcell, Ltd.,
56, Kingsway. London. W.C.2. [4694
EXPERIENCED engineers are Invited to apply

fer a position where energy. initiative and
skill will be well rewarded. The work relates
to the development of television circuits, and
the design of components for large scale pro-
duction. Experience of television receiver
design is required in respect to means of scan-
ning and focussing of the design of R.F. and
I.F. circuits. The position is a permanent one
which offers scope for advancement to a senior
position. The commencing salary will be in
accordance with experience, based on a gener-
ous and progressive scale.-Write, giving full
personal particulars to the Personnel Manager,
The Plessey Company, Limited, Ilford, Essex.
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
The British Tabulating Machine

Co., Ltd., Letchworth, Herts, manu-
facturers of " HOLLERITH " high-
speed punched card accounting and
statistical machinery, offer excellent
prospects to men wishing to find
employment on the application of
Electronics to CALCULATING and
COMPUTING MACHINES.

This is an expanding and progressive
organisation, employing over 5,000
personnel under congenial working
conditions.

Qualifications required include a
University Degree in Electrical En-
gineering, Physics or Mathematics,
Higher National Certificate or
equivalent.

Salaries will be commensurate with
experience and qualifications. Housing
assistance may be given. Pension Fund.
Write giving personal history to the
Personnel Superintendent, quoting Ref.
WW/19.

THE "E)titit :1811(3 "

AUTOMATIC GRAMOPHONE RECORD CLEANER
PATENT APPLIED FOE

From CECIL E. WATTS
Consultant and Engineer (Sound Recording and Reproduction)
Oakleigh Grange, High Cross, nr. Uckfield, Sussex.

Or your local dealer.
= Price 18/6, plus 6/2 purchase tax.

'fiaditispares'
Quality Parts

The
Service Engineer's

First Choice

BASS REFLEX CABINETS
Walnut, Mahogany or Oak, veneered, 30 -in. high.

For 8 -in. Ppeakers, 10 -in, Speakers, 12 -in. Speakers.
£9-0-0d. C9 -10-0d. £10-0-0d. carriage paid.

FOR BUYERS ABROAD
We now have a collapsible Tropic Proof
Model of our Standard Bass Reflex Cabinet.

(Patent Pending)
GOODMANS & G.E.C.

Full range of cabinets for these speakers.
You can see your cabinet being made
in our cabinet - making workshop.

Cabinets made to order.
Armstrong Chassis and Amplifiers.

The Leak TL/ 10 Amplifier.
LOUDSPEAKERS.

Open till 5.30 Saturdays

A. DAVIES & CO. (Cabinet Makers)
3 Parkhill Place, off Parkhill Road, London,
N.W.3. GULLIVER 5775.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
ELECTRONIC engineer required to design and

develop electronic instruments and test
gear; experience in this field essential; good
salary and excellent prospects for advancement
in expanding company.-Rivlin Instruments,
Ltd., 7a. Maitland Park Villas, London. N.W.3.
Gul. 2960. [4690
INSPECTOR required for small batch produc-

tion of electronic equipment; adequate tech-
nical knowledge and ability to work with mini-
mum supervision; excellent prospects for right
person in expanding company.-Rivlin Instru-
ments, Ltd., 7a. Maitland Park Villas, London.
N.W.3, Gal. 2960. [4689
DRAUGHTSMEN required Electro-Mechanical

wont of varied nature. Knowledge of cir-
cuitry an advantage but not essential. Salary
in accordance with age and experience. Pen-
sion scheme. -Write giving details of experi-
ence, etc. (quoting Ref. STK.199), The General
Electric Co., Ltd., Union Works, East Lane.
Wembley, Middlesex. [4813

TRANSFORMER Design Engineer, with ex-
perience in mass production of small trans-

formers for electronic industry, required by pro-
gressive firm in West Country; applicant must
have initiative, ability to control staff, and am-
bition to take departmental responsibility;
write, with full details of age, experience and
salary required to -Box 4371. [4806

ELECTRONIC engineers are wanted in large
Midland engineering plant, the positions

are progressive and interesting requiring
qualified and experienced electronic engineers,
senior and junior for rapidly expanding labora-
tory engaged upon measurement and control
problems. -State age. qualifications and ex-
perience fully, in confidence to Box 3686. [4678

CHIEF Inspector required by radio com-
ponent manufacturers to take charge of

mechanical inspection of piece parts and final
electrical testing: knowledge of loudspeakers
an advantage -Write, giving details of past
experience and salary required, to Electro
Acoustic Industries. Ltd.. Stamford Works.
Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15. [4826

TEST gear design engineers and maintenance
engineers required with practical experience

of this class of work, based on sound knowledge
of electronic principles; these vacancies are
permanent and progressive; a company pension
scheme in operation; London area. -Please
write, in confidence, giving full details of quali-
fications, to Box 3996. [4715

DEAF aids -Wanted for West End, first-class
prototype craftsman able to make up

apparatus to very high standards and familiar
with machines for doing this: electrical know-
ledge an advantage but not essential; high
salary paid to suitable applicant, only first-
class craftsmen need apply. -Reply in confidence
to Box 3957. [4713
11011YE, Ltd. Radio Works. Cambridge, invites

applications for positions as technical
authors and illustrators for the compliance of
maintenance handbooks dealing with radio
equipment; applicants must possess command
of English and some technical knowledge. -
Applications in writing to Assistant Personnel
Officer. [4704

AN Assistant Development Engineer is re-
quired who is accustomed to telephone

practice, including simple automatic systems;
he should have some knowledge of audio fre-
quency electronics and of acoustics; the salary
would be in the range £550-8650 p.a.-Apply
to Chief Engineer, Winston Electronics, Ltd.,
1, Park Rd, Hampton Hill, Middlesex. [4628

ELECTRONIC engineers are wanted in large
Midland engineering plant, the positions

are progressive end interesting requiring quali-
fied and experienced electronic engineers.
senior and junior for rapidly expanding labora-
tory engaged upon measurement and control
problems. -State age, qualifications and experi-
ence fully, in confidence, to Box 3082. [4534

VACANCIES exist for engineers in radio and
radar field at our salamis depots; applicants

should possess 1st class P.M.G. wireless certi-
ficate or Ministry of Transport certificate; ap-
plications from long service naval personnel
welcomed. -Reply to, W. II. Smith & Co.,
Electrical Engineers. Ltd., 68, Grosvenor
Street, Manchester, 1. [4648
YOUNG men required for assembly, wiring

and testing of electronic apparatus, some
experience with scientific instruments an advan-
tage, technical school education, must have
completed National Service; pension scheme
5 -day week, canteen; Camden Town district:
salary according to age and experience. -Please
apply. stating age and experience. to Box 3 46389.[25

ELECTRONIC engineer required for strain
gauge department to assist In maintenance

and development of equipment for the measure-
ment of vibration and stress in helicopters and
fixed -wing a rcraft; applicants should be of
degree standard and should write to the
Personnel Manager, The Fairey Aviation Co..
Ltd.. Hayes, Middlesex, under reference R.D.T.
SENIOR and junior design draughtsmen reqd.

for interesting work in connection with elec-
tronic equipment. commercial radio and tele-
vision and/or light electro-mechanical engi-
neering; London area: the positions vacant
offer ample scow and opportunity for future
advancement to men of good ability; a high
salary will be paid to the selected candidates;
all recognized staff privileges available. -
Please reply, giving full details of experience,
to Box 4293. [4772

500AA
mA

2A
lOnsA
10mA
20mA
25mA
30mA
40 & 120 mA
100inA. 300mA
100mA
200mA
200mA
250 rnA.
List and enquiries.
with order. Postage

Callers and Post
W. A. BENSON (WW)
308 Rathbone Rd..
Liverpool 13.
STO 1604

BENSON'S
ETTER
ARCIAINS

BRAND NEW. ORIGINAL CARTONS.
R.F. UNITS. TYPES 26 or 27, 27/6; 24, 15!-.
(Postage 2/6.) 10'25, Soiled, 16/8.
DYNAmoToas. D.C. (approx. 350 v. 80 mA., at 6 v.).
8/6. 12 v. input; 250 v. 60 mA. and 6.3 v. outputs,
P.M. field, 7/A Filters for these, 2/8. I.F.T.S,
new, canned I10/13 Mc/s., 1/3 POWER UNIT 2815.
230 v. 50 c. input. Output D.C. 2 kV, 5 mA., 350 v.
150 mA. A.C. 6.3 v. 15 a.. 3 valves. New 75,-,earn paid inland. TRANSFORMERS, new, std.
mains input: 6.3 v. 3 a. (twice), tapped 5 and 4 v., 9/6;
230 v. to 6.3 v. 5 a. and 10 a., 17/6; 2 kV. 5 mA.,
2 v. 2 a., 17/6; 300-0-350 v. 150 mA., 5 v. 3 a.. 25/4
55 v. 30 mA. (twice), 6.3 v. 3.2 a., 9/-; 220-0-220 v.
33 mA., 7.1 v. 8 a., 8.4 v. 10 a., 5 v. 3 a. each C.T.,
15/6; 740-0-740 v. 165 VA., 470.0.470 v.. 220 VA.,
4 v. 8 a., C.T. (twice), 30/- (care. 6/). 35040-
350 v.120 mA 6.3 v. 4 a., 4 v.2 a.,161- (post 2/- each.)
METAL RECS. 600 v. 30 mA., 6/- H.W. 400 v. 1 a,.
22/6. 240 v. 250 mA., 10/-. FW 24 v. 2 a.. 12/'9
81165 coilpacks, new, 12/6, used 9/8; S.F. Filters,
2/8; Condensers, tubular, 3 x. 1 mfd., RX7S.
two band S.W. Tuner, I.F. 560 ke/s., with 100 he/s,
crystal, less valves, 22/6. Dipole Insulators. Perspex,
flat. For 8' rode, 5/6. REM, valves 2/EF54, 1/EC52,
1/CV66, VHF, with rotary coil selector, 17/6.
CO -AXIAL RELAYS, 12/24 v. Type G., 716: Small
relays 6 v. 300 2br. 1 mk., 1/6. PP617 chassis wit
3/VR91, 2/ VU120, 2/V670, 2/VT60A, 1 /51,14G. 30/-
(carr. 5/-). NEONS 100 v. SW Het or SCt. 116.

METERS -BRAND NEW -BOXED

n
NEWT;;;BOXED

POD Seale
in. MC

hin. MC
2in. MC
3}in. MC

200A
4iin. MC
Olin. MC

50A nin. MC
tin. MC
tin. MC
tin. MC
3fin. MC
tin. TC
31ln. MC
VD. MC

S.A.E.
extra.

Fit Price
Fl.Rd. 25/.
PIEd. 18/8
Pr.Rd. 10/6
Fl.Rd. 7/-
FLA& 20/-
FLItd. 7/ -
PLR& 7/-
Pr.Rd. 6/-
F1.8g. 7/6
FI.Sq. 5/.
F1,Rd. 7'.
Plkka 8/.
FI.Rd. 7/.
FI.Rd. 71 -

please! Terms: Cash
Immediate despatch.

Callers
SUPERADIO
(W'clispel) LTD., 110
Whi techapel . Liver-
pool 1. ROY 1130.

Annual Holiday 24 -30th July. Re -open 2 Aug,

"AUTOMAT " CHARGERS
and POWER PACKS

as supplied to Ministries, Airline eras, etc., up to
600 watts. Correct design, best materials and
workmanship.
Selenium rectifier stacks, 40 ma. to 10 amp., with
or without transformers.

"AUTOMAT" SELF
REGULATING CHARGERS
"Export" model as Illus.
for 6 v./12 v. 5 amps.,
using S.T.C. selenium recti-
fier, damp-proof, ultra
reliable, wt. 161b., for
215/245 v. A.C., 26/5/-.
Carr. 4/6 extra. GUI.
12 months. Also our well
known 12 v. 3 amp.
charger with protective
ballast and glow indicator,
66/6, ditto, 6 v. 2 amp./
12 v. 2 amp., 69/8.

ditto, 12 v. 1 amp., 42/6. postage 1/10, wt. 81b.
FOOLPROOF CHARGER IuTS. Genuinely trouble
free and ultra reliable. As sold for 11 years through

W.W." with full data sheet and inatructiors. No. 1
Kit, Westalite 3 amp. rectifier, 65 watt topped, im-
pregnated trans., ballast bulb, for 2 v. 6 v., 12 v. charger,
all rectifier troubles eliminated, 46/-, p.p. 1 /10. Handsome
steel case, ready punched, louvred, enamelled, 1216.
No. lA Kit. 3 a. rectifier; 65 watt trans., ballast, res.,
ammeter for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v., 3 a., 5216, pp. 1/10.
No. 2 Kit. 12 v. 2 amp. met.. 45 watt trans., ballast/
indicator bulb for 2 v., 6 v.. 12 v. charger, 36/6. Case
12/6. P.P. 1110. Wt.. 81b. with case. Minor Kit, 6 v. 2 amp.,
321-, p.p. 1/10, case 12/8 extra. Senior Model, for
6 v.112 v. at 4 to 5 amp.. 12 v. 5 amp. S.T.C. rect., 85
watt trans., ballast bulb, 64/, p.p. 21-. Slider LC
120 watts trans., 14 v. 6 amp., large finned type rect.,
slider res., high grade ammeter, wt. 171b., for 6 v./12 v.
charger, 24/13/-. cart. 4/-.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, new stook not surplus, 6 v*
1 a., 4/., a., 716. 4 a., 15/-, 12 v. 0.5 a., 5/-, 1 a., 716'
2 a.. 9/6. all p.p. 6d. 12 v./14 v. 3 a. to 3.4 a., 15/6'
5 a., 27/-. Large finned 6 a., 32/-, p.p. 10d. 24 v*
50 mA., 216. 24 v. 0.3 a., 9/-.1.5 a.. 15/-. 3 a., 27/-'
5 a.,421-. 8 a., 62/- all p.p. 10d. 50 v. 1 a., 24/., 2 a.'
47/-. 230 v 1 a , 97/., pm 1/6. H.T. rectifiers, 120 v-
80 mA. R.M.2, 3/4, 135 v. 30 mA. slim., 5/8, 250 v.
60 mA., 7/-, 250 v. 100 mA. bridge, 14/6. All P.P. di.
Many other L.T. and H.T. types in stock.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43, Uplands Way, LONDON, N.21. Phone LAB 4467

SITUATIONS VACANT
ELECTRONIC Laboratory Assistant required

for experimental work and electrical
measurements; superannuation scheme; write,
stating age, qualifications and/or experience
and salary required to -Personnel Manager, The
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., North
Acton, W.3. [4724

A.

H. HUNT (Capacitors). Ltd., require
Draughtsmen, preferably with mechanical

and electrical experience, for work on special
purpose machines. Write giving age and pre-
vious experience to Personnel Manager, A. H.
Hunt (Capacitors). Ltd., Bendon Valley,
Garrett Lane, Wandsworth. S.W.18. 0057

HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS, Ltd., who are
now expanding their laboratories, required

senior and junior electronic engineers with
experience in the design and test- of high graderadio and industrial laboratory equipment.-
Apply in writing, in the first instance, stating
age, experience and salary required, to Hatfield
Instruments. Ltd.. 175. Uxbridge Rd., Hanwell,
W.7. 14452

DEVELOPMENT engineers required in depart-
ments covering the design and construc-

tion of high-grade television transmission
equipment and a wide range of electronic equip-
ment; good fundamental knowledge required
and some practical commercial experience
desirable; pension scheme, 5 -day week, good
canteen. -Write, stating age, experience andsalary required, to
CINEMA -TELEVISION, Ltd., Worsley Bridge
Rd Lower Sydenham, S.E.26. [4730

DRAUGHTSMEN experienced in broadcast
radio and television are offered exceptional

opportunities with a firm of repute in the
London area; experience in production drawing
or mechanical design would qualify for a very
attractive starting salary; applications, which
will be treated in strict confidence, shouldgive full details of experience and should be
addressed to -Box 4279. [4764

LINESMEN (construction and maintenance of
underground and overhead circuits) and

Service Inspectors (maintenance of machines).
Permanent pensionable staff posts in London,
available for young men 20/24 yrs. of age, in
connection with teleprinters and ticker tape
machines. Some experience preferreda--Write
age, particulars of career. etc.. to Box A. 110.
c/o Central News, Ltd.. 43. London Wall. E.C.2.

ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL engineer required
by London manufacturers of radio com-

ponents to take charge of measurements labora-
tory and test gear design; experience of
measurement of capacitors or telecommunica-
tion cables essential; salary range £750 to
£850 p.a., company rapidly expanding; write
details of qualifications, experience, age and
present salary. -Box 3778 [4687

ELECTRONIC Engineer with good knowledge
of H.F. measurements and interference

suppression required for work in connection
with measurement of radio and television in-
terference; superannuation scheme; write giv-
ing full details of age, qualifications, experience
and salary required to -Personnel Manager,
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., North
Acton, W.3. 14722

ENIOR Development Engineers requ red forS development of radio receivers and radio -
gramophones. television receivers, printed cir-
cuit and transistor receivers. The positions are
Progressive and offer a good salary. Applica-
tions, stating qualifications experience and
salary required, should be forwarded to the
Chief Development Engineer, T.V. Manufactur-
ing. Ltd., Oulton Works, Lowestoft. [4695
TUNIOR Electronic Engineers/Radio Mech-
./ anics wanted for installation, maintenance
and operation small radio transmitting stations
in U.K. and abroad; candidates must have good
basic training in radio ard some industrial
experience; must be single and medically fit
and prepared to travel Warred; excellent pros-
pects; U.K. salary up to £500 after training
and very much more abroad -Write Box 4017.

RADIO technicians required by International
Aeradio, Ltd., for overseas service; perma-

nent and pensionable positions, inclusive salary
from £894 per annum to £1,373 per annum,
tax free, according to marital status; free
accommodation; kit allowance; free air fares;
generous U.K. leave. -Qualified candidates to
whom replies only will be sent please write
voting RT to Personnel Officer, 40, Park St.,

62102
AVACANCY exists for an Electronic Instru-
ment Development Engineer in the Tele-

communications Laboratory of British Insulated
Callender's Cables, Ltd., at Kirkby, Nr. Liver-
pool; candidates should hold a degree in physics
or engineering and have previous experience in
the design and development of electronic instru-
ments; applications, quoting reference P/60/54.
should be addressed to -The Staff Officer.
B.I.C.C., Ltd., Prescot, Lancs. 14725
TeEVELOPMENT Engineers. -A leading Manu-

facturer of Radio and Television Receivers
has vacancies in its Laboratories for Electronic
Engineers with experience in the Design and
Development of this tpye of equipment. Situ-
ated in the Midlands Salaries according to
qualifications and experience. -Those interested
should write. giving details of career and salary
expected to the Personnel Manager (Ref. GLB.)
Box 2541. (4427

YSTEM test engineer: an electronic engineer
L.3 is required to assist in final tests on part of
a missile system; some theoretical knowledge
useful but several years practical experience
necessary; ex -Service wireless or radar
technician with National Certificate of City &
Guilds would be preferred (ref. 153) -Write in
detail quoting Ref. No. to The Personnel Mana-
ger (Technical Employment). de Havilland
Propellers, Ltd.. Hatfield. Herts. [4691
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LYONS RADIO Ltd.
RECTIFIER UNITS TYPE 48. Input 200/250 v.
50 cps. A.C. mains. Output -220 v. smoothed D.C.
at 110 mA. and 6.3 v. smoothed D.C. at 13 a. Originally
designed for ground operation of the R.1155 supplying
both H.T. and L.T. and L.T. for relays and valves of
T.1154. Metal cased unite 171n. high x 19 x 12in.
Fuse holden on outside of case may be broken but
can easily be replaced otherwise the units are in first
class order. PRICE 13/3/- carriage 12/6.
SPECIAL VALVES. 868A-12/6. RL18-9/6.
CV173 (EF55)-12/6. 68117-5/.. 12A6 -6/9.
9001/2/3/4-5/6 each.
ALUMINIUM CONTAINERS. A most useful Item for
the " Workshop" to store screws and other small
parte or for Holidays and picnics in which to pack
shaving brush, tooth brush, tea, soap, sugar, etc.
Two sizes available both with screw -on lids and 21in.
dia. Size' A " 41in. tall. Size " B " 61in.
SIZE " A." 3 for 3/-. 6 for 5(6. SIZE " B." 3 for
3/9. 6 for 6/6. ONE DOZEN, your choice of sizes
10/-._
H.T./L.T. BATTERIES. Ex -Government in perfect
condition. 60 v./1.5 v., 4 x 3 x l5in. PRICE 4/6.
72 v./1.5 v., 6 x 5 x 2in. PRICE 3/9. Prices inc.
Postage.
BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. During the next few
months we are having a special clearance of a large
quantity of oddments, too various to advertise, in-
cluding Tx. and Rs. units, chassis for break -down,
meters, etc., available to personal shoppers at CLEAR-
ANCE PRICES.

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. M.W.)
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Telephone: Shepherd's Bush 1729

WORLD'S

AU! IC A YK I T
RADIOS PHONOGRAPHS TV

TEST EQUIPMENT HI -Fl
Write for FREE Brochure

Radio Kits. Inc.  120 CEDAR STREET

NEW YORK 6, NEW YORK  U .5 .A .

METER
REPAIR
SERVICE 0000

ALL TYPES and MAKES
Single and Multi -Range

METERS SUPPLIED FROM STOCK 0.1
CONVERTED TO ANY RANGE

Phone for immediate service
THE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

REPAIR SERVICE
329 Kilburn Lane, London, W.9

LADbroke 4168

A.I.D.
IND UCK A
/

W
Approved

TRANSFORMERS
o all types up to 25 KVA for Single or Three

Phase operation, Phase Conversion, etc.
MAINS

Output, and Special Purpose Transformers for
Radio Equipment; Chokes, etc.

COILS
or Contactors, E.M. Brakes, Air Valves, etc., and

Coil WINDINGS for all purposes.
SOLENOIDS

for A.C. and D.C. Operation.

W. F. PARSONAGE & Co., Ltd.
INDUCTA WORKS  Park Rd  Bloxwich  Walsall

Telephone: BLOX 66464

SITUATIONS VACANT
D ESIGNER (25-55 years) required by old -

established firm of electrical component
manufacturers In N.W. London. Applicants
must possess sound knowledge of radio fre-
quency circuits, pulse forming networks and
experience in the electronic, radio and/or tele-
vision industry would be an advantage. Super-
annuation scheme. -Write, stating age, experi-
ence and salary required, to Personnel
Manager, Box 3M S4590, A.K. Advg., 212a,
Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2. [4665

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co.,
Ltd., has a vacancy in its research labora-

tory at Rugby for a qualified electrical engineer
or physicist for work on radio interference
problems; the work covers investigation of the
mechanism, measurement and suppression of
radio interference over a wide and interesting
range of sources; applicants should write to
The Director of Research, British Thomson -
Houston Co, Ltd., giving their age and qualifi-
cations, and quoting the reference RIS. 14693

DRAUGHTSMEN. -An expanding production
programme has created a number of vacan-

cies for mechanical designers, senior daughts-
men and detail draughtsmen; situated in the
Midlands; the work involves the complete engi-
neering of electronic apparatus for Government
contracts and of domestic radio and television
eauipment.-Applicanta interested in this time
of work, with or without experience, are in-
vited to apply, giving details of career and
salary expected to the Personnel Manager (Ref.
GLB.), Box 2438. f4398
BRITISH ACOUSTIC FILMS, Ltd., invite

applications for the position of develop-
ment engineer to work on development of film
processes, photographic and magnetic, also on
preparation of test films. Previous experience
of sound recording and knowledge of optics an
advantage, suitable qualification include an
H.N.C. or O.N.C. in Electrical Engineering.
Permanent appointment. -Apply by letter, stat-
ing age. qualifications and experience, to Per-
sonnel Manager, British Acoustic Films, Ltd..
Woodger Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [4745
ELECTRONIC wiremen and radar mechanics

are required by Decca Radar to fill posi-
tions as technical assistants in their research
division; these positions carry excellent rates
of pay and the possibility of promotion to
staff appointments; the work is of a varied and
interesting nature, concerned with the develop-
ment of modern navigational aids; there are
good canteen facilities; British nationality
essential. -Write, quoting reference RLA 101,
to Decca Radar, Ltd., 2, Tolworth Rise, Sur-
blton, Surrey. [a753DECCA RADAR. Ltd., invite applications

from young men, preferably of H.N.C.
standard or above, who would like to become
microwave engineers working in the modern
wide field of navigational aids; training will
be given to suitable applicants to fit them
for a progressive career; there is a pension
scheme in operation; British nationality essen-
tial. -Write, giving full personal details and
emoting RLA 105, to Decca Radar. Ltd.. Radar
Research Laboratory, 2, Tolworth Rise, Sur-
biMn. Surrey 14751
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION as MAIN-

TENANCE Co., Ltd , require a Technical
Assistant to be concerned primarily with the
design of all types of cables; candidates should
preferably have some experience of manufac-
ture of cables and must' have a knowledge of
electrical engineering tc a standard of at least
Inter-B.Sc. or O.N.C.; salary £550 upwards
according to qualifications and experience; pen
sion scheme, 5 -day week and all welfare facili-
ties; write details to -Personnel Manager, Tel -
con Works. Greenwich, S.E.10. [3176

ELECTRONIC
engineers. -Young engineers.

possessing initiative and a desire for respon-
sibility, and technical training up to degree
standard (physics or electrical engineering).
are required to assist in the development and
testing of guided weapon control systems; some
experience of the design and use of analogue
computers desirable but not essential, good
salary and bonus, pension scheme. -Apply,
quoting ref. WW/58, to The Assistant Manager,
The Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd., Weapon Division,
Heston Aerodrome, Hounslow, Middx. [4707
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Brown's

Lane, Allesley. Coventry, requires mech-
anical development engineers, designer
draughtsmen and draughtsmen. preferably with
experience of radar -type equipments for work
on guided weapons and like projects: also re-
quired, senior and junior electronic develop.
ment engineers, particularly in the field of
microwave and pulse applications; salary ac-
cording to age. qualifications and experience. -
Apply by letter. stating age and experience. tr
the Personnel Manager. Ref. R.G. [0259
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY, Radar Research

Establishment, Malvern. Worcs, requires
electrical engineers and physicists for research
and development work, mainly on radar and
electronic equipment. Work ranges from funda-
mental research on circuitry and physics of
solids to devising and developing, in collabora-
tion with industry, electronic devices for the
armed forces. Ample scope for initiative and
originality over very wide field, concerned
mainly with electronics. Quals.: Higher School
Certificate (Science) or equivalent but posses-
sion of H.N.C. or degree in Physics or Elec-
trical Engineering may be an advantage. Salary
within ranges: Experimental Officer (minimum
age 26) £715-£880: Assistant E.O. E288/10
(age 18)-£640. Women 'somewhat less. -
Application forms from M.L.N.S.. Technical
and Scientific Register (K). 26. King St.,
London, S.W.1. quoting D.231/5A. Closing
date July 9, 1955. [4736
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DECCA
RECORD

-.7_-_--.

PLAYERS --._-

Standard or L.P. Lv.-

List Price il2/1/6 -.--

OUR PRICE L----

6 GNS. =
--_
-.-

Packing, carriage, in- ._-..

-Z.

surance, etc., 10/6 em
_..-.---

Dec. 78 r.p.m. variable speed record players.
..zi fitted centre drive Garrard motors, fire plug-in

Iheads, sapphire styli, Resine case. List price =
612/18/5. Our price 58/19/6. Packing, carriage,
insurance, etc., 10/6.

....--. Send Manor for bargain list of record players. .==....
...._,.

=
 RONALD WILSON & Co.

12, BRIDGE ST., WORCESTER

CABLE CHEAPER IN
SMALL COILS

All coils 20-49 yds. In length, unless requested shorter.
All prices per 100 yd. lot, less supplied, add 15%. Full
IGO yd. coils are available add 5% to any price.

3/029 7/029
TWIN FLAT 1/044 3/029 W/E W/E
Rubber or Plastic 501- 6416 78/6 135/ -
Single V.I.R. 231- 28/6 - 48/6
EARTH WIRE 7/029 tinned copper 10/. a 100 -ft. lot. Send
for lists of other cables, flex., wiring accessories and surplue
switch and fuse gear. (We buy surplus electrical item. Bend
details.) Add part carriage to small orders please.
BRITISH DISTRIBUTING Co. (Desk W), 691, Green Lanes.

oundon N.B.

Purchase or hire your
`VORTEXION TAPE RECORDER'

& ASSOC. EQUIPMENT FROM

GRIFFITHS HANSEN (Recordings) LTD.
32/33 GOSFIELD ST., LONDON, W.I.

MUSeum 0642/2771.

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

No Quantity loo Small List on application
H. ROLLET & Co., Ltd.

6 Chesham Place, S.W.1. SLOane 3483
ALSO AT LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM,

MANCHESTER, LEEDS

Vitavox Public Address Multicellular Horns
S/hand complete with new 15 Ohm Pressure
Unit, 612. 10.0. Secondhand 8" Speakers in
Cabinet 5 Ohm, 21/-. New Fluorescent Quick
Start Ballast Units to operate 2 40w. Tubes,
state voltage, 19/6 each. 100 yd. coils, Twin
Plastic Cable, 35/- coil.

Please add postage.
HAROLD MORRIS LTD.
423 Green Lanes, London, N.4. MOU. 5241/2

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
Precision Engineers

Manufacturers of : Chassis, Small
Pressings, Machined Components,
Wiring and Mechanical Assemblies,

to specification.
st,p, and Production Quanlilies. Enlalriee Meas.

100 PARK ROAD, WARE, HERTS.
Te'eptione Ware 465

RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENTS
WE OPERATE A PROMPT & EFFICIENT

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
"IIIEWMASTER"&"TELE-KING"specialitts
Easy terms available, Stamp (only) for lists

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.,
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE

ULYERSTON, LANCS.
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A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.
have the following vacancies in their

WEAPONS RESEARCH DIVISION
at

WOODFORD

TECHNICIANS
For design and development work
in a guided weapon project. At
least 3 years' experience in elec-
tronics or H.N.C. is necessary.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR
DRAUGHTSMEN
For design work in precision instru-
mentation. At least 3 years' experi-
ence in design precision engineering
or H.N.C. is necessary.

GOOD SALARIES AND
PROSPECTS

PENSIONS AND LIFE
ASSURANCE SCHEME

Application giving full particulars
of age, qualifications and experience
to be addressed to:

A. V. ROE & CO. LTD.,
WEAPONS RESEARCH

DIVISION, WOODFORD,
CHESHIRE.

GUIDED WEAPONS -
DRAUGHTSMEN
(Mechanical and Radio)

The Bristol Aeroplane Company Limited
is expanding its design activities in its
London Design Office still further.
Guided Weapons Design Teams are to be
recruited. The following staff are urgently
required: -

1. Design, Senior and Intetmediate
Draughtsmen for work on Ground
Equipment in connection with Guided
Weapons Development. Experience of
the design of Ordnance Equipment is
desirable, but mechanical engineering
knowledge is essential.

2(a) Senior and Intermediate Draughts-
men for design and lay out of Rack Mounting
Laboratory Equipment, Electronic and
Electrical Instruments. Previous experi-
ence in the Radio Industry is desirable.

(b) Senior and Intermediate Draughts-
men for design of Wiring Layouts. Know-
ledge of components used in the Radio
Industry is essential.

The London Design Office is located in
Haymarket, London, S.W.1, a convenient
centre for travel. The salaries offered
are appropriate to experience and qualifica-
tions. A luncheon voucher scheme has
been introduced.

Applications, giving details of experience,
qualifications, experience and present
salary, quoting L.D.0.5, should be addressed
to the Personnel Manager, The Bristol
Aeroplane Company Limited. Aircraft
Division, Fitton House, Bristol.

SITUATIONS VACANT
THE General Post Office has vacancies for

radio operators at its coast radio stations
and applications are invited from men between .1
21 and 35 years of age who hold the Post-
master -General's First Class Certificate of
Proficiency in Radiotelegraphy; selected candi-
dates will be considered later for permanent
pensionable posts. -Application should be made
to The Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, Radio
and Accommodation Department, Wireless
Telegraph Section, Union House, St. Martins
le Grand. London, E.C.I. [4635
MICROWAVE engineers are required by

Decca Radar, Ltd., for work on advanced
microwave and millimetric aerial design in a
rapidly expanding aerial group; applications
are invited from electrical engineers and
physicists of H.N.C. standard or above, having
practical experience in microwave components;
the prospects for men of ability are consider-
able; there is a pension scheme in operation;
British nationality essential. -Please write.
quoting reference RLA 108, to Deceit Radar,
Ltd., 2, Tolworth Rise, Surbiton, Surrey.
CIRCUIT design engineers are required by

Decca Radar for positions created by the
continued expansion of their research labora-
tories; these cover work in a wide field, em-
bracing high and low pulse, receiver, A.F.C.,
radar display, and test equipment design in
standard and sub -miniature form; applicants
should preferably be of degree or H.N.C. stan-
dard, and have had previous experience in this
field; a pension scheme is in operation; British
nationality essential. -Please write to Decca
Radar, Ltd., 2, Tolworth Rise, Surbiton.
Surrey, quoting reference RLA 103. [4750
MANAGER required for a unit of a well -

established engineering company engaged
in large-scale production of radio and tele-
vision; the successful candidate will have a
specialised knowledge of this class of work and
will be capable of advising and supervising the
design laboratories, tool design, planning and
machine and assembly departments; this
vacancy offers ample scope and opportunity to
a man with high administrative ability; salary
up to £2,500 per annum; London area.
reply, in confidence, giving full details. to
Box 3083. [4535

SENIOR
Design and Development Engineers

required for work of an interesting nature
in connection with microwave, electronic and
mechanical development of guided weapons and
associated equipment; the vacancies offer ample
opportunity for advancement in a modern
laboratory; the positions are permanent and
the commencing salaries will be in accordance
with experience and will be based on a generous
and progressive scale; degree or H.N.C.-Please
reply, in confidence, giving full particulars to
The Personnel Manager, The Plessy Company,
Limited. Vicarage Lane. Ilford. Essex. [4777
yIINIOR engineer required for interesting work

on a variety of problems including the use
of resins and thermal moulding materials for
component protection, printed circuit techniques
and heat treatment of metals. This is an excel-
lent opportunity for a keen young engineer
interested both in practical and theoretical
work; applicants should preferably have a
degree or H.N.C. in physics or chemistry, and
previous experience. -Full details, quoting
reference WW/11, should be sent to The Assis-
tant Manager, The Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd.,
Weapon Division, Heston Aerodrome, Hounslow,
Middx. [4706
TEST Engineers are required by a Leading

Midlands manufacturer for: (1) Testing
and Fault -Finding on Radar Units and other
Electronic Devices. (2) Construction and
maintenance of Test Equipment. (3) Testing
and Fault -Finding on domestic Radio and Tele-
vision Receivers. These progressive positions
cover a wide range of activities and selection
will be made not only on experience but also
on ability to respond to further training. Ex -
Service technicians are particularly suitable. -
Applicants should write, giving details of career
to date and salary expected, to the Personnel
Manager (Ref. GLB.). Box 2540. [4426

yrINISTRY of Transport and Civil Aviation.
IVA -Radio technicians (men only) required
at aerodromes and radio stations in various
parts of U.K.; special training courses for
keen technicians with basic quals.; interesting
work providing and maintaining aeronautical
telecommunications and electronic navigational
aids; prospects of permanent pensionable
posts and advancement; rates of pay (London)
from L342/10 at age 19 to £467/10 at 25.
rising (subject to qualifying test) to £565:
rates slightly lower in provinces; shift and
night duty allowances from 2/- to 5/- also
payable. -Candidates aged 19 or over with
practical experience in maintenance of radio
or radar equipment should apply to any Em-
ployment Exchange, quoting Westminster 6627.
LABORATORY

technicians required for
development work in connection with an

interesting range of electronic equipment, in-
cluding communications, oomputors, transistors,
and measuring and test apparatus. Applicants
should have, as a minimum, the Ordinary
National Certificate or appropriate C. and G.
Certificates, and in addition, several years ex-
perience in the manner of operation, construc-
tion and testing of electronic or other light
current equipment. Applicants with shorter ex-
perience but in possession of Higher National
Certificates in radio or other light current sub-
jects will be considered; these posts carry
attractive salaries and conditions of employ-
ment including Pension and Life Assurance
Scheme, 5 -day week. -Apply, Mr. G. A. Taylor,
Personnel Officer, Mullard Research Labora-
tories, Cross Oak Lane, Salfords, near Redhill.
Surrey. 14733

EIU ki E GO
moNEY BACK

621 ROMFORD ROAD, LONDON. E 12
CWO OR COD TEL GRA 6677

TRANSFORMER SALE

MAINS POWER. 325-0-325, 500 m.a.
6v. heater (cu 5 amp., 4 v. @ 5 amp., 4v.
5 amp. isolated. Extra isolated winding for
2v. or 4v. tubes. 29/6 plus 2/6 post.

MAINS E.H.T. 5Kv. and 2v. heaters,
200-250v. primary. 29/6 plus 2/6 post.

MAINS. 350-0-350v. 6v. and 5v. heaters
80 m.a. 200-250 Primary. 9/9 plus 2/3
post.

MAINS. 350-0-350v. 4v. and 4v. heaters
80 m.a. 200-250v. Primary. 3/9 plus 2/3
post.

MAINS. 350-0-350v. 12v. and 4v. heaters
80 m.a. 100-250 Primary. Ideal auto trans.
5/9 plus 2/3 post.

HEATER TRANS. 200-250v. primary
either 4v. or 6v. 12!9 plus 1/9 post.

O.P. TRANS. 42-I ratio. 2-5 ohms
salvage guaranteed. 2/- plus 9d. post.

O.P. Salvage standard 2-5 ohms matching.
1/9 plus 9d. post.

CHOKES. 250 m.a. 5 Henrys salvage
guaranteed. 10/9 plus 1/9.

CHOKES. 250 m.a. salvage guaranteed.
10/9 plus I/9 post.

CHOKES 80 m.a. salvage guaranteed.
6/9 plus 1/9 post.

CHOKES. 60 m.a. salvage guaranteed.
4/9 plus 1/9 post.

COIL PACKS. 9/9. 3 band, including
I.F.'s. Post 1/3.

T.V. TUBES 14" Wide Angle 01/10/-.
6 months' guarantee.

T.V. TUBES. 17" Wide Angle 412/10/,
6 months' guarantee.

T.V. TUBES. 12" Round ES. Well-known
make, 6 months' guarantee, other makes
3 months' guarantee. All tubes are plus
15/6 ins. carr.

1124 VHF RECEIVER 17/6 complete
with 6 valves. Ex W.D. good condition,
6 channel switching. Receives T.V. sound,
police, fire and amateurs. 30.5 to 40 me/s.
I.F. 7 me/s. Post 2/6. Drawing and con-
version data free with each set.

1125 VHF RECEIVER. 7/9 complete
with 2 valves. New and boxed. This
receiver requires a little modification to
put it into service.

R.F. UNIT 24. 12/6. New and packed
Tuning 20-30 me/s. Including 3 valves
Post 2/-.

SPEAKERS. 10/9. 8", 64", r or 3k"
unrepeatable offer. Std. P.M. 2-5 ohms
+1/9 post with O.P. 13/9.

SPEAKERS. 2/9. 8" M.E. Field IK.,
2K. and 5K ohms or with O.P. Trans.
4/9 plus 1/9 post.

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS. 29/9 in-
cluding L. Speaker. 5 valve Oa., 3 w/
band, A.G. mains complete, less valves.
All used, tested, guaranteed. FREE draw-
ings with orders. Post 4/6. Knobs (set of
four) 1/6 extra.

RADIO CHASSIS. 719. A.G. or uni-
versal, s/het receivers, less valves, dial
and electrolitics. Otherwise believed to be
in working order. NOTE: Our F' M.E.
speaker fits some of these sets. We match
on request with order. P. & P. 3/6.

RADIO CHASSIS. 14/9 As above with
three band coil packs. 465 I.F.s. All
used bargains. P. & P. 3/6.
24d. stamp only for complete catalogue.
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ENGINEERS A N D
DRAUGHTSMEN : Excellent
opportunities for keen and en-
thusiastic engineers and draughts-
men for a wide variety of work
associated with Radio and
Machine Frequency, Resistance
Heating Development, and
Application problems. The posts
are permanent and pensionable,
and every opportunity for
advancement is available. Salary
will be in accordance with age,
experience and qualifications.

Engineers for development and
design of Radio Frequency Gen-
erators. Applicants must have had
a full-time electrical apprentice-
ship and experience in high -power
R.F. equipment. Qualifications-
H.N.C. or full-time University
degree.

Engineers for development and
design of Mechanical Handling
Equipment associated with Radio
and, Machine Frequency Heating
Applications. Applicants must
have had a full electrical or
mechanical apprenticeship and
experience in the design of
Mechanical Handling Equipment,
including pneumatics and hydrau-
lics. Qualifications-H.N.C. or
full time University Degree.

Technical Assistants and Junior
Engineers for Experimental Lab-
oratory work on problems related
to the application of Radio,
Machine Frequencies, and Resis-
tance Heating. Candidates must
have had a full-time electrical or
mechanical apprenticeship and
reached at least O.N.C. standard.

Draughtsmen, Seniors and Juniors
for circuitry layouts, mechanical
and electrical equipment associ-
ated with Radio, Machine Fre-
quency, and Resistance Heating
Applications. Candidates must
have had a full electrical or
mechanical apprenticeship and
have O.N.C. or H.N.C. in
mechanical or electrical engineer-
ing.

Write for application form to:
The Personnel Manager,

Metropolitan -Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.,

Trafford Park, Manchester, 17,
marking envelope " R.1."

ENGINEERS!
Whatever your age or experience, you must read
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Full details of
the easiest way to pass A.M.I.Slech.E., A.M.LC.E.
C. & 0. (Electrical, etc.), General Cert., etc., on

"NO PASS-NO FEE"144 PAGES terms and details
Courses in all branches
of Engineering -reel Meohanical, Electrical,
Civil, Auto, Aare.,
Radio, etc., Building,
etc. If you're earning
lessthanS15aweek,tell
us what Interests you
and write for your copy
of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES "
today-FREE

B.I.E.T.
387 College House, 39-
31, Wrighni Lane,

ag114311TNI-Fint4111-÷41147Akm - en.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIRCRAFT radio aerials.-Gloster Aircraft

Co., Ltd., Gloucester, have a vacancy for
an electronic engineer (H.N.C. or equivalent)
to work on the development of suppressed
aerials for aircraft; the work involves theoreti-
cal and practical knowledge of measurements
from " H.F." to " X " bands and of the pro-
perties of different types of suppressed aerials.
A SMALL laboratory is being established for
the work; an elementary knowledge of aircraft
design and construction would be an advantage.
-Applications, stating age, previous employers
and experience, etc., should be addressed to
the Employment Officer. [4533
A PPLICATIONS are invited from senior pro-

ject engineers with a specialised knowledge
of the manufacture of electrical and mechanical
products; applicants should have a good prac-
tical engineering background and a sound tech-
nical experience of tool design and planning
and be capable of putting new projects on a
sound production basis; these vacancies offer
excellent opportunities to men seeking perma-
nent and progressive positions; London area.-
Applications, which will be treated in confl- A modeldence, should give full details of experience makws paradiseand salary required, and be addressed to Box
3085. [4537
MULLARD, Ltd. (valve division), require a

junior technical assistant, preferably aged
20-25, for their technical service dept. in
London to help with the preparation of valve
and tube data, replacement lists and similar

ea FA ca./Air/lam
V.FSHERMAN'S

publications; this position offers an opportunity
for someone who has O.N.O. and is studying
for H.N.C. to obtain a general grounding in
all applications of valves and similar devices
prior, to specialisation in a particular field:
salary range £450 to £550 p.a. with good
prospects of advancement -Write stating age
and giving full details of education, training
and previous experience to the Personnel
Officer, Century House, Shaftesbury Ave., Lon-
don. W.C.2. [4768
VERRANTI, Ltd.. Edinburgh, have a vacancy

for an Electronic Engineer in the capacity
of a Technical Author to prepare technical,
operational and maintenance publications: appli-
cants should have aualifications to degree stan-
dard; technical authors join the design engin-
eers. participate in field trials and assist with
service introduction in order that they may have
a full understanding of the design and oper-
ational use of the system on which they are
preparing a publication, irrespective of whether
this system is ground, airborne, or seaborne.
Authors are responsible for the entire publica-
tidn, ensuring that the appropriate illustrations,
artists' impressions and line drawings are pre-
pared.
APPLICATIONS, quoting Ref. 59/TA/TID,
should be addressed to the Personnel Officer,
Ferranti. Ltd.. Ferry Rd.. Edinburgh, 5.
TUNIOR development engineers are urgently
J required to assist in the development of
precision electronic laboratory instruments;
successful applicants will be engaged on inter-
esting long-term projects concerned with the
development of a wide range of equipment;
the appointments are permanent and carry
considerable technical responsibility; applicants
should have had previous development experi-
ence preferably in the instrument field;
academic qualifications ranging from H.N.C. to
degree standard are preferable; salaries are
dependent upon age, qualifications and experi-
ence.-Apply stating full details to the
Personnel Manager, Furzehill Laboratories.
Ltd., Boreham Wood, Herts. [4609
SENIOR methods engineer required by a large

and progressive engineering company
situated in the London area; applications are
invited from men with good engineering quali-
fications and experience in the manufacture of
radio, television and services equipment: the
accepted candidate will have extensive experi-
ence of this class of work and will be
acquainted with the most up-to-date production
methods, including work study and standard
costs: for a man with the required knowledge.
initiative and drive. this vacancy provides
excellent prospects; salary range from £800 to
£1,500 per annum-Please reply, in confidence.
giving full details of previous experience, to
Box 3084. 14536
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL Engineers, Senior

(ref. WW/56) and Junior (ref. WW/57)
required for interesting work on the laboratory
preparation and subsequent field trials of
guided missiles. Applicants should have ex-
perience of one or more of the following: small
pneumatic servos; gyroscopes; D.C. amplifiers;
electro-mechanical instruments and pick -offs;
preferably together with H.N.C. or equivalent
(elec. or mech.). There are excellent prospects
of advancement in this rapidly developing field
which offers very good salaries and bonus. Pen-
sion Scheme.-Apply, quoting reference above,
to the Assistant Manager, The Fairey Aviation
Co., Ltd., Weapon Division. Heston Aerodrdme.
Hounslow. Middx. [4794
AVACANCY occurs for a development

engineer in a design group concerned with
a wide range of small transformers and in-
ductors of types used in radio equipment and
electrical appliances; preference will be given
to applicants having experience of this class
of work, but young engineers with a sound
basic trainging and limited experience will be
considered, and if successful, will have the
opportunity of gaining practical knowledge of
design problems met in fulfilling commercial
and military specifications; an attractive salary
is offered together with good future prospects;
the company's extensive laboratory and pro-
duction facilities are situated in the London
area; please reply, giving details of qualifica-
tions and experience to-Box 4278. [4763

over 651b. of magnifi-
cently made gears, driving
shafts, bearings, miniature motor, repeater motor, gyro-
scopes, etc. All supplied in a strong wooden transit case
24in. x 22in. x llin. high, which itself Is ideal as a tool box

' ROLLING RULE
All metal, three pairs
bullt-in rubber /9

rollers. Ideal for draughtsmen, book-keepers, etc... as/
ONIQUE Din. SLIDE RULE P. & P. 7 19
Universal model, brand new, Ex-R.A.F. free

AIR POSITION INDICATOR

Containing a wealth of gears, drives and shafts, 3 infinitely
variable gears, lampholders, repeater motors. Veeder
counters. Used by many Universities as a basis No.7.6
of a calculating machine. P.& P. free 004.

CHART BOARD
Ideal as drawing board. 17in. eq. Complete with pan-
tograph arm, protractor head and Perspex scale. .20F
Postage sad Packing free. Each

ALL -STEEL
TOOL BOX

Complete with re-
movable inner tray.
Fitted with strong
hasp. staple and carry-
ing handles.
Size 1, 141n.
x 8in. x 8in. ...Pi -
Size 2, 171n. vjOi_
x flin. x 81n
Sine 3, 241n. 2f.g/6
x 8in. x 81n.

IMPELLER PUMP
Approx. Din. long by 2in. dia., 2 amp.
at 24 v. D.C. Will work on 12 v. at

soo. 4 amps. D.C. Ideal for bilge pumps or
for transferring fuel or water to header
tanks. Pump is self -cooled by liquid

new, boxed. P. & P. free Each
passing through it. Brand Qa/6

MODEL MAKERS
MAINS TRANSFORMER

All purpose-low voltage. Input 210/
200 v. Output 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15.
18, 20,24, 30 v. Rating 2 amps. Suitable
for above pump. Brand new, fully OA
guaranteed P.& P. free

P. & P. free

Money -Back Guarantee !

BOMB SIGHT COMPUTOR

Only

65/ -
Each. P.& P. free

Ott

NEW CATALOGUE
Send 1/ -for latest edition pack-
ed with Bargains. Refunded
on first purchase.

TERMS-CASH WITH ORDER. cap. IF
EXTRA. Phone Orders Accepted. (Dept. W16)

359, KILBITRN HIGH ROAD, N.W.B.
479, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.10.

ELGar 5857
HIGH STREET, HAMMEN, N.W.10.

SHERMAN'S
SUPPLY COMPANY
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SITUATIONS VACANT
SERVICE engineers required with experience

of electronic computor mechanisms and
allied equipment; a good electronic technical
background essential, at least to intermediate
City and Guilds standard; housing assistance
provided for suitable applicants after trial
period.-Apply in writing, giving full details of
experience and qualifications, to Personnel
Officer,
REDIFON, Ltd., Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex.
Tits B.C. requires Engineering Staff (British,
Ai. minimum age 20) for operations and
maintenance duties at transmitter, studio, re-
cording and television centres. Must be willing
to serve anywhere in U.K. and have completed
or been exempted from National Service. Ex-
perience in radio engineering desirable. Essen-
tial qualifications include university degree.
Higher National Certificate or equivalent in
electrical engineering, or success in examina-
tion for C. & G. Final Certificate in Telecoms.
or Full Technological Certificate or Graduate -
ship of I.E.E. or Graduateship with maths.
of Brit. I.R.E. Promotion prospects. Starting
salary £620, rising by five annual increments to
£830.-Requests for application forms (enclos-
ing addressed envelope and quoting Ref. EX.25,
W.W.) should reach Engineering Establishment
Officer, Broadcasting House, London, W.I,
within seven days. [4743

SITUATIONS WANTED
FREE lance designer requires additional

work; V.H.F., including antennas, a
speciality; own laboratory and transport.-Box
4212. [4755

TECHNICAL TRAINING
LEARN it as you do it-we provide practical

equipment combined with instruction in
radio, television, electricity, mechanics, chemis-
try, photography, etc.-Write for full details to
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. WW.47, London, W.4.
CITY and Guilds (Electrical, etc.) on " No

Pass-No Fee " terms; over 95% successes.
-For full details of modern courses in all
branches of Electrical Technology send for
our 144 -page handbook, free and post free.
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 388A), 29, Wright's Lane,
London, W.8. [0117

TUITION
COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
SESSION 1955-56.
ELECTRONIC engineering.
APPLICATIONS invited for entry to next
three-year full-time course commencing
September, 1955, from those requiring com-
prehensive training to an advanced level in
electronic engineering, qualifying for technical
posts in radio, telecommunications, television
and industrial electronics. Syllabus will cover
requirements of City and Guilds, Brit.I.R.E.,
and I.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over.
APPLICATION forms and further information
from Principal, Coventry Technical College.
NOTHING succeeds like success! What we

have done a thousand times we can do again
for you-see the B.N.R.S. advt. page 150. [0172
WIRELESS operating; attendance and postal

courses.-Stamp for reply to Manager, The
Wireless School, Manor Gdns., London, N.7.

" DE LUXE " OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS £2115/-.
Fully shrouded potted construction, all windings fully
impregnated, main primary and secondary connections by
flexible leads. Selection of required primary and secondary
loads effected by inserting plugs in shock -proof adjusting
panel. Dimensions: W. 31 in., H. 31 in., D. 34in., PC. 34in. x
24in. WT: 4 lbs. 6 ms. Supplied in individual boxes,
complete with data sheet.
Primary: To suit single or push-pull P%4, 6L6 or 6V6 valve,
CT. (Optimum loads from 4Kfi to 10K O) rated 90 mA.
D.C. each half. Secondary: Rated 50 watts. To match
20,40,80, or 150 Speech Coils. This Transformer provides
11 alternative ratios from 154 1 to 78 : 1.

CROYDON TRANSFORMERS,
I PAWSONS RD., WEST CROYDON. THO. 1665.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

are required by

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

to fill vacancies in the Company's

Laboratories at

LUTON and STEVENAGE

1. SENIOR MICROWAVE ENGINEER
-Applicant should have a good theore-
tical background to degree standard
and experience of design or engineering
of microwave equipment. The work
includes investigation of new methods
of construction with a view to miniaturi-
sation and weight reduction.

2. SENIOR ENGINEER-to lead a
group of engineers in the development
of specialised electronic test gear.

3. SENIOR ENGINEER-for work on
general circuit development, with sound
fundamental knowledge of electronics
and the ability to apply it.

4. SENIOR INSTRUMENTATION EN-
GINEERS-with a degree or H.N.C.
and experience of the design of equip-
ment for use in the instrumentation
field.

5. SENIOR RADAR AND ELEC-
TRONIC ENGINEERS-for develop-
ment and field and flight experiments
of radar equipment. Degree or H.N.C.
standard preferred but applicants with-
out these qualifications but with a
wide experience of this work considered.

6. SENIOR ENGINEER-for missile
telemetry installation planning. Appli
cants must be familiar with existing
telemetry systems and measuring tech-
niques, suitable to a man with trials
experience.

7. JUNIOR ENGINEERS AND
LABORATORY ASSISTANTS-are
required to assist in the above work.
Vacancies also exist for Junior Staff
with experience of, or an interest in
Microwaves.

Housing assistance may be given in some
cases.

All the above posts are permanent and
progressive and pensionable after qualifying
period, attractive salaries are offered to the
successful applicants. Applications to
Dept. C.P.S., 336/7, Strand, W.C.2.

Quoting Ref. 1260E.

TUITION
r'IILL-TIME courses for P.M.G. Certs.,

C.G.L.I. Telecommunications, Radar Main-
tenance Cert. and B.Sc.(Eng.); prospectus free.
-Technical College. Hull. F0111
WIRELESS. See the world as a radio officer

in the Merchant Navy; short training
period; low fees; scholarships, etc., available:
boarding and day students; send 2d stamp for
Prospectus.-Wireless College, Colwyn Bay,
A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds, etc., on " No Pass-No Fee "

terms; over 95% successes.-or details of
Exams and courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page Hand-
book-Free: B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 29, Wright's
Lane. London. W.8. 10118er/V & Radio-A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City &

Guilds, R.T.E.B. Cert., etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms; over 95% successes.-De-
tails of Exams. and Home Training Courses
in all branches of Radio and T/V, write for
144 -page Handbook-Free, B.I.E.T. (Dept.
387A), 29, Wright's Lane. London, W.8 101 1 6

THE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
have available home study courses in every

phase of /edit) and television engineering.
specialising in the practical training of appren-
ticls in the retail trade; enrolments limited, fees
moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text
may be obtained post free from the Secretary.
I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20. Fairfield Rd .
Crouch End. London. N.8. 10088
FREE! --Brochure giving details of Home

Study Training in Radio, Television, and
all branches of electronics; courses for the
hobby enthusiast, or for those aiming at the
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds. R.T.E.B..
and other professional examinations: train with
the College operated by Britain's largest elec-
tronics organisation; moderate fees.-Write to
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. WW.28. London, W.4.
WIRELESS

telegraphy.-Merchant Navy
offers to youths 16 upwards after quali-

fication, lucrative positions as radio officers.-
Apply British School of Telegraphy, 179, Clap-
ham Rd., S.W.9. (Est. 1906). Recognised by
Ministry of Education, moderate fees, modern
equipment, day and evening tuition; also postal
courses in theory of wireless telegraphy for
P.M.G. Certs. and Amateur Transmitting
Licence. [0124

BOOKS. INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
.P.R.E. technical publications, 5,500 Align-

ment Peaks for Superheterodynes, 5/9, post
free, data for constructing TV aerial strength
meter, 7/6, sample copy " The Practical Radio
Engineer," quarterly publication of the Institute
2/-; membership and examination data, 1/ -.-
Sec., I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Rd.. London, N.8.

DOES YOUR AC MAINS VOLTAGE VARY?
Then This Bargain Is For You:

The U.S. Air Farce abandoned a project
that required ABSOLUTELY CONSTANT
115 V. from a nominal 115 V. line OR nominal
220 V. line, in either 50 or 60 cycle locations.
So-IN THIS ONE SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER THEY INCORPORATED ALL
OF THESE INPUTS (by your choice of connec-
tions per instructions on etched plate):

115 V. input can vary from 95 to 125 V.;
220 V. input can vary from 190 to 250 V.-
but output is always 115 V. (with negligible
variations) at any output current up to 17.4
amps. (2,000 VA!. Secondary is isolated from
primary. Sola Cat. No. 30768. BRAND NEW in
original wood box! 4 cm ft. Ship. wt.: 254 lbs.
F.O.B. Pasco, Wash. Only $149.50.
(Importers: note choice of 50 cycles.)

THE M.R. COMPANY
P.O. Box 1220-R Beverly Hills, Calif.,ILS.A.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF BOLTON
EDUCATION COMMITTEE

BOLTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Full-time Course in Electronic

Engineering
A three-year, full-time course in Electronic

Engineering is now available. Candidates
should be in the age range of 16 to 18, and
have taken, or be taking, General Certificate
courses at the Ordinary level in Mathematics
or Physics, or equivalent courses in technical
institutions.

This rapidly developing industry offers
new and attractive openings to qualified men.

The next course commences September,
1955. Early application for entry is desirable.
Further particulars from the Principal, Tech-
nical College, Manchester Road, Bolton
Education Offices,
Nelson Square, W. T. SELLEY,
Bolton. Chief Education Officer

MODEL 721
THIS CAN BE YOURS
FOR 24,2 deposit and

monthly payments of
2412. (Cash Price
(assembled/ 2.8117/6.)

THE " VESPA " DECK

MODEL 521
is available for a deposit
of ELIE and 8 monthly
payments ot 21/9. (Cash
Price (assembled)
28/1718J

Specifications. Model 521. Min.>, llin. Sin. Reels. Model 721. 10f in. a ilia. 7in. Reel, High Impedance
Record/Replay heads, 2,800 ohms at 1K.Gap. .0004in. at 50 Kc/s. 60 v. High Impedance Erase head, 10,000
ohms at 50K. (lap. .0025in. Erase Volts at 50K. 80/90. Both heads are latest type, low capacity moulded with
Ferroxcube core.
Frequency Response. At Olin. per sec. approx. 50/6,000 c.p.s. and at 73in. per sec. 30/12000 c.p.s.
Tape Speed. a speeds are obtainable. 31 in. and Thin. per sec.
Rewind. A neat and detachable handle is supplied for hand rewinding, but the use of twin track recording makes

this unnecessary when full length recordings are made. Model 721 panel is drilled for a rewind motor should the
user wish to fit one at a later date.
Drive. Rubber belt from a constant speed motor to a perfectly balanced fly wheel, giving constant tape speed,

without " wow " and " flutter," throughout the full length of tape. The motor is suitable for 100/250 volts 50 cycles
mains. Send a S.A.E. for leaflet describing these remarkable decks which are also available in kit form.

Desk 179, " LAFC0," 3 Corbetts Passage, Rotherhitbe New Road, London, S.E.16
BER 4341
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INSTRUMENT CASE
All welded con-
struction. Louvred
back and sides.
17" x 10" x 9".
Finish, silver
hammer.

PRICE

50 I
Fittings extra

Send for List 42

SUTTON COLDFIELD ' ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Clifton Street, Sutton Coldfield. Phone SUT. 5666

POLYTHENE

INSULATORS, END CAPS, PLUGS, ETC.

for

T.V. AERIALS
Standard Articles or Special Mouldings

AMPLEX APPLIANCES (KENT) LTD.
19 DARTMOUTH ROAD, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT

(RAVensbourne 5531)
All export enquiries to

ANTEX LTD., 3 TOWER HILL, LONDON, E.C.3

-AERIAL FITTINGS!!
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR CONSTRUCTING

BAND I and BAND III TELEVISION AERIALS
COVERING ALSO THE CONSTRUCTION OF

F.M. and other S.W. aerials.
All fittings are fully guaranteed, being die-cast

from high quality aluminium alloys.

Send 9d. in stamps for our illustrated catalogue of
fittings, chimney & wall lashings, alloy tubing etc.

to :-

FRINGEVISION LTD.
MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. Phone 605

A. C. SOLENOID TYPE SB.
Continuous 2.3/8 lb. at 1"

Instantaneous to 16 lb.

100% PRODUCTION
INSPECTION

Smaller Sizes Available.
Also Transformers to

6KVA 3 Phase

R. A. WEBBER LTD.
18 FOREST ROAD, KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL. PHONE 74065.

A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.,
have vacancies for

INSTRUMENT ENGINEERS to design and
develop small precision mechanisms and gyroscopic
apparatus. Applicants should have H.N.C. and
suitable design experience. This is an opportunity
to join at an attractive salary a new Division situated
in a rural area.
Apply to:

The Chief Engineer,
Weapons Research Division,

A. V. Roe and Co., Limited,
Woodford,

Cheshire.

A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.,
offer interesting vacancies for Technicians in the following
fields:-

Servomechanisms
Applied Electronics
Mechanical Engineering
Hydraulic Engineering

Normal qualification H.N.C. or the equivalent, but young
applicants without qualifications in the above fields will
be considered. This is an opportunity to join a newly -
formed Division whose laboratories are situated in a
rural area.
Apply to:-

The Chief Engineer,
Weapons Research Division,

A. V. Roe & Co., Limited,
Woodford,

Cheshire.

A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.,
offer

Applied Research and Development work in the
following fields for young Graduates in Science

or Engineering :
Servomechanisms
Applied Electronics
Supersonic Aerodynamics
Mechanical Engineering
Hydraulic Engineering

Attractive salaries depending on experience and
qualifications.

This is an opportunity to loin new laboratories situated
in rural surroundings.

Apply to :-
The Chief Engineer, Weapons Research Division,
A. V. Roe & Co., Limited, Woodford, Cheshire.

ELECTRONIC FITTER WIRE/KEN

required by the
NELSON RESEARCH LABORATORIES,

The English Electric Co. Ltd., Stafford,

for interesting and varied work on prototype elec-
tronic equipment.

Men with industrial or services experience preferred.

Write giving full details of age, qualifications and
experience to Dept. C.P.S., 336/7 Strand, W.C.2.

quoting Ref. 944D.
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SHORT BROTHERS & HARLAND LIMITED
wish to engage Senior Engineers, Engineers and Technical Assistants for the Electro-
Mechanical Section of their Research Department for work on Automatic Controls,
Navigational Systems, and other interesting military and commercial projects. Appli-
cants should have had some experience of instruments, small electro-magnetic devices,
gyroscopes, or systems employing such components.

Qualifications required are: Senior Engineers: Honours Degree plus at least five years'
good engineering development experience, and the ability to control a development
team. Engineers: University Degree, or equivalent, with several years' experience
of development work. Technical Assistants: H.N.C. or equivalent, with good practical
experience in appropriate field.

These are permanent positions in an expanding organisation with new and well-equipped
laboratories. Good salaries and prospects for men with initiative; pension scheme;
assistance with removal and housing.

Interviews can be arranged either in London or Belfast.

Applications will be treated as strictly confidential.

Send full particulars of age, qualifications, experience with salary required to-

Staff Appointments Officer, Short Brothers & Harland Limited,
P.O. Box No. 241, Belfast, quoting Ref. No. S.A. 32

E.M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LTD.
is the active and steadily expanding Development Company of the
E.M.I. group, makers of H.M.V., Columbia and Emitron products.
The company has a limited number of highly attractive vacancies
at its laboratories at Hayes and Feltham (Middlesex), and at Wells
(Somerset).

VACANCIES

Senior Engineers and Physicists, qualified and with experience,
are needed for teams engaged on a variety of problems of
electronics development.
Engineers and Physicists, also qualified and preferably with some
experience, but this is not essential, to back up our senior men.
Senior Designers and Draughtsmen, the former to design the
mechanical equipment associated with the company's work, the
latter to work either on the circuit or mechanical side.
Technical Writers, with sound engineering background and,
preferably, knowledge of Radar and TV techniques, who must
be able to write clear, concise, factual descriptions of intricate
electronic -mechanical proto-type equipment.
Technical Assistants, with O.N.C. and some experience either in
industry or with the services.
School Leavers, with G.C.E. ordinary or advanced level to join
our trainee courses run in conjunction with E.M.I. Institutes.
All posts are pensionable. Salaries are commensurate with ability,
experience and the responsibility to be undertaken. Prospects in
the company are excellent.

Please reply in the first instance, with full details of experience, to

Personnel Dept. (ED/EE)

E.M.I. Engineering Development Ltd.,
Hayes, Middlesex.

rio9

THE
BRITISH NATIONAL

RADIO SCHOOL
ESTD. 1940

NOW IN OUR FIFTEENTH YEAR
AND STILL

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT
HAS EVER FAILED

'o pass his examination(s) after completine
our appropriate study course.

Our Secret ?
Sincerity, Long Experience, Family
Ownership, Pride of Service and a
genuine attempt to mould the "Course"
to the student.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and CITY and GUILDS Radio and
Telecommunications Exams., etc., etc

PRINCIPAL, M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
2, CA NYNGE ROAD, CLIFTON, BRISTOL, 8

Tel. BRIS TOL 34755
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No development within the past decade has excited such

interest and enthusiasm among manufacturers as Printed Circuits.
Already a wealth of indisputable evidence has accumulated to
demonstrate that this new assembly technique offers very substantial
savings in time, labour and material.

Printed Circuitry has been rightly interpreted by T.C.C. as
an opportunity to offer a complete service to manufacturers. That
is why their Research staff has now developed an entirely new series
of Condensers possessing characteristics specially suited for use
with Printed Circuits.

Manufacturers of Radio and T/V Receivers, T/V tuners, aerial
filters, I.F. transformers, Bands I and III aerial cross -over networks,
F.M. tuners and similar applications are invited to get in touch with us.
The practical experience gained by our Development Engineers whilst
engaged on this work will be made available to them without obligation.

O' uF
400 vIVKG
DE IN ENGLE,

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION North Acton London W3 Tel: ACORN 0061
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USED BY ELECTRONIC FACT 1IES ALL OVER THE WORLD

ERSIII

71b. REELS
Ersin Multicore is the
most widely used
solder in the radio,
television and
electronic industries.
It is available as
standard for factory
use on 7 lb. reels in
9 gauges and 6 alloys.
Finer gauges are supplied on I lb. and lb.
reels. Ersin Multicore 5 -core Solder is
approved by A.I.D., A.R.B. and G.P.O.
It fully meets U.S. Federal Specifications.

 
PRINTED CIRCUITS

The Multicore publication, P.C.I01 gives
full details of the Multicore materials
supplied for the efficient soldering of
printed circuits.

Comprehensive information is given
about Multicore Surface Preservative,
P.C. I0a, which can also be used on tags
and wires of components.

Engineers requiring this interesting
publication should write for a copy of
P.C.I01.

SOLDER

SPECIAL ALLOYS
COMSOL ALLOY, with a melting point of
296°C. is intended for use on components
likely to be submitted to high temperatures.

T.C.L. ALLOY, melting point 145°C. is made
from tin, lead and cadmium.

P.T. (Pure Tin) ALLOY with melting point
of 232°C. is available for use when lead-
free solders are required.

L.M.P. ALLOY, with 2% silver content, melts
at 179°C. and is for use on ceramics and
other silver -coated components.

NEW. Home Constructors' Pack

To meet the special demand of amateur radio enthusiasts, this new

pack has been introduced to provide just the right amount of solder

at just the right price. The carton contains a reel of

20 ft. 18 s.w.g. 60/40 high tin content alloy Ersin

Multicore 5 -core Solder.

Bib WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER
This handy little tool strips insulation without
nicking the wire, cuts wire cleanly and splits plastic
extruded twin flex. Adjustable to most wire
thicknesses by the turn of a screw. Invaluable to
amateur and professional electricians alike.
3/6 each (subject).

RADIO & Till SERVICE ENGINEERS'
1 lb. REEL Containing approximately 167 ft.

of 18 s.w.g. 50/50 alloy Ersin Multicore 5 -core
Solder, this reel is ideal for service engineers and
others needing a good deal of solder at a time.
Cat. Ref. R5018. Reels 15/- each (subject).

216d
SUBJECT

Blb RECORDING TAPE SPLICER
This sturdy nickel -plated instrument enables recording tape to be
jointed quickly and accurately. Splices are indiscernible on the
edited recording. It soon pays for itself in tape economies.
18/6 each (subject).

SIZE 1 'CARTON
These easy to use cartons, are available containing
Ersin Multicore 5 -core Solder. 5/- each (subject)
Available in any of 4 specifications .

Latalogue
Ref. No.

Alloy
Tin Lead

App. length
per carton

d16014 6) 40 14 21 feet
C 16018 60 40 18 55 feet
C 14013 40 60

4) 60
13

16 T7e:C 14016

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD MULTICORE WORKS  HEMEL HEMPSTEAD ' HERTS (BOXMOOR 3636)


